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SAM DONALDSON, WASHINGTON, DC USA

ANNOUNCER
From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our
Washington headquarters, substituting for David Brinkley, here's Sam
Donaldson.

SAM DONALDSON
Well, here we go into the '90's, ready or not. And whether you prefer
a phrase with intellectual depth such as "The past is prologue," or
something simpler - "You can't see where you're going 'til you know
where you've been at" - it is worth taking stock of the decade we're
leaving, the '80's. How will history treat Ronald Reagan? Is
Gorbachev really so terrific? And is Wall Street's fictional hero,
Gordon Gekko, truly the symbol the our times? We'll ask today's
guests: (va) Tom Wolfe, author, whose thoughts on this decade are
widely quoted: Carl Sagan, scientist, astronomer, the intellectual's
Mr Wizard; and Daniel Boorstin, historian and former Librarian of
Congress. Some background on the '80's from our man Jack Smith and
our discussion here with George Will, Jeff Greenfield and Hodding
Carter. All here on our Sunday program. (on camera) First, some news.
President Bush is on the move this Sunday, interrupting his Texas
vacation to visit the troops. (VO) Mr Bush flew to San Antonio to
talk with soldiers wounded in the Panama invasion and attend a chapel
service. By today, fewer than 60 of the 320 men wounded in Panama are
still hospitalized in two facilities in San Antonio. (on camera) The
president will return to Washington on New Year's Day. In Panama,
Catholic bishops took the unusual step this morning of publicly
urging a course action on the Vatican, urging that Manuel Noriega be
turned out of his Vatican embassy sanctuary there. Details from JOHN
MARTIN in Panama.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) Manuel Noriega was starting a new day of sanctuary this morning,
still inside the Vatican Mission after a week. Outside, US soldiers
started their day, still ready to prevent his escape. On the streets
of Panama City, US troops used Noriega's plight to try to coax more
of his military and paramilitary units to surrender. "Noriega has
abandoned you," they said. A lone jogger said he felt Panama should
abandon Noriega's prosecution to permit trial in the United States.

OCTAVIO VALLARINO, REAL ESTATE AGENT
This, to me, is the long arm of the law, you know. It's - wherever
you are, you can hide, you know, sometimes, but you can't hide all
the time. And it will get you sometime, you know.

MARTIN
(Va) But in church this morning, Panama's Catholics were wondering
when the law would get Noriega. Some stayed away in protest of
Noriega's continued protection by the Vatican. The pastor urged them
to not to judge too harshly, reading a letter from the bishops urging
the pope to surrender Noriega for prosecution. (on camera) An
informed church source said such an arrangement could be very near,
but he said there have been difficulties in communication between the
Vatican, the United States and Panama City. He said Rome is sending
an emissary here to help resolve the crisis. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Panama City.

MR DONALDSON
In fact, Panama's Attorney General has just said that on Tuesday,
Panama's new leaders will ask the Vatican to turn Noriega over to
them so he can face formal charges that will be filed against him
early next week. The Attorney General did not say what those charges
would be. Diplomatic sources say the charges could be a first step
toward sending Noriega to the United States to stand trial. Some
members of the Romanian Communist Party, a party in disarray now that
its former leader, dictator Nicolae Ceausescu, is dead, say today
that they will formally dissolve the party and hand over all its
assets to the new government. (VO) In Bucharest, an orthodox
Christian mass was televised throughout the country, the first time a
mass has been on Romanian television in recent memory. Ceausescu had
banned Romanians from observing religious rites. (on camera) I'll be



back with all the rest of our program in just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

MR DONALDSON
Every ten years, broadcast journalists are faced with the task of
summing up a decade in a few minutes. I'm sure you've seen a number
of variations on the theme this week. It is both easy and difficult:
easy because everybody agrees on the basic material, difficult
because how are you going to make it different from every other
summation? Our Jack Smith takes on impossible tasks every week with a
style and flair that consistently mak~s the humdrum interesting I so
we assigned him the task of summing up the '801s and holding
everyone's attention in the process.

JACK SMITH
(va) Sam, if anyone personified the decade for Americans, it was this
man.

PRES RONALD REAGAN
(taking the oath of office) I, Ronald Reagan do solemnly swear -

SMITH
(VO) The day he took office/ the hostages in our Teheran embassy got
released and the biggest peacetime defense buildup in history got
under way. Ronald Reagan invaded Grenada and talked back to the
Russians.

PRES REAGAN
To ignore the facts of history and the aggressive impulses of an evil
empire -

SMITH
(VO) Stallone refought the Vietnam War and won. Veterans built a
memorial to Vietnam and Americans came to terms with the war.
Americans felt better about themselves. America was back, standing
tall.

AIRLINE PILOT
They are threatening to kill the passengers/ threatening to kill the
passengers. We must need fuel. We must get fuel.

SMITH
(va) But we seemed powerless to do anything about real enemies like
terrorists. More than 500 Americans died from terrorism in the 1980's
and eight Americans are still held hostage in Lebanon. At home, the
first woman was chosen for the Supreme Court, the first woman for a
national ticket and the first black ran for president twice. But in
politics, this was a Republican decade. The Reagan Revolution made
liberalism a four - letter word. The conservative agenda gained
credibility and the right wing gained visibility. It was also a
decade of deregulation: airlines, the telephone company. But with
savings and loans/ government regulators were asleep and taxpayers
were left holding a $150 - billion tab. Computers changed our working
hours in the '80's and our leisure hours.

MTV HOST
Welcome to MTV, Music Television.

SMITH
(VO) Americans got MTV and home videos, but they preferred fairy
tales, so the ten top - grossing movies of the decade were fantasies
like ET and Indiana Jones. Americans went on a health kick,
exercising more, eating less and smoking less. Americans were also
drinking less, lighter, too, and the police were cracking down on
those who weren't and still drove. The AIDS epidemic made Americans
start thinking about safe sex.

DR C EVERETT KOOP, SURGEON GENERAL
(1987) The best protection against infection right now/ barring
abstinence, is the use of a condom.

SMITH
(VO) Family values were in. There was a baby boomlet, as baby boomers
began having their own children. Maternity leave and child care
became middle class issues and women found having it all often meant
doing it alII for most married women worked. They had to. The average
cost of a new house in the 1980's nearly doubled to $150,000, but
wages, after inflation, declined. So Americans maintained their
standard of living by borrowing. The deficit sent the national debt
to three trillion dollars. America became a debtor nation. Even Bruce
Springsteen's label, Columbia Records, got bought by the Japanese.
This was not a compassionate decade. The nlwWer of homeless
mushroomed and more people sank into poverty, including nearly a
guarter of the country's children.

YOUNG BOY
I don't have nobody to play with and stuff like that. And then when I
go home, then I feel like killing myself.

SMITH
(VO) But Americans were focussed on money and those who made it. On
Wall Street/ merger mania made overnight millionaires and being rich
and flaunting it became accepted, even in Washington. The crash of



1987 made greed lose some of its appeal and so did Wall Street's
insider trading scandal. There were other scandals, too, an endless
string of them, it seemed and some blamed Reagan Administration
values.

WHITNEY SEYMOUR, INDEPENDENT COUNSEL
(1987) Too much loose money and too little concern in Washington
about ethics in government.

SMITH
(VO) And scandal reached into the Oval Office itself.

PRES REAGAN
We did not, repeat, did not trade weapons or anything else for
hostages.

LT COL OLIVER NORTH
I don't think it was wrong. I think it was a neat idea.

REV JIMMY SWAGGART, TV EVANGELIST
I have sinned against you, my Lord.

SMITH
(VO) For TV preachers, this was not a good decade. In sports, Pete
Rose achieved immortality, but was banned from the game for gambling
and basketball star Len Bias died from a drug overdose. Crack cocaine
swept the US and the inner cities became battlegrounds. It was a
violent decade. President Reagan was shot. Americans witnessed
disasters: the worst oil spill in US history, the terrible famine in
Ethiopia -

LAUNCH CONTROL
Go with throttle up.

CHALLENGER COMMANDER
Challenger going with throttle up.

SMITH
(VO) - the shuttle disaster. It united the nation in grief and some
wondered if manned flight was worth the risk, especially when little
unmanned Voyager II sailed through the solar system, flawlessly
exploring the planets all decade long. Abroad, it was a bad decade
for dictators. The world, according to human rights groups, is now
the freest it has ever been. In Iran, the Ayatollah died.

CHINESE STUDENT
Strike, strike and strike!

SMITH
(VO) In China, the democracy movement, which caught the world's
imagination, was brutally snuffed out, but the decade that began so
inauspiciously with the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan is closing
with the disintegration of Communism in the East bloc. Abroad, this
was Mikhail Gorbachev's decade and the Cold War, as we'd known it for
40 years, is ending and a new world is emerging. (on camera) What
role will America play in that new world? Are we a power in decline?
It was one of the most frequently asked questions of the 1980's, for
although Americans felt better, the decade leaves the wondering how
much of that was reality, how much illusion. Sam?

MR DONALDSON
Thank you, Jack. When we come back, we'll take a look at the
scientific side of the decade with scientist and astronomer Carl
Sagan. And shortly, historian Daniel Boorstin, former Librarian of
Congress; and author Torn Wolfe. In a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

MR DONALDSON
Dr Sagan, welcome. Thank you for coming in today.

DR CARL SAGAN, SCIENTIST AND ASTRONOMER
Thank you.

MR DONALDSON
Here to join me in the questioning are ABC's George Will and Jeff
Greenfield. You know 1 often recently when we've started a decade, the
scientific question has been, "Can we beat the Soviets?" I take it
you think that the question today is, "Can the human race survive?"

DR SAGAN
Yeah. Can we beat ourselves, so to say, because one thing which has
become really very clear in the decade of the 1980's is the ways in
which our technology can challenge and pose the gravest problems for
the continuance of our civilization. There are several areas. One is
the depletion of the ozone layer and the increased ultra violet flux
at the surface of the earth. Another is the increasing greenhouse
warming. A third is nuclear winter. All three were discovered or
their seriousness first appreciated in the 1980's.

MR DONALDSON
Yes, but you and your brother are really people crying in the
wilderness, aren't you? How do you get anyone to focus? I must tell
you, I think the hole in the ozone layer may kill us, as you say, but
at the moment, who cares?

DR SAGAN
Well, a lot of people care because two years ago, there was a
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protocol signed in Montreal in which some 30 nations promised to
phase out the production of CFC's by the year 2000. So that is an
indication. I agree with you there's a lot of resistance and denial,
but that is an indication that, in the real world, we can actually
come to grips with the existence of such problems. I'm hopeful that
we can do it in these other areas as well.

GEORGE WILL
While you were out there crying in the wilderness, you're not crying
with one voice. I mean, there are people dispute the facts of the
matter about the greenhouse effect, for example, which causes a
problem here in Washington where people try and bring scientific
knowledge to bear on pUblic policy. Are we going to know enough in
the '90's to build a political consensus on the basis of scientific
unanimity?

DR SAGAN
Well, there is no such thing as scientific unanimity, as you say, on
issues of this complexity. We can't predict the weather a week into
the future. How are we, with perfect unanimity and perfect accuracy,
going to predict what the global climate is like in 30 or 50 years?
Although climate is a lot easier to predict than weather. But the
point is that the difference among scientists is not whether there is
a greenhouse effect. There's no question about that. It is not
whether the greenhouse effect is increasing, There's no question
about that. The question is how serious will the consequences be.
Now, to respond to greenhouse warming, there are a set of things
which make enormous amount of sense apart from greenhouse warming.
That's why I'm optimistic that we can do something, for example,
greater fuel efficiency, search for alternative sources of energy,
stop cutting down forests. The human species is cutting an acre of
forest every second. Let's plant trees instead of destroying them.
That makes sense on all sorts of other grounds, so you don't have to
believe the most pessimistic prognostications in order to deal with
the problem.

MR WILL
The history of science is one of serendipity, of surprise, sort of
just things happening that no one could predict. Was there a
serendipitous event that will strike historians of science about the
1980's?

DR SAGAN
Well, a whole bunch of them, but - I mean, I agree with you about
serendipity. The thing that worries me about the three kinds of
potential catastrophes I just talked about - ozone, greenhouse,
nuclear winter - is that they were discovered by accident that they
were serious. And it raises the issue of what else have we
overlooked? You know, in this country, there is no serious concerted
effort to try to find out and defuse other large - scale
environmental catastrophes that our technology is generating.

JEFF GREENFIELD
But, Dr Sagan, the point that George raises is one I want to follow
up and that is we're raised to think of scientists as, in a sense,
politically neutral, like Sergeant Friday, "just the facts, ma'am".
And yet, scientists often carry with them political agendas. It's
almost like getting a group of economists or lawyers to line up. Is
nuclear winter as bad as some people say? Well, find the experts.
Will Star Wars work? You say no, a group of other people say yes. And
one of the things that strikes me about the debates in the 1980's is
that the scientific community often seems to have no more independent
validity than any group of interest advocates. Is there any way that
you can suggest to us that we can say, "No, these objective facts,
not politically - not with political control"?

DR SAGAN
There's two things I would say. First of all, if you're accusing
scientists of being human, we plead guilty. Certainly, we are
citizens like everybody else and if we see something that seems
wrong, we have to speak out about it. Someone else has a different
political perspective, that may tilt it in a different way. But
science has an error - correction machinery built into it and these
differences don't last very long. For example, on the ozone issue, a
lot of argument in the mid ~ '70's when it was first raised. Now,
very little argument on the seriousness.

MR GREENFIELD
But enormous arguments right now on the effects of global warming.

DR SAGAN
Yes, there is, And that's healthy and normal will shake itself out.

MR WILL
And 15 years ago, we had the Club of Rome, the limits of growth and
exhaustion of this and that resource. And the planet seems to be
somewhat more resilient than scientific community is given credit
for.



DR SAGAN
Well, I would not say that the Club of Rome analysis represented the
consensus of the world scientific community. But the one thing I
wanted to say to both these last points is if you're expecting that
policy makers can go to "the" scientific community and ask for an
unambiguous solution to these problems, I think you're asking too
much. The policy makers have to themselves understand the nature of
these issues. Policy is always made in the face of uncertainty on
scientific issues as well. But if there is a grave hazard to the
planet which is alleged to emerge, it has to be given serious
consideration.

MR WILL
Jeff mentioned a moment ago that you have been an opponent of the
Strategic Defense Initiative. Now, there are gradations from simple
to complex. December 1989, last month, last year of the decade, Iraq
fired an extremely sophisticated missile. We're going to see, people
seem to believe, the proliferation of technology in advance of
civility among some pretty renegade regimes. Both Iran and Iraq, of
course, use poison gas. Does that cause you to rethink whether or not
we ought to have some kind of strategic defense in case a madman in
the Third World with one missile and one bomb shoots it?

DR SAGAN
A madman in the Third World or the Second or the First - and there
are madmen in all three worlds - has a much easier option available,
since nuclear weapons can now be fit into suitcases. All you have to
do is put it into your embassy and blow it up on command. The idea
that the madman is going to fire a strategic missile from halfway
around the world to the United States is missing the reality, in my
view. I think one of the remarkable things about the 1980's with
regard to Star Wars is that 10,000 leading US scientists and
engineers said, "We will not participate in this mad scheme". The
idea that Star Wars -

DR SAGAN
Prophesy is a lost art, but what the decade of the
is an emerging transnational and trans generational
is certainly happening right now and I think is to
human species by a very large factor.

MR DONALDSON
All right. Thank you, Dr Sagan, for being with us today. Joining us
next, the former Librarian of Congress, Daniel Boorstin, and shortly,
author Tom Wolfe, when we return.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

MR DONALDSON
Dr Boorstin, nice to see you.

DANIEL BOORSTIN, FORMER LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS
Delighted to be here, Sam.

MR DONALDSON
Well, now, you're a historian. A hundred years from now, will
historians then look back on the 1980's and say, "That was a decade
that mattered," or will be just be passed in history?

DR BOORSTIN
Well, you know, Sam, unlike some of my colleagues whom I respect very
much, I think of history as the cautionary science, the science to
warn us against premature obituaries and Armageddons that haven't
arrived yet and hasty packaging of events. And I think that hasty
packaging, if I may say so, is partly to the effectiveness of
programs like this which bundles things together and makes people
decide what the ten years add up to. Well, maybe God didn't think of
the world in a decimal system.

MR DONALDSON
That's right, but Dr Boorstin, everyone sitting at home could sit
there and say, "Gee, I don't know one way or the other". They look to
people like you to give us some educated view. And if you duck the

1990's will
perspective
the good of

bring
which
the

MR WILL
But a lot did.

DR SAGAN
Sorry? A lot did?

MR WILL
A lot did.

DR SAGAN
But never before has there been such a revulsion from a presidential
mandate to the scientific community and, in my view, for very good
reasons.

MR DONALDSON
We have just about ten seconds left, so that's my chance to give you
questions that you will only time to answer yes or no. Will the
decade of the '90's see such cures as a cure for cancer? Will we get
control of AIDS? Will there be medical, scientific advances such as
that?



question, where are we?
DR BOORSTIN

Well, I can give you a few cautions, if that will do instead of
prophesy.

MR DONALDSON
All right, what are they?

DR BOORSTIN
Well, I think the first caution is not to jump at conclusions, you
know. I think back of the year 1789 and I think of what happened then
when Americans were just as enthusiastic about what was happening in
France as we are now about what's happening in Eastern Europe and
then, to their surprise, the guillotines came out. And the result of
that was disillusion, not only disillusion but laws inhibiting the
freedom of Americans, Alien and Sedition laws in 1798. And I think
that we should reserve our judgment on what's happening in Eastern
Europe. You know, one of the things that I saw just yesterday that
troubled me was the new president of the free Czechoslovakia, Havel,
was elected unanimously. Now, is that a good sign? I'm not sure it
is.

MR WILL
Let me ask you about our country, of which you're a distinguished
historian. We1ve always had a kind of messianic impulse. We're going
to bring particular religions from the Old World to safety here. We
were going to have a Manifest Destiny to conquer the continent and
then to export democracy wherever we could find a willing recipient.
Do see an exhaustion of that impulse as a result of events at home
and abroad in the '80's? On the one hand, people say there was a self
- absorbed, selfish decade at home and abroad, people seemed to have
bought Jefferson. What is there left for us to do now, granting your
cautionary remark that Jefferson's not firmly in control in Romania
just yet.

DR BOORSTIN
Well, Jefferson1s hope, you may recall, is an empire for liberty. And
I think we have to accept the variant definitions of liberty. I think
we must remember that some people think of liberty as the slavery of
fanaticism. The people of Iran thought they were freeing themselves
from the Shah by taking on a new kind of dictator. And I think that
the power and the influence of our country doesn't come from our
power or our wealth and shouldn't, but should come from the fact that
this is a place of discovery. People found here that they could do
things they'd never imagined they could do back in their own
countries. And also, if we'd look back on history and see what are
the nations that have left their mark on us most profoundly, they're
nations which today are not major powers: Greece, Italy, the
Netherlands. These are the sources of some of the great, great
thoughts that govern us.

MR WILL
A great many people think one of the thjngs that happened in the
19801s in this country was a rapid decline in the quality of public
discourse and they blame it in part on television, the dominance of
the graphic over the literary modes of communication? Should we be
alarmed?

DR BOORSTIN
Well, I would warn us against being alarmed in general. I think we
should not be alarmed. Americans are inclined to be alarmed and one
of the reasons is that it's the land of instant everything. A person
can come here from Romania or the Soviet Union and become a democrat
with a small "d". That leads us to think that maybe the same thing
can be happening elsewhere, but it can't. When people remain in the
land of their ancestors, it's much more difficult. They're imprisoned
by their history and by the landscape which is full of the monuments
of their past.

MR GREENFIELD
And yet, if I may, what struck me so much about this last year is we
are always that there are no more heroes., Every generation looks
back and says, "They had heroes then, giant in the earth". Abroad,
there seem to have been a whole number of heroes, whether it's Havel
or Lech Walesa, Milan Kundera, whoever you want to cite. And yet, at
the same time, when events in Eastern Europe seem to be real events,
terribly important, the land in whose name they same to be
responding, that is, the birthplace of freedom, seems to be a land
increasingly dominated by what you once called "pseudo - events," a
kind of synthetic quality of public life in an absence of real public
discourse. Is there any sense in which we may learn from those who
learn from us? That is, indeed, possible to reach great purposes as a
nation?

DR BOORSTIN
Well, I think so, yes, I do. And I think we should be wary of these
instant judgments on the future drawn from the past of other



countries. I think our mission is not to make other people like us,
but to give other people the freedom to be themselves. And that has
not been the mission of any other empire. It was not the mission of
the British Empire which tried to Briticize the upper classes of
India, nor was it really the mission of - well, the Roman Empire
perhaps did to greater extent make that effort.

MR GREENFIELD
we can learn to be
be that we've lost
though the rest of

But my question is whether
George's question seems to
freedom is all about, even
discovering its glories.

more like ourselves.
the resonance of what
the world seems to

DR BOORSTIN
Well now, I don't agree with George in that. I think that we mustn't
think of liberty in this country as conforming to some historic norm.
The freedom of this country consists of the opportunity to be what we
had never expected we would be, which is what the nation is. And I
think that that means that when we have large numbers of immigrants
from Mexico or from the Far East, these provide us an opportunity to
rediscover ourselves.

MR DONALDSON
Dr Boorstin, tell us about Ronald Reagan. What was his influence like
on the '80's, in your opinion?

DR BOORSTIN
Well, I don't know. I don't know that I would make a judgment at this
point. I think that the way that we will know in another decade what
his influence was and I think - you know, one of the features of
American politics which hasn't been emphasized enough recently is
that peculiarity of a democratic society like ours, a socially
democratic society -

MR DONALD SON
But surely you have some opinion. You have some opinion.

DR BOORSTIN
Well, I would consider him a representative man more than a leader.
That is, I think that ~ this is what Emerson said was characLeristic
of our society. The representative man is the who expresses some of
the predominant attitudes of his time. He doesn't necessarily live on
as a hero. And I think that that was - that President Reagan had the
ability to express what was on many people's minds, but I don't think
it meant that he was necessarily a great leader.

MR DONALDSON
Okay. Thank you very much, Dr Boorstin. Thank you for coming in.
Joining us when we come back will be Tom Wolfe, author of, among
other works! the decade's defining novel, The Bonfire of the
Vanities. In a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

MR DONALDSON
Now, from Southampton, New York, author Tom Wolfe. Thanks for corning
in -

TOM WOLFE, AUTHOR
Oh, my pleasure.

MR DONALDSON
- or thanks for being there. Now, you have written about this decade
of the '80's as the Decade of Greed. Is that the way we're all going
to be remembered, just as a bunch of money - grubbing people?

MR WOLFE
No! not just that, but what you have to remember is that we are still
in the rising curve - it hasn't fallen yet - of a boom that began
about 1943. It created a wealth that probably has no precedent in
history. So you can be sure that right now, your electrician or your
burglar alarm repairman is right now Puerto Vallarta or Barbados or
St Kitts. He's there with his third wife. They're sitting on the
terrace and having a little designer water before brunch, but it's -

MR DONALDSON
Well, all right, but is there a difference? I mean, wealth is one
thing, maybe wealth is good, but the Gordon Gekko business from the
movie that greed is good, I mean is it the greedy, not just the
wealthy?

MR WOLFE
Well, it has created without any doubt a period of money fever and
that's the period we're in right now. Robert Nesbitt, the sociologist
has revived an old phrase of Thomas Carlyle's which is that an age of
the cash nexus in which the ties of sheer cash, sheet money, replace
the old ties of honor, duty! country and all the rest of it. And I've
been talking recently, for example, to personnel managers, so -
called headhunters. And they tell me they have never seen a period in
which employees have so little loyalty to firms because the only tie
now is money. And why should they when the head of the firm, when the
time comes, is perfectly willing to bailout of the organization on
his golden parachute once the leveraged buyout has taken place or the
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hostile takeover. You know, this is the money fever, the excessive
side of something that basically is quite good, which is prosperity.

MR WILL
Tom, you live in Manhattan, which isn't even New York City and New
York City, as we have to keep reminding you people up there, isn't
even all the state or the country. Could it be that you're
generalizing from a neighborhood about a decade?

MR WOLFE
No, I think if you'll go out to some of the new technoburgs, as
they're called - these are entirely new communities far from the
cities. like Naperville, Illinois, which Nicholas Lehman recently
investigated, this is a community well outside of Chicago, formerly a
rural area - you'll find the same cast of characters which we call
the Yuppies and the people who talk about time bankruptcy because
they donlt have time both to do their aerobic exercises and their two
jobs and send the children to their special instruction in languages.
I mean, the same, in a way, rather marvelous ambitions that people
have for themselves are to be found allover the country. Look at the
gourmet section of the grocery stores in the shopping malls in the
middle of nowhere. This is -

MR WILL
Well, the last time that the United States was characterized as
overrun with more than the usual quota of vulgarians was an age
called the Gilded Age. Now, that age, following the Civil War, was a
period of great boom and speculation and all the rest. It also was,
arguably, the most creative era of American history. We socialized
enormous numbers of immigrants, bound the country together with
commerce and steel rails and all the rest. MGybe progress just comes
with this vulgar side to it. Is that possible?

MR WOLFE
Oh, absolutely. You know, this prosperity that we have is the result
of something that is fundamentally quite marvelous, which is a
tremendous liberty. And one of the key images of the 1980's and one
that I think will make the 1980's be remembered long, long past this
particular century is the Miss Liberty rising up in Tiananmen Square
in which here's the largest Communist country in the world suddenly
looking towards the Statue of Liberty in the United States as its
symbol for the future.

MR GREENFIELD
Tom, let me ask you, though - and I have to apologize to George - I'm
from Manhattan, we know he commutes every week from Grover's Corners,
New Hampshire to do his work where the .re aL people live. But as one
Manhattanite to another, the people who founded this country also
talked about something called civic virtue, public happiness, the
notion that real citizenship in a free society had something to do
with participating in broader causes than just individual
achievement. A prosperity without that, in contrast to the 1940ls and
'50's and '60's when we had a Marshall Plan, a GI Bill, a civil
rights revolution, is that fundamentally healthy?

MR WOLFE
Well, if you look at what's going on in colleges right now, I think
you see seemingly contradictory things at work. You'll find among
college students today - and I've been going around to campuses all
year - that at the same moment in which up to 40 percent of the
leading students in a university will be aiming for jobs on Wall
Street or real estate development and other sort of high income
areas, there's also a very strong movement of concern for the
homeless, for example. There's probably not a cause that is more
passionately followed on American campuses than the cause of the
homeless. The two things, you know, they're not mutually exclusive.
And that's what makes this such an exciting period. Again, the same
underlying notion of American democracy, American liberty. Sure, it
can lead to excesses in the financial area, but it can also lead to a
tremendous extension of rights to people who were never given rights
before. I think it's a great time to be alive, myself.

MR GREENFIELD
Well, as opposed to the alternative, I can't disagree, but in your
own book, in Bonfire of the Vanities shows how people can use
ostensibly good causes for, really, the social climbing aspect. I
mean, can we say that the 1990's is going to see more of civic virtue
as an ostensible reason to have one hell of a party?

MR WOLFE
So far, not all that much has changed and what you're talking about,
Jeff, could continue right on, there's no question about it. When the
first great shoe dropped on October 19, 1987, there was a conclusion
among a lot of people that suddenly the party was over, the carnival
was coming to an end. So far, the other shoe has never dropped.
There's a tremendous alp of debt out there that hasn't been resolved.
So far, nothing has happened to really put an end to the party. And



so I can see - until something else happens, the 1990's could be an
ongoing -

MR WILL
Tom - a quick concluding question, that is that you write big books
and you sell lots of them. Are people going to read books? You talked
a moment ago about campuses. They're either reading, I gather, t-
shirts and cartoon books. Does the book have a future?

MR WOLFE
Well, one of the problems in the book industry right now is that too
many books are being published, you know, and most of those books are
paperbacks. And when people buy paperback books, they are reading
them. They don't put them on the coffee table. So I personally am not
worried about that.

MR DONALDSON
Well, thank you, Torn Wolfe, from all of us who have written books,
but not with your success. We hope you're right. Thank you for
joining us today.

MR WOLFE
Well, you're welcome. Thank you.

MR DONALDSON
Coming next, our free ~ for - all discussion in which we're going to
take our crack at looking into the future. And joining us will be
commentator Hodding Carter.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

MR DONALDSON
All right, let's look into the decade of the '90's and I want to warn
you at the outset: I'm not going to accept any of this waffling, any
of this "well, on the one hand or the other hand, who can see into
the future?" I want to know what1s going to happen in the '90's. And
let's start with something that we all love in this town: politics,
partisan party politics. The 'eo's, the Republicans held the
presidency, the Democrats held almost everything else. Is that going
to be the pattern in the '90's? George?

MR WILL
No, I would expect the Democrats to win the presidency in the '90's
and perhaps sooner than people think. And I would expect them also to
win with a black vice president.

MR DONALDSON
Well, now, that's 1992, sooner than people think. That's the next
chance out.

MR WILL
Well, no, people could think they1d win in '96 or 2000. But I do
think that the Republicans face a dilemma. They have not run a post -
Cold War election, by definition. And the Republicans have had an
enormous advantage from, I believe, the irresponsibility of the
Democratic Party for 16 years or so.

MR DONALDSON
Which black vice president?

MR WILL
Well, I think you're going to see - you've a black governor of
Virginia, you could have a black governor of Georgia in Andy Young,
sort of perceived as moderate, attractive people.

MR DONALDSON
I see it as center.

MR GREENFIELD
Yeah, you do. My guess has been for some time that the first excluded
group, black women, even Asian, to win the White House or the vice
presidency will be a Republican, on the theory that it's just much
easier for the Republicans to dispense with the baggage about -

MR DONALDSON
You mean Jesse Jackson has to become a Republican?

MR GREENFIELD
Well, I mean that - I believe Mr Will nominated Colin Powell several
times for vice president of the United States and that's not a bad
guess or a Nancy Kassebaum type. That's where I would expect the
first new group to come from for fairly obvious reasons. The broader
question about the Democrats, I think, is reduced to one basic
premise. We talked earlier about broad public purposes. Now, the post
- war history of America, up to 10 or 15 years ago, had the Democrats
in power for most of the time when those broad pUblic purposes were
enacted: the Marshall Plan, the GI Bill of Rights that created the
post - war middle class to some extent. The civil rights revolution
was the last successful one. Absent, unappealed people to join
together for a broad public purpose that has any resonance, I think
the Democrats always a tremendous uphill battle to take the White
House.

MR DONALDSON
Hodding, let me bring you back to the presidency and whether the
parties' alignment, from the standpoint of who holds what in the



MR WILL

'80's will continue into the '90'5.
HOODING CARTER, PBS COMMENTATOR

All right. Well, first, I see no reason whatsoever why, barring one
thing, the Democrats necessarily will come back in at all in the
1990's. The barring one thing is the economy, that is to say, there
will be no great wars won or lost, perhaps. But barring, again, that,
in which case I would say then Republicans will certainly stay io.
Barring a collapse or really bad downturn in the economy, I don't see
the Democrats coming in because I don't know what the organizing
principle is that brings them in. What is it they're going to say?
Now, I would say what they should say.

MR DONALDSON
All right. Say what they should say_

MR CARTER
Which is to say - as they should have been saying throughout this
entire decade, "We have larger purposes afoot and we are forgetting
what they are. One of them is not to allow the permanent creation of
a permanent class society. It is time for us to be reorganizing the
society around some of the principles we used to say we held to," if
you want to come out of the '80's into something that matters.

MR DONALDSON
I couldn't agree with you more.

MR CARTER
But the Democrats, even if they said it, would not necessarily.

MR GREENFIELD
Somebody has to believe them.

MR CARTER
But - no, but more than that, they have to have a credible person
signing it. But even more than that, at least some of the middle has
to feel economically threatened.

MR WILL
But the Democrats! problem is that they are perceived as the party of
government with good reason and an honorable record. And I think
symbolically, beginning with Proposition 13 in June '78 in
California, the middle class said, "We are now self - sufficient. We
now view the government as something taking more away from us than
it's giving to us. And that's so far an unsolved problem for the
Democrats.

MR DONALDSON
Before we leave this, quick, who's going to be the next Democratic
nominee who, George thinks, may be the next president.

MR WILL
Oh, gosh, on the one hand, on the other hand.

MR DONALDSON
Come on, George.

Bill Bradley.
MR GREENFIELD

Oh , I'll say Bob Kerrey, senator from Nebraska.
MR CARTER

Oh, you took mine away Bill Bradley.
MR DONALDSON

Well, what should I do? Make it Bill Bradley and make it unanimous?
Should I go back to Mario Cuomo? Should I go - I mean, I got upset
with Mario last year.

MR CARTER
We like to see you agonize.

MR DONALDSON
Yes, I thought Hamlet of Albany, just - you know, but, no. All right,
I will. Mario Cuomo, I'm still behind you, in the sense of a
predictor. Okay, let's move on. I thought Dr Boorstin's point that
one party had emerged in Czechoslovakia was interesting. Do you
think, in fact, freedom now is going to wipe away all dictatorships
in the '90's, we'll get to the year 2000 and democracy will be
everywhere?

MR GREENFIELD
Here's something that Hodding and I talked about a month ago and the
prospect that by this decade's end, there will not be any more First
World dictatorships. That is, Europe, which now has Albania, the
Soviet Union and the Afrikaaners in South Africa, if I can make that
extension, are the remaining First World dictatorships. If they go
and most of Latin America goes into relative freedom, you're going to
see not only a north - south split on lines of wealth and color, but
on freedom versus repression. The implications for that I leave for
Dr Carter to explain.

MR CARTER
Yeah, and I, having thought for the last month and more worried about
it that, in listening to Daniel Boorstin this morning reminds me that
at the very moment that you hail the triumph of anything is the



moment you'd better start worrying about where the casket is being
built. And in a lot of these new democracies, as we see them now, the
basic underpinnings for that democracy have not really been
established. And in the absence of a lot of willingness on our part
and others to pour a number of resources, including technical
resources in there, I would tell you that within five years, not the
decade, a lot of these new democracies are back again into some form
of authoritarian control. And that I don't predict as something I now
want to be able to say "I told you SO" when it happens. It is one of
the functions of history that you sit back and say that it's
possible.

MR WILL
There's going to be an awful lot of violence and bitterness because
nothing lasts in this world like animosities. I think you may see six
nations where you used to have Yugoslavia, to take just one case. But
if, indeed, in the '90's it is the case that democracy and
development co - extensive, then the underdeveloped world (a) will
remain undeveloped indefinitely - there's no law of nature or God or
economics that says nation's have to develop. And then, by the end of
the decade, the big international issue will be immigration. The boat
people in Hong Kong are the shadow on tte '90's.

MR DONALDSON
Let me ask for one prediction on this round. Mikhail Gorbachev, still
relatively a young man - more and more, I think 59 is young - will he
still be in power in the year 2000?

MR WILL
I think he'll be the president of the Duchy of Muscovy and all but
outer Moscow may have flown off,

MR DONALDSON
Jeff?

MR GREENFIELD
I think by 1900 he'll be hosting Good Morning New York.

MR CARTER
I think that he will be gone - not gone in the violent sense, but
gone because others who, in effect, his clones, will think that they
can do it faster and better.

MR DONALDSON
All right, we've talked about domestic politics and geopolitics to
some extent. Now, let's get to the important subject: television
where we all sup to one degree or another. What's the shape of
television, which is much ~ maligned and from the standpoint of the
three commercial networks, losing audience in the '90's. Hodding?

MR CARTER
The first thing is that television is part of a larger thing which is
communication which goes with the answer to your question. That is to
say television will no longer be, in the mass sense, the dominant
form of communication because there are going to be so many ways, as
we discovered during the Chinese uprising itself -

MR DONALDSON
The fax machine and those kind of things?

MR CARTER
And all the rest. That's the first thing that, as the Japanese
already do, we find in this nation the internationalization of what
we do in television in which you're going to see a lot more coming
from around the world. As far as the networks, which is your point, I
think. I think that you cannot believe that we've come to the end of
the cable revolution in itself. We still got 50 percent of all
households to go. That being true, the breaking down of the -

MR GREENFIELD
Yes.

MR DONALDSON
Jeff, what do you think? You're a student of television.

MR GREENFIELD
One of the three commercial networks, I think, will either disappear
or change so radically as to not be recognizable?

MR DONALDSON
Which one?

MR GREENFIELD
CBS is the most likely now. That's only now, Sam, See what happens to
the ratings on Thursday nights. Give you a better answer later in a
year. Second, I do think if the three networks survive as they are
now, the three networks' share till probably sometime in the '90's
dip under 50 percent and our new expense accounts will call for all
of us to forage for food in public parks.

MR WILL
Sixty percent of American households now have VCR's. By the end of
the decade, 80 percent will have and 80 percent will be on cable, at
least, which means that the market that advertisers care about,
middle class, choosing, assertive, grazing with that wand that goes



click, click, click when the commercials come up. You'll be able to
dial into your television set and bring up any movie. You won't have
to go out to the video store anymore. The video stores are going to
be a small phenomenon.

MR DONALDSON
Okay, we got a minute left. It's time for your headlines. What is the
headline that you would like to see most in the decade of the '90's?
Hodding Carter?

MR CARTER
I would like at the end of the 1990's to have it said this was the
decade that rediscovered basic American principles about the kind of
society we want it to be, a society of community, not a society of
self.

MR DONALDSON
That's a long headline. Jeff?

MR CARTER
That's right.

MR GREENFIELD
Last time I was here. I said my headline was "Reds flee Warsaw,
Steinbrenner sells Yankees". I'm one for two. I want the other half
by the end of the '90's.

MR DONALDSON
George? Was your headline going to be that the Orioles will
eventually win the World Series?

MR WILL
No, but you're getting close. A headline for the front page would be
"China orders one billion copies of DeTocqueville's Democracy in
America," and decides to get it right. And the second headline would
be "Tony Gwynn bats .400 for the Padres.

MR DONALDSON
And mine is a very greedy one. "Diane Sawyer rises to the top of
television ratings and drags some poor guy along with her". That's
it. Thanks a lot. Our time's up. I'll be back with a final note in
just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

MR DONALDSON
Tonight, we will all make our New Year's resolutions and of course,
within days if not hours, we will all break them. Since that is the
pattern, why not get at this thing by doing it exactly backwards?
That way, when we break our resolutions, it will bring us great
benefit. For instance, I resolve to spend a lot more money than I
make. I resolve to eat like a pig and gain another 30 pounds. I
resolve to sit right down in this chair and never jog, swim or pick
up a racquet ever again. I resolve to smoke more, drink more and
snarl at my neighbors more. Now, you see how it works? You just break
all those resolutions and you're set. Finally, then, one last one in
the same spirit. Please resolve never to watch the Brinkley show
again. Now, if you will just break all those resolutions, you will
feel better and we will have our faithful audience back again next
year. David Brinkley will be back here next week. I'm Sam Donaldson
saying good day for all of us at ABC News and Happy New Year.
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FORREST SAWYER
Panama's Attorney General is saying his government is preparing
murder charges against Manuel Noriega and he wants the Vatican
Embassy to turn Noriega over to stand trial. But the Vatican
remained silent today on Noriega's fate despite continuing pressure
from Panama and from the US. We have two reports beginning with
JOHN MARTIN in Panama City.

JOHN MARTIN
Panamanians surrendered to tears of joy today. Now they say they
want justice. There is growing resentment in Panama over the
Vatican's decision to shelter Noriega for so long.

ARTHUR MAROHL
The church should be the last of the people to give him safeguard.

MAN
We want Noriega to be sent to the United States and Miami to pay
for the crimes.

JOHN MARTIN
But the Panamanian Attorney General said today he wants Noriega
surrendered to him on Tuesday.

MAN
(INTERPRETER) We will try anyone who commits a crime.

JOHN MARTIN
The charges, he said, would be the murder by Noriega of the ten key
officers who tried to overthrow him in October. But President
Endara said today his country can't guarantee Noriega a fair trial.

PRESIDENT GUILLERMO ENDARA
We have no possibility of giving him due process. We hope that the
Americans get him before we do.

JOHN MARTIN
One Panamanian church leader suggested the Vatican treat Noriega as
a refugee ...

ARCHBISHOP MARCOS MCGRATH
...who has a whole criminal accusation against him and therefore
must somehow be brought to justice.

JOHN MARTIN
But whose justice? That1s the question tonight and the search for
an answer seems to face more obstacles each passing day.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Panama City.
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The Vatican does not get irritated very often in pUblic, it did
today. The Vatican made it very clear it wants the US to stop
blaring rock and roll music and generally making life miserable
outside the Vatican Embassy in Panama. At the same time they made
it clear it hopes that the reason for all that noise, the presence
of Manuel Noriega inside, will soon come to an end. In Panama,
here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(NIGHT/DAY EMBASSY COMPOUND SCENE) All night and into a third day,
American troops around the Vatican compound filled the air with the
sound of music. (LOUD MUSIC) It was so loud that it was heard in
Rome. (SOLDIERS) The Vatican called it harassment.

JOAQUIN NAVARRO
To my view, this is a very serious matter. It is very clear that
you cannot interfere with the activity, diplomatic activity of
diplomatic representation.

JOHN MARTIN
In Washington, a State Department official said the sound would be
turned off, it wasn't, but it was softened. The US has insisted it
was merely trying to prevent electronic eavesdropping. But outside
the Embassy, this officer said he was from a psychological warfare
unit with a secret mission.

COLONEL TONY NORMAND
And while I can't discuss it, the objective here was to remove
Noriega from power. And what we've been going through is a part of
that process.

JOHN MARTIN
(HELICOPTERS) The Vatican also called the United States an
occupying power, It said it had no right to demand that church
officials turn over Noriega, (AERIAL OF COMPOUND) Still there was
this signficant new element in the Vatican's position. It said it
was urging Noriega to leave of his own free will. (CU MAN/NUNS)
For the moment, the only occupants of the Embassy are believed to
be Noriega and a few members of the staff, including these nuns.
(SU) In Washington today, the United States insisted it is not an
occupying power but is here in Panama with the consent of the
government, Privately, US officials say, the United States has
been extremely blunt with church officials telling them they're
wasting their time looking for a third country to accept Noriega,
because they say the United States simply won't allow it.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Panama City.

NEW YORK, NY
PANAMA CITY,
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In Panama the stalemate over General Manuel Noriega continues.
Both the governments of the US and Panama are now urging Vatican
officials to put Noriega out of their Embassy. Negotiations toward
his status is said to be proceeding at a high level involving
military and diplomatic efforts. And Panama, scarred by the
fighting to corner Noriega, is slowly returning to normal.
JOHN MARTIN reports.

JOHN MARTIN
(EMBASSY COMPOUND SCENE) They were back this morning: the
choppers, the loudspeakers, with a little humor, the troops, all
back at the Vatican Embassy. (LOUD MUSIC) US officials insist the
noise is meant to prevent eavesdropping not to harass General
Noriega. Inside Noriega was growing more isolated. Today four
more Noriega cronies left the sanctuary. Twelve others have left
in recent days. Those sought by US authorities were arrested,
others released. Only two are believed still inside with Noriega.

ARCHBISHOP MARCOS MCGRATH
And the obvious intent is to arrive at a moment where he would be
the only person within the Vatican Embassy.

JOHN MARTIN
As Noriega waits, the three sides who hold him struggle for a
solution, each with slightly different goals. (CRUZ) At Panama's
Justice Department, still guarded by American troops, the new
Attorney General took office today after somebody found a key.
Privately some Panamanian officials say they want Noriega put in a
US prison for many years. (OFFICE INT) But publicly, the
government wants to be prepared to press its own charges if it
becomes necessary.

RODRIGUEZ CRUZ / ATTORNEY GENERAL
(INTERPRETER) At this moment, we do not have any mechanism to
prevent or stop his leaving the country.

JOHN MARTIN
Nothing can be done says the Attorney General until accusers step
forward. Until charges are filed, the Americans have an opening.
(NORIEGA) If the Vatican turned Noriega over to American
authorities, it would allow the US to achieve one of its main
Objectives, to strike a blow against the drug traffic.
(CHURCH EXT) But the Catholic Church is trying to protect its own
moral tradition of sanctuary.

ARCHBISHOP MARCOS MCGRATH
Asylum is an act of mercy toward an indivudual, which at the same
time has to be combined with a sense of justice toward society.

,JOHN MARTIN
(SU) So the three sides are struggling to answer the question of
when an act of mercy must come to an end so that justice can begin,
while Panama's most wanted man tries to get the best deal that he
can. ,JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Panama City.

TOM JARRIEL
While Noriega remains in the Vatican Embassy, there are reports
that the US believes his wife and two daughters have taken refuge
in the Cuban Ambassador's residence in Panama City.

NEW YORK, NY
PANAMA CITY,

7:00 FEED SUPPLEMENT: MARTIN INTRO
TOM JARRIEL

We begin with American military power in Latin America. Its first
use was to force Manuel Noriega out of office in Panama. Now
there's word President Bush has decided to flex US military muscle
again, this time to stop the flow of drugs to the US from Colombia.
First, Panama, where General Noriega is out of office, but not yet
out of the Vatican Embassy. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.
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FORREST SAWYER
(VO) Helping the disabled can offer them a new chance at life.

CJ LUSTER, DISABLED RIGHTS ACTIVIST
And I recently rode a horse, 11m the first C-l quad in the United
States with a ventilator ever to ride a horse. And, oh, man, I
enjoyed it.

SAWYER
(VO) But when some people want more, it just isn't there.

LARRY MCAFEE
This is your life, and it's - and in my case, it's not worth
pursuing.

SAWYER
(VO) Is society doing enough for the disabled?

COMM. AARON JOHNSON, GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
We provide adequate care, but we don't provide - and for the lack of
a better word - Cadillac care.

SAWYER
Good evening. I'm Forrest Sawyer, and this is Nightline. (VO) If you
lost the ability to care for yourself, would you lose the rest of
your life as well? A lot of it depends on the state where you live,
What rights should you have in rebuilding your life?

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from New York, Forrest Sawyer.

SAWYER
At the end of our broadcast tonight, we are going to update you on
the situation in Panama. But first, we're going to tell you the story
of Larry McAfee, a Georgia man whose life was transformed by a few
terrible seconds. A motorcycle accident left his paralyzed from the
neck down, and needing a respirator to breathe. After four long
years, he decided he hated how he was being treated, and asked the
courts for the right to die. It was granted, and though he is still
weighing his decision, Larry McAfee has been the subject of bitter
controversy ever since. The fight is not only over whether he should
be allowed to kill himself, but also whether he was forced into the
decision. Activists for the disabled say they have been forgotten,
tossed aside and seldom given the assistance that would let them lead
rich, productive lives. Underneath the controversy is an awful
question: when so many are so needy, how much assistance can
society, should society offer the critically disabled? We'll talk
about that in a moment, but first, meet Larry McAfee, and as you're
watching, remember, the difference between you and him is just a slip
on the ice, or a mistaken turn of the steering wheel.

LARRY MCAFEE
I was, from the instance I got to the emergency room, on a
respirator, or a breathing machine, and have been ever since. And
life at that time began to be four walls and a bed, and a constant
sound of a machine keeping me alive.

AMELIA MCAFEE, LARRY'S MOM
And by all intents, he should have been dead then, but for some
reason, it wasn't time.

MR MCAFEE
I went from there to an apartment in Atlanta.

MRS MCAFEE
It was built, you know, for wheelchair people, and had two bedrooms,
was real nice. He had a little patio.

MR MCAFEE
And we'd go to malls and movies, restaurants and shopping, seeing
friends, relatives.

MRS MCAFEE
But all that was shut down when the insurance ran out.

ELEANOR SMITH, DISABLED RIGHTS ACTIVIST
Georgia, like many other states, and like many countries, exhibits
deep prejudice against people with a very high level of disability,
in the services they are willing to fund and not willing to fund, to



the point of sending people away and out of the state, out of their
area, to get care.

CMSR AARON JOHNSON, GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
We provide necessary care. We provide adequate care. But we don't
provide - and for lack of a better word - Cadillac care. That is
true. That is a fact.

DISABLED MAN, BRITISH COLUMBIA
("Life of Independence," Canadian Documentary) It's really the first
time that I felt that I had a place that I could call home.

MS SMITH
In some states, and some countries, disabled people are given control
of the finances that are required to keep them alive, so that they
have the amount of personal assistance they need, and they fire and
hire this individual, and tell them what to do, as we would tell a
gardener how we want the rosebushes trimmed. It's a dignified way to
have help, and it costs a great deal less, too.

MR MCAFEE
If you're a citizen, a resident of Georgia, and you become ventilator
- dependent, you'd better be prepared to become an outcast, unwanted
by the state.

MRS MCAFEE
He had to go to Ohio, because there's nowhere in the state of Georgia
that will accept a vent - dependent quad.

MR MCAFEE
The quality of care was not what I had been used to, or had been
exposed to, and as I began to express some desires or problems, then
I became labeled as uncooperative.

MRS MCAFEE
That's all he can do, is get angry, and raise his voice. He can't
even spit in a nurse's face.

MR MCAFEE
It's like someone turned out the light.

MRS MCAFEE
And they got to where they were very - I guess got tired of Larry,
with his attitude sometimes.

CMSR JOHNSON
The Ohio nursing home dumped the patient here in Georgia.
Essentially, that's what it amounts to.

MRS MCAFEE
But it's not the place for somebody like Larry. He's not sick. He's
just handicapped, extremely handicapped.

MR MCAFEE
The hospital staff and administrator approached me and said, "You'll
be leaving Wednesday". "Going where?" "Someplace in Al abema ? •

MRS MCAFEE
The rest of him hurts. And the heart hurts, being treated like he
has, being thrown around like a bag of rotten potatoes that nobody
even wants.

MR MCAFEE
It's - gets to the point where you realize that this is your life,
and it's - and in my case, it's not worth pursuing.

JUDGE EDWARD JOHNSON, GEORGIA SUPERIOR COURT
(September 6th) One of those things that I want to say to you is
that your son is a very courageous young man.

CORRESPONDENT, ABC NEWS
(VO) (September 9th) The engineer and avid sportsman received
permission from the judge in his native state of Georgia to return
there, and turn off the ventilator that has kept him alive since the
accident.

JUDGE JOHNSON
If death occurs, it would be the result of the underlying injury, and
not the result of a self - inflicted act.

MS SMITH
Larry McAfee is not dying, and his death would not be a refusal of
medical treatment. It would not be euthanasia. It would be state -
assisted suicide.

CJ LUSTER, DISABLED RIGHTS ACTIVIST
I'm the same person I was before I was injured. I'm just what you
call wheelchair - mobile, not wheelchair - bound. I had a gunshot
wound to the throat back in 1985. I got to arguing with a fellow, and
I kind of laugh about it and say he won. I like to live life to the
fullest. I'm the first C-l quad in the United States with a
ventilator ever to ride a horse, and oh, man, I enjoyed it. I enjoyed
looking down on people, you know? I'm used to looking up at
everybody, not looking down at somebody. There's no big deal of it.
We go to work every day. We come home, we have our family supper, we
go to movies, we go out to eat. We don't have 24 - hour nursing. The
whole medical system just makes me mad as hell, it does. I mean, they
tell you what you can do, what you can't do, and I'm not going to let



----------------------

anybody corne into my life and tell me what I can and can't do.
CORRESPONDENT, WSB, ATLANTA

(newscast, courtesy "Atlanta Journal") McAfee has asked a friend to
make a switch which he can control, a switch he would use to turn off
the ventilator which is keeping him alive.

MR LUSTER
What scares me is the people that's newly injured. Well, what if I
looked on the news and seen where this guy - well, took his life,
like McAfee's talking about doing. Well, I'd just say, "Well, you
know, if he can't make it, I can't, either". So those are the people
that he's harming.

MR MCAFEE
I did this for myself. I didn't do it for anyone else. I didn't want
it to influence or affect any other handicapped person in any way.
It's a personal decision.

MRS MCAFEE
And I think he has that right. No matter how much it hurts us. We can
give him up, and know that he's in a better place than what he's been
through for the last four and a half years.

SAWYER
When we return, we will be joined by the state commissioner in charge
of the program that pays for Larry McAfee's care and treatment, and
we will also talk with an historian and author who lives at home,
under a very different kind of disabled assistance program.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Joining us now from our bureau in Los Angeles is historian Paul
Longmore. He is working on two books on civil rights of the disabled
and on portrayals of disabled people in movies and on television. And
in our Atlanta bureau is Aaron JOHNson, commissioner of medical
assistance for the state of Georgia. Commissioner JOHNson is in
charge of Georgia's Medicaid program and is also national chairman of
the state Medicaid directors' association. Mr Longmore, I know that
you are disturbed by Mr McAfee's decision to kill himself, though I
emphasize that he has not carried through on that decision. Do you
quarrel with his claimed right to be able to do that, or are you just
upset at his deciding to do it in the first place?

PAUL LONGMORE, DISABLED RIGHTS ACTIVIST
What 1'm upset about mostly is the social causes that pushed him into
this, that made his life unbearable for him, and that is the policies
of the state of Georgia. I certainly take issue and am incensed with
Commissioner JOHNson's reference to support for independent living as
"Cadillac care". I mean, if you want to talk about Cadillacs, let's
talk about the $250 a day - that's $90,000 a year - that the nursing
home in Ohio was paid to lock Mr McAfee up. For that kind of money,
he could have certainly lived independently and had the control over
his life that he values.

SAWYER
All right. So what you are really worried about is that there are
forces that drive people to make these kinds of decisions that
really, you feel, hurt many other people, far beyond Mr McAfee?

MR LONGMORE
Well, there are many people with disabilities who could live
meaningful and productive lives in the community, making their
contribution, if they had the proper supports. The issue here is not
how much money are we going to spend to support independent living.
Clearly, states like Georgia are willing to spend a great deal of
money, but it's to keep people institutionalized. We want that money
used alternatively, to support independent living for those for whom
that's a possibility. Mr McAfee has a lot of intelligence and talent
that could be useful to society.

SAWYER
Commissioner, I think he is saying that Georgia has made some bad
decisions.

CMSR AARON JOHNSON, GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
Yes, it appears that he believes that. I am sorry about that. We
believe that we've made decisions which are based on the needs that
we see, and the resources that we have to meet those needs. Let's be
sure that we understand what we're talking about here. Medicaid is a
program, an insurance - type program, which is designed to pay for
certain services delivered to eligible recipients by enrolled
providers. We do not pay for all services to everybody. We do not
give everybody all services that they wish. We do not have the kind
of resources to pay for every service that everybody wishes that he
or she could have. No state, no state in the Union, operates a
program where everybody gets everything they wish, as far as their
health care is concerned.

SAWYER
How much do you actually pay for Mr McAfee? Does the state of Georgia



pay?
CMSR JOHNSON

Here in Georgia, we have paid very little. As a matter of fact, at
this point - I was just reviewing some of the numbers earlier today -
we have paid less than, oh, $100, I believe. So we - I have not seen
any claims for Mr McAfee's services which amount to very much at all,
at this point.

MR LONGMORE
That's pretty easy to do when Georgia dumped Mr McAfee on Ohio and
Alabama. I mean, the fact is, they'll spend a lot of money if he were
to stay in an institution, but they won't spend the same amount, or
even less, that would enable him to live independently. The Georgia
legislature a few years ago voted in principle to support independent
living of people with major disabilities, but it never bothered to
fund it. Now, Medicaid funds could be used to support independent
living. Georgia has simply chosen not to use the funds for that. It's
chosen to use it for institutionalization.

CMSR JOHNSON
Well, Mr Longmore, you are absolutely right, in the sense that
Georgia decides how it should spend its dollars, and that's what
Georgia has done. In the case that we have dollars that are available
to us, we spend those dollars in the ways that we believe are best.

SAWYER
Well, Commissioner -

CMSR JOHNSON
There are many - there are many demands on the dollars.

SAWYER
- Commissioner, if I could interrupt you, Commissioner, I think a lot
of the disabled have said, "You know, we really would like to have
independent living"_ So why don't you listen to those and try to
adjust to those ideas?

CMSR JOHNSON
In the cases where we believe independent living is necessary, we
provide independent living. Not every case is an independent living
case. Not every patient who believes he should have independent
living, can we pay for that independent living. We evaluate each
case.

SAWYER

MR LONGMORE
Well, Title 19 -

Mr Longmore.
CMSR JOHNSON

We evaluate each case on its merits, make judgments and make payments
according to what we believe is necessary.

SAWYER
Mr Longmore, I know you want to come back here, but let me take a
break and I'll come right back to you in just one moment. We'll
continue our discussion in a bit.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
We are talking with activist Paul Longmore and Georgia commissioner
of medical resources Aaron JOHNson, and the topic is treatment of the
critically disabled. Mr Longmore, I have gotten that you don't feel
that it's absolute dollars that we're talking about here, but how
those dollars are actually allocated. Now, looking at the state of
Georgia, of which you are considerably critical tonight, what do you
think they should do to get it up to the kind of program you'd like?

MR LONGMORE
They can set aside some of that money, as is federally required, for
horne health care. All states also have the option with their Medicaid
dollars under Title 19 of paying for non - medical support services
for independent living. And I want to say that I'm not critical just
of Georgia. Many other states provide little or no support for
independent living, and that impoverishes the lives of people with
disabilities, and robs them of their right to self - determination.
It's not just Georgia.

CMSR JOHNSON
That is a very interesting point, and Mr Longmore, you're absolutely
right. I served last year, the year before that, on HHS Secretary
Bowen's commission on technology - dependent children. We were
studying the needs of technology - dependent children, trying to
determine what their needs were. As a result of that work, we
discovered that there are children out there who depend completely on
technological devices of all types, they cannot live without these
devices of various types_ These children believe and their supporters
believe that the entire health care system should revolve around
their needs. I have also worked with the elderly. There are elderly
people in the country who believe that the entire health care system
should revolve around their needs.



CMSR JOHNSON

MR LONGMORE
We are not talking about having the health care system revolve around
people with disabilities. We are talking about, if you're willing to
spend thousands and thousands of dollars to lock up a disabled
person, you at least ought to offer them the alternative of living
independently with the same money. You wouldn't be spending any more.

CMSR JOHNSON
The independent living aspect of health care is something which is on
the horizon, and a lot of people are beginning to want independent
living.

MR LONGMORE
We've been fighting for it for 20 years,

CMSR JOHNSON
There are independent living structures which are less costly than
institutional living care, and there are independent living
structures which are more costly. The - (crosstalk)

SAWYER
Well, Commissioner - could I interrupt here, Commissioner? You know -

CMSR JOHNSON
- yes, sir.

SAWYER
- just listening to what you're saying, I think that there are a lot
of people who are disabled who will say this. one, when they hear you
talk about "Cadillac care," they're going to be, as Mr Longmore was,
offended. And two, when you say that independent living is somewhere
on the horizon, they look across the border, actually, to another
state where it is not on the horizon. It is, for Mr Longmore, a
reality. And they say, "Why can't we have that in our own state,
right now?"

In some states -
MR LONGMORE

It's not on the horizon. We've been working for and fighting for
independent living for over a generation. The independent living
movement is 2S years old.

CMSR JOHNSON
- but you just - Mr Longmore, you just admitted that there were few
states where independent living was widely recognized.

MR LONGMORE
No, I didn't say few.

CMSR JOHNSON
Well, I misunderstood you, then. The situation as I understand it in
Medicaid agencies around the country is, independent living is
something we all would like to have. Everybody would like to have
independent living. Living in environments which are least
restrictive is the objective. These usually are more costly than
institutional living environments.

MR LONGMORE
That is absolutely not true for most -

CMSR JOHNSON
Usually.

MR LONGMORE
- that is absolutely not true for most people with most kinds of
disabilities.

SAWYER
Mr Longmore, I have only about one minute left, so I want to, just if
I could, turn the corner to something else. There are an awful lot of
people, as you know, who are disabled, who feel that they have been
abandoned and who feel that their life is out of their control. Now,
you're disabled, you live at home. What can society do to help them
have the kind of productive lives that we'd all like to see?

MR LONGMORE
We need our right to live - independent living, guaranteed in law and
supported by government assistance, the same amount that they'd spend
to stick us in an institution should support independent living. And
we need our rights of access to society and to jobs and to school and
to family and life guaranteed, and we need to be protected from
discrimination in all those spheres. America is our country, too, and
we have a right to live here in freedom and dignity.

SAWYER
I think that's a fair point to leave this, if I may. Forgive me,
Commissioner, for not letting you have the last word, but we're out
of time. Commissioner Aaron JOHNson in Georgia, Paul Longmore, thank
you both very much. In a moment, we're going to have an update on
Panama from JOHN MARTIN. He is in Panama City, and we will join him
just ahead.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Manuel Noriega remains isolated tonight inside the Papal Nunciature



in Panama City. The maneuvering, of course, is still going on over
where he will go. JOHN MARTIN is in Panama City for ABC News. There
was an incident, JOHN, involving the Cuban ambassador today with
United States troops. How does that stand?

JOHN MARTIN
Well, it's really a standoff, Forrest. The Cubans say they've been
more or less imprisoned in their embassy because US troops are not
permitting them to bring their vehicles out of the compound without
searching them, and they claim that's wrong, it's illegal. The
ambassador and the first secretary were detained briefly, according
to the American troops, while their identity papers were checked
today. Interestingly enough, a senior US government official told
some reporters today that a high - ranking former member of Noriega's
paramilitary group was actually found in the trunk of a Cuban car
when it carne out of the embassy some days ago. So there's a lot of
contention there. There are about 65 people who've taken refuge in
the Cuban embassy, and of course, we haven't heard much about them
since Noriega went into the Vatican mission.

SAWYER
We have just a couple of seconds left, JOHN. Do you have a sense that
Noriega is going to the United States, as we have suspected the past
few days?

MARTIN
I really can't tell, I've got to be honest with you, Forrest. I think
he's gone to sleep down there. I see the lights gone out in the
window where we think he sleeps. It's been pretty noisy here, there's
been a lot of confusion. I have a sense that all three sides, the
United States, Panama and the Vatican -

SAWYER
JOHN -

MARTIN
- are trying very hard to get this settled.

SAWYER
JOHN, thank ·you. We're out of time. That is our report for tonight.
I'm Forrest Sawyer here in New York, and for all of us here at ABC
News, good night.
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The US government stepped up the heat today on Manuel Noriega, but
the ousted Panamanian dictator remains safely tucked out of reach
within the Vatican Embassy in Panama City. President Bush revealed
he is personally involved in diplomatic maneuvers to get Noriega to
the US to stand trial on criminal charges. While Roman Catholic
church officials consider the complex issues involved in moving
him, Noriega's safe house seemed to be the target of US military
harassment. The latest now from ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(AERIAL OF EMBASSY) At the Vatican Embassy, the United States
seemed to step up the pressure on Manuel Noriega and his hosts.
(LOUD MUSIC/TANKS) The sound of raucous music filled the air
carried from loudspeakers set up by soldiers, perhaps to irritate
the people inside. (GROUPS OF PEOPLE) A Panamanian radio station
urged crowds to assemble outside, they did. (NIGHT SCENE/FLARES)
Overnight troops knocked out streetlights, then fired flares and
moved armored vehicles beside the Embassy in what seemed to be a
war of nerves. Church officials said today they hope to resolve
Noriega's status within 48 hours, but that a suitable third country
has yet to agree to a deal. This suggests officials from the
Vatican and the US are negotiating with a country that would accept
Noriega. (BUSH ARRIVAL) Despite these efforts, arriving in Texas
today on a fishing vacation, President Bush insisted he wants
Noriega to stand trial in the United States. He said there is
little danger of embarrassment to the government if Noriega tries
to introduce security secrets from his days as a CIA operative.

PRESIDENT BUSH
The main thing is that he should be tried, brought to justice and
we're pursuing that course with no fear of that you know, you may
get into some release of certain confidential documents that he may
try to blinds ide the whole justice process, but the system works,
so ! wouldn't worry about that.

JOHN MARTIN
(ENDARA/FORD/CALDERON) Today the men who thought they won office
last May were finally certified as victors by Panama's election
commission. It said President Endara and his two Vice Presidents
got 74 percent of the vote. Still, the man who annulled the
election, Manuel Noriega, was on everyone's mind.

VICE PRESIDENT GUILLERMO FORD
He was a monster, beating} sexually harassed, tortured, exiled,
killed. My God, if that is a political animal, I don't want to be
a politician.

JOHN MARTIN
(US SOLDIER ACCEPTING GUNS) On the streets here today, a long line
of Panamanians turned in weapons to American troops, one more step
toward pacifying a war torn Capital. (BARBED WIRE/ONLOOKERS) But
the US Army still kept ordinary Panamanians away from government
buildings. They stood behind the barbed wire and stared. (SU) So
despite the talk of calm and return to order, the American military
remains strongly present here and the question of Manuel Noriega's
status remains unanswered. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Panama City.

NEW YORK, NY
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(Va) Panama1s Manuel Noriega, for three days holed up in the Vatican
embassy. But now that he's cornered, does anybody really want him? Or
is he just too hot to handle? us troops have Noriega surrounded, and
President Bush insists he must be brought to trial. For the Vatican,
for the Panamanian government and for the United States itself, the
snaring of Noriega may end the war, but the diplomatic battle is only
beginning. That's our story tonight.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from New York, Forrest Sawyer.

SAWYER
The news from Panama tonight is all about diplomacy, and that news
is, as usual, wrapped in hints and nuance and off - the - record
conversations. And in private letters that occasionally surface. ABC
News has obtained a copy of a letter purportedly from Panamanian
president Guillermo Endara, to Pope JOHN Paul. In it, he asks the
Vatican to turn Manuel Noriega over to the United States, saying the
current impasse only encourages what he calls "the terrorists of
Noriega". The indications tonight are that Noriega1s most likely new
home will be the United States. But in negotiations as delicate as
these, indications can often be wrong. And so tonight we look at the
Noriega case, what will become of him and, more importantly, how that
will affect the future of Panama. Later, we'll talk with a well -
known cardinal of the church and with a former assistant US attorney
whose work led to Noriega's indictment. First, a look at the behind -
the - scenes struggle that has been going on. (Va) It's been a kind
of diplomatic gridlock. The Vatican has Noriega, but doesn1t want
him. The us says it wants Noriega, but the Vatican says it can't
legally turn him over on Panamanian soil. And that leaves the church
- state in a dilemma that has dragged on four days. Jim Hickey covers
the Vatican for ABC News.

JIM HICKEY
The problem here is, the Vatican did not ask to get involved in the
dispute between General Noriega and Washington. Noriega went to the
Vatican, and forced the issue. Now, if the Holy See were to turn
Noriega over to Washington, over to the United States, it would be
overturning centuries of tradition and diplomatic principle, as well
as violating, according to Vatican officials, international law,
something they are not about to do.

SAWYER
(VO) While the diplomats are maneuvering, US troops are trying their
hand at psychological warfare, blasting the papal nuncio, Noriega's
temporary asylum, with rock music, and conducting their own maneuvers
in the area outside the compound. It is a not - so - subtle reminder
of who is in control. Bob Zelnick is ABC's Pentagon correspondent.

BOB ZELNICK
The military view is that Noriega in the papal nuncio is almost as
good in an American jail. He's under virtual house arrest. He can
cause little or no difficulty in Panama. Meanwhile, US forces can
move to reestablish normal conditions, while Noriega's old PDF
colleagues join the new regime.

SAWYER
(va) President Bush says the diplomatic snarls do, as he put it,
"complicate things," but he is also insistent that Noriega be brought
to the United States to stand trial for alleged drug trafficking and
money laundering.

PRES GEORGE BUSH
(today) We made clear our preference, and that is to bring the man to
trial, and subsequently to justice.

SAWYER
{VOl A Noriega trial in the US would receive worldwide publicity, and
focus attention on the dictator1s longtime relationship with us
intelligence operatives. Does the administration really want him
here? David Aikman is covering the story for Time magazine.



DAVID AIKMAN, "TIME" MAGAZINE
It's my impression that the administration believes that their case
is strong enough on the drug issue alone to be able to discount any
evidence that he was to bring in on the basis of his connections with
the CIA in the past.

SAWYER
{VO} And if Noriega were brought here, could he receive a fair trial?
Few people in history have received so much prejudicial pretrial
publicity, and Noriega's attorneys would almost certainly demand
sensitive classified documents. Richard Gregorie brought one of the
indictments against Noriega in 1988, when he was assistant US
attorney in Miami.

RICHARD GREGORIE, FORMER ASSISTANT US ATTORNEY
We're not just talking about the CIA, welre talking about defense
intelligence, the National Security Council, the National Security
Agency, all the military agencies that may have their own
compartmentalized groups. And the danger here is, General Noriega has
been head of intelligence in Panama since 1972, so he probably is
more aware than anybody else currently in the Justice Department of
what he has been doing with the US government. And if it's not turned
over, he certainly would use that to his advantage, demanding
materials and saying that he knows that there is certain materials
available.

SAWYER
{VOl Caught in the middle of the diplomatic tug - of - war is Panama.
The new government, legitimately elected but installed by US force,
is being cautious.

GUILLERMO ENDARA, PRESIDENT OF PANAMA
We - as of this moment, we are not thinking of anything particular
except that he should come out of the Nunciature. If he comes out,
then we will see what will happen.

SAWYER
(VO) For the Endara government, Noriega is a particularly painful
thorn to extract.

JOANNE OMANG, "WASHINGTON POST"
They've made it quite clear that they don't want Noriega anywhere in
this hemisphere. They feel that if he is, he's able to organize some
kind of resistance, some kind of opposition group, and they don't
want him around.

JOHN MARTIN
They would be most relieved if he is taken to the United States. They
point out that the maximum penalty for any crime in Panama is only 20
years, and they are most fearful that if Manuel Noriega served his 20
years, he'd come back here.

PETER COLLINS
If Noriega goes to Europe, it would have to be under the kind of
conditions where he will be cut off from his wealth, where he will be
cut off from moving around too much, and where he would be cut off
from the telephone, because again, the general could cause a lot of
trouble by long distance. And most of all, the Panamanian sense of
justice would be offended if the general wound up living the high
life in some chateau in southern France.

SAWYER
(VO) And what about letting Noriega just quietly fade away to a third
country? Observers are saying the chance of that happening is itself
fading away. The US does not care for the nations that appear eager
to take him in, Cuba and Nicaragua, and analysts say he could
continue to interfere in Panamanian affairs.

BRIAN JENKINS, TERRORISM EXPERT
In a country like Cuba or Nicaragua, he could be a source of
continuing difficulties for the United States. He would be a rallying
point for opponents of the new government in Panama, a source of
political uncertainty, a source of propaganda. He could portray
himself as a victim of Yankee imperialism, and that in turn could -
to the extent that it causes difficulties for the Panamanian
government - could make that government more dependent on continued
US military presence.

SAWYER
And, when we return, we'll discuss the Vatican's quandary over
Noriega with Bernard Cardinal Law, the archbishop of Boston and with
the Miami lawyer who sought the indictment that Noriega faces in
Miami, Florida.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Joining us now from Boston is Bernard Cardinal Law, the archbishop of
Boston and a prominent authority in the American Catholic church. In
our Miami bureau is Richard Gregorie. He is now an attorney in
private practice. Mr Gregorie was the assistant US attorney who
obtained one of the indictments of Manuel Noriega, this one on drug



charges, in February of 1988. Cardinal Law, it has been the vati~an's
position that is has no legal standing to simply turn Manuel Norlega
over to the United States. Now there is this letter that appears to
be from President Endara to Pope JOHN Paul, asking that the Vatican
do just that. Now, given this letter, given that it is from the
president of Panama, does that change matters?

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, ARCHBISHOP OF BOSTON
Well, I've just heard the letter on your program, and I would
certainly say that what the Holy See were to do in this regard, it
would seem to me, is going to be dependent to a significant agree on
its relationships with the government of Panama, since the nunciature
is located in that country. And that's going to be of critical
importance, so I would think that that letter would be a significant
element in the unfolding of a decision.

SAWYER
So if the Vatican were to be armed with this letter, armed with a
formal request from the president of panama, would it then feel free
to simply walk outside the walls of the nunciature and hand Mr
Noriega over to American troops?

CARDINAL LAW
I don't know, because there is the question of the presence of
American troops in Panama, and what is that standing in international
law. And the Holy See would have to - and I'm sure is - weighing that
very carefully.

SAWYER
All right, It's weighing it very carefully -

CARDINAL LAW
It's one thing - it would be one thing to give it to - for him to go
into Panama under the control of the Panamanian government, and it
would be another thing to go directly into the control of the US
government as it is there around the nunciature at the moment.

SAWYER
How does the Vatican feel about what a lot of people say is the
growing pressure that comes from the length of time that this is
taking? Is there a desire to move as quickly as possible?

CARDINAL LAW
Well, you know, I heard this morning the interview of the press
officer for the Vatican, indicating that, in his estimation, we're
talking not about weeks but we're talking about days. And I think,
given the complexity of the situation from a diplomatic point of
view, that that's rather rapid, to be able to solve an exceedingly
complicated diplomatic puzzle - I wonder how many have been quite
this complex - in that short a time. I also think, as was pointed out
earlier in the program, something that ought not to be lost sight of,
and that is the fact that Noriega is where he is has occasioned a
growing stability within the Republic of Panama. And one could
imagine a different scenario were he to have ended up in some other
embassy, for example.

SAWYER
Mr Gregorie, let us suppose that Mr Noriega does wind up in the hands
of the United States. Can this case actually be brought to trial,
given the enormous amount of pretrial publicity that has gone on?

RICHARD GREGORIE, FORMER ASSISTANT US ATTORNEY
Oh, absolutely. I think that - I think we saw in the Watergate cases
that the American system of justice is capable of picking jurors who
can be fair and treat defendants based on the evidence they see in
the courtroom.

SAWYER
You have heard, of course, as have I, that there are a number of
observers who say that the United States, at least certain key
officials in the United States, simply really don't want to see
Noriega here. There would be all sorts of bad publicity for the
intelligence agencies and for sensitive issues that have been
pursued. They would rather he did not come to trial. Are you
convinced that the US is privately as strong about Noriega coming as
they are publicly?

MR GREGORIE
Well, I know, certainly, that the agents who worked on the case, the
DEA agents who worked with me, certainly are. I can tell you that I
think that the idea that it's one government, that is, that the
united States is one government, certainly is a strong legal
principle, but when you come down to the facts of the matter, the
various intelligence agencies - that's the defense intelligence, the
CIA, the various military components, the National Security Council -
all may have a large number of files which nobody in the Justice
Department has ever yet looked at. And that may be another question
that will have to be dealt with once we see what his defense is and
whether he's entitled to some of these discovery materials.

SAWYER



Wellt you know perfectly well that his attorneys are going to march
in there and say: "We need every single one of those documents or
we're not going to be able to get a fair trial. Give them to us, and
give them to us now".

MR GREGORIE
Well, the way the procedure on what's known as "gray mail," and that
is, the discovery of these sort of intelligence materials work is,
that first, the Justice Department reviews it. Then it would be given
over to the judge to determine whether or not the defense is actually
entitled to it. If the judge finds that they are, then the judge
would say, "cove rnmen t , you've got to turn it over". If the United
States felt that the national security was at risk, and refused to
turn it overt then of course the case against the general would be
dismissed. I can't imagine, after us going to all this trouble to
arrest him, to go down and get him, that once he's brought back here,
we would actually dismiss the case. On the other hand, I think that
we have to convince the intelligence agencies of the United States of
how our justice system works.

SAWYER
Cardinal, one brief question. Do you know anything about Mr Noriega's
condition? Have you been hearing about that?

CARDINAL LAW
No, I don't, other than the fact that he is not able to communicate
with anyone outside the nunciature. That's my understanding.

SAWYER
All right, sir. We're going to take a break at this point, and then
we are going to go to Panama, and we will talk with a journalist who
has been reporting this story. He is a journalist and an author who
is writing a book about Noriega. He is also with The Wall Street
Journal. And that discussion just ahead.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Joining our discussion now from Panama City is journalist / author
and ABC News consultant Fred Kempe. Mr Kempe has been on leave from
The Wall Street Journal for the past year while he has been working
on a book about Manuel Noriega and his relationship with the United
States. Fred, you've been on the ground there, doing some reporting.
What's the latest read you've got on the situation?

FREDERICK KEMPE, "WALL STREET JOURNAL"
Well, the latest read I have is that the US officials, Panamanian
officials and Vatican officials seem to have all agreed that a third
country is really out of the question now. They don't want to send
Noriega into an asylum, plush or otherwise. So now the search seems
to be on for a way to bring him to justice somewhere, or to bring him
to control somewhere, but that has also made it a more troublesome
situation to solve, and it could take a little bit longer than if you
simply found a Spain, a Peru or a country that was willing to take
him.

SAWYER
Do you get a sense that all the parties now want to find some way to
get him to the United States?

MR KEMPE
Yes, I mean, if you follow the chain, you have the Vatican saying it
can only hand him over to Panamanian authorities, due to legal
constraints, so it can't give him to the US You have Panamanian
authorities suddenly last night discovering a 1904 treaty which would
provide for extradition, and that treaty would actually come ahead of
the constitution, which prohibits extradition. They're now - the
foreign ministry is now taking a close look at this treaty to see if
they could actually use it. And then you have the US standing in the
back, apparently more willing to take Noriega than some of us had
given the Bush administration credit for. A lot of us had believed
that the Bush administration was actually afraid to have Noriega in
Miami because they might not be able to win the trial, he might
reveal intelligence information, but it looks more and more as though
the Bush administration is not only willing, but pushing quite hard
to get hiro.

SAWYER
Well, it comes as some surprise to me, Fred. When I was there, the
very real sense that I got from the Endara government was that they
were quite emphatic about not wanting to have Noriega or anyone else
extradited to the United States, for one very good political reason.
It would make them look as though they were puppets or pawns of the
Onited States. Now, why has that gone away?

MR KEMPE
I spoke to a senior government official just shortly before this
program. First of all, the letter from Endara to the Pope was
confirmed, that is, a real letter. Second of all, the way it was
explained to me was, if we were worrying about legitimacy, then of



course it's a worry, but the way they were installed, an hour before
the invasion, at an American base, well, that has already caused some
problems for legitimacy. Secondarily, if Noriega is locked up here,
put on trial here, a weak Panamanian government, a new Panamanian
government suddenly faces the threat of hostage - taking, terrorist
attacks, all sorts of problems that could be associated with
Noriega's friends trying to set him free. They don't want that.

SAWYER
Well, you hear, Cardinal, from Fred, that the sense that what we have
here is that we're now at a stage where the parties are trying to
find the most efficacious way to move Mr Noriega from the nunciature
into the hands of the United States. And it is a tactical sort of
diplomatic question. Is that your read on this?

CARDINAL LAW
It's certainly my read that there is the effort on the part of the
Vatican, and I presume on the part of the US government and the
Panamanian government to come to a quick solution. Whether the
Vatican has moved to the point being discussed, I have no way of
knowing. I certainly would think that the attitude of the Panamanian
government would be critical to what action the Vatican would feel it
is able to take at this point. You know, I'd like to ask a question
about the situation around the compound. I know that the press
reports and earlier here on the program we heard about the noise
being focused in on the compound. And this afternoon I called
Archbishop McGrath in Panama City and actually got him at the
nunciature and asked specifically about that, because I was concerned
if there was this kind of action. And I was assured that far from
being an impediment, a harassment, it was actually welcome because it
enabled conversations to take place in the patio without the
possibility of eavesdropping with supersensitive microphones that
might be being used from the hotel nearby for the purpose of news
coverage. Is there any sense on that?

SAWYER
Fred, you're there on the ground and you've been able to study this.
Is this not psychological warfare, the best you can see it?

MR KEMPE
Well, it's quieted down a little bit. The nunciature is right behind
me. But I think there was some psychological warfare earlier. Last
night you had an armored personnel carrier with lights blazing, with
headlights blazing, revving up its engine, coming up to the gate, and
stopping just before the gate on a couple of occasions. I think the
music may have many purposes, but certainly ODe of them is to keep
Noriega awake, and to keep Noriega from feeling too comfortable
inside. The more comfortable he feels, the more patient he'll be in
getting out. But one must remember also that the nunciature must seem
a little bit like Dante1s hell to Noriega. Here's a man who's more
used to this - damp confines of the espionage world, and in his red
underwear and reading his pornography. And suddenly he's with the
papal nuncio.

SAWYER
All right, Fred. We'll be back in just one moment to continue the
discussion.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
We are talking with Richard Gregorie, with Frederick Kempe and with
Bernard Cardinal Law. Mr Gregorie, we keep coming back to the
likelihood that the United States actually will bring Manuel Noriega
to trial. As you know, Lieutenant Colonel Luis Del Cid is now in
United States hands; he's been accused of being involved in drug
trafficking with Mr Noriega. And the US has had a chance to go
through countless documents that were in Noriega's hands. Does this
likely strengthen the case in a very powerful way?

MR GREGORIE
Well, I think it certainly is hopeful that some of the evidence that
they've obtained from Noriega's office and various living spaces in
Panama will be helpful to the case. However, I think that when the
indictment was returned, it was certainly strong enough then. Also,
with the return of the other defendants, it would be my hope that the
case could be tried all together, that is, all the defendants there
with Noriega, because certainly he is the centerpiece of that
indictment.

SAWYER
Fred, do you have a sense, as you are looking at this situation
unfold, that it is going to be a rather rapid kind of development, or
will it be a long time coming?

MR KEMPE
Well, my instinct is it would be rapid, partly because it's a very
uncomfortable situation for the Vatican. The longer Noriega's here,
the worse it is for the Panamanian government, and the US government



doesn't like it. But I was told today by a US official not to expect
as rapid a solution as we might have a couple of days ago. I wonder,
Forrest, may I ask Dick a question about the case, because I think
there's one key question about the case in Florida that hasn't been
addressed. But Dick, we've talked a lot about this case, and I'm just
wondering, did you ever find out or were you ever provided
information that would shed light on whether Noriega has provided
information to the CIA on the Medellin cartel? In other words, did he
ever work - if he gathered information on the Medellin cartel for the
CIA, would that ruin a case?

SAWYER
Very quickly, Mr Gregorie.

MR GREGORIE
I don't think it would ruin the case at all, but I think it certainly
would be required that it be turned to him on discovery, and somebody
in the Justice Department has got to through those files to discover
whether it's there or not. It hasn't been done yet.

SAWYER
Cardinal Law, I have only just a few seconds left. Do you have a
sense that this is going to move very quickly, or do you think it
might take a long time?

CARDINAL LAW
I think it's going to move very quickly.

SAWYER
By that you mean ~ days?

CARDINAL LAW
I think in a matter of days.

SAWYER
Cardinal - Bernard Cardinal Law, thank you very much for joining us,
sir, along with Richard Gregorie, now in private practice, and Fred
Kempe, who is right there in Panama City doing some reporting.
Gentlemen, thank you all. That is our report for tonight. I'm Forrest
Sawyer in New York. And for all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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That same holiday has not closed the Monday morning financial
markets already open in Tokyo, where the dollar opened up at 142.72
yen. The Hong Kong gold market is closed Monday for the Christmas
holiday.
With a look ahead
Sander Vanocur of

at this week's business news, here's
ABC's Business World. Sander.

SANDER VANOCOR
JOHN. In this final week of 1989, economists are trying to
evaluate a series of mixed signals from the economy about how the
decade of the '90s will get started. Among them, Bear Stearn's
chief economist, Lawrence Kudlow.

LAWRENCE KUDLOW
go into next year with a pretty decent balance in
No major excesses that I can see, especially in the
which is, as you know, important for manufacturing.

SANDER VANOCUR
Turning to the economic scorecard for this week: On Monday, the
nation1s financial markets will be closed for Christmas. Many
overseas markets will be closed Tuesday as well. On Tuesday, the
mid December automobile sales figures, expected to show a
continuing slump in the auto industry. On Wednesday, the National
Association of Realtors releases November figures for existing home
sales. And on Friday, the Commerce Department will release its
leading economic indicators for November, which may provide a clue
about where the economy is headed. Finally, this is the last week
to do any last minute planning for your 1989 taxes. Some tax
experts are advising that if you can payoff consumer interest,
like credit cards, this is the time to do it because that interest,
which is 20 percent deductible this year, will be only 10 percent
deductible in 1990 and that should be of interest to lots of
taxpayers. JOHN.

And I think we
this economy.
inventory area

JOHN MARTIN
Thank you, Sander.
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JOHN MARTIN
There are reports tonight that 20 men loyal to the deposed Rumanian
dictator Nicolae Ceausescu attacked Bucharest's main train station.
The fighting is a sign that parts of the Capital remain beyond the
control of army troops who have sided with the provisional
government. Skirmishes continue across the country, even with the
deposed dictator under arrest. ABC's Jim Hickey reports from
Timisoara that ordinary Rumanians are seeking reprisals for years
of mistreatment.

JIM HICKEY
(POLICE) Rumanian secret policemen loyal to President Ceausescu
and long feared by the people surrendered in Timisoara today. So
hated are these state security agents, a man tried to punch one as
he walked by. Although some Ceausescu loyalists are beginning to
give up, others continue to fight back in Timisoara, sniping from
rooftops, launching hit-and-run attacks.

WOMAN
They're still shooting. When we were there, they were shooting
from a big car. So you just be very careful.

JIM HICKEY
(TANKS) In the middle of town, army tanks guard the opera house,
now the headquarters of the new democratic committee.
(OPERA HOUSE) As a armored car drives by on patrol, proof that
snipers are still a danger. (SOLDIERS) A shot rings out, soldiers
immediately react looking for the gunman. The sniper is not found.
(PEOPLE) In the streets ordinary citizens conduct their own search
for Ceausescu's men. Everywhere in town there are roadblocks
manned by young men, old men and women. (SU) Although there are
still pockets of resistance, there is no question who is in charge
here, the people, a civilian militia of sorts have taken over the
streets, taken over the town. (CAR SEARCH) But the new
provisional government is worried things are getting out of control
and has asked these vigilante committees to abandon the roadblocks,
put their guns away and stop the searches. That may be difficult.
These people struggling for so long taste victory now. For all the
danger and all the desperation there are signs of hope. The
Rumanian flag, for instance, with the despised Socialist emblem
ripped out. And other symbols Rumanians share with the rest of the
world, especially tonight. Jim Hickey, ABC News,
Tirnisoara, Rumania.
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One person was killed and several others injured today when an
explosion ripped through an Exxon oil refinery outside
Baton Rouge, Louisiana. (FIRE) Smoke rose 500 feet into the air
as five storage tanks burned at the nation's second largest
refinery. Louisiana Governor Buddy Roemer called out the National
Guard to stop looting after windows were blown out in stores up to
five miles from the blast site.
At least 12 persons have died in a Christmas Eve fire at a
retirement home in JOHNson City, Tennessee. Rescue workers expect
to find more bodies as debris is cleared from the upper floors of a
10 story building, Officials say it is difficult to know how many
people were in the building. Many residents were visiting or being
visited by relatives for the Christmas holiday.
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One person was killed and several others injured today when an
explosion ripped through an Exxon oil refinery outside
Baton Rouge, Louisiana. (FIRE) Smoke rose 500 feet into the air
as five storage tanks burned at the nation's second largest
refinery. Louisiana Governor Buddy Roemer called out the National
Guard to stop looting after windows were blown out in stores up to
five miles from the blast site.
At least 12 persons have died in a Christmas Eve fire at a
retirement home in JOHNson City, Tennessee. Rescue workers expect
to find more bodies as debris is cleared from the upper floors of a
10 story building. Officials say it is difficult to know how many
people were in the building. Many residents were visiting or being
visited by relatives for the Christmas holiday.
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JOHN MARTIN
Finally tonight, another report from the cradle of change in
Eastern Europe. ABC's Hilary Bowker has found some
Czechoslovakians who have yet to celebrate democracy, but continue
helping the world celebrate Christmas.

HILARY BOWKER
(TOWN SCENES) The serenity of rural Czechoslovakia appears
untouched by the passionate embrace of democracy that is provoking
political upheaval in the cities. (COUNTRYSIDE) The countryside
seems frozen in time. People's lives are the same. These women
make delicate Christmas ornaments. (ORNAMENTS) What was once a
cottage industry is now a state owned cooperative that earns almost
three million dollars a year. But the workers only get about 250
dollars a month. It is hard work and low pay even by local
standards. Jaro Slava wants to believe in the country's political
rebirth.

JARO SLAVA
(INTERPRETER) It will be a wonderful Christmas.

HILARY BOWKER
She's both outspoken and optimistic compared to her colleagues.
Kveta uses foul smelling chemicals to silver the ornaments. There
are no visible safety precautions.

KVETA
(INTERPRETER) I am afraid. Afraid to complain. Afraid of more
repression.

HILARY BOWKER
She hopes her lot will improve, that reports of political change,
those few which reach outside the cities are real. Those reports
are only whispered here where democracy still seems as fragile as
the decorations these women toil to produce. Painting and
embellishing a dozen earns mere pennies because the painstaking
labor is considered unskilled. Most of what they produce has been
exported to the United States and other Western countries.
Christmas never was encouraged by the Communists. Just what this
Christmas promises was what Maria intended to see for herself by
visiting her daughter in the Capital. (TREE/MUSIC) She would find
a public tree, celebrating freedom in the land where good
King Wenceslaus was born. Hilary Bowker, ABC News, Zdobin,
Czechoslovakia.
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JOHN MARTIN
Finally tonight, another report from the cradle of change in
Eastern Europe. ABC's Hilary Bowker has found some
Czechoslovakians who have yet to celebrate democracy, but continue
helping the world celebrate Christmas.

HILARY BOWKER
(TOWN SCENES) The serenity of rural Czechoslovakia appears
untouched by the passionate embrace of democracy that is provoking
political upheaval in the cities. (COUNTRYSIDE) The countryside
seems frozen in time. People's lives are the same. These women
make delicate Christmas ornaments. (ORN,~ENTS) What was once a
cottage industry is now a state owned cooperative that earns almost
three million dollars a year. But the workers only get about 250
dollars a month. It is hard work and low pay even by local
standards. Jaro Slava wants to believe in the country's political
rebirth.

JARO SLAVA
(INTERPRETER) It will be a wonderful Christmas.

HILARY BOWKER
She!s both outspoken and optimistic compared to her colleagues.
Kveta uses foul smelling chemicals to silver the ornaments. There
are no visible safety precautions.

KVETA
(INTERPRETER) I am afraid. Afraid to complain. Afraid of more
repression.

HILARY BOWKER
She hopes her lot will improve, that reports of political change,
those few which reach outside the cities are real. Those reports
are only whispered here where democracy still seems as fragile as
the decorations these women toil to produce. Painting and
embellishing a dozen earns mere pennies because the painstaking
labor is considered unskilled. Most of what they produce has been
exported to the United States and other Western countries.
Christmas never was encouraged by the Communists. Just what this
Christmas promises was what Maria intended to see for herself by
visiting her daughter in the Capital. (TREE/MUSIC) She would find
a public tree, celebrating freedom in the land where good
King Wenceslaus was born. Hilary Bowker, ABC News, Zdobin,
Czechoslovakia.
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JOHN MARTIN
The United States, the Vatican and Panama are about to begin a
delicate diplomatic dance over custody of General Manuel Noriega.
The deposed dictator sought asylum today in the Vatican Mission in
Panama City. For the moment he has gained sanctuary. ABC's
JOHN McKenzie has the latest.

JOHN MCKENZ IE
(VATICAN COMPOUND) The Vatican Mission here tonight is surrounded
by US troops after Manuel Noriega walked into the compound this
afternoon asking for political asylum. (TROOPS) A few hours
later, a spokesman for the mission confirmed the news to the
public. Reaction was immediate. (PROTEST) Panamanians outside
shouted "murderer" and demanded justice. The French Ambassador
left the mission tonight but had no comment. It's been reported in
the past Noriega might accept asylum in France where he owns
property. Now inside the Vatican Mission he has time to begin new
negotiations. The mission is considered diplomatic territory and
it is not something the US is likely to violate. US military
officials said they missed capturing Noriega today by only minutes.
They had received a telephone tip he was hiding in a large opulent
villa here in Panama City. But by the time they drove there, he
had left for the Vatican Mission. (ENDARA) Earlier today
President Guillermo Endara warned should Noriega eventually turn
himself over to Panamanian authorities, they would not extradite
him to the United States.

PRESIDENT GUILLERMO ENDARA
Under the Constitution of the Republic of Panama, we may not
extradite any Panamanian citizen.

JOHN MCKENZIE
That warning did not seem to bother Defense Secretary Dick Cheney
who was here visiting tonight with US troops.

SECRETARY RICHARD CHENEY
Insofar as I'm concerned, I think the US military has done its job
very effectively in running him to ground and now we'll let the
lawyers and diplomats figure out what happens next.

JOHN MCKENZIE
(SU) Tonight there is a standoff at the Vatican Mission with the
United States once again waiting to see what Noriega's next move
will be. At least tonight they know where he is. JOHN McKenzie,
ABC News, in Panama City.

JOHN MARTIN
White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said tonight, the
administration is discussing how it can get Noriega from the Roman
Catholic Church. He declined to say whether the President will
appeal to the Pope. It is not clear for how long Noriega might be
granted sanctuary. Fitzwater said, "The United States will
continue to pursue avenues to bringing General Noriega to justice".
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PETER JENNINGS
Well, there are many reasons why Panama's a problem for the
United States. It's been a base for narcotics trafficking, a center
for money laundering, a transit point for arms shipments to
anti-American guerrilla forces elsewhere in the hemisphere and,
according to a study done by the National Security Council, a major
center of illegal technology transfers to the Soviet Union. All of
the above with the approval, often the direct involvement, of one
man, who tonight has a million dollar price on his head:
Manuel Noriega. Herers ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(NORIEGA) For more than 20 years, Manuel Noriega and the
United States have been partners in a sometimes perverse
relationship. (VARIOUS FTG) In 1967, Noriega was a lieutenant in
the National Guard. The CIA used him to monitor anti-US leftists.
In 1980, Noriega was a lieutenant colonel. US prosecutors had
evidence he was selling arms illegally. The US took no action. In
1986, he was a general and virtual dictator. US agents found he had
taken millions of dollars in bribes to allow drugs from the Colombian
cartel to be transhipped to the United States. The Justice
Department took no action. At the time, Noriega was helping US
efforts in El Salvador and Nicaragua. (COURT EXT) Finally, last
year Noriega was indicted on drug charges in Miami and Tampa. One
grand jury witness, Jose Blandon, a former adviser.

JOSE BLANDON
He established a criminal enterprise. He converted the government
of Panama into a criminal enterprise.

JOHN MARTIN
US officials offered to drop the drug charges if Noriega would
resign. He refused. (US TROOPS) The United States has rarely
hestitated to use its might to get its way in the hemisphere.
(OLD CANAL FTG) It built the Panama Canal after getting Panamanians
to declare independence from Colombia.

WILLIAM LEOGRANDE
From then on we've rarely been willing and able to intervene allover
the region in order to protect what we saw as our critical security
and economic interests.

JOHN MARTIN
(MAP/GRAPHICS) In fact, the United States has intervened in
Nicaragua, Haiti, the Dominican RepUblic, Guatemala, Cuba, Grenada
and Mexico. But nowhere more often than in Panama. (SU) Today's
action marked the 13th time the United States has intervened in
Panama in this century. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
The man in the middle of the savings and loan crisis resigned
today. M. Danny Wall was supposed to supervise the nation's
Sand Ls, hundreds have gone broke as we all know and the taxpayer
is stuck with an enormous bill. Wall has been accused of
incompetence and in one case of making it too easy for the owner of
one broken-down Sand L to go on making very risky investments at
the taxpayers' expense. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(WALL) Wall took over the Federal Home Loan Bank Board two and a
half years ago. Then was appointed to run the office of thrift
supervision, trying to halt savings and loans losses as high as 150
billion dollars.

M. DANNY WALL / FHLBB
And I'm proud of every decision that I make and I'm responsible for
them and I'll be accountable for them.

JOHN MARTIN
Wall insisted today he had acted honorably but without adequate
resources, not enough auditors and investigators.

M. DANNY WALL
We had to make thousands of decisions day in and day out for two
and a half years at a time when no one else was facing the dragon.

JOHN MARTIN
Ed Gray, Wall's predecessor, applauded the resignation.

EDWIN GRAY
I think it's better for him, it's better for the office of Thrift
Supervision and better for the country.

JOHN MARTIN
(CAPITOL BLDG) In Congress, even his critics took some blame for
themselves, having set up a system that permitted lax regulation.

CONGRESSMAN JIM LEACH
I think it would be a major mistake to make Wall out to be a
villain. I think Wall was a victim of circumstances and to some
degree of misjudgment.

CONGRESSMAN CHARLES SCHUMER
He was the wrong man at the wrong place at the wrong time, but nor
is he the sale person to blame for what happened.

JOHN MARTIN
(BANK) Still, Wall's most controversial decision, blocking the
San Francisco Federal Bank examiners when they wanted to take over
Lincoln Savings and Loan of California, may cost taxpayers two
billion dollars extra. (SU) Mr. Wall has suggested that some want
to make him the scapegoat in the Lincoln affair, but he said today
"Lincoln's chairman will be found guilty of wrongdoing not
Danny Wall". JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington,
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PETER JENNINGS
When President Bush left Europe today he was pleased with the
results of his meeting with Mr. Gorbachev and his European partners
seemed pleased with him. Today in the company of his NATO allies,
Mr. Bush said that America would go on being a European power. On
the other side of Europe today, Mr. Gorbachev was in the company of
his Warsaw Pact partners and if it is history you're recording,
this was the day on which the soviet Union and the other four
nations which invaded Czechoslovakia 21 years ago finally admitted
that crushing the reform movement was a mistake. Times they
certainly are aChanging. We begin this evening with our
White House correspondent Brit Hume.

BRIT HUME
(MEETING) The President came to NATO to brief the European allies
on the summit. But his greater purpose seemed to be symbolic and
its message was that the NATO alliance and US troops in Europe are
still needed. Headlines out of his meeting with Gorbachev may
proclaim the Cold War over, but Mr. Bush won't go that far.

PRESIDENT BUSH
I mean is it raging like it was before in the times of the Berlin
blockade? absolutely not. Things have moved dramatically. But if
I signal to you there's no Cold War then it's ...well, what are you
doing with troops in Europe? I mean, come on.

BRIT HUME
Similarly he warned that budget pressures mean there will be no
peace dividend of money saved from reduced military spending.

PRESIDENT BUSH
to those who want to rush out and spend a
that that is going to happen. We've got
problems that have to be solved.

BRIT HUME
His two days with Gorbachev seemed not to have changed his basic
view of the Soviet leader, but he had a few insights about whether
Gorbachev is politically weak or strong at home.

PRESIDENT BUSH
I thought he seemed very much in control. You could tell the way
he interacted with his own top people there and he felt very
confident in discussing without notes a wide array of subjects with

I don't want to
lot more money,
some tremendous

hold out
the hope
economic

me.
BRIT HUME

Finally, even here he couldn't get away from the ferocious Malta
weather that had disrupted the summit schedule. (BOAT IN
ROUGH SEAS) Hadn't he taken unnecessary risk going out on the
water in the midst of the storm, hotdogging, as a questioner put
it?

PRESIDENT BUSH
Hotdogging? No. Well, you know these charismatic macho visionary
guys, they'll do anything, yeah.

BRIT HUME
The President headed home tonight, his meetings here and on Malta
an obvious success. (BUSH/PLANE) But as his words today
suggested, success has its own problems. (SU) He and the other
NATO leaders must now convince their peoples that despite the
apparent triumph of their military alliance, that alliance and its
military must continue. Brit Hume, ABC News, Brussels.
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PETER JENNINGS
Well, there was a good deal of commitment in Malta this weekend.
President Bush committing himself to helping the Soviets integrate
with the world economy, greater cooperation to see that Eastern
Europe's transition to democracy is peaceful. The major
commitment: to further reducing the world's enormous supply of
weapons, full speed ahead on that subject. Here's ABC's
JOHN McWethy.

JOHN MCWETHY
(BUSH-GORBACHEV) The Malta summit has so accelerated arms control
negotiations with the Soviets that it is now possible the
superpowers will sign four treaties next year. In the process, the
US and Soviet Union will be taking a giant step towards dismantling
the military order that has maintained the peace since
World War II. (TANKS) The treaties would cut tanks and troops in
Europe, reduce by nearly half the number of long-range nuclear
weapons controlled by Moscow and Washington, and limit nuclear
testing. (MISSILE/NUCLEAR TEST) Though all NATO members want some
American troops to remain in Western Europe, in Brussels today
there appeared to be total support for the more rapid pace of
negotiations. (TROOPS) Particularly in talks about cutting
non-nuclear forces in Europe.

MANFRED WOERNER
There is a clear will of the political leaders of this alliance to
move ahead as fast as possible.

JOHN MCWETHY
(BUSH) President Bush, in agreeing to push for quick results, has
in effect decided to ignore objections from American conservatives
who argue the Soviet political changes are still reversible, that
quick negotiated cuts are dangerous. (MEETING) The allies here in
Brussels do not share those concerns as long as the reductions are
all made within the framework of treaties they approve of. (SU)
So the President today got the kind of political support he needed
for a policy designed to stop the talking and start the cutting as
soon as possible. JOHN McWethy, ABC News, Brussels.
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PETER JENNINGS
Well, today and this weekend there was a lot of talk about new arms
control agreements. The testing of new weapons continues however
and today an example of how strongly some people feel about nuclear
weapons. Off the coast of Florida today another confrontation
between the environnmental group Greenpeace and the US Navy. Once
again Greenpeace was trying to prevent the Navy from firing an
unarmed Trident II missile. Here's ABC's JOHN Quinones.

JOHN QUINONES
(VIDEO) These pictures were taken on board the Greenpeace ship as
it cruised 50 miles off the Florida coast. A US Navy ship, after
warning the Greenpeace to get out of the missile launch area, tries
to push the environmental group away. The Navy also uses fire
hoses to make its point. Several of the demonstrators board
inflatable Zodiac speed boats and approach the mast of the
submarine Tennessee, which is to launch the missile. (BOATS) They
are stopped by a Navy seal team which disables their boats and tows
them back to the Greenpeace. The Navy continues to force the
Greenpeace mother ship out of the launch area. (SHIP FTG)
Greenpeace says it'll take the Navy to court over the damage which
includes a three foot hole in the hull. With two Navy ships
keeping the Greenpeace at bay, the submarine moved to a new
location and fired off the missile. (MISSILE LAUNCHING) After two
previous failures the Navy says it was a perfect launch 30 minutes
behind schedule. JOHN Quinones, ABC News, Cocoa Beach, Florida.
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PETER JENNINGS
There are a lot of people in the NATO alliance who would have given
a lot today to be a fly on the wall at the Warsaw Pact summit
meetings in Moscow. Some of the leaders who showed up to be
briefed by Mr. Gorbachev are being challenged so vigorously at home
that they may not have their jobs next week. ABC's Rick Inderfurth
is in Moscow.

RICK INDERFURTH
(MEETING) There's never been a Warsaw Pact meeting like this one.
There were reformers from Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria and
the first non-Communist ever to attend, Poland's Prime Minister
MazQwiecki. (KRENZ) East Germany was represented by Egan Krenz,
even though he was forced to resign yesterday as head of the
Communist Party. (GORBACHEV) President Gorbachev called his
summit with President Bush productive. Then he joined with the
leaders of the four other nations that invaded Czechoslovakia in
1968 to condemn that action, saying it constituted interference in
the internal affairs of a sovereign state. But dealing with
changes in the Warsaw Pact is proving easier for the Soviet leader
than making changes at home. (PROTEST) While he was away, the
Lithuanian Communist Party has been trying to sever its ties with
Moscow_ Ethnic tensions between Armenia and Azerbaijan have
increased again. And in Moscow today, a vivid reminder of the
Soviet leader's biggest problem. (EXHIBIT) A new consumer society
sponsored an exhibit to call attention to the shoddy merchandise
being turned out by the Soviet economy_ (CU PRODUCTS) There were
cross-eyed teddy bears, oblong soccer balls, coats with one sleeve
longer than the other, and a bottle of mineral water with a dead
mouse trapped inside. (SU) One of the virtues of the Soviet Union
under Mikhail Gorbachev is its ability to admit the obvious. But
so far the Soviet leader has been able to do little about his
problems at home, even as the changes he initiated sweep across
Eastern Europe. Rick Inderfurth, ABC News, Moscow.
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PETER JENNINGS
Rick Inderfurth mentions in that report that the leaders of the
Czech delegation to the Warsaw Pact, Karel Urbanek and
Vladislav Adamec, are regarded in Moscow as reformers. Well, these
days as we see almost everywhere in Eastern Europe that doesn't
mean you're regarded as a reformer at home. As ABC's JOHN Donvan
reports from Prague, Czechoslovaks took their anger at the
Communist power in their country to the streets again today_

JOHN DONVP.N
(PROTEST) It was bitter disappointment that filled Wenceslas
Square tonight, filled it in numbers that proved the Czechoslovak
opposition is not losing its intensity. Hundreds of thousands came
on a working day to hear speakers denounce the Communist leadership
with more force than ever and to chant the word "shame". Shame for
the new cabinet formed this weekend because it is still
three-fourths Communist.

MAN
I hate these people, these stupid old people because these people
don't do nothing for people, for socialism don't do nothing.

JOHN DONVAN
(DEMONSTRATION) The main opposition group, Civic Forum, repeated
its ultimatum: come up with a more balanced cabinet or face a
general strike on Monday. (3U) If the government was gambling
that Czechoslovaks would get tired of street protests, the gamble
has not paid off. Instead, each new move by the gover~~ent, even
toward reforms, only inspires new demands by the opposition. That
was clear when striking students met at Prague's law school.
(STUDENTS) They booed and hooted when it was suggested they accept
the new government and to end their strike. Some students are now
bold enough to have spent today picketing the Prime Minister's
front door. (PICKET LINE) And Civic Forum is now demanding free
elections by July next year. (PROTEST) Some Czechoslovaks say
they wish they didn't have to keep going into the streets, but as a
Civic Forum spokesman said tonight, rallies and strikes remain the
only weapons they have. JOHN Donvan, ABC News, Prague,
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PETER JENNINGS
And now East Germany. As on every Monday night recently
East German demonstrators were again on the streets of the city of
Leipzig. Tonight their mission was prevention. (PROTEST) They
surrounded a state security building where official records are
kept. Worried about the possible disappearance of those records
which might have any evidence of corruptionr evidence which could
lead to the conviction of their former Communist leaders. They
left peacefully after some were let inside and assured that all
government facilities housing documents related to corruption would
be sealed.
Just one other note from Eastern Europe today. The Voice of
Americar the broadcast service of the US government, opened a
bureau in Poland, its second in the Soviet bloc. A Moscow bureau
opened last year. "It is definitely amaz ing" r said VOA di rector
Richard Carlson. "They were jamming us in Poland two years ago".
When we come back, washington, the government's chief savings and
loan regulator resigns under fire.
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PETER JENNINGS
The man in the middle of the savings and loan crisis resigned
today. M. Danny Wall was supposed to supervise the nation's
Sand Ls, hundreds have gone broke as we all know and the taxpayer
is stuck with an enormous bill. Wall has been accused of
incompetence and in one case of making it too easy for the owner of
one broken-down Sand L to go on making very risky investments at
the taxpayers' expense. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(WALL) Wall took over the Federal Home Loan Bank Board two and a
half years ago. Then was appointed to run the office of thrift
supervision, trying to halt savings and loans losses as high as 150
billion dollars.

M. DANNY WALL I FHLBB
And I'm proud of every decision that I make and I'm responsible for
them and I'll be accountable for them.

JOHN MARTIN
Wall insisted today he had acted honorably but without adequate
resourcesr not enough auditors and investigators.

M. DANNY WALL
We had to make thousands of decisions day in and day out for two
and a half years at a time when no one else was facing the dragon.

JOHN MARTIN
Ed Gray, Wall's predecessor, applauded the resignation.

EDWIN GRAY
I think it's better for him, it's better for the office of Thrift
Supervision and better for the country.

JOHN MARTIN
(CAPITOL BLDG) In Congress, even his critics took some blame for
themselves. having set up a system that permitted lax regulation.

CONGRESSMAN JIM LEACH
I think it would be a major mistake to make Wall out to be a
villain. I think Wall was a victim of circumstances and to some
degree of misjudgment.

CONGRESSMAN CHARLES SCHUMER
He was the wrong man at the wrong place at the wrong time, but nor
is he the sale person to blame for what happened.

JOHN MARTIN
(BANK) Still, Wall's most controversial decision, blocking the
San Francisco Federal Bank examiners when they wanted to take over
Lincoln Savings and Loan of California, may cost taxpayers two
billion dollars extra. (SU) Mr. Wall has suggested that some want
to make him the scapegoat in the Lincoln affair, but he said today
"Lincoln's chairman will be found guilty of wrongdoing not
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The Attorney General today ordered a preliminary criminal
investigation into charges of wrongdoing against the former
Secretary of Housing, Samuel Pierce. It will determine if a
special prosecutor is needed in the case. Mr. Pierce has been
accused of steering millions of dollars in federal contracts to
political cronies.
On Wall Street the Dow Jones industrials gained nearly six points
today and the trading was moderate.
The Environmental Protection Agency has proposed that there be
sharp cuts in the use of a pesticide called EBDC. The government
wants farmers to stop using EBDC on 45 different crops including
potatoes and bananas. It says there's a risk of cancer, not great
for anyone crop, but because it is used on so many different
fruits and vegetables it could be a problem.
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PETER JENNINGS
In the Philippines tonight, there are stronger indications that the
rebel attempt to bring down President Aquino has foundered.
Government troops are still trying to dislodge some of the rebels
from various locations in Manila, but the energy needed to mount a
successful coup appears to have gone. But, more than a couple of
hundred foreigners are still under the rebel's control in downtown
hotels. Our first of two reports from the Philippines tonight is
from ABC's Mark Litke.

MARK LITKE
(FIGHTING) The Wall Street of the Philippines is still a war zone.
For most of Monday, government troops exchanged gunfire with
hundreds of rebels holed up in Makati, the financial center of
Manila, in apartments, shops and hotels. (AMBULANCE) Several
civilians have been wounded, including two Americans and this
innocent boy caught in the cross fire. (BOY) Rebel snipers on
rooftops have also prevented the evacuation of hundreds of foreign
guests trapped inside hotels. (REBELS/ROOFTOPS) Though some have
been able to describe their situation by telephone. A rebel
spokesman says they may allow the foreigners to leave in a few
hours. Despite the siege in Makati, the Philippine government
insists the rebellion has been crushed. (TROOPS) Loyal troops
have regained control of all of Manila's military bases, where
heavy fighting occurred this weekend. (TANKS) Still missing
however, this man, former Colonel Gringo Hanasan, believed to be
the leader of this insurrection. (HONASAN) Two weeks ago,
interviewed in hiding, he had said he was ready to launch another
coup, accusing the Aquino government of incompetence and
corruption. Gringo, who led a failed coup two years ago, has not
been seen since this rebellion began. Though contact has been made
with other rebel leaders. (SO) ABC News has now learned the
superintendent of the Philippine Military Academy was called to
Manila to negotiate with the rebels, whose leaders include several
academy graduates. And while those negotiations were apparently
taking place, a candlelight vigil for peace began on the streets
not far away. (VIGIL) Signs of hopeI though at this hour there
are still more people here with guns than with candles.
Mark Litke, ABC News, Manila.
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PETER JENNINGS, LONDON, ENGLAND
BILL REDEKER, MANILA, PHILIPPINES

PETER JENNINGS
There are few more complicated international relationships than the
long one between the United States and the Philippines. And so
when the US made a military commitment last week to helping keep
President Aquino in office, the political aftermath in the
Philippines was predictable. ABels Bill Redeker is also there.

BILL REDEKER
(BOMB SCENE) A bomb went off in Manila's entertainment district
overnight shattering windows and injuring two women. The fact that
it occurred only one block from the US Embassy led many here to
believe it was in response to America's support of President
Aquino's government. (JETS) Friday's intervention by US war
planes halted rebel air attacks against the presidential palace,
but it also created a political liability for Aquino. Her own Vice
President, Salvador Laurel, who wants her job, disagreed with her
request for American help.

VICE PRESIDENT SALVADOR LAUREL
The Philippines is a sovereign state and should be allowed to
handle its own internal affairs without outside interference.

BILL REDEKER
(SENATE) In the Philippines' senate, minority leader
Juan Ponce Enrile, said America had committed a naked act of
aggression designed to prop up the Aquino government. But
supporters say their embattled President had no choice.

NICK SANTIAGO
Though there are criticisms about the US being asked to help, but
personally I think it was a matter of survival of her government.

BILL REDEKER
(AQUINO) American help may have saved Aquino this time, but it has
given her opponents another issue to use against her. (SU) And
she will be under increasing pressure to close down important US
naval and air bases here when their leases come up for renewal in
only ten days. Bill Redeker, ABC News, Manila.
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Just one other note from overseas. Confirmation tonight of a story
filed here by Pierre Salinger last week. A Swedish court confirms
today that a Palestinian named Abu Talb is a suspect in the bombing
of Pan Am 103 and that seizing clothes from his Swedish residence
was legal. ABC's Salinger reported that clothing purchased by Talb
was found in the suitcase which also contained the bomb which blew
up Pan Am 103.

LONDON,
LONDON,
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally in this broadcast, which began with President Bush and
Mikhail Gorbachev retiring to their respective capitals, a reminder
of how different one system is from the other. Ever since the
Berlin Wall was breached, some Americans have been doing what they
can to capitalize on it. We mean that quite literally and so as a
foreword to this report by Chris Bury: caveat emptor, buyer beware.

CHRIS BURY
(WALL SCENES) When Berliners hammered and chiseled away those
pieces of the wall, maybe they did not realize that Communism had
met capitalism at such a critical moment.

KATHLEEN MOLLERUS
Couldn't have happened at a better time, quite frankly, the Wall
being torn down, right in time for the holiday season. I think
it's going to be a very popular Christmas item.

WOMAN
That's the Berlin Wall, look at it.(IN STORE)



CHRIS BURY
(STORE INT) The Wall is here and a piece of it is yours for about
10 dollars. You might find it stacked up near the stockings
filled with chewing gum.

MAN
It would be something, it's part of history.

CHRIS BURY
History in a box. (SHOPPERS) Inside a two ounce rock and a tiny
copy of a certificate claiming its authenticity.
(ROCK/CERTIFICATE) The perfect gift for some is just too
off-thE-wall for others.

MAN
It's about as dumb as the pet rock craze that we had a number of
years ago.

CHRIS BURY
Selling the Wall is a pet project of the St. Louis Novelty Company
that brought you the pocket terminator. (CU GAME) The company
imported 36 tons of concrete slabs that it claimed were piled up in
West Berlin near an opening in the Wall. (DOCUMENT) Shipping
documents assert that they are indeed from the Wall. (WORKERS) In
St. Louis 75 workers chisel around-the-clock so the chunks can all
be shipped by Christmas.

DICK
It will be profitable for

DALE / HYMAN
the retailer
CHRIS BURY

Smaller operators are in the Wall business too. Jeanetta Dell says
she brought 120 pounds back to Columbus, Ohio and sold it for 40
dollars an ounce. (WALL FRAGMENTS/HOME) But selling such a
powerful symbol cheapens it in the eyes of some shoppers.

MARTIN LEUBKE
thing that we've got ...the Wall is down
about that instead of trying to make money

PRODUCT
and for ourselves.

So here's this wonderful
and we ought to be happy
on it.

CHRIS BURY
The Wall is moving slowly at big discount stores, but this gift
shop can barely meet the demand. (STORE SCENES) In less than a
week, these tiny relics of the Cold War have brought in nearly
10,000 dollars in cold cash. Chris Bury, ABC News, St. Louis.
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PETER JENNINGS
The politics of terror. In Frankfurt this morning someone used a
bomb to kill the head of West Germany's largest bank, one of the
most influential banks in the world. Those who claim to have
killed Alfred Herrhausen used to be called the Baader-Meinhof gang,
now they call themselves the Red Army Faction. ABC's JOHN MARTIN
is in Frankfurt.

JOHN MARTIN
(BOMB SCENE) The bomb blew apart the banker's car less than a mile
from his horne. Police believe it was attached to a bicycle parked
beside the road. Alfred Herrhausen, not only sat on the boards of
some of his country's top corporations, but he also ran Germany's
biggest bank. (HERRHAUSEN) Some called him the country1s master
of money. (POLICE) To catch his killers, the police assigned more
than 100 officers, stopping all traffic, studying maps of the
areas. (SEARCHES) Even sending men to scour the grounds of a
nearby park. (STREET SCENES) The killing especially shocked his
neighbors in Bad Homburg, a community of affluent Germans and
foreigners.

HEATHER MCVIE
Had I been in Ireland, had I been in Lebanon, I would have
understood it more.

JOHN MARTIN
But Germans understood it. For nearly 20 years, the Red Army
Faction has been attacking public figures. (BODY/CAR) It opposes
all forms of capitalism. The bombing may have been a general
attack on the establishment, but Herrhausen was also a supporter of
reunification with East Germany,

RANDALL HEATHER
He becomes a target because he represents the worst of all evils,
reunification under capitalism.

JOHN MARTIN
In Bonn, the Bundestag recessed briefly when its members heard of
his murder. And in Dusseldorf, the Chancellor of Germany, a
personal friend, denounced the killing.

CHANCELLOR HELMUT KOHL
(INTERPRETER) This cowardly and brutal murder hit one of Germany's
leading figures.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Whatever the message the terrorists were trying to send, they
could have chosen no more a powerful nor visible symbol of
capitalism in Germany, JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Frankfurt.
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PETER JENNINGS
Our final report on the broadcast tonight, also from here in
West Germany, has been something of a nostalgia trip for ABC's
JOHN MARTIN. Twenty-five years ago as a young private he served
with the US Fourth Armored Division at a place called Goppingen in
the German state of Baden-Wurttemberg in southern Germany. with
all of the changes taking place in Europe and with the prospect
that the US military profile in West Germany will be altered in the
not too distant future, we asked JOHN to go back to where he served
and survey the German reaction.

JOHN MARTIN
(TOWN SCENES) For nearly 45 years, Americans have played a role in
this small town. (OLD FTG) They held this Fourth of July parade
in 1945 with townspeople watching as medals are handed out. They
turned this Luftwaffe base into Cooke Barracks, home to tens of
thousands of American troops. (OLD PHOTOS) They even started the
town newspaper, finding a poet and a labor leader to publish it.
(ELDERLY) Older Germans, who suffered through the war, say they
will always remember America's generosity.

WOMAN
No, never forget. It is 1945 and a hard time here and cold and not
enough to eat.

JOHN MARTIN
(BAR SCENE) But younger Germans have no memory of that.
they remember barroom brawls.

MAN
They were drunken before they came and then they fight.

JOHN MARTIN
(SOLDIERS DRILLING) Some younger politicians say the Americans
have stayed too long.

RAYMUND WIMMER
(INTERPRETER) If you really get down to it, I think the Americans
have wasted their time here.

JOHN MARTIN
Even at the newspaper the Americans started, the younger reporters
shrug at the prospect of American troops finally going home.

BETTINA UHRMAN
To me it won1t mean very much to be honest.

JOHN MARTIN
But listen to the Mayor. When the Americans leave, he says:

MAYOR HANS HELLER
We will lose something, that's clear. They initiated our
democracy.

JOHN MARTIN
The Americans will be leaving here some day, not right away, but
some day. And with them will go a remarkable moment, a moment that
lasted nearly half a century in the life of a little town in
Germany. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Goppingen, West Germany.

Instead
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D. HOCKNEYt ARTIST WHO CREATES FOR ARTS NOT MONEY SAKE
1989-11-20
00,00,00
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00,00,00
PETER JENNINGS, NEW YORK, NY USA
JOHN MARTIN, LOS ANGELES, CALIF USA

PETER JENNINGS
The background to our final report goes as follows. In two days
last week two of the biggest auction houses turned over half a
billion dollars just selling modern art, which tells us at the very
top of the market the prices are even crazier than last year, if
that is possible, which leads us to ABC's JOHN MARTIN in praise of
the artist with a fax machine.

DAVID HOCKNEY
There's a side of the art world that seems to be going crazy,
crazy. (MARTIN INTERRUPTS WITH "WITH MONEY") I just assume it's
drug money or something.

JOHN MARTIN
David Hockney is a British artist who lives in Los Angeles and
paints sunny colors and unusual shapes. Some of his works sell for
hundreds of thousands of dollars. (HOCKNEY WORKING) He likes
technology, using dozens of Polaroid pictures to make a single
image, or using a copying machine to enlarge sketches.

DAVID HaCKNEY
And I like it philosophically as well. I got deeply interested in
the machines.

JOHN MARTIN
Now Hackney has gotten into a new machine, the fax machine.

DAVID HOCKNEY
I mean, you draw a picture and frankly half an hour later you send
it to friends allover the world.

JOHN MARTIN
(SKYLINE) One friend lives in Boston. He's an art director for a
record store.

BING MCGILVRAY
It's made up of individual pagest each ones rather beautiful if you
isolate it from the whole, but when you put them all together you
get a great big picture.

JOHN MARTIN
(WITH PAINTING) Hackney sketched this abstract drawing he calls
"Tennis" on nine pages. Then using a photocopier he enlarged it to
a 144 pages, all this to be sent by fax machine to Brazil.
(MUSEUM) Here in Sao Paulo, it was assembled for an international
art show. (EXHIBIT) Visitors see an entire room of Hackney's
works.

JORGE SANTOS I ART CRITIC
Very new, very, very interesting and it puts art together with the
world and makes it faster.

JOHN MARTIN
Faster and cheaper, says Hackney. After the show, he says, the
gallery can throw them away. Hackney's way of keeping money out of
the picture.

DAVID HOCKNEY
That's all you can have out of it, pleasure, nothing else. We had
a rubber stamp made suggesting you get them for pleasure only not
recommended for investments.

BING MCGILVRAY
Hers trying to ignore the art market and concentrate on the art.

DAVID HOCKNEY
So far, Hackney's intentions have been only partly successful.
When this New York gallery displayed Hackney's faxes, more than 20
collectors signed up, not just to enjoy them but to buy them.
(PAINTING WITH CU OF RUBBER STAMP SAYING) JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Los Angeles.
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JESUIT PRIESTS KILLED IN EL SALVADOR
1989-11-16
00,00,00
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00:00,00
TED KOPPEL, WASHINGTON, DC USA
JOHN MARTIN,

TED KOPPEL
(VO) El Salvador, 1979. £1 Salvador, 1989. More than 800 people
killed since Saturday, among them six Jesuit priests dragged from
their beds, tortured and murdered overnight. In all, more than 70,000
deaths in the past 10 years. the US and the Salvadoran governments
claim that the rebels are losing, but is that what's happening in the
real war, or part of the war of words? That's our focus tonight.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
It is a sad commentary, perhaps, but in the political marketplace,
all deaths do not weigh equally. Seventy thousand have died during 10
years of fighting in El Salvador, and most of the time we here in the
United States pay very little attention. But in 1980, not only we,
but the whole world paid attention when Archbishop Romero of San
Salvador was murdered. And when, that same year, three American nuns
were killed, executed, that created a political fire storm, and so
much pressure was ultimately brought to bear on the government of El
Salvador that some of the soldiers responsible were brought to trial,
and some of the killing by right - wing death squads was brought
under control. Well, it has happened again. Amid the wholesale
slaughter of the war, which is going through another convulsion right
now, there were eight murders last night which will have a more
profound impact. Here's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) For five days, the fighting has raged in the streets and
hillsides where a million people live. The terror of urban warfare,
the gunfire, the planes and helicopters, the fear. And again, the
horror of atrocity. Sometime after three this morning, about 20
uniformed men broke into this university compound. They beat and
tortured six priests and a housekeeper and her daughter. Then they
shot them to death. ABC News correspondent Peter Collins said
suspicion centers on the country's notorious death squads.

PETER COLLINS
The government immediately blamed the leftist rebels for this, but
the circumstantial evidence so far points in the other direction,
toward the extreme right.

MARTIN
(VO) The death squads have been associated with the right - wing
political party of Arena, which holds the presidency and a plurality
in the legislative assembly. Today, the government of Alfredo
Cristiani denounced the killings.

ALFREDO CRISTIANI, PRESIDENT OF EL SALVADOR
I think that this has enough of an impact in everyone to want this
investigation. We have spoken with the high command of the armed
forces, and we want to know right down to the bottom of this.

WILLIAM WALKER, US AMBASSADOR TO EL SALVADOR
Whoever did this, whether they were killers, whether they were
assassins from the fanatical right or the left, I believe last night
they did the work of the FMLN. I believe last night they did the work
of those who are against achieving democracy and peace in El
Salvador.

MARTIN
(VO) The victims included human rights advocate Ignacio Ellacuria. He
and his fellow priests edited a journal of Central American studies.
They were often accused of sympathizing with the rebels. Two weeks
ago, one of the victims, Dr Segundo Montes, told an interviewer of
threats. "I was erroneously accused of justifying FMLN violence, by
the armed forces and Arena. Normally, what ensues is death squad
executions, II he said, "but so far, I haven't been killed". A month
ago, another victim, Dr Ignacio MARTIN - Baro, a vice rector of the
university, said he accepted the possibility of death.

DR IGNACIO MARTIN - BARO, JESUIT PRIEST
I think it's a clear indication of the risks that whoever states, you



know, in favor of the rights of the majority of the Salvadoran
people, faces. We are willing to accept those consequences.

MARTIN
(VO) The rebels say they are fighting to overthrow powerful
conservatives who oppose radically restructuring society. Father
Ejacorrilla advocated liberation theology, which calls for the church
to fight for the poorest and least powerful elements of society.
Today, the dying continues. The estimates of dead in the latest
fighting: 800 combatants and civilians, The wounded: more than 1,600
men, women and children. Half the wounded are reported to be
civilians. For many civilians, the routine of life has turned to the
fear of death, caught in a crossfire and ordered to dig battlements
for the rebels, caught in the neighborhoods where helicopter gunships
search for rebels. ABC News correspondent JOHN Quinones moved into an
area where there was panic.

JOHN QUINONES
Hundreds of families leaving a pUblic tenement, literally running for
their lives. They had their children in tow. they were loaded down
with everything their arms could carry. I tried to talk to some of
these people, and they were so full of anguish and tears, they
couldn't tell me where they were going. I don't think they knew where
they were going.

MARTIN
(VO) "We are afraid," said this woman. "We don't know what to do, We
are taking our children with us. God help us". Medical workers were
pinned down, trying to help the wounded. Some rebels were captured
and hooded. On their chests government soldiers scrawled the word
terrorist. For a time, the rebels appeared to control large parts of
San Salvador, but American ambassador William Walker says the rebels'
strongholds are shrinking.

AMB WALKER
You have to bear in mind that the FMLN is in - at present time, in
six, seven, eight relatively small pockets of the city. This is not
citywide.

MARTIN
(VO) Perhaps the greatest tragedy is that two months ago, the rebels
and government began observing a cease - fire. They met across a
table in Costa Rica. After 10 years of civil war, the peace process
seemed on track. But two weeks later, rebels attacked the national
military headquarters, and the next day, a bomb destroyed the
headquarters of the country's labor federation. Ten people died.
Twenty - nine people were wounded. The rebels suspect military
assassins.

FRANCISCO ALTSCHUL, SALVADORAN OPPOSITION SPOKESMAN
I would say, the event that culminated everything was the bombing of
the labor union.

MARTIN
(VO) Culminated in a rebel offensive and government counterattacks.
Where does this latest fighting leave the country?

LINDSEY GRUSON, "THE NEW YORK TIMES"
The guerrillas have shown that they do represent a sizable proportion
of the country, but at the same time, the failure to spark, really,
any time of insurrectional uprising has also shown that President
Alfredo Cristiani had a good point when he said this is a minority.

MARTIN
(VO) Both the government and the rebels claim they've won support in
this round of fighting. Perhaps they have. But what is more clear
tonight is that the losers are the people that both sides claim to
represent. In 10 years, 70,000 dead, 500,000 displaced, 1 million
gone north to escape. And their country, like this old man, crippled
and carrying a sword and twine, £1 Salvador limps from one moment of
agony to the next. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline.

KOPPEL
When we come back, we'll talk with the Salvadoran ambassador to the
United States and with a representative of the Salvadoran rebels.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Joining us now here in our Washington bureau are Miguel Angel
Salaverria, who as El Salvador's ambassador to the United States is
in frequent contact with President Cristiani about military efforts
against the Salvadoran rebels. Also joining us, Francisco Altschul, a
representative of the Salvadoran opposition, FDR, FMLN. Back in 1979,
Mr Altschul was a member of the Salvadoran government, but quit in
protest over the influence of right - wing military officers. Since
1980, he has been living in exile in the United States. Mr
Ambassador, tell me, what possible purpose can anyone see served by
the brutal execution of those six Jesuits, their housekeeper and the
housekeeper's daughter?

MIGUEL SALAVERRIA, EL SALVADOR AMBASSADOR TO US
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KOPPEL
Continuing now with Ambassador Salaverria and Francisco Altschul. Mr
Altschul, itls really frustrating. We all sit herer we express
outrage, moral indignation, mouth one platitude after another, and I

I really don't understand it, Mr Koppel. I see that this is another
act of terror. We have been living through terror for 10 years_ And I
really don't understand what makes people act like that, except when
they have been trained to do terror and terrorize the whole
population that has chosen to live a democratic life in El Salvador.

KOPPEL
You know that what you say, when you talk about people trained to
terrorize, rings with a certain irony, because today, Amnesty
International says that they are absolutely convinced - and they make
it a point of not issuing charges like this unless they feel they
have evidence to support it - that the murders were committed by
members of the Salvadoran military.

AMB SALAVERRIA
Well, they can say that, and I respect their opinion. However, I will
not be convinced who did this act of terror until a full
investigation is made, Mr Koppel. I think that the government has
followed that procedure from the very first act of terror that we saw
in the city, which was the bombing of Finestras. We have a team of
people from the United States who are helping to solve these cases.
When we get a final result of the investigations, we'll know who did
it.

KOPPEL
Well, that's why I asked you the question that I did in the
beginning. Let me ask it you one more time, and then I plan to ask Mr
Altschul the same question. What purpose is served by those killings?

AMB SALAVERRIA
Mr Koppel, Father Ejecorrilla was - had been very vocal lately in
favor of the Cristiani government. He was really helping in achieving
peace. And I think by that he became expendable by some type of
terrorists.

KOPPEL
All right. Mr Altschul, I said I would raise the same question with
you. What purpose is served by executions such as these?

FRANCISCO ALTSCHUL, SALVADORAN OPPOSITION SPOKESMAN
More than a purpose, I think, this is the act of madmen, and we have
been - unfortunately, similar acts have been going on for over 10
years. Let's remember the killing of Monsignor Romero, the killings
of the leaders of the FOR, the American religious women. And they are
- they have been done by the same people. It is an act of terror, as
the ambassador said, but he didn't say who did it. And as you
mentioned, Mr Koppel, Amnesty, Americas Watch say that they have
witnesses who say that it was done, this barbaric act was done by
uniformed troops of the Salvadoran army.

KOPPEL
Let's talk for a moment about consequences. If in point of fact it
can be demonstrated, if it is proved that this was done by government
soldiers, what impact? When Archbishop Romero was assassinated, there
was, as I said at the beginning of this program, tremendous
international impact. And when those three nuns were killed, yes/
there was outrage, but the war grinds on. Another 50,000, 60,000,
70,000 people have died since then. So what is the ultimate impact of
something like this?

MR ALTSCHUL
The - one would hope that this would lead people to understand, after
all this death, that there is a group of small people who are
powerful in the country, who are responsible for these things, and
that it is precisely because of those people that are there and
precisely so that these things don't happen again that there is a
struggle in E1 Salvador.

KOPPEL
Gentlemen - yes, Mr Ambassador, you wanted to make a point on this?

AMB SALAVERRIA
Yes, I think this small group of people is the group of terrorists
that have been terrorizing the country while we were trying to
convert El Salvador into a democratic country. And we have been
successful, Mr Koppel. We have had five elections in the last five
years, and the five elections have been under fire, under fire of the
same type of terrorists that we've been seeing on and on and again
and again.

KOPPEL
Gentlemen, we're going to take a break. When we come back, I'd like
to have you both examine, from your respective vantage points, the
current round of fighting and what mayor may not be achieved by
that. We'll continue our discussion in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)



must say, I don't understand why this current round of fighting
began. What was the point of it?

MR ALTSCHUL
Well, the point of it was to open seriously the process of
negotiation. It was a military effort combined with diplomatic and
political efforts to bring the government seriously to the process of
negotiations. Because the FMLN had presented a proposal which
everybody acknowledged was a viable, realistic proposal to end the
hostilities and end with the war.

KOPPEL
Mr Altschul, you know what that reminds me of? A phrase that was used
at one point during the Vietnam war, where a commander said we had to
"destroy the village to save it". How, in heaven's name, do you
further the peace process by a round of fighting that has already
cost an additional 800 lives in five days?

MR ALTSCHUL
Well, the ones who are destroying the villages and who have been
destroying the villages, and who are now bombing in San Salvador in
the poor populated neighborhoods are the airplanes and the
helicopters of the Salvadoran army.

KOPPEL
But what do you expect the Salvadoran army to do if 1,000 or 1,200 or
1,500 rebels try to take San Salvador? I mean, did you expect them to
throw down their weapons and give up?

MR ALTSCHUL
No, but the Salvadoran army has been trained, supposedly, to be a
professional army. It's 65,000 troops against the force allegedly of
5,000, 6,000 guerrillas. My question is why, as a first resource,
would the Salvadoran army go and move and bomb and strafe with
helicopters and gunships?

KOPPEL
All right. Ambassador Salaverria, perhaps you'd like to respond?

AMB SALAVERRIA
Well, simply, Mr Koppel, I'd like to say that anybody that brings war
to a city and chooses a city as a battleground is an irresponsible
person, or an irresponsible group. When you bring war to a city, you
are putting in danger innocent civilians, and that's what has
happened. That's what has been going on for the last five days.

KOPPEL
Gentlemen, it's been going on for the whole century. I mean, the mark
of this century is that war has been brought to civilians, whether it
takes place in the countryside or in the city.

MR ALTSCHUL
Mr Koppel, I would like to make a commen t , if I can.

KOPPEL
Go ahead.

MR ALTSCHUL
The matter of civilians. The International Red Cross made an appeal
to both sides to agree on a truce to allow for the evacuation of the
civilian wounded. The FMLN agreed, responded positively, and
presented a proposal on how to do it. The Salvadoran army and
government rejected it. Even today, in one of the Washington
newspapers, the vice president is quoted as saying that they would
reject any cease - fire or truce for the evacuation of the civilians.

KOPPEL
Mr Ambassador?

AMB SALAVERRIA
Yes, I don't know what kind of a game this is, Mr Koppel. We - our
government called for peace talks, and it took us about a month or
two months for them to accept, to sit down at the table. It was
agreed for the first time that nobody would leave the table of
negotiations until a solution to the problem was found. They - and
another thing that was achieved was that at last we have an agenda.
And one point was accepted by both parts is the cessation of
hostilities. And we went to Costa Rica, and in Costa Rica we were
supposed to talk about cessation of hostilities. And they came with a
different agenda.

KOPPEL
Is it accurate to say, if I ask each of you now, and I'd like to make
it as brief as possible, that, Mr Ambassador, if I say to you, is
your commitment to peace and to a cease - fire, what would you say?

AMB SALAVERRIA
We are committed to peace, and to cease - fire. And this - that is
what all the meetings of the Central American countries have agreed
in Escapulas, in San Jose, in Tela.

KOPPEL
I understand. I would just like, if I may, I don't mean to be rude,
to simply put the same question to Mr Altschul, because again, we're
using words. Commitment to peace, cease - fire, yes, I assume so,



right?
MR ALTSCHUL

Yes. And you have to go to the facts for that, Mr Koppel. As I said
before, the FMLN presented the proposal that was seen by everybody as
viable and realistic. In that meeting in San Jose that the ambassador
mentioned, the government refused to respond to the proposal or to
any point of the proposal, sticking to their position that they have
always maintained, that the FMLN simply has to lay down its arms and
incorporate in the political process. This is tantamount to
surrender.

KOPPEL
Would it have been, Mr Altschul, so much worse if you had spent a
month or six months or nine months engaged in frustrating
negotiations which might have enraged you? Would that have been so
much worse than the alternative now that's already cost 800 lives?

MR ALTSCHUL
Well, Mr Koppel, there have been talks with the government before,
and yet the war had been going on. And in those three years in which
there were talks, more thousands and thousands of people were killed.
The problem is that to go to a negotiation, you have to go really.
And both sides have to be serious. The problem has been that only one
side has been seriously putting forth a proposal for negotiations,
and the other side has not.

KOPPEL
All right. Gentlemen, we have to take a break. A final comment from
both of you when we come back.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK I

KOPPEL
Back once again with our guests. Gentlemen, we have about a minute
and a half. From the safety and the vantage point of Washington, one
looks at what's going on in El Salvador in the past few days and it
is certainly proved that each side is capable of inflicting great
pain on the other. Mr Altschul, has it proved anything else?

MR ALTSCHUL
I think it's proven that what the government has been saying, that
they have control of the situation, that they are advancing in a
democracy, I think is false.

KOPPEL
All right. 1'11 take that as your answer, and let me have an equally
brief answer from you, Mr Ambassador.

AMB SALAVERRIA
Mr Koppel, in a democracy there are rules and regulations, and there
is a constitution. Every citizen has a right to demand changes, but
there are ways and means of doing it. Even the constitution of the
United States has been amended, but according to the law and not at a
point of a gun.

KOPPEL
So what has the fighting proved, if anything?

MR ATSCHUL
I think the fighting proves, more than anything, Mr Koppel, the need
to find a realistic political solution to the conflict. But for that,
those people who are clearly opposing it through all means, like the
assassination of the priests today, have - it's impossible that they
- that there can be a solution as long as those people continue to be
there and particularly supported by this administration, because
those people are there in control of the army that the US is
supporting.

KOPPEL
Gentlemen, I'm afraid on that note we have to end. We are out of
time. Thank you both, Mr Altschul, Ambassador Salaverria. Good of you
to join us. Tomorrow on Nightline, we'll have a rare interview with
the Soviet ambassador to the United States, Yuri Dubinin, from the
Soviet embassy. That's our report for tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in
Washington. For all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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------------------------- Segment Number: 11 -------------------------
DEBATE AND EFFORTS TO GET REAGAN'S FACE ON MT RUSHMORE
1989-11-15
00,00,00
00,00,00
00,00,00
PETER JENNINGS, NEW YORK, NY USA
JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA

PETER JENNINGS
Finally here this evening, saving face and Ronald Reagan.
(REAGANS) No, we're not referring to anything Mr. Reagan did on
his trip to Japan, no Mr. and Mrs. Reagan returned to the
White House today to have their official portraits unveiled.
(PORTRAITS) The paintings by Aaron Shikler will be on permanent
display at the White House.
As ABC's JOHN MARTIN reports tonight, there are some people who
would like to see Mr. Reagan's features on a somewhat grander
scale.

JOHN MARTIN
(REAGANS BOARDING PLANE) He's been out of office less than a year,
yet there's already been talk - some silly, some seemingly serious
- of putting his face up there. (MT RUSHMORE) Conservative
fund~raiser Bob Kitchel says he thinks the Reagan face ought to be
chiseled in granite forever.

BOB KITCHEL
He just changed the whole political landscape, which is why I want
to change the Rushmore landscape.

JOHN MARTIN
(STONE BLASTING) The mountain is an American icon, the faces of
Washington, Jefferson, Teddy Roosevelt and Lincoln, each one 60
feet high chiseled with dynamite and jackhammers into a
South Dakota mountaintop. (MOVIE SCENE) Alfred Hitchcock built
the climax of a Hollywood movie on it. (COMMERCIALS) Cereal
makers use it to sell flakes. The four heads have even sung on the
Saturday morning cartoons. (SINGING) How would Rushmore look with
Ronald Reagan's face on it. Well like this.
(RUSHMORE WITH REAGAN GRAPHICS) Or perhaps this.
there's not enough stable rock for a fifth face.
presidential swap.

Geologists say
So what about a

EMMETT TYRRELL !EDITOR
I say take him off.

JOHN MARTIN
Take Jefferson off?

EMMETT TYRRELL
Yeah, well, in my opinion Jefferson was always kind of a flaky guy
anyway.

JOHN MARTIN
Enunett Tyrrell is the puckish editor of "American Spectator", once
edited by H. L. Mencken, who loved to poke fun at politicians.
Tyrrell put Reagan on Rushmore on the magazine cover, as a national
joke of course. (MAGAZINE COVER)

EMMETT TYRRELL
If we ever see a national committee that's actually raising money
for this project, you'll know that I've failed. (LAUGHTER)

JOHN MARTIN
But that's what seemed to be happening.

BOB KITCHEL
(ON PHONE) I'm contacting Frank Sinatra, Bob Hope, Don Trump and
George Steinbrenner.

JOHN MARTIN
(NORTH) Mr. Kitchel, who once raised funds for Oliver North and
assorted conservative causes, told us he had gotten pledges of more
than 20,000 dollars for the Rushmore idea in only a matter of days.

BOB KITCHEL
(ON PHONE) Just think, you'll be taking part in history.

JOHN MARTIN
That was last spring, but ever since Mr. Kitchel has been unable to
explain where the money, if any, has gone. As for Mr. Reagan, what
does he think. Judging from this videotape he made while President
for the Rushmore Society, he has reverence for the monument just
the way it is.

PRESIDENT REAGAN



(VIDEO) These four are the leaders whose ideals and principles
would endure the test of time.

JOHN MARTIN
Which is probably the most sensible way to look at the question of
Ronald Reagan and Mount Rushmore. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.
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------------------------- Segment Number: 7 -------------------------
US AND USSR FAIL GEOGRAPHY POLLING TEST
1989-11-08
00:00:00
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PETER JENNINGS, NEW YORK, NY USA
JOHN MARTIN,

PETER JENNINGS
From East and West German relations to the US and the Soviet Union.
The fact that tensions have eased between the US and the Soviet
Union doesn't stop a lot of people from looking for comparisons
between the two countries. And here on a slightly lighter note is
one where neither side looks particularly good. A new Gallup
survey on geography. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
The revolution has failed comrade but there is still one bright
spot, geography.

(TO YOUNG MAN)
MAP)

POLLSTER
Where's the United States of America? (POINTS TO

JOHN MARTIN
We certainly know geography, right? Wrong.

POLLSTER
And where is England?

YOUNG MAN
England?

JOHN MARTIN
This man couldn't find England.

WOMAN
(INTERPRETER) It's quite possible Soviets know little about
geography.

JOHN MARTIN
That's what a National Geographic poll found. The Soviets were
even worse comrade than the Americans. (CLASS) Despite emphasis
on geography in Soviet classrooms for many years, the survey found
the Soviets at the bottom of ten countries, down with Mexico and
Italy. (SOLDIERS) These soldiers knew Afghanistan, all right, but
not everybody did, even after a long bloody war. Still, only young
Soviets scored well.

POLLSTER
(TO BOY) And where is China?

BOY
China. (POINTING ON MAP)

POLLSTER
And Brazil?

BOY
Here.

POLLSTER
Thank you.

BOY
you'd like to know something about Soviet geographical knowledge ..

JOHN MARTIN
That's why the poll was taken, but it shows the two superpowers are
falling behind.

GILBERT GROSVENOR
In today's world, if you don't know where you are, you are nowhere.

JOHN MARTIN
So comrades and capitalists, perhaps weld better improve otherwise
we'll face the wrath of our teachers. (CLASS) JOHN MARTIN,
ABC News.
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PETER JENNINGS
There's another trial of an accused drug dealer in Washington which
is getting unusual attention. To many observers the trial of
Rayful Edmond is a prime example of the unusual strains placed on
the justice system by the highly publicized war on drugs. Here's
ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
This is Rayful Edmond, a 24 year old playground basketball star,
who is drawing large crowds of young black teenagers to the federal
courthouse.

GIRL
A lot of people knows who he is.

JOHN MARTIN
How? How come?

GIRL
Because he's like the biggest drug dealer in the area, so a lot of
people know who he is, especially the fly chicks, they, you know,
try to get his money.

JOHN MARTIN
(PEDESTRIANS) Fly chicks or groupies or fans or merely the
curious, they all come to see the Rayful Edmond who partied, drove
expensive cars and seemed to have the world on a string. (ARRESTS)
Prosecutors say Rayful Edmond is also the mastermind who ran the
cityls biggest, richest and deadliest drug ring. (BODY) They said
it sold 14 million dollars worth of cocaine in a good week and was
responsible for 30 murders. (POLICE CONVOY) The fear of Rayful
runs so high that the government has mounted extraordinary
security, it says, to protect the jury from threats. The trial
takes place behind six foot high barriers of inch thick bulletproof
glass. US marshals monitor all spectators. (COURTROOM SKETCHES)
And for the first time in the capital's history, the jurors are
anonymous, their names and occupations kept secret even from the
judge. But defense attorneys complain that all this security sends
a message to the jury that the defendants must be guilty.

WILLIAM MURPHY J"R.
I think we've become result oriented. Because it's so frustrated
that we're not winning the war on drugs that we distort the
responsibility of the legal system. Not only is there a legitimate
concern that we have a drug problem out of control, but the concern
borders on hysteria.

JAY STEPHENS / US ATTORNEY
Hysteria is not the right word. I think this community and
communities across this nation are coming to grips with reality.

JOHN MARTIN
(CONVOY) For the moment that reality, says the US Attorney
requires tight security, a jury under guard at a secret location
and six defendants, including Rayful Edmond kept under guard at a
military base. (SU) The secrecy and security have fascinated
Edmond fans, frustrated his defenders and raised the question of
how to hold a trial that is fair, pUblic and secure while pursuing
the war on drugs. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
We begin tonight with what rubs off when a political candidate rubs
shoulders with the President. Now there are three days left before
state and local elections allover the country, so things are
getting pretty intense out there. President Bush was out on the
road today trying to boost Republicans into office. In Virginia
and in New Jersey today, Mr. Bush was supporting gubernatorial
candidates and he was doing so by emphasizing the same themes which
helped to elect him last November, the same themes save one, there
wasn't a lot of talk today about abortion. Here's ABC's
JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(BUSH-COLEMAN) In Virginia, Bush was pushing Marshall Coleman, a
former state attorney general for governor.

PRESIDENT BUSH
Make these last days count for Marshall Coleman for Virginia and
for the United States of America.

JOHN MARTIN
(BUSH-COURTER) In New Jersey, it was James Courter, a congressman.

PRESIDENT BUSH
Jim Courter knows what's good for New Jersey's future.

JOHN MARTIN
(BUSH-GIULIANI) In nearby New York City, meanwhile, Mr. Bush has
been raising funds for Rudolph Giuliani, the former US Attorney who
wants to be Mayor. In all three elections, according to the polls,
the President is on the losing side. There are a lot of reasons.
One common issue is abortion, the President has vetoed federal
funds for abortions for victims of rape or incest. Not only did
the President avoid mentioning his position on abortion today, but
the candidates have been changing their's. (MAP/GRAPHICS) In New
York City, Giuliani personally opposes abortion, but says he won't
try to change the city's policy. Last year the city spent seven
million dollars on abortions for poor women. In New Jersey,
Courter started as an abortion opponent, but now says he will not
oppose a woman's right to choose an abortion. In Virginia, Coleman
did much the same. With Republicans now likely to lose in all
three races, why is the President risking his prestige?

LEE ATWATER / GOP NATL CHAIRMAN
It never hurts the President to help his party. And this
President's going to always help his party.

HARRISON HICKMP.N
The President is probably in almost a no-win situation. I mean, I
think, if he doesn't go out and campaign for these people, he's
going to be accused of not doing enough, he campaigns and they
lose, they're going to say he doesn't have any coattails.

JOHN MARTIN
The President isn't conceding any of the races and some analysts
believe that Virginia could still be won. But the likelihood is
that what the President did today will have almost no effect on
what voters do next week. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally here this evening, a most unusual look inside ourselves.
It appears in the new atlas, one of human anatomy that has just
been published. Most of us think of an atlas as a road map and in
a way that's what it is, an artist's road map. Here's ABC's
JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(CU NETTER DRAWING) Frank Netter is a surgeon who has been drawing
pictures of the human body for more than 65 years.

FRANK NETTER
The intricacy and the complexity and the design of the human body,
it fascinates, it's the most fascinating thing anybody could study.

JOHN MARTIN
Netter has studied it with such fascination that at the age of 83
he is among the world's best known anatomical artists. (SURGERY)
To study their subjects, Netter and other medical illustrators,
often assist at autopsies and observe surgical operations.
Reluctantly, says Netter, he sometimes even hires models.

FRANK NETTER
The trouble with models is, though, that they won't let me cut them
open to see what's inside.

JOHN MARTIN
For the uninitiated, what's inside is gory and grisly.
(CU ILLUSTRATIONS) But for the medical community, Frank Netter's
sketches create understanding. What you're seeing here are vital
parts of the body. This looks like a streamlined anthill, but is
actually a diagram of the way the liver looks from inside. This
might look like a geologist's dream world of gems and caverns, but
is really a cross section of the abdomen. This garden of roots and
flower buds is actually a forest of blood vessels in the kidney.

FRANK NETTER
Sometimes I begin to wonder, could it just have been evolution
alone that could have made this thing develop that way, by chance?

JOHN MARTIN
Much of Netter's work enlarges and simplifies the microscopic. But
some plates are drawn as large as life. (HEART DRAWING) A front
view of a human heart. (STUDENTS) Medical students use Netter's
sketches to study the intricacies of the body before they ever look
inside. Surgeons use them to see, for example, whether the sciatic
nerve shown here in yellow, is endangered by a tumor they've
spotted. (SCANNING DOWN DRAWING) Using Netter's sketches, doctors
can scan down the pathway the nerve takes into the leg, refreshing
their memories as they prepare for surgery. (DA VINCE DRAWING) If
you push his modesty, Netter says his sketches could be considered
part of a tradition begun by the masters including
Leonardo da Vince and Michelangelo.

FRANK NETTER
Michelangelo's major work was the painting, the ceiling of the
Sistine Chapel. (CEILING) Well, I say this atlas is my Sistine
Chapel.

JOHN MARTIN
Netter says he can't stop painting now, so he continues sketching
and coloring, an artist for whom beauty is far more than skin deep.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, West Palm Beach, Florida.
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TED KOPPEL
(VO) A happier day for Nicaragua: the announcement of a cease - fire
between the left wing government and the Contra rebels backed by the
United States. But then, there was this. And this. And today, the
cease - fire ended. (on camera) Good evening. I'm Ted Koppel, and
this is Nightline. (VO) The charge by Nicaraguan President Ortega,
that the US sabotaged the truce. But is it possible that he himself
has managed to give the Contras a new lease on life?

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
Mind garnes, that's what welre dealing with tonight, but these are
Mind games in which real lives are at stake, in which a
miscalculation in one direction or another can lead to the resumption
of a regional war that seemed, for a time at least, to be winding
down. There are reports tonight out of the Honduran capital of
Tegucigalpa that Nicaraguan troops have launched a major offensive
against Contra rebels. Heavy artillery attacks, tanks, Soviet - made
helicopters equipped with air - to - ground missiles are reportedly
being used against the Contras. And, for the first time in many
months, a few voices in the US Congress are suggesting again that
perhaps Washington needs to start resupplying the Contras with
military equipment. But why would the Nicaraguan government provide
Contra supporters with that kind of pretext? unless, perhaps,
Nicaraguan President Ortega is himself looking for a pretext of his
own, a pretext for destroying the Contras, a pretext for canceling
the free elections that are currently scheduled for the end of
February. You'll hear more when we talk live later in this broadcast
with the general secretary of the Nicaraguan foreign ministry and
with the US assistant secretary of state for inter - American
affairs. But first, JOHN MARTIN with some background.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) This is the evidence, says Nicaraguan president Daniel Ortega,
that the Contras have resumed military operations against the
Sandinista government. Yesterday, Ortega took an American diplomat
and reporters to a farm about 60 miles southeast of Managua. Ortega
claimed four civilians were killed by Contra soldiers. Today, he
announced the end of a cease - fire that diplomats had hoped would
hold until elections in February. "The government of Nicaragua cannot
but condemn," said a communique, the infiltration of mercenary
forces ... from their bases in Honduras over the last 20 days".
President Bush is promoting war, death, assassination and criminal
terrorism in Nicaragua, he said.

DANIEL ORTEGA, NICARAGUAN PRESIDENT
(through interpreter) With this Sandinista flag of red and black, we
are going to defend Nicaragua. We are the small David, and the US is
the big Goliath. We're going to defend Nicaragua.

MARTIN
(VO) Ortega claimed 1,100 Contras had moved into Nicaragua and begun
a series of attacks, but he gave no casualty figures for this period.
Instead, he claimed that since the cease - fire took effect 19 months
ago, Contra troops killed 736 persons and wounded more than 1,100
persons. But in Washington, a Contra leader denied Ortega's claims.

ADOLFO CALERO, CONTRA LEADER
Our men have not launched any attacks against the Sandinistas. It
would be suicidal on their part to do that. They have defended
themselves, however, and they will continue to defend themselves.

MARTIN
(VO) In Managua, meanwhile, where he has been covering events for
three months, Washington Post reporter Lee Hockstader suggested that
both sides were shading the truth,

LEE HOCKSTADER, "WASHINGTON POST"
We found Contras who told us that they indeed had been staging some
ambushes in order to get ammunition, but on the other hand, we were



also told by a great number of farmers and peasants in that area that
the Sandinista army, which is a very powerful army, had been trying
to sweep up the Contra units, that they had been launching offensives
~ counteroffensives, in order to push the Contras out of the
populated areas, push them back up towards the Honduran border.

MARTIN
(VO) If so, the Sandinistas have been violating a cease - fire they
declared in March of last year. Even so, the United States has
conceded that Contra military units have attacked on at least one
occasion. In Washington, the mood in Congress, says Sheilah Kast, is
to condemn the resumption of violence, but do little to resume aid to
the Contras. The object of frustration, she says, is Ortega.

SHEILAH KAST
Republicans say he's laying the groundwork to cancel the February
elections. And privately, Democrats are worried about the same thing.
And they don't really have a strategy for keeping him from doing it.

SEN BOB DOLE, MINORITY LEADER
And it's time to send a real message, a meaningful message, to
Commandante Ortega, that we're fed up, fed up with his bullying, fed
up with his blustering.

MARTIN
(VO) At the State Department, a spokesman accused Nicaragua of trying
to intimidate opposition voters.

RICHARD BOUCHER, STATE DEPARTMENT SPOKESMAN
In recent days, we've seen the Sandinista - sponsored thugs attack
peaceful political rallies by the democratic opposition. These
attacks must end.

MARTIN
(VO) Perhaps two million Nicaraguans have registered for the
elections at the same time that the United States was sending tens of
millions of dollars in food, clothing and supplies to Contra rebels
still resisting demobilization.

BOB ZELNICK
Under the agreement reached with the five Latin American presidents,
the Contras were supposed to disband next month, in December, in
exchange for free elections in Nicaragua in February. Now, that
hasn't happened, because the Bush administration has poured $4.5
million a month into Honduras to keep the Contras going in that
country, not to aid their peaceful return into Nicaragua.

MARTIN
(VO) But at his office, the vice president, who has taken up
conservative causes within the administration, urged the Sandinistas
not to limit political freedoms.

VICE PRES DAN QUAYLE
The issue is whether Ortega will have the fair and free elections
that he says he wants to have. That's what we support, and that's the
direction that we're heading.

MARTIN
(VO) Nicaragua reaffirmed its support for the elections today,
despite the renewed military skirmishes. Its communique said it was
still guaranteeing the vote in February. That's what a bipartisan
group in Washington said it wanted when the Democrats agreed to
continue funding the Contra rebels, but the current episode threatens
to challenge the bipartisan agreement the two parties reached in
March. In a radio interview today with ABC News political director
Hal Bruno, the President was asked if he would try to get Congress to
resume military aid to the Contras.

PRES GEORGE BUSH
(via telephone) Well, Hal, I have not said what I'll do, but I have
said we would take a whole new look at it, and we'd have a 180 -
degree different treatment, because he is violating the accords.

BRIT HUME
That may have sounded like the President would seek renewed military
aid for the Contras, but senior administration officials cautioned
reporters against the interpretation.

MARTIN
With that caution, the United States is giving the impression that it
won't do much militarily, but that it will roundly denounce the
Sandinistas for resuming military operations as a way of holding off
the civilian opposition and holding on to political power. This is
JOHN MARTIN for Nightline, in Washington.

KOPPEL
When we come back, we'll be joined by a top official of the
Nicaraguan government, Alejandro Bendana, and by the top State
Department official whose principal concern is Latin America,
Assistant secretary of State Bernard Aronson.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Alejandro Bendana is secretary general of the Nicaraguan foreign

L



ministry and a close adviser to President Daniel ortega. He joins us
now live from Managua. Joining us in our Washington bureau, Bernard
Aronson, assistant secretary of state for inter - American affairs.
Secretary Aronson, I'm always intrigued when I hear the President of
the United States say one thing, as we just heard him say to our
political director, Hal Bruno, and then hear one of my colleagues
whom I know to be a very careful reporter say ah, yes, but senior US
officials are saying that's not what the President meant. You're a
senior US official, perhaps the seniormost on this subject, Why is
the President saying one thing and you folks saying something else?

BERNARD ARONSON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE
The President didn't say one thing and we said something else, He
said in San Jose and up here that he wants to see the elections go
forward, he doesn't want to see the cease - fire end, and he said he
didn't want to speculate about future action, he doesn't want to
rattle sabers, he wants to see the peace process go ahead.

KOPPEL
I'm talking about what we just heard him say to Hal Bruno -

SEC ARONSON

I think - I think you are.

Yeah.
KOPPEL

- and that is that US action might have to go 180 degrees contrary to
what it's going right now if this thing proceeds.

SEC ARONSON
Well, it - that may be the case. That doesn't mean he is intimating
any particular policy that we're going to pursue.

KOPPEL
One hundred and eighty degrees from where we are right now would be a
reestablishment - I mean, maybe 1'm inferring something here the
President didn't mean to imply -

SEC ARONSON

KOPPEL
- but 180 degrees from here suggests that the United States might
begin rearming the Contras.

SEC ARONSON
Well, that's not what the President said, that's not where we want to
be. Obviously -

KOPPEL
Where is 180 degrees from here? Where is opposite from where we are
right now? What is the exact opposite of where the United States
stands at the moment?

SEC ARONSON
Well, right now we're supporting elections, we're supporting the
cease - fire. Obviously, if the cease - fire is broken, if the
elections aren't held, werre going to have to look for a different
policy, but we're not hoping that that will be the outcome.

KOPPEL
Mr Bendana, explain something to me. Had you waited only another five
weeks, the Contras were due to be removed, Their camps would have
been broken up, the United States would have, under the agreement
that was signed a year and a half ago, the United States would have
had to stop any and all support to the Contras. Why, at this time,
did your government suddenly decide to make the cease - fire null and
void?

ALEJANDRO BENDANA, NICARAGUAN FOREIGN MINISTRY
I think you've hit the nail on the head, Ted. The problem was that
none of the - none of that was proceeding on schedule. Our elections
are proceeding on schedule. The observers are there in place. The
amnesty is there. The national guardsmen were let out of jail. And
that there was - and there was another side of the bargain, which the
Central American presidents agreed to, in Tela in August, which was
Contra dismantlement by December 5th.

KOPPEL

KOPPEL

But why not wait -
MR BENDANA

The fact of the matter is -

- why not wait until -
MR BENDANA

- that (crosstalk) the Bush administration has blocked it.
KOPPEL

_ what - but I mean, you can't say that now. This is only, you know,
the beginning of November. Had you waited another five weeks, you
would have been on solid ground, if indeed they had not been
disbanded.

MR BENDANA
No, not necessarily. Because the disbandment is a process. It's not
going to happen from one day to the next. But when the UN official



KOPPEL

went to the Contra camps in Honduras, 48 hours later, Secretary Baker
was blasting the UN for the ~ on account of the UN official having
been so impertinent, to having told the Contras that their time was
up.

If indeed -
MR BENDANA

You see, this is - it's unacceptable to the Bush administration that
demobilization should take place on the Central American timetable.
They've said so themselves. They want them around as a standing army,
at least until the Nicaraguan election. And we're not going to stand
for that, because it spells death and destruction. Forty - four dead
over the last 10 days. And that's why we have to suspend the cease -
fire.

KOPPEL
Secretary Aronson, where does the US government stand on the
disbanding of the Contras, on what is it, December 5th or December
9th?

SEC ARONSON
December 5th, I believe. What the treaties provide for and what they
call for is a process of national reconciliation. The resistance is
supposed to have the right to voluntarily return to Nicaragua, with
certain guarantees. They're supposed to do so with their "basic
rights and freedoms guaranteed". There's supposed to be a mechanism
set up to verify that, so they have some confidence they can return.
And they're supposed to go back without fear of persecution. So
that's what's supposed to happen. The question is, how do you create
that atmosphere? These are human beings. It's not a mechanical
process, you don't push a button and 15,000 peasants feel they can go
back unless there's some guarantees.

KOPPEL
No, I understand, and it is in that context that I'm saying, given
what has happened today, where - I mean, as I mentioned at the
beginning of this program, there were reports from Tegucigalpa - and
I don't know if you're getting the same reports - that the Nicaraguan
army is now launching a full - scale offensive against the Contras.
Is it therefore reasonable to assume that the December 5th
disbandment is over?

SEC ARONSON
It is not an encouraging sign to lure these people back, to send your
army to attack them.

KOPPEL
I'm a great admirer of understatement, but you want to be a little
more forceful than that?

SEC ARONSON
Look, since the cease - fire was agreed to in March of 1988, the
Sandinista army has set out 10 to 12 offensives against the
resistance. During the cease - fire. It started in April. One Inonth
later, they send their troops out and they killed them in combat.
Those they capture they summarily execute. And then they go into
these people's home areas and they arrest their family members,
accuse them of being collaborators and couriers, and they put them in
jail without due process. That is what has been going on for 18
months. Then Mr Bendana says these people won't return to Nicaragua.
Well, they're afraid to return to Nicaragua, and if we're going to
make the process work, and we are committed to making it work, their
government has to take steps that'll make it possible for these
people to return. Break in the cease - fire, starting the war again,
is not a way to encourage these people to return.

KOPPEL
We'll get Mr Bendana's response in just a moment. We'll continue our
conversation in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Back once again with Alejandro Bendana in Managua and Bernard Aronson
in Washington. Mr Bendana, let me suggest to you that President
Ortega has engaged in a calculated and very smart gamble. On the
negative side is the possibility, remote possibility, that the US
Congress might somehow decide to begin arming the Contras once again,
but by far the greater chance is that while you are in the process of
preparing for your election in February, you're also in the process
of wiping out the Contras, thereby making the outcome of that
election much more likely to go your way. Want to respond to that?

MR BENDANA
Sure, Ted. Ted, war and elections don't mix. Our first priority in
Nicaragua is that of any self - respecting government, and that is to
ensure the safety and security of our citizens, particularly of
civilians. But secondly, we also have to ensure the security of the
electoral process. The elections must go on. They must stand ~



fulfill their timetable and culminate in a free and fair
internationally verified election on February 25th. The point is, how
do we get the peace process back on track? It's not going to be
through the random murder of Nicaraguan civilians. That is
unacceptable, but it can be, as Secretary Aronson suggested, through
meetings, through negotiations to find the procedures that will allow
the Contras to feel confident in returning to Nicaragua, if they want
to come back - nobody's forcing them to - or be relocated or
resettled in a third country. That's why the Nicaraguan government is
calling an emergency meeting of the international verification and
support group, which is integrated by the UN and the OAS, and which
was set up by the Central American presidents. And which has as its
mandate precisely being able to define the procedures with the
participation of the Contras in order to get the demobilization on
track and according to its scheduled deadline.

KOPPEL
I'm afraid you're turning my brain to mush. Maybe you, Secretary
Aronson, can help me out again. There is something Orwellian about
suggesting that you put the peace process back on track by getting
rid of the cease - fire. How do you get the peace process back on
track by going back to war?

SEC ARONSON
Well, we agree with that. That's why we are disappointed to see them
break the cease - fire. The resistance has reaffirmed its commitment
to the cease - fire. That is our policy, too, and we hope the
government of Nicaragua will reevaluate that. You're not going to
promote peace or an atmosphere in which elections will go forward by
sending your army out into the countryside, going after peasants,
most of whom don't have any ammunition and can hardly defend
themselves.

KOPPEL
But perhaps you would be good enough to address the point that I put
to Mr Bendana a moment ago. Where's the down side in this to
President Ortega? From what 11m hearing from the US government, with
the exception of that one comment from the President which you say
doesn't mean what I think it means, the US government is being sort
of phlegmatic about the whole thing, saying, "Well, all right, go
ahead, we just hope the elections are going to take place".

SEC ARONSON
I don't think we're being phlegmatic. The President has talked to
Latin leaders today. He did so in San Jose. We1ve talked to other
governments about this. I suspect that if we announced that we had
wanted to resume the Contra war, you'd be denouncing us for being
overly energetic, so -

KOPPEL
I'm not denouncing -

SEC ARONSON
- it's hard -

KOPPEL
~ I'm not denouncing you on either side, Mr Secretary -

SEC ARONSON
- it's hard to win, but -

KOPPEL
- I'm just asking what it is you're doing that is going to make Mr
Ortega pay any kind of price for giving up on the cease - fire?

SEC ARONSON
I think Mr Ortega's already paid a price for that in his relations
with the rest of the governments of this hemisphere. President Arias
denounced what he did, and so did the presidents of many other Latin
countries. But the goal is not to make Mr Ortega pay a price or not
to make a price, the goal is to one, preserve the cease - fire, two,
preserve the elections, and three, to make these treaties work. I
will just note that if Mr Bendana is so committed to meeting
deadlines under the treaty, his government committed to stop arming
the rebels in El Salvador two years ago. As recently as a week ago
they were sending AK-47s and rocket - propelled grenades to El
Salvador. So it would be helpful if we make commitments to fulfill
all of these deadlines together, and we all show our good faith.

MR BENDANA
Nicaragua's done nothing of the kind. It would be stupid, and that
was a US government intelligence set - up. And it was badly handled
at that. But the point is to ensure the electoral process, and the
elections on the one hand go together with demobilization on the
other. Mr Aronson didn't say a word about demobilization. I have a
very specific question. Does the United States back or doesn't it
back demobilization according to the timetable set up by the Central
American presidents, to take place by December 5th? That's all we're
asking. It's not a Nicaraguan petition, it's a Central American
petition, that that dismantlement take place, and the repatriation is



voluntary.
SEC ARONSON

Let me make some suggestions about how to make the demobilization
process work. First of all, negotiate with the resistance. That's
what the agreement calls for. Secondly -

MR BENDANA
We can talk to that on next Monday, in New York.

SEC ARONSON
_ can I finish, Mr Koppel? Okay. Secondly. stop sending your army to
attack them, that's not going to convince them it's safe for them to
return. Third, try the people who've executed people summarily as
America Watches urge you to do. Fourth, open up your prisons and let
the 2,000 Contras and their family members out who are in there
without due process or trial. These people are not going to return if
they're afraid that if they do so, they1re going to be killed or
jailed. And I'll tell you a story, Mr Koppel, about my conversation
with the Contras about returning. I met with them several months ago,
before this agreement was negotiated, and I asked them about their
ability to return to Nicaragua. And one of these commandante - he's a
peasant, he's younger than Mr Bendana. he was probably 10 years old
when Somoza fell, said to me: "We did a survey among our troops to
see who could return". And he said, "We found that only 30 percent
can return". I said, "How did you reach that figure?" He said.
"Seventy percent of us have wounds on our bodies, and they will know
we're Contras, and they will hunt us down for the rest of our lives".
That's the human reality. Mr Bendana can cite deadlines, and cite
mechanical processes, but unless his government is going to address
the real fears and security needs of these people, they're not going
to be able to return, and they're not going to do so voluntarily.
He's sending -

KOPPEL
Forgive me for -

SEC ARONSON
- his army to attack them and then he's saying they should lay down
their weapons and come home. Those two are contradictory.

KOPPEL
- forgive me for interrupting you. Mr Bendana, you've got 30 seconds
left, and I'm afraid we're out of time. Go ahead.

MR BENDANA
I suppose Mr Aronson would want us to be sitting ducks. What if some
thugs moved into Chicago, are they to be allowed to roam around at
will and not send the police after them? That's what's taking place
in Nicaragua today. And you don't have to take our word as to what
conditions would be for Contras to return and whether they would be
comfortable or not. We've got international observers on the ground.
Let them be the ones to create confidence ~ building measures. Let
them be the ODes to oversee. Don't take our word for it -

KOPPEL
All right.

MR BENDANA
- because those conditions are in place, and they can come back. And
if they don't want to come back, too, they can take them to Miami or
Philadelphia.

KOPPEL
Gentlemen, someone had to have the last word. Mr Bendana, you've just
had it. Mr Aronson. thank you. I'll be back in just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
That's our report. I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. Good night.
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TED KOPPEL
(VO) In East Germany, in Hungary, in the Soviet Union, in China, in
South Africa, we see the same pictures of people on the march,
striving for democracy. Is it the dawning of a new age, or simply a
brief moment in history that will pass?

EAST GERMAN DEMONSTRATOR
(through interpreter) Everything we have achieved so far has been
through these demonstrations. We will continue until we have pushed
through all our demands.

KOPPEL
(VO) That's our story tonight.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
I don't know if you've been watching, but the world is in turmoil,
unbelievable things are happening. Seventy thousand demonstrators,
most of them black, called for an end to white minority rule in South
Africa over the weekend. The government approved the rally, even
though technically it violates dozens of South African laws. Senior
police officials are threatening resignation if the government
doesn't enforce its own laws. The new Communist Party chief of East
Germany is in Moscow tonight. Hundreds of thousands of East Germans
have been demonstrating for democratic reform. Their hero: the
president of the Soviet Union, Mikhail Gorbachev. Pro - democracy
demonstrations in Czechoslovakia are smaller, but just as passionate.
Poland is well into its new experiment with a non - Communist
government, and the parliament of Hungary voted today to hold a
national referendum on when and how to elect a new president of that
country. In Soviet Georgia, only yesterday, 30,000 demonstrators
called for a UN commission to investigate the illegal annexation of
Georgia by the Soviet Union. One parenthetical footnote: perhaps the
most famous Soviet Georgian of this century was a fellow by the name
of Stalin. We've tended to focus on these stories individually.
Tonight, we've asked several of our correspondents to evaluate what's
going on overall. We begin with JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) Next week is the 72nd anniversary of the Russian revolution.
Tonight, in Red Square, soldiers rehearsed for the parade. By next
week, what will the parade symbolize? In 1917, it marked a tumultuous
change in the affairs of state between capitalists and Communists.
This year, it comes as a tide of change sweeps back across the world,
from the Soviet Union to eastern Europe and beyond. The sound of
captives calling for freedom has become a roar. ABC News
correspondents have been assessing what they see, and concluding that
what is happening is not part of just a brief cycle of reform. Based
in London, Barrie Dunsmore has been covering events in Poland,
Hungary, East Germany and western Europe.

BARRIE DUNSMORE
I think, basically, we're having a world revolution, if you consider
that the definition of revolution would be fundamental change. For
the moment, it's for the most part a bloodless revolution, certainly
in eastern Europe, not so in China, but it is a period where things
are changing fundamentally.

MARTIN
(VO) Pierre Salinger has met many Communist leaders while living and
working in Europe for 20 years. He sees historic realignments.

PIERRE SALINGER
In fact, I think that the '80s have been the most massive changes
we've seen in the 20th century, even though we've gone through wars,
we've gone through revolutions, we've gone through national
disasters. We are seeing, first of all, a breakup of the Communist
system.

MARTIN
(VO) Virtually every analyst traces the changes to this man: Mikhail



Gorbachev, He set in motion the reforms in the Soviet Union that gave
East Europeans and even the Chinese the boldness to seek greater
freedom, Today in Poland, the first nOD - Communist government in
eastern Europe, serving with Communist ministers. In Hungary, work on
a new constitution, even a new political identity for the Communist
Party, and the beginning of capitalist market ideals. In East
Germany, marchers challenging the party leaders chosen only days
before to reform the country,

SALINGER
You know, when you walk into a tunnel, and you're in a tunnel for a
long time, in the dark, and suddenly you see the light, you start
running. The Poles have started running, the Hungarians have started
running, the Germans are beginning to run, because they see an
opening, they see a way to a democratic society, they see a way to
openness.

DUNSMORE
Well, I hate to think that human beings are sort of like lemmings,
all running in the same direction, but there are certain currents of
history, and we seem to be in one now where the whole notion of
freedom is becoming very, very popular. (VO) On the second of May of
this year, the moment when the Hungarian military authorities began
to roll up that barbed wire and take down those poles, I think we
really did see, symbolically, the coming of the end of the Cold War.

MARTIN
(VO) For a time, many feared that the United States government had
failed to get the message. Today, President Bush announced that he
would meet in December with Gorbachev in a summit without an agenda.
For the moment, it seemed that critics might have to reassess their
appraisal of Mr Bush as too timid.

PRES GEORGE BUSH
(Today) I have elected to remain very quiet in the face of a good
deal of sentiment that we were missing an opportunity, and that
hasn't perturbed me, because we've got good people that know what
we're doing, in terms of the Soviet Union, And if people see that a
little more clearly now, so be it. That's a plus.

MARTIN
(va) What the Bush administration has done is to follow a policy of
calculated restraint, says State Department correspondent JOHN
McWethy.

JOHN MCWETHY
There is a concern on the part of the Bush administration that if the
US were to help too much, it might fuel what amounted to anarchy in
some of these countries. {va} The US believes that it is the forces
that Gorbachev has unleashed that are the forces which are now at
play in the streets. Certainly there are sentiments among the people
in the streets that they want to change things in their government.

MARTIN
(VO) It was the anarchy that followed Gorbachev's visit to China that
led to repression there.

GEORGE WILL
What happened in China is, an aged leadership said: "We understand
the choice. In order to have progress you have to have pluralism. We
choose against progress. We're going to keep power". So it's
perfectly possible for an elite to do that. Not forever, but they can
make that choice.

MARTIN
{VOl Even so, the Chinese regime is learning from Richard Nixon, in
conversations just yesterday in Beijing, that the price of repression
can be continued stagnation. Nixon, who began the opening to China in
1971, has reportedly warned the leadership that it cannot remain
isolated. One lingering fear among some analysts is that, just as the
Chinese reversed the impulse toward freedom, so might the eastern
Europeans and the Soviet Union. But Jim Laurie, who covered events in
Beijing and Moscow, has his doubts.

JIM LAURIE
Can it all be undone? Having seen Chine5e tanks in the center of
Beijing a few short months ago, virtually overnight ending 10 years
of economic experimentation certainly, it can be all undone, but
could it happen here in the Soviet Union? Gorbachev does not appear
threatened in the way the reformers of China were.

MARTIN
(VO) If it lasts, should it be seen as a triumph of capitalism or a
failure of Communism? Or a victory for the human spirit?

WILL
The Co~nunist movement has lost its intellectual elan, its
intellectual self - confidence, for the very good reason that it is
now demonstrable that it doesn't work.

SALINGER
They are getting access to information about what1s going on in the



rest of the world, more and more, at first on radio, now it's
beginning to come through on television. You go to a country like
Hungary, 200,000 homes who have cable channels where they're watching
Sky Channel in Great Britain and are watching CNN.

MARTIN
On a day when the world learned that the two superpowers will soon
hold another summit, the sense of change is breathtaking, and the
roar of people who want to be free seems to be growing louder every
week. What this suggests is a tidal change in the course of the 20th
century, a change that grows more hopeful at every turn. This is JOHN
MARTIN for Nightline in Washington.

KOPPEL
And when we come back, we'll try to put the present period of social
change into perspective, as we talk with two leading funerican
historians, Professor Simon Schama of Harvard University and
Professor Lawrence Goodwyn of Duke, and with Nikolai Shishlin, a
Soviet TV anchorman and consultant to the Communist Party's Central
Committee.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Simon Schama is a senior associate at Harvard University's Center for
European Studies. His most recent book is Citizens, a chronicle of
the French Revolution. Professor Schama joins us from our Boston
bureau. Joining us from our affiliate WTVD in Durham, North Carolina,
is Professor Lawrence Goodwyn of Duke University. Dr Goodwyn's
specialty is the study of social movements and his writing ranges
from such topics as the Populist movement in the United States a
century ago to the Solidarity movement in Poland today. Nikolai
Shishlin is a consultant to the Central Committee of the Soviet
Communist Party who frequently accompanies Mikhail Gorbachev on his
trips abroad. Mr Shishlin is also the anchor of the Soviet TV news
program Panorama. He joins us from our New York studios. Mr Shishlin,
just before I came down I was reading tomorrow morning's Washington
Post, and there is a story in there which suggests that at their
summit, upcoming at the beginning of December, Mr Gorbachev plans to
ask Mr Bush for some understanding because, the story suggests, he is
going to feel the need to crack down on some of the internal dissent
in the Soviet Union. Is that the beginning of the end of perestroika?

NIKOLAI SHISHLIN, SOVIET CENTRAL COMMITTEE
No, not at all. We are eager to go forward, and I am quite sure that
Mr Gorbachev and Mr Bush have all the rights to discuss all the
problems, but they'll concentrate their attention_on Soviet -
American relations.

KOPPEL
Professor Schama, let me follow up on that point for a moment. The -
what is implied in that story is what I think many of us who've been
watching this sort of breathlessly over the last few weeks have been
fearing, and that is, how far can it go on before, indeed, a Mikhail
Gorbachev has to crack down?

SIMON SCHAMA, HISTORIAN, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Yes. Well, any historian looking at the extraordinary tide of events
is, I think, bound to remember a year 140 years ago, 1848, the
springtime of liberalism and revolution in Europe, when there seemed
to be almost an epidemic of insurrections breaking out in places
quite similar to areas of agitation now, in Prague, in Budapest, in
Germany, the difference being then that the great Russian power in
the middle of the 19th century had not lost faith in its own reigning
myth. It wanted to carryon being an absolute monarchy. The question
now is, how deeply is the Russian regime convinced of its own
legitimacy? It clearly cannot go on being an absolute party, but what
exactly is the coherence of its future, of its future ideology? And
on that internal question, which only the Politburo and party
ideologues can answer for themselves, depends their understanding of
tactics to adopt.

KOPPEL
Professor Goodwyn, let me put that question that Professor Schama has
just posed in a different fashion. Is what is going on in the rest of
eastern Europe, if not in the rest of the world, dependent upon a
continuation of reform within the Soviet Union, or theoretically
could Gorbachev crack down in the Soviet Union, but there be a
continuity of this move toward more representative government in the
rest of eastern Europe?

LAWRENCE GOODWYN, HISTORIAN, DUKE UNIVERSITY
There'd be influence of the great powers in their own sphere - the
United States in Central ffinericaand Latin America, the Soviet Union
in eastern Europe, is not small. The tide can be rolled back. In that
sense, the Soviet Union, the reform there plays a mighty role in the
pace of events elsewhere. But there are certain longings in the human
spirit that, long bottled - up and then released, become very



r--------- --------------------------------

difficult to contain. I think perestroika has gone too far in eastern
Europe, too much of the toothpaste has gotten out of the tube for
even severe repression to roll it back completely.

KOPPEL
All right. So much for the opening barrage. We're going to take a
break, gentlemen, and we'll continue our conversation in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
We're back with Simon schama, Lawrence Goodwyn and Nikolai Shishlin.
To what degree, Mr Shishlin, is there an interrelationship between
whatls going on in South Africa and China and Poland and Hungary,
Czechoslovakia, the Soviet Union? Another way of putting that is, to
what degree is the medium in which you and I work, in television,
responsible for having spread this virus that seems to be grasping
the world these days?

MR SHISHLIN
You see, you are speaking about different events. Maybe they are
simultaneous in some ways. But I'm quite sure that these events, both
in socialist countries or some other places, are provoked by internal
reasons, not external. As to mass media, I think our task is to
inform people about what is going on, to estimate the events, to
cover the events.

KOPPEL
Let me put my question in a slightly different fashion to you. It
would be my observation that this drive toward freedom, toward
individual expression, exists in all countries at all times, but
there are some times when it becomes possible for people to express
themselves and I guess what I'm asking you is why does this appear to
be one of those times in so many different countries allover the
world at the same time?

MR SHISHLIN
That's a very interesting question. I am quite sure that the reasons
are born by certain contradictions which exist in the soviet Union,
which exist in Poland, in Hungary, in South Africa. And in some ways,
I think these events are connected with our perestroika.

KOPPEL
Is what is going on right now, Mr Shishlin, and then I'm going to go
to our other guests for a moment, is this an indication that Marxism
is dead?

MR SHISHLIN
If you ask me, I will tell that no. Dogmatic Marxism, yes, it is
dead, and it's impossible to try to answer modern questions reading
only Marx and Lenin. Our main teacher is life.

KOPPEL
Now, what does that mean, Professor Schama? How would you interpret
what Mr Shishlin just said?

PROF SCHAMA
Well, I'm very interested to hear it. I mean, to say dogmatic Marxism
is dead really presupposes that there is a viable undogmatic Marxism.
(crosstalk)

KOPPEL
I was about to say, I was never -

PROF SCHAMA
- an oxymoron.

KOPPEL
- familiar with any other kind.

PROF SCHAMA
Right. Well, Mr Shishlin's just told us about life - enhancing, or
life - learning Marxism, which would be a very - which would be the
acceptable face of Marxism, I suppose. No, I think what the many
movements you have outlined have in common, the many phenomena, is an
extraordinary crumbling of confidence inside the elites of regimes
which have really rested not just their authority, their power on
monopoly of belief, whether werre talking about apartheid, whether
we're talking about Soviet Marxism, Soviet Communism, whether werre
talking about other regimes that have claimed to exercise power, to
be the kind of - to hold the monopoly of wisdom for governments.
Clearly, the first precondition of what's happened has been a deep
division inside these regimes, a collapse of faith that that really
represents the truth of politics and of economics. Once that division
is opened up, once one has a division inside the elite, then it's
possible for the sempiternal demands of freedom of the press, freedom
of expression, freedom of assembly, to become voiced and articulated.
But I think, actually, you flattered yourself, if I may say so, Mr
Koppel, just a bit, the media, by saying, "Well, it's television or
it's the media which in some sense have been responsible for this
kind of benign epidemic," and I think -

KOPPEL
No - I - you're right, that would seem to be too self - flattering if



that's what I had meant. It wasn't. What I meant, however, was that
the awareness that there are others within these very restrictive
forms of government who are moving toward freedom, that is an
awareness that has clearly been spread by the media -

PROF SCHAMA
Yes. That's quite true -

KOPPEL
- and that awareness has given people courage to move ahead.

PROF SCHAMA
_ that's quite true. And I think symbols, you know, the flags of the
Baltic republics, the spectacle of the burial of Imre Nagy, these
things have a tremendous emotive charge on television, and indeed, in
the papers. And this kind of symbolic charge is, in a literal sense,
rather electrifying.

KOPPEL
Professor Goodwyn at Duke, we'll be coming back to you in just a
moment, and we will continue our conversation when we return.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
And back with Professor Lawrence Goodwyn of Duke University. It's a
little easy to get smug at a time like this and say, well, you know,
all these Leninists, Marxists, have seen the future, and in fact, it
doesn't work, and now they're opting for our form of government. Is
that in fact what you see happening?

PROF GOODWYN
Well, Ted, a historian is trained for the long view, and the view of
change is too short to be certain of what we're saying. I wouldn't
put it on that competitive basis. I wonder if we might get beneath
the level of abstractions about Marxisln and Leninism and Gorbachev's
role and flags and symbols and emotional charges for masses of people
in streets, important as those things are, and speak just for a
moment about the people in eastern Europe who are engaged in this
attempt at self - organization, and particularly those in Poland. In
some ways that I think are really rather exciting as well as
frightening, Poland is the most democratic country in the world at
this moment. Not the richest, not the most functioning in any
coherent way, but the most democratic, in this sense, that present In
that society is a self - organized social formation of millions of
people put together initially in a visible form in 1980, but actually
through lessons painfully learned by workers over many years of
struggle within the framework of a Stalinist system. And they have
internal mechanisms of communication, they have learned many things
about what they can do to get the attention of governments, they have
a remarkable sense of self and of prerogative, and they're very
hungry, and things don't work well in their country. And they are a
looming presence, not only for, as we know from the past, for a
Communist regime in power, but also for a regime now that is
populated with their own people.

KOPPEL
Professor Goodwyn, on that note, forgive me, I thought you were
coming to a conclusion there, but I'm afraid the program has run out
of time, so that's going to be a conclusion whether it was meant to
or not. I thank you very much for joining us, and Professor Schama,
Mr Shishlin, thank you for joining us also. That's our report for
tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. For all of us here at ABC
News, good night.
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DIANE SAWYER
Congress and the White House are going through what has become an
annual battle of the budget. This year's version involves
President Bush's plan to lower the capital gains tax on one side,
congressional Democrats who oppose it on the other and 39 million
Americans who receive Social Security checks held hostage in the
middle. In Washington, ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(BRADY) Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady has told Congress he will
have to borrow 17 billion dollars in the bond market on Monday so the
government can mail out next month's Social Security checks.
(CU CHECK MACHINE) The government says it needs the cash by Tuesday.
That's considered short notice, so the treasury may be forced to pay
20 million dollars extra in higher interest costs to get it that
quickly. (SKYLINE) In New York, Secretary Brady said he will have
to borrow the money unless Congress assures him it will raise the
debt ceiling before Tuesday's deadline.

SECRETARY NICHOLAS BRADY
is pay the checks to the Social Security
not be ...put it in the middle of the political

What we got to do
beneficiaries and
process.

JOHN MARTIN
(HOUSE FLOOR) But Democrats say it is politics. Republican
maneuvering to gain support for the President1s capital gain tax cut,
which most Democrats oppose.

SENATOR GEORGE MITCHELL
I think it is regrettable. It is a very expensive political tactic,
particularly when the cost is being born by American taxpayers.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Tonight the Senate adjourned without taking any action. It
does not return until Tuesday, the day after the Treasury is now
committed to spending some 20 million dollars extra to borrow money.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
Well, today's vote in the House provided a very pUblic forum for
politicians to stake out a position on abortion. Even though the
legislation itself would have affected relatively few women. Here's
ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

WOMAN
Good afternoon, National Abortion Federation hotline and that's in
Richmond, Virginia. All right. How many weeks pregnant are you?

JOHN MARTIN
This is one place that women call to find out where they can get an
abortion and where they can get the money to pay for it. The
Federation gets about 2,000 calls a year from victims of rape or
incest. Often, say workers here, there is no money to help.

BARBARA RADFORD
That's the painful part. When you've done all you can do in terms of
trying to help someone figure out how to raise the money and us
having to say "We feel terrible and we're sorry".

JOHN MARTIN
(GRAPHICS) Nationwide the number of rape or incest victims seeking
abortions is relatively small, about 16,000 or one percent of the
total number of abortions performed. No one knows how many women do
not get abortions because they cannot afford the cost, which averages
190 dollars. Ten years ago, in the last full fiscal year that
federal money was available to victims of rape or incest, only 65
cases were funded. Today, women who need it can get public funds in
rape or incest cases in only 13 states_ The District of Columbia has
approved using local funds for abortions, but to become law it needs
the President's signature and he's expected to veto it. (SU) With
relatively little money involved, barely three million dollars, and
with relatively few women seeking assistance, the fight over abortion
funding comes down to a matter of principle and politics.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
Tonight on the American Agenda, trying to get an accurate picture of
race relations in America by looking at statistics. As we all know,
statistics never tell the whole story. But eight years after
ABC News and the Washington Post first conducted a major poll on the
subject of race relations, we've done so again and what we see is
this: Among whitesl there's been a big drop in negative feelings
about blacks. And blacks don't always feel it. Overall, apparently
more tolerance between the races. Herels ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(PROTEST MARCH) Most blacks donlt believe it. Many recent racial
tragedies obscure it. (INTEGRATED COUPLE) But America is a more
integrated and more tolerant place today than just eight years ago.
(SU) The evidence of change comes from what whites and blacks tell
us now about how and where they live. First integration. Housing
has become somewhat more open. Eight years ago barely half the
population lived among people of other races. (STREET SCENES) Today
three-quarters of all Americans live in neighborhoods that are at
least somewhat integrated.

SALLY HOLDRICH
I'm thinking in terms of my apartment building in particular, there's
a good ethnic mix.

JOHN MARTIN
(FOR SALE SIGN) Eight years agol less than half of whites thought it
should be illegal to refuse to sell a house to a black. Today,
two-thirds of whites say it should be illegal. (GRAPHICS) Housing
patterns are easier to verify than attitudes, but here too the poll
shows some progress. In 1981, more than half the whites questioned
said blacks didn't have the willpower or motivation to escape from
poverty. Today less than half of whites say they believe that.

HAROLD GRAIFER
Some of the black friends I have are extremely successful and it's
all because they work very hard at it.

TEACHER
(PICTURE OF 2 GIRLS: 1 WHITE, 1 BLACK) Which is the pretty girl?

GIRL
(POINTING TO THE WHITE GIRL IN PICTURE) The one on the right.

JOHN MARTIN
And even though some blacks still express feelings of inferiority,
most whites reject that idea. In eight years, the number of whites
who say blacks lack inborn ability, has dropped almost in half.

CLAIR VERRETTE
Ridiculous, absolutely ridiculous. There's no genetic indication of
any kind whatsoever.

JOHN MARTIN
Still, 75 percent of all blacks then and now agree that their
progress toward equality has been slowed down by white resistance.

DENNIS MCKEN$EY
I don't think that the white folks are going to let you get too much
but so far anyway.

JOHN MARTIN
While many blacks say there is more antiblack feeling today, many
whites say there is less. Dr. Alvin Poussaint, a psychiatrist who
has studied racial tension, says the poll suggests that the progress
by whites and blacks in getting along has been overlooked.

DR. ALVIN POUSSAINT
Blacks are still very aware that there are racial incidents in the
country and perhaps we don't look enough at the positive things that
are also happening in society with regard to racial relations.

JOHN MARTIN
For example, during the last eight years, the racial mix of American
friendships has changed. (DINNER) Today, two out of every three
whites and four out of every five blacks report friendships with
people of the other race.



MICHAEL TABOR / FARMER
I sense less of the tension that used to exist. I was a civil rights
worker during the '60s and I just don't sense the hostility except
very, very few people who happen to be very poor.

JOHN MARTIN
(KIDS PLAYING) As for the future, the number of whites who report a
great deal of interracial association by their children, has gone
from 31 to 43 percent. Among blacks, it has climbed from 45 to 50
percent.

PHILIP FENTY / BUSINESSMAN
I think the schools help_ That's the real melting pot is when kids
can get together on that level and they learn more about each other.

JOHN MARTIN
So despite continued conflict and fear on both sides, from what
people tell us, the country has moved slowly but steadily toward
racial tolerance and integration. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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(VO) Television evangelist Jim Bakker, convicted on
conspiracy charges. His sentence today: 45 years in
million dollars in fines. (on camera) Good evening.
Sawyer, and this is Nightline.

1ST INTERVIEWEE
He should have had to live in that air - conditioned doghouse for the
remainder of his life.

2ND INTERVIEWEE
He should not take the only fall, and I think the penalty is a little
too severe,

SAWYER
(VO) Is 45 years in jail too much for a white ~ collar crime, or is
the sentence fair? That's our story tonight.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from New York, Forrest Sawyer.

SAWYER
In just a few minutes, we expect to receive our first pictures taken
inside the wreckage of the Nimitz freeway in Oakland. That is the
roadway that claimed the lives of at least 39 people when it
collapsed during last Tuesday's earthquake. We1re going to show you
those photos at the end of our broadcast, and you will see for
yourself why the rescue effort has been so difficult. But we begin
tonight with PTL founder Jim Bakker, and he arrived not long ago at a
federal holding facility in Talladega, Alabama, as you see, in
handcuffs. He will spend the evening there, and at least the first
portion of his sentence of 50 years. Except for the small hope of a
successful appeal, Bakker's fall from power is now complete. He won't
be eligible for parole until just before the turn of the century, and
if you don't believe that sentence is tough, consider this:
statistics show Bakker would have gotten a lighter sentence if he had
committed armed robbery, or raped someone or sold drugs. Was the
judge too harsh, or should white collar criminals like Bakker face
the same tough sentences given to violent criminals? First, a report
from correspondent JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) The sentence Jim Bakker was about to get when he entered the
courthouse today was just what the Justice Department asked for ~ at
least 40 years in prison. Bakker got 45 years, and in addition he was
fined half a million dollars. Harsh punishment for an evangelist who
had violated both the public trust as a public figure and a sacred
trust as a religious figure. As the word spread, many Americans on
their way home today said they thought the punishment was just.

3RD INTERVIEWEE
I think it's very appropriate for his crime. I don't know that it
shouldn't have been a little bit stiffer than that for what he has
done, because he has hurt a lot of people around this country.

1ST INTERVIEWEE
He should have had to live in that air - conditioned doghouse for the
remainder of his life.

4TH INTERVIEWEE
I'm not sure what he got, but I'm sure that he probably didn't get as
much as he should have.

fraud and
prison, half a
I'm Forrest

MARTIN
(VO) Still, some weren't so sure, some who had seen the evangelists
over the years and felt they knew them.

2ND INTERVIEWEE
11m from the Forestville, Virginia area, so I kind of grew up on
Jimmy and Tammy Bakker, and I sincerely think that he was merely an
actor for a large production company, and that he should not take the
only fall. And I think the penalty is a little too severe.

MARTIN
(VO) Jim Bakker is the fourth PTL defendant sentenced to prison, and



the most severely punished. One former aide, David Taggart, was given
18 years, five months in prison, and a $500,000 fine. Taggart's
brother, James Taggart, got 17 years, nine months and was also fined
$500,000. Richard Dortch, Bakker's chief deputy, was sentenced to
eight years in prison and fined $200,000. Prosecutor Jerry Miller, a
former North Carolina state football player and now an assistant us
attorney, said Bakker ought to spend his time behind bars reading the
Bible.

JERRY MILLER, ASSISTANT OS ATTORNEY
I didn't hear him say anything that expressed any remorse or any
acceptance of responsibility for the criminal conduct he has engaged
in.

JIM BAKKER, TELEVISION EVANGELIST
("The Jim and Tammy Show") God, give us 300 more people to calIon
their credit card right now,

MARTIN
(VO) Jim Bakker was one of the most successful television evangelists
of the modern era. He got his faithful to give $158 million to his
ministry. Much of it was supposed to go to a resort in Fort Mill,
South Carolina. For about $1,000 each, his followers were to get
vacation lodgings three days a year for life at Heritage USA Instead,
some of the money was diverted to a general fund. From it the Bakkers
got salaries and expenses and found themselves living a life of
luxury. Jim Bakker even used some of PTL's money to keep this woman
quiet about a sexual encounter. Jessica Hahn said today she believed
that by exposing Bakker's indiscretion, she had helped uncover a
scandal of vast proportions.

JESSICA HAHN
It showed people that if Jim Bakker paid Jessica Hahn "hush money,"
quote unquote, what else has he been doing with the PTL money?

MARTIN
(VO) Prosecutors said Bakker spent PTL money for trips to Hawaii and

New York, for cosmetic surgery, an air - conditioned tree house and
air - conditioned doghouse, and a water slide. Even so, his sentence
seemed out of proportion to what other criminals received. According
to Justice Department statistics, the average murder sentence is only
12.8 years. For robbery it is 12.4 years, for rape it is 9.5 years,
and for fraud it is only 2.6 years. One expert who studies sentences
and has argued that some are too harsh said he believes certain cases
reach a level of notoriety which overwhelms the judge and prosecutor.

JERRY MILLER, NATIONAL CENTER ON INSTITUTIONS & ALTERNATIVES
So they become showcase trials, and we have an odd sort of thing
happening whereby historically, and it's still the tradition, that
middle - class people generally have better legal representation and
don't tend to get the harsh sentences that poorer people do. When you
get to a certain flashpoint or a certain critical mass of media
attention, it's precisely the reverse, and they tend to be treated
much more harshly than the average offender.

MARTIN
(VO) In New York, former federal Judge Marvin Frankel broke his
customary silence on sentencing, he said, to denounce the Bakker
punishment.

MARVIN FRANKEL, FORMER FEDERAL JUDGE
I'm assuming that Mr Bakker's crime was heinous, was an awful crime,
And I'm assuming that it deserves a harsh sentence. What I'm saying
is that our notions in this country, where we prize liberty and
believe in freedom, our notions of what is a harsh sentence are so
out of line with what I consider civilized standards, that they are
themselves cruel and barbaric.

MARTIN
(VO) In Berkeley, University of California law professor Franklin
Zimring said new federal sentencing guidelines have destroyed a sense
of legal proportion.

FRANKLIN ZIMRING, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA LAW SCHOOL
The problem is that this strains the sense of just proportion, so
while it makes a point, it may make the point a little too
dramatically.

MARTIN
(VO) Reformers argue that the number of federal prisoners has almost
doubled in 10 years and could double again under current Justice
Department and Bush administration policies. And in the surge of
feeling about Jim Bakker's sentence tonight, some Americans began to
suggest that the quality of justice and mercy had been compromised.

5TH INTERVIEWEE
I think he's already been penalized too much for it.

6TH INTERVIEWEE
As I'm a believer in Christ, I'll pray for him.

MARTIN
The Bakker case is one of the most bizarre on record in America, and



I
I

tonight, as his sentence begins to sink in, the notion begins to be
growing that for all the feelings his audiences and his victims share
about retribution, Jim Bakker's punishment may turn out to be the
most bizarre part of all. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline in
Washington.

SAWYER
Later in this broadcast, we'll be joined by federal Judge William
wilkins, who chairs a commission that establishes guidelines for
sentences in federal criminal cases, But first, when we corne back,
we'll talk with Harold Bender, who was one of Jim Bakker's key
defense attorneys. And with Kenneth Andresen, a former federal
prosecutor in Charlotte, where Jim Bakker was tried.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK I

SAWYER
Harold Bender was one of Jim Bakker's chief defense attorneys during
his fraud and conspiracy trial, and will also represent Bakker during
his appeal. Mr Bender, who is also a former assistant US attorney, is
with us now from our affiliate WSOC in Charlotte, North Carolina.
Also joining us from WSOC is Kenneth Andresen, who was chief
assistant US attorney in Charlotte from 1982 to 1986. Mr Andresen
represented Bakker's former personal secretary, Shirley Fulbright,
when she testified before a grand jury and in an earlier PTL trial,
Mr Andresen, I was listening to JOHN MARTIN's piece; I must say, I
was struck by some of these Justice Department statistics. The
average murder sentence, 12.8 years; robbery, 12.4 years and fraud,
just 2.6 years. Now, it's 45 years for Jim Bakker. Does that suggest
that possibly the sentence is out of line with the crime?

HAROLD ANDRESEN, FORMER ASSISTANT US ATTORNEY
Well, I don't think so, Mr Sawyer. I think that the crime, in this
particular case, had a much greater impact than most fraud cases that
that statistic is generated on, It also strikes me as touching on
some of the sensibilities that affect this particular community in a
way that may not affect some others. And so I don't find anything out
of line, necessarily, with the sentence that Judge Potter handed down
today.

SAWYER
Now, if I can understand what you just said, you mean to say that the
Jim Bakker case got a great deal of notoriety, and also that this
community was also very upset by it, and therefore he should get an
enormously large sentence as compared to others.

MR ANDRESEN
Well, I don't think that the notoriety really had a~y effect on Judge
Potter. I know the man far too well to think that he would sentence
just based on the level of notoriety. What I mean is the scale of the
fraud that the jury found existed in this case, in Judge Potter's
mind, obviously justified the kind of sentence that he imposed.

SAWYER
Well, Mr Bender, I think it appears, as you look at Judge Potter's
record, that it's not only the scale of the crime, that is to say,
millions of dollars which the jury found that he had raked away frorn
people, but also that a lot of that money came from poor people who
might not have a way to defend themselves in those kinds of actions.
Judge Potter really didn't like that, and therefore slammed him for
it, Does that seem fair to you?

HAROLD BENDER, BAKKER ATTORNEY
I think that's a fairly accurate statement, Mr Sawyer. It does not
seem fair to me. I think the sentence was excessive, when you
consider that the co - defendant. who was charged and plead guilty to
essentially the same crime, who was a man with the same background -
that is, a minister of the gospel, a man who had no record as
Reverend Bakker has no record - he receives an eight - year sentence.

SAWYER
Well, you're referring to Richard Dortch, who was the executive vice
president, but in fact -

MR BENDER
That's correct.

SAWYER
- he pleaded guilty to a lesser charge so that he would testify
against Jim Bakker, and that's a very common practice, as you know,
He pleaded guilty.

MR BENDER
That is true. He plead guilty. However, Reverend Bakker exercised his
constitutional right to trial by jury, which is provided all
citizens, and for that he received approximately six times the
sentence that his co ~ defendant received.

SAWYER
Do you think he was being sentenced for his celebrity status?

MR BENDER
I think somewhat he was.



SAWYER
What leads you to believe that?

MR BENDER
Well, the atmosphere of this community that my colleague, Ken, had
alluded to. The pervasive attitude in this community and throughout
this area leads me to believe that he was singled out, treated
somewhat differently than other defendants who are charged with other
white collar crimes.

SAWYER
Mr Andresen, that was the argument that I think I was hearing from
some of the people in JOHN MARTIN'S piece. They were saying,
essentially, you get these kinds of show trials that have this much
publicity, and after a while they take on a life of their own. And
it's necessary to give them that kind of hard sentence in the minds
of many people.

MR ANDRESEN
Well, that may be true in certain quarters, but I don't think it's
true in this case. I don't think it's true with this judge. We can go
back just a few years in this particular district where a similar
case involving fraud on a fairly large scale, $7 million or $8
million, by some people who were running a financial scam, the judge
gave one of those defendants 44 years. And that had no notoriety to
speak of, compared to this case. It's just one of those crimes like
drugs which offends this particular community, I think, and also this
particular judge, and he sentenced accordingly. And I find absolutely
nothing unusual about that, or offensive.

SAWYER
Let's pause right there and think about that. This is a white collar
crime. Now, is white collar crime, in some way, at least in terms of
the sentences, comparable to the violent crimes that get very tough
sentences? We're going to talk with Judge William Wilkins when we
come back. He is chairman of a government commission that establishes
guidelines for sentencing in federal cases. He's also a judge in the
court that will hear the appeal in the Bakker case.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Judge William Wilkins is a OS circuit judge in the Fourth Circuit
Court of Appeals. That court, where the Bakker appeal will be heard.
He is also chairman of the US Sentencing Commission, an independent
federal agency that established appropriate sentencing guidelines for
those convicted of federal crimes. And he is with us live from
Spartanburg, South Carolina. Judge Wilkins, I want to emphasize what
you have told us, and that is that since your court will be hearing
the Bakker appeal, you cannot comment directly on the case. However,
the guidelines that you worked to establish, am I clear that, when
we're talking about a fraud and a conspiracy case, say 24 counts,
that received a very stiff sentence, that would be well outside the
guidelines that you had established?

JODGE WILLIAM WILKINS, US SENTENCING COMMISSION
Well, again, I'm not going to comment on Mr Bakker1s trial nor the
sentence that was imposed. I can say that under the guidelines fraud
cases and major fraud cases would receive a substantial prison term.
The most positive aspect of the guidelines is that the fraud case or
the drug case or the tax evasion case or the violent crime, those
individuals would all be fed from the same spoon at time of
sentencing, regardless of where they carne from, regardless of who
they are, and regardless of which federal courthouse they might
appear in.

SAWYER
Let's focus on fraud cases. When you say that they would receive a
very substantial sentence, what would that boundary be?

JUDGE WILKINS
Well, the guidelines identify the characteristics of a defendant,
such as prior record, the role in the offense, whether they accepted
responsibility for their act or obstructed justice, then they
identify the characteristics of the offense, the amount involved,
whether the defendant was involved in a sophisticated operation, all
of those things mesh together to form a sentencing range. And within
that sentencing range, the federal judge imposing the sentence must
pick the appropriate sentence.

SAWYER
And what would that range be? Can you give me a sense?

JUDGE WILKINS
I'm sorry?

SAWYER
Could you give me a sense of that range? I'm looking for some numbers
here.

JUDGE WILKINS
well, it depends on the amount of fraud involved. If you're talking



about a fraud involving millions of dollars, then it would depend
upon the amount of dollars actually involved. It would depend upon
whether or not it was a sophisticated operation. But the sentences
would range, depending on the sophistication of the crime, the amount
involved, from a short sentence of six months up to five or six
years. I must point out that under the guidelines, it's difficult to
compare the guideline sentences with the old sentences, for example,
the system under which Mr Bakker was sentenced. Under the guidelines,
parole has been abolished, so the sentence imposed in the public
courtroom is the sentence that will be served, whether that sentence
is six months or 20 years or life imprisonment, the sentences are
without parole.

SAWYER
Mr Bender, as we look at what Mr Bakker will likely serve, we're
talking about somewhere between 10 and 15 years. And I expect that
there are a lot of people who will say that this case is quite
extraordinary, and well outside the boundaries of the ordinary
guidelines. That is to say, it was quite a sophisticated operation,
Mr Bakker showed no inclination to stop doing those kinds of
activities, and certainly he showed no recrimination for his crime,
and therefore the judge would feel quite reasonable in hitting him
with a very stiff sentence.

MR BENDER
Well, Mr Sawyer, some people could say that. Let me, if I may,
address the issue of the guidelines that Judge Wilkins was talking
about, because I argued that to Judge Potter today. We had first
filed a motion last week consented to by Reverend Bakker that he be
sentenced in accordance with the sentencing guidelines. That motion
was denied. But according to my rough calculations, and I stress
rough calculations, if you consider the fraud to be $3 to $5 million,
as was alleged in the indictment, the rough calculations for the
guidelines are 21 to 27 months. And although Judge Wilkins tells us
that that is months served without parole, that is far, far less than
the sentence that Reverend Bakker received in court today.

SAWYER
Mr Andresen, if he were to follow - if the judge had been to follow
these guidelines, he, as he is saying, he would have come up with a
much lower sentence. Does that suggest that the guidelines, since you
like this sentence, would not have been appropriate here?

MR ANDRESEN
Well, I think that it's true. I have not run the guideline
calculations; they are extremely complex. But I have no doubt that a
sentence under the guidelines would have been substantially less than
the sentence imposed here. I think it's important to remember that
under the old system, the system that Bakker was sentenced under
today, he will only serve about 10 years. And I say only - I know
that's a long time, but nonetheless, he's not going to serve 45 years
on this thing. The thing I don't like about the guidelines, frankly,
is that they tend to homogenize crime across the country. Crimes in
certain sections of the country can offend the communities more than
in other sections, and I see nothing wrong in having a judge in a
local community expressing through the sentence the sensibilities of
that community. That can take away -

SAWYER
Excuse me, let me interrupt. Judge Wilkins, I'd like to give you -
I've got about 15 seconds. Could you respond to that?

JUDGE WILKINS
Well, the Congress answered that question. They asked us to give a
national sentence, so that regardless of whether you were in South
Carolina or North Carolina, Hawaii or points in between, that you
would be treated in the same fashion regardless of which judge a case
might be assigned to. It's a major improvement, in my judgment, over
the old system of the past where the sentence imposed depended more
on the luck of the draw or the judge to whom it was assigned than it
did the facts and the law in the particular case.

SAWYER
All right, sir. Thank you, gentlemen, all of you, for joining us
tonight. When we come back, we're going to turn to another story. We
will take a dramatic look inside that rescue effort underway at the
highway collapse in Oakland caused by the California earthquake.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
In Oakland, California, demolition crews have begun tearing down
sections of the Nimitz freeway, the collapsed roadway that killed at
least 39 in last week's earthquake and is in danger now of falling
still further. 1oday, ABC News gave an amateur photographer with
access to the work sites a video camera to record a close - up view
inside the wreckage that killed dozens and left one man, Buck Helm,
miraculously alive. Late tonight we got those pictures in, and Greg



Dobbs has our report.
GREG DOBBS

(VO) This is the silver Chevrolet Sprint where Buck Helm spent 90
hours. Seeing this, itts all the more remarkable that he lived
through the freeway's collapse, that he was finally spotted by an
alert rescue worker, that he could be reached and extracted through
this hole, but Buck Helm was lucky. Here's the cabin of a tractor
trailer, crushed to the height of its tires. A Volkswagen sedan,
caught by the support beam between two slabs of freeway. A Honda,
stopped short by the road sign that crashed down on top of it. This
videotape shows why at least 39 people died here when the freeway
fell. It shows why rescue officials never have been able to say
without qualification that all bodies are accounted for. It shows the
small space in which rescuers have had to work, which is partly why
their work has gone so slowly. We do know that the man who was
driving this tractor trailer was killed, but evidently only by
seconds; according to those who found him, he was halfway out of his
cab when the freeway's upper deck fell in. When rescuers reached this
Nissan Maxima, which burned long after the earthquake, there was just
a skeleton left in the driver's seat. Rescuers say a disproportionate
share of the cars caught here were under the heavy iron beams that
held these slabs of roadway together, When found, many of these
vehicles had been taken out of gear and left in park, Many motorists
may have followed the conventional wisdom in an earthquake: run for
the beam of a door, it's the strongest part of a room. Here, though,
it's the beams that crushed them. Most of the fatalities had to be
extracted through holes made specially in the upper deck. youtre
looking now at a car whose roof had to be cut away to get the bodies
out. And herels a Cadillac. The front passenger bucket seat, there on
the right side of the screen, is about the only thing left intact.
This is the only part of the upper deck that stayed on its four
pillars. The driver of this truck was in the right place at the right
time. Those killed were not. Greg Dobbs for Nightline in Oakland.

SAWYER
And that's our report, I'm Forrest Sawyer, Good night.
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PETER JENNINGS
Well, 50 years from now baseball trivia fans may be asking what was
the first World Series to be interrupted by an earthquake. There was
nothing trivial about it at the moment. The baseball commissioner
Fay Vincent has once again postponed the third game of the Series.
Most of us in the country now have some real appreciation that it was
at the beginning of that game last night that we began to understand
what was going on here. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(AERIAL OF SAN FRANCISCO WITH FIRE) Like a rock in a pond, the
earthquake sent ripples across America, not waves but ripples.
(AIRPORT SCENES) In Chicago, 800 people spent the night at the
airport, some of the thousands of travelers momentarily knocked off
stride.

EVELYN PERSSON
I just wandered around and dozed and froze.

JOHN MARTIN
This morning that ripple began to disappear. Flight traffic resumed.
(DAMAGE SCENES) Meanwhile the first damage estimates began moving
toward the insurance centers of America and beyond, places from which
companies will be paying off claims.

SEAN MOONEY ! INSURANCE INFORMATION INSTITUTE
The ripple effects will be felt in London and so on so that dollars
will be paying for San Francisco from allover the world.

JOHN MARTIN
(AT&T CIRCUIT BOARD) Overnight and today millions of phone calls
poured into circuits strained by a torrent of dialing. AT&T rerouted
calls through 21 alternate paths across the country but there were so
many - perhaps 50 million extra - that it didn1t always help.

VOICE OF RECORDING
Due to the earthquake in the area you are calling, your call cannot
be completed at this time. Please try your call later.

JOHN MARTIN
(RADIO OJ) In Boston, a radio station collected the stories of those
who did get through later.

RADIO OJ
(ON PHONE) Is it Santa Cruz?

MAN CALLER
He said that was really demolished.

JOHN MARTIN
for people to talk about their fear of the

Yeah, Santa Cruz.

(SO) It was a way
unpredictable.

WOMAN
But he was okay and apparently things are not too bad in Palo Alto.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) The quake covered so big an area that many Americans had
someone for whom they feared the most. Not knowing didn1t damage
them psychologically, but with television images so strong,
psychiatrists say, America has suffered a ripple of stress.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, New York.
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TED KOPPEL
At least two hundred persons are dead as an earthquake of major
proportions hits California from San Jose, north, to the Bay Area
San Francisco. A section of the Bay Bridge connecting Oakland and
Francisco collapses. There are massive casualties as an Oakland
highway collapses. And in San Francisco, tonight, electricity is
There are gas leaks, dozens of fires and a still - mounting toll
deaths and injuries.

of
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out.
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ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
It may have been the understatement of the night when the
Commissioner of Baseball, Fay Vincent, speaking at Candlestick Park
in San Francisco this evening, announced, "Thererll be no baseball
tonight". There will, in fact, be a lot of things not happening in
San Francisco and, indeed, in Northern California tonight, because an
earthquake, of 6.9 - 7.0 on the Richter scale, struck the area in the
Bay, all around Oakland and Berkeley and San Francisco, down south
towards San Mateo, Sunnyvale and, even further south, to Santa Cruz.
And it has been a night of considerable devastation. As yet,
incalculable property damage and, as I mentioned at the top of this
broadcast, as many as two hundred people who are known dead already,
and, in some instances, they may not know for some time, certainly
not before daybreak tomorrow, how many others are dead. We are going
to go, as we have been going throughout much of the night, to our San
Francisco affiliate, KGO, which has been covering the story all
evening long, ever since the earthquake first erupted shortly after
5:00 Pacific Time, to find out what's going right now.

PETE WILSON, KGO REPORTER
- kicked into effect and have been working all through the course of
the night and we'll have a number of other reports during the course
this next few minutes.

ANNA CHAVEZ, KGO - TV ANCHOR
We are now being joined by Nightline. Certainly, now, the rest of the
nation that was watching San Francisco's Bay Area for the Bay Bridge
series, the Battle of the Bay, is now watching us as we try to cope
with an absolute disaster.

KOPPEL
Can you hear me? Anna Chavez, can you hear me?

WILSON
We just heard the tail end of that, Ted, yes, we did. So we do have
contact.

KOPPEL
All right, well we're certainly -

CHAVEZ
Yes, there's about a three and a half - second delay.

KOPPEL
We're getting all kinds of repetition and delay there, so let me just
suggest that the two of you go on doing what you were doing so ably
before we joined you, and, that is, fill in the nation as whole, if
you would, on what's happening in San Francisco now. Any late
casualty figures?

WILSON
What we can tell you, Ted, is that - and these are very rough
estimates, they've been coming in very slowly to us during the course
of the evening - that we are at about the 250 - death level. These
are rough estimates, and we expect them to go higher, but werre
finding that most of the deaths are happening in very specific, small
areas of the major concern. We are not finding a lot of injuries or
death in outlying areas. This is the worst example of that. This is a
section of the freeway in the East Bay, near Oakland.

CHAVEZ
This section of freeway, perhaps a full mile, collapsed like a
pancake. Emergency crews poured into the area and tried to make the
very best of the situation by using volunteers in the neighborhood.



They all came and saw the same thing: two slabs of concrete, at
points compressed to, perhaps, within six inches of each other.
Estimates that, perhaps, 250 people have been killed underneath and
400 injured. Right now, rescue crews are still on the scene. This
video was taken just moments ago. And people are trying to get to
those few victims, who maYI in fact, miraculously, still be alive.
We've heard a report that a 6 - year - old boy is trapped inside of a
car and that, through the six - inch crawl space, people are talking
to him. Periodically, he comes in and out of shock. He strokes his
mother's cheek and then passes into unconsciousness.

WILSON
The extraordinary thing, Ted, and we're finding this for all the rest
of you in the country, that we're seeing the same thing that happened
here in 1906 is happening again. That hundreds and hundreds are out
in the streets directing traffic, helping fire departments move hoses
into certain areas and, in this case, the area that collapsed, they
are literally in there with their own tools, crawling in a three -
foot crawl space that is that collapsed freeway, trying to pull those
people out, And it's been going on now for several hours.

CHAVEZ
Ted, I'm a native of the Bay Area. I've lived here my whole life and
I've been through a lot of earthquakes. This one was different than
anything I've ever felt here it was a sharp jolt. I was standing in
the middle of a street. It actually looked like it jerked very
suddenly and very abruptly and I saw a two - inch crack or about an
inch and a half crack just zip down the street, People flooded from
their buildings, from their office buildings, from restaurants into
the street. Some of them took it lightly, at first, not fully
realizing the devastation.

WILSON
The very first report - I don't know, Ted, if you've filled people in
on this at this point, but the epicenter of this earthquake is about
a hundred miles to the south in the Santa Cruz mountains along the
San Andreas fault. We have had very difficult time getting any
information out of that area tonight. Now, our own Tony Russomanno,
live in Santa Cruz, now, to give us some notion of what's happened.
This is our first report from there. Tony.

TONY RUSSOMANNO, KGO - TV
Pete, this town of 40,000 is about ten miles from the epicenter of
the earthquake. You would expect the damage to be severe here and it
is. The downtown section of Santa Cruz is basically gone. All the old
brick, unreinforced buildings have collapsed. This is a department
store called Ford's. It collapsed. The second story carne down into
the first floor, trapping several people inside. At least three
people are known to have died, here, on the mall. Perhaps, 12 - 14
total in Santa Cruz. Authorities do not have a final fatality figure.
Many, many other people are injured. Power has been out for several
hours. The local power company says we should expect power to be out
here for three days, at least. People are camped out on their front
lawns and will be sleeping on their lawns tonight as aftershock after
aftershock continues to roll through this area. At one large
retirement home, people in wheelchairs and crutches are sleeping in
the parking lot, rather than stay inside their old home. The problem
here is unreinforced buildings. The second and third floors of these
buildings have been vacant for some time because of the fears of
earthquake damage. When the earthquake did hit, it was the people,
who were inside on the first floor! who bore the brunt of that
damage. Pete.

WILSON
All right, Tony. That is your area down there. You've been allover
it, we assume. Can you tell us how far this extends out, this kind of
damage. So much of Santa Cruz is older buildings like this,

RUSSOMANNO
Well, we can talk about Santa Cruz and Watsonville. Excuse me, one
second, we're having a little problem with my earphone. Santa Cruz,
Watsonville, the areas further south are all getting this sort of
damage in these older buildings. Santa Cruz is virtually isolated. It
took me five hours "to get here, tonight, on a drive that is normally
three hours. Most of the roads, in or out of Santa Cruz, are blocked
by boulders falling on the highways and giant redwood trees closing
the highways; Highway 17, Highway 9. Highway 1 there's a bridge out.
There is one bridge here in Santa Cruz, the Riverside Avenue Bridge,
that has moved 20 feet. Pete.

WILSON
All right, Tony, thank you, and we'll be back to you as soon as we
get the first opportunity. We have more, now, at a place that will be
familiar to a lot of people who've travelled through this city.

CHAVEZ
Certainly. Just about everyone who comes through San Francisco has



landed at San Francisco International Airport. Channel 7's Frank
Crocker was on the scene for the airport that was closed.

FRANK CROCKER, KGO ~ TV
We were supposed to be flying out of here, wound up sitting put on
curbsides, away from the main terminals. From air travelers to
earthquake evacuees in an instant. Many were from outside the Bay
Area and strangers to this type of natural phenomenon. And their
first earthquake was a shocker.

1ST AIR
The terminal just started shaking
started collapsing in places. The
forth. It was just incredible.

TRAVELER
violently. Real bad.
floor started moving

The ceiling
back and

CROCKER
You were all evacuated then?

1ST AIR TRAVELER
We just ran for an exit.

CROCKER
And inside the airport buildings, the damage reflects the stories of
the passengers. Ceiling panels down everywhere. Pools of water from
broken pipes. Electronic arrival/departure screens still showing
the signs of the quake that closed this major airport.

AIRPORT OFFICIAL
We're concerned about aftershocks. I think if we don't experience any
aftershocks, we can move forward fairly crisply. We would hope to
start accommodating flights sometime tomorrow morning.

WILSON
That's the report from the airport, but that, again, is minimal
damage, compared to what we thought had occurred out there earlier
today, when we had the difficulty with communications. (crosstalk)
All right, we're gonna go - You have to move with us, here, as we're
changing moment to moment. But what we want to show you is some video
taken, really the first aerial video we had, that indicated just how
bad this was today. And this is the Bay Bridge. The main east to west
artery, the Bridge artery, from San Francisco to the East Bay. This
is the westbound lane, the upper deck of the Bay Bridge. Fifty feet
of that bridge collapsed. You see one section of it, one end of it,
collapsed onto the lower deck, trapping people below. And this next
bit of video, remarkable footage, taken by two tourists, Thomas and
Debbie Kelly. They were from Oklahoma, and they were traveling on the
lower deck of the bridge, that is, eastbound, when they were stopped
at Treasure Island, following the earthquake. And along with about a
hundred other cars, allowed to go to the upper section and back, in
the same direction, towards San Francisco. And this is what they saw
in the far lane. That car hit that open chasm in the bridge and fell.
What ensued, with these people helping, was a two - hour battle to
try to save the lives of the two people in that car and another car
that had gone over earlier. They finally did get them out.
Unfortunately, one of the people, as we understand it, did die. Here
you see some of the emergency work. Again, that's home video taken by
two people who quickly pulled out their camera.

KOPPEL
JOHN and Anna, let me just quiCkly jump in for a moment here.

CHAVEZ
Just to reiterate those areas of major damage. A section of the 880
freeway called the Cyprus Structure, where the major part of the
collapse and, unfortunately, most of the deaths occurred. Channel 7's
Leslie Brinkley is standing by, live on the scene.

LESLIE BRINKLEY, KGO - TV
We were just moved back about a block, because this structure,
they're fearing, is going to fall back if there is an aftershock of
any kind. So they're kind of worried about anything toppling it in
our direction, which would be to the east. As you can see, the top
ramp of the freeway collapsed onto the bottom ramp of the freeway,
trapping cars during rush hour. We understand, on this half - mile
section, there may be as many as 20 cars smashed underneath there.
They have been able to crawl through a space about a foot and a half
wide and have found some survivors, very few though. There are many
dead up in there right now. Only six fatalities confirmed, but they
are certain that, as they are able to get in and locate more, that is
a very disastrous of this earthquake. A half a mile of freeway
falling, concrete columns tumbling, and there is a rescue attempt
going on, just down the way from here, that you were mentioning a
little earlier. And that is, a 7 - year - old, a 6 - year - old boy
and his 9 - year - old sister. The 9 - year - old was taken out of
the car that was trapped underneath there, but the 7 - year - old is
still stuck. The freeway collapsed onto their family's vehicle. The
mother and father in the front seat were killed, the little boy was
trapped in the back seat and they're still working diligently to get
him out of there. It's been four or five hours since they first found
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him. There are voices coming from some of the vehicles on that lower
ramp of the freeway and there are hundreds of volunteers, rescue
workers, fire departments, here, doing what they can to try to locate
those voices and try to get in and save as many folks as they
possibly can. Back to you.

WILSON
All right, Leslie, thank you. Again, we've been getting these reports
all through the course of the evening from reporters who've been out
there trying to get at the specifics of the damage done here. Ted,
we'll throw it back to you and tell you that the Red Cross is already
taking what they can from people who want to help out here and I
think you've seen, in the last few minutes, that just like the folks
on the East Coast did after Hurricane Hugol we need the help.

KOPPEL
Well, JOHN and Anna, you and all the reporters out there are doing a
remarkable job in pulling all of this together. When we come back
after a break, I hope we're going to be able to find out a little
more specifically about what's happening to the services in San
Francisco and to some of those fires that we heard about earlier.
We're going to take a break now. We'll be back in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Standing by now, I hope, in San Francisco is a spokesman for the San
Francisco Police Department, Dave Ambrose. Dave, can you hear me?
Dave Ambrose, Dave Ambrose, can you hear me? All right, well I'll
tell you what, the man who has been standing by since I guess early
this afternoon San Francisco time, is my ABC Sports colleague, Al
Michaels

l
still at Candlestick Park and AI, I suspect, there are some

people who really were not around and who were not watching at 8:00
o'clock this evening Eastern Time, 5:00 this afternoon Pacific, when
you started off what was clearly going to become the most unusual
opening to a World Series game ever.

AL MICHAELS, ABC SPORTS
Ted, it was an unbelievable feeling, but one that I knew very well,
having lived here for a number of years, and we discussed this
earlier shortly after the earthquake itself. I knew it was
happening, I had the feeling that the upper deck was about to
collapse into the lower deck. It was to me a very sustained rolling
type of movement. You kept waiting for the actual jolti 30 seconds,
of course, seemed like 10 minutes. I heard the crowd oohing and
aahing. Californians knew what it was, but having lived through many
of these, and I am sure many thousands of people had as well, there's
a sense that this is simply an isolated jolt that affects only a very
limited area, and business should proceed as usual. In fact, sort of
a black humor footnote to this whole night, at about 5:25, some 25
minutes after the earthquake struck, Ted, the chant went up from
several thousand people in the ballpark, play ball, play ball. Of
course, at that point nobody had any understanding of the severity of
the earthquake and, in fact, as late as perhaps a quarter of six when
the game was postponed, and people were walking out, they were
talking about the possibility of a game being played tomorrow or when
the World Series would resume, and of course all of that is very,
very trivial at the moment.

KOPPEL
You're talking about the black humor here, and, in the small comfort
category, one of the announcements that we heard sort of behind you
being made, as indeed most of the people were slowly filing out of
Candlestick Park, was that they could turn in their rain - checks for
the third game of the World Series, the expectation being that it was
going to be played tomorrow. Clearly that does not appear likely now,
does it?

MICHAELS
Well, I would say, Ted, that's absolutely impossible because the Bay
Bridge itself is the very arterial heart of this area. We've all
seen the damage that's been done to the roadways; it's a gridlock
situation basically. It's very difficult for people who haven't been
here to understand how important the Bay Bridge is for the free flow
in movement in this area. In fact, the Commissioner himself, fay
Vincent, who's not used to being involved in earthquakes, didn't
really have an understanding of what was taking place, and you will
recall we talked to him perhaps an hour and a half, two hours after
the quake had struck, and he really had no idea as to the severity
and the magnitude of the damage that has permeated this entire area.
I think there is, in my mind, of course, no doubt that there will not
be a game tomorrow. I don't know how, in fact, how there can possibly
be a game this week. I don't know how much damage has been done to
Candlestick Park behind me. Obviously it will have to be looked at.
I know one thing, Ted, and I guess it will all come out in
retrospect, they have through the years done some work here in regard



to shoring up Candlestick Park. As technology has improved, I know
through the years I have watched holes added to the supper deck,
certain other things have been done, and I would suspect that perhaps
that did playa part in what for us is a, just an incredibly lucky,
lucky time for 62,000 people. Had the epicenter obviously been a lot
closer to Candlestick Park, we would have had incalculable disaster.

KOPPEL
Al Michaels, thank you very much. It has been very good of you to
stay so late. You've been bringing us up to speed on what's been
happening there all evening long, and I appreciate your help very
much.

MICHAELS
OK, thank you, Ted.

KOPPEL
Thank you, Standing by now is Judy Bartlett. She is assistant
administrator of patient care services at Providence Hospital in
Oakland. Miss Bartlett, I gather that some of the people who were
injured at that approach to the bridge, that section of the highway
that we have been hearing about earlier in this broadcast, that
literally pancaked unto itself, have been brought to your hospital.
Has anyone been able to talk about what happened? Has anyone been
able to describe what happened?

JUDY BARTLETT, PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
The conversations have varied between people who are so overwhelmed
by what happened that they can't talk and other people that are so
hyperactive that they can't stop talking. In general, most of them,
besides being very, very scared and many them thinking that they were
going to die.

KOPPEL
One of the points that we have been making earlier in the evening but
have not made in this segment of the program is that, of course, at
the time that the earthquake it was peak traffic time in San
Francisco and in Oakland, Do you have sense yet of just how many cars
were on that segment of the highway that collapsed. Have they been
able to talk about that at all?

MS BARTLETT
We don't have a clear idea. We do know that in the emergency room we
saw 65 to 75 patients, and we were not the only hospital in the area
receiving patients, so there were a considerable number of people
hurt. We did notice that at approximately 9 o'clock our time that the
ambulance flow slowed considerably, and the reports we were hearing
is that it was more and more difficult for the rescue workers to
reach people on the 880 span.

KOPPEL
What kind of injuries - and, even as you and I are speaking right
now, we're looking at some daylight video of that collapsed span -
what kind of injuries are you seeing?

MS BARTLETT
We saw a number of head injuries; we saw people with multiple
fractures, a number of people with a lot of lacerations - that covers
the scope of it.

KOPPEL
And do you know of any fatalities yet?

MS BARTLETT
We have not received any fatalities at Providence Hospital, no.

KOPPEL
All right. Miss Bartlett, thank you very much indeed.

MS BARTLETT
You're welcome.

KOPPEL
We'll continue with this story and bring you up to date on further
details of what's happening in San Francisco and in the surrounding
areas when we come back,
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
We are back live, and joining us now by telephone from Frankfurt,
West Germany, is the governor of California, Governor Deukmejian. You
heard about this first when, Governor? And how?

GOV GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN
(via telephone) Well, I received a call from my office in Sacramento
- this was around 1 am our time here in Frankfurt.

KOPPEL
And what was the first word that you got?

GOV DEUKMEJIAN
Well, they told us about the severity of the earthquake, that it was
6.9, and that they were going to keep in touch with me and give me
further reports. And then, following that call, I turned on
television here, and we do get CNN International at this hotel, and
so I was able then to follow all reports both coming across on -



Hello?
KOPPEL

Governor, can you still hear me?
GOV DEUKMEJIAN

Yes, I can.
KOPPEL

All right. What is the latest word? I assume that much of this night
you haven't gotten any sleep at all, that much of this night you1ve
spent on the phone, either with your office or with other authorities
in California. When is the last time that you have spoken with them
and what is the latest word that you have?

GOV DEUKMEJIAN
Well, the latest word that I have is that there were at least - there
are at least confirmed over 60 deaths, and I think that I've also
heard that there could be as many as 200. We are getting complete
cooperation from all of the local agencies as well as the federal
agencies, everyone working together with the public utilities,
They're all trying to do their best, of course, and giving primary
attention to assisting those who are injured and trying to rescue
those who have been trapped. And that comes first. And then, of
course, I was delighted that the President is sending Secretary
Skinner to California. They also said that they're going to, from the
federal level, do everything they can to be of assistance, and that
can be very helpful. So I think that if everybody is cooperative -
and I know that all of the people living in the area are doing their
best to help each other and to help the public authorities - we'll be
able to assist those who are injured and then we can working on
trying to get communications re - established, trying to get the
power on, and of course immediately getting to work on opening up
some of the routes in and out of the city so that there can be
adequate access for everyone who has to do business and has to get
back to their homes.

KOPPEL
All right. Well, among those who has to get back to his home and get
back to the state and run things is the governor of California.
Governor Deukmejian, thanks very much for your patience, and I know
you're eager to catch a plane and get back home.

GOV DEUKMEJIAN
Right. Okay, Ted.

KOPPEL
Very good, sir.

GOV DEUKMEJIAN
Good - bye.

KOPPEL
The Governor was talking just a moment ago about the coordination
with federal authorities, and indeed here in Washington ~ and you
will hear Governor Deukmejian and his Lieutenant Governor speaking
from a couple of interviews that we did earlier in the evening - part
of the coordination that is taking place is taking place with a
special action unit that has been set up here in Washington. JOHN
MARTIN reports,

VOLUNTEER
We've taken in some casualties from the civilian community ..

JOHN MARTIN
Officials from more than 20 federal agencies gathered tonight in an
operations center near the Capitol here in Washington. They talked by
conference call with Defense and Federal Emergency Management Agency
officials in the Bay Area. Under law, they will marshall all federal
disaster resources to help state and local agencies. They are
considering the use of Travis Air Force Base to receive supplies.

VOLUNTEER
The trigger is Lhe Governor's request or his designated
representative's request to the President of the United States for a
presidential disaster declaration. That's the trigger. But we are
already here; we already have our emergency support team here; we're
bringing in the 25 federal agencies now, along with the Red Cross,
and we're going assessment now and communicating with the state.

MARTIN
In Germany, the governor of California was preparing to fly home.

GOV DEUKMEJIAN
The devastation is just horrible, and we're just, you know, shocked
by it. But on the other hand, all of the emergency agencies have done
a lot of planning, a lot of training, a lot of practicing and
coordinating together, and I'm very confident that they are working
together, both the federal and local as well as the state agencies.

MARTIN
In Sacramento, meanwhile, Lt Gov Leo McCarthy said the state was
assessing damages and what it would need from federal agencies.

LT GOV LEO MCCARTHY



A lot of the communications systems were knocked out. In some places
there were good backup communications systems. A lot of the
transportation networks, freeway systems were severely damaged. The
Bay Bridge I've already reported on. Two bridges going - spanning the
South Bay - San Mateo - Hayward and the Dumbar bridges were closed
for inspection, so of course cumulatively all of that together caused
a great deal of turmoil.

MARTIN
The President sent Transportation Secretary Samuel Skinner on a night
flight to the Bay Area with several congressmen returning to their
home districts.

SAMUEL SKINNER, SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION
Our main concern, on behalf of the President and the administration
and the congressmen that are here and everybody else, is to make sure
that the humane side of this issue - that human life and everything
is being done. We want people back horne to know that 3,000 miles
away in Washington DC the government and all of us are very much
concerned, and we are on our way out there to be of all possible
help.

MARTIN
As FEMA officials began their assessment, some critics doubted
whether the agency could handle the task. In recent years
congressional critics have complained of red tape and inefficiency.
The agency is currently without a confirmed director.

SEC SKINNER
We are dealing with acting people and with people who are holdovers,
and that agency has not had a real good history of being geared up to
actually go into the field quickly and be able to assist.

MARTIN
But FEMA officials insisted there is sufficient money and federal
readiness to tackle the task. One big factor in their favor, they
said, California officials and FEMA staged a practice exercise just
last month to handle just this sort of disaster. This is JOHN MARTIN
for Nightline in Washington.

It should be readily apparent
only that we have gone over a
but also why. I'll be back in
Back then.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
to our affiliates down
little bit beyond our
a moment to wrap thing

the line not
allotted time
up for tonight.

KOPPEL
A few random pieces of information of after effects of this
earthquake earlier today, there has been a fuel spill, a fuel -
storage tank at a Onical terminal in Richmond, California. It was
ruptured during the earthquake and officials say that somewhere
between 10,000 and 20,000 of flammable liquid, either gasoline or jet
fuel, spilled onto an area around the tank. They are hoping to
contain that before that goes into the water area around that bay.
Then, this one ties in with the planned launch of the Galileo Space
Probe from Cape Canaveral tOmorrow. An Air Force tracking facility
linked to the Atlantis Space Shuttle mission was damaged by the
quake. The facility located just south of California in Sunnyvale,
California, houses equipment used to monitor the Galileo rocket,
which is to be carried aloft by the Shuttle Atlantis. Officials are
trying to determine if the equipment was damaged. And, if so, how
much of an impact it will have on the launch. And, finally, the quake
itself. If indeed, as now appears likely, there are somewhere in the
neighborhood of 200 fatalities as a consequence of today's
earthquake, that would make it the second worst earthquake in San
Francisco or California's history. Second only, in fact, to that
terrible earthquake in 1906, which killed 700 people. Incidentally,
you should know that the earthquake measured somewhere around 7.0 on
the Richter scale. By comparison, that 1906 earthquake in San
Francisco registered just a few decimals above 8.0 on the Richter
scale. Now, we are just going to show you, by way of summation, a few
scenes from today, the earthquake, and what'll add up to the
earthquake. And, indeed, we first became aware of it when we were
watching ABC's coverage of what was to be the third game in the World
Series this afternoon.

AL MICHAELS, ABC SPORTS
- allowing Jose Canseco to score and he fails to get Dave Parker at
second base, so the Oakland A's take - I'll tell you what we're
having is an earthquake.

REPORTER
We were told by someone who was on the scene. You can see they didn't
have a clue.

1ST KGO REPORTER
You're seeing a car that attempted to drive over this 50 - foot gap
in the Bay Bridge. It has been like a drama here. It has been



dangling from the edge, the precipice, behind me. These folks are
just getting rescued right now. It's been about an hour - long
effort. It's been a frightening scene here. As you can see, just
below me is where this crack in the Bay Bridge occurred, a 50 - foot
section. You see down there, below, the two cars. Two cars that were
on the upper deck when the bridge collapsed. They fell below. We
understand that the people in both of those cars did get out safely.
We do not know the extent of injuries at this point.

WILSON
Again, you see the Marina District, the Jefferson - Devisadero area,
these very expensive buildings have collapsed and the fire continues
as the San Francisco Fire Department tries to fight it. This was a
four - story building, and that's the kind of problem. They are
trying to evacuate people who may have been inside. A lot of people
at home at that time or during the commute hour, as the earthquake
struck at 5:04 this afternoon in Northern California. We have an
unofficial word, or it, perhaps, is official now, seven people - We
know seven people have died in this crash, including the one - Or, in
this quake, rather, including the one when an old building south of
Market collapsed on people in automobiles. And there is one other
death, too. Perhaps one on the Bay Bridge, when that section of it
collapsed. But, here, trying to get people out of their homes, some
injuries. Perhaps just panic as well, if it is, indeed, the big one
that we've heard so much about. And people trying to do whatever they
can to stop the fire, but part of the problem, obviously, is gas.

FIREMAN, SAN FRANCISCO FIRE DEPARTMENT
Go home, secure your residence, turn off the gas, turn off
electricity, store water, prepare for aftershocks, prepare for three
days of no services. You got 90 minutes of light left. You better
make use of your time. Standing here ain't doing nothing.

2ND KGO REPORTER
This is what happened here when the quake hit. Burglar alarms were
set off, the power lines were swaying. As I said, power was cut off.

JEFFERSON - DIVI$ADERO AREA RESIDENT
It - Everything just started shaking and it's a plaster and lathe
building and just whole sheets of plaster were coming off the ceiling
and the walls.

SAN FRANCISCO RESIDENT
- now the rubble and the pipes from the boiler all had fallen over,
so we had to crawl over. And I have a baby, so we could crawl over
and hand the baby from one to another so we could crawl across all
the debris in the back.

3RD KGO REPORTER
You can see these cars that were squashed almost flat. These
unfortunate people were just leaving work, they were getting into
their cars, the quake hit, the bricks came down, and they really
didn't have a chance. The best estimate at this moment is that four
people are dead.

What you see, obviously,
buckled and it collapsed.
pictures, the upper level

WILSON
is a car crushed and
As you can see from
of 880 collapsed on

BRINKLEY
There is a section, here, from 18th Street all the way up to 32nd
Street, this section of the Nimitz, the upper - freeway ramp
collapsed onto the lower freeway ramp and sandwiched all the rush -
hour commuters, all the traffic, in between. It's unbelievable.
Fourteen city blocks of it. We had some of the rescue workers here
describing things they saw and climbing up there and trying to rescue
people. One of his descriptions was that they were walking - wounded
on top, they were taken away. That there was an eight - passenger van
that they saw sandwiched only about two or. three feet high. They are
pulling bodies out from underneath this lower ramp. There were just
some injuries on the upper ramp, but those on the lower ramp, there
are a lot of fatalities.

4TH KGO REPORTER
Answering services are asking that all medical professionals, all
doctors, please call your answering services.

CROCKER
They evacuated somewhere between 15,000 and 25,000 people from this
airport tonight, when the earthquake hit. It was one of the peak
times, as you know, 5:00.

4TH KGO REPORTER
Eighty - five thousand customers are without power, just in the
central San Jose area, Highway 17 Hamilton and the east foothills.

5TH KGO REPORTER
Most of the people here are saying that they'll tough it out through
the night. They have no place else to go. At least, as I said, there
is food here. There is water. And, they feel safe.
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4TH KGO REPORTER
Right in the front of every phone book throughout the Bay Area are
very valuable tips about what to do after an earthquake hits. You can
see it's very easy to find - let me hold it up for you there - on
what to do. Of course, the most important thing.

KOPPEL
And that's going to be most reading in the Northern California area.
Tragically, tonight, a bad day for California. ABC News will be here
to keep you up to date on developments on the earthquake and San
Francisco as developments warrant throughout the night, with detailed
reports on World News This Morning and Good Morning America, and a
complete wrap up on World News Tonight With Peter Jennings. That's
our report for tonight, I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. For all of us
here at ABC News, good night.



(May) No amount of coercion would ever make me say where she is, so
it's as pointless now as it was in '87.

MARTIN
(VO) Pointless, perhaps, because a sentence meant to compel had
become a term of punishment.

CLERGYWOMAN
(August 28, 1988) Especially we pray for your servant Elizabeth
Morgan.

MARTIN
(VO) Sympathy and support grew for Hilary's mother. In a country
where big names command attention, they spoke out - Texas millionaire
H. Ross Perot, Washington insider Bob Strauss. Former Watergate
conspirator Charles Colson wrote about the case, and got the
attention of a Republican congressman from Virginia.

REP FRANK WOLF. (R), VIRGINIA
No individual in our country, with the freedoms that we have, should
stay in jail for more than two years without being charged or
convicted of anything.

MARTIN
(VO) Congressman Wolf sponsored a special bill to limit contempt
sentences to a year. It didn't say so in so many words, but it
applied to only one known prisoner: Elizabeth Morgan. President Bush
signed the law Saturday. It expires in 18 months. Even Morgan's
former husband said he did not object to her release, but civil
libertarians wondered aloud at another question of fairness.

ARTHUR SPITZER, AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
The unfairness here is that Congress is surely not going to now going
to look into every case of alleged wrong fact finding by a judge, and
start passing laws to correct those problems, and it shouldn't.

ELAINE MITTLEMAN, FORETICH ATTORNEY
The law directly interferes with the authority and jurisdiction of
the DC Court of Appeals and the DC Superior court, in that it decides
an issue which is pending right now in the Court of Appeals.

DR FORETICH
("Good Morning America") I would have been in support of that bill if
that bill had a provision mandating that governmental agencies such
as the FBI be required to find my daughter. Right now I have - there
is no one looking for my daughter other than one DC policeman, and
whatever efforts I can bring forward. And that's highly - it's so
unfair.

MARTIN
(VO) Each year, an estimated 75,000 American couples contest the
custody of their children, but Hilary is part of a smaller group. Of
those cases, only a reported 1,500 involve allegations of sexual
abuse. Other parents spirit away their children and hide them from
spouses, but no other parent in recent memory has gone to jail for as
long as Hilary's mother. Even so, family law specialist Patricia
King, surveying the rights of parents and the child, sees another
captive.

PATRICIA KING, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL
I think that the person I think of most is a little kid who's not
seen her mother or her father in two years, who's probably wondering
what really is going on, and probably will always be influenced or
affected by the fact that her parents had such a bitter custody
battle.

MARTIN
The story of Hilary and her parents is far from over. Her father has
filed two civil suits against her mother. Elizabeth Morgan faces the
possibility of a criminal contempt citation, perhaps even a charge of
kidnapping. And after 49 motions, 15 appeals and four long oral
arguments in court, Hilary remains a prisoner of a very sad and very
special kind. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline in Washington.

KOPPEL
We'll be back with Dr Elizabeth Morgan and Dr Eric Foretich in a
moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Joining us now in our Washington bureau are Dr Elizabeth Morgan and
Dr Eric Foretich. Dr Morgan, I must spend a few seconds with you
asking you, after 25 months, the taste of freedom - what is
extraordinary about it?

DR ELIZABETH MORGAN, MOTHER
Well, it's wonderful to be free. I'm very grateful for the people who
helped to free me. Before we go further, I would like to correct two
factual inaccuracies in the introduction. Dr Foretich has sued me for
slander, for saying he's a child molester, and a jury cleared me,
finding that that was not a slanderous thing to say about him. I've
never been asked to take a lie detector test, because I have never
been criminally charged, unlike Dr Foretich. And I would say, after



two years in jail, this is a complicated case. I don't mean any
censure of your group, but I do think the facts in this case are
terribly important.

KOPPEL
No, of course they are, and you're quite right to correct me, and if
I made a misstatement, I apologize to you. But normally, the only
defense against slander is the truth. Are you telling me that the
truth of the child molestation was proved in court?

DR MORGAN
I am telling you that in the federal court in Alexandria, in 1986,
Eric Foretich sued me for invasion of privacy and for, I think,
slander and defamation for saying that he raped and sodomized our
daughter. And a jury ruled that that was not slander, and that was
upheld on appeal.

KOPPEL
I don't mean to be picking here at a point, but just so that I can
understand it, and so the audience can understand it, are you telling
me that in this instance truth was not used as the standard?

DR MORGAN
Yes ~ I can tell you that we were cleared. We presented our evidence,
and the jury ruled that it is not slanderous for me to say that Eric
raped our daughter.

KOPPEL
So by inference, then -

DR MORGAN
Well -

KOPPEL
- you're saying the jury found that he raped your daughter.

DR MORGAN
- well, you said, in the, or your introducer said ~

KOPPEL
No, no, you're ~ no, I said -

DR MORGAN
~ said that he hadn't accused me, yet we've gone to trial on that,
that's been ruled on.

KOPPEL
- no, I'm the one who said it, and indeed, have apologized to you if
I misstated the facts. I just wanted to get the facts absolutely
straight.

DR MORGAN
The facts are as I think I stated them.

KOPPEL
All right. And I want to make it clear that your attorney requested
that you not be required to interact with Dr Foretich, so what I'm
going to be doing is taking these segments, as we go through them,
sort of splitting them arbitrarily down the middle, talking to you
first, and now I'll be talking to your ex - husband in another minute
or two. Where do things go now? Every maternal instinct in you must
be screaming to see your daughter again, and yet I have heard you say
on at least ODe radio broadcast that I was listening to that if need
be, you won't contact her until she's 18 years old.

DR MORGAN
Well, my maternal instinct says before seeing her, I must protect her
from rape. And since the courts have not protected her, the only way
I can protect her is by keeping her hidden. It's no consolation to my
daughter for me to see her and have her sent to her father to be
raped again.

KOPPEL
All right. In line with what I said just a moment ago, and because
this segment will run about five and a half or six minutes, Dr
Foretich, let me now address the issue then. Dr Morgan says that you
did, in fact, sue her for slander, for having accused you of rape,
and that she was found not guilty of that. Your version of that,
please.

DR ERIC FORETICH, FATHER
Yes, Ted, thank you. The situation is, she sued my parents and I,
claiming that my mother, my father and I are - the three of us
sexually abused my daughter, and she initiated that suit. We cross -
filed, but I can tell you, we - that the bottom line is, my attorney
spent his energies on our defense and we didn't mount much of a
prosecution to - on libel or slander, and the jury found in our
favor. And a couple of more points that she made -

KOPPEL
you said
the jury

and what Dr Morgan said simply
found in her favor, you say

Hold on just one second. What
cannot both be true. She said
the jury found in your favor.

DR FORETICH
Yeah, we're both - it's - we're both correct. The jury found in my
favor, in our favor, that we had not abused my daughter. Similarly,



they did not grant us any money on our case against her for slander.
That's the bottom line.

KOPPEL
Well, beyond just not granting any money, was she in fact found not
guilty of slander when she accused you of rape?

DR FORETICH
I don't know, Ted, if there are - was actually a finding of not
guilty of slander. I think the way the jury report was read, there
was no monetary award. But I cannot recall with vivid recollection
that situation, to be honest with you.

KOPPEL
But I mean, you do understand the distinction I'm trying to make. In
other words -

DR FORETICH
Yes, yes, absolutely I do.

KOPPEL
- she could have been found innocent and yet there was no monetary
award.

DR FORETICH
Yes. I don't even know if there was a verdict of innocent or guilty.
I recall the verdict being in terms of monetary awards, none for her
and none for me. That's kind of how - that the way the jury verdict
was articulated.

KOPPEL
Dr Foretich, that that seems like
to be so imprecise about. I mean,
I would know what the verdict had

DR FORETICH
I did not abuse my daughter. That's an absolute fact, but - and we
were found to - and we were found to have not done so by the jury.
All I'm trying to say is the legal terminology that the jury used, it
was couched in terms of so many - the jury did - found for - they
found for us. They found for us against her suit against us, and they
found for her -

KOPPEL
Why don't we just take one suit at a time here, and let's take the
slander suit first. You filed a charge of slander against her.

DR FORETICH
That was a cross - complaint after she sued my parents and I, we
filed ~

KOPPEL
I understand, I understand. So there was a cross - complaint, but it
amounted to a suit for slander.

DR FORETICH

a rather
if it were
been.

May I suggest to you,
curious thing for you
me, I can assure you,

That's correct.
KOPPEL

You apparently lost that.
DR FORETICH

The jury found for her, which means we lost that. Yes, sir.
KOPPEL

Right. Now, if - so in other words, what they were saying by
implication is, that she was correct -

DR FORETICH
No, no -

KOPPEL
~ or that she was not lying when she accused you of slander, that she
did not slander you or your character.

DR FORETICH
- no, I think really what happened here is that my attorney, in all
honesty, spent - our time in that case was spent defending us from
the horrible allegations she made, and quite frankly, a much less
amount of time on that case was spent on our case against her. That
was - our primary interest was clearing our name, not so much
implicating Dr Morgan, but -

KOPPEL
All right.

DR FORETICH
- that's exactly what happened.

KOPPEL
Let me take a break right now. When we come back, I'd like to talk to
both of you about what clearly must be on your minds and I know is on
the minds of a great many people watching: what's next? We'll
continue in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Since I began the first segment with Dr Morgan, I'm going to begin
this one with Dr Foretich, and then go to Dr Morgan in the second
half. Dr Foretich, what next? What avenues are open to you?

DR FORETICH



KOPPEL

Well, Mr Koppel, I would have been most pleased with the bill before
Congress if it had had some provision mandating the federal
authorities, such as the FBI, to search for my child. I have only
limited resources at the present time, and I'm using them. I've
offered rewards. I just want my daughter returned. I think it1s time
that this insanity, this combativeness end, and I think that reasoned
heads should look at the best interests of this little - my child,
our daughter, and itls time that she be returned. Let's face it,
she's been missing since before she was five years of age. She's
seven years old now. My concern is, if she doesn't - if she's not
returned SOOD, if she's not restored, her civil rights aren't
restored, and she has some contact with those people that love her,
that she will never recover from this. I knew Hilary to be a
resilient young girl. What concerns me is, as she gets older and gets
into her teenage years, she may not be able to recover from this epi
- and I don't want her to look back on this episode in her life and
begin to question her own self - identity. I want her to have the
chance to grow up to be a normal, healthy young woman, and that's why
I'm here tonight. And I just hope and pray that all of us can begin
to think about the interests of this little girl and not put our
private interests or the interest of national political groups and -
ahead of those of a little, helpless child who doesn't have anyone to
speak for her except adults.

KOPPEL
Mr Foretich, in a moment I'm going to go to Dr Morgan, but I just
want to ask you this question. You talk about the possibility of
reaching some kind of an accommodation.

DR FORETICH
Right.

KOPPEL
May I suggest to you, even though I'm grateful that you and Dr Morgan
accepted our invitation to be here tonight, that then the way to
bring about an accommodation, surely, is not through the media.

DR FORETICH
Absolutely.

KOPPEL
Have you made any attempt, either through your lawyer or directly, to
reach some kind of an accommodation with your former wife?

DR FORETICH
Yes, I have, Ted, and I'll tell you what they are, I've said, listen,
let's bring my - in court, as well as publicly, I've said let's bring
my daughter back, let's have a neutral panel convened that can make
decisions, and that can examine all parties, have total access to all
the records in this case, and make decisions that are in the best
interest of Hilary and I would abide by whatever decision that might
be,

All right, let me -
DR FQRETICH

I have agreed, by the way, to accept even supervised visitation, even
though I've done nothing, just to get this - just to get my daughter
returned. I've even offered to even step aside if that were - if it
were determined that one of us should do so in the best interests of
Hilary. Frankly, I don't know what else to do.

KOPPEL
When you say "step aside," and we've used more than your share of the
time, but I need to hear the answer to this, when you say step aside,
what do you mean?

DR FORETICH
Well, what I mean is, that if some learned panel were to say, listen,
this has gone on too far, and if she's not willing to cooperate, if I
know that my - if she can bring my daughter back so we know she's
alive and well, and she can be monitored and proctored somehow, I
will step aside. I want to know my daughter's alive and well. I don't
even know that basic fact.

KOPPEL
All right. Dr Morgan.

DR MORGAN
Yes.

KOPPEL
The same question. There is something - and again, there's a certain
amount of hypocrisy in the question, because we invited you here, and
again, I'm glad that you're here, but battling this out in the media
- as it has been battled out in the media over the last several years
- is surely not healthy for you, for your ex - husband and certainly
not for your daughter. Isn't there some way that this thing could be
resolved, certainly not amicably, but so that your daughter's best
interests are served?

DR MORGAN



KOPPEL

Well, I think it could be resolved amicably, and I think that the
resolution has always been very obvious. Which is that Eric's wishes
and mine are not important. Hilary's wishes and Hilary's needs are
important. And I've always felt, and I've always asked the court to
listen to what Hilary has asked for, and to arrange visits that she
will agree tOt and to listen to what her therapist says she needs.
And what she and her therapist have resolutely been asking for is no
exposure to Eric of any kind until he's able to take responsibility
for molesting her, to apologize and to enter therapy. That's very
standard, obviously.

KOPPEL
What about the proposal that Dr Foretich just made, and it's not the
first time he's made it, I've heard it before, that there be some
panel that is agreeable to - not only to the two of you and to your
attorneys, but also the court, a panel of experts that renders a
decision and that you would both then agree to live by that decision?

DR MORGAN
Well, what Dr Foretich says in the media is not what he says in
court. He has resolutely opposed any incest evaluation, and still
does so, as does the judge. He has, under oath this past June, agreed
that his basic position now is exactly what it was in 1987, which is,
he's asking if the court will give it to him for custody, for
termination of my parental rights and for my daughter being in the
control of Judge Dixon, who found my daughter'S rape risk was 50
percent by Eric, and thereupon increased unsupervised visits 400
percent, over the outraged protests of the incest experts. So his
proposal is a non - proposal, it's a self - protective proposal. It's
a proposal for him to get control over his victim and intimidate her
into silence.

KOPPEL
What are your immediate plans right now? We spelled out, JOHN MARTIN
spelled out in his report that there is the possibility, of course,
that you might face criminal charges. How realistically do you and
your attorney evaluate those?

DR MORGAN
We've been asking for me to be criminally prosecuted, because a
criminal prosecution would give me an unbiased judge, a public trial,
and the facts being made public. Judge Dixon has declined to refer me
for prosecution, and he has kept the facts secret, which is self -
indicting. The facts in the record, uncontradicted by any expert
evidence, is that the incest was severe and it occurred, and it was
destroying my daughter.

KOPPEL
You were ~ you just suggested, by implication, that you consider
Judge Dixon to be biased. Why?

DR MORGAN
I think he's biased because I think he's made a terrible mistake, and
he doesn't want to admit it. He sent my daughter back, and she was
raped, and he sent her back again. It's a very hard thing for someone
to say, "I made a mistake that bad,11 and I think that he's afraid of
saying "I made a mistake that bad". It's a little scary. I think that
when people make mistakes, if they can't admit them, they should turn
them over to somebody else to take care of.

KOPPEL
Dr Morgan, Dr Foretich, I know this is an extremely difficult subject
for you both to discuss. As I say, I'm grateful to you both for
joining us here this evening. I know it's been a long day for you.
Thank you.

DR FORETICH
Thank you.

DR MORGAN
Thank you.

I'll be back in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
And that's our report for tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. For
all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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JOHN MARTIN
(PEDESTRIANS) The Census report confirms a series of trends many
Americans already know about from personal experience. (GRAPHICS)
First, families: the percentage of traditional families, a married
couple with children, has dropped from 44 percent of all households
in 1960 to 27 percent today. Single parents now account for nearly
a third of all families with children under 18, more than twice the
proportion in 1970. (WEDDING) Second, marriage and divorce. Men
and women are marrying later. Women at 23.6 years, the highest ever
recorded; men at 25.9 years, the highest this century. At the same
time, if current trends persist, half of all marriages begun in the
19705 will end in divorce. Still a majority of those who divorce
remarry. Third, fertility: American women are still having few
children. In 1960, the rate was 3.7 children per woman. It dropped
to 1.8 almosL 15 years ago and has remained steady ever since. (SU)
The good news is that experts believe the upheavals of the last 30
years are over and they predict a decade of relative stability.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, New York.

PETER JENNINGS
The Census Bureau calls it fertility.
On Wall Street today, the Dow Jones Industrials lost another 13 and
a half points and the trading was moderate.
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JOHN MARTIN
Scientists from allover met in San Diego this week to begin work
on a project to find, decode and chart everyone of the 100,000
genes in the human body. Their hope is to speed the treatment and
cure of illnesses that have a genetic component, like cancer and
heart disease. Karen Stone reports on the practical benefits of
genetic research.

KAREN STONE
The genetic information we already know is being quietly put to use
in clinics around the country. There patients receive counseling
and support.

DR. JOSEPHINE MAGNUSON
I don't spend a lot of time worrying about cancer, I really don't,
but I want to know what's there.

KAREN STONE
Patricia Kelly is the geneticist who last year helped found the DNA
bank at San Francisco's Children's Hospital.

PATRICIA KELLY I PHD
I try to make very sure that people get enough background
information, enough instruction, enough careful watching by me to
make sure that they clearly understand what's happening.

KAREN STONE
(GENES BEING FROZEN) Other patients store their genes, banking on
future discoveries. They hope that when a cure or treatment
becomes available, their genes and those of family members can be
analyzed for signs of impending disease. Paula Campbell calls her
family history of breast cancer horrendous.

PAULA CAMPBELL
I think that for someone with as bad a family history as mine, for
someone who worries about it as much as I do, getting any
indication of what to expect can be so comforting.

KAREN STONE
Obviously not everyone wants to know his or her personal medical
future. Doctors often see patients torn by survivor guilt. When
it comes to the future, a little knowledge can sometimes be a
frightening
thing. JOHN.

JOHN MARTIN
Thanks Karen.
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JOHN MARTIN
They negotiated behind closed doors all day long, but Senate
leaders remain at a standoff over reducing the deficit and cutting
capital gains taxes. The two sides spent so many hours rejecting
each other's proposals that Democratic leader George Mitchell says
it may not be possible to reach agreement. Nevertheless, they'll
try again tomorrow.
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JOHN MARTIN
As Hungary's leaders were dismantling Communism, their counterparts
in neighboring East Germany were embracing it with public
celebrations of 40 years of Communist rule. But Jim Laurie reports
that all the official bravado couldn1t drown out demands for change
from people great and small.

JIM LAURIE
It was East Germany putting on a brave face. (PARADE) The
military parade kicked off the anniversary with hard-line Communist
leader Erich Honecker sharing center stage with Mikhail Gorbachev.
(GORBACHEV-HONECKER) Gorbachev here has played to two audiences.
He reassured the East German regime in its time of trouble, but he
also suggested quietly it must pay attention to the inevitability
of political change. (GORBACHEV IN MEETINGS) In official meetings
today, Gorbachev did not lecture the German leader on reforms or
bring up the question of refugees. But a Soviet spokesman
indicated the issue was discussed in private meetings.
(BAND/DANCERS) While the East German leadership tried to maintain
a festive air, ignoring fleeing refugees and political dissent,
there were a lot of spoilers this day. (PROTESTERS CHANTING) In
the heart of East Berlin, the small but increasingly vocal reform
movement was showing its colors. With inspiration from Gorbachev,
they shouted "Gorby". Then, growing from hundreds to several
thousand, they shouted "Freedom" and called for a new Germany, all
within a block of where the East German leadership was holding an
anniversary reception. (POLICE) As darkness fell, police moved in
to encircle the protesters, the demonstration eventually broken up
with several arrests. (CLASH) And so East Germany's birthday
party carne to an end, Gorbachev returning hamel Honecker pledging
to keep the hard-line, refugees still leaving and a protest
movement emboldened. Jim Laurie, ABC News, East Berlin.

WASHINGTON,
EAST BERLIN,
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JOHN MARTIN
They came here to Washington from allover the country, the rich,
the famous. the ordinary, the down and out. They staged the
biggest rally in behalf of the homeless since the Reagan revolution
forced severe cutbacks in government housing programs. As
Kathleen Delaski reports, their battle cry was affordable housing
now.

KATHLEEN DELASKI
(MARCH) The mile long march was led by homeless people who walked
from other cities to take part in this demonstration.
(MARTIN SHEEN) Behind them, Hollywood stars and thousands of
people who have homes but who feel the housing crisis is out of
control.

BILL SCHEMP
I'm in a shelter right now. I get fed and I work a little bit, but
there's nothing I can afford.

KATHLEEN DELASKI
A group of youngsters pulled wagon loads of letters from homeless
children. (FOLEY TAKING LETTERS) They presented the messages to
Congress and a few described what life is like in a homeless
shelter.

BOY
People be beating me up all the time.

KATHLEEN DELASKI
What do you think this march is all about?

BOY
About getting a house.

KATHLEEN DELASKI
(RALLY/JOHN VOIGHT) At a rally after the march, speaker after
speaker called on the Bush Administration and Congress to restore
federal housing programs.

CORETTA SCOTT KING
We come to protest the shameful 77 percent cuts in federal housing
assistance since 1981.

JOHN JACOBS / URBAN LEAGUE
We've got people sleeping in the streets for lack of housing and
the fat cats milk HUD contracts for all they can get.

KATHLEEN DELASKI
(JESSE JACKSON-STEVIE WONDER) This is the cUlmination of a week of
rallies and lobbying which have at least brought promises for
change from HUD Secretary Jack Kemp. (CO PROTESTERS) The homeless
and the performers say they did not corne here just to let off
steam, but to focus attention on an issue they say has been
homeless for a decade. Kathleen Delaski, ABC News, Washington.
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JOHN MARTIN
The East bloc nation of Hungary, which stunned the Communist world
recently by helping East German refugees escape to the West, has
done it again. Tonight by an overwhelming majority, Hungary's
Communist Party voted itself out of existence and recast itself as
a socialist political organization dedicated to democratic reform.
Mike Lee reports from Budapest.

MIKE LEE
(NIGHT FTG) Shortly after the sun set in Budapest this evening, it
also became twilight for the Hungarian Communist Party. (CONGRESS)
With the Communists facing free multiparty elections soon, the
1,200 delegates to the Party Congress tonight accepted fundamental
changes based on Western style socialism. They even changed their
name from the Workers' Party to the Socialist Party. The new party
platform calls for a free market economy with support for small
private businesses and tolerance of differing political points of
view. (VOTING) The vote was a victory for reformist leader
Imre Pozsgay who plans to run for President of Hungary. (POZSGAY)
He denies that tonight's radical change here represents a threat to
other more hard-line Communist regimes like East Germany. "They
should be encouragedl1

, he says, "because change can be so
peaceful" .

IMRE POZSGAY
(INTERPRETER) I am very moved. This is what we fought for in the
last year and a half. It adds to renewal and the stable creation
of a constitutional state.

MIKE LEE
This new ex-Communist Hungarian Socialist party will soon be at the
mercy of the voters, trying to prove that they have changed their
policies as well as their name. Mike Lee, ABC News, Budapest.
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JOHN MARTIN
Sunday's Washington Post reports that during Tuesday's attempted
coup in Panama, the commander in chief of US forces there received
authorization to secretly remove General Manuel Noriega to an
American military base. The Post says the authorization from
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney and General Colin Powell, chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, arrived just as the coup attempt
collapsed.
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BETH NISSEN,

WASHINGTON, DC USA
NEW YORK, NY USA

JOHN MARTIN
She began her career playing nasty, driven women. Six decades and
more than 80 movies later, she died as one of the world's best and
most beloved film stars. Bette Davis was as tough and intense as
the characters she portrayed on the screen. But last night in
Paris, she finally lost her long fight against cancer at the age of
81. Here's ABC's Beth Nissen.

BETH NISSEN
(MOVIE SCENES) She said her eyes were her secret, what she used to
communicate with the camera, and that she did in her own sultry,
smoky way. In Hollywood's glossy glamour age, Bette Davis became a
star by playing a different kind of woman: ambitious, rebellious,
treacherous. (VARIOUS MOVIE SCENES) "Jezebel" won her her second
Academy Award for best actress in 1938. All in all, she was
nominated ten times for an Oscar, an award she named, saying the
statuette looked from the rear like one of her four ex-husbands.
Her long career got a second wind in 1962 with "Whatever Happened
to Baby Jane?". (MOVIE SCENE) If imitation is indeed sincerest
flattery, she was one of history's most flattered women, even she
imitated Bette Davis. (1981 GMA FTG)

BETTE DAVIS
Peter. All you have to do.

BETH NISSEN
Ruth Elizabeth Davis, entirely in character, wrote her own epitaph:
Bette Davis. She did it the hard way.

MARGO CHANNING ! BETTE DAVIS
("ALL ABOUT EVE" SCENE) Fasten your seatbelts, it 1 s going to be a
bwnpy night.

BETH NISSEN
Beth Nissen, ABC News, New York.
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FEMA'S EFFECTIVENESS WITH HURRICANE HUGO VICTIMS
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DIANE SAWYER, NEW YORK, NY USA
JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA

DIANE SAWYER
Two weeks after Hurricane Hugo hit South Carolina, it's the Federal
Emergency Management Agency or FEMA that is in the eye of the storm.
The Mayor of Charleston, South Carolina today criticized
FEMA's response to the hurricane as having been too slow and said
the laws under which FEMA operates are grossly inadequate. Here's
ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
Congress knows about FEMA but most Americans don't. It's a federal
agency with 2,500 workers, headquartered on this side street in
Washington. Its missions: civil defense, emergency planning and
disaster relief. In a disaster, FEMA is supposed to support state
and local agencies, locating supplies and equipment, helping victims
get money for temporary housing and food and money to repair
damages. After Hurricane Hugo struck two weeks ago, victims
complained of long lines and red tape. But now opinion is divided.

WOMAN
I really have nothing but praise for them. Theylve been very
helpful to me this morning.

WOMAN
They're too slow, they're dragging their feet.

JOHN MARTIN
But in Washington, agency officials defend their efforts_

GRANT PETERSON / FEMA ASSC DIRECTOR
I think we did it well. Secondly, we met our mission under the law.
But to those very few who have entered into name-calling, I
would just say that enough is enough.

GREGG CHAPPELL I FEMA
We in this agency are accustomed to seeing emotions run high,
frustration because of the types of events we1re responding to.

JOHN MARTIN
FEMA is misunderstood, say officials. because it has other tasks_
Only about 200 people work in disaster relief, others help the
states and communities prepare for civil defense emergencies such as
nuclear attack or power plant explosions. Others manage insurance
funds for flood and crime victims, some train state and local
officials to manage emergencies. In all, only about 20 percent of
FEMA's budget goes for disaster relief _ (SU) FEMA is trying to
live down a reputation for being slow. stingy and distracted. Some
of the agency's critics concede it can't do everything, but at a
time of disaster, the victims expect a lot more than they feel
they're getting. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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FRANCISCO RODRIGUEZ, PRESIDENT OF PANAMA
(through interpreter) There is clear evidence, photographs and so on,
that there was support from US Army stationed in our country.

TED KOPPEL
(VO) The charge from Panama, that the US did playa role in
yesterday's attempt to oust General Noriega. The response, in
Washington, that US forces blocked roads and held up Noriega forces
while the coup attempt was underway, but that it was part of a
preplanned exercise. Is there more to the story than that? (on
camera) Good evening. 11m Ted Koppel, and this is Nightline. (VO) How
close was the US military to what was happening in Panama yesterday?
Was there direct involvement? That's our story tonight.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
Apparently, what is true of war is also true of an attempted military
coup: the first casualty is truth. We have received information
strongly suggesting that the United States government was asked for
assistance by rebel forces in Panama yesterday, that in fact the
rebels conveyed to the United States government the information that
they had captured General Manuel Noriega, and that they wanted the
United States to take him in custody. We'll have the details of that
story a little later. But first, two other versions of what has been
happening. JOHN MARTIN will bring us the view from Washington; here
to begin with, however, is Nightline correspondent Forrest Sawyer,
with the view from Panama.

FORREST SAWYER
(VO) US military sources at the southern command in Panama City say
they first heard gunfire at 8:00 am yesterday morning. They had
already been alerted, some sources say as early as Sunday, that a
coup was planned. Observers watching through binoculars saw members
of the Panamanian company, led by Major Noises Giraldi, firing on the
Commandancia, Noriega's military headquarters. Within an hour, they
believed the rebels had seized control. (on camera) Both US and
Panamanian sources say General Noriega was trapped inside the
building, and no one seems to understand why the rebels did not kill
him when they had the chance. (VO) Very soon after the fighting, the
US went on Delta Alert. US helicopters and planes flew over the
headquarters, and US troops sealed off roads leading from Fort
Amador, which houses both us and Panamanian troops. That move blocked
Noriega's Fifth Infantry from moving to his rescue. A Noriega
spokesman says that proves the US was in on the coup attempt.

MARIO ROGNONI, NORIEGA SUPPORTER
And they blocked that road for over two hours, definitely trying to
hold the Panamanian Defense Forces loyal to General Noriega that were
coming from the interior.

SAWYER
(VO) But US military sources say they did not seal off three critical
roads that would have blocked other troops from reaching the
headquarters: Avenida Central, Avenida Balboa and First Avenue. They
say that by 12:30, Noriega's Battalion 2000 was able to move soldiers
down those roads to the headquarters, where they began firing on the
rebels. (on camera) US sources say they were surprised the rebels
never called for assistance before the fighting began again, and
observers say they were astonished to see the rebels surrender
without a fight in less than an hour. (VO) Panamanian sources say the
leader of the coup attempt, Major Giraldi, was killed. Panamanian
television says 10 rebels were killed in all. Eighteen loyal soldiers
and five civilians were wounded. Thirty - seven rebels are being
held. A Panamanian spokesman says the US was behind it all.

MR ROGNONI
No officer, and no member of the PDF, would go into any coup unless
he has been either lured or bribed by American intelligence.
Otherwise they wouldn't do it.



SAWYER
(VO) Tonight, General Noriega told Spanish television the rebels had
chosen his replacement. (on camera) Later the government announced
that man was Noriega's handpicked successor, the head of military
intelligence. He's now under arrest, still another indication that
Noriega's circle of trusted advisers is growing smaller. Forrest
Sawyer for Nightline in Panama City.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) General Noriega waved to crowds from behind bars today, but it
wasn't what the United States had in mind for the day after the
attempted coup. This was a victory wave, and he was in the company of
friends and security guards. As an American helicopter circled
overhead, and Panamanian workers patched and painted the bullet holes
in his headquarters, it became clear just how close he came to
falling from power and into the hands of the United States. Close,
but no cigar, as they like to say in show business. It remains
slightly less clear just what role the United States played in trying
to capture one of its most - wanted drug suspects. In Washington, ABC
News correspondents learned today that Noriega was in the custody of
the rebels when a strange conversation took place at the perimeter of
the command center.

BRIT HUME
A US general in Panama spoke through the fence of the US military
compound to a couple of rebel lieutenants who were then holding the
adjacent Panamanian Defense Force headquarters. They said they were
also holding Noriega. Our general asked, would they give him up to
the US? His answer: No, they wouldn't. That information was passed
back up the chain of command and eventually, at 2:20 in the
afternoon, was given to President Bush in a phone conversation with
Defense Secretary Cheney.

RICHARD CHENEY, SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
They were talking about having him retire in Panama. They were not
willing to have him extradited to the United States, they didn't plan
to expel him. So it wasn't - it was not a pro - democracy group that
had taken over the PDF, it was more of a power struggle within the
PDF itself between two contending factions.

MARTIN
(VO) At the State Department, sources told JOHN McWethy there were
other reasons for the United States to hold back, even though it had
been alerted in advance that preparations for a coup were underway.

JOHN MCWETHY
There was a fear on the part of the United States that this might be
a phony coup, that it might be a trap of some sort designed to draw
the United States in and then reveal that the US was, in fact, behind
all of this.

MARTIN
(VO) So far, these photos by the Panamanian government are the only
evidence of surrender by about 50 rebel troops. There were no
pictures of the rebel leader, Moises Giraldi. His presence yesterday
among the rebel troops raised questions among senior officials in
Washington.

MCWETHY
Another reason that they were somewhat fearful or hesitant was the
fact that the leader of the coup had very recently been one of
Noriega's most loyal supporters, and in fact, had put down the most
recent coup prior to this, the most recent coup attempt prior to
this.

REP STEPHEN SOLARZ, (D), NEW YORK
The President said the other day that our difficulty is not with the
Panamanian Defense Forces, but only with General Noriega. I think
that's a little bit like saying that we only have a problem with Ali
Baba but not with the 40 thieves.

MARTIN
{VOl Still unanswered today was whether the United States played a
more active role than it has revealed or whether, as it says, it
merely watched a military mutiny fail. The United States said its
troops did block roadways, but as part of scheduled maneuvers. The
maneuvers kept Panamanian troops from driving to PDF headquarters at
a crucial moment, so instead, they were airlifted to action by
helicopters. Cynics said it was too much to believe that the United
States had blocked the roads by coincidence, especially when it was
forewarned a coup would be attempted, but Pentagon correspondent Bob
Zelnick had an explanation.

BOB ZELNICK
I don't think a convincing case has been made that the US conducted
these activities in order to assist the coup d'etat attempt. The
reason is, I know from sources that there are contingency plans for
surrounding PDF military facilities in the event of a coup. There are
plans for jamming communications. There are even plans for shutting



KOPPEL
Chris Isham is the senior producer of the ABC News investigative
unit. He's been covering the Noriega story for several years and
joins us now in our New York studios. Chris, I am most intrigued by
the story that we heard Brit Hume, our White House correspondent,
reporting on, namely that a US military officer, a fairly high -
ranking one, apparently talked through the fence with a couple of
lieutenants among the rebels, and that the question was raised, you
know, nOD you want to give up Noriega?" This was when they were
supposedly holding him. And the story that the US government, that
the White House, is putting forward, is that the answer was "NO, we
don't". Now, you have a very similar story, but with a totally
different twist. Do you want to give it to us?

CHRIS ISHAM
Yeah. Let me just say that I think whenever you have a situation like
this, there is bound to be conflicting reports, and it often takes a
little while to unravel them. At this point, what we are being told -
and this is from congressional sources, Panamanian sources, and some
administration officials on background - is that about an hour after
the coup started, about nine o'clock Panama time, two rebel officials
met with Major General Mark Cisneros, who is the number two commander
at southcom in Panama. And that at that meeting they informed him
that they had taken the headquarters, PDF headquarters, and that,
moreover, they were holding General Noriega, At that meeting they
also requested that the United States send in helicopters to bring
Noriega out, that they did not have the capability themselves to
bring Noriega out. My sources tell me at that point that Cisneros
said, "Well, is there any way, can't you bring him to us?" And the
administration in its statements may be being careful in what it's
been saying. They say that the rebels - Cheney earlier today said
that clearly were not of the mind to turn him over to us. This could
be a carefully worded denial, in that it's my understanding that in
fact the rebels were not prepared to turn him over to Southcom
officials, in the sense that they weren't prepared to take him to
Southcoffi, but were in fact asking the US to send in their own forces
to take Noriega out of that Panamanian headquarters.

KOPPEL
NOW, when you say "send in their own forces," physically, would it
have been possible just to drop a helicopter in there? Is there a
landing pad on the roof or on the grounds there?

MR ISHAM

off ammunition supplies at jointly controlled facilities. None of
these really went into effect. What the US was doing was poking the
PDF in the eye yesterday_ They were not assisting a coup d'etat.

SEC CHENEY
What would your target have been? Who would you have attacked, who
would you have defended? It's not - it wasn't clear then that there
was any useful role for the US military to play. The notion that this
was some kind of golden opportunity, I think, just doesn't stand up
to analysis.

MARTIN
(VO) But at the United Nations today, that was just what Panama's
provisional president proposed to do.

FRANCISCO RODRIGUEZ, PROVISIONAL PANAMANIAN PRESIDENT
(through interpreter) Yes, indeed, there is proof, evidence of all
kinds, to the effect that in point of fact, there is such support
which the us armed forces quartered in Panama gave to this minority
movement, which sought to rise up against the country's institutions_

MARTIN
(VO) Still, he produced no evidence that US troops had been trying to
block Noriega's rescue or capture him themselves, On the other side,
Secretary of State Baker lashed out at critics in Congress who
questioned why American troops were not sent into action.

JAMES BAKER, SECRETARY OF STATE
It's easy to be an armchair general when you don't have any real
troops under your command and you donrt have any responsibility to
safeguard the lives of those troops.

MARTIN
But the United States kept open the option to use those troops some
other day, said Secretary Baker, so it seemed that, while General
Noriega managed to escape this time, the United States still wants
him to feel that his days as a dictator are numbered. This is JOHN
MARTIN for Nightline in Washington.

KOPPEL
A little later, we'll be talking with the vice - chairman of the
Senate Intelligence Committee, but first, when we come back, weIll
get some late information on Panama from the senior producer of the
ABC News investigative unit, Chris Isham.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)



That's my understanding, is that physically it would not have been
too difficult. Now, as time wore on, it would become more difficult,
as the Battalion 2000, as we heard earlier, as the pro - Noriega
forces came in and surrounded PDF headquarters, it became more and
more difficult.

KOPPEL
Chris, just walk me through, if you will, what your understanding is
of how the request from those rebel officers went up the chain of
command, and how far did it go, and with what effect?

MR ISHAM
My understanding is that Cisneros, who is number two at Southcoffi,
bumped it up to his boss, who is General Thurmond, who is the
commander - in - chief at the US Southern Command, and that Thurmond
had the same response as Cisneros did, which was that he couldn't
authorize such an action by US forces. Thurmond in turn passed it
along up the line to his superiors in Washington, ie, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, and that it was taken up at the level of National
Security Council. There was - and my sources are telling me that
there was some discussion, there was quite a bit of discussion in
Washington at the highest levels - and this would have been roughly
the time period between nine o'clock and 11 o'clock, about whether or
not to agree to the request by the rebels. It is then my
understanding that at approximately between 11:00, 11:30, a decision
was made not to make a decision, and that in effect, no decision was
made or a positive decision was made, but the decision was, "We're
not going to make a decision".

KOPPEL
So, in effect, the rebels were sort of left hanging, they never got a
response?

MR ISHAM
That's right.

KOPPEL
Chris, hang in there for a minute. When we come back, we'll be joined
by Senator William Cohen of Maine, who has been closely following
developments in Panama.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Senator William Cohen of Maine is vice - chairman of the Senate
Intelligence Committee and also serves on the Senate Armed Services
Committee. He attended briefings on the situation in Panama today
that were given to key members of Congress by Defense Secretary
Richard Cheney and by the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
General Colin Powell. Senator Cohen is with us in our Washington
bureau. Is it possible that what we've been hearing in public is, as
Chris Isham suggested, sort of a very careful phrasing of the same
story that Chris has reported and that, I must tell you, is also now
reported on the front page of The Washington Post, tomorrow morning's
Washington Post?

SEN WILLIAM COHEN, IR), MAINE
Well, I suppose it's conceivable. That's not the way in which it was
characterized to the members of the Intelligence Committee or to
those who were briefed generally. You heard Secretary Cheney, and I
believe that's supported by General Powell, that the United States
was not requested to come in and take Noriega out, but just the
contrary. I might point out there's a good deal of confusion; there
was confusion at the time. We have a situation in which the
information was quite incomplete. It was on short notice, relatively
short notice, and it was based upon an individual whose reliability
was substantially in doubt. There was legitimate fear that here you
have a new chairman of the Joint Chiefs, a new commander of Southern
Command, one or two days on the job, suddenly being confronted with a
situation posed by an individual who had, in fact, put down anti -
Noriega coups in the past, someone who had spoken with some anti -
Noriega rhetoric and then had his colleagues come forward who agreed
with him, and had them arrested. So I think there was substantial
doubt as to whether or not. number one, Noriega was in fact inside
the compound, number two, that he was being held, and whether or not
they should put American troops in if the request came forward. So I
think it's open to some doubt even at this point.

KOPPEL
Senator Cohen, what you say makes eminently good sense, but it would
also fit perfectly, then, with the notion that here are a couple of
rebel officers who are saying, "Corne and get him," and that there is
significant suspicion, then, on the US side as to whether (a),
they're really holding him, (b), they really would be prepared to
turn him over, even if the United States had sent that helicopter in.

SEN COHEN
It's conceivable it could have happened that way, and the rebels are
saying, "Come and get him," the United States is saying, "Wait a



minute, who are we dealing with, we're not sure who we're dealing
with and let's proceed with some caution here". And then the request
was made by the United States, saying, "Turn him over," and as we
understand it, the response was, "We don't intend to turn him over,
we don't intend to have him extradited to the United States, we
simply want him retired from the military here". So I think that it
could go either way, in that case.

KOPPEL
Again, acknowledging the accuracy of what you're saying, General
Colin Powell is new and the commander of the Southern Command is new
at the job, but here's the President of the United States, who for
some months, in effect, has been calling for a coup by dissident
officers in the Panamanian Defense Forces. You would think that the
United States would somehow be prepared for something like this,
especially when it got notice that there was going to be a coup as
early as Sunday.

SEN COHEN
Well, if you can rely upon the notice. The notice that was given to
the United States, again, was very brief, incomplete. There was no
knowledge of how many people would be involved, the reliability of
those people, whether it was a ploy or a trick to draw the United
States in to embarrass us. We didn't know, for example, in the first
hours of Tuesday morning, as to whether Noriega was inside.
Conceivably you could have had a situation where American troops flew
in via helicopter, suddenly were surrounded by pro - Noriega forces,
that it could have been a sham. And then the United States would have
been in direct conflict with the PDF forces, lots of blood shed. At
that point, I think President Bush would have been severely
criticized, so I think he exercised caution.

KOPPEL
No, again, I think you're exactly right, but Lord, if the coup was
over, then they don't need American help. I mean, I'm wondering under
what circumstances you can speculate that American help, (a), would
be needed, and (b), then provided?

SEN COHEN
Well, if the coup was in fact taking place, as one of your reporters
indicated, they could very well have killed Noriega at the time. They
could have certainly imprisoned him, put him in shackles, done a
number of things which they were not apparently prepared to do. So
there was a good deal of confusion and not very much information, and
some apprehension on the part of President Bush and his advisers as
to whether it would be wise under the circumstances to put American
troops in a situation where the information was so incomplete.

KOPPEL
A quick overall appraisal, Senator Cohen. Do you think that the US
position with respect to General Noriega and the likelihood that
there might ever be another coup - when I say ever, I mean in the
foreseeable future - do you think that's been enhanced or damaged?

SEN COHEN
Well, we have a situation in which the Organization of American
States have turned against Noriega, his own people have turned
against him, and now his military. I think William Inge, a very
famous playwright! wrote that "a man may build himself a throne of
bayonets, but he cannot sit on it". I think we have a situation in
which Mr Noriega's going to have increasing difficulty sitting on
that throne of bayonets.

KOPPEL
Senator Cohen, thank you very much. When we corne back, we'll turn to
another story very quickly - trainloads of East German refugees
heading from Czechoslovakia toward the west.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
A dramatic exodus is underway tonight from Communist eastern Europe.
Thousands of East German refugees are packed in trains headed for
West Germany from Czechoslovakia. ABC's Jim Hickey is standing by
live in the town of Hof, on the West German border. And Jim, I
understand that there has actually been some violence on the other
side, that some people have been hurt. Can you explain how and why?

JIM HICKEY
(via telephone) Well, apparently that's true, Ted. West German border
guards say that many people may have been hurt, some seriously, while
trying to climb on board those refugee trains as they moved through
East Germany. German radio is reporting that as many as 5,000 East
Germans were lining the tracks earlier this evening, trying to stop
the trains so theYI too, can get on board and go to the west. Here in
Hof, officials say the trains were delayed for several hours because
of what was going on in East Germany. Seven - at least seven trains
have left Prague, in Czechoslovakia, headed in this direction, with
1,000 people on board each train. And we're now told, Ted, that the



first train is finally due here in Hof in a little more than half an
hour from now.

KOPPEL
Jim, what is it, the fear that after the 40th anniversary celebration
which takes place during the next couple of days that the gates are
really going to corne slamming down?

HICKEY
1'm certain that is a real fear among many East Germans, Ted, who
were not in Czechoslovakia, and as the trains passed through East
Germany, they want to take the opportunity to get on board the best
way they can, even though it's incredibly dangerous, so they too can
go to the west.

KOPPEL
Jim Hickey, thank you very much. Tomorrow, on "PrimeTime Live," an
exclusive look at a pro - democracy demonstration inside Communist
East Germany, the largest in more than 30 years. That's our report
for tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. For all of us here at ABC
News, good night.
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TED KOPPEL, WASHINGTON, DC USA
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TED KOPPEL
(VO) After a day of heavy fighting in Panama City, Gener~l Noriega is
back in charge. In Washington, the white House says the United States
will continue to press for his removal. (on camera) Good evening. I'm
Ted Koppel, and this is Nightline. (VO) Our focus tonight: the effort
to oust General Noriega. Is there more the US should or could have
done? We'll have the latest on that story and on what's next for
Panama tonight.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
If you have not been paying a lot of attention to news developments
today, it may strike you as curious that we are devoting a program to
the subject of General Manuel Noriega's still being in power in
Panama. But, for a few hours today, he was not. Indeed, it appeared
that he had been toppled by dissident members of his personal
security forces. We will go over the events of the day in a few
moments, but first, ABC's Peter Collins is joining me live from
Panama City to give us the background to some late video that was
show in Panama tonight, and has just been received by satellite a few
moments ago. Peter, I gather these first shots were taken in front of
General Noriega's military headquarters. Tell us a little about the
scene there tonight, would you?

PETER COLLINS
That's right, Ted, and we have to apologize for the quality of the
pictures. They had to be sneaked by our cameraman. There are heavily
armed troops milling about outside the headquarters. They're calm,
the fighting ended hours ago, but they appear to be on guard against
further action. The streets are littered with carbines and machine
gun shells from the earlier fighting. You can't see it on these
pictures, but the general's headquarters is pockmarked with hundreds
of bullet holes fired by the loyalist troops when they recaptured -

KOPPEL
Quickly, Peter - forgive me for interrupting, but I know there was
some significance to the bus that we just saw pulling away_ It said
Ministry of Defense on the side of the bus.

COLLINS
Yeah, that bus was taking away captured young soldiers who
surrendered in the fighting.

KOPPEL
Do you have any idea how many of those soldiers surrendered - how
many were involved, indeed?

COLLINS
There were three bus loads that I saw pull away from the headquarters,
so I would estimate at least 150 or 200.

KOPPEL
Now, the scene tonight, Peter, well, we're just going to take another
look at that bus_ So what you're telling me is that the silhouettes
that we see inside that bus are some of the young soldiers who were -
you can see them there - who were dissidents -

COLLINS
Right.

KOPPEL
- who tried to take over and for a few hours, in fact, apparently
succeeded. What about the scene, Peter, on the US military base
tonight?

COLLINS
Well, what you're looking at there is the headlights and the engines
running of US armored personnel carriers in a state of alert at Fort
Amador, a joint US - Panamanian base. US troops there are in a very
high state of readiness, guarding that front gate and ready to go out
and into combat. They're quite tense, much more tense than the
Panamanians.

KOPPEL



Now, I take it, Peter, however, that all US military people were kept
absolutely on base today. I take it that none of them were allowed to
go into Panama City.

COLLINS
No, none were allowed to go into Panama City, but this very evening I
saw US armed patrols leaving Fort Amador and patrolling the area
around the base, sort of as a show of strength.

KOPPEL
Just to give people a sense of how seriously the US government and
the US military in Panama is taking things, we're going to playa
very short bite of an interview, Peter, that you did with a US MP in
Panama City this evening_

COLLINS
Right.

KOPPEL
Let's take a look at that.

COLLINS
(interviewing) What state of alert are you guys in?

SGT BRYANT CHUMCEY, FORT AMADOR, PANAMA
Right now we're in a state of Delta.

COLLINS
What does that mean, in terms of readiness?

SGT CHUMCEY
Just about wartime, sir.

KOPPEL
So there we have it, "just about wartime," from the vantage point of
the US military tonight. You see an armored personnel carrier there
silhouetted in the background, and an era - an aura, rather, of some
tension still in Panama City tonight. And if there is that aura of
tension in Panama City, and apparently there is, you can chalk that
up to events earlier in the day. Here is JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) The battle, as seen in this videotape fed by satellite from
Panama tonight, took place in the central command headquarters of the
Panamanian Defense Forces_ Members of a special security unit tried
to take over. From atop a high - rise building, an attorney saw signs
of the fighting.

EYEWITNESS
We saw fire, smoke, corning out from the PDF central command. We could
hear explosions.

MARTIN
(VO) The attorney, who asked not to be identified, called a friend
living two blocks from the fighting.

EYEWITNESS
She said that there was very, very heavy gunfire, automatic weapons,
bazookas being used, and other explosions. She said that she didn1t
know what was Vietnam like. She was very, very, very tough.

MARTIN
(VO) At one point, the rebels issued a proclamation claiming a
successful coup_ Some reports said Noriega had been captured, but
there were no witnesses to confirm this_ Some men were led out of a
building with their hands over their heads. But it wasn't over.
Within hours, forces loyal to Noriega regained control. They said
their commander had returned to his post. Tonight, Noriega appeared
on television, proclaiming that the rebellion had been put down.

GEN MANUEL NORIEGA
(Panamanian TV) (through interpreter) The incident this morning
corresponds to the permanent aggression and penetration of the
American forces against the tranquility of our country.

MARTIN
(VO) All day in Washington, senior officials insisted the United
States had remained on the sidelines.

PRES GEORGE BUSH
There were rumors around that this was some American operation, and I
can tell you, that is not true.

RICHARD BOUCHER, STATE DEPARTMENT SPOKESMAN
Let me note very clearly that the US is not involved in these events
in Panama.

MARTIN
(VO) Today's attempted coup did not involve the political opposition,
according to one member, who told ABC News the uprising was a
surprise. He was disappointed that it failed, he said. So was the
president of the United States, who talked tonight at a White House
reception for the president of Mexico.

PRES BUSH
I want to see democracy in Panama succeed.

MARTIN
(VO) The President gave no answer when he was asked if US troops
should have intervened after it was learned that Noriega might have



been captured, but on Capitol Hill, the chairman of the Senate
Intelligence Committee was quick to judge the decision not to act.

SEN DAVID BOREN, (0), CHAIRMAN, INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEE
And for the United States, with all of our strength and force, and
all of our belief in democracy, to stand by two miles away as the
crow flies and do nothing, and allow these people to fail, I
personally think is wrong.

MARTIN
(Va) In New York, Guillermo Ford, the former vice presidential
candidate who was beaten by Noriega's supporters as the elections
were annulled in May, refused to take the failed coup as a defeat.

GUILLERMO FORD, OPPOSITION VICE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
And maybe he won't sleep tight tonight, but I'm going to sleep like a
baby, because democracy will return to Panama,

MARTIN
(va) Some experts were not so certain. Journalist Carla Robbins
covered Noriega for US News & World Report.

CARLA ROBBINS, "US NEWS & WORLD REPORT"
He's smart, he's rich, he's a brilliant manipulator, and he doesn't
have an organized opposition. Everybody hates Noriega, but so far
they haven't been willing to take to the streets. They haven't been
willing to take a chance of getting their head bashed in.

MARTIN
(VO) Some political leaders did shed blood last May, when the
elections were nullified. But most Panamanians stayed horne rather
than protest, and then went to work rather than stage a general
strike. Since the Panamanians have been unable to act, some Pentagon
officials were quoted privately today, asking why the US didn't step
in.

WILLIAM LEOGRANDE, AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
Well, there's really not much more the United States can do than what
we've been doing up until now - a consistent policy of economic
pressure, diplomatic efforts, efforts to mobilize Latin American
opinion against Noriega. And eventually, I think, we will convince
the officers' corps of the defense force to help General Noriega to
retire. There was an effort to do that today. This one failed. In the
long run, I think that Noriega will eventually leave, but it's likely
to be longer now than it looked like.

MARTIN
So, for the second time in less than two years, dictator Noriega has
resisted attempts to overthrow him by force. And the United States,
which first counted him an ally, then accused him of drug trafficking
and then vote fraud, now finds him seemingly impossible to dislodge.
This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline in Washington.

KOPPEL
When we come back, we'll talk live via telephone with a Noriega
loyalist in Panama City, Mario Rognoni, former Panamanian minister of
commerce, And later we'll talk with two critics of Bush
administration policy in Panama, the chairman of the Senate
Intelligence Committee, David Boren of Oklahoma, and former assistant
secretary of state Elliot Abrams.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Mario Rognoni served as commerce minister in the Noriega government
and is a long - time Noriega supporter. He currently publishes a
business magazine in Panama. Mr Rognoni is with us now live via
telephone from Panama City. Have you seen the general today?

MARIO ROGNONI, FORMER COMMERCE MINISTER
(via telephone) No, but we heard from him.

KOPPEL
What word are you getting on precisely what did happen to him today?
Did he ever fall into the hands of the rebels?

MR ROGNONI
No, fortunately not, but he was within the headquarters when they did
attack. Of course, this was once again a US - backed coup, and
probably that's the reason why they failed.

KOPPEL
Well, hold on a second. I mean, I have much too much respect for your
knowledge of the United States and US power to let you get away with
a statement like that. You know full well that if any of the troops
had moved in at that point - I'm talking about the US troops - it
probably could have been a successful coup. If that had really been
US - backed, don't you think it would have succeeded a little more
effectively?

MR ROGNONI
Well, no, because the United States now don't want to be foolish seen
as the ones behind the coup, but at four in the morning today they
blocked four of the main highways, acting as if they were in normal
maneuvers, and they blocked away the special forces from their



headquarters. They also blocked the road to the naval headquarters of
the Panamanian forces and also the Panamanian police department in
Balboa. Of course, doing this, what they were doing is preparing the
people inside the headquarters as to perform the coup, and not be
enable Noriega to receive reinforcement from those three bases. That
was as far as the early commitment of the American troops here. Later
on, around noon, they blocked the main highway from the interior, not
allowing the troops from the interior to come in the help of General
Noriega. They blocked the road with a payloader, four Hornet carriers
and four armed tanks, which were taken off the road when they felt
that Noriega was already secure. Unfortunate to them, the troops
arrived and Noriega was able to escape, and the major and several
captains then escaped. And as a further proof for Mr Bush that seems
to say that they were not involved, Captain Licona, a petty officer,
instead of seeking refuge in or asylum in an embassy, they went all
the way to Fort Clayton, where they're right now stationed. Why would
they go to an American base to seek asylum?

KOPPEL
Well, I must confess I find what you told me in the first half of
that answer a lot more compelling than what you - the question you
raised at the end. Probably they'd feel more secure on a us military
base, whether or not the United States had anything to do with it.
But tell me a little more about the blockades. Why, if indeed the US
military created a blockade to keep reinforcements from coming to
help General Noriega, why then, before knowing that everything was
secure, would they have removed that heavy equipment from the road?

MR ROGNONI
Thanks to the media. The ~~erican media announced that General
Noriega was wounded and also that he was taken hostage by the rebel
forces, and the Americans believed it. So at that time they released
the blockades, feeling safe that Noriega was already under control
and that the coup was a success. The radio proclamation that was done
by the officers also convinced them that they had succeeded. Remember
that all the time they had two bombers flying over the city and they
had six helicopters taking pictures and looking at what's happening
inside the headquarters. So they felt that the coup was successful
when they removed the blockades.

KOPPEL
Mr Rognoni, just one more question. I know it's been a very long day
for you. Was there at any point a confrontation - I'm talking about
an armed confrontation - between US troops and Panamanian forces?

MR ROGNONI
No, not more than verbal. When the troops coming in were asking the
Americans to withdraw the armed cars from the road, but it was - we
have been, Panamanian troops, at least, have been very careful not to
accept any provocation from the US armed forces, because we know in
the end this is what probably the Defense Department wants, to come
in with their troops. But since they believed that the thing was
successful, it didn't go past the verbal confrontation.

KOPPEL
I said that was going to be the last question, but let me ask one
more quick question. Do you have a single photograph of this?

MR ROGNONI
The armed forces will provide them, and we will make everything
public in news conference that will be given by the Panamanian
Defense Forces.

KOPPEL
Mr Rognoni, thank you very much for joining us. When we come back,
we'll talk about today's developments in Panama with the chairman of
the Senate Intelligence Committee, Senator David Boren of Oklahoma,
and with a leading architect of Reagan administration policy in
Central America, former Assistant Secretary of State Elliot Abrams.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
I should point out that we invited the White House, the State
Department and the Pentagon to send a representative to appear on
tonight's broadcast; each declined. Chairman David Boren and other
members of the Senate Intelligence Committee were briefed today by
the Central Intelligence Agency on details of the coup attempt in
Panama. Senator Boren joins us now, live, from Capitol Hill. Elliot
Abrams, who's with us in our Washington bureau, was assistant
secretary of state for inter - American affairs under President
Reagan, and a frequent point man for the Reagan administration policy
in Central America. Senator Boren, it occurs to me that there's been
enough in what we've been listening to over the past five minutes to
suggest that you might have a few questions for members of our
intelligence community, or did you know all of that already?

SEN DAVID BOREN, (D), CHAIRMAN, INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEE
Well, Ted, I have a lot of questions to ask, but I think the main



KOPPEL

question that we need to ask is, after such a long period of time of
using very strong rhetoric, rhetoric of which I approve, and which we
have denounced Noriega as a drug lord and an international gangster,
and we have really urged in every way possible the people of Panama
to rise up against him, and particularly the members of the
Panamanian Defense Force, we've said that publicly, I have to ask,
did we have a contingency plan for dealing with the situation when it
finally happened? Here we had Noriega pinned down, hemmed in and
trapped in his own headquarters. We had rebels in control, people who
said they were willing to call free elections and do all of the
things that we've talked about, and yet we're a mile away, we don't
bother to send in any force, any show of strength, that might have
prevented and discouraged others from coming to his rescue. It makes
you ask -

KOPPEL
Senator Boren - well, I don't want to suggest that - I don't know
whether Mr Rognoni is telling the truth or not telling the truth, I
have no evidence one way or the other, but I'm asking you, this is
the first time I have heard all day anyone suggest that indeed, US
forces were involved in blocking access roads and blocking supporters
of General Noriega from coming to the military headquarters where, in
fact, the rebels were in control. Did you know that?

SEN BOREN
Ted, that was not included in any of our briefings. I received no
information that that took place. The President has said this was not
an American operation. And I can only say this - it wouldn't seem
logical that we would take steps like that and then turn around and
allow the whole effort to collapse by refusing to even have a show of
strength. We saw for a long period of time there, while the rebels
held the headquarters, that there - the Noriega forces appeared -
many of these army commanders seemed to be trying to decide what to
do. They were on the fence. Which way was it going to go? Now, some
slight show of strength by the United States at that point, without
involving our troops in combat in any way, I think might have well
turned the tide by discouraging these people and keeping them on the
fence and allowing the forces of democracy to prevail here. We have
to ask, why didn't it happen?

KOPPEL
Now, you - well, the first question I'm asking is maybe it did
happen. I mean, again, I'm not here to suggest that it did -

SEN BOREN
Well -

KOPPEL
- but you heard me ask Mr Rognoni whether or not there were pictures
available. He said they're going to be released tomorrow. What are
you saying if you see those pictures?

SEN BOREN
Ted - Ted, obviously, if we had effectively sealed off the area, we
have 12,000 troops in Panama. Some of these troops were less than a
mile away, some of them, I'm told, were within 600 yards. Now, if we
were sealing off the area with a show of strength, there's no way
that a mere 500 Panamanian troops could have come through and rescued
General Noriega -

No -
SEN BOREN

- so all I can say is if this happened, it certainly wasn't done with
any kind of efficiency, and it would defy logic that we would get
involved and then un - involve ourselves and let the whole thing
collapse.

KOPPEL
- again, at the risk of being repetitive, you did hear what Mr
Rognoni said. He said -

SEN BOREN
I heard it. I didn't hear a word of proof offered for it, though.

KOPPEL
- well, but you did hear an answer to the question you are now
raising, and that is that there was a radio report which suggested it
was allover. Well, if it was allover, then possibly the troops
indeed would be removed, if, in fact, they had been blockading the
road.

SEN BOREN
Well, Ted, I think that our intelligence is good enough and our
observation and understanding of practice there is good enough to
know that there would have been an attempt made by some of the pro -
Noriega forces to move into the area. I think that we would not have
been foolish enough to have simply removed all these people if we'd
ever put them in place. And the thing that bothers me most is that we
all - the whole world knows what Noriega is, we all know what he's
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done. We all know he stole the election, and every time there's been
an opportunity to do something decisive, we have stood aside. And
perhaps this was the greatest possibility of all to finally strike a
blow to help the Panamanian people rid themselves of Noriega, and
that's what they want to do, and here we - for simply not showing any
kind of a show of strength at all, we allow a very small force, 500
people, to come in and rescue him and cause the whole effort to
collapse. And I have to say if we'd been encouraging these people to
stick their necks out, like we've encouraged them to take to the
streets in the past, to have the courage to go out in elections,
we've encouraged the Panamanian Defense Forces, I think we have a
moral obligation to at least have a standby plan of what we're going
to do to help them when they do take this kind of courageous action.

KOPPEL
Senator Boren, we've got to take a break. No one has been more
forceful in his suggestions of how things should be prosecuted in
Panama against General Noriega than the former assistant secretary of
state, Elliot Abrams. We will continue with him in just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
We only have a couple of minutes left. I want to go very quickly down
to Panama City first of all. Mr Rognoni is still standing by. I want
to make absolutely sure I heard you correctly. You say that General
Noriega or his supporters have photographs of US vehicles and OS
troops blocking Noriega forces trying to come to his rescue?

MR ROGNONI
Yes, and not only that, a lot of people saw it, a lot of civilians
saw it, a lot of people that were in the area saw it.

KOPPEL
No, I just want to make sure, you say you've got photographs, right?

MR ROGNONI
Yes, I'm sure that they will be made public.

KOPPEL
Okay. Very good. Now, Elliot Abrams, forgive me for not bringing you
in until this point. You've heard it before, but you've also heard
claims by our government before that turn out not to hold up to the
harsh reality of light of day. Is it possible? You think that US
troops could have been used to blockade?

ELLIOT ABRAMS, FORMER ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE
It's possible that US troops prevented Panamanian troops from
entering areas they were not permitted in, or for violating rights
that the United States has. That happens on a daily basis. Over the
last few months there have been a number of confrontations, small
ones, between US and Panamanian troops. But I take the President at
his word, that we were not behind this coup.

KOPPEL
Let me just stop you for one second and warn our affiliates, I just
need to go another minute or two beyond our regularly allotted time.
Secretary Abrams, let me be sure I understand what you're saying,
now. You know where General Noriega's military headquarters are. You
know where today's incidents took place, the roads leading to that
military headquarters building. Do US troops have any rights to
blockade those roads? That's sovereign Panamanian territory, isn't
it?

MR ABRAMS
No, what I expect that they - you'll find that they did not, and I
expect you'll find that President Bush is an awful lot more reliable
than Mr Rognoni.

KOPPEL
I would certainly like to believe that, but you've also heard Mr
Rognoni say that he has photographs and other evidence, or that such
evidence exists, and I would like to believe that that is not so. But
you're telling me you just flat don't believe it, is that what it is?

MR ABRAMS
No, I think you'll find that they have one or two stooges who come
forward and offer some meaningless evidence, and they'll give you a
photo that doesn't show you anything. But I think you'll find that
the United States, for better or worse, was not behind this coup,
because I think Senator Boren makes some good points, that we had a
real opportunity here today. We probably had a real opportunity. And
it's about the third or fourth opportunity in the Reagan and Bush
administrations we've had to tip the balance. We've actually tried
everything in terms of rhetoric and economics, except power,
exercising US power. And so there Noriega sits, laughing at us.

KOPPEL
Mr Abrams, thank you for joining us. I appreciate all of you being
with us tonight. That1s our report for tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in
Washington. For all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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BARRY SERAFIN
(VO) They1re always entertaining. Sometimes they're astonishing. And
they bring us joy and laughter. These animals look happy enough, but
are they?

PAT DERBY, FORMER ANIMAL TRAINER
In order to put an animal into a performance situation and to get it
to do these kinds of behaviors, as the trainers call them, there has
to be some form of negative reinforcement.

NICK TOTH, ANIMAL TRAINER
Animals are a lot like kids. There is times that you have to tell
them "no".

SERAFIN
(VOl The charge: that many performing animals are outrageously
mistreated, and that humane societies are not doing their job.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. SUbstituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from Washington, Barry Serafin.

SERAFIN
Good evening. They perform for us, they act like us, sometimes they
even dress like us. They help sell us products. Some of our most
enduring memories are of animal performers on the screen or stage,
But animal rights activists say there's a dark side to the use of
animals in show business, horror stories involving abuse, neglect and
even death. When does training become cruelty? How are animals
treated when they are not in public view? Who is watching? Those are
questions that have split even those whose declared mission is
protecting the welfare of animals. As correspondent JOHN MARTIN
reports, it's an emotional debate that stretches from the movie set
to the courtroom.

ACTOR
("The Lone Ranger") A fiery horse with the speed of light, a cloud of
dust and a hearty "Hi - ho, Silver!"

JOHN MARTIN
(VOl They've shared the screen with humans since the early days of
movies and television.

ACTOR
("Mr Ed") Hello, I'm Mr Ed.

MARTIN
(VOl They've entertained under the big top. Some of their antics seem
almost human.

BOBBY BEROSINI
(George Schlatter Productions) Not tonight, I got a headache.

MARTIN
(VO) But at what cost? This episode was secretly filmed by an
organization called People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals. Las
Vegas entertainer Bobby Berosini appears to be beating his
orangutans, a charge he denies.

MR BEROSINI
(KTNV) How do you abuse the orangutan with that little stick? It's a
wooden stick, And you tell me ~ I was trying to get him under
control.

MARTIN
(VO) Federal agriculture investigators are still studying this
incident reported last July. So far they have found no apparent signs
of injury or abuse. But animal rights activists are alarmed at this
incident, and others. The animal trainer responsible for the cougar
in this commercial and many others now runs a compound for abused and
abandoned exotic animals. Pat Derby quit the business because she
felt that forcing wild animals to perform is wrong.

PAT DERBY, PERFORMING ANIMAL WELFARE SOCIETY
They're making a great deal of money_ It isn't their right or their
privilege to put the animal in the position of having to be
disciplined for their personal gain.

MARTIN



(VO) Entertaining with animals is at least as old as the greatest
show on Earth. These animal rights activists call it the cruelest
show on Earth. They want the US to follow Sweden and Denmark in
banning most animal acts in circuses.

INGRID NEWKIRK, PEOPLE FOR ETHICAL TREATMENT OF ANIMALS
They're not amusing, if you look behind the scenes and imagine how
they're trained, how they're kept, how they're transported and what
their lives consist of.

MARTIN
(Va) Animal rights activists bought this steer from a small movie
company after a crew member told them he collapsed from being branded
three times and repeatedly roped in 90 - degree heat.

VICTORIA LEWIS, EYEWITNESS
He just sat on his knees and he wouldn't do anything, and he kind of
staggered up and wandered into the woods, where he fell into a stream
or something.

MARTIN
(Va) The movie's director, Christopher Coppola, denied the
allegation, but declined to be interviewed. Television entertainer
Bob Barker says the steer incident is typical in the movie business.
He's leading a movement to protect animals.

BOB BARKER, TV ENTERTAINER
It's no longer a matter of are animals miserable in entertainment.
Obviously they are. It's no longer a matter are animals being killed.
It's happening. The question now is what are we going to do about it?

MARTIN
(VO) It's a question many thought was answered 50 years ago, after a
horse was intentionally run off a cliff and killed for this movie
("Jesse James," 20th Century Fox). In the uproar that followed, the
American Humane Association established a Hollywood office. The
entertainment industry agreed to let AHA monitor the use of animals
in movies, TV and commercials. But are the monitors still vigilant?

NANCY BURNET, UNITED ACTIVISTS FOR ANIMAL RIGHTS
They are, I believe, to be nothing more than an alibi for the film
industry.

MARTIN
(VO) The AHA reviews scripts, suggests changes and vows to be on the
set whenever union actors appear with animals. The Coppola cast was
non - union! so there were no monitors from AHA. Betty Denny Smith
heads the Los Angeles office.

BETTY DENNY SMITH, AMERICAN HUMANE ASSOCIATION
Ninety - nine percent of our work goes in to preventing abuse. That's
why we have - that's why we do - so much of the work is done right
here in this office.

MARTIN
(VO) But the Los Angeles Department of Animal Regulation said in a
letter, " the fact that no complaint had been received by the
department for 20 years is an indictment against the AHA system".
Few charges have ever been filed in an area that was home last year
to 247 movies, 217 TV shows, 518 commercials and 69 pilots and
specials. Animals performed in an estimated 10 to 40 percent of the
productions. Animal rights activists even complain of Project X (20th
Century Fox), a movie promoting animal rights. It stars Matthew
Broderick and a team of chimpanzees. Activist Nancy Burnet found
witnesses who told her the chimps were severely beaten.

MS BURNET
One trainer jerked his chimp around by the hair so forcibly while the
animal was in a simulated flight machine that before the film was
completed, the back of the chimp's head was bald.

MARTIN
(VO) The AHA investigated.

MS SMITH
Well, the AHA stand was that there was no abuse to any of the animals
on the set.

MARTIN
(VO) But the city found AHA's investigation involved nothing more
than the collection of simple time sheets, which it said " ... did not
support ... claim of an in - depth investigation". Criminal charges
were filed, but were later dropped when the statute of limitations
ran out. Animal rights activists also point to "Clyde," the impish
orangutan in this Clint Eastwood movie ("Any Which Way You Can,"
Warner Brothers). The animal died shortly after the movie was
completed. Witnesses said he was often beaten by his handler, but a
jUdge ruled there was no evidence that the beatings caused the death.
(on camera) Most of the alleged beatings took place in a holding
compound technically outside AHA'S jurisdiction, but it had a
reputation for cruelty and abuse. The US Department of Agriculture
eventually closed it after an investigation prompted by another
agency, not AHA. (VO) AHA'S Smith defended her predecessor's



inaction.
MS SMITH

What is she going to say to the movie industry, tell them not to use
the compound any more? I don't - I'm not - you know, I think you're
putting yourself into maybe a libel thing then.

MR BARKER
What the American Humane Association is able to do is to say to the
public, "We' re the only organization protecting animals in
entertainment. We need your contributions to do our work". It's
disgusting.

MARTIN
(VO) Last month, AHA sued Barker for $10 million, claiming libel. A
supporter of AHA, animal trainer Nick Toth, says reports of abuse are
overblown. He claims most animal trainers are ethical, treat their
animals well and help educate the public.

NICK TOTH, ANIMAL TRAINER
Every animal that I've ever seen on every TV show, every commercial,
every motion picture, always had to have a trainer behind it. And I
think a lot of people have come to love animals, or to respect
animals, because of what they've seen.

MARTIN
(VO) Even so, there's a thin line between entertainment and

exploitation, between discipline and abuse, a line society has barely
defined for animals. Still, their protectors claim victory tonight
for one animal no longer part of the debate, facing only acres of
pasture, not a camera or a trainer for miles around. This is JOHN
MARTIN for Nightline.

SERAFIN
When we come back, we'll be joined by an outspoken animal activist,
game show host and TV entertainer Bob Barker, by Dennis White of the
American Humane Association and by a leading animal trainer, Nicholas
Toth.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SERAFIN
Bob Barker has one of the best - known faces on television. He was
host of "Truth or Consequences" for an 18 - year run, and is
currently host of "The Price Is Right," now in its 17th year. He's
also a leading animal rights activist, and joins us in that capacity
in our Los Angeles bureau. Dennis White, who's with us in our
Philadelphia bureau, is director of the Animal Protection Division of
the American Humane Association. He also oversees the Los Angeles
office of his organization, which keeps watch on animals on TV and in
films. Nicholas Toth, who's with us from Los Angeles, comes from a
family of animal trainers. He owns the Cougar Hill Ranch in Palmdale,
California, where some 120 animals are housed and trained for films
and TV commercials. His animals have appeared in nearly 50 Disney
movies and in many National Geographic specials. Bob Barker, I'd like
to begin with you tonight, if I can. We've heard some horror stories
already, we've heard some allegations. I gather, as far as you're
concerned, these are not isolated cases.

BOB BARKER, ANIMAL RIGHTS ACTIVIST
No, they certainly are not. Animal abuse is rampant in entertainment.
These animals are abused in the compounds where they're housed, often
inadequately, they're abused in pre - production training and they
are abused on the set. It's no longer a matter of are they abused.
They are definitely abused. AFTRA, the ~~erican Federation of
Television and Radio Artists, has just passed a resolution
unanimously which begins with the statement that animal abuse is
occurring more frequently in entertainment, and goes on to say that
an actor should not have to sit on a set and see an animal abused.
Therefore the actor is urged to go to the telephone, call the AFTRA
headquarters, and the AFTRA headquarters will notify an enforcement
agency and have the abuse stopped.

SERAFIN
How many actors are going to do that, and maybe jeopardize the job?

MR BARKER
A very good question, Barry. As we got into the Project X
investigation, we were told time after time, "You're on the right
track, those animals were beaten, oh yes, but don't use my name, I'll
be blackballed".

SERAFIN
Mr Barker, there are laws, there are federal laws, there are - every
state has laws against animal abuse. There's a watchdog agency, the
American Humane Association. How could this happen?

MR BARKER
It happens repeatedly. And you ask me how can it happen? I can simply
say to you that at the conclusion of the investigation of Project X,
Robert Rush, who's the general manager of the Los Angeles Department
of Animal Regulation, said in a letter to the American Humane



Association that it could best help animals in entertainment if it
would step aside and allow another organization to assume that
responsibility.

SERAFIN
Mr White, that's your cue.

DENNIS WHITE, AMERICAN HUMANE ASSOCIATION
Yes, Barry. The American Humane Association has and still does
support many of the programs and issues that Bob Barker also
supports, so we're not in opposition philosophically about animal
issues. We are, however, saddened to see that Bob has waged a two -
year campaign with paid advertisements and media against the American
Humane Association, who has been in the trenches monitoring animals
in the entertainment field for 50 years.

SERAFIN
And registering very few complaints.

MR WHITE
And registering very few complaints, because we review the scripts
prior to production, we filter out those scenes that may cause injury
to animals. If the producer suggests that the scene continue, then we
talk to him! we talk to the trainer to see how the animal acts, and
we have a representative there on the set for the entire production
of the film.

SERAFIN
So it's just not happening.

MR WHITE
In our opinion, since the Project X movie has been done four or five
years ago, we've been on nearly 2,000 sets and there has been one
case, two cases actually, where an animal was abused. In the case of
Mondo New York, which was filmed in New York City, we filed a
complaint with the ASPCA and there was a conviction in that case. We
also filed a complaint with a cat act with the city of Los Angeles,
and to this point we have not heard from the city of Los Angeles the
status of that complaint.

SERAFIN
Nicholas Toth, I'm sure you're more than anxious to jump into this,
as you've been training animals since you were 12 years old.

NICHOLAS TOTH, ANIMAL TRAINER
Yes, I am.

SERAFIN
What about what Bob Barker has to say tonight?

MR TOTH
Well, I think, number one, that the animal protection industry will
make mountains out of molehills solely because they need the
contributions. That keeps them going, literally. I've been in this
business my whole life. I know a lot of my colleagues personally, and
these people are good people, I mean! they take care of their
animals, they spend a great deal of time with their animals. What we
do is very hard. It's not easy work. We can spend anywhere from 16 to
20 hours a day literally caring for our animals. Mr Bob Barker has
never been in my compound. He cannot tell me that my animals are
housed inadequately. He has not been to many compounds - I don't
think he's been to any of them. So I don't know where -

SERAFIN
You don't know -

MR TOTH
- I don't know where he gets that information.

SERAFIN
- you don't know of any rotten apples in your business?

MR TOTH
What do you mean, rotten apples?

SERAFIN
Well, animal abusers.

MR TOTH
But I don't think there's anybody that goes out there to abuse
animals. And I think that's the big problem that we're having. Animal
people are not sick people, and I mean, if abuse occurs on a set,
it's an isolated incident, and I don't think that the person is going
out there just to do it, just to say, "Well, I'm going to abuse this
animal". (crosstalk)

SERAFIN
Well, what are we to make, for example, of the Berosini tape which we
saw tonight?

MR TOTH
You know, you have to consider the size and the strength of the
animal. I mean, we put chain collars on dogs, we put bits in horses'
mouths. Riders wear spurs. These are all acceptable tools with these
particular animals. NOW, an orangutan is probably six to eight times
the strength of man, and like Berosini said, what - I mean, that
stick is small, it's not like it's a huge bat that he's beating them



over the head with. And I myself, I am not - it doesn't affect me
like it does Bob Barker.

SERAFIN
All right. Let's pause right here, and when we corne back, maybe we
can talk about what does constitute cruelty to animals and what, if
anything, should be done. We'll continue in just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SERAFIN
Continuing our conversation now. Bob Barker, Mr Toth does not seem
particularly distressed by the Berosini videotape we saw. I assume
you would be. I!d like to ask you not just your reaction to that, but
what do you think and when do you think training of animals
constitutes abuse of animals?

MR BARKER
Well, I believe that when an eyewitness, Paul Mueller, who worked in
special effects on Project X, describes having seen the chimpanzees
beaten with clubs, fists and blackjacks, we have reached the level of
cruelty. But lIm not the only one who believes this, Barry. Mr White
said that I had carried on a two - year campaign. American Humane
Association has accused me of a vendetta with AHA. Let me ask -

SERAFIN
And in fact, they!re suing you.

MR BARKER
- that's right. Let me ask Mr White, does he believe that the Humane
Society of the United States has a vendetta with AHA, because HSUS
did its own independent investigation of Project X and concurred that
the animals had been beaten. Because AFTRA says -

MR WHITE
Bob, I didnlt see a report like that. As a matter of fact, I don't
think they gathered that much evidence to show that cruelty existed
on Project X.

MR BARKER
I've spoken with JOHN Hoyt on the telephone twice since you sued me.

MR WHITE
Well -

MR BARKER
And JOHN Hoyt said, "Bob, you're right, and we'll support you in this
suit". Now, do you believe -

SERAFIN
Mr Barker -

MR WHITE
- Bob, we have eyewitnesses that were on the set, as your witness,
who were permanent cameramen, who did not see any abuse to the
animals on Project X, the district attorney -

MR BARKER
- these are not my -

MR WHITE
- did not accept the case.

MR BARKER
- eyewitnesses. These -

MR WHITE
The civil suit was dismissed.

MR BARKER
~ are eyewitnesses who were interviewed by the Department of Animal
Regulation of the city of Los Angeles.

MR WHITE
We have just as many eyewitnesses, Bob. We have just as many
witnesses.

MR WHITE

MR BARKER
And they have filed reports -

MR WHITE
And the case was closed.

MR BARKER
- that we secured under the -

MR WHITE
The case was closed, Bob.

MR BARKER
- Freedom of - no, no, it wasn't.

MR WHITE
The case is closed now.

MR BARKER
No, the charges weren't filed -

MR WHITE
You!re making it up.

MR BARKER
- the charges weren't filed because the statute of limitations had
elapsed.

The civil suit was dropped.



MR BARKER
Project X has opened the door on animal cruelty in entertainment, and
it has destroyed the myth -

MR TOTH
Excuse me, if I can get in this conversation (crosstalk) - if I can
get in this conversation -

SERAFIN
Let's let Mr Toth get into this.

MR TOTH
- now, the district attorney had that case long enough to file
charges. He sent it to the city attorney, and by the time the city
attorney got it, there was a lack of evidence -

MR BARKER
No, you're wrong, the city attorney -

MR TOTH
- and because the statute of limitations was due to be up, they
decided not to continue with the case.

MR BARKER
- said that the most appropriate charges couldn1t be filed.

MR TOTH
That is - no.

SERAFIN
All right, let me jump into this, and if we can move on from Project
X for a moment, I take it -

MR TOTH
Yes, please.

SERAFIN
- I take it from what you said earlier, Mr Toth, you are, in effect,
inviting Bob Barker to come out and at least look at how you treat
animals in your compound.

MR TOTH
He's been invited already by Carmelita Pope over two and a half years
ago.

SERAFIN
Are you interested in that, Mr Barker?

MR BARKER
Now, that also been bandied about.

MR TOTH
He refused to come out, in fact, he said he did not want to meet our
friends, or her friends, as he put it.

MR BARKER
I did not say that. I said - what I have said since, now, I was never
invited, but since it has been said that I was invited, I've said,
"Why should I waste my time going to a compound?"

MR TOTH
Because you might learn something.

MR BARKER
The animal trainers aren't going to beat the animals for me. You're
going to put on the same show that you do -

MR TOTH
We're not - we do not beat our animals.

MR BARKER
- for other visitors.

MR WHITE
Barry -

MR BARKER
Of course you beat the animals.

MR TOTH
We do not beat the animals.

MR BARKER
Many of you do.

MR WHITE
- can I say something, please?

MR BARKER
Many of you do.

MR TOTH
No, we don't.

SERAFIN
Mr Toth, let me ask -

MR WHITE
May I say something?

SERAFIN
- all right, let me just follow up on that with Mr Toth for a moment.
Mr Toth, how would you feel about our corning to your compound with
cameras?

MR TOTH
You guys were out there already.

SERAFIN
Well -



MR TOTH
We did an interview at the compound.

MR BARKER
Barry - Barry -

MR TOTH
I mean, so (crosstalk) - so it's not like I'm trying to hide
anything.

MR BARKER
- may I suggest you ask him about a surprise visit with your cameras,
a surprise -

SERAFIN
All right.

MR TOTH
We have USDA - the LA County Animal Control, we also have -

MR BARKER
- and sometimes you won't even let them in.

MR TOTH
- we also have Fish & Game. I mean, we always have to let them in,
it's a condition of our permits.

MR BARKER
I've seen - no you don't, I've seen -

MR TOTH
Yes, we do, yes, we do.

MR BARKER
- USDA reports -

MR TOTH
I've never refused them.

MR BARKER
- and they couldn't get in the compound.

MR TOTH
I have never refused them.

MR BARKER
I'm not talking about you.

HR TOTH
We have to do it.

MR BARKER
I'm not talking about you. I am talking about animal trainers.

MR TOTH
Who are you talking about, then? Let's have some names here.

MR BARKER
I'm not going to mention names.

MR WHITE
Barry - Barry -

MR BARKER
One suit is enough.

MR WHITE
- Barry, if I may say something.

SERAFIN
Yes, indeed.

MR WHITE
We have asked Bob Barker to get together over this issue many times
in letters and -

MR BARKER
Now, that is not true and you know that's not true -

MR WHITE
- and he has not -

MR BARKER
- the only thing - you have never asked me to meet with you in your
life, Dennis White.

MR WHITE
- yes, I've met with you before, Bob -

MR BARKER
Don't tell a national television audience that you have.

MR WHITE
- I have met with you before, you've hosted our Patsy show. I canlt
understand why you dropped out.

MR BARKER
(crosstalk) I'll tell you why, because I called a representative of
the American Humane Association and I said, "r understand that
animals are being beaten in the production of pictures," and I said,
"1 understand that animal trainers carry a blackjack when they work
with chimps," -

MR WHITE
If-

MR BARKER
- and your representative said to me, "Bob, chimps are wild animals
and the animal trainers have to show them who's boss".

MR TOTH
Bob, just a second, Bob, just a second here. Again, I think -

L



(crosstalk)
SERAFIN

All right, gentlemen, gentlemen, gentlemen (crosstalk)
MR TOTH

- I think, again, we need to clarify something.
MR BARKER

- of the organization that is supposed to protect animals -
MR TOTH

Just because -
MR BARKER

_ in entertainment, these poor creatures need all the help we can
give them.

MR WHITE
And that's exactly what we've been doing.

MR TOTH
(crosstalk) - just a second, let me tell you something. These animals
are not poor creatures, number one.

SERAFIN
Gentlemen, gentlemen, Mr Toth, Mr White.

MR TOTH
And number two -

MR BARKER
These animals are miserable.

SERAFIN
Mr Toth, please, Mr Barker, please. Let me just ask one question
before we run out of time. You1ve got about 15 seconds apiece. Mr
Toth, do we need more policing, Mr Barker, do we need more policing?

MR TOTH
I believe that we have enough policing -

MR BARKER
Absolutely. The best friend (crosstalk) is the animal trainer.

SERAFIN

MR TOTH
- Mr Barker, I'd like to say something, please. We just recently in
the state of California -

MR BARKER
The best supporters of American Humane Association -

MR TOTH

Mr Barker first.

- redid all our regulations -
MR BARKER

- are the animal trainers, and that in itself should be suspicious.
MR WHITE

But we don't have that kind of relationship with the animals
trainers.

MR TOTH
- okay, now also, if a cop carries a gun, does that necessarily mean
he's going to use it? We need safety equipment with animals.

SERAFIN
All right, gentlemen, gentlemen, 11m sorry, we're talking over each
other, and 1 think that's too bad, because I think individually you
had some important things to say. We are out of time. I thank you all
for being with us tonight. We'll be back in just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SERAFIN
We thank our guests for being with us tonight. We said at the
beginning it was an emotional issue. The topic on "This Week with
David Brinkley" this Sunday is the crisis in American education. The
guests include the secretary of education, Lauro Cavazos, and other
participants in President Bush's education summit this week. That's
our report for tonight. I'm Barry Serafin in Washington. For all of
us here at ABC News, good night.
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally here this evening, some of the history behind some of the
histrionics on Capitol Hill. First some of the history. In 1775,
the Continental Congress passed what was called a Franking Law. It
gave congressmen the privilege of sending their constituents mail
without paying for it. Instead of a stamp, envelopes would bear the
signature or frank of the congressmen who mailed them. As for the
histrionics, here's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(MAIL MACHINE) This is one of the biggest direct mail operations in
the country, the Congress of the United States. Last year the House
alone sent out 650 million newsletters, that's three for every man,
woman and child in America. They cost 65 million dollars, virtually
all of it to advertise how wonderful Congress is. (NEWSLETTER)
This one, being printed just today, says that in fighting drugs,
President Bush, a RepUblican, was fUlfilling an obligation written
into law last year by Senator Joe Biden, a Democrat. Two weeks ago,
the Senate passed a bill to spend most of the newsletter money on
something else: children born to drug addicts. Yesterday the House
debated a similar bill. One man asked his colleagues if they were
willing to give up their biggest gift to themselves.

CONGRESSMAN SILVIO CONTE
And if you are, you'll vote for my motion. If you're not, shame on
you.

CONGRESSWOMAN LYNN MARTIN
Anyone who's read a congressional newsletter will understand
immediately we are not asking for the sacrifice of great
intellectual or informational exchange.

JOHN MARTIN
The Senate was willing to make that sacrifice and at first the House
went along.

SPEAKER THOMAS FOLEY
The yeas are 245, the nays are 137 and the motion is agreed to.

JOHN MARTIN
(WH AT NIGHT) But last night, in a political maneuver,
Congressman Vic Fazio of California got a committee from both
Houses to restore money for the newsletters.

SENATOR PETE WILSON
I think it's a disgrace. I really do. Congress has just indicated
that it's first priority is its own self-preservation.

JOHN MARTIN
So if you haven't heard enough from your senator or representative
lately, just wait and watch your mailbox. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.
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DR ELIZABETH MORGAN
(Last night) And I will probably cry when I say this, but I would
like to thank God for sending so many angels on earth to help me and
help my daughter.

TED KOPPEL
(VO) After 25 months in jail, in a bitter child custody dispute, Dr
Elizabeth Morgan is a free woman, but the battle with her former
husband is far from over. They'll both join us live tonight. (on
camera) Good evening. I'm Ted Koppel, and this is Nightline. (VO) It
took an act of Congress to free Dr Elizabeth Morgan from jail, but
she's still keeping her daughter in hiding. The father, Dr Eric
Foretich, says he's not opposed to his wife's freedom, but only
wishes that he were also able to see his daughter. We'll give Dr
Morgan and Dr Foretich a chance to tell their stories.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
Here's a case in which a man has been accused by his ex - wife of
being a child molester, is accused, in fact, of having raped their
own child when the little girl was two and a half years old. And yet,
although more than four years have passed since that accusation was
first leveled, he has never been formally charged, nor has he ever
brought charges of slander against her. Instead, a bizarre legal and
public relations battle has raged on, she spending more than two
years in prison rather than allowing him unsupervised visiting rights
with their daughter, as ordered by a Washington court. This is a
relationship so scarred now that neither can bring himself or herself
to refer to the other in anything approaching a personal fashion. She
almost invariably refers to him as Dr Foretichi he tends to speak of
her with both names, Elizabeth Morgan, neither apparently willing to
acknowledge the intimacy of having called the other by just a first
name. And trapped in the middle of all this, as JOHN MARTIN reminds
us, their child.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) Hilary is seven now, still a prisoner of the turmoil between her
parents, her whereabouts a melancholy secret. Last night, after 25
months behind bars, her mother gained her own freedom.

REPORTER
How do you feel?

DR ELIZABETH MORGAN
I feel very happy, and I feel very grateful to everybody who's helped
me. And I will probably cry when I say this, but I would like to
thank God for sending so many angels on earth.

MARTIN
(VO} So many angels, but so many tribulations. In August of 1987,
Elizabeth Morgan went to jail, rather than reveal Hilaryls
whereabouts. She accused her ex - husband of sexually abusing their
daughter.

DR ERIC FORETICH
There's not one shred of truth of that. Totally, absolutely
fabricated, heinous allegations. Elizabeth Morgan is, I think, a very
sick woman. I do not hate her, I feel very sorry for her.

MARTIN
(VO) Hilary's father was found to be fit for unsupervised visits with
his daughter. He took and passed and lie detector test and the court
found insufficient evidence to support Elizabeth Morgan's accusation
of sexual misconduct. Morgan declined to take a lie detector test.
When she still refused to present her daughter, the judge sent
Hilary's mother to jail for civil contempt, trying to force her to
reveal Hilary's hiding place. Since Dr Morgan's own parents
disappeared at the same time, Hilary is believed to be with them,
possibly overseas. But after more than 20 months, Morgan still
wouldn't say where.

DR MORGAN
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CHRIS WALLACE
(VO) The crash of US Air Flight 5050: from the cockpit to the airline
to the federal government, where does responsibility begin and where
does it end? (on camera) Good evening. I'm Chris Wallace, and this is
Nightline. (VO) As the investigation into Wednesday's crash at
LaGuardia Airport moves forward, a number of standard procedures are
being questioned. We'll look at the safety issues involved tonight.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from Washington, Chris Wallace.

WALLACE
Tonight in New York City, the Queens district attorney announced he
wants a grand jury to look into the crash of US Air Flight 5050, to
sort out what happened and to take whatever action it deems
appropriate. It is highly unusual for the site of a plane crash to be
declared a crime scene, and for a pilot and co - pilot to face
possible criminal prosecution. But then, the events surrounding this
crash have been unusually troubling. First, there were the questions
about the inexperience of the flight crew, then more questions when
that crew vanished for a day and a half and then refused to take a
blood test. Of course, it may turn out the crew played no role at all
in the accident, that it was a mechanical failure. But at this point,
most of the questions focus on the human factor. Who's watching those
people up in the cockpit who have our lives in their hands?
Nightline's JOHN MARTIN reports.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) It's a mystery waiting to be solved. A plane crashes on takeoff
into New York's East River. Two passengers die, but the crew and
firefighters rescue 61 people. As operations quiet down, the pilot
and co - pilot leave, one to get medical help, the other to go to a
hotel. According to their pilots' union, they stay in touch with
their airline. According to the airline, they vanish for 36 hours.
Within days, the question of what caused the crash of Flight 5050 has
become a media mystery, the curiosity expanded by headlines in
newscasts. But the questions raised by the crash are the kind being
asked about many crashes in America in recent years. Were the pilots
experienced enough? For this Denver crash in 1987, the cockpit crew's
inexperience contributed to the disaster, according to federal
inspectors. Did the plane suffer mechanical problems, or was it pilot
error? The National Transportation Safety Board is expected to
announce tomorrow that this Dallas crash was partly caused by the
crew's improper setting for the wing flaps. Was the runway too short
for fast decisions either to take off or stay on the ground? Today,
detectives from the borough of Queens permitted some technical
experts to enter the crime scene for the first time, but
investigators from the National Transportation Safety Board were
forced to wait 36 hours to question the two people who should know
the most about the crash.

JAMES KOLSTAD, NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
We always like to get access to the crew as quickly as we can. In
this case, the captain left, and did not show himself to the US Air
management or to anyone else until the next afternoon.

MARTIN
(VOl Today, the Air Line Pilots Association said urine tests taken
within two days of the crash showed no evidence either man had been
using anyone of eight chemical substances.

CAPT HENRY DUFFY, AIR LINE PILOTS ASSOCIATION
What I want the public to know in this case is, this crew didn't have
to do it, they voluntarily stepped forward and they were found to be
clean of drugs.

MARTIN
{VOl The pilots were not tested for alcohol use, but there were no
witnesses or evidence of drunken behavior. Even so, remarkably, there
is no legal requirement for pilots to take such tests, not until



December, when most of the airline industry will begin to face
testing at various times, but only for drugs, not alcohol. Sentiment
for broader testing is coming from Capitol Hill, where Senators
Hollings of South Carolina and Danforth of Missouri are pushing for
action.

SEN JOHN DANSFORTH, COMMERCE, SCIENCE, TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE
This is a question of saving people's lives. This is a question of
preventing disasters from happening. And the public deserves the
assurance that professionals in transportation are free of drugs and
free of alcohol.

MARTIN
The pilots Association says it agrees testing is needed before
employment, as part of health exams and after accidents, but it
opposes random testing as an invasion of privacy. The questions of
security raised by Flight 5050 and other crashes are important. Fifty
- four million Americans took an airline flight last year, nearly 30
percent of all adults. They traveled more than 4.5 billion miles with
50,000 commercial pilots at the controls, 86,000 attendants in the
cabins and nearly 60,000 mechanics servicing the planes. So far, both
National Transportation Safety Board experts and the pilots insist
drugs are not a significant problem. Only one commercial pilot for a
regional commuter airline has ever been shown to have used drugs. His
plane crashed in Colorado, killing himself and eight others. But what
about alcohol? A survey of pilots, commercial and private, found more
than 6,000 failed to report drug or alcohol abuse to aviation
authorities. Hal is a pilot recovering from the trauma of flight and
drink.

"HAL", RECOVERING ALCOHOLIC PILOT
If I didn't have a drink for a couple of hours, the shakes would
start, the withdrawal problems, so I had to drink. I had to drink to
do my job, I had to drink to fly. The pilot is scared to death
because of his position, and is scared to admit to anyone he's an
alcoholic.

MARTIN
(VO) Some who fly insist alcohol abuse is no greater among pilots
than the general population, but critics insist any pilot's abuse of
alcohol jeopardizes many more lives than the drunken driver. Beyond
alcohol and drugs, some airline workers complain that the Federal
Aviation Administration has seen the need but failed to push for
better flight attendant training, special devices to protect children
and more realistic instructions to passengers.

NANCY GILMER, ASSOCIATION OF FLIGHT ATTENDANTS
We believe they take entirely too long, It's as if how many dead
bodies do we have to show them before we can actually get a rule that
will provide a safer environment for passengers.

MARTIN
The OS Air crash has created more than its share of confusion. Police
and prosecutors react to exaggerated press reports, the FAA suspended
licenses in a move that seemed remarkably swift and needlessly
vindictive to some pilots. Even so, in what the pilots say is the
world's safest aviation system, there still seems to be room for
improvement. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline in Washington.

WALLACE
With us now in our New York studios is Frederick Hafetz, the attorney
who is representing both the pilot and co - pilot on last Wednesday's
Flight 5050, Michael MARTIN and Constantine Kleissas. Mr Hafetz, I
assume that you're prepared to say that your clients did nothing
wrong last Wednesday, that in fact their actions were perfectly
proper then, and in the days following that. But if that's the case,
if they had nothing to hide, why did they vanish for a day and a
half? Why didn't they meet with the investigators right away?

FREDERICK HAFETZ, PILOTS' ATTORNEY
They didn't vanish for a day and a half. The pilots made themselves
available when it was an appropriate time, and when it became known
to them that they wanted to be interviewed by the representatives of
the National Transportation Safety Board.

WALLACE
But wait a minute, Mr Hafetz. On Thursday, the day after the
accident, the head of the NTSB said he wanted to talk to your
clients, and that he didn't know where they were.

MR HAFETZ
The pilots, when they were notified that the National Transportation
Safety Board wanted to speak to them, made arrangements to speak with
the National Transportation Safety Board. It's normal after an
accident, you should know, that the pilots will consult with counsel,
as well as the ALPA - Air Line Pilots Association representatives. In
this situation, the pilots consulted with roe, retained me, and the
pilots then made themselves available at a time arranged for
interview by the National Transportation Board.



WALLACE
Well, all right. But even when they showed up, they refused to take a
blood test which could have shown any alcohol content in their
system. Why was that?

MR HAFETZ
The pilots took a test which related to a urine analysis. The urine
analysis was a test that would show whether there was any substance
abuse. The test was taken by them as requested. The results have
proven negative with regard to both pilots.

WALLACE
Well, that's true, sir, but if I may re - press my question, they
were also asked to take a blood test and didn't do thatr which could
have shown an alcohol content. Why not?

MR HAFETZ
Well, I believe the urine test was fully adequate with respect to the
needs that were required for the testing at that time.

WALLACE
You know, you're giving very legalistic answe rs• but the fact of the
matter is, people are concerned about the possible actions, the
possible inexperience, what went on inside the cockpit of Flight
5050. Why not just corne forward? Why take all of these very careful
legal steps, only do - only meet with these people when you are
formally requested to, take one test, not take the other?

MR HAFETZ
I don't think the pilots did anything out of the ordinary here. As a
matter of fact, if you review their actions, the pilots stayed at the
scene of the accident, helped people off the airplane. They
participated in the rescue operation. Indeed, they helped participate
in trying to free one of the passengers from the wreckage.

WALLACE
Mr Hafetz, we - briefly, are your clients prepared to cooperate with
the criminal ~ possible criminal investigation that's going to go
before a grand jury in Queens?

MR HAFETZ
Let me make this very clear. The - I understand there were media
reports that there was to be, or rather, a grand jury investigation.
That statement, I'm told, was made by the prosecutor in the case. I
have - if the prosecutor has made that statement, by the way, that
would be, I believe, an inappropriate statement to be made to the
media. If there is a grand jury investigation, that should not be
made by the prosecutor. Let me state emphatically that, based on
everything that I know, my clients have done nothing wrong. Based on
everything I know, there is no basis whatsoever for any criminal
charge against them.

WALLACE
Mr Hafetz, thank you very much. We're going to have to leave it
there. Thanks for coming in this evening. And when we come back,
we'll be joined by a former chairman of the Federal Aviation
Administration, Donald Engen, and by the president of the Air Line
Pilots Association, Henry Duffy.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALLACE
Donald Engen was chairman of the Federal Aviation Administration from
1984 to 1987, and prior to that served as a member of the National
Transportation Safety Board. He currently heads the private non -
profit Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association Safety Foundation. Mr
Engen is in our Washington bureau. Also with us in Washington, Henry
Duffy, who has been head of the Air Line Pilots Association, ALPA,
since 1983. Admiral Engen, let me begin with you. Should federal
investigators be making such a big deal of the fact that these pilots
didn't appear for the first 36 hours? Does that really hamper an
investigation?
ADM DONALD ENGEN, FORMER FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION CHAIRMAN

I think you want people to come forward as soon as possible after an
accident, Chris, but more importantly than that, I don't think it's
hampering the investigation at this point in time. What is very
troubling to me is the fact that there is threatening of a grand jury
action or civil action in this case. Historically, in our aviation
safety system, we have always investigated at the federal level. We
ought not to be reducing this to civil courts, because if we do that,
we just will not get the truth from the people involved in the
accident.

WALLACE
What do you think is going on there? I mean, do you see any evidence
that, in fact, there was any kind of - that kind of criminal
misconduct by these pilots, or is it just a district attorney jumping
on a hot issue?

ADM ENGEN
Well, I wouldn't prejudge the district attorney, but no place else in



But that's -

the United States is this done. The NTSB, the National Transportation
Safety Board, has preeminence in investigating our aircraft
accidents, and that's the reason why we have such a safe system
today. I would hate to see that tinkered with.

WALLACE
Captain Duffy, let me bring you in. I assume you're no happier than
Admiral Engen is about the possibility that this case is now going to
go to a Queens grand jury.

CAPT HENRY DUFFY, PRESIDENT, AIR LINE PILOTS ASSOCIATION
Well, I think it can set accident investigation in this country back
a long way. If pilots know that they're going to be subjected to
criminal investigations, then they're not going to talk to anybody.
They're going to talk to their attorney. What we have now is a free
flow of information to the National Transportation Safety Board. The
Air Line Pilots Association is part of every accident investigation.
It's a very systematic, logical approach to finding what the probable
cause of an accident is. And let me add that it's done a very good
job in this country of finding that cause, correcting it and making
sure that it doesn't happen again.

WALLACE
Let's follow up, though, on this issue of the failure of the pilots
to show up for those first 36 hours. As I understand it, they were
acting on the advice of your union. One of the investigators said
that that creates a climate of suspicion, that it creates great doubt
that they were hiding something, perhaps that they were waiting until
some foreign substance went out of their blood system.

CAPT DUFFY

WALLACE
Don't you - whether rightly or wrongly, didn't you create that
climate?

CAPT DUFFY
- Chris, we want to produce the crew just as quick as they are over
the trauma of this accident. I mean, this thing creates tremendous
psychological pressure on every crew that's been in an accident.
Sometimes they're actually physically injured, sometimes they're
medicated. We produce the crew as quickly as they are composed and
can give rational answers, and I don't think that there's anything
the matter with that. As a matter of fact, if they were to give their
answers under any other kind of conditions, they would give wrong
answers.

WALLACE
Then why not take the blood test, even after they appeared?

CAPT DUFFY
We have no problem with them taking any test that the government
demands. I want to make the point that there was no testing required
of this crew. They voluntarily gave the urine test. Even the new
regulations that are going to come in in December will not require
blood testing. But the Air Line Pilots Association has no problem
with either urine or blood testing post - accident.

WALLACE
You know, one of the big issues in this case has also been the
relative inexperience, the pilot was ~ had been a captain on 737s
for, I think, 138 hours, that's about six weeks; the co - pilot was
making his very first takeoff on a 737 in a passenger flight. Let me
begin with you, if I can, Admiral Engen. Should these two men have
been in the cockpit, particularly with the co - pilot at the
controls?

ADM ENGEN
I think hindsight's a very wonderful thing, Chris. We can sit here
now and criticize that. My honest opinion is that major airlines are
making some great strides in cockpit resource management. There is a
recognized need to put the right talent in the cockpit, and the co -
pilot should support the captain. We don't want a captain who's a
leader who's a loner. We must have people working together. It would
appear in this case that that communication broke down.

WALLACE
Well, obviously the communication broke down, it would appear, from
the events, but the question that you in your former role as FAA
administration would have to answer is, given the amount of hours
these two men have had, should they have been in that cockpit
together.

ADM ENGEN
I'm going to wait and let the NTSB prejudge that.

CAPT DUFFY
Chris, listen. I've got 27 years of airline flying. We are all
products of the training that we received, and we expect that when
the airline graduates us from that school and puts the certificate on
our foreheads and says we're qualified, that we are qualified. Now,



the FAA has come in and said that if the captain doesn't have 100
hours, he shouldn't be paired with a co - pilot that's inexperienced.
In this case, the crew met even that additional qualification, and
that's just advisory, that's not mandatory.

WALLACE
Gentlemen, I want to follow up on this question of crew experience,
and when we return, we'll do that and we'll also be joined by a
specialist on airline safety issues, author and former airline pilot
JOHN Nance.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALLACE
JOHN Nance is with us now from our affiliate KOMO in Seattle. He's a
former commercial airline pilot who now writes and speaks on airline
safety issues. He's the author of a book entitled Blind Trust: How
Deregulation Has Jeopardized Airline Safety. Mr Nance, let me get you
to join in on this question of crew experience or inexperience.
Should those two pilots have been in the cockpit together that night,
especially with the co - pilot at the controls?

JOHN NANCE, AIR SAFETY ANALYST
Well, I think that we have failed to learn some of the lessons of the
Continental accident a couple of years ago, and that bothers me
greatly. There's - as Captain Duffy said, the suggestion was made
very emphatically by the FAA after that accident and after the NTSB
investigation that we should limit to the degree to which we put two
inexperienced pilots in the cockpit. Granted, they were legal, but we
should still limit that. I think that's to have to be looked at for
possible upgrade to a rule, rather than just a suggestion, because it
becomes difficult for the airline managers to actually do this unless
they do actually have a mandate. As as the captain pointed out to
you, and I agree entirely, this is a management of flight crew
situation, not the flight crew themselves. They didn't pair
themselves.

WALLACE
What about that, Captain Duffy? I mean, the fact of the matter is,
the system almost breeds putting those two pilots together? The most
experienced pilots and co - pilots can bid for the best routes, so
you often end up with the least senior men on the totem pole together
in the same cockpit?

CAPT DUFFY
Chris, the bottom line is the training system should produce a
qualified pilot. Anything that we put on top of that is an added
margin of safety, and we support that, but you've got to go right
back to the basic training that pilots receive. When they come out of
that school, either they're qualified to fly with passengers or
they're not. The FAA takes a look at the training program, it
certifies it, and as far as we as airline pilots are concerned, we're
ready to go out there and fly. Now, any kind of pairing restrictions
that the FAA wants to put on top of that, that adds an added margin
of safety, then we support that.

WALLACE
What about that, Mr Nance? I mean, they are certified by the FAA. Is
that not enough?

MR NANCE
Well, I don't think, in some respects - I think what we're getting at
here is the degree to which the training courses are pushing people
through a little bit too soon. You know, it's too early to prejudge
this accident and it's too early to really know what happened. But I
think one of the things that I definitely want to see is whether or
not the training was adequate when these people were actually put out
there on the line to fly these trips. The captain, in his case, and
the first officer for his first trip, in his case, were they really
ready? Were they really ready to be considered qualified to carry
passengers?

ADM ENGEN
Let me jump in, Chris, if I may, please. You know, I don't think we
need another rule by the federal government to put forward what is
required in a cockpit. Each operating airline has its own rules which
must pass the federal regulations. I believe that the emphasis
belongs on the company to develop those rules, which are in place in
most major airlines today.

CAPT DUFFY
Chris, let me say this. The whole line of questioning here puts out a
presumption that I don't want anybody to make. There hasn't been any
suggestion of inexperience or wrongdoing that I've heard at this
point, so, you know, I don't want this to go too far. Everything that
we've heard that the crew has done has sounded very professional.

WALLACE
Well, wait a minute about that, Captain Duffy, because apparently the
captain was quoted as haVing told the NTSB when he finally showed up



to talk to investigators, he's quoted as having said that on the
flight up, without any passengers, from Baltimore, that he noticed
that the co - pilot was very inexperienced, failed to talk properly
to the air controllers a couple of times, but despite that, he let
him take off on the flight from LaGuardia because it was his turn to
take off.

CAPT DUFFY
Chris, everybody has a first flight. I mean, everybody has to take a
first flight in order to get to the second one, in order to gain that
experience. I don't hear anything here that suggests that there was
anything unsafe, that he was worried about the safety of flight. I
mean, it's part of the airline business.

MR NANCE
Let me jump in -

WALLACE
Mr Nance?

MR NANCE
- let me jump in and just say this. I'm not predicating what I'm
concerned about on this particular situation, in terms of how they
performed. What I'm predicating it on is, I don't really want to see
a guy in his very first airline flight in the right seat of an
airliner with a guy in the left seat only two or three months in
command in wet and difficult weather in one of the most difficult
airports in the United States. I just don't want to see that. I don'L
care how wonderful they performed, and I'm not prejudging, I'm not
saying that they did not perform well. I'm just saying I don't like
that pairing, and I don't think we learned the lesson of Continental.

WALLACE
Mr Nance, we have less than a minute left. As you're sitting as a
passenger in one of those flights, what do you worry about most?
Inexperience, the possibility that the pilot or co - pilot is on
drugs, or something we haven't even mentioned tonight?

MR NANCE
What I worry about is a system that's had the personnel beaten to a
pulp in the last 10 years by financial managers who don't realize
this is a human system and it has to be managed like a human system.
The people, their attitude and their well - being have to be the
prime consideration if we're going to have a stable airline system.

WALLACE
Very briefly, Captain Duffy, are your pilots being beaten to a pulp?

CAPT DUFFY
You need to talk to some of the pilots that are on strike at Eastern.
You'll find out how beaten to a pulp they can be.

WALLACE
Admiral Engen?

ADM ENGEN
I say that we need to increase our reliability on good human factors.
Training and education, that's the key to preventing accidents.

WALLACE
Well, gentlemen, I think we can all agree with that. Thank you all
very much for coming in this evening. And I'll be back in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALLACE
Tomorrow on "World News Tonight" with Peter Jennings, part two of the
American Agenda series on education examines why there are no
national standards for schools. And that's our report for tonight.
I'm Chris Wallace in Washington. For all of us here at ABC News, good
night.
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TAMMY FAYE BAKKER
(Yesterday, "The Jim and Tanuny Show") And their men wouldn't even
talk to him, to tell him what was happening to him and where he was
going, and Jim was so out of it he thought they were taking him to an
animal hospital.

TED KOPPEL
(VO) TV evangelist Jim Bakker, as he was led off last week to be
committed for mental observation, his trial on fraud charges
suspended. Jim Bakker, as he appeared today. The judge's ruling: the
trial resumes.

REPORTER
Mrs Bakker, how's Jim?

MRS BAKKER
I don't know, that's what I'm going to find out.

KOPPEL
(VOl The TV evangelist said he saw giant ants with antennae outside
the courtroom, but a psychiatrist says they were TV technicians
wearing earphones, and Bakker was aware that they were media people.
It's the latest chapter in the bizarre saga of Jim Bakker, and that's
our story tonight.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
These are not good times for television evangelist Jim Bakker. The
past couple of years have been bad enough, from a purely emotional
point of view. Bakker has suffered public humiliation, the loss of
his PTL ministry and the rich lifestyle that went with it all. But
now, things are really getting serious. Bakker is in federal court on
fraud charges, and the witnesses who testified today were damaging.
As you may recall, PTL sold SI,OOO memberships in their theme park,
entitling anyone who bought a membership to three nights of free
lodging a year, for life. The problem was that the Bakkers apparently
sold more memberships than they could accommodate, and knew it,
according to today's testimony. The ministry exceeded its planned
limit of 25,000 memberships and then, in 1985, Bakker reportedly held
a staff meeting and offered a Cadillac to the staffer who sold the
most memberships. It's been quite a while since we've looked at the
Bakker story. JOHN MARTIN brings us up to date.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) "You are fallen from grace," said the apostle Paul, and that is
how it must seem for this man. He is the leading actor in an opera, a
television evangelist on trial, accused of spending millions of
dollars from the collection plate on himself and his wife, a woman
driven to tears at the latest turn of events.

TAMMY FAYE BAKKER
(Yesterday) Jim has been manhandled, he's been strip - searched, he's
been paraded, he's been treated like a freak at a carnival show. And
has not even had a trial yet.

MARTIN
(VO) What seems to have unhinged Tammy Faye Bakker as much or more
than her husband was the spiral of events that led to his stay in a
federal prison hospital. Last week, as his trial got underway, Jim
Bakker seemed to snap. A former associated fainted on the witness
stand. The preacher prayed for his recovery, then lapsed into bizarre
behavior. Outside, in a car, he curled into the shape of a fetus
inside the womb. former associates said this wasn't the first time.
Once, in 1987 -

DONALD HARDISTER, FORMER BAKKER BODYGUARD
(September 1) He went for about three days and three nights of curled
up on the couch, unresponsive, not talking, talking unintelligibly,
and this kind of thing. It was very scary. I took all the knives out
of the kitchen so that he couldn't get to anything that he might hurt
himself aD.

MARTIN



(VO) This time, since he was on trial, Bakker's lawyers asked the
judge to delay the proceedings for at least two weeks. The judge
ordered a psychiatric exam, and Bakker was led into a swarm of
reporters and camera crews. He wept and cringed, telling a companion
they looked like large ants with antennae. His wife said Bakker was
so disoriented that he misunderstood the judge's instruction that he
go to a prison hospital at Butler, North Carolina.

MRS BAKKER
And we have an animal hospital in Charlotte that we've always taken
our puppies to called Butler Animal Hospital, and Jim was so out of
it that he thought they were taking him to an animal hospital, and he
didn't know what they were going to do with him.

BASIL JACKSON, BAKKER'S PSYCHIATRIST
To put it in lay language, the man is "stressed out".

MARTIN
(VO) But the question was not sanity, not whether Jim Bakker was
insane and therefore perhaps not guilty.

PAUL ROTHSTEIN, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER
What is being claimed here is that while I may have been perfectly
sane at the time of whatever crime is alleged, I'm not competent to
stand trial.

MARTIN
What is the standard?

MR ROTHSTEIN
All it requires is a very minimal level of competence. You don't have
to be any kind of a genius working with your lawyer, just minimal
understanding of what's going on.

DR HOWARD ZONANA, AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION
Someone can be hallucinating, delusional or have some incapacities
relating to depression or things like that, but not yet have it reach
such a level of intrusion that they would still be found competent to
stand trial.

MARTIN
(VO) Today in court, a federal psychiatrist testified that Bakker had
had what she called "a panic attack".

FREIDA SMITH, PHOBIA COUNSELOR
A panic attack is a manifestation of anxiety, and what happens when a
person has a panic attack is they have this overwhelming sense of
terror or fear.

MARTIN
(VO) Today, the judge decided that anxiety aside, Jim Bakker will
continue standing trial. Outside, Bakker, free again on bail, said he
was ill but not mentally ill.

JIM BAKKER
I've got the flu, so 1'm a little - besides being in a mental
institution, I'm glad to be out of that.

MARTIN
SO, another act in the opera is about to begin. What's happened since
the curtain went up last time? Well, almost nine months ago the PTL
ministry was up for sale at auction. It was bought - perhaps
ironically - by an Orthodox Jew, Canadian businessman Steven Mernick
bid $65 million, but the sale awaits court approval.

MR BAKKER
("The Jim and Tammy Show," June 2) Hi everyone, welcome.

MARTIN
(VO) The Jim and Tammy Show went back on the air, hoping to raise $1

million in legal fees. They've been broadcasting from an abandoned
shopping center in Orlando, Florida, still convinced that, despite
the charges of fraud, someone important up there likes them.

MR BAKKER
This is such a miracle, that we're here, you know.

MRS BAKKER
Oh, it really is.

MARTIN
(Va) But the Bakkers remain the subject of brutal appraisals by
fellow humans on Earth.

JERRY NIMS
(August 20) I think it's probably going to rank as one of the great
scams of the 20th century. It involved a man that was on TV every day
for years, doing his scam in front of millions of people. And he got
away with it.

MARTIN
(VO) That is for a jury to decide, of course. Bakker still maintains
his innocence, insisting he has done nothing wrong and is the victim
of others.

CHARLES SHEPARD, "CHARLOTTE OBSERVER"
That's been a thread throughout his adult life, his feeling like the
Victim. In fact, I thought it was very telling that, as he was
carried out by the marshals last week, he said, "Please don't do this



I
, to me, please don't do this to me".

MR ROTHSTEIN
It gives the defense attorney a chance to stand on a soapbox in
closing argument and say, "Look how the government is jumping up and
down on the head of this poor little guy who feels so badly about all
of this that he's having a mental breakdown".

JEFFREY HADDEN, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
I think Jim Bakker's only problem is that he has lived for years in
this private little bubble that he and his wife and their friends
have created, and 1'm very serious - I think he has difficulty
encountering reality when it hits him in the face.

MARTIN
Only a jury can decide whether Jim Bakker committed criminal acts,
but a judge has decided now that, despite the tensions of the moment,
the show, so to speak, must go 00. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline
in Washington.

KOPPEL
When we come back, we'll be joined by a man who's seen Jim Bakker
react to severe mental stress before, his former bodyguard, Don
Hardister, and by an expert on the legal issue of mental competency,
psychiatrist and lawyer Dr Ronald Markman.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK I

KOPPEL
Don Hardister was Jim Bakker's chief of security and constant
personal bodyguard from 1976 to 1988. He1s with us now live from our
affiliate WSOC in Charlotte, North Carolina. Dr Ronald Markman, who
is in our Los Angeles bureau, is an associate clinical professor at
the Institute of Psychiatry and Law at the University of Southern
California. A psychiatrist as well a lawyer, he has been a consultant
in thousands of mental competency hearings, including the Charles
Manson and the "Hillside strangler" murder cases. Mr Hardister, I'm a
little bit confused about the image - the images, I guess I should
say, that we've been receiving of Jim Bakker over the last few years.
On the one hand, a man who was spiritual counselor and leader to
millions of people who tuned in for sustenance, and on the other
hand, a man who you say has been withdrawing, whenever the outside
pressure got to be too much, in ways rather similar to what we
witnessed five or six days ago.

DON HARDISTER, FORMER BAKKER BODYGUARD
That1s right.

KOPPEL
Which is it?

MR HARDISTER
Well, he's a very fragile individual, very complex, and when
criticized strongly, it would throw him into a state of depression.
The most severe case that I ever saw, of course, was when he was
resigned in March of 1987. I was up with him then for three days and
three nights. But it's - he's a very complex individual, it's just
really hard to put into words and describe him in just a short amount
of time.

KOPPEL
When you talk about reacting that way to criticism, what kind of
criticism are you talking about?

MR HARDISTER
Well, basically just about any type. I can remember when a developer
that developed an island in South Carolina criticized some of his
buildings, the way they looked, that sent him into bed for about
three days. So that sort of thing.

KOPPEL
Well, I mean, did people not know about this at the time? What was
said to the staff at times like that, when Jim Bakker just
disappeared for days at a time? And surely, others must have seen
him. If you saw him, others must have seen him like that.

MR HARDISTER
Very few people saw him. We were able to isolate him and almost put
him in a sterile environment, so to speak, because of the security
around him. We would, you know, tell the staff that he was not
feeling well, and Tammy would go in and cover for him on the show,
and that kind of thing.

KOPPEL
The irony is that Tammy Faye is always the one that we have seen on
the air breaking down in tears at the drop of a hat, and yet you told
one of our staffers that, in point of fact, she is tough as nails.

MR HARDISTER
That's very true. She has a very thick skin, and on television it
looks like she is the weak one, when in reality she is actually the
strong one and he is the weak one.

KOPPEL
Dr Markman, what kind of personality does this reflect? In other



words, put it for us, if you will, both in psychological and in legal
terms, if you were to analyze what's been going on over the past few
days, what is happening here, both from a medical point of view and
from a legal point of view?

DR RONALD MARKMAN, PSYCHIATRIST / LAWYER
Well, from a medical point of view there appears to be a certain kind
of personality pattern that Jim Bakker exhibits, and has innate
within his structure. He may be well - insulated, and his public
image may not be anything like what he is on a one - to - one basis.
And it probably is incapable of dealing with the stresses of the
attention that the media and the public is giving him right now. It
may -

KOPPEL
Is that more common, parenthetically, than one might think among
people who are in public life, who have to present one kind of image
to the public, who in private are completely different?

DR MARKMAN
Oh, absolutely. I mean, you can look at Elvis Presley as he presented
himself, and certain of the rock stars as they present themselves,
the movie industry, and even in politics. The people ~ they present
one image in public and are incapable of handling that image, and
their personality structure doesn't allow for them to function
normally on a one - to - one basis.

KOPPEL
Now, let me hear from the reservoir of your legal expertise. What's
going on here? Are his attorneys, in effect, building a case here?

DR MARKMAN
Well, there are two things that can be happening. Number one and most
likely is that there was a period of time when he was incompetent to
stand trial. And incompetency means the inability to understand the
nature of the proceedings and to cooperate in a rational manner with
counsel. At any stage of the criminal proceeding. Generally speaking,
either tactically or strategically, you don't gain anything by
addressing that issue as a defense attorney because all it does 1S
postpone the inevitable. The trial has to continue somewhere in the
future. Now, for tactical purposes, there is a possible upside, and
that is an attempt on the part of the defense to depict Jim Bakker as
having a mental condition, which can be extrapolated backwards so
that it existed at the time the alleged crimes occurred, and thereby
put himself at the mercy of the court, so to speak, if he is found
guilty, in hopes of getting a reduced sentence.

KOPPEL
That then becomes the rationale for what he did.

DR MARKMAN
For what he did. Now, what I saw in terms of his behavior and the
rapidity with which this incompetency occurred, suggested the
possibility of some drug, not necessariJy abuse, but some drug
interaction, because there was a significant amount of organic
confusion appearing on the television set as I saw him, and you know,
I have to say that I didn't examine him, so I can't be that specific.

KOPPEL
All right. 1'11 tell you what, I don't want to cut you off, so we'll
come back to you and let you finish what you were talking about there
and explain it in somewhat greater depth. Also, when we come back,
we'll be joined by a journalist who's been covering Jim Bakker since
Bakker resigned from his ministry under fire more than two years ago,
correspondent Art Harris of The Washington Post.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Art Harris is a correspondent for The Washington Post who's covered
the PTL scandal since March of 1987 and has been attending Jim
Bakker's trial on fraud charges since it began. He also joins us from
our affiliate WSOC in Charlotte, North Carolina, but Art, stand by
for a moment. Let me go back to Dr Markman and be sure that I
understood what it was you saying before. You were inferring from his
behavior that there might have been - that this might have been drug
- related in some way?

DR MARKMAN
Yes, possibly prescribed drug. I was told that he had been given some
Xanax, which is a tranquilizerl which could in certain - at certain
levels of ingestion produce confusion and depression and a crying
state and a withdrawal. (crosstalk)

KOPPEL
Don Hardister - 1'm sorry to interrupt you, but Don Hardister, you're
someone who was around him for more than a decade. Did he ever use
anything?

MR HARDISTER
He occasionally used Valium. He does not react to drugs very well,
and in fact, he would take a five milligram Valium and quarter it

i____ ~ I



into four pieces.
KOPPEL

When you say he didn't react very well, what do you mean?
MR HARDISTER

He just seemed to have an overreaction. He seems to be very sensitive
to drugs.

KOPPEL
Now, Art Harris, talk to us for a moment about the trial. Where is
that going now?

ART HARRIS, "WASHINGTON POST"
That's what was fascinating. You mentioned - we were offered up new
images. And what the trial has done for me is that it's offering
clues - and these are prosecution witnesses, of course - but to Jim
Bakker. Who is the real Jim Bakker? And the portrait that we're
seeing is someone who was crazy like a fox in many ways, and who knew
every aspect of what was going on in his ministry. And the portrait
that's coming out is that of some unholy huckster hustling lodging
with the Lord when there was no room at the inn. So it's confirming
some of the suspicions that a lot of people who have been close to
Jim Bakker have alleged.

KOPPEL
And yet, Don Hardister, again, you told a member of our staff earlier
that here was a man who was able to give great comfort and great
leadership to an awful lot of people.

MR HARDISTER
Yes. He was an awful lot of fun to work with, tremendous fellow to
work with.

KOPPEL
In - I mean, I'm talking now about the staff around him, not the
millions of people who were watching him on television.

MR HARDISTER
Well, he was a master at motivating people. He would take creative
people and be able to put about a dozen of these folks together and
actually carry out the dream that he had. He didn't actually do the
work, he was just a really good motivator, and a master at it.

KOPPEL
Art, I mentioned in the introduction, we've got this issue of having
sold, as you put it, more room than there was at the inn. What other
charges are there being leveled, or is that the essence of it?

MR HARRIS
Well, you know, there are 24 counts of mail fraud, wire fraud, and
conspiracy to basically bilk his followers out of $4 million, out of
the $158 million that was raised to purchase this kind of space in
the hotel and elsewhere, sort of a timeshare. But the question that
Don raised and you're raising is, is how Bakker used his emotions on
the air. And one thing that I was interested in, in asking Don, how
could we tell that what Jim Bakker is showing here in this break, how
is that different from what he was showing, the kind of emotion that
he was able to produce on television in inspiring tears, in making
these people send that kind of money in?

KOPPEL
Don?

MR HARDISTER
Art, that's a really tough question. To compare the two is very
difficult. He had a persona on TV, a presence that just made people
want to be a part. He had a saying of, if you want to do something,
make it really wonderful, something that everybody's going to want to
be a part of.

KOPPEL
But you understand what Art Harris is asking you. In other words, he
is clearly a man who was able to tap into his own emotionalism while
the brain was functioning at the same time, for a purpose.

MR HARDISTER
Yes, and he was very good at that. And I think that he will continue
to be good at that as the days to come.

KOPPEL
Dr Markman, is that something - the behavior that we witnessed, and
we only saw parts of it, and I must say, I thought the man looked
frightening when he was sort of half - carried out of the courtroom
there, there's not the kind of thing you can fake, is it?

DR MARKMAN
Well, it is, possibly, if you' re a good actor. But being a good actor
and being charismatic doesn't preclude you from experiencing very
severe psychiatric symptoms. And I would say that what I saw on
television, as he left the courtroom when he was found - or when the
question of competency was raised, was an individual who did exhibit
what I thought was an organic component to some kind of disorder, as
well as a possibly underlying depression. But certainly there have
been attempts to fake such situations over and over again,



particularly when you're facing criminal charges, because there's
lots of secondary gain.

KOPPEL
Gentlemen, we - he certainly has grounds to be depressed, if indeed
he is depressed these days. We'll talk about that and about where the
trial goes from here when we continue our conversation in just a
moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
And we're continuing our discussion, Don Hardister, during all the
years that you were with him, didn't anyone ever say, "Look, what
welre doing is not right?" And what was the reaction, if indeed
anyone did ever say that?

MR HARDISTER
Well, you know, the question of overselling the lifetime
partnerships, no one ever came to me and said that we had oversold
them. You know, I was very busy and never really quite honestly
figured it up for myself, but no one ever came to me with the red
flag, or saying that somebody could go to jail for this.

KOPPEL
Wouldn't it have been obvious? I mean, people had to wait in line for
18 months and more to get their three days, right?

MR HARDISTER
Well, I had people that would call me direct and I, of course, had a
little bit of pull and could get them into the hotel. I did have that
happen on occasion. But I didn't hear anybody complaining about it.

KOPPEL
Art, what about the trial? What kind of testimony has there been on
that subject.

MR HARRIS
You see, Ted, that was not Don's job. But the people who are corning
to testify for the government are putting together a trail that leads
right to Jim Bakker, that they warned him repeatedly of the
overselling, one woman today even breaking down and saying that she
was the head of partnership sales or partnership promotions, warning
potential partners not to buy space, a 70 - year - old couple that
called in was going to sell their burial plot to buy a weekend, and
she broke down today and said that her whole staff was fired a month
after she and her staff asked some probing questions. So at the
trial, the prosecution seems to be bringing these people who can -
are crumbling Jim Bakker's wall of deniability, that he knew, and the
defense, I think, down the road is going to try to show that Jim
Bakker - his followers were happy to give him this money and let him
use it any way he wanted.

KOPPEL
Gentlemen, forgive me. Art, we're out of time. Dr Markman, I thank
you very much, Art Harris, Don Hardister, good of you all to join us.
WeIll watch the trial with interest. This week, all ABC News
broadcasts have been devoting time to examining the drug crisis in
America and throughout the world. The subject of "Drugs: A Plague
Upon the Land" will also be the focus of "PrimeTime Live" tomorrow,
as they devote their entire broadcast to exploring the issue of
community activism. That's our report for tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in
Washington. For all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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BENJAMIN HOOKS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NAACP
We're not going to let four men in black robes and one woman in a
black robe do what the Ku Klux Klan couldn't do with white robes.
Hallelujah!

FORREST SAWYER
(VO) The fight is over affirmative action, and this weekend it
brought 35,000 demonstrators to the steps of the Supreme Court, 10
times as many as expected. Are the civil rights victories that were
won in the streets 25 years ago being lost in the court today? Or is
affirmative action an idea whose time has passed?

LT CHARLES BRUSH, BIRMINGHAM FIREFIGHTERS ASSOCIATION
When they bypass a hundred people to get to a man just because of the
color of his skin, that's just unfair.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from New York, Forrest Sawyer.

SAWYER
Affirmative action is intended to be a little like immunizing against
a disease. Society is asked to accept small doses of injustice to
correct the greater injustice of centuries of discrimination. Some
white male workers may have to be passed over for jobs or promotions
in favor of women or minorities. It is, the argument goes, a way of
correcting an old imbalance for the good of everyone. But in a string
of recent rulings, the Supreme Court has challenged that idea, making
it harder for minorities to prove racial bias, and easier for whites
to claim reverse discrimination. And the court has touched off a fire
storm of new debate. Have affirmative action programs, as their
critics claim, done more harm than good by setting whites against
minorities, or are they a vaccine against prejudice and segregation?
Nowhere is that question more urgently in need of an answer than in
our city governments, cities like Birmingham, Alabama. Once the
symbol of racial hatred in America, Birmingham has changed. But it is
again at the center of the storm. JOHN MARTIN begins our report.

NEWS REPORTER
Hundreds of Negro demonstrators were descending on the city's
downtown shopping district. City police tried to disperse the throngs
with high - pressure water hoses.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) The story starts here. Dogs, water cannon, police. Blacks
demonstrating for what we take for granted today: a seat at a lunch
counter, a job to feed a family. It all came to a head in the spring
of 1963 in Birmingham, Alabama.

NEWS REPORTER
Midweek arrived, and the street demonstrations grew more disorderly,
with white and Negro blood mingling on the sidewalks.

MARTIN
(VO) Carl Cook was 17.

CARL COOK
They had taken these hoses, and they were putting enormous amounts of
pressure on those hoses, and when that water hit you, it would wash
you down the street just like a cigarette. I looked at those people
as - just like we did the police department, as enemies.

MARTIN
(VO) Today, they are his working partners. Carl Cook is a lieutenant,
one of dozens of blacks who have been helped by affirmative action.
Still, some forms of resistance lasted a long time. In 1981, 18 years
after the protests in a city more than half black, fewer than 80 of
480 police officers were black. Barely 40 of 453 firefighters were
black. So the Justice Department and civil rights activists sued City
Hall and the county. They got Birmingham to adopt hiring and
promotion quotas for blacks throughout city and county government.
Today, under a consent decree, as it is called, blacks hold many
positions in pUblic service. But white police, firefighters and other
public employees have sued to protect their rights, claiming less



qualified blacks get promotions over more qualified whites.
qualifications determined by test scores.

LT CARL BRUSH, PRESIDENT, BIRMINGHAM FIREFIGHTERS ASSOCIATION
When they bypass a hundred people to get to a man just because of the
color of his skin, that's just unfair.

LT CARL COOK, BLACK FIREFIGHTERS ASSOCIATION
Bottom line: racism, the same thing. They do not want to be
supervised by a black, Period.

MARTIN
(VO) Blacks say they fear that the issue of reverse discrimination is
being raised by whites to avoid responsibility for racism that lurks
beneath the surface, but whites insist they bear no burden for the
past.

LT BRUSH
It wasn't us. Most of us were too young to have had anything to do
with it, anyway. If the city was guilty of the discrimination, then
let the city be the one to pay the freight on it.

MAYOR RICHARD ARRINGTON, BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA
I hear people who argue that there is reverse discrimination. "I
didn't do it", "Oh, yes, there was discrimination, but don't hold me
responsible for what my father or my grandfather or what have you
did". Yet I don't see them willing to give up any of the advantages
that they accrued from their father or grandfather.

MARTIN
(VO) In June, the United States Supreme Court ruled that the white
firefighters can challenge the consent decree even after eight years.

RALPH NEAS, LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE ON CIVIL RIGHTS
This new five - person majority on the Supreme Court has really
become the gravest threat to equal opportunity laws in this country_
And it's very unfortunate, because for 30 years the Supreme Court was
the principal protector of individual rights and individual
liberties. And now it's quite the opposite.

RAY FITZPATRICK, FIREFIGHTERS' ATTORNEY
I don't think the Supreme Court is making it too hard to prove a
discrimination case or anything of the sort_ I think the court
recognizes, though, that this is an area that - where the lower
courts need some additional guidance in control over how these cases
are resolved.

MARTIN
At least two of the court's rulings directly affect Birmingham, a
city where the face of racism was once so ugly. But today's leaders
here are faced with new issues raised before the new court, issues
that may change the face of affirmative action and America's concept
of equal rights. (VO) After the Supreme Court ruled in Washington, an
Alabama judge declared the city's minority contractor program
unconstitutional, so the mayor shut down all city projects and called
in public and private officials to work out a new plan.

MAYOR ARRINGTON
We are not talking about a race - neutral program. We're really
talking about developing a program for disadvantaged and small
businesses.

MARTIN
(VO) To avoid legal challenge, the Birmingham plan is supposed to
help contractors regardless of race or sex. While the firefighters'
dispute is one of several pending court challenges to affirmative
action, the mayor says the Birmingham plan for contractors can help
bring all sides together.

MAYOR ARRINGTON
I just hope we can get away from some of the talk about, you know,
who's wrong, and just talk about how do we resolve this and get it
behind us.

MARTIN
(VO) Some blacks aren't sure that can happen. This meeting was called
to tell black contractors how they could win work for an airport
project. Blacks told us privately white companies regard their work
as inferior, and will not give them contracts, even for the lowest
bid. Still, the city seems intent on avoiding its past mistakes.
While it recruited many blacks, it offered them no special training
or preparation to take exams for promotion, Now, say city officials,
training will be a component. Some whites are supportive, but
skeptical. Attorney Jim Stearns represents the big local contractors.
They want a joint city - private agency to help smaller firms,
regardless of color.

JIM STEARNS, ATTORNEY
We've got a very strong, good, viable city here. We need to put
racial problems and racial division behind us. We don't need that
anymore.

MARTIN
Attorney David Vann, once the mayor and a former law clerk to Supreme
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Court Justice Hugo Black, says Birmingham is moving toward greater
accommodation.

DAVID VANN, ATTORNEY
So it may be that by having an unfortunate result in a lawsuit, we'll
end up with something that's stronger and better and more important
than ever before. Regardless of the court, this society is going to
find a way to treat its people fairly.

MARTIN
Blacks are suffering from racism here, past and present. But some
whites have suffered, too. If it works, the Birmingham plan suggests
that, with good will, both sides still have a chance to realize their
dreams. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline in Birmingham, Alabama.

SAWYER
And, when we come back, we will talk with the mayor of Birmingham,
Richard Arrington, with former Justice Department official Terry
Eastland, who has been studying affirmative action programs and their
impact for more than 10 years, and with Mary Frances Berry, a member
of the US Commission on Civil Rights.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Richard Arrington is the first black mayor of Birmingham, Alabama.
That's a post he has held for the past 10 years. He is with us
tonight from our Birmingham affiliate, WBRC. Terry Eastland,
currently a scholar with the National Legal Center for the Public
Interest, is a former director of public affairs at the Justice
Department, and co - author of a 1977 book on affirmative action
entitled, Counting by Race. He's with us now in our Washington
bureau. And also in Washington, Mary Frances Berry, a member of the
US Civil Rights Commission since she was appointed by President
Carter back in 1980.

MARY FRANCES BERRY, US CIVIL RIGHTS COMMISSION
I'm also a professor of history at the University of Pennsylvania,
Forrest.

SAWYER
You certainly are, ma'am -

PROF BERRY
Thank you.

SAWYER
- and you got to it before I could, but thank you very much. Mayor
Arrington, if I could start with you, it was intended in your city
that the affirmative action program would increase the number of
black police officers and firefighters. You have done that. But you
also have a situation where some black and white officers won't even
speak to each other, where some promoted minorities are called
"welfare officers" by embittered whites, where one of the attorneys
for the firefighters union said, "You care about quotas, you don't
care about qualifications," and now there's this Supreme Court
ruling. Does that suggest the program didn't work quite the way you
wanted it to?

RICHARD ARRINGTON, MAYOR OF BIRMINGHAM
Well, I think the program has worked. We've had to deal with the
matter of the law first. I think we still have to deal with the
matter of tolerating one another, the matter of what's in a man's
heart. But I think it all begins with treating people fairly under
the law. And in that regard, I think Birmingham's program has been a
success. I think our consent decree has certainly increased the
number of blacks in our public service employ.

SAWYER
But the question really goes to this matter: you have increased the
number of black police officers and firefighters, but there is a
tremendous amount of bitterness in both of those departments, and a
lot of anger, enough that they would go all the way to the Supreme
Court to fight you.

MAYOR ARRINGTON
Well, quite the contrary, I think there's growing tolerance in
Birmingham. I think it grows out of several facts. I think it grows
out of people working together, I think it grows out of the change in
circumstances in which blacks share a significant part of the
political power in the city. I think people are learning to share
power, and once people begin sharing power, they understand that they
have to sit around the table and talk and try to reason things out.
And that's beginning to happen in Birmingham.

SAWYER
Mr Eastland, certainly we can't say that, from the numbers that we
heard in JOHN MARTIN's piece, which were terrible, we had to have -
it increased now where there are 35 percent of the police officers
black, 25 percent of the firefighters black. That's better, but
still, it's a city that's 55 percent black, and they've got a long
way to go.



TERRY EASTLAND, NATIONAL LEGAL CENTER PUBLIC INTEREST
Well, that's right. I do think, though, that the court has told us
some important things. It has said that reverse discrimination is
bad, perhaps as bad as the traditional kind, And I think that the
mayor, as he has just told us, the new program that he is fashioning
takes account of what the court has said. And I think this is a
positive development, and it may well be that by having a race -
neutral or a program at least based on disadvantage rather than race
that we will make progress in this area.

SAWYER
Is that right

l
Ms Berry? Can we have a race - neutral -

PROF BERRY
Well, I have several points to make very quickly. The first is that
fact. the situation in Birmingham had nothing to do with unqualified
firefighters, as one of your commentators said earlier in the tape.
The district court found that there was no difference in
qualifications. Secondly, we ought to know that this problem isn't
some ancient problem from 1963 or 1965. It was only in 1979 that
Birmingham even started to do anything about this problem. And third,
while Mayor Arrington has to keep the peace and he's a mayor, and
he's elected, and I understand what he's trying to do, but you cannot
solve a race problem by glossing it over and pretending that we had
peace before, and now we have bitterness. One way to have peace is
for whites, is to not have no blacks there; they might have thought
there was peace before there were any. And finally, the Supreme Court
has done a disservice to the country, because affirmative action is a
conservative, slow - acting remedy, and what the court has done is to
add fuel to the fire of people thinking that somehow they've been
mistreated, when they still have most of the jobs. The only way we
can solve this problem is to acknowledge it and to move on and to not
try and cover it up.

SAWYER
All right, Ms Berry. You've got a lot of points there. The first one
you made was that there were qualifications that were about the same.
But the point that I was making earlier is that there are a lot of
people that, even though that may be true, simply feel that the
qualifications are not the same. They're quarreling and calling the
"welfare officers," the people who have been promoted under
affirmative action.

PROF BERRY
Well, I understand that. But we had peace, Mr Sawyer, as far as those
people were concerned, when no blacks were there. If there were no
blacks there now, they would still say that there was peace. What we
should do is get on with the job of trying to get along and accept
the fact that there are people - women and minorities - in places
where they weren't before, and let's try to move on, rather than
trying to pretend that there was no problem until these people came,
and they're unqualified, when they're not.

SAWYER
Mr Eastland, very quickly, before I go to commercial, Mr Eastland,
quickly, your response.

MR EASTLAND
Well, I would just like to say that it seems to me challenge enough
to deal honorably and fairly with the people in our own time, and
trying to have generational transfers of guilt and to try to impose
something on the present from the past is a very difficult
enterprise. We have a great country full of immigrant peoples from
allover. How can we lay this kind of blame on people who come to our
shores the last few years?

PROF BERRY
None of them were slaves.

SAWYER
All right. Let me just pause right there, Ms Berry, and we'll pursue
that question. What do you say to the fellow who's been passed over,
when we continue our discussion in just one moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
With us again, Richard Arrington, Terry Eastland and Mary Frances
Berry. Mayor, I know you've had to face this problem a lot of times_
What do you say to that fellow who wants to become a supervisor in
the police department, he studies hard, he works hard, he passes his
tests, all of them that you've got, and he does very well. He goes
and he checks the list, and he's right at the top. But then he finds
out he has been passed over for another man because of the color of
his skin. What do you say to him?

MAYOR ARRINGTON
Well, first of all, let me say tests are not absolute. Within certain
ranges, tests can determine how well people perform, but I disagree
with those people who say that we of the present generation have no



responsibility for the wrongs that exist today, or the vestiges that
exist today that were created in the past by earlier generations. We
say that only when we talk about things like affirmative action. We
don't say it on all the other problems we face. Whites today enjoy an
advantaged position in this society, in part - and I emphasize in
part - based upon the discrimination that blacks suffered in the
past. Blacks suffer a disadvantaged position today in the society,
based upon that same discrimination. I think we do have a
responsibility to deal with the issues. Aside from that, we are
always making choices. Every time there's a promotion in the city, I
have to choose from among five people. Four people will lose.

SAWYER
All right, sir, I have your point. But let me pursue the point that
you've made with Mr Eastland. What do you think of that, sir?

MR EASTLAND
Well, again, I think, Forrest, that we have to look at the situation
today in terms - in the terms in which we live, Let's take the
Richmond city set - aside that the Supreme Court struck down this
past year. That set ~ aside included a 30 - that had a 30 percent set
- aside for not only blacks -

SAWYER
Well, forgive me if I don't want to get into a specific case -

MR EASTLAND
- sure.

SAWYER
- because we've only got a little bit of time.

MR EASTLAND
Sure,

SAWYER
His point is this. Look, you're benefiting from all the problems that
blacks have suffered in the past, and therefore, if you have to
suffer a little bit now, it's really only fair.

MR EASTLAND
Well, I think the responsibility is to be true to our principles, and
we cannot, again we cannot transfer this kind of guilt across
generations. There are people here in this country today who have
corne to this country based on its principles and want to live here on
those principles. And I think that we discriminate ~ if we
discriminate against them, we're engaging in the same error of the
past.

SAWYER
Ms Berry, two wrongs donrt make a right.

MAYOR ARRINGTON
Well, I'd like -

SAWYER
Go ahead, Mayor.

MAYOR ARRINGTON
- yeah, I don't think Lt 's a matter of guilt, quite frankly. I think
we are dealing with issues. I think about Native Americans_ We are
still trying to live true to commitments we made to Native Americans.
I don't hear anybody complaining about that. I think we've seen with
Japanese - Americans who suffered some indignities and some horrible,
horrible treatment in the past, we are dealing with those issues. I
think we've got to look at responsibilities, and we've got to look at
the future. And we have to make sure our children don't have to
continue to live with these problems that our foreparents left us
living with.

PROF BERRY
I would agree with the mayor, and I would say also that the
affirmative action that is being complained about, once you
understand what a conservative, teensy - beensy remedy it is ~ people
complain about blacks being in the fire department in Birmingham. You
just told us the numbers. The way you hear people complaining about
it - there were four people who were promoted - you'd think that if
you went to look at the fire department, everybody who had a good job
would be a black person. Everywhere in this society, discrimination,
race discrimination, is not a thing of the past. It is alive and well
in America today, and until we face it and see it and understand it
and deal with it, itrs going to stay here. And when we make all these
arguments -

SAWYER
But Ms Berry, there are a lot of black -

PROF BERRY
- to make people feel that it's all right to be bitter, then all we
do is enhance the bitterness. instead of explaining to them why it's
necessary to do something.

SAWYER
- Ms Berry, there are a lot of black analysts who are saying today,
"Wait a minute. Maybe affirmative action has made," as you say,



teensy - weensy steps forward, but what you've done is stigmatize the
very people that you're trying to help so that they appear -

PROF BERRY
I have heard this argument a thousand times. And I know no black
person who would rather have no job, never be in the fire department
in Birmingham - which for years we paid taxes and weren't able to be
in that department - and now you say we're stigmatized. White males
did not think they were stigmatized when they were in that department
and they got their jobs without competing against all the black
people in Birmingham, who couldn't even put in an application, who
were told, turned away at the door. Not a one of them said, "I'm
stigmatized". Well, that stigma argument doesn't - I don't buy that
at all.

SAWYER
Mr Eastland?

MR EASTLAND
Forrest, I think, to the contrary, that there are a number of
examples, good journalism has pointed out the examples of those
minorities who have been helped by programs who now have ambivalence
about the programs. In fact, there are some people who now no longer
will accept affirmative action grants or other programs simply
because they think they should make it on their own, according to
normal procedures.

PROF BERRY
They are making it on their own. Affirmative action is not for
unqualified people.

MR EASTLAND
And they have rejected affirmative action.

PROF BERRY
Affirmative action is not for unqualified people.

MR EASTLAND
That is my point.

PROF BERRY
And it does not require (crosstalk).

SAWYER
Forgive me, I'm going to have to stop you. Let me just stop it right
here. You're going to be able to pursue this point. Mayor, I'm going
to give you a chance to pursue this point when we come back in just a
moment, just a second. We've got to pay some bills.

MAYOR ARRINGTON
Okay, very good.

SAWYER
We'll be right back when we continue our discussion in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
When last we saw Mayor Arrington of Birmingham, he was champing at
the bit to make a point. Go ahead, sir.

MAYOR ARRINGTON
Well, I just think we have to be very careful in analyzing those
claims of white firefighters who claim that they are being bypassed
for lesser - qualified blacks. When you look at the scores, you will
find out that many of those firefighters are getting seniority points
added to their scores for a time during which blacks couldn't even
apply for the job. I think it's very unfair to get you 15 or 20
points tacked on to your score, and that puts you ahead.

SAWYER
All right, sir. Ms Berry, help me with what the court has done. In
your estimation, does this basically mean, all this series of rulings
that we've seen, that the court is now no longer willing to give
special protection to minorities?

PROF BERRY
Well, I think it means that, but I'm not that worried about
castigating the Supreme Court. I think that most Americans understand
why we need affirmative action, and I think the Congress will, in
fact, remedy those matters that the Supreme Court changed. And I
think the court has set its face away.

SAWYER
What do you see Congress doing?

PROF BERRY
I think the Congress will pass a law which will make it procedurally
no more difficult than it has been in the past to prove that you've
been discriminated against if you're black, and that you will have a
shot at that, and you'll be able to corne into court and get a remedy
ordered despite what the Supreme Court has said. So I'm not one for
going around castigating the Supreme Court. That's spilt milk, and I
can't do anything about it.

SAWYER
All right. But does that mean, Mr Eastland, that what we're going to
start seeing is a new battle that's going to take place in our



legislature?
MR EASTLAND

Perhaps, but my own view is that the Supreme Court decisions were
correct. The Constitution and our laws are also good laws. I think
now the question is how we make progress in the future. The mayor's
program, the one he has outlined, the one based on disadvantage,
sounds to me the right direction in which to go.

SAWYER
But what Ms Berry is saying is, shels going to come at you in the
legislature. She's going to fight you.

MR EASTLAND
Well, she might -

PROF BERRY
I'm saying that the people have a right to elect people, and vote for
them and ask them to represent their interests, and disadvantagement
is an important criteria, and 11m not opposed to it, but we cannot
get around the fact that there is a problem of discrimination on the
basis of race and sex in the United States.

PROF BERRY
Yes, malam. Last word, Mr Eastland, very quickly.

MR EASTLAND
Disadvantaged asks the right question, race asks the wrong question.
It's as simple as that, and we should not have laws that support
quotas.

SAWYER
Forgive me, Mayor, but I've run right into the wall and I apologize
for not giving you the opportunity to have the last word.

MAYOR ARRINGTON
All right. Thank you.

SAWYER
Tomorrow night, we invite you to watch an ABC news documentary,
"Black in White America". That's a program created by black
correspondents, producers and researchers working for ABC, and it's a
program that shows what it's like to be black living in a white -
majority society. "Black in White America," anchored by Carole
Simpson, will be seen tomorrow at 10 pm Eastern, 9 pm Central Time,
with a follow - up discussion on tomorrow's edition of Nightline. I
would like to thank our guests for coming by tonight, and that is our
report. I'm Forrest Sawyer in New York, and for all of us here at ABC
News, good night.
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ECON NEWS; ANTI TRUST ENFORCEMENT IN AIRLINES
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JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA
SANDER VANOCUR, NEW YORK, NY USA

JOHN MARTIN
The Monday morning financial markets are open in Tokyo where the
dollar opened at 144.20 yen, up from Friday's close of 143.53. In
Hong Kong, the gold market and other financial institutions are
closed Monday for a holiday. With a look ahead at this week's
business and financial news, here's ABC's Sander Vanocur. Sandy.

SANDER VANOCUR
JOHN. This week the stock analysts will be watching to see how much
profit taking might follow the new record high set on the Dow Jones
Industrial average this past Thursday. One major factor for the
market's strong comeback since the crash of October 1987 has been
the strong performance of the takeover stocks, those companies which
have benefitted from mergers and acquisitions. Takeovers were
pretty much left alone by the Anti-Trust Division of the
Justice Department during the Reagan Administration, but the new man
in charge says there's at least one industry where that might change.

JAMES RILL
We intend to pursue anti-trust enforcement in the airline industry.
I think that has a greater prospect for a healthy airline industry
than any attempt to reregulate the industry.

SANDER VANOCUR
On the economic scorecard for the week: on Monday, we'll get second
quarter merchandize trade figures; on Tuesday, July single family
home sales. Analysts will be watching to see if generally lower
mortgage rates will boost sales from their slow pace earlier this
year. Wednesday, weill get July personal income and consumption
figures. On Thursday, July factory orders. And finally on Friday,
perhaps the most significant numbers for the week, the unemployment
figures for August and the latest leading economic indicator. JOHN.
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MEDELLIN THREATS, COLOMBIAN JUSTICE MINISTER FLEES TO US
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JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA
DAVID ENSOR, WASHINGTON, DC USA

JOHN MARTIN
The Colombian drug cartel has struck again with bombs and threats
that claimed a new casualty in its war against the government of
Virgilio Barco. This weekend there were indications the
United States will soon get more deeply involved. David Ensor
reports.

DAVID ENSOR
Following up on its threat of total war against the government, the
Medellin drug cartel set off a series of bombs in its home city last
night and today. At least one bomb went off this evening, apparently
too early, killing the man carrying it. After threats against her
husband, Colombian Justice Minister Monica de Greiff left for the
United States taking her family with her. Sources say she will
resign after her mission to Washington although President Barco
tonight denied that her resignation is expected. The Bush
Administration is already on record with a special 65 million dollar
military aid package to help Colombia fight the drug lords. But
there are indications the US military may soon playa broader role
in the war on drugs. Pentagon chief Dick Cheney is said to support
more extensive use of aerial and naval surveillance to find drug
smugglers, possibly along the Latin American coast and an increase
in military training for those who fight and arrest drug smugglers -
both American drug enforcement agents and foreign police and
military. A Newsweek poll shows the escalating drug war may have
changed American attitudes. Fifty-three percent of those asked said
they would now favor the use of American troops in the war on drugs.
But administration officials repeatedly stressed that no
combat role is planned for US troops. For one thing, they say,
Colombia doesn't want it. David Ensor, ABC News, Washington.
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MEXICAN DESCENDANTS TRY TO RECLAIM NEW MEXICO LAND
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JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA
JOHN QUINONES, TEIRRA AMARILLA, NEW MEXICO

JOHN MARTIN
The wounds of war often linger beyond the generations_ Now in the
American west, the pain of an international conflict that ended 141
years ago has resurfaced. JOHN Quinones reports.

JOHN QUINONES
The Rocky Mountains, northern New Mexico_ They call this the
land of enchantment with its breathtaking canyons, mystical valleys,
and golden sunsets. It hardly looks like the setting for rebellion.
But take a closer look. (GUNFIRE) Meet Pedro Archuleta.

PEDRO ARCHULETA
If we have to die protecting this land from outsiders from
developing, we are going to do it.

JOHN QUINONES
Pedro is the leader of a band of angry, gun toting men, most of them
in their 70s. They've taken over a mountain overlooking the town of
Tierra Amarilla. Here under a Mexican flag they're building cabins
and bunkers_ Like Spanish conquistadors and Mexican revolutionaries
before them, they're determined to fight and take back the land that
once belonged to their forefathers. (MAN SPEAKING) "This is our
motherland", he says, "But it was stolen from us. Now we want it
back". What they want is 600,000 acres of the Tierra Amarilla
Land Grant, awarded to the US as part of the Treaty of Guadalupe in
1848 after the Mexican-American war. The Mexican government sold
this land to the US on one condition: that the American government
honor the property rights of Mexicans who had already settled here.
But right after the treaty was signed, corrupt land speculators
falsified deeds and redrew property lines. Today the heirs of those
original Mexican settlers have very little land to call their own.
Most of Tierra Amarilla now belongs to the state and to private
investors building condominiums and resort areas. Pedro and the
other men on this mountain cite ancient deeds to the property, but
US courts have ruled the claims outdated and invalid.
Peter Holzem represents the group of investors who now own the land.

PETER HOLZEM
If you buy a piece of property and you pay part of your life savings
to buy it, and I'm talking about you individually, gosh darn you
ought to be able to do with it what you want.

JOHN QUINONES
But the men on the hill say they will not be moved. Later this week
Pedro will meet with the land owners to negotiate an end to the
standoff. He may settle for a piece of the property for now, but
says he will not abandon his struggle. JOHN Quinones, ABC News,
Tierra Amarilla, New Mexico_
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IRVING STONE, AUTHOR DIES AT 86
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JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA

JOHN MARTIN
Novelist Irving Stone has died at the age of 86. Stone died last
night of heart failure in Los Angeles after a month in the
hospital. He wrote 27 books, translated into 54 languages. Among
them, "The Agony and the Ecstasy" after the life of Michelangelo,
and "Lust for Life", the story of Vincent Van Gogh.
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SPORTS NEWS, PETE ROSE, HERO OR SLIME?
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JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA
RAY GANDOLF, NEW YORK, NY USA

JOHN MARTIN
No endeavor other than war creates as many heroes as the world of
sports. But as Ray Gandolf comments tonight, after the lifetime
suspension of another hero this past week, the pantheon of sports may
need a modern annex.

RAY GANDOLF
JOHN, the Pete Rose affair is going to be with us for a long time.
In a year he can beg for reinstatement to baseball. In three years,
he will be eligible for the Hall of Fame. The writers who send
out the invitations to Cooperstown will remember that Rose got more
base hits than any man who ever played the game. They will remember
his headlong, hell for leather style, his total commitment to
excellence. They will also remember a commissioner banishing Rose
for life, like a principal expelling a bad kid from school. And
they will remember Rose's lame denials that he had gambled on his
own games. They will remember him as a huckster - on the very night
of his banishment peddling his memories like a call girl selling her
favors. The Hall of Fame, they say, is full of superstars who were
rogues and scoundrels. Shouldn't Rose be let in? I say no. I say
put up another building. Put Ty Cobb in it, and Cap Anson, the
bigot, and Charles Comiskey, the cheapskate owner, and Pete Rose,
and all the guys who soiled the thing they loved. Put them all in
that new building. Call it the Hall of Infamy. JOHN.
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COAST GUARD NOW CAN TEST FOR DRUNK BOAT DRIVING
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JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA
STEVE SHEPARD, OCEAN CITY, NJ

JOHN MARTIN
As the summer draws to a close, the Coast Guard is finally getting a
new tool to curb mayhem on America's waterways, a tool that police
on dry land have had for years. For the first time Coast Guard
officers now can test boaters for drunkenness. Steve Shepard
reports.

STEVE SHEPARD
In the summertime Americans take to the water by the millions. In
some areas, jet skis, windsurfers and cabin cruisers vie for every
inch of open space, resulting in a lot of near collisions or worse.

RAYMOND SLADE ! COAST GUARD
We've had our share of accidents this year. This year we've had
several boat, jet ski type accidents where the jet skier either hit
a larger boat or vice versa.

COAST GUARD
(TO BOATER) Just giving you a warning, our violations start pretty
high.

STEVE SHEPARD
The men and women of the Coast Guard say the problem is exacerbated
by alcohol. Nearly 1,000 people died in boating accidents in the
United States last year alone. The Coast Guard believes that
more than half of those accidents were alcohol related. As of this
weekend, the Coast Guard has a new weapon in its battle with
intoxicated boaters. Police have used it for years. It's called a
breathalizer. The Coast Guard has always had the right to inspect
boats, now because of Congress it can also use the breathalizer to
inspect a boater's sobriety. Drunken boaters can be arrested and
prosecuted. Most boat owners seem to approve.

PHIL BURKE
It's a good idea. It's going to start doing something for the
boating problem.

STEVE SHEPARD
No one thinks the Coast Guard's new authority is going to end
drunken boating. But if breathalizer tests cut down the problem at
all, the Coast Guard says that will save lives, maybe many lives.
Steve Shepard, ABC News, Ocean CitYI New Jersey.
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WHIPS, DOGS USED AGAINST ANTIAPARTHEID ACTIVISTS ON BEACH
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JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA
RICHARD SERGAY, CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA

JOHN MARTIN
A peaceful Saturday at the beach in South Africa turned ugly today
as the police used whips and dogs to attack blacks and whites
opposed to segregated swimming areas. Richard Sergay was there in
Cape Town.

RICHARD SERGAY
This "whites only" beach was declared off-limits to everyone today
except for the police and their dogs. They were there to guard it
against what authorities feared would be an invasion of non-whites
who planned a picnic, part of a growing nationwide campaign to
spotlight racial discrimination. Busloads of people from the
townships tried to make their way to the beach but were turned back
at police roadblocks. Those who did arrive were chased off by
authorities using whips and tear gas. More than a dozen journalists
were arrested for violating media restrictions under the state of
emergency. Meanwhile, hundreds of people arrived at another
whites only beach in Cape Town. Police again used whips to
disperse the demonstrators. Archbishop Tutu, who intervened to
stop the violence, claims today's protest was a success.

ARCHBISHOP DESMOND TUTU
Apartheid is totally immoral. It can only be defended with the
violence that we saw. I mean, people came here armed only with
sandwiches.

RICHARD SERGAY
Activists vow to step up their campaign of civil disobedience. The
government, which already has begun cracking down, warns it will
crush the protest. Both sides seem to be heading for a new round of
confrontation. Richard Sergay, ABC News, Cape Town.
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OAT BRAN PIZZA IN CHICAGO
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JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA
KAREN STONE, NEW YORK, NY USA

JOHN MARTIN
Finally, that adopted American classic, the pizza, has generally
stood its ground against a diet conscious America. But as
Karen Stone tells liS, even the pizza, ODe of the ultimate splurges,
has been forced to slice off fat and trim its cholesterol.

KAREN STONE
Chicago is famous for many things, some good, some bad, some just
downright offbeat. Depending on how you like your pizza, one or
more of those descriptions will apply to the oat bran, broccoli,
pesto pizza they're serving at Eduardo's of Chicago.

MAN
It tastes a little different, not that much.

WOMAN
I think it tastes better.

KAREN STONE
Eduardo Jacobson takes his pizza seriously. He grows his own fresh
herbs for toppings and late at night, the pizza kitchen becomes his
laboratory.

EDUARDO JACOBSON
All of my innovations I get very excited about. It's got a crunchy
taste from the broccoli, pesta sauce is a very unique flavor.

KAREN STONE
But is it nutritious?

LYN HILL / NUTRITIONIST
If four people shared equally a 12 inch pizza, there'd be 465
calories and 7.35 grams of dietary fiber.

EDUARDO JACOBSON
I think it will definitely appeal to people who are into health and
I think that it's got enough flavor to appeal to any pizza lover.

KAREN STONE
Or, at least pizza lovers who want to feel their oats.

JOHN MARTIN
Thanks Karen. Oat bran Pizza. There'll be more on that and other
health news tomorrow on the Health Show.
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GILBERT WINS ASSSN OF TENNIS PROFESSIONALS TOURNAMENT
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JOHN MARTINr WASHINGTON, DC GSA

JOHN MARTIN
If you've been working on your backhand this weekend, you might want
to watch the way Brad Gilbert and Boris Becker hit theirs tonight
in Mason, Ohio. It was the semifinals of the Association of Tennis
Professionals tournament and Becker was serving. Pretty ordinary at
first, right? But watch this.

ANNOUNCER
Unbelievable point.

JOHN MARTIN
But believable to Brad Gilbert. He won the match: 3-6, 6-3, 6-4 and
faces Stefan Edberg in tomorrow's final.
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TMG, JAPANESE HIGH SCHOOL IN UNITED STATES
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JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA
DAN NOYES, SWEETWATER, TENNESSEE

JOHN MARTIN
American students are enjoying the last weeks of summer, but there's
one school where there's been no vacation. Dan Noyes reports on
the newest Japanese export tucked into the hills of eastern
Tennessee.

DAN NOYES
When Makata Ochiai was sent here to drum up business for an
American-Japanese joint venture, his main concern was the education
of his 15 year old son.

MAKOTO OCHIAI
If, you know, we don't have the TMG, probably I'll leave him in
Japan.

DAN NOYES
TMG is Tennessee Meiji Gakuin, the first fully accredited Japanese
high school for the children of executives stationed in the
United States. The tuition is 19,000 dollars a year, serious money
for serious students like Ochiai's son Yoshi.

YOSHI OCHIAI
(INTERPRETER) I can study the Japanese way in the school. The
studying is better than, better than playing.

JILL HITSON
I have to study. I'd rather be playing.

DAN NOYES
American students wile away a long summer vacation. But the
Japanese are hard at work, 11 months a year/ six days a week. And
the days are long, eight in the morning to 4:30 in the afternoon.
With an emphasis on math and science, the classes are the same as
those back home. At Tennessee Meiji Gakuin, Japanese students
avoid the language barrier and an inferior system of education.
American schools are often a year or two behind the Japanese.
Before TMG, Japanese students educated in the States often had a
tough time getting into universities back in Japan.

HIROSHI JO / TMG DIRECTOR
It's a war. It's a competition and you have to have a good grades
otherwise you can't make it.

DAN NOYES
More and more Americans will get a firsthand look at this system
that pushes students to excel. With 7,000 companies in the
United States, the Japanese will open other schools like TMG, the
next in New York in 1990. Dan Noyes, ABC News,
Sweetwater, Tennessee.
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GALAN IS LATEST CASUALTY OF MEDELLIN DRUG CARTEL
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JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA
MARK POTTER, BOGOTA, COLOMBIA

JOHN MARTIN
Colombia's Medellin drug cartel is threatening more violence
tonight, this despite Colombia's decision to reactivate its
extradition treaty with the United States and President Bush's
pledge to carry it out. Mark Potter reports how a political murder
has inflamed Colombia.

MARK POTTER
Senator Luis Galan, Colombia's leading presidential candidate,
campaigned openly against his country's powerful drug traffickers.
At a political rally near Bogota, machine gun wielding assassins
retaliated, opening fire on Galan. Although bodyguards fired back,
the assailants escaped. Galan was rushed to the hospital where
doctors say he died on the operating table. In a national address
moments after the shooting, President Virgilio Barco promised to
crack down on the traffickers and to extradite them, if ever they
are caught, to the United States to stand trial.

THOMAS CASH / DEA
It's the ultimate face-off. The traffickers have made their
statement, Vargas has made his and now we're going to have to wait
to see just exactly what transpires.

MARK POTTER
What may transpire is more violence, which in the past decade has
paralyzed Colombia's justice system. Today, while mourners paid
their respects to the slain Senator Galan, the drug traffickers
issued a communique saying they would continue to fight the
Colombian government with blood. Mark Potter, ABC News.
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NON-COMMUNIST PRIME MINISTER TO BE NAMED IN POLAND
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JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA
JIM HICKEY, WARSAW, POLAND

JOHN MARTIN
In Poland tonight, what was once deemed impossible is now a reality.
Poland's Communist President today nominated a Solidarity activist,
a man he once imprisoned, to serve as Prime Minister of a
non-Communist government. Tadeusz Mazowiecki would not only head
Poland's first non-Communist government in 40 years, but the first
such government in the Soviet bloc. Jim Hickey reports.

JIM HICKEY
President Jaruzelski made the historic announcement in a communique
issued from the Presidential Palace. Solidarity newspaper editor
Tadeusz MazQwiecki has been officially asked to serve as Polish
Prime Minister. He's been asked to form a new coalition government
and try to solve Poland's severe economic crisis. Hours before the
announcement, Mazowiecki was already being congratulated. A
solitary man, he wanted to spend the day alone, thinking about his
new responsibilities. But Mazowiecki took a little time to share
some of those thoughts with Polish TV. "No one", he says, "has a
magic recipe to solve the economic problems. The government will
have to create new possibilities. This is to be a government open
to all new forces", he went on, "a government of a broad coalition".
That would include the Communists, who are split over whether to
cooperate or fight the new Solidarity led government. The Communist
Party Central Committee held an emergency session today. Some party
members are angry at their leaders for allowing Solidarity's rise to
power. The source of their anger was meeting today in Gdansk.
Solidarity leader Le ch Walesa was jubilant. "It's an incredible
success for the struggle", he said. To no one's surprise, the
leadership here immediately pledged their full support to the Prime
Minister-designate, Solidarity's own Tadeusz Mazowiecki.
Jim Hickey, ABC News, Warsaw.
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STEAM PIPE EXPLOSION IN NEW YORK KILLS TWO
1989-08-19
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JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA

JOHN MARTIN
In New York tonight, at least two people are dead, 17 injured in a
steam pipe explosion that blew out highrise windows and forced
hundreds of residents to evacuate. Utility employees had been
working on the pipe, but no word yet on what caused the blast.
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("Raising Arizona")

HOLLY HUNTER, ACTRESS
Turn to the right.

ACTOR
Don't forget his fingers, Ed.

TED KOPPEL
(VO) Fingerprints, a time - honored tool of law enforcement, But now
modern science has added something new, DNA codes have been called
"genetic fingerprints" and they're now being used in fighting crime.
(on camera) Good evening, I'm Ted Koppel and this is Nightline. {VOl
They have not only clinched convictions, but just this week, DNA
tests led prosecutors to drop all charges against this man in what
had been a highly publicized rape case. But is DNA evidence
completely reliable? Our guests include FBI Director William Sessions
as we look at the controversy tonight.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
Remember Gary Dotson who was convicted in 1979 of raping Kathleen
Webb? What was so extraordinary about the case is that Dotson spent
nearly ten years in jail before his sentence was commuted by the
governor of Illinois. He commuted it sort of grudgingly, you may
recall. The victim in the case, Kathleen Webb, recanted, testified
that she had lied about Dotson and the rape. But all sorts of
questions were raised. Was she lying during the trial or was she
lying when she said Dotson was innocent? No one but Dotson and
Kathleen Webb, it appeared, would ever know for sure. And while
Dotson had his sentence commuted, Governor Jim Thompson refused to
grant Dotson a full pardon. Well, yesterday, prosecutors in the case
dropped all charges against Gary Dotson because a DNA test of his
semen proved conclusively that he could not have been the man who
raped Kathleen Webb. What we're talking about here is something
called DNA fingerprinting and JOHN MARTIN provides us some background
to the technique and the surrounding controversy.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) DNA. It makes us who we are. It carries genetic information. We
inherit DNA from our parents. It is part of the miracle of life. But
now it is being used to solve the mysteries of death and violence.

HARDING MOTTESHEARD, JURY FOREMAN
DNA, there it is. It's a picture. It's right before you. No way at
all you can doubt it.

MARTIN
(VO) In courtrooms across the country, the science of genetics is
being called to the service of criminology.

BETTY CUNNINGHAM, JUROR
And that was the icing on the cake because it showed that he did, in
actuality, commit the crime.

MARTIN
(VO) This is Lifecodes, one of at least give laboratories around the
United States where the DNA test is conducted. Here's how it works.
Police remove cell samples, often blood or semen, from victims and
suspects. Lab technicians extract DNA from the materials. The lab
workers study a series of bands that appear. They mark and compare
them, looking for signs that they match the suspect's DNA. The bands
form unique patterns that experts believe are almost never repeated.

KAREN WEXLER, LIFECODES LABORATORY
The chances of a false identification now, as our technology stands,
are very, very low. An average number might be one in a hundred
million people could have that same pattern.

MARTIN
(VO) That's an average, but an actual number might be far higher, one
in a billion or even higher. British detectives were the first to
gain a conviction using DNA only two years ago. They matched samples
from two murder victims with the DNA of this man, Colin Pitchfork.



They cleared another suspect by checking his DNA profile. The first
conviction in America came in Florida where it was largely DNA that
helped convict Tommy Lee Andrews of rape.

PROSECUTOR
One thing is for sure. We know he was there because he left something
there at the crime scene. What did he leave? He left his genetic
fingerprint. He left a genetic fingerprint inside Nancy Hodge.

MARTIN
(VO) In Virginia, Timothy Spencer was sentenced to death four times
for a series of rape - murders. His lawyer claims Spencer was
convicted largely on the basis of DNA evidence. In this case,
Lifecodes estimated the likelihood of finding another suspect with
the same DNA pattern as one in 705 million people.

JEFFREY EVERHART, DEFENSE ATTORNEY
Once the jury heard those numbers, the astronomical numbers that I'm
sure you1re familiar with, we were sunk.

MARTIN
Even though it is still used in only a relatively small number of
cases, DNA has become a powerful tool in the fight against crime. But
now, here in the Bronx, in one of New York's trial courts, a note of
caution has been sounded. {VOl This man, Jose Castro, was accused of
murdering a pregnant woman and her two - year - old child. Police
found blood on his wristwatch. Its DNA code matched the victim's DNA,
according to Lifecodes technicians. To decide whether the evidence
should be shown to a jury, the judge held hearings into just how it
was collected and analyzed. Before he could rule, however, experts
from both prosecution and defense concluded the standards weren1t
rigorous enough. They said that further experiments would be
necessary to explain the presence of extra bands and that the company
may have understated the probability of a match.

ERIC LANDER, DEFENSE WITNESS
If in fact you've decided the samples really do match, you've got to
work out what1s the chance that it could have occurred at random. And
for that, you need to know the frequency of each of these patterns in
the population. To work out that frequency, you'll need to study
Hispanics and blacks and whites because the frequencies of overall
patterns may vary between different ethnic groups.

BARRY SCHECK, DEFENSE ATTORNEY
We're sending people to the electric chair. Certainly, we should have
same kind of quality assurance that we have for the diagnosis of
strep throat.

MARTIN
(VO) At FBI headquarters in Washington, the bureau is developing a
set of standards for its own laboratory that could be applied
nationwide. State agencies have already sent samples here from
hundreds of cases for analysis. Critics call for uniform practices in
both pUblic and private labs. Jose Castro's lawyer complains that
such protections are corning late in the day.

MR SCHECK
But what about the fact that we've already been in court allover the
United States in death cases and all other kinds of cases and we
haven't figured this out yet? It's wrong.

RICHARD ROBERTS, PROSECUTION WITNESS
It just serves everybody's best interest if there are some national
standards set. But I think it would be wrong to say that one should
not use DNA fingerprinting without standards. You can get good
evidence irrespective of whether the standards are there or not.

MARTIN
(VO) But not everyone in the legal community is convinced. Donald
Shapiro is a law professor who has studied the implications of DNA
testing as well as the way the tests are carried out.

DONALD SHAPIRO, NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL
I have a great fear about it at the current time. It's condemning
people to death based on a relatively new scientific test. This test
holds great promise. It probably holds more promise in the forensic
than any test since the fingerprint which is now around 80, 90 years
old. But I think it has to be treated with care in these early
stages.

MARTIN
Now, the New York judge has repeated that note of caution while
upholding the technology of DNA identification. In a 41 - page
opinion, the court ruled that jurors could be told that DNA from the
blood found on the suspect's wristwatch was not his own. But the
judge ruled that the laboratory had failed in several major instances
to use generally accepted scientific methods. Therefore, the jury
could not be told that the DNA probably belonged to the victim. So
the science of DNA identification has passed another test, not
exactly with flying colors, but perhaps with the next best thing, an
admonition that in the laboratory, the highest standards must be



adhered to. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline in Washington.
KOPPEL

When we come back, we'll be joined by FBI Director William Sessions
and by Justice Gerald Sheindlin, the New York judge whose ruling has
raised questions about the use of DNA tests as legal evidence.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
FBI director Williams Sessions is a strong advocate of using DNA
testing as a law enforcement tool. He joins tonight in our Washington
bureau. Joining us in our New York studios, Justice Gerald Sheindlin
of the New York State Supreme Court. In a key ruling yesterday, he
challenged the techniques used in some DNA tests presented as
evidence in a murder case before him. Indeed, Judge Sheindlin, maybe
you can explain to us, you seem to be of at least two minds about the
validity of DNA testing. Maybe it's just that I haven't had the
chance to read your entire ruling. Spell that out for us. Where do
you stand?

JUSTICE GERALD SHEINDLIN, NEW YORK STATE SUPREME COURT
Surely. I ruled that the DNA test in general is a valuable, powerful
scientific tool. It can be used if done correctly. What I said in my
decision was, "Although this is a powerful, accepted scientific
procedure, in this case the laboratory did not do the proper tests
which were required".

KOPPEL
Let me ask you just for a moment to tell me whether you think this is
an apt analogy. Would you have made a similar - would you have passed
down a similar kind of decision, letls say, on a lie detector, where
you would say, "If it's in the right hands, powerful tool, useful
tool, if it's properly handled, okay, but this wasn't properly
handled"?

JUSTICE SHEINDLIN
If the lie detector test has reached that level of acceptance in the
scientific community as has the DNA testing, of course my ruling
would have been the same. But your question is so hypothetical, sir,
that I really canlt answer whether I would have accepted a lie
detector test. What I know about it now is that the lie detector test
is just not generally accepted in the scientific community. On the
contrary, DNA testing is a test which is accepted in the scientific
community.

KOPPEL
So, Justice, spell it out for me one more time. What happened here in
the lab, then, was it, the lab made a mistake or was a little
careless in how they analyzed this particular DNA test?

JUSTICE SHEINDLIN
I think that that would be a fair observation.

KOPPEL
Judge Sessions, let me ask you to respond to the same question that I
raised just a moment ago. The differences and similarities between
using a lie detector test and DNA fingerprinting, apples and oranges?

WILLIAM SESSIONS, FBI DIRECTOR
I think Justice Sheindlin is right on target. He is talking about
what has been accepted in the scientific community. With the DNA
procedures, acceptance in the scientific community has been
established and, as the justice points out, he was talking about the
application in this particular case which, under his responsibility
as a judge was to be sure that in this particular case that testing
met the standards that are required under what we call the Fry
standards. He acknowledges that it's a very powerful, valuable
scientific procedure which gives the basic underpinning for
acceptance in the court of law if the procedures are correctly
followed.

KOPPEL
Do you understand what I'm asking you, though? And what I'm asking
you to do is to give us some kind of standard by which we can measure
it. In other words, the government has on a number of occasions -
your own department, the FBI, the Justice Department -

MR SESSIONS
Yes.

KOPPEL
- requires its prospective employees to take a lie detector test
which means you must have some degree of confidence in it. But it
would not necessarily have standing in a court of law.

MR SESSIONS
That is absolutely correct. It is used as an assist in the hiring
procedures on occasion. But it is a very different matter when a
scientific procedure is being tested in a court of law by a jury that
ultimately decide whether or not, based upon that evidence and other
with it, they can decide beyond a reasonable doubt that a conviction
is appropriate. Therefore, that test is submitted to an entirely



different test.
KOPPEL

Now, Justice Sheindlin, Mr Sessions just raised an interesting point
because he said when, in the company of other evidence. Would you,
under any circumstances if, let's say, the test were perfectly
conducted, would you accept a DNA fingerprint as the only piece of
evidence to convict someone?

JUSTICE SHEINDLIN
I can envision cases where perhaps that would be extremely powerful,
For instance, suppose that you had - and this is an actual
circumstance - a person suffering from Alzheimer's Disease, could not
remember what her attacker looked like and she was raped. Sperm
removed from the victim was compared with the blood of the person who
was a suspect and matched perfectly. So here you have a situation
where you have a victim, no identification, but DNA fingerprinting
locking this person into the commission of a crime because he DNA
fingerprint was found in the interior of a victim.

KOPPEL
So basically, you're saying yes.

JUSTICE SHEINDLIN
That's very powerful evidence.

KOPPEL
Under certain circumstances, you would accept it as the only piece of
evidence sufficient to convict someone?

JUSTICE SHEINDLIN
That's circumstantial evidence of a very powerful nature.

KOPPEL
Okay. We're going to take a break. When we come back, we'll be joined
by New York law professor Donald Shapiro as we look at some
constitutional issues that may be raised by DNA fingerprints.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
The development of a DNA data bank concerns Professor Donald Shapiro
of New York Law School because it has the potential of compromising
the issue of personal privacy. He is with us in our New York studios.
For the sake of argument, let's just assume then you accept that
scientifically it works. What is it that concerns you about it from a
constitutional point of view?

DONALD SHAPIRO, NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL
Well, already we have in Colorado, where they're requiring all sex
offenders to be genetically data banked or leave their DNA
fingerprints in a data bank, If that information gets out and the
government's had a history of information getting out like on income
tax returns, it could be devastating to employers and to insurance
companies. If they have this, we'll solve the insurance health crisis
by refusing to insure all sorts of the population.

KOPPEL
Now, wait a second. Maybe you're moving a little too quickly for me.
I hear people allover the country saying, "Well, if they're a
convicted sex offender, so what? They've given up their right to a
certain level of privacy". Your concern goes beyond convicted sex
offenders?

PROF SHAPIRO
Of course it does and we started off fingerprinting with criminals.
And Judge Sessions probably knows much better than I what a large
percentage of the population have their fingerprints in a data bank
in the FBI, And genetic fingerprinting is the next step because right
now, the only way they can get a conviction or merely an
identification is if you leave some genetic material at the scene and
they know you're a suspect. Unless they know you're a suspect, how
are they going to match your genetic base with the material they
found?

KOPPEL
Just help me a little bit because the time that we have on these
segments is kind of limited. You're worried that information from a
DNA data bank could be used to do what to innocent people?

PROF SHAPIRO
Employers could refuse to hire because these people have genetic
weaknesses. Insurance companies could refuse to insure because this
is not simply a genetic fingerprint, as we're so glibly saying. It's
a genetic profile of a human being. And if they knew which people to
avoid, it's wonderful for insurance. It's wonderful for employers not
to hire people with certain genetic weaknesses.

KOPPEL
All right. Judge Sessions, take a crack at that, would you? I
understand you come at this from a different point of view. You're a
law enforcement officer, but you must understand what Professor
Shapiro's talking about and as a former judge, you must also share
his concern.



KOPPEL

MR SESSIONS
Well, there are several things that apply here. First of all, in
dealing with the evidence that is gathered, the profiling that is
maintained is of a criminal nature, not of a behavioral nature nor of
any other aspect of criminality and we do not -

KOPPEL
Well, but you understand where he1s coming from. Somewhere down the
line, maybe ten years from now, there will be data banks in which a
DNA profile of each of us or at least of tens of millions of
Americans is kept by organizations is kept by organizations such as
your own, the FBI.

MR SESSIONS
The DNA material itself would not be kept. The profile would be kept,
but it is not behavioral material and it's not a behavioral profile.
What will happen is it will be utilized in the data banks only to
compare criminal nature, criminal prosecutions or criminal subjects
in different places to try to identify them.

KOPPEL
That's the intent?

MR SESSIONS
That is the intent.

That's the intent.
MR SESSIONS

But the second thing that will happen is, of course, there is a very,
very careful guarding of that evidence by the FBI always in every
case, as with FBI fingerprint identification, those things are, as
the professor knows, very carefully kept. The second thing that I
think is important is that the oversight committees in the Senate and
the House are always very interested in the civil rights and the
constitutional rights aspect of law enforcement. And for instance,
Chairman Don Edwards of the House Subcommittee on Civil and
Constitutional Rights says that we must have very careful standards
promulgated by the FBI and I agree with that wholeheartedly and I
think that kind of safeguard begins to mark the insurance the
American people that it will be carefully and properly used.

KOPPEL
Justice Sheindlin, I realize you're up there in New York. Let me tell
you just a truism from down here in Washington and that is, if it
exists somewhere in a government file, eventually it's going to leak.
Do you feel comfortable with it?

JUSTICE SHEINDLIN
I do. I agree with Judge Sessions. I think that there are procedures
and safeguards that can be employed in order to insure the
confidentiality of both fingerprints, prior records of people and
also DNA typing. It's in the same category as a fingerprint and if
you can safeguard fingerprints, you can safeguard DNA typing -

KOPPEL
Well, no, it isn't.

JUSTICE SHEINDLIN
- except for -

KOPPEL
You can't tell from a fingerprint whether I have a heart disease or
whether I'm prone to coming down with cancer. I mean, all you can
tell from a fingerprint is my identity.

JUSTICE SHEINDLIN
Well, that1s true and 11m assuming that that's the purpose of the
data bank. It's also true that you can further examine the DNA
sequence to determine if you have a defect. And I agree
wholeheartedly with the professor that that should be safeguarded
because that has potential for abuse.

KOPPEL
All right, we're going to take - forgive me for interrupting. We're
going to take a break. When we corne back, Professor Shapiro, I'd like
to hear what else is bothering you about the DNA fingerprinting.
We'll continue our discussion in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
And we're back with Professor Donald Shapiro. The director of the FBI
has just reassured us that these DNA fingerprints are only going to
be used in the fight against crime and they're going to be kept
closely guarded.

PROF SHAPIRO
I hate to disagree with two judges since I'm the only non - judge
here, but I thoroughly disagree with them. The FBI fingerprinting
system has been compromised numerous times by local police
departments. And if it exists, it can be leaked and it probably will
be leaked. Now, one of the problems we have in DNA fingerprinting is
we have filler in between the identify marks. We can't read that



filler right now, but we're fast beginning to learn what that filler
means in genetic terms. And you're right. I don't think it's going to
be ten years. I think we're talking three or four years. We're going
to be able to find out all sorts of things. This is not a
fingerprint. This is genetic profile, It's used for identify
purposes, but it can be used for much more.

KOPPEL
Judge Sessions, the professor raises an interesting point. A great
deal of FBI material is shared with local law enforcement agencies
and if and when the day comes that this kind of material is shared,
then the chances for misuse grow Malthusian proportions, right?

MR SESSIONS
But the point is that the forensic examinations that we do on that
genetic material are not used to find medical or behavioral aspects
of the individual. What they are -

KOPPEL
How long do you think -

MR SESSIONS
What they're designed to do is to find out the identity of that
person and therefore we will not have in our files anything other
than the identification aspects, not the behavioral, not the medical,

KOPPEL
I understand what the intent is, but how long do you think it's going
be before the US government wants to hire someone, you have that
material at your disposal, someone in government at the White House
says to you, "Director Sessions, we need to know is this a fellow
who's got a propensity toward heart attacks?"

MR SESSIONS
That will not happen because we will not have the behavioral or
medical material in our file. all we will have is that single
identification profile. We will not have the actual DNA material
itself. So I think that in the scenario -

KOPPEL
Well, who's going to have that?

MR SESSIONS
- that the professor actually gives, that will not happen.

KOPPEL
Professor, you got 20 seconds for a final comment either way.

PROF SHAPIRO
Well, that material is included along with the identity material. We
can't separate one out from the other right now with our state of
technology and they will have that material. And I'm afraid future
cabinet officials, the government will be reading their DNA profiles.

KOPPEL
Gentlemen, I thank all of you very much, Director Sessions, Justice,
Professor, thank you for being with us. That's our report for
tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. For all of us here at ABC
News, good night,
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FORREST SAWYER
(VO) Over four years ago, the misery these people suffered held the
attention of the world, attracting international celebrities to their
cause. More recently, they have largely been forgotten by the media.
They were not forgotten by Congressman Mickey Leland of Texas. We'll
look at the problems that were his passionate concern tonight.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from New York, Forrest Sawyer.

SAWYER
It was the children who seemed to drive Mickey Leland's passion to
help the poor and hungry and helpless in Africa. When the congressman
was asked why he struggled so hard to fight hunger there, he always
mentioned a young girl he saw in the Sudan in 1984, "a skeleton," he
called her, with just a thin layer of skin and a faint breath of
life. She died before his eyes. "Every day," he said, "I see her
face". Mickey Leland was on still another rescue mission, this time
to a Sudanese refugee camp in Ethiopia, when his plane flew directly
into a mountain. He knew there are risks. He was, after all, in a
part of the world where disasters, natural and man - made, have swept
across the landscape like dust storms. Part of his fight was to make
the world remember the people caught in those storms and remember
that something can be done to help them. So tonight, a look at the
work Congressman Mickey Leland leaves behind. We begin with
correspondent JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) Mickey Leland's crusade to help the hungry and homeless carried
him to a region of Africa that is overwhelmed by two million people
in distress. Into the camps Leland flew last March, playing and
singing with the inhabitants, knowing their lives were in danger and
that United Nations efforts were not always successful. In Nairobi,
he spoke out.

REP MICKEY LELAND, 101 TEXAS
(April 9, 1969) I think the UN has the greatest of intentions, but I
would just admonish them that they need to really give more to the
substance, as opposed to the PR value of what this is all about. And
I'm hoping that they get down to the nitty - gritty because there is
no time left.

MARTIN
(VO) That was five months ago. Over the years, distribution has often
been a problem as relief workers struggled to surmount local
bureaucracy. But last month, American aid experts looked at refugee
camps near the Somalia border and found a dismaying situation. Food
deliveries, promised every ten days, had not been made in a month.
They told a New York Times reporter that UN records show the promised
schedules have never been met. The said several thousand tents,
delivered six months earlier had not been set up and were rotting.
And that instead of sending rice and noodles, foods the refugees were
accustomed to eating, the UN sent wheat and flour. In Washington, an
AID official discounted the severity, but confirmed the problems.

ALEXANDER LOVE, AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The food got there in my understanding. It didn't necessarily get
there at the frequency. There were some problems, with my
understanding, with some of the tents. So there were some logistic
problems getting started.

MARTIN
{VOl Mickey Leland found himself facing lots of logjams in the House
of Representatives over the years. it took him five years to get his
colleagues to agree to set up a select committee on world hunger.
That was 1984 and the event that broke down the barriers was the
Ethiopian famine. Suddenly, hunger was big. The soulful eyes of the
dying stared out of television sets all across the world. At Leland's
side were the youth of several countries. In London and Philadelphia,
rock groups staged Live Aid, a simultaneous rock concert aimed at



awakening the spirit of humanity. And a song, We Are the World,
awakened a spirit that had been dormant in America, at least, since
the 1960's. It raised millions of dollars and it helped save millions
of lives. The United States government contributed $800 million. And
then the world forgot about hunger. But not Mickey Leland. He went
into the streets of America, willing to spend a night with the
homeless to dramatize their fears.

REP LELAND
(March 4, 1987) To think that I'm going to sleep out here tonight is
- it's a little frightening. It's a little scary, to say the least.

MARTIN
(VO) More frightening in the end were the dangers Leland saw in
Africa, not only from natural disasters, but the unnatural hatreds of
war.

REP LELAND
(March 24, 1989) This is a very small world. Our neighbors are
suffering tremendously. We are spending millions of dollars in US aid
money in order to try to assist developing nations to achieve a level
of development that will sustain themselves for a long time. But when
there's a civil war like this that disrupts that development, we have
an obligation to go and to do all that we can.

MARTIN
(VO) Leland returned this month to Africa for the second time this
year. The situation is grave in Ethiopia because it is awash in
refugees. They corne from Somalia in the east, 200,000 to 600,000
people who walked across the border, trying to get away from a
vicious civil war. They come from the Sudan in the west, about
350,000 refugees, many of them men and boy orphans, most running away
from a coup d'etat in the capital and street fighting in border
towns.

REP LELAND
(April 10, 1989) The fact of the matter is is that some of the food
that is pre - positioned can't get distributed into the areas of
contest. Some, by the way, is getting across the border, but not
necessarily distributed to the places where they are most needed.

MARTIN
(VO) If people are still dying in the Horn of Africa, what did Mickey
Leland accomplish? With he maverick ways - he visited Fidel Castro,
he led cheers in Vietnam and he talked his way into dinner with the
Communist dictator of Ethiopia, a man who had shut out all Americans
- Leland kept the spotlight fixed on hunger.

C PAYNE LUCAS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AFRICARE
Mickey Leland knew there were people out there dying, but instead of
50,000, there were 5,000 here and 300 or 400 there and there was two
or three in his arms dying. But the thing there is that we're talking
about much smaller numbers and you're talking about there is no Live
Aid, Band - Aid anymore. There's no starving babies on the television
anymore. So you don't have the same sense of urgency. And the only
people who managed to keep all this alive has been the Mickey Lelands
of the world.

REP LELAND
(March 24, 1989) We have a moral obligation. Yes, we do have a very
serious problem with hunger and malnutrition and homelessness and
many other problems with the people of this country. But we cannot
ignore the adverse circumstances that exist in other parts of the
world because, in fact, those folks are our neighbors. I mean, our
basic foundation in this country is built on charity, if nothing
else, a responsibility to the human life of people everywhere.

MARTIN
In all, 16 people died in the crash of Mickey Leland's plane, workers
from the Agency for International Development, from the Congress,
frorn the American embassy. "Don't forget them all," said a State
Department employee tonight. "Don't forget any of them". Least of
all, perhaps, the refugees they went to help. This is JOHN MARTIN for
Nightline in Washington.

SAWYER
When we come back, we will be joined by Congressman Gary Ackerman of
New York who flew to Ethiopia to take part in the search for
Congressman Leland; by Monsignor Robert ColI, who first met
Congressman Leland in Ethiopia five years ago; and by Roger Winter,
who heads a private refugee aid organization and worked with Mickey
Leland on problems in the Sudan.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Congressman Gary Ackerman of New York served with Mickey Leland on
the House Committee on Hunger. He traveled with Leland on three
previous trips to Ethiopia and he was in the plane that spotted the
wreckage of the Leland party's aircraft on Saturday. He joins uS from
our London Bureau. With us from our Philadelphia bureau is Monsignor



Robert ColI of the Interfaith Hunger Appeal, who in 1984 took
Congressman Leland and other American congressmen visiting Ethiopia
on a tour of the famine area. And from our Washington bureau, Roger
Winter, who heads the US Committee for Refugees. He was recently
arrested in Djibouti - that1s a nation on the eastern border of
Ethiopia - where he was trying to learn the extent of the refugee
problem in the area. Congressman Ackerman, if I could begin with you.
I know this has been a very, very difficult time for you. You're just
back from the search and you are very tired and you have spent a lot
of time talking about the man you knew 50 well and who was your very
good friend. But tonight, let us talk instead about the work that he
did and what he was trying to accomplish there. If you could begin by
giving me a sense of just how bad the problem in that region is right
now,

REP GARY ACKERMAN, (D) NEW YORK
The problem is horrendous. There are thousands upon thousands of
people who are wandering from the Sudan because they're starving to
death, a lot of young people, a lot of children, and going to, of all
places, Ethiopia, the place that most people associate with the
famine.

SAWYER
Is this largely they're wandering because of civil war?

REP ACKERMAN
Well, civil war in the Sudan plays a very large role in the famine.
If it were not for the civil, if it were not for the differences
between the people in the north and the people in the south of the
Sudan, it would have been much easier to get food through, to pre -
position the food, Instead, what has happened there is there relative
parties have been using food as a weapon, The government, which has
been an ally of the United States, has been the recipient of the bulk
of our aid and it has been their responsibility to distribute it
throughout their country. The charge has been made and, I believe,
rightfully so, that the government of the Sudan has deliberately used
food as a weapon, not allowing it to get through to the southern part
of the country, claiming instead that the people in the south are in
a state belligerency and therefore they can1t get through. The fact
of the matter is that there are a million refugees in Khartouru, the
capital of Sudan, where there are no rebels, where the government has
no barriers to getting the food through, people living literally,
virtually on a garbage dump, one million people -

SAWYER
All right, sir, if I could just ask Mr Winter about this. That's the
problem in Sudan. There's a tremendous problem there he's describing,
but I look at some of the stuff I've been reading about the refugee
camps in Ethiopia, refugees that I read arrived in good health
generally and then that health took a nose dive. We hear about these
tents that were out there rotting, food that was rotting. Is this a
problem of distribution in the way it's being handled?

ROGER WINTER, US COMMITTEE FOR REFUGEES
Well, it hasn't been handled in Ethiopia by the United Nations,
Fundamentally, you're correct, This was a very well off, urban
refugee population from northern Somalia who fled the civil conflict
there. In many cases, they actually drove. They brought money, They
had resources. What happened was, an inadequate response by the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, by the government of
Ethiopia really permitted this population to deteriorate dramatically
over time. And yes, it is a desperate situation now.

SAWYER
Monsignor, here's the picture, then, that I'm getting. We've got
civil in Somalia, we got civil war going on now for 28 years in
Ethiopia, civil war in Sudan, a population that was relatively
healthy when it arrived in the camps and that health is going down
very rapidly because it's being so poorly managed. Does this suggest
that the problem is getting out of hand, simply because of the people
are handling things?

MSGR ROBERT COLL, INTERFAITH HUNGER APPEAL
Well, I think there's nothing new about the fact that food is being
used as weaponry. It's an old game and it's something which we have
to overcome and it's something which Leland really understood, And
there's no doubt about the fact also that distribution is the enemy.
And I do think that a lot more can be done through private voluntary
agencies than can often be done through multi - lateral groups.

SAWYER
Can the governments be relied upon in this way, Monsignor?

MSGR COLL
I always they have their own agenda and when we go in with a pure
humanitarian motivation, then we cut through the political agendas
and we1re able to reach the people who are in desperate need. And
again, Leland and Ackerman and the groups that would visit from the



Congress of the United States, they understood these things and they
were our support and thatls why we were able to really feed hundred
of thousands of people in Ethiopia in '84 and '85.

SAWYER
Gentlemen, let us pause right here because I think it a very good
place for us to stop. Congressman Leland was trying to cut through
some of these terrible problems and find the solutions for the
desperate difficulties that people are in there. Where might those
solutions lie? We'll look at that when we continue in just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
The subject is hunger in Africa and we are talking with Congressman
Gary Ackerman in LondoD, Monsignor Robert ColI in Philadelphia and
Roger Winter in washington. And Congressman, when we look at the
numbers alonel it seems staggering: 350,000 refugees from Sudan,
maybe 600,000 refugees from Somalia and Ethiopian refugees wandering
the countryside. Now, what do you say to someone who looks at that
kind of number and thinks that this problem is simply too huge to
begin to tackle?

REP ACKERMAN
You see, you have to start someplace and Mickey Leland understood
that very, very well. He was a very, very co~nitted individual who
the life of each and every person was very, very important to him. If
you don't start -

MSGR COLL
I think what we also need, Gary, I think we need an international 50
- year commitment to development in the area. This problem is not
insurmountable. We've been able to lick all kinds of problems around
the world. I think what we lack in this instance is the will and
that's one thing Leland knew.

MR WINTER
While we're talking about big numbers, that when these people die,
they die as individuals, one at a time. And that was one of the
special things about him. I agree with Monsignor that we need a 50 -
year commitment to do the kinds of things that remedy the basic
problems. But most people that welre talking about now are victims
that will be dead by the time 50 years comes about. And Mickey Leland
understood that. That was one of the special things about him.

SAWYER
Maybe part of the implication that I'm hearing from the Monsignor, Mr
Winter, is that what we are doing now is simply patchwork. We're
trying to solve little problems here and there and we are not going
at it full - bore so as we can get to the root of these problems.

MR WINTER
Yeah, I agree with that. There is no conflict between what he's
saying and I'm saying. We need both kinds of programs. We need to
save the lives of people who are dying now and we need to rectify the
system that created them as victims in the first place.

REP ACKERMAN
The problem is that -

MSGR COLL
You know, I could cry when I hear that song We Are the World. If only
weld start acting like we are the world.

SAWYER
Congressman Ackerman, tell me how to cut through this. We've got a
problem where there's a civil war in all three of these countries
that we're discussing. Now, how are you going to get these countries
to deal with that when they're simply trying to save their own
political lives right now?

REP ACKERMAN
That's the basic problem. It's a very, very difficult task. There is
no commitment on the part of any of the governments involved to make
feeding the hungry, the starving and the dying their number one
priority. Most of these governments are violative of human rights
agendas since their very, very inception. I think what has to happen
is the world community has to get together to really make a joint
decision, as Mickey did, that the life of every single individual is
precious and that there is no end to one which should not go in order
to save somebody's life.

SAWYER
But, Congressman, I must tell you that sounds a little like rhetoric
to me. What does it boil down to? We've got some governments here
that simply aren't listening to what you're saying when you're saying
we've got to take every single life into consideration.

REP ACKERMAN
Our foreign assistance is less than it's been in years.

MSGR COLL
I think it takes the likes of the Mickey Lelands to get involved, to
focus pUblic attention. The United Nations, I think, has come up



short in most instances. I think the world community -
MR WINTER

But, Forrest, you're right. We don't have an answer to this and we
haven't put the time, the effort and the brain power into figuring
out how to do this. UNICEF did an analysis a couple of years ago and
said that in World War I, ten percent of those who died were
civilians. In World War II, it was 50 percent. In today's wars, 90
percent of the victims, of those who die are civilians. The whole
problem of civil war in the Third World has got to be dealt with
because the international machinery does not now exist.

SAWYER
Monsignor, very briefly, one of the things -

MSGR COLL
The international -

SAWYER
Monsignor, if I could - very briefly, one of the things Mickey Leland
had to say was that maybe the United Nations' effort is well
intentioned, but they're focusing too much on public relations and
not enough on substance. Briefly, is that right?

MSGR COLL
11m not sure that it's right, but the only thing I could say is that
we have to be more dedicated to our objective. And I do think that
politics plays too great a role in the assistance of humanitarianism.
Too often it gets politicized. Welve got to be purely humanitarian
and that's what made Mickey Leland so unique.

SAWYER
Gentlemen, we will pause in one moment and we will be back with our
discussion.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
All right, I tell you what's a little bit frustrating for me about
this discussion so far. I think everybody would like to stop hunger
in the world if they possibly could, but when the question is what do
we do about it in the face of civil war, in the face of the kinds of
numbers that numbers that we see in these refugees, to say that we
have to redouble our efforts, that we have to try harder, that we
have to have a commitment, doesn't really amount to a solution, it
sounds like rhetoric and people begin to just throw their hands up.

MR WINTER
Yeah. Well, to some extent that's where we are. No international
organization like the United Nations, which is essentially a trade
union of governments, is prepared to force governments to compromise
their sovereignty. And that's the issue in a civil war. The people
are within a border very often and those are the people that are
suffering the most because the government itself views them as the
enemy. It's a real problem.

REP ACKERMAN
Roger, youlre absolutely right. You're absolutely right. You cannot
rely upon the United Nations to do it. It is impossible. When we were
in the Sudan with Mickey in April, he put his finger on it. It was
public relations. The UN held two press conferences a day and that
was about the extent of what was going on rather than concentrating
on planning and getting things done. The United States is the key to
this whole thing. We are the largest donor nation in the world in
times of any crisis, in times of any famine that has ever gone in
modern history. We control -

MSGR COLL
Yeah, but we were also one of the largest suppliers of arms. The
international community is spending about $1.7 million on armament.

SAWYER
You're right.

MSGR COLL
And unless we begin to divert that, unless we begin to defuse that
kind of thinking, then welre going to continue fortifying and
supplying oppression.

SAWYER
But, Monsignor, there is an opportunity, possibly, here. The Soviet
Union has begun to back away from what has been its client state,
Ethiopia. And Ethiopia has actually appealed to the United States for
some assistance. So is there an opportunity for some political moves
that weren't there even a year ago?

MSGR COLL
There's tremendous opportunity, I think

REP ACKERMAN
There is a tremendous opportunity and we as a nation are blowing it.
The Ethiopians have reached out on any number of occasions. When I
was over there in April with Mickey, we met with Mengistu for three
hours and thirty - five minutes and continued at dinner at the palace
that night. It was a whole new agenda, reaching out, telling us that



he was appointing an ambassador to the United States, talking about -
SAWYER

All right, but hold on there, Congressman, let me turn to the -
REP ACKERMAN

- upgrade our level and we turned him down.
SAWYER

I understand you, sir. Let me turn to the Monsignor. What about the
people who say that's very fine that Mengistu would reach out from
Ethiopia, but this is a country that has one of the worst human
rights violations in the world, why should we assist that government?

MSGR COLL
Look. Communism has failed agriculturally, economically. It has to
make peace. This is our moment and I think we can use this moment to
change the attitudes of the rest of world.

REP ACKERMAN
Monsignor -

SAWYER
Mr Winter, go ahead and get in here.

MR WINTER
If we do this with Ethiopia, it'll benefit Somalia and Sudan, too.
There are links between these three conflicts.

SAWYER
So what I am hearing you say, Mr Winter, is that you feel, as do the
other two gentlemen, that there actually is an opportunity that we
could do something substantive -

MR WINTER
Yes.

SAWYER
- and basic about these problems.

MR WINTER
Yes.

MSGR COLL
There is not only that. We have to realize that we have a common
future. The Bruntland Report. We've got to think internationally.
We've got to think interdependently. We've got to think that there's
just us in the global village and we've to participate. That song We
Are the World, that says it all. We just have to start living it.

SAWYER
Gentlemen, I'm afraid we're going to have to leave it there.

REP ACKERMAN
Our -

SAWYER
Forgive me, Congressman. I'm right out of time. Congressman Gary
Ackerman, Monsignor Robert CoIl and Roger Winter. I'm sorry,
Congressman. That is our report for tonight. I'm Forrest Sawyer in
New York and for all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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JOHN MARTIN
Could Jim Wright's Democratic seat for 34 years be headed into
Republican hands? That was the question facing Democrats in Texas
after late returns of a special election. Former Speaker Wright
and his wife Betty voted this morning in their Fort Worth polling
place. He resigned after allegations arose about financial dealings
over book royalties. But as the returns carne in, a Republican
television personality, Dr. Bob Lanier, took the lead and is
headed for a runoff with Democratic Fort Worth attorney
Pete Garen.
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JOHN MARTIN
The Chinese government today clamped another restriction on its
student population, ruling that college graduates must work at least
one or two years on farms or in factories before entering graduate
school. The move appears designed to thwart the kind of student
unrest that kindled the pro-democracy movement last June. Chinese
officials say it's meant to combat what they called, 'bourgeois
liberalization'. Thirteen people were reported killed in a
ballooning accident in Australia early Sunday morning. The tourist
balloon went down near the town of Alice Springs in central
Australia. No cause was immediately known; it was the second hot
air balloon fatality in nine days. American pilot, Robert Mock
was killed August 5th, when his balloon deflated at 3,000 feet
during a competition near Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
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JOHN MARTIN
Our final story tonight, a small town in Rhode Island is baffled by
a mysterious kidnapping. It's being considered an act of terrorism
and it's apparently aimed at one of the town's highest officials.
Joe Bergantino says the case is disrupting the community's normally
placid atmosphere.

JOE BERGANTINO
In the dog days of summer, Hopkinton, Rhode Island, popUlation 6,700
is usually a sleepy New England village. Not this year.

MARK URSO ! RADIO ANNOUNCER
(STUDIO) Our top story, Sandra Johanson's dog is still nowhere to
be found.

JOE BERGANTINO
(KELLY VIDEO) Sandra Johanson's seven year old golden retriever
Kelly, who recently gave birth to a healthy litter, has apparently
been dognapped. The day after Kelly disappeared last week.
Johanson, who is Hopkinton's town council President, got a
mysterious phone call.

SANDRA JOHANSON
The caller said, "Get off the council. you'll get your dog".

JOE BERGANTINO
Johanson's golden retrievers are among the most important members of
her family. But based on principle. Johanson has no intention of
giving up her position on the town council.

SANDRA JOHANSON
I believe at this time if I gave in. there's no guarantee that I'd
get the dog back. number one, and that I may be playing into someone
else's hands.

JOE BERGANTINO
(POLICE CARS) Police in town are taking the case seriously.

PATROLMAN PASQUALE DINONSIE
Even though it's a dog, it's still a form of extortion.

JOE BERGANTINO
And for Hopkinton residents, this is no laughing matter.

MAN
It's an act of terrorism in a small sense and it's not something I
want going on in my town.

MAN
If they want somebody out, vote them out. But don't pick on the
animal.

JOE BERGANTINO
(COUNCIL) Johanson, who's serving her third term on the town
council, has no idea why someone would try to extort her resignation.

SANDRA JOHANSON
In a small town like this you do have decisions to make, some of
them are not always popular, but none that I would believe would
warrant taking someone's dog.

JOE BERGANTINO
For now, Johanson can only wait with her other golden retrievers for
Kelly's abductor to hopefully show some mercy and prove that in this
dog-eat-dog world, some sad tales have a happy ending.
Joe Bergantino, ABC News.
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JOHN MARTIN
Like many scientific advances, modern farming techniques have solved
some problems while creating new ones. The controversy over
agricultural chemicals and pesticides has not been lost on consumers,
and as Karen Stone reports, organic farming, once ridiculed by the
American Agricultural Industry, is now gaining ground in this
country.

KAREN STONE
All the bad news we hear about chemicals on our food has begun to
produce a backlash in the form of organic produce sections in the
supermarket. All natural food is becoming more popular but there
are a few problems.

DEAN WALSH
(LETTUCE PICKING) You have to do weeding by hand, there's no
sprays to go on there, the farm intensity of watching for pests is,
is, heightens your costs beyond belief, double and triple, sometimes
the cost of doing it.

KAREN STONE
(PRODUCE SECTION) So, organic produce costs more, but unless you
live in California or Texas, the definition of the word organic on
the label can vary.

SENATOR WYCHE FOWLER
We have many different definitions right now of what is organic and
what is not.

ROBERT SCROWCROFT
(TRUCK/CHEMICALS) Organic farming is a production method based upon
the use of natural, biological imputs to produce food without any
synthetic agricultural chemicals.

KAREN STONE
In general, to be considered truly organic, food must be grown in
soil that has not been treated with man-made chemicals for at least
three years. Until there are national standards, growers say, if
you want to be sure it's organic, look for an organic certification
label or ask questions about how the food was grown. JOHN.
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JOHN MARTIN
In Lebanon, heavy artillery duels between Lebanese Christian
and Syrian troops pounded Beirut for the third straight day.
casualty toll after today's fighting: 22 dead, 110 wounded.
blood bath has led France to callan Syria for a cease-fire.
Jerry King has more on the violence.

JERRY KING
(CIVILIANS) The mass exodus from Beirut gathered stearn today, an
apparent Lebanese vote of no confidence that the French call for a
cease-fire would change anything. In some cases, the refugees moved
into homes already destroyed and abandoned, but at least they were
out of the line of fire. (ARTILLERY) The past three days have seen
some of the worst artillery duels since the civil war began in 1975.
The United States has called it, "indiscriminate slaughter", at
times today, up to 4,000 shells an hour. This devastation brought
on by two immutable forces: the Iraqi backed Christians vowing
they'll drive the Syrians out of Lebanon and the Syrians supporting
the Moslems, saying the Christian strongman General Aoun must be
eliminated. Caught in the middle, as ever, are the civilians simply
trying to get on with their lives and the shelling enveloped large
areas of Beirut including the southern suburbs where it's believed
at least some of the Western hostages might still be held. (SU)
Sheik Fadlallah, the spiritual leader of Hezbollah, had some more
hopeful words on the hostages today. He told a radio station here
in the Middle East he expected there would be what he called "a
realistic solution" to the hostage question, though he warned that
it would take a long time. Jerry King, ABC News, Damascus.
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JOHN MARTIN
The United States is sending five more aircraft and 100 more
searchers to Ethiopia to look for Congressman Mickey Leland of
Texas. Leland and 15 traveling companions have been missing nearly a
week in a remote area. We have two reports tonight, the first from
Richard Sergay in Addis Ababa.

RICHARD SERGAY
Poor weather in the Ethiopian capital forced a brief delay to the
start of today's search operation. It gave the American helicopter
crews a little extra time to get ready for their first mission here.

MAN
(SEARCH PARTY) We're looking for a downed Twin Otter, white with
blue markings is the best that we can determine. We all know, we
don't know exactly where it's at.

RICHll,.RDSERGAY
(HELICOPTER) With the weather improving, the choppers took off,
their mission, to fly in low over the search area. The giant
US Hercules equipped with complex communications gear also joined
in. {VARIOUS SCENES) The US Air Force released pictures of
their search effort today in a remote and rugged area to the west of
the Ethiopian capital. The helicopters crisscrossed the flight path
to a refugee camp where Leland1s plane was heading before it
disappeared. But today's search failed to turn up any trace of the
missing plane. Still, a congressional colleague of Leland's, here
to monitor the operation, says he still holds out hope.

CONGRESSMAN GARY ACKERMAN
Mickey's my brother. Until we find him and know everything that we
have to know, 11m going to remain optimistic.

RICHARD SERGAY
(PLANE TAKES OFF) While US officials remain optimistic in
public, privately there is a growing sense of pessimism as each day
passes. Richard Sergay, ABC News, Addis Ababa.
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TED KOPPEL
(VO) The hostages in Iran. The Marines in Beirut. The hostages
somewhere in Lebanon today. With lives in the balance, an American
president is once again searching for an answer while the clock is
ticking away. (on camera) Good evening. 11m Ted Koppel, and this is
Nightline.

PETER JENNINGS, ABC NEWS
(1985) It's been a particularly frustrating day for the Reagan
administration. Much as it might like to help end the hijacking -

SAM DONALDSON
(1985) (VO) Officials here insist they1re working hard behind the
scenes with other governments to deal with this emergency.

CORRESPONDENT
(1986) (VO) If the guilty party is determined, however,
administration officials say the US will take appropriate action.

KOPPEL
(VO) When the pressure is 00, can a president make the hard decisions
that have to be made? Our guests: Jody Powell, White House spokesman
for Jimmy Carter; Pat Buchanan, communications director for Ronald
Reagan and Benjamin Netanyahu, head of the Israeli government task
force dealing with the current hostage crisis.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
Imagine for the moment the United States embroiled in a war, armies
in the field, naval forces engaged in sea battles, fighter planes and
bombers in aerial combat. And imagine, in that context, the seizure
by our enemy of a bus load of American children, followed by the
threat that one of the children will be executed each day until the
president of the United States withdraws his military forces from
combat. Terrible as it is to contemplate, no president could give in
to that kind of blackmail. It would, after all, render all of our
national interests meaningless in the face of one determined
kidnaper. In wartime, it is commonly understood that the death of
innocent civilians, even children, is a tragic but all too common
byproduct. But why is it that what seems so clear in war is so
confusing and murky at other times? No doubt President Bush's hasty
return to Washington yesterday is evidence of how precious a single
American life is to the leader of our government, but it is also
evidence of how easily the US government can be manipulated by a
small and determined group of enemies. As JOHN MARTIN reports, that's
how it's been for 10 years now, and apparently, things still aren't
very different.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) For 10 years now, ever since militant Iranians stormed American
embassy in Teheran, American political leaders have been groping for
ways to respond to the taking of hostages.

PRES JIMMY CARTER
(November 16, 1979) Ours is not a country that responds, or ever will
respond, to intimidation or blackmail. We will not honor in any
possible way the threats or actions of terrorists.

MARTIN
(VO) Because the American government speaks out for its citizens,
terrorists have learned how to use them as hostages to create
pressure for their political goals.

DAVID JACOBSEN, HOSTAGE
(July 1986) My captors tell me that this is the very last sign of
their good will, and that our release will be by death.

EDWARD LUTTWAK, CENTER FOR STRATEGIC & INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
If you're a terrorist out there and you want a hostage, get an
American hostage, because the United States is a big power, so you
make lots of noise. At the same time, the United States hardly ever
does anything about this, so it is great - the payoff is very big,
and the risk is very small.



MARTIN
(VO) The Iranians learned that and used it as the Ayatollah Khomeini
came to power. They solidified their position by goading the United
States and prompting it to issue threats it could not carry out,

PRES CARTER
(January 23, 1980) If the American hostages are harmed, a severe
price will be paid.

MARTIN
(VO) But it wasn't, of course. The only price was paid by the
hostages and their families, and the American politicians who seemed
so impotent in the face of foreign terror.

PRES RONALD REAGAN
(October 20) I don't understand why 52 Americans have been held
hostage for almost a year now.

MARTIN
(VO) Nearly five years after Ronald Reagan asked that question, his
own policyrnakers were still searching for ways to extricate hostages
and prevent further kidnappings. They got this advice:

HENRY KISSINGER, FORMER SECRETARY OF STATE
(June 17, 1985) I'm saying no concessions, no negotiations and
retaliation when this is over.

MARTIN
(VO) "This" was the hijacking of TWA 847, and the days and nights of
terror. Hostage passengers were flown back and forth across the
Middle East in an orgy of terrorist demands and proclamations. Again,
Americans heard their president talk tough.

PRES REAGAN
(June 18, 1985} Let me further make it plain to the assassins in
Beirut and their accomplices, wherever they may be, that America will
never make concessions to terrorists. To do so would only invite more
terrorism.

MARTIN
(VO) But nothing seemed to stop terrorism. Ronald Reagan flexed
America's muscles. He sent Marines and saw them die. He sent jet
fighters and saw some shot down. He sent a battleship that fired and
hit civilians. And he even sold arms to the country that was
supporting the terrorists. Nothing worked. Today, with a new
president, the United States faces the same old problem. Once again,
an American president faces the agony of families pleading for the
lives of their loved ones.

ILHAM GHANDOUR, CICIPPIO'S WIFE
Please, don't execute him, please. That's what I want to tell them,
that's all.

DON KLADSTRUP, ABC NEWS

MARTIN
(VO) The Lebanese wife of Joseph Cicippio pleading to his captors.
They said they were extending his death sentence by 48 hours.

MS GHANDOUR
If you can help me, please go ahead. Okay? I am just asking the whole
world. If there will be anyone of you, that he can help, please do
it.

MARTIN
Today, with this new crisis, there's a new Congress, but some of its
members are still calling for the old solution: action.

REP ROBERT DORNAN, (RI, CALIFORNIA
This is a very difficult situation, and I think President Reagan set
the standard when he bombed Libya. It stopped Qaddafi's fooling
around and terrorism for at least four years. Maybe the same must be
applied to Iran.

MARTIN
(VO) Even so, the relatives of one man who has tried hardest, at the
greatest personal sacrifice, continued today to counsel patience and
nonviolence.

JOHN WAITE, COUSIN OF HOSTAGE
Surely it's not beyond the wits of the west, the cleverest minds in
the west, in the United States, to find a way of talking out a
solution rather than fighting out one. And just a few minutes ago the
Israeli foreign minister was talking about, you know, we either fight
these people or surrender. I don't see it in those black and white
terms. It's not - life isn't just fighting or surrendering. It's
trying to get on with people, understanding people. I know there may
be difficulties, but surely it's not beyond any of our wits to keep
on talking.

MARTIN
{VOl Ultimately, the United States found itself following that path
today, working behind the scenes to bargain with terrorists, doing in
private what it has promised in public never to do: negotiate. ABC
correspondents in Rome, Washington and Tel Aviv picked up signs of
it.



(Tel Aviv) Israel's offer to exchange prisoners for western hostages
in Lebanon is still on the table. Indirect negotiations are said to
be unde rwa y .

DAVID ENSOR, ABC NEWS
(State Department) Nothing is ruled in or out at this point, but the
effort today, at least, was diplomacy.

MARTIN
(VO) One factor in the hostage equation has changed from a decade
ago. The man in whose name it began is dead, and correspondent Julie
Flint says that his followers, especially those in Lebanon, are
nervous.

JULIE FLINT, ABC NEWS
(Damascus) They are not quite sure what exactly the new government in
Iran has in store for them. They are not sure that Iran, under the
new post - Khomeini leadership, will continue to support them as it
has before. They have been told by the leaders of Iran that Teheran
will continue to try to export its revolution, but by new nonviolent
means. They don't know what exactly that means, for the moment.

MARTIN
Nor does the west know exactly where this latest crisis is leading.
So far, the White House hasn't issued the sort of warning that many
presidents have found necessary, but despite the restraint here, the
situation tonight is the same, in many ways, as it's been for all
these years: Americans are being held hostage, and their countrymen -
if even only for a brief moment - feel they've been taken captive,
too. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline in Washington.

KOPPEL
When we come back, how does a president face up to tough decisions in
the midst of intense public pressure? We'll be joined by Israeli
deputy foreign minister Benjamin Netanyahu, by Jody Powell, who was
White House press secretary under President Carter and by former
President Reagan's communications director, Patrick Buchanan.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Benjamin Netanyahu, who's with us now live from Tel Aviv, is Israel's
deputy foreign minister and head of the Israeli task force that is
dealing with the present crisis. Jody Powell, who joins us in our New
York studios, was President Jimmy Carter's press secretary and is
currently president of a Washington - based public relations concern,
Ogilvie and Mather Public Affairs. Pat Buchanan, who's in our
Washington bureau, served in two presidential administrations. He was
President Reagan's director of communications from '85 through '87,
and was also a speech writer for President Nixon. He is currently
host of the CNN program, "Crossfire". Pat, let me begin with you. Any
recollections, particularly during the Reagan administration! of how
the public pressure impacted on the policy that the President felt
obliged to follow?

PATRICK BUCHANAN, FORMER REAGAN COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR
Well, certainly one day, Ted, it was the day of the Achille Lauro
intercept, I got on the helicopter with President Reagan, we're
flying to Chicago out there for a rally about tax reform, and the
President was enraged by an editorial he saw in the Washington Times
which suggested he had been a wimp after this act of terrorism had
occurred. Now, they were planning all along that day - and I was
unaware of it at the time - the intercept of the plane coming out of
Egypt. Now, I don't know if the President made the decision there,
but clearly he was influenced by the names he was being called, the
public pressure on him to do something, and to act, and I think in
that case it was a healthy influence. I don't know if it was
determinate! but it certainly influenced the President's, I think,
state of mind when he decided to go ahead and intercept that plane
over the skies of the Mediterranean.

KOPPEL
Now, what about the influence that the families of the hostages had
on him, and of course he met with some of those families, and how
"healthy" do you think that influence was?

MR BUCHANAN
Two examples. I think the influence on the President, who is a deeply
compassionate man, was not good. He really felt it deeply in his
heart when we would take them in there. He wanted to do something
badly and, I think, offered an option, he went ahead and did it. Let
me contrast that with Richard Nixon. We were told in 1969 through '72
that if there was bombing in North Vietnam, that these prisoners,
American POWs, would be put on trial and executed. Richard Nixon
instead, when he felt he had to do something, treated those POWs as
though they were lost and he ordered the 8-52 bombing of Haiphong and
Hanoi. And that bombing was the one thing that got those prisoners
back. So I think in this case, Ted, we are in a war as well, and you
have to treat your own people who are over there as POWs in a war.



And sometimes the best way to get them back is really - and it may be
callous to say it - but treat them as though they are lost.

KOPPEL
Jody Powell, is that something, in fact, that any American politician
can ever do, given the kind of uproar that it would create both in
the media and in public opinion?

JODY POWELL, FORMER CARTER PRESS SECRETARY
Well, I'll answer the question in a minute. Let me be a little bit
impolite, though, and take issue with what I'm sure was an
unintentional but nevertheless, I think, misleading bit of journalism
earlier. You showed President Carter saying very clearly that if the
Iranians killed our hostages that they would pay a high price for it.
Then you showed a picture of a funeral, and the handing of a flag to
grieving relatives. The fact of the matter is that that warning
worked. Those hostages did corne horne safely. There were no funerals
for those hostages. What that means beyond that point, I don't know,
but the implication in that piece was - was indeed, I think, quite
misleading, and I -

KOPPEL
No, no, no, you're quite - in fact, I noticed the same shot, and I
apologize to you, to President Carter and to our audience for that.
However, having said that, I'm not sure that what happened to
America's image in the world during that period can be said to have
been quite as casualty - free. There was the perception, to use that
title of the origin of this program that I know was so despised at
the White House at the time, that America was held hostage.

MR POWELL
It was despised and it was also inaccurate, but it1s show business. I
mean, but to go to your point though, which I think is quite valid,
you know, there is absolutely no doubt that all of this does put
pressure on a president, and as Pat said, meeting with the families,
seeing their grief, seeing their anguish, and any normal human being
- and most presidents are that - is painful. Nevertheless, my view of
it is that, one, that comes with the turf. Presidents are paid to
make difficult decisions. And two, it also comes with the democracy.
You can't deny a scared, grieving, frightened mother or brother or
daughter the right to make a public appeal for the safety of husband
or father or brother.

MR BUCHANAN
Ted?

MR POWELL
And it's just part of it. And I think what's - what we have to deal
with here is to what extent has that actually influenced American
policy? And speaking only for myself and what I know about the Carter
administration, it did not influence American policy. The President,
fortunately, did not have to make a choice between the lives of
Americans and America's national interest. He said all along that he
believed that those two points were not inconsistent and we can deal
with a discussion over whether they were or not later, if you wish,
but that was the fact of the matter. However, if he had had to - if
he had to make that choice, I have no doubt that, as painful as it
would have been, he would have made the choice to serve the greater
and longer - term good, that is, the American national interest, even
as the risk of placing American innocent lives in jeopardy.

KOPPEL
Jody, let me interrupt you. Pat, let me put you on hold. Ben
Netanyahu, let me apologize for not having come to you in the first
segment. I'm going to corne to you right after this. We'll continue
our discussion in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
I'd like to pick up our discussion now with Israel's deputy foreign
minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, who's joining us live from Tel Aviv.
Before we get into a couple of these larger issues that I've been
discussing with Pat Buchanan and Jody Powell, the kidnapping by
Israeli commandos of Sheik Obeid, was it worthwhile?

BENJAMIN NETANYAHU, ISRAELI DEPUTY FOREIGN MINISTER
Well, you know, we1ve been trying to get our POWs, whom we've sent to
Lebanon, we wanted to get them back home for quite some time. We
haven't been successful. There are American and other hostages in
Lebanon. We've been trying - the whole world has been trying to get
them back home, unsuccessful. We found that the only way that we can
do anything here is to put leverage on the leadership of the
Hezbollah. That's the organization that, so far, has turned this
patch of earth into a lawless heaven. They can do anything and get
away with it. well, we've apprehended a leader. We're sending a
message to them that they are not immune, that we Can exercise
leverage on them, and it's of course too early to tell what the
results are, but we can say that without such leverage, without such



pressure, I don't think there's a chance of getting these people
home.

KOPPEL
And if they go ahead and you, of all the Israeli diplomats I know,
probably know the United States and the impact of US public opinion
and the media as well as anyone, if indeed they go ahead and they
kill other American hostages, how long do you think it's going to be,
that American public opinion will put up with the notion that this
was a useful thing to do?

MR NETANYAHU
I don't think that the - first of all, we don't have confirmation
that they actually killed Colonel Higgins or, that indeed, if he was
murdered, he was murdered yesterday or a day before.

KOPPEL
Although I must tell you - although I must tell you that US
intelligence is coming to the conclusion that indeed, he was murdered
yesterday, but you're right, no one knows for sure. Go ahead.

MR NETANYAHU
There are indications to the contrary also. But the important thing
is this. I think that the American people, the Israeli people, in
fact, people of common sense everywhere, know where the
responsibility for these terrorist - or for these actions lie. And
the responsibility lies solely on the Hezbollah and the government
patrons that support them, especially Iran but also Syria, from whose
territory or territory that Syria controls they operate. Now, the
question that we have to address is, where do we put the pressure?
The pressure can be put directly on the Hezbollah, among other
things, in the way that we - that I just mentioned. It should be and
can be put on the governments that support them. And I'm sure that
such pressure is being applied now. And I think people can
distinguish where the real responsibility, where the real source of
the problem exists. These people have killed eight hostages in
captivity, and they'll kill and take many more hostages unless we
place the pressure and the responsibility on them and solely on them.

KOPPEL
Explain something to me. Part of the problem here is a linguistic
one. When Israel takes hostages, they call them prisoners of war, or
prisoners. When hostages are taken from Israel or when prisoners are
taken from Israel, or Americans, they're referred to as hostages. Is
there indeed a qualitative difference between Israel holding people
that it has kidnapped from Lebanon and the Lebanese holding people
that it has captured in their own country?

MR NETANYAHU
There's a world of difference, the world of difference between
terrorists seizing somebody, passengers on a plane, innocent people,
or people in a downtown street in Beirut, American teachers or -

KOPPEL
No, 1'm talking about - I'm talking about, forgive me for
interrupting, I'm talking about Israeli soldiers who, after all, were
apprehended not in Israel, they were apprehended in Lebanon.

MR NETANYAHU
Sure. There is - there are soldiers who are in captivity. They are
POWs. When soldiers fall into captivity on enemy turf, they are
prisoners of war. When people are apprehended in a downtown street
without an act of belligerency, just seized or yanked off a plane,
they are hostages. They are not soldiers, they have no business being
hijacked, but somebody's (crosstalk).

KOPPEL
You make an excellent point, and it's precisely the point I was
trying to make. The Israeli soldiers are prisoners of war. You
apprehended - I say you, the Israeli government, brought about the
apprehension, the kidnapping, of Sheik Obeid, not really to bring
about the release of American hostages but principally to bring about
the release of prisoners of war, right?

MR NETANYAHU
There's no - there's no contradiction there, because if we apply
pressure on the Hezbollah, sure, we want to get our POWs back, but
there is every reason to use that pressure and that leverage to get
these innocent people from the United States, from Britain, from
other countries, home as well, If we already have the leverage, let's
use it.

KOPPEL
Except you lose some of the moral high ground. If - you know, if
we're talking about prisoners of war, fine, that's one thing. But to
get prisoners of war back - if, in other words, if you're holding
prisoners of war, do you accept the right of the Lebanese to come
into Israel and pick up hostages and bring them back to bring about
the release of the prisoners of war?

MR NETANYAHU



Again, there's a difference of principle here that might be
overlooked. There is no justification for seizing innocent people.
Sheik Obeid is not an innocent person. He is, for all intents and
purposes, a combatant. In fact, he's the organizer, the planner of
many of these operations, these terrorist kidnappings. So we didn't
just go down into Lebanon and pick some innocent people off the
street. What we've targeted, very surgically, is the man who's
actually responsible for this. This is not an innocent bystander
here.

KOPPEL
Okay.

MR NETANYAHU
This is the actual - the organizer of this operation.

KOPPEL
Forgive me for interrupting. We have to take a break. We'll continue
our discussion with all of our guests in just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
We have only a little over a minute left, so one quick observation, a
quick question, and perhaps three quick answers. The only
disincentive to foreign operations from taking an American hostage is
to pretend or to act as though it really doesn't matter and it really
isn't going to have an impact. Is the United States ever capable of
carrying that out? Jody Powell?

MR POWELL
I don't think that's the issue. The question is whether they are able
to make us do things, change our policy. So far they have not been
able to do it, through three administrations.

KOPPEL
Pat, you agree?

MR BUCHANAN
I think - I disagree. I think they have a victory here. They've
gotten Bush's attention, brought him back to Washington, got the
attention of the media. The Marines say you don't lose a platoon for
a single man. We have eight people who are POWs. We cannot permit
their fate to dictate American policy in a war against terror in the
Middle East.

KOPPEL
All right. Minister Netanyahu, you have the closing word.

MR NETANYAHU
I can tell you what our policy is. We don't want to lose sight of our
hostages or paws. We don't want to surrender to terrorists. There is
a third way. Say you don't surrender, and at the same time, apply
pressure on the Hezbollah and on the governments that support them.
That's what we're trying to do. We have now an offer on the table. We
hope it is taken up. And if it is, I think these people will come
home, and we haven't sacrificed our principles.

KOPPEL
Mr Netanyahu, thank you. Pat Buchanan, Jody Powell, thank you both
for joining us this evening. That's our report for tonight. I'm Ted
Koppel in Washington. For all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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TED KOPPEL
(VO) Apparently, an American Marine colonel has been murdered, other
hostages in Lebanon threatened with death.

PRES GEORGE BUSH
There is no way that I can properly express the outrage that I feel.

KOPPEL
(on camera) Good evening. I'm Ted Koppel, and this is Nightline. {VOl
We'll have the latest from the Middle East and from Washington, as
President Bush confronts the first major terrorist crisis of his
administration.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
Last Friday, Israeli commandos kidnapped Sheik Abdul Karim Obeid, a
regional commander for one of the most radical Shiite groups in
Lebanon. Today, that group - which kidnapped and had been holding us
Colonel William Higgins, released a videotape. It appeared to be a
tape of Colonel Higgins, executed by hanging. Tonight, here in
Washington, President Bush issued a statement which is more likely to
discomfit the Israeli government than the killers of Colonel Higgins.
Implicitly, at least, the President places some of the blame for
Colonel Higgins' death on the Israelis. This is from the Bush
statement, quote, "On Friday I said that the taking of any hostage
was not helpful to the Middle East peace process. The brutal and
tragic events of today have underscored the validity of that
statement". And then the President issued what he describes as an
urgent call to all, all parties who hold hostages in the Middle East,
to release them forthwith. With that statement, the President all but
equated Israel's kidnapping of Sheik Obeid with the kidnapping by
Sheik Obeid's organization of several American hostages, including
Colonel Higgins. This, obviously, is a story that varies
dramatically, depending on perspective. We asked JOHN MARTIN to
combine reports from several points of view.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) Kidnapping and murder are two horsemen of the apocalypse in the
Middle East. Today, after one more kidnapping and one more murder,
here is how public leaders in Iran, Israel, Lebanon and the United
States justified or criticized the latest round of terror. In Iran
tonight, the evening news programs reported the execution of Colonel
Higgins without editorial comment. But Iran spoke with two voices
today. Early, the Iranian foreign minister condemned both the
kidnapping of Sheik Obeid and the threat to kill Higgins. That was to
the world. But the Iranian interior minister issued a message to pro
- Iranian religious leaders in Lebanon. He told them to attack United
States and Israeli interests. He said the United States was behind
the kidnapping Friday of Sheik Obeid, a leader of Shiite Muslims in
southern Lebanon. Inside Lebanon, Iran's allies justified kidnapping
Colonel Higgins 17 months ago and executing him. Correspondent Julie
Flint says pro ~ Iranian villagers in south Lebanon feel oppressed by
Israeli troops.

JULIE FLINT, ABC NEWS
They've seen their land occupied by America's ally for more than 10
years. They've seen their people killed in Israeli raids without
America getting too upset. They've seen a religious leader seized by
helicoptered commandos. They firmly believe Higgins is a spy.

MARTIN
(VO) Inside Israel, ABC's Don Kladstrup said government officials
justified the kidnapping of Sheik Obeid as a last - ditch effort to
gain the release of three Israeli soldiers and as many as 22 western
hostages held in Lebanon.

DON KLADSTRUP, ABC NEWS
One of the government ministers today said that "We had tried
everything else. We had tried secret contacts, we had tried to
negotiate, we had tried so - called peaceful methods to try to reach



the Shiite Muslims who are holding a number of hostages. None of that
worked" _

MARTIN
(VO) But in the wake of Colonel Higgins's reported death, there was a
realization among some Israelis that they would be blamed. In
Washington, there were some who were saying just that. In the Senate,
the Republican leader denounced Colonel Higgins's killers, but he
suggested the murder might have been avoided.

SEN ROBERT DOLE, MINORITY LEADER
Then I would hope the Israelis would take another look at some of
their actions, which they must know in advance will endanger American
lives_

REP CHARLES SCHUMER, ID), NEW YORK
Let us not turn the world on its head and blame one of the few
countries, Israel, that is trying to fight terrorism.

MARTIN
(VOl Some were willing to have the President strike back quickly.

REP GEORGE GEKAS, IR), PENNSYLVANIA
I will support any covert action that the President feels is
necessary, any military action, any paramilitary action.

MARTIN
(VOl But the President had few options, and when he returned suddenly
to the White House today for consultations, he spoke with a sense of
frustration.

PRES BUSH
There is no way that I can properly express the outrage that I feel,
and - somehow, there has got to be a return to decency and honor,
even in matters of this nature.

MARTIN
(VO) The options were not many. Retaliatory air strikes might kill
hundreds of innocent people. A commando raid to free other Americans
held hostage seems beyond the capability of US or Israeli military
units,

BOB ZELNICK, ABC NEWS
For one thing, we don't know exactly where Colonel Higgins's killers
are, and if we could move surgically against them, that still leaves
eight other US hostages at the mercy of their Lebanese captors.

MARTIN
(VOl Tonight, congressional leaders emerged from a meeting with
President Bush refusing to describe what he might do if more hostages
are killed.

SEN GEORGE MITCHELL, MAJORITY LEADER
This is a very difficult, dangerous and tense situation. One American
life has apparently been lost. Eight other American lives are at
grave risk. For their sake, it is important that the President have
the widest possible range of options available to him, and that no
member of Congress say anything that limits those options or adds to
the risk which those Americans face,

MARTIN
(VO) But one vital question remains unanswered tonight: despite

videotaped evidence of his death and claims by Higgins's captors that
he was executed today in retaliation for Friday's Israeli commando
raid, no one in Washington was ready to confirm the timing. That was
crucial to the question of whether the Israeli raid brought about the
execution.

SEN DAVID BOREN, (D), CHAIRMAN, SELECT INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEE
We have no way of knowing, let me say, that there's still no exact
confirmation. It would appear that it is very, very likely at this
point that he has been executed, but we cannot say even that with
absolute certainty, and certainly at this point we couldn't say, if
it has occurred, when it occurred, how long it has been.

MARTIN
(VO) In the Middle East, the Israelis expressed doubts about the
timing.

MOSHE ARENS, ISRAELI FOREIGN MINISTER
We don't know whether what they're saying is true. In past cases they
have killed people without anybody knowing that the people have been
killed, and claimed on subsequent dates that they were killed on
those dates.

MARTIN
(VO) In fact, some reports suggest that this American naval operation
a year ago what was caused his captors to kill Colonel Higgins. When
the USS Vincennes shot down the Iranian airliner, sources told
correspondent Flint that the American hostage was secretly executed.

FLINT
The conventional wisdom in Lebanon, in fact, has been for many months
now that Colonel Higgins died sometime in the course of the second
half of last year. This information comes both from Lebanese and
Iranian sources.

•



MARTIN
The murder of Colonel Higgins has reopened a serious of old wounds in
America. There are doubts about the limits of power, about the price
of friendship with Israel, and agonizing doubts about the immediate
fate of eight Americans still held hostage tonight. This is JOHN
MARTIN for Nightline in Washington.

KOPPEL
When we come back we'll be joined by House Foreign Affairs Committee
Chairman Dante Fascell, who is one of those who met with president
Bush this evening. And by a member of the Israeli cabinet, Ehud
OLme r t .
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL

KOPPEL
Ehud Gimert is a member of the Israeli cabinet with jurisdiction over
Arab affairs. He is also a top adviser to Israeli Prime Minister
Shamir. Minister Oimert joins us tonight from Jerusalem. Congressman
Dante Fascell of Florida is chairman of the House Foreign Affairs
Committee, and as we mentioned, was on hand for President Bush's
meeting with congressional leaders at the White House tonight. He is
with us in our Washington bureau. Mr Olmert, a couple of days ago you
said something to the effect that American leaders tend to condemn
publicly things like the kidnapping of the leader of that Shiite
group, but privately they're very pleased that it was done. Do you
still hold that position?

EHUD OLMERT, ISRAELI CABINET MINISTER
Well, allow me, Ted, first of all to express my condolences to the
apparent death of the American colonel. We feel terribly sad about
these tragic events, and I offer these condolences to the American
people and to the family of the colonel, if indeed, as we suspect, he
was executed, even though we don't know now whether he was or whether
he was executed yesterday. But this is a very tragic event. However,
one must understand that for Israel this war did not start two days
ago. It's a war that is lasting now for many years, and
unfortunately, it may last many years to come. And this is a
continuous battle that we have to face every day. And we are the main
target for these terrorists. Three Israeli soldiers are still
hostages in Lebanon, and they are trying to catch more.

KOPPEL
Mr Olmert, in ~

MR OLMERT
Therefore -

KOPPEL
~ forgive me for interrupting you. You've been a guest on this
program often enough to know that unfortunately, we're limited in
time.

MR OLMERT
Yes. That's true.

KOPPEL
You haven't come close ~ you haven't come close to ~

MR OLMERT
Yeah.

- to answering my question.
MR OLMERT

What I'm saying is that it's still too early to judge this operation,
because what we know now is too little to be able to say finally what
really took place. But one thing we must remember, that in dealing
with these terrorists you must take extraordinary measures, and even
the United States of America, just two years, ago, kidnapped one of
these Hezbollah leaders, because you can't just negotiate with them,
you can't just sit to the table with them, and therefore, perhaps,
the only possible way to try and face them is to take extraordinary
measures. You have sometimes to register official complaints about
it.

KOPPEL
Now, let me - let me -

MR OLMERT
I'm sure that many Americans -

KOPPEL
- let me try one more time, Mr Olmert -

MR OLMERT
- yes.

KOPPEL
- and, you know, then I have to move on to Congressman Fascell for a
minute.

MR OLMERT
I'm just corning with your - I'm just coming to this answer.

KOPPEL
Ah.



MR OLMERT
What I'm saying is that I'm sure that many Americans and many
American leaders admire the courage of the Israeli government in
taking extraordinary actions such as this, even though sometimes, for
the protocol, one has to register an official condemnation. However,
of course, at this time, when we don't know for sure the fate of the
American colonel, I think it will be a little bit insensitive if we
pass any final judgment. I think we have to know more, but we also
have to remember that these are brutal terrorists and there are no
simple ways to deal with them, and sometimes you have to do
extraordinary actions such as this, even if you don't like to
officially endorse them.

KOPPEL
Congressman Fascell, let me corne back to a very fundamental question
- and I understand that one has to leave always a tiny margin for
error - is there really any doubt in anybody's mind but that Colonel
Higgins is dead?
REP DANTE FASCELL, (D), CHAIRMAN, HOUSE FOREIGN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

Well, I don't think there is, Ted, but we don't have absolute proof
at this time. And the important thing, of course, is that what do you
do from here on out?

KOPPEL
Well, I mean, first of all, does it make - because the President
seems to have reached a conclusion with his statement tonight that
indeed, Colonel Higgins' death was a consequence of the Israeli
kidnapping on Friday, at least he implies that in his statement. Do
we have any reason to believe - the Israelis quite clearly maintain
that there's a strong possibility that he was killed some months ago.
Does US intelligence have any reason to believe that?

REP FASCELL
I don't have any information at all - none was provided me, Ted, that
would indicate when Colonel Higgins was killed.

KOPPEL
Respond, if you would, to the point that Mr Olmert made, both a
couple of days ago and then again this evening - and I understand
that in this context it's more difficult to make - do we speak with
two tongues here? Do we say one thing publicly, expressing concern
and outrage over what the Israelis have done, and on the other hand,
privately admire them for having done it, and are very glad that they
kidnapped this fellow?

REP FASCELL
Well, it's difficult to answer that question except in a broad,
general sense, Ted. I think everybody admires the courage of the
Israelis, but the big difference is, as the minister has pointed out,
Israel's at war, and the United States is not. And therefore that
does limit our options. But we're going to - we're facing the problem
now, we're going to continue to face the problem and it may be that
the United States has to develop the capability of dealing with this
problem.

KOPPEL
All right. One of the things that the President suggested in his
statement tonight is that there be a release of all - and in his
statement, he repeated it, comma - all hostages, by all parties in
the Middle East. That would suggest that the Israelis also release
Sheik Obeid, whom they kidnapped on Friday. And when we corne back, I
would like to raise that question with Minister Olmert. We will be
joined when we corne back by New York Times correspondent Thomas
Friedman. He was bureau chief for The Times in both Beirut and
Jerusalem.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
New York Times correspondent Thomas Friedman covered the Middle East
for 10 years and has documented his experiences in a new book
entitled From Beirut to Jerusalem. A two - time Pulitzer Prizewinner,
he is currently chief diplomatic correspondent for The Times based in
Washington. He is with us from our Denver bureau. It sometimes seems,
Tom, as though we and groups like Hezbollah are fighting two
different kind of wars altogether. There seems to be a far greater
sense of determination and brutality on one side which is only half -
answered by the other side, even by the Israelis. Give us your
insight to that, would you?

THOMAS FRIEDMAN, "NEW YORK TIMES"
Well, I think that's really true, Ted. You know, the Italian
ambassador to Beirut once remarked to me that - he said, "You
Americans remind me of a big elephant, and you're great when you're
up against another elephant, but you're awful when you're up against
a snake, and Lebanon is a country that's full of snakes". You can
really understand, you know, Ted, everything you need to know about
Middle East politics - I don't know if you ever saw the movie, Elliot



Ness. There's a wonderful scene when this innocent G-man, Elliot
Ness, comes to Chicago, and he meets Sean Connery, and he says -
who I s this tough Chicago cop, and he says, "I want to get p..l Capone.
What do I do?" And Sean Connery says, "You want to get Capone? I'll
tell you how to get Capone. He pulls a knife, you pull a gun. He puts
one of yours in the hospital, you put one of his in the morgue.
That's the Chicago way". It's also the Middle Eastern way. The
Israelis know that, the Hezbollah know it. The problem is, the
Hezbollah are much better at that game than the Israelis because they
do it without any guilty conscience. The Israelis are schizophrenic
in this game. One the one hand, they want to play by Middle Eastern
rules. On the other hand, they feel they've got to live up to western
standards.

KOPPEL
Now, let's go right to Minister Olmert, because that's the dilemma
that faces Israel right now. Here you have the man reportedly in
charge of the organization that kidnapped and now apparently killed
Colonel Higgins. Are you going to give him back, as George Bush
suggested tonight, or are you going to play by Middle Eastern rules?

MR OLMERT
Well, I don't think that even the President meant that we'll just
free him, unless there is a good chance that we can release the other
hostages. Therefore, I think -

KOPPEL
Didn't say that, you know.

MR OLMERT
- yeah, but I believe that that's what he understood. I just don't
believe that the President wanted to just draw a comparison between
Israel and these organizations and say, "You did something wrong,
they did something wrong, just release all the hostages". I think
they - the logic of what the President said is that the Hezbollah
should release all the hostages, the American and the Israeli
hostages, and in that case it is also wise to release Sheik Obeid.
And I think this is -

KOPPEL
Now, talk to me for a moment about what Tom Friedman was just saying,
and that is, you know that this is a very tough, very brutal, very
ruthless organization that you are against, up against here. And the
chances of their - simply because you've kidnapped one of their men -
saying, all right, well now, let's do a hostage exchange". Those
chances are very slim, aren't they?

MR OLMERT
Not necessarily. Past experience showed that this was perhaps the
only possible way to release the hostages. Don't forget, Ted, that in
the last few years America, Britain, Israel and other European
countries tried every other possible way to release hostages. What we
didn't do - we negotiated, we tried secret ways, open ways,
diplomatic ways, all kinds of contacts - nothing helped. And the fact
is that hostages were killed even before, without any of these
actions that Israel took now. So there comes a time when you have to
take a decision. What are you going to do, just surrender to the
threats of the terrorists? Or you have to play somewhat different
rules. And indeed, as I think Tom said, you live up there but we live
in the Middle East, and we have - we are the targets for these
terrorist activities all the time, and we need to develop mechanisms
that can cope with their methods, and sometimes it's unpleasant.

MR FRIEDMAN
Yeah, but Ehud, Ehud -

MR OLMERT
But there's no other way.

MR FRIEDMAN
- Ehud, there's two questions which I'm still very confused about.
First of all, the timing. Why now? And second of all, you surely must
have planned that this would be the reaction of the Lebanese groups
holding these people. And I don't understand why you didn't foresee
this situation and prepare for it. Why now, and why didn't you
foresee this situation?

MR OLMERT
Well, Tom, I don't think that the timing is of any significance,
because at any given time there could have been similar reactions,
whether it was before or after. We have tried all other ways to
negotiate the release of the hostages, and there came a time when we
had to take a decision whether we do something or just sit still and
leave and neglect the hostages, not just Israelis, but most, first
and foremost, Israeli hostages. As for a contingency plan, I think
that it will not be smart to discuss these details on American TV,
particularly at the time when we still don't know what will take
place today.

KOPPEL
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TED KOPPEL
(VO) Dour, unpopular, ambitious, a workaholic. These are some of the
pieces in the puzzle of Felix Bloch, the senior US diplomat suspected
of spying for the Soviet Union. (on camera) Good evening. I'm Ted
Koppel, and this is Nightline. (VOl Our focus: the Felix Bloch story.
Among our guests, Helene Von Damm, the former US a~bassador to
Austria who hired Bloch, Ronald Lauder, the former U. S. ambassador
to Austria who says he ordered Bloch recalled, and Stanislav
Levchenko, a former official for the KGB whose job included
recruiting American spies.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
According to most accounts, Felix Bloch was an experienced and able
foreign service officer who, for the most part, seems to have earned
the respect, if not always the affection, of his fellow
professionals. To this hour, no one has brought formal charges of any
kind against Mr Bloch, but he is under constant and close FBI
surveillance, and no one in the government has taken issue or found
fault with the story that Bloch is believed to have been working as a
spy for the Soviet Union for more than a decade. While Bloch never
attained the post of US ambassador, he was for years the so - called
"OeM," or deputy chief of mission, at the US embassy in Vienna.
Because he worked under two ambassadors who were political
appointees, with little if any foreign policy experience, Bloch - in
the eyes of many senior officials at the State Department and many
senior officials in the Austrian government - was, in effect, the
acting US ambassador in Vienna. He had total access to the most
secure information that passed through the embassy. If Bloch was a
spy, he was a damaging one. Here's more from JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
Felix Bloch is a suspect in a rare case, one of only three
counterespionage investigations involving the State Department to
come to light since World War II. One involved Alger Hiss, a lawyer
serving as a policy adviser. He was convicted - not of spying, but
lying to Congress. The second case involved the US embassy in Warsaw,
where a junior US diplomat was convicted in 1961 of passing secrets
to Communist agents. So far, no charges have been filed against
Bloch. In Vienna today, Foreign Minister Alois Mock, a personal
friend of Felix Bloch, described his position as "the most important
American in Austria". Whenever the ambassador was away, or when there
was no ambassador, all official doors were open to him, he said. But
what did Bloch learn in these meetings and receptions that would be
especially important to Soviet intelligence? As deputy chief of
mission, or OCM, said a former intelligence official today, Bloch was
at the center of communications between various American negotiators
on a wide range of issues, including arms control.

GEORGE CARVER, FORMER CIA OFFICIAL
And a OCM would know the ebb and flow of negotiation, and he would be
able to apprise the Soviets of what the American negotiators were
going to raise in the next day, the next week, and give them feedback
on how the conference was going from the American point of view.
That's rather like having an ally sitting behind your opponent at a
poker table and telling you how he plans to play his cards.

MARTIN
(VO) So far, no evidence has been uncovered showing that Bloch
revealed what was on those cards, or how they would be played. He
remains under surveillance by FBI agents, and today, as he left a
house in New York where he spent the weekend, Felix Bloch wasn't
talking. He has talked twice to FBI agents, however, and according to
sources familiar with the interviews, the FBI doesn't necessarily
believe Bloch's story. What they do believe, since he was videotaped
here in Paris by French agents, is that Bloch passed a briefcase to a
Soviet citizen. What was in it, they don't know. But later, according



Mr Olmert - hold on just one second, gentlemen, because we have to
take a break. But when we come back, I'm going to hold your feet to
the fire a little more on Tom's second question, namely, you must
have been smart enough, you must have enough insight to this group to
know that if you kidnapped one of their leaders, a very likely
response would be the death of a hostage. WeIll get back to that when
we continue our discussion in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

REP FASCELL

KOPPEL
Minister Olmert, you're too smart, you're too sophisticated not to
have anticipated that the kidnapping of someone like Sheik Obeid
might very well lead to the killing - not only of Colonel Higgins, as
may have been the case - but now the threatened killing of at least
two other hostages. When you considered that contingency, why did you
decide to go ahead anyway?

MR OLMERT
Well, first, Ted, past experience did not prove that this can be the
outcome, and as of now we all have to be very careful because we pass
a judgment, because it's not quite sure that he was executed
yesterday at all. He may have been executed before, and I think if
this is the case, then it changes all our perspectives about this
operation. Don't forget that when your country two years ago
kidnapped Fawaz Younis, also a Hezbollah man from more or less the
same group, this question could have been asked just with the same
validity. There is not any simple answer under such circumstances.

REP FASCELL
Well, Mr Minister, this is Dante Fascell. You'd have to factor in the
fact also, it seems to me, that if you make that kind of a raid, that
Israeli hostages would be killed. And -

MR OLMERT
Indeed. This is a risk that we had to take.

REP FASCELL
- I understand that. And now we think back at what the Soviets did
when their personnel were taken hostages, they arranged a trade
almost immediately. I mean, they got into the act in one way or
another.

MR FRIEDMAN
Well, they arranged a trade apparently by cutting up a few body
parts, having some local people do it. I think there's an important
point here, Ted, which has to be made clear, and that is -

KOPPEL
Make it - make it quickly and wrap it up for us, Tom, if you would.

MR FRIEDMAN
- I'm going to make it very quickly, and that is that both sides have
really used Higgins in this case, and exploited him in a very tragic
way. The Shiite extremists have used him in order to create a rift
between the United States and Israel, when in fact they killed him
for their own sick reasons.

Absolutely.
MR FRIEDMAN

The Israelis are trying to use him as an excuse, as a cover for their
own effort to get their soldiers back. So both sides are using this
man. I think that's very sad.

KOPPEL
I know we're going to be - (crosstalk) - gentlemen, forgive me -

MR OLMERT
(crosstalk) - just let me say one word.

KOPPEL
~ quickly, please.

MR OLMERT
We didn't use the colonel. Donlt forget that first and foremost, if
we risked the lives of anyone, we risked the life of Israeli
soldiers, but we felt compelled to do something because there was no
other way to fight terror but perhaps by doing sometimes
extraordinary things as this one.

KOPPEL
All right. Ehud Olmert, Congressman Dante Fascell, Thomas Friedman,
thank you all very much. My apologies to our affiliates. We just went
over by a few seconds. That's our report for tonight. I'm Ted Koppel
in Washington. For all of us here at ABC news, good night.



to ABC's JOHN McWethy, who was the first to report this story three
days ago, Bloch got a warning call from the Soviets, who apparently
realized they and he had been spotted by French intelligence. "A bad
virus is going around, II said a voice recorded by American agents, "We
know that you are infected". ("A bad virus is going around and we
believe you are now infected".) If all this sounds like a grade B
movie, perhaps it's because the world has spent the last 4S years
living spy movies, part of the spectacle of Cold War competition
between Soviets and Americans. Vienna, where Bloch served for seven
years, has long had a reputation for intrigue.
("The Third Man", Janus TV)

JOSEPH COTTEN, ACTOR
The police have a crazy notion that he was mixed up in some sort of
racket.

SECOND ACTOR
Everyone in Vienna is.

MARTIN
(VO) Many western spies have used Vienna for clandestine meetings

with Soviet agents. Defense employee Christopher Boyce sold satellite
secrets to Soviet agents. JOHN Walker sold US Navy secrets to the
Soviets. Army Sergeant James Hall sold National Security Agency
documents to East German and Soviet agents. former NSA employee
Ronald Pelton told the Soviets of NSA listening posts around the
world. And Jeffrey Prime spied for the Soviets against Great
Britain's electronic intelligence agency. All passed through Vienna's
streets on their way to secret meetings. Felix Bloch was assigned
here and worked at the side of Ambassador Ronald Lauder in 1986 and
1987. Lauder is a member of the Lauder cosmetics family, and a
contributor to Ronald Reagan's political campaigns. From 1983 to
1985, Bloch worked under Helene Von Damm, a former personal secretary
to Mr Reagan while he was governor of California. (on camera) Why
would Felix Bloch become a spy, if that's what he did? Nobody we've
talked to seems to know why. One theory is that he became frustrated
and depressed at never being given an ambassadorial appointment after
many years in the Foreign Service. We asked ABC's JOHN McWethy about
that.

JOHN MCWETHY
If you are frustrated with your ambassador or your boss, what you do
is, you quit. You don't necessarily decide to go over to the other
side and start providing secrets from the US government.

SEN RUDY BOSCHWITZ, (R), FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMITTEE
There's never been a case of a political ambassador being disloyal to
the United States. There have, regretfully, been some cases where
some of the State Department people have been disloyal.

MARTIN
{VOl At a press conference in Vienna today, Foreign Minister Mock was
asked if Bloch had complained of frustrations in working for
incompetent political appointees.

ALOIS MOCK, AUSTRIAN FOREIGN MINISTER
Not more than any other US diplomat from time to time.

MARTIN
(VO) Senator Paul Sarbanes of Maryland had studied appointments and
says some political appointees are capable, but that too many lack
not only experience but common sense.

SEN PAUL SARBANES (0) MARYLAND
Here are these two separate questionnaires addressed to these two
separate nominees, one to go to Spain and one to go to Australia, and
they give exactly, virtually - with the exception of a comma and a
period and a contraction - they give virtually exactly the same
answer.

MARTIN
(VO) But even Democratic critics of the Bush administration point out
that some statistics are misleading. A study by Government Executive
magazine says nearly two - thirds of Mr Bush's nominees are political
appointments, not career diplomats. But a study by State Department
officials shows that Mr Bush re - appointed most of the career
diplomats already holding ambassadorships. Counted that way, the Bush
political nominees account for 36 percent of American diplomats, only
slightly higher than the historical average. (on camera) The Bloch
case has raised fears of a massive compromise of American secrets by
a trusted diplomat, but that hasn't been proven yet, or even charged
yet, although senior officials say they believe he did betray his
country. If they are correct, what is chilling, perhaps, is not the
level of competence of political appointees, but the fact that Felix
Bloch got so close to the top. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline in
Washington.

KOPPEL
Later we'll talk about the Bloch case with former KGB official
Stanislav Levchenko, and with former US ambassador to Austria Ronald



Lauder, who says he had Bloch recalled from Vienna for
insubordination. But first, when we come back, a conversation
recorded earlier this evening with another former US ambassador to
Austria who chose Felix Bloch to be her deputYJ Helen Von Damrn.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK I

KOPPEL
Helene Von Damm was Ronald Reagan's personal secretary and White
House assistant for personnel before he appointed her ambassador to
Austria in 1983. She selected Felix Bloch to be her deputy from among
some half - dozen candidates. She left the post of ambassador in 1985
and talked with us earlier this evening from Switzerland.
(interviewing) Ambassador Von Damm, Felix Bloch has not spoken
publicly yet, but it has been suggested that he was vulnerable in
part because he resented working a couple of amateurs, working for a
couple of political appointees, you and Ambassador Lauder, people
whom, presumably, he felt did not have the same level of expertise in
foreign policy that he had. What do you think?

HELENE VON DAMM, FORMER AMBASSADOR TO AUSTRIA
I think that's ludicrous. We all have disappointments in life, and if
that's the way he felt about it, should we assume that he should go
off the deep end and betray his country?

KOPPEL
But in terms of running an embassy, were you running the embassYJ or
was Felix Bloch running the embassy? I'm talking about the -

MS VON DAMM

KOPPEL
I was ab -

- go ahead, please.
MS VON DAMM

You can talk to anybody that was on my former staff. I was absolutely
in charge of the embassy. Now, granted, it is a huge job from the
standpoint of - one hand, it is a managerial post, and in the other
it is a representational, and one where you have the contacts with
the top - level government officials, with the media. It's a full -
time job both ways, and this is why you have a deputy chief of
mission. He in fact is the administrator of the embassy, which is a
huge task too, because you have a couple hundred people at minimum,
and of course, he's also there to represent you if yourre gone. It
was very soon apparent to me that Felix Bloch was very ambitious, and
admittedly, again and again, I had to rein him in, but I succeeded in
doing so and I did not have any problem as long as I was ambassador.
Not until the time when I submitted my resignation and became a lame
duck.

KOPPEL
When you say, "rein him in", rein him in from doing what?

MS VON DAMM
Well, as I mentioned before, it is the ambassador that is the
representative of the United States, and he really determines what is
going on and how he wants to manage the relationship between the two
countries. Again and again, Felix tried to establish himself as an
outside man, meaning that he wanted to give interviews, that he
wanted to have high - level discussions with top government
officials, and of course, that's what I mean by reining him in, that
I said, "NO, Felix, I'm the ambassador and if I'm here, this is my
job" .

KOPPEL
I suppose it goes without saying, but let me ask it anyway, that
there was never any suspicion in your mind, or that anyone ever came
to you saying, you know, "Be careful around Felix Bloch, we think
that this man, you know, may have another agenda here," or "Werre a
little bit concerned about him"?

MS VON DAMM
No. Thatrs correct. He appeared absolutely dedicated. He was a
workaholic. As a matter of fact, this reputation is really what
prompted me to take him. As you might know, I chose Felix as the oeM
from about six contenders.

KOPPEL
Talk to me for a moment about what he had access to.

MS VON DAMM
Well, I mean, obviously he had access to everything that happened at
our embassy, but more than that, it is a practice of the government
in the United States to keep the various missions around the world
informed. It could be the new Nicaraguan policy, it could have to do
with Africa or with Afghanistan, and of course, also about talks with
the Soviets. So it was quite extensive.

KOPPEL
One last question, Ambassador Von Damm, with regard to the
professional versus the political appointee. Do you think that
professional ambassadors might be better equipped to seek out or to



smell out in their deputy the kind of activities in which he clearly
was involved, if the charges are correct, over a period of some
years?

MS VON DAMM
No. I don't think that any ambassador, be it political or
nonpolitical, can smell it out, as we might say, because let's not
forget that all of these people, from the State Department as well as
political appointees, they are all being cleared by the FBI and
through the same channels. And if they can't smell anything out, now
how should anyone in the normal course of work or conversation or
friendship or whatever?

KOPPEL
Ambassador Von Damm, thank you very much for joining us.

MS VON DAMM
Thank you.

KOPPEL
I misspoke when I introduced Ambassador Von Damm. She spoke to us
earlier today from Vienna. When we come back, we'll talk live with
Ronald Lauder, who succeeded Helene Von Damm as ambassador to
Austria, and we'll be talking with former KGB official Stanislav
Levchenko.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Ronald Lauder, who's in our New York studios, was US ambassador to
Austria from 1986 to '87, and served earlier in the Reagan
administration as a deputy assistant secretary of defense. The son of
Estee Lauder and a former executive of her cosmetics firm, he is
currently a Republican mayoral candidate in New York City. Stanislav
Levchenko, who's in our Washington bureau, was an officer of the KGB
stationed in Japan in the 1970s. Among his duties: recruiting spies
for the Soviet Union. Mr Levchenko defected to the west in 1979,
currently lives in the United States. Ambassador Lauder, there's some
disagreement between you and senior State Department officials. You
say you fired Mr Bloch; they say they recalled him and that your
complaints about him had nothing to do with that. But nevertheless,
why did you want to get rid of him?

RONALD LAUDER, FORMER AMBASSADOR TO AUSTRIA
Well, the most important thing is, I fired him. I wanted to get rid
of him because of insubordination. Felix Bloch was constantly going
to the Foreign Ministry and other places. Helene Von Damm talked
about his ambition, his desire to always be involved. Felix Bloch
went outside of channels all the time. Before we saw pictures of the
foreign minister, Alois Mock. He and Felix Bloch went to school
together. They knew each other. They spoke literally every day. And
there were many times when I spoke to Felix Bloch and I said, "Don't
discuss this," to find out that he did discuss it. I gave him
warnings and warnings. I then called up the State Department, and I
said, "I want him recalled". I gave my reasons, and they agreed.

KOPPEL
Now -

MR LAUDER
I knew there was something the matter with Felix Bloch.

KOPPEL
- I've spoken to some of the people who were in charge of the
European division of the State Department at the time that Felix
Bloch was serving under you. They say, to put it rather bluntly, that
you were inexperienced and excitable. I've heard other people, in
fact, who said that you were a laughingstock as ambassador over
there.

MR LAUDER
Thank you.

KOPPEL
Well, I'm not saying it, I'm just passing on to you what some of your
former colleagues said. And that in point of fact they regarded Felix
Bloch as a highly experienced and competent Foreign Service officer
who was very much necessary precisely because there was a political
appointee there without much experience.

MR LAUDER
Well, this political appointee, myself, was able to see something
that none of these other State Department officials were able to see.
r was able to see what this person was like. r knew there was
something the matter. I asked to be recalled. I know 'cause r was
there. I spoke to - I spoke to the various people, I spoke to the
people in the State Department. They understood. At this point
they're all - perhaps having a case of amnesia. But r know what Felix
Bloch was like and I must tell you, I was not surprised. I didn't
expect him to be a - obviously, under investigation for being a spy,
but there was something the matter with him, and that's why I fired
him.



KOPPEL
I guess what I want to get to, Mr Lauder, is precisely what it was
that you saw, because if indeed you had any inkling, then as a
patriot, indeed, as US ambassador, you would have had no option but
to be rather specific in your charges. You clearly didn't think that
he was a traitor. You clearly didn't think that he was -

MR LAUDER
Oh, absolutely not, no.

KOPPEL
- engaged in espionage. So what was it about him that you didn't
like?

MR LAUDER
It was this - first of all, he was a very poor member of the staff.
He was constantly doing his own thing, he was constantly putting down
the various people on the staff. We speak about the fact of his
ambition. He spoke disparagingly about everybody, except the
Austrians. But there was something about Felix Bloch - obviously, it
was not a question of feeling anything to do with espionage, because
I would have had him - if that was so, I would have had him arrested.
But there was something about him. But I saw something that all the
other State Department employees did not see. And when they brought
him back to Washington, they gave him another high post. That was
wrong. There was something about Felix Bloch that was wrong. And
that's why I fired him.

KOPPEL
Mr Levchenko, what was it - I mean, as you hear this picture of Felix
Bloch being sketched out now, what was it, do you think, that made
him vulnerable to some approach by your former employers at the KGB?

STANISLAV LEVCHENKO, FORMER KGB AGENT
Well, first of alI, at this point it is not - many parts of this case
are not clear, and if allegations that Mr Bloch was cooperating with
the KGB for a long time, then probably he was recruited before he got
upset about this ambassador or other ambassadors. He was stationed
before in East Germany, as I understand I as an economic officer. If
he was recruited by the Soviets just recently, that can be another
thing. The point is, however, that every American embassy in every
country is very carefully watched by the Soviet intelligence. And
Soviet intelligence officers are trying to figure out who is the most
vulnerable potential target for them. So vulnerability just can be
different, you know. They are interested in people who show, for
instance I greed. They're interested in people who get themselves in
all kinds of other troubles, and they of course are very much
interested to figure out who is egomaniac, let's say, who is
obsessed, being unhappy with either his boss, whether it will be an
ambassador, or somebody else, obsessed with his unhappiness or
sometimes even hatred to the point that the person loses common
sense, and what is more important, loses his moral principles to the
point that he is ready to sell himself out.

KOPPEL
Mr Levchenko, we've got to take a break. We'll continue our
discussion in just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
We're back with Stanislav Levchenko and the former ambassador to
Austria, Mr Ronald Lauder. Ambassador Lauder, is there anything to
which you had access as ambassador to which Felix Bloch did not?

MR LAUDER
I cannot comment on that, but there are many things that -

KOPPEL
Why can't you comment on that?

MR LAUDER
- because those things on confidential.

KOPPEL
I'm not asking you what, I'm just saying did you have access to
anything to which he didn't have access?

MR LAUDER
Yes, I did. I had access to certain information that Felix Bloch did
not.

KOPPEL
Is - I guess what I'm really asking you is how damaging, whatever
knowledge he had and whatever material he had access to?

MR LAUDER
In the position as deputy chief of mission, Felix Bloch had access to
a great deal of confidential information, and the amount of damaging
information he had could be extremely extensive, especially in a post
like Vienna. Vienna is probably - what you - it's probably one of the
most sensitive posts in the entire world. It's on the edge of the
Iron Curtain, it's very involved in east - west issues, it's a
critical post. And Felix Bloch was, as deputy chief of mission, in a



very critical position.
KOPPEL

Mr Levchenko, we have only a couple of seconds left. Any quick lesson
that the US government can draw, things that they might do that they
haven't done in this particular case?

MR LEVCHENKO
This particular case is still - is on the level of allegations.
However, what is very important, of course, is from the
counterintelligence point of view, is to learn the - not only just
the stage of relations between different part of Department of State
bureaucracy, but to learn how far certain people can go in being
upset or make themselves vulnerable -

KOPPEL
I hate to -

MR LEVCHENKO
- in other ways.

KOPPEL
- I hate to interrupt you at this point, but we are flat out of time.
Gentlemen, thank you both very much.

MR LAUDER
Thank you.

KOPPEL
I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. For all of us here at ABC News, good
night.
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DR TIMOTHY JOHNSON, ABC NEWS MEDICAL EDITOR
(VO) Contraception. After an important court victory in the fight
over abortion, some anti - abortion forces are opening a new
battleground, with a campaign to outlaw at least some forms of birth
control.

JOSEPH SCHEIDLER, PRO - LIFE ACTION LEAGUE
We believe that people should be responsible for their activities. We
don't see the real need, most of us, for contraceptives.

JEANNIE ROSOFF, ALAN GUTTMACHER INSTITUTE
You can preach abstinence all you want. In real life, I think, people
are either in love, or they have sexual needs and desires and they
exercise them. It's a very strong instinct.

DR JOHNSON
(VO) With nearly three and a half million unplanned pregnancies each
year in this country, and with one and a half million abortions each
year, should contraception be promoted or prohibited? Among our
guests, former surgeon general C Everett Koop.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from New York, ABC News Medical Editor Dr Timothy JOHNson.

DR JOHNSON
The recent Supreme Court ruling on abortion has clearly opened a new
chapter in the fight between abortion rights and anti - abortion
forces, and we Americans seem to have accepted this climate of
confrontation as unavoidable when it comes to abortion, that it is
and forever will be a big fight. So for anyone to suggest that there
may be some middle ground of possible agreement at first seems
strange, but conBider this. If the problem that leads to abortion is
unwanted pregnancy, and the answer to unwanted pregnancy is
contraception, why can't both sides rally around contraception?
Granted that anti - abortion advocates regard some forms of birth
control as abortifacient - that may be a new word for some of you; it
is used by those who oppose abortion to describe birth control
methods that act after the moment of fertilization, like the IUD,
which may act to prevent the fertilized egg from implanting and
growing in the womb. But what about other methods, barrier methods or
the regular pill. that act before fertilization? Why can't both sides
support at least these methods to prevent unwanted pregnancy and
therefore prevent abortion? ABC's JOHN MARTIN takes a look at this
intriguing question.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) The year was 1965. The first Marines were fighting in Vietnam.
The Los Angeles ghetto of Watts was burning in a race riot. And for
much of a generation, the Beatles were already putting in a call for
assistance. This was also the year the Supreme Court was asked
whether the states could still prevent women from using artificial
birth control. Even though the laws weren't strictly enforced, some
states - Connecticut among them - still kept them on the books.

REV JOAN FORSBERG, YALE DIVINITY SCHOOL DEAN
It was illegal in Connecticut either to suggest to anyone, and advise
use of birth control, or to prescribe it - doctors were at risk if
they prescribed - and it was illegal to use it.

MARTIN
(VO) So, as recently as 25 years ago, young Joan Forsberg, later to
become an ordained minister, found herself breaking the law: buying
contraceptives legally in New York, then using them illegally in
Connecticut.

REV FORSBERG
It was very annoying. It was a terrible nuisance. It meant that for
six years I had to drive from New Haven to Portchester, where it was
legal, drive back, and then break the law, once I got to bed.

MARTIN
(VO) Only 25 years before that, these women were arrested for running
a birth control clinic. But in 1965, the whole climate of American



society was changing. With the war, with protests, with legal
challenges and with racial liberation, Americans also gained a degree
of sexual liberation. To test the law, Forsberg became a witness in a
case that reached the Supreme Court. In Griswald vs. Connecticut, the
justices - all men - ruled that when it came to birth control, the
Constitution provided a right of privacy no state could invade.

REV FORSBERG
The right to privacy, in not having the state intervening in your
life, makes incredible good sense.

MARTIN
This idea became the foundation, eight years later, for Roe vs. Wade,
in which the court ruled that women have a right to an abortion with
virtually no government interference, at least until the fetus can
survive outside the womb. That was 1973. (VO) This is 1989. Now the
court has pulled back. Once again, the atmosphere is hot. In the
Webster case, decided only weeks ago, the Supreme Court upheld a
Missouri law that restricts abortions. The law's preamble defined
human life as beginning at conception. Is the calendar about to turn
back? Heartened by the court's decision in the Webster case, some
activists are turning toward contraceptives as the next target.
Joseph Scheidler is an activist who opposes abortion. The pro -
choice movement has targeted him as someone to watch with caution.
The dispute centers on which birth control method acts before or
after the moment of conception. The most prominent anti - abortion
group, the National Right to Life Committee, says it takes "no
position on contraception," but declined to discuss the issue on
camera with ABC News. Activist Scheidler said the National Pro - Life
Action League and others do not oppose so - called barrier methods.
These are the condom, diaphragm, cervical cap and spermicides, which
prevent the sperm from reaching the egg. In theory, so does the so -
called "rhythm method," involving abstinence during periods of
fertility. But activist Scheidler says his supporters oppose the
intrauterine device, pills to be taken after intercourse, and some,
if not most, ordinary birth control pills, all of which - he says -
interfere with the fertilized egg's ability to reach the uterus.

JOSEPH SCHEIDLER, PRO - LIFE ACTION LEAGUE
Where we would legislate the contraceptive ban would be where it is
indeed an abortifacient, and many of your contraceptives are. We
would consider that just as much an abortion as a surgical abortion
or an abortion clearly after the unborn child has begun to develop.

MARTIN
(VO) So is contraception a common ground where both sides can agree?

MOLLY YARD, NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN
There's no middle ground. We believe in the right to birth control.
It is established under the privacy interpretation of the
Constitution.

WILMA STEVENSON, CATHOLIC FAMILY PLANNING COUNSELOR
The church is very clear in its teaching regarding the dignity of
people and human life, and I don't see that there can be any common
ground, personally.

RICHARD LINCOLN, THE ALAN GUTTMACHER INSTITUTE
Well, when you talk about common ground, there is common ground. I
mean, the overWhelming majority of Americans approve of
contraception, and have for many years. And use it.

MARTIN
(VO) The question of which contraceptives and when they are used is a
key dispute. So is the question of when human life begins.

MR SCHEIDLER
There isn't any magic period halfway through pregnancy where voila,
there's a human being. You're a human being from the beginning.
That's the way biology works.

JEANNIE ROSOFF, THE ALAN GUTTMACHER INSTITUTE
There's no "moment" of fertilization. It's a process. I mean, it's
not "boom, you know, one meets the other and they embrace and that's
it, you have a new human being".

MARTIN
More than three million unplanned pregnancies take place every year
in America. Half of them end in abortion. America has one of the
highest abortion rates in the western world. Now, one side wants less
contraception and a "higher" moral code. The other side prepares to
fight for ways to prevent even more unwanted pregnancies. Unless some
common ground is uncovered, this dispute is likely to tear at the
social fabric for years to corne. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline in
Washington.

DR JOHNSON
When we come back, we'll talk to three people in the forefront of the
debate over contraceptive use: Faye Wattleton, the president of
Planned parenthood, Judie Brown, founder of a lobbying group called
the American Life League, and former Surgeon General C Everett Koop.



MS BROWN

(COMMERCIAL BREAK)
DR JOHNSON

Joining us here in our New York studio is Faye Wattle ton, president
of the Planned Parenthood Federation of America, the nation's oldest
voluntary family planning organization, which has been in the
forefront of the fight for a woman's right to birth control,
including a safe and legal abortion. With us from our Las Vegas
affiliate, KTNV, is Judie Brown, founder and president of the
American Life League, a lobbying and research group which not only
opposes abortion, but many forms of contraception as well. And in our
Washington bureau is Dr C Everett Koap, who until last week waS the
surgeon general of the United States. Dr Koap has been an outspoken
opponent of abortionr but says some contraceptives are an acceptable
alternative to unwanted pregnancies. Ms Brown, let me start with you
by asking the question I asked in the opening piece, namely, if the
problem that leads to abortion is unwanted pregnancy, and if
contraception can fight that problemr why not throw your energies
against the problem by supporting contraception before the problem
develops, rather than having to fight the issue after the problem of
unwanted pregnancy?

JUDIE BROWN, AMERICAN LIFE LEAGUE
Well, Dr JOHNson, you have made two suppositions that, after much
research and study, we could not possibly agree with. First of all,
you have described a pregnancy that occurs at a given moment as
perhaps unplanned, and I would venture to say that if all the people
who are listening to this program today, if they were to reflect back
on their birth, their parents might well have told them they were
certainly unplanned and inconvenient and what have you, so the use of
the word unplanned is certainly no excuse for using artificial
chemicals and devices instead of self - control.

DR JOHNSON
What if I use the word unwanted, which leads to abortion? Wouldn't
you rather fight the problem there than have to deal with abortion?

MS BROWN
Well, if you're going to use the word unwanted, then we have to look
at the history of artificial contraception in the United States,
which frankly goes all the way back to the early 1800s. And what we
see from the Alan Guttmacher Institute's own studies and the recent
claims that all forms of birth control are sorely inadequate, is that
when Planned Parenthood made a decision in 1964 at their board
meeting to convince the American public that in order to be
responsible they had to use artificial birth controlr they made a
grave error, because people cannot be like machines_ People will not
behave according to rate. What bothers me most of all, however, Dr
JOHNson, in this discussion of artificial birth control, is that if
we are to properly address any item known as artificial birth
control, it seems to me that we have a moral responsibility to those
who are using these forms to birth control to discuss the hazards, to
discuss the factual evidence with regard to the abortion - causing
nature of the birth control pill, and the IUDr and to be up - front
with women and not manipulate them as though they were guinea pigs.

DR JOHNSON
All right. Ms Wattleton -

You cannot talk -
DR JOHNSON

- you've got to have time.
FAYE WATTLETON, PLANNED PARENTHOOD

Wellr we certainly disagree with all of the positions that Ms Brown
has taken on this issue. She certainly makes a point that we would
not refute, in that we don't have the perfect method of birth
control, but that is no reason why couples should be denied
information as well as the means to limit their conception or their
reproduction or, for that matter, to enhance their fertility. But we

MS BROWN
But they are denied (crosstalk) -

DR JOHNSON
Ms Brown, Ms Brown, Ms Brown, equal time. I'm going to fight for it.
Go ahead.

MS WATTLE TON
- we think that these are individual matters. Yes, people should make
decisions on the basis of information about the benefits as well as
the risks, and they should be left to their own devices to make these
judgments for themselves. And we think that the great middle ground
here is that - the fact that there are 1.6 million abortions in this
country each year indicate that there are a lot of pregnancies that
are undesired, at least 1.6 million are undesired. And we need to get
at the root cause of this problem, and that is the matter of people



have undesired pregnancies.
MS BROWN

That's totally false.
MS WATTLETON

And we think we can do that through the availability of sex education
as well as the means ~ and better birth control methods! the
development of better birth control methods in this country.

DR JOHNSON
Ms Brown, let me try to put it this way to you. Which is better to
fight, the 1.6 million abortions, or a way of trying to prevent those
abortions?

MS BROWN
Well, first of all I have to fight deception, because Ms Wattleton
doesn't read her own pUblications or she'd know full well that when a
study was done of the 1.6 million women who do kill their children
every year through abortion! that in fact the largest number occurs
among those who use artificial birth control, so she's contradicted
herself if one studies her own studies.

MS WATTLE TON
I have really not -

MS BROWN
I will not condone as a leader in the "pro - life" movement any kind
of birth control that is dangerous to women, that kills babies -

DR JOHNSON
What would you condone?

MS BROWN
- or that presents a health hazard -

DR JOHNSON
What would you condone?

MS BROWN
Our organization endorses natural methods of spacing children.

DR JOHNSON
Not barrier methods? Not condoms? Not diaphragms?

MS BROWN
That's correct. That's correct.

DR JOHNSON
So you're totally opposed to everything except "natural planning".

MS BROWN
Why did the birth control pill come along, Dr JOHNson? It came along
because organizations like Planned Parenthood were crying in their
beer over the fact that the barrier methods, the sperms, jams,
jellies, whatever were not working. Spermicides and so forth. Now
what they're saying is, birth control pills and IUDs aren't working
well enough, and that's why they're pushing for the death pill, RU -
486. Will they never realize that artificial birth control requires
of us a low self - esteem, and if -

DR JOHNSON

DR JOHNSON

All right, I -
MS BROWN

- and that if we were to present chastity and fidelity within
marriage as acceptable by our federal government, which has never
even tried that, we might see the abortion rate go down dramatically.
But we don't try that.

DR JOHNSON
You really believe that those are the realistic answers to the 1.6
million abortions? Chastity and -

MS BROWN
Of course I do, Dr JOHNson.

Okay.
MS BROWN

We've tried it the other way for 25 years and how many babies have
died, over 25 million, something is terribly wrong.

DR JOHNSON
We've got to take a break at this point. Obviously, when we come
back! we're going to bring Dr Koop in and get his views on this
matter.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

DR JOHNSON
Finally, joining us from Washington is former Surgeon General C
Everett KOOp. Dr Koop, you are clearly anti - abortion, yet you
support some forms of contraception. I gather from your vantage point
you don't see abstinence or fidelity as realistic solutions to the
total problem of abortion.

C EVERETT KOOP, FORMER SURGEON GENERAL
Well, I'm in favor of both, and I think that for those people who can
practice it, it's the way to go. But 240 million people in this
country, however, are not going to be as chaste or as faithful as
youtd like them to be. I think from the remarks that have been made



thus far this evening, Tim, that several things are clear. All birth
control is not contraception. I think that the two opposing forces in
this country about abortion itself acknowledge that this is no middle
ground of compromise for them, but as a public health official, I
think I would be remiss not to point out the fact that in everything
else that we deal with about health, we understand that prevention is
the key to success. And I think that that has to be true of abortion
also. As I've talked to both sides of this question extensively
during the past year and a half, I didn't find anybody that was in
favor of abortion. Everyone said the same thing. Every abortion is a
failure of some part of the system in this country. It might be a
sexual partner, might be family, might be church, might be society,
could be economics, but it's a failure. If we acknowledge that that
is true, then I think it's up to us to try to adopt a preventive
mode, as we would with smoking or drunk driving or seat belt injuries
or whatever. It seems to me that unplanned pregnancies and unwanted
pregnancies are not synonymous terms, but there is no doubt in my
mind that it is unwanted pregnancies that product abortions. That
being the case, it makes very good sense to me that we ought to see
if there isn't some place we could talk sensibly with each other
about the methods of contraception. As I understand them, there is
some method that prevents conception that should be palatable to
people of almost every stamp, regardless of what their religious or
ethical or moral background might be, and if that is the case,
wouldn't it be great if the tremendous energy that is being expended
now between the two forces that are against and for abortion, could
come together and move in the direction of providing an alternative
to the strife in this country which divides it like no other issue
has since the days of slavery. It's a long statement, I'm sorry.

DR JOHNSON
No, but it was effective. Ms Brown, wouldn't it be great if that
could happen? Does everybody in the anti - abortion movement feel as
strongly as you do against all forms of contraception?

MS BROWN
I think that we all agree that history must teach us lessons, so that
we do not go back to the past and repeat our failures, and what Dr
Koop is suggesting is something beyond which we've traveled in our
country.

DR JOHNSON
In what sense? Be - no, be more specific. I mean, you're using
phrases that don't -

MS BROWN
All right. We have traveled away from the spermicides, jams and
jellies of the '40s and '50s to chemicals, and to inserted devices.
The Food and Drug Administration is now speaking about implanting a
device in the arms of women that in fact will abort their children.

DR JOHNSON
So your concern is whether they are what, outside the body or inside
the body?

MS BROWN
My concern is what they're doing to innocent babies. Life begins at
the moment of fertilization,

DR JOHNSON
But we're talking now about some methods that -

MS BROWN
Everyone who studied biology knows that.

DR JOHNSON
- we're talking about methods that act before that moment, Where's
the objection?

MS BROWN
But Doctor, there are none.

DR JOHNSON
The condom?

MS BROWN
I cannot think of one.

DR JOHNSON
The condom?

MS BROWN
The condom is failing so miserably, as Dr Koop knows.

DR JOHNSON
No, no, but I'm - no, I'm picking up on the point you raised, and I'm
going to pin you down on it.

MS BROWN
Okay, all right.

DR JOHNSON
You said you're not opposed to methods that act before fertilization.
What is wrong with the condom?

MS BROWN
I would never give artificial birth control to an unmarried person.



DR JOHNSON
So you're not just opposed to methods -

MS BROWN
Nor would I ever encourage -

DR JOHNSON
- you're not just opposed to methods that act before fertilization,
you're opposed to all artificial methods.

MS BROWN
As far as the unmarried are concerned, absolutely. It invites
promiscuity, which invites sex outside of marriage, which invites an
escalation in abortion. All of this is proven, not my opinion.

DR JOHNSON
Dr Koop, you're the scientist.

MS BROWN
Within marriage, a married couple -

DR JOHNSON
Wait a minute. Just - Dr Koop, you're the scientist among us. Is that
true?

DR KOOP
I think the major problem - I understand and have read all of the
studies on the failure of various types of birth control and
contraception. I don't believe practically any of them for the
following reasons. Gadgets and pills and whatnot are in themselves
quite effective for the purpose for which they are designed. The
failures are practically human failures. And I don't think that one
can talk to a couple who have used a condom for contraception and
say, "Now, what is your method of birth control?" "Well, sir, 'it t s a
condom". "Have you ever had a failure?" "Yes, we have. We have JOHNny
over here". Well, then, you check that off as a failure of condoms.
If you go back and talk to that couple, you say, "Tell us exactly
what you do with that condom". "Well, my husband uses it when I'm
fertile". And we know already that a tremendous number of people in
this country have the misconception that a woman is fertile for only
one day of every month.

DR JOHNSON
So what you're really saying is that we need to work more on
education and information.

DR KOOP
We have to work on information and education, and we have to tell
women the difference between the contraceptives that are so - called
contraceptives that are abortifacient and those that are not.
(crosstalk)

DR JOHNSON
On this point I've got to jump in. We are running smack out of time
at this point. I've got to take a break. We'll be back, we'll be
back.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

DR JOHNSON
Ms Wattleton, you got cut out of the last segment. This is your turn.

MS WATTLETON
Well, I think that Dr Koop has pointed out a very important aspect of
this discussion, and that is we donlt have perfect contraception and
we don't have perfect human beings. And because Ms Brown seems to
believe that we need only follow one course, we have seen the
advocates of the anti - abortion position advancing the notion that
methods of birth control should not be available also. Our view is
that yes, our methods are imperfect, and people are not perfect. And
while contraceptive research has been virtually shut down in the last
decade in this country, we need to make a major commitment to
improving contraceptive technology and making it available to people
to make the choices. Indeed, chastity and celibacy is a choice. But
through the government, we cannot impose abstinence on the American
people. It simply doesn't work -

MS BROWN
But we're imposing your religion.

MS WATTLETON
We are not imposing any religion, Ms Brown. We are saying that people
must be left to their own devices, and we must have the very best
methods available to permit them to take advantage of their decision.

DR JOHNSON
Dr Koop, a quick last word. As the person in the middle, do you have
any hope for the middle?

DR KOOP
Oh, I have a lot of hope. I'm an optimist by nature, and I think we
have to bite the bullet on this. You said it takes education and
information, but it takes a commitment at the grassroots level, it
takes commitment on both sides of this argument about abortion, but
it also takes commitment from the government to do extensive
research, to spend the amount of dollars necessary to understand



human reproduction.
DR JOHNSON

Okay. I've got to stop. That is our report for tonight. For all of us
here at ABC News, good night.
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DIANE SAWYER
There's been a strange twist in the story of Thomas Root. He's the
pilot who lost consciousness yesterday and his small private plane
eventually crashed into the sea but survived. Well today
revelations about who he was and what really happened. Here's
JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
When they flew beside him yesterday, rescuers could not tell what
had happened. Thomas Root seemed motionless in his cockpit, his
plane traveling nearly 1,000 miles on automatic pilot. Investigators
at first suspected a heart attack or carbon monoxide poisoning.
(KATHY ROOT) But today as his family arrived to visit him at the
hospital, there was a shock. Surgeons said they found a gunshot
wound and powder burns indicating that a weapon was fired at close
range.

BRETT GEER
I asked him about it and he said he didn't know how it got there. He
didn't know how it happened.

JOHN MARTIN
In Washington there are other questions. Fellow laywers said Root
was under extreme pressure by the Federal Communications Commission.

JOHN MIDLEN / LAWYER
He and his client are targets of investigation in case after case
after case before the FCC.

GREGORY GUILLOT / LAWYER
The FCC found that discovery requests, and those are requests for
documents, were met with evasions, stallings, equivocations.

JOHN MARTIN
(TV AD) Thomas Root represented clients of the Sunrise Company of
Columbus, Georgia, which encourages investors to seek FM radio
station licenses from the FCC. Last month Sunrise urged clients to
drop Root and switch law firms. In North Carolina, state officials
confirmed today that Sunrise is under investigation.

RUFUS EDMISTON
It involves several hundred people. It involves millions of dollars.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Late today, word of yet another bizarre twist. FBI sources
said that two months ago agents found dozens of loaded weapons in
the hangar where he kept his plane. Investigators are also looking
into a series of suspicious trips to the Caribbean, trips that put
him on a watch list for suspected drug smugglers. Yesterday
Thomas Root seemed to escape death. Today he faces a relentless
search for evidence of just what he was doing. JOHN MARTIN,
ABC News, Washington.
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MORTON DEAN
(VO) President Bush in Poland.

PRES GEORGE BUSH
I propose specific steps, carefully chosen, to recognize the reforms
underway here and to encourage reforms yet to come.

GEN WOJCIECH JARUZELSKI, COMMUNIST PARTY LEADER
{through interpreter} Mr President, your presence symbolizes a new
quality in relations between our countries.

DEAN
(VO) How far will Poland move on the road to democracy? What does
Poland really want from the United States? Joining us tonight, a
spokesman for the Polish Communist Party's Central Committee and the
leader of the Solidarity Union in the Polish parliament.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from New York, Morton Dean.

DEAN
Mikhail Gorbachev has opened the door, and George Bush has now walked
through it. The President walked through it to Poland, today carrying
pledges of economic aid, enough to lift Poland's spirits a bit but
not enough, at least not yet, to lift the burden of an economic
system that is near collapse. There's a lot to be done in Poland.
Communism has failed, and the failure has produced a new opening for
democracy, a new opening for the west, but it has also produced new
challenges. We begin tonight with JOHN MARTIN'S background report on
the failure and the challenge.

JOHN MARTIN
(Va) Near the end of the Second World War, Churchill, Roosevelt and
Stalin decided that when the fighting ended, the Soviet Union would
control Poland. In 1949, planners in Moscow wanted the Communist
state they created in Poland to industrialize, so they ordered a
giant steel mill built on rich farmland outside the medieval Polish
city of Krakow. They called it Nowa Huta, meaning new steel mill, and
it was dedicated to the memory of Lenin.

NARRATOR
(Polish documentary, 1960) (through interpreter) With each passing
year, the work of our steelworkers becomes easier but more
productive.

MARTIN
(Va) It was supposed to demonstrate the superiority of Communism, but
today it demonstrates its failure. The plant is the largest
industrial concern in Poland, but its equipment is old and failing.
The newest processing equipment here came from Japan 15 years ago,
but it sits idle most of the time. The plant that feeds materials to
it had to be shut down because it pollutes too much. It would take 10
years and $1.5 billion to modernize this mill, but Poland can't
afford it. The town of Nova Huta was also supposed to demonstrate the
new ideal of Communism.

HELENA BORTOWSKA, CATHOLIC LAY WORKER
It was planned to be a sociological correction to the aristocratic
character of the old Krakow.

MARTIN
(VO) A sociological correction that ruled out bourgeois sentiment.
The state plan ruled out any churches.

MS BORTOWSKA
The plan didn't work. Nova Huta has not become the city without God.

REV NIDARD KARSZNIA, NOVA HQTA PRIEST
(through interpreter) The authorities tried to stop us. They fined
us, they harassed us, they even tried blackmail.

MARTIN
(Va) But Father Karsznia is standing at an altar he first set up in a
field 2S years ago. He was acting on instructions from this man, the
archbishop of Krakow, now Pope JOHN Paul II. His church is one of
five in Nova Huta. Three more are under construction, another defeat



for Nova Huta1s Communist visionaries. As for the "workers'
paradise," today Nova Huta is a drab, aging company town of 225,000
people. They live in long, monotonous rows of apartment buildings.
They stand in long lines for food. They ride crowded trolleys because
only a few an afford a car. Even with special pay and assistance,
their life is hard.

JAN KOWALSKI, ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLER
(through interpreter) It's very tiring. The food shortages - the
situation here is very difficult.

MARTIN
(VO) The failure of the steel mill dedicated to Lenin's memory is
accepted even here at the regional Communist headquarters as a
failure of Lenin 1 s ideas. (interviewing) Should you take those books
off the shelf and throw them out?

JERZY HAUSNER, COMMUNIST PARTY SECRETARY
Yes. Now - concerning - mostly concerning economic ideas, yes. They
are not useful at all.

MARTIN
No more central planning?

MR HAUSNER
At the beginning of the '50s, the central plan was a very great book,
and in this book was written how many cucumbers will be produced in a
very small plant. 11m not joking. And what we need is some kind of
economic strategy.

MARTIN
(VO) But the people of Poland aren't expecting the Communists to come
up with it. Fed up after decades of party failures, they forced a
limited election last month, the first of its kind in eastern Europe.
In Nova Huta, 89 percent of the vote went to Solidarity candidates,
including these two men from the plant.

EDWARD NOWAK, SOLIDARITY LEGISLATOR
(through interpreter) We feel pride of what we've accomplished. On
the other hand, I'm worried. Conditions are not good.

MARTIN
The feeling of discontent is so strong that some people from this
region and from elsewhere around the country have gone to Warsaw to
try to push the newly elected legislators to go faster and further.
(VO) At an illegal rally, supporters of an independence movement

marched on Parliament, and called for it to reject Communist Party
leader Wojciech Jaruzelski, and to call for the removal of Soviet
influence.

GREGORY HAJDAROWICZ, UNIVERSITY STUDENT
We lost lots of money every year, millions of dollars, because of
economic connections with the Soviet Union. It's destroyed this
country.

MARTIN
(VO) The man leading the independence movement met two years ago with
George Bush. Lescek Moczulski has spent nearly two years in prison.

LESCEK MOCZULSKI, INDEPENDENCE ADVOCATE
(through interpreter) They are afraid of me, otherwise why lock me
up?

MARTIN
But what are they afraid of?

MR MOCZULSKI
(through interpreter) Because they know, as well as I, that the
Communist regime in Poland will be destroyed.

MARTIN
(VO) But at Gazeta, the first legal opposition newspaper in Poland.

managing editor Helena Luczywo says the independence movement is too
radical for now.

HELENA LUCZYWO, NEWSPAPER EDITOR
Ird rather have less freedom for some time and avoid violence, then
have only freedom of the word and the bloody revolution.

MARTIN
(VO) But how much time does Poland have? Communist Party Secretary
Hausner said he believes there will be food riots when prices rise
next month. So, as they organize within Parliament, the opposition in
Poland faces a moment of truth. Should it join with the Communists to
try to save the economy, together? Or should it hold back and await
its collapse? And if it goes too far, will the Soviet Union step in
to protect its interests? These are questions of fear that haunt a
country that is just now coming alive from 45 years of Communist
domination.

MS BORTOWSKA
It's just a very difficult rebirth. We try to recover our rights to
be subjects, not objects, of history.

MR HAUSNER
wrong situation. What's the reason? We had to change our mind. We
have to be as a nation very brave to change many of our wrong ideas.



MARTIN
When it was built, Nova Huta embodied the hopes of postwar Soviet
Communism for a brave new world in the image of Poland. Today, the
question in Poland is whether this place will become nothing more
than the quaint symbol of an experiment that failed. This is JOHN
MARTIN for Nightline in Nova Huta, Poland.

DEAN
Later, we'll be talking with the senior Solidarity representative in
the new Polish parliament, but first, when we come backl we'll be
joined by Jan Bisztyga, press spokesman for the Polish Communist
Party's Central Committee.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

DEAN
Jan Bisztyga, who joins us from Warsaw, is currently press spokesman
for the Central Committee of the Polish Communist Party. Mr Bisztyga
is a former deputy foreign minister and Poland's former ambassador to
Greece and the United Kingdom. Mr Bisztyga, the President has offered
$100 million and the promise of perhaps more in the not - too -
distant future. Poland has, I believe I read a $30 billion foreign
debt, and your economy is in terrible shape. Did the President go far
enough to satisfy youl the members of your party and the new
parliament?

JAN BISZTYGA, CENTRAL COMMITTEE SPOKESMAN
It is the only one chance that Poles should help themselves, but we
are not able to do so without the help from abroad. And what is more
important, with some positive approach to our economical and
technological problems. What President Bush presented in Warsawl it
is not only $100 million or other facilities, but there is the
positive approach to our future link with the work economy.

DEAN
Is there a group of hard - line, doctrinaire Communists in your
country ready to pull Poland back from the brink of democracy, as
happened in China?

MR BISZTYGA
There is only future danger for democracy occurring from the people
who are not able to transform themselves into the modern requirement
of the work. And for the second, the people, they want too quick to
change in Poland. They want in an adventurous manner, to change in
very quick manner problems that we are facing now.

DEAN
Do you sense, then, that Poland is - or some people, some forces in
Poland - are attempting to move too quickly, too soon?

MR BISZTYGA
It seems to me that there are such people who are thinking in that
category to change the system by actions or by even in some way
adventurists. But I'm not paying attention to them because they're
the minorities.

DEAN
Do you sense that the hard - line Communists with whom you have
served over the years are satisfied with the move to the west and the
move toward democracy?

MR BISZTYGA
It seems to me that the Poles generally, they are in favor of playing
important role in the central Europe. What it means, this important
role? It means to represent the concept of policy, what Gorbachev is
presenting now, and also to be open for the western ideas, western
economic possibilities in the western ring, to build the security of
this region. My opinion is that there are not important forces in
Poland that are against this concept and this role of Poland in this
particular place in Europe.

DEAN
Isn't Solidarity in a very difficult position? The elections have
been held, members of the union are now in positions of power, yet
the economy is so bad, if it worsens, if Solidarity can't help fix
it, that Solidarity will be blamed and lose out in the long run?

MR BISZTYGA
Before our election we presented the idea of the great coalition. We
meant by this idea to join the force I to get rid of dangers,
especially the economy, economical danger, to pursue the political
reforms. It seems to me that we have only one way, positive way, to
join the force, by all reformatist forces - that being the
reformatist forces in the Communist Party, reformatist forces also in
Solidarity, and cooperate in the sphere of economy and farther
pursuing of political reforms.

DEAN
Is General Jaruzelski a willing partner in all this, or did Mr
Gorbachev come to him and say, "Invite President Bush, that's the
direction in which we are all going to head"?

MR BISZTYGA



We were responsible ourselves for arranging the visit of President
Bush. But I would like to recall you that a few days ago, Mr
Jaruzelski met Mr Gorbachev in Bucharest, and the communique from
these two politicians meeting, it was very favorable to this role
that Mr Jaruzelski and the Poles are playing in Europe.

DEAN
Are you saying that these changes would have taken place within
Poland had not Mr Gorbachev emerged in the Soviet Union?

MR BISZTYGA
It seems to me that what's going on in Poland has complete support of
Mr Gorbachev and the policies that he is pursuing in the Soviet
Union.

DEAN
But you're saying that it would or would not have happened, had Mr
Gorbachev not been there to help it along?

MR BISZTYGA
It seems to me that Mr Gorbachev is in complete agreement with Mr
Jaruzelski as concerning his line of policy that he's pursuing for
many years, and also he agreed on this policy, what Mr Jaruzelski now
is introducing in our country.

DEAN
Do you worry, or do you feel that Poland is being pulled out or
coaxed out of the Soviet orbit by the flirtation that Nr Bush offers
in terms of economic help and political help?

MR BISZTYGA
It seems to me that there is not such a fear, and there is not any
link with this - your opinion and the opinion in the Soviet UnioD.

DEAN
Mr Bisztyga, this is no doubt, as you say, an emotional time in
Poland. How long do you think that era of good feeling concerning the
link to Mr Bush, how long will that go on unless there is some kind
of a dramatic improvement in the economic status of most Poles?

MR BISZTYGA
The Poles are an emotional people, but also they are known in the
world that they recall everything, whether it is good and positive
for them from the other politicians. It seems to me that the policy
of Mr Bush will contribute to our bilateral relations in the long
term, and probably we will recall what's happened in our country in
the many months and many years.

DEAN
Mr Bisztyga, thank you very much for joining us. Jan Bisztyga, the
press spokesman for the Communist Central Committee in Warsaw,
Poland. And when we corne back we'll talk to the highest ~ ranking
member of the Solidarity Union in the Polish parliament, Bronislaw
Geremek, about President Bush's visit and the Polish reform movement.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

DEAN
In Poland's recent elections, the Solidarity Union captured 161 out
of 460 seats in the lower house of the Polish parliament. That's all
the seats in that house for which they were permitted to run. In the
upper house, the Polish senate, Solidarity won 99 out of 100 seats.
Bronislaw Geremek, who's with us now from Warsaw, is a member of the
lower house and the highest ~ ranking Solidarity representative in
the new Polish parliament. He's been one of Lech Walesa's top
advisers for the past nine years. Nr Geremek, you went to lunch with
President Bush and, I believe, General Jaruzelski, and you sat next
to the President. What did he have to say to you about his visit to
Poland?

BRONISLAW GEREMEK, SOLIDARITY PARLIAMENTARY LEADER
I had the opportunity to say that what is happening just now in
Poland matters not only for the Polish people, but that the first
experience, maybe, of a return to freedom, to a democratic society,
to democratic institutions, in this part of Europe. And what is very
important, it is that we are trying to join the political and
economical reforms.

DEAN
Concerning President Bush's offer of aid to Poland, S100 million plus
he pledged, Solidarity has asked for something like $10 billion from
the west over the next three years. Were you disappointed by what the
President had to offer in economic help to Poland?

MR GEREMEK
I have the feeling that this question of money which Poles need is
not very well understood by the western opinion. Our first problem is
how to guarantee that this time the credits, western credits, will
not be wasted. We have still in mind the experience of the '70s, when
the western credits Dot only were wasted, but in fact helped only the
Stalinist bureaucracy in our country. And so the first question was
how to obtain real commitment of the western world, of the United
States, of western Europe, to this process of reforms, and I have the



DEAN

feeling that the answer of President Bush was the best one, it was
the answer which we expected. It means that this commitment to the
Polish situation doesn't concern money, credits, but concerns reform.
It means a transformation of a country, transformation of a society.
And in defense, first of all, of Poles.

DEAN
The problems in Poland are so acute, now that Solidarity is in a
position of sharing power, at least, do you worry that the union is
going to be blamed for the inability to solve Poland's economic woes
rather quickly?

MR GEREMEK
It's not easy to explain the situation in some words, but I would
say! that now Poles have the hope to transform the country in the
political sense. We have hope for political reform. The question is
how to obtain hope for economical reforms. And Solidarity as a trade
union can be compromised, in a sense, by an involvement in the
political establishment. Now we are in the parliament. If one cannot
find food in the shops, with the inflation so tremendous, so
dramatic, the Polish public opinion could accuse Solidarity that
Solidarity is co - responsible of the situation. So the question is
how to obtain, in a very short period of time, some improvement of
the material situation. I would think that the -

DEAN
Mr Geremek ~

MR GEREMEK
- political hope in Poland is present. The question is how to obtain
the economic hope.

Mr Geremek, thank you for joining us from Warsaw today. Thank you
very much.

MR GEREMEK
Thank you.

DEAN
And when we come back, we'll be joined by ABC News chief foreign
correspondent Pierre Salinger, who is in Warsaw tonight.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

DEAN
Joining us now from Warsaw is ABC News chief foreign correspondent
Pierre Salinger. Pierre, I guess what we're seeing is the game of the
- the Olympic games of world diplomacy. Mr Gorbachev has been playing
the game almost full - time, or so it seems. Mr Bush is getting into
the game more and more often. How did this first inning go in Poland?

PIERRE SALINGER
I think it went very, very well, Mort. As a matter of fact, there's a
very, very kind and warm reaction here in Poland to Mr Bush's visit
today, particularly to his speech before the parliament. The fact
that he understands that what is going on in this country is not
strictly political reform, although it's something that we in the
United States are very interested in, but that the economic situation
in this country is critical and must be solved, and that President
Bush made great reference to that, I think, is having a big effect.

DEAN
What do the Poles really expect from George Bush, other than what
you've mentioned, regarding the future of the Polish economy?

SALINGER
I think what they want is real support from the United States for
what they're trying to do, something which is highly complicated. As
a matter of fact, General Jaruzelski said today Poland is a grand
experiment. Well, that's exactly what Poland is, and with the help
from the United States, not only financially, but of strength from
our policy, they think that we're doing the right thing.

DEAN
Pierre, is there a danger that the United States will get too deeply
involved too quickly, and that the outcome might be just the reverse
of what the United States government would like?

SALINGER
I think that President Bush is very, very sensitive to that issue,
and played it very, very carefully today. I think that he did not go
over the borderline, that is something he did not want to do. I think
he understands that the United States has to not leap in to the
situation here, but to maintain its policy, but to also be careful.

DEAN
And Pierre, thank you very much. Pierre Salinger in Warsaw.

SALINGER
Thanks, Mort.

DEAN
ABC News will provide live coverage of President Bush's meeting with
Solidarity leader Lech Walesa at approximately 8:00 Eastern Time
tomorrow morning, with Peter Jennings anchoring from the Polish city



of Gdansk. And that's our report for tonight. I'm Morton Dean in New
York. Have a good night and a good day tomorrow,
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FORREST SAWYER
(VO) The Department of Housing and Urban Development. Its goal: to
help America's poor. The charge: that under the Reagan
administration, it offered a major opportunity for well - heeled
Republicans to help themselves. (on camera) Good evening. I'm Forrest
Sawyer, and this is Nightline. (VO) Influence - peddling, theft,
fraud - some of the charges leveled in what's been called a scandal
that seems to have no end. Just how bad was the mess at HUD?

MARILYN HARRELL, REAL ESTATE AGENT
Allow me to state for the record that I do, regardless of where my
life takes me from here, intend to repay in full all monies taken.

SAWYER
That's our story tonight.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from New York, Forrest Sawyer.

SAWYER
Samuel Pierce was so quiet during the eight years he headed the
Department of Housing and Urban Development that President Reagan ran
into him once and thought he was a visiting mayor. Quiet he may have
been, but it turns out Pierce, during those years, was blithely -
some critics say blindly - running an agency thick with waste, fraud
and influence - peddling. Millions of dollars intended to help the
poor were stolen. And HUD's management team never seemed to notice.
Nobody even knows how much is missing. And influence - peddling? Well
- connected Republicans could make hundreds of thousands of dollars
with just a few persuasive phone calls to the right HUD officials.
The agency was a honey pot, said one Democratic congressman. One of
our guests tonight, a Republican, called it "sort of the last place
where you can legally steal money in the government". How could so
much be taken from taxpayers and the poor for so long? And how do you
stop it? We begin our search for answers with correspondent JOHN
MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
{VOl HUD was the brainchild of Lyndon JOHNson and Democrats in
Congress, who thought, 20 years ago, they had found a way to answer
some troubling questions.

PRES LYNDON B JOHNSON
(Sept. 9, 1968) Can America guarantee every family a decent and
attractive horne? Can this great nation of ours renew its urban areas?

MARTIN
(VO) The agency was supposed to help America's less - affluent
citizens find adequate housing. One program, called moderate
rehabilitation, was aimed at renovating older buildings. (on camera)
But public housing programs were unpopular with the Reagan
administration. The spirit of Reaganism was to take the government
out of the public housing business. Congress fought off attempts to
dismantle HUD but, staffed by loyal Republicans, HUD managed to scale
back anyway. Developers found themselves fighting over scarce funds,
so they hired influential consultants to help them win contracts. The
most influential were former Reagan administration officials, many of
them one - time enemies of pUblic assistance. {VOl Former interior
secretary James Watt picked up a telephone, called somebody at HUD
and earned $300,000 from his clients.
REP TOM LANTOS, CHAIRMAN, HOUSE EMPLOYMENT & HOUSING SUBCOMMITTEE

(June 9) You tried to kill it. You couldn't kill it, you milked it.
JAMES WATT, FORMER SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR

(June 9) If I were a Democrat, I would say that Jim Watt engaged in
influence - peddling.

CONGRESSMAN
And if you were an objective Republican, would you also believe that
that was so?

MR WATT
No. No. I would say, "There's a skilled, talented man who used his



credibility to accomplish an objective".
MARTIN

(VO) In Seabrook, New Jersey, these low - income apartments got HUD
funding even though local officials didn't want it. One of President
Bush's chief national political strategists wanted it for his
clients. And the strategist, Paul Manafort of Black, Manafort, Stone
and Kelly, bought into the deal himself. Today, he stands with his
partners at the receiving end of $31 million in subsidies.

PAUL MANAFORT, CAMPAIGN CONSULTANT
(June 20) Well, I will stipulate for the purposes of today that yeah,
you could characterize this as influence - peddling.

CONGRESSMAN
Thank you.

MARTIN
(VO) If political fat - cats benefit from HUD's programs, you might
ask who loses. In Island Park, New York, airline cargo worker Richard
Rodriguez and his family have been waiting 10 years for a HUD -
subsidized home. Rodriguez coached Little League baseball, served as
an auxiliary policeman, even as acting police chief. He wrote letters
and called, visited the village hall almost daily. But the homes went
to friends and families of town officials and a HUD administrator.
The Rodriguez family, two adults and three children, still sleep in a
single bedroom.

RICHARD RODRIGUEZ, AIR CARGO HANDLER
I know that my dream is gone, and my family's the one that suffering.
Not just me, other families. And there's a lot of people in Island
Park that deserve them houses more than the people that are there
now. Every time I pass by and I see one of the houses, I see one of
the people, you know, cutting their grass, it just devastated me. It
just killed me.

MARTIN
(Va) One HUD house even went to the cousin of Alfonse D'Amato, at the
time a county supervisor running for US senator. Today, D'Amato says
he didn't know about the deal. He defends HUD help for his cousin,
who qualified for it, he says, but D'Amato denounces what happened to
Rodriguez and what happened at HUD.

SEN ALFONSE D'AMATO, (R), NEW YORK
If Richard Rodriguez, who I know - and I know him to be a fine young
man - was discriminated against, it was wrong. And I certainly didn't
have any knowledge of that, Now, I'm as outraged with the scandal -
and it is a scandal - of the influence - peddling that has taken
place. That is absolutely unconscionable.

MARTIN
(VO) But beyond the political favoritism, HUD suffered another
illness: mismanagement. The Reagan administration effort to privatize
operations led it to hire hundreds of outsiders to handle real estate
transactions. The number of foreclosures rose, and it sold off many
of the houses. Today, at least 11 private contract agents are under
investigation for embezzling funds. One of the most interesting is
Marilyn Harrell. She told Congress she diverted perhaps $5 million to
charity when HUD failed to notice it was missing. She's now called
"Robin HUD".

MARILYN HARRELL, REAL ESTATE AGENT
I did not feel personally, from what I had seen both in my real
estate experience and other areas, that HUD was really doing very
much to help the poor. And nationwide, just in the last year, 81,000
people were put on the street. That's not helping the poor; that's
helping the lenders.

MARTIN
(va) How did HUD get into this mess? Congressional investigators are
looking at the secretary of HUD, Samuel Pierce, who presided for
eight years. But two of Pierce's deputies say they faced pressure
from Pierce's executive assistant, Deborah Gore Dean.

JOSEPH DEBARTOLOMETS, FORMER HUD EXECUTIVE
(June 13) I was told to sign those documents, and I did. And I was
directed to do so. That's one of the ones I had - the package that I
indicated that -

Deborah Dean.

REP LANTOS
Who directed you to sign them?

MR DEBARTOLOMETS

MARTIN
(VO) But despite accusations that Dean ran programs in Pierce's name,
Dean was not the prime target of this voluminous internal HUD report
examining the scandal. Instead, says Thomas Demery, he was singled
out unfairly, even though he tried to change a process which included
little documentation and a lot of closed - door decisions.

THOMAS DEMERY, FORMER ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF HUD
I'm the guy that tried to reform this program, I'm not the guy that



tried to perpetrate it.
MARTIN

Did Jim Watt ever call you?
MR DEMERY

No.
MARTIN

Paul Manafort?
MR DEMERY

No.
MARTIN

None of the people mentioned so far -
MR DEMERY

No.
MARTIN

- ever made calls to you and said, "I really need this, I want this".
MR DEMERY

No. I think the testimony that has gone forth is clear on that point.
MARTIN

{VOl Secretary Pierce insisted he didn't make the decisions, but he
also said he didn't authorize anybody else to make them.

SAMUEL PIERCE, FORMER SECRETARY OF HUD
(May 25) I did not give Ms Dean any permission to say that I wanted
certain programs. If I wanted some programs or I wanted anything, I'd
talk to Demery and the staff - the people myself, if I - directly.

MARTIN
(VO) Deborah Dean is a wealthy Republican who admitted to The Wall
Street Journal that HUD gave political favors to Republicans. But
that was before she was called to testify by Congress.

DEBORAH GORE DEAN, FORMER HUD EMPLOYEE
(June 13) I have accepted the advice of my counsel to decline,
respectfully, to answer any questions posed by the subcommittee at
this time, on the basis of the rights guaranteed to me by the Fifth
Amendment to the Constitution of the United States.

MARTIN
(VO) Dean's mother was a companion of convicted former attorney
general JOHN Mitchell. As a consultant, he got $75,000 for helping on
a HUD application. Other prominent Republicans got fees. Former
senator Edward Brooke, and Robert Weinberger, the nephew of former
defense secretary Caspar Weinberger. secretary Pierce claims Dean
kept him largely in the dark about HUD operations. One leading critic
of HUD, Democrat Charles Schumer, admits that fellow members of
Congress often pressure HUD to help developers and projects, but only
in their own district~ he says, which he defends as a legitimate use
of political muscle. Schumer has introduced a bill to clean up the
mess, he says.

REP CHARLES SCHUMER, (D), NEW YORK
Number one, I think HUD has to be cleaned out. There are just too
many people in that agency who don't give a damn about cities and
poor people, and simply care about being there for their own sake.
Number two, we do need to toughen up the internal auditing and other
kinds of mechanisms at BUD.

MARTIN
(VO) The agency's current secretary, Jack Kemp, says he has already
begun to clean it up. At least seven staff members have been put on
administrative leave while they are investigated. What are Kemp's
instructions when HUD officials get calls from political consultants
favored by the White House?

JACK KEMP, SECRETARY OF HUD
They know if there's political influence, their reputation and their
job is on the line. If people come in to HUD or make phone calls to
HUD where there is a developer involved with a project, they have to
go through the IG first, not last.

MARTIN
For the moment, nobody is sure just how high the losses will go, but
the HUD scandal promises to take another kind of toll: the loss of
faith of people that the government will help the poor and homeless
rather than the rich and the powerful. This is JOHN MARTIN for
Nightline in Washington.

SAWYER
When we come back, we're going to be joined by a Congressman who is
involved in the current House investigations of the HUD scandal,
Barney Frank of Massachusetts. And by David Keene~ a Republican
political consultant.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
One point we need to note. We did invite former HUD secretary Samuel
Pierce and the current secretary, Jack Kemp, and their top aides to
appear live on tonight's broadcast. They declined. Two congressional
subcommittees are presently conducting investigations of the HUD



scandal. One is part of the House Banking Committee. The other is
from the House Committee on Government Operations. Congressman Barney
Frank of Massachusetts is a member of both, and he's with us now in
our Washington bureau. David Keene is a veteran Washington political
consultant who is chairman of the American Conservative Union. He
also joins us from Washington. Mr Keene, I should point out that that
quote that I mentioned at the beginning of the broadcast, that HUD is
sort of the last place where you can legally steal money, actually
carne from you. And let me give you an even harsher assessment from
some Democratic critics. The Reagan administration, they say, was
very stingy with the poor. They slashed their programs. And then they
added insult to injury, taking a large portion of what little was
left and stuffing into the pockets of Republican cronies. Now, as we
look at the mess at HUD, is that a fair assessment?

DAVID KEENE, REPUBLICAN POLITICAL CONSULTANT
I think it's a fair assessment except in one particular, and that is
that the problems at HUD didn't start during the Reagan
administration. It is true that you had fewer dollars and therefore a
greater incentive on the part of developers to find consultants who
could, in essence, wire things for them, but this had been going on
and it was known in Washington that it had been going on in previous
administrations all the way back to the founding of the agency.

SAWYER
Well, I've heard that, but it's also being said that things had
deteriorated rather badly in the 19805, so that it was widely known
on the street that if you picked up the phone and you were a
consultant, you could make a lot of money, and that you yourself
heard that kind of thing.

MR KEENE
Well, that's true. I've said that, and it was true - it was true even
before 1980. It's been true for a long time now. I don't know whether
things are worse now than they were then, which really isn't the
point. The point is that you've got a program over there that's set
up in such a way that it's easy for people who are connected to
manipulate that program and results in the misallocation of funds.
Funds are also misallocated, as Congressman Schumer mentioned in your
earlier segment, in that a lot of members of Congress put pressure on
to get things funded in their districts. which mayor may not be
meritorious. The fact is -

SAWYER
Congressman Frank, I think it is kind of the point, because there is
a real question here. Is it built in to the system that we're going
to have this kind of graft and corruption, or was it that these
people were not handling the program in the way that they should?

REP BARNEY FRANK, (D), MASSACHUSETTS
B, all of the above. There's a certain amount of problem inherent in
a discretionary system. It was much worse under the Reagan
administration in HUD, worse than it was before at HUD, worse than it
was of the departments. For this reason: what you always have in
government, or usually have, is a kind of a tug - of - war. You have
people who are administering a program who believe in that program,
who are committed to it, and they're trying to run in it in a kind of
programmatic way, the way Jack Kemp says he wants it run. On the
other hand, given our democratic system, private campaign financing,
you have people trying to pull them off - center. The problem - the
reason it got so much worse at HUD under the Reagan years is that we
had a one - sided tug - of - war. With Sam Pierce and Deborah Dean in
charge, and with some of the others - a combination of very right -
wing ideologues and people who just didn't care - you didn't have
that core of people resisting. So I agree, there's always going to be
that problem. We're a society of imperfect people and with our
political system there are always going to be pressures. In this
case, though, they were pulled off.

SAWYER
All right. Well, Congress is allover this right now. But if, as you
just heard Mr Keene say, that the word was on the street that you
could make some money if you were a Republican consultant here, you
could make a lot of money. Now, if it's on the street, how corne
Congress didn't hear about it and how corne somebody wasn't doing
something about it back then?

REP FRANK
WeIll we don't hang around in the street. I mean, we're all in our
offices working. It's one thing to hear rumors, Forrest. It's another
to be able to prove them and establish them. Frankly, with Democratic
control of Congress, I think many of us - and this is probably not
the popular conception, but I think it's true of Republicans with a
Democratic administration and vice versa - people don't want to
appear to be partisan. I don't think people jump to find these kinds
of things. And I also have to say that it's a little worse than what



SAWYER
Well, maybe that's a little disingenuous - excuse me, maybe that's a
disingenuous answer. You can't -

REP FRANK
- oh, not at all.

SAWYER
- you can't pursue rumors. Was it possibly that -

REP FRANK
No, I didn't say you couldn't pursue rumors. Wait a minute -

SAWYER
- the Reagan administration -

REP FRANK
- I didn't say you couldn't pursue rumors. I said you have to make
sure you can establish them before you go public with them. You don't
get into the rumor mongering business.

MR KEENE
If I can say - if I can add something here, I think that one of the
things that's happened which has resulted in the attention that's now
being focused is that we have an increased public focus on the
problem of affordable housing that we didn't have a decade ago.

REP FRANK
Agreed.

MR KEENE
HUD was a backwater. It was a backwater in previous administrations.
It was a place where politicians went. It was a place where on the
street you knew you could fix these things, and the spotlight was,
frankly, never really on the agency.

REP FRANK
Well, David, I agree with much of that, but I do -

MR KEENE
It's on it now. And it should be on it. It may be worse now; I'm not
arguing that it is or it isn't, but it needs to be cleaned up and I
think that instead of being too concerned about the fact that it
wasn't investigated earlier, we ought to be concerned about the fact
that it is being investigated now and that something ought to be done
about it.

SAWYER
That's exactly where we're going to pursue the conversation when we
come back. Just exactly what should be done about this terrible mess
that we've got at HUD? We'll talk to the two gentlemen about that
when our discussion continues in just one moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
We are talking with Democratic Congressman of Massachusetts Barney
Frank and with Republican political consultant David Keene. The
subject is the scandal at the Department of Housing and Urban
Development. Congressman Frank, before you can begin to figure out
what to do about this, you have to discern just how deep the problem
is_ It appears - and we keep hearing revelations every day - as a
matter of fact, I picked up tomorrow's New York Times, on the front
page the headline reads, "Black Republican Received $50, 000 to Help
Project". Here's another story on the inside. It says that half or
almost half of the projects that received awards for 21 months should
never have received them. Do we keep hearing these things every day
for months to come?

REP FRANK
Unfortunately, we seem to. I have to say that the degree of rot in
that department, for the reasons we talked about earlier, were a lot
worse than we had anticipated. I haven't seen anything that bad. And
of course, what happens is that once you begin to look at these
things, you give heart to other people. What happens is that the
process actually has a kind of a good momentum to it. Other people
who have maybe for some time felt, "Well, gee, these things are
lousy, but there's nothing I can do about it," now say, "Well, wait a
minute, there is someplace I can take it". So the subcommittee -

SAWYER
Well, how deep - how deep do you think this thing is going to run?

REP FRANK
I can't make a prediction. I can say that we had an administration
here at HUD which was peculiarly unhappy with the programs they were
running. So it doesn't surprise me that we are seeing a lot of
programs in trouble. I think what you are going to see is this. Where
there was a lot of administrative discretion in the program, you're
going to see a pattern of abuse. Other programs where there was less
discretion, where, for example, a community development block grant
program's put out a lot of money but under a fairly strict formula, I
don't think you're going to see much abuse.

MR KEENE



I think Barney's just exactly right about that. The problem you had
in the Section 8 program, particularly with decreased funding, is
that you had, in many instances, eight or nine -

SAWYER
Could I just mention that -

MR KEENE
- I'm sorry.

SAWYER
- could I mention the Section 8 program is the moderate
rehabilitation program, it gave money to people to rehabilitate low ~
income housing.

MR KEENE
Where most of the so - called influence - peddling was taking place,
you had maybe a dozen projects going after money that was sufficient
for one. And everybody was looking for an edge, and they were looking
for consultants, and it was discretionary. And it became a situation
in which the decisions couldn't be questioned on a legal basis
because they were all relatively meritorious or equal to each other.
And the result was that you had people going in there giving the
developers that edge and collecting big fees for it.

REP FAANK
But David, let me add, they made it worse. They made it worse. There
were -

MR KEENE
There were some where there were scams.

REP FRANK
- when Pierce took over, when Pierce took over there were some rules
in there called fair share rules that were supposed to govern the
general distribution, and HUD decided that they were abolished by an
oral opinion of the general counsel, which that general counsel now
denies he ever gave. So they gave themselves more discretion.

SAWYER
All right. Well, let's - we've only got a little bit of time here, so
let's move forward to how we can begin to address this. Mr Keene,
first and quickly, what do you think we ought to do to try to fix
this kind of thing?

MR KEENE
Well, I think that to the extent that you're going to have federal
housing programs, you're going to have to devise some way, if you
have limited dollars, to lessen the amount of discretion, so that you
can have objective guidelines on which decisions can be made. If you
don't have those, if there is discretion, there's going to be some
kind of favoritism shown, whether we call it political with a big P,
or whether it's somebody's friend or a good old boy network, or
whatever. So I think if you're going to have those programs, you're
going to have to eliminate or find objective ways to make most of the
decisions. And I think that's the challenge that Jack Kemp has over
there, is how to one, devise new programs that aren't subject to
this, and two, put in guidelines that at least, if they can't
eliminate the discretion, can at the very least minimize it and set
objective standards. The fact is that there are objective standards -

SAWYER
Congressman, I want to give you - forgive me, 11m not trying to
interrupt you -

MR KEENE
- yeah, I understand.

SAWYER
- I've only got just so little time here, and Congressman, I'm going
to give you your shot at the answer to what can be done when we come
back in just one moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Congressman Frank, we've just got a couple of minutes left, so I'm
going to ask you to help me by giving me as brief an answer as you
can. Where do you think the solutions lie to the problems of HUD?

REP FRANK
First, you put people in there who believe in the programs. Jack Kemp
is an enormous improvement over Sam Pierce, although a vacancy would
have been an enormous improvement over Sam Pierce. Secondly, you do
try and limit the discretion, as David points out. Although he
doesn't do this kind of HUD work himself at all, he does understand,
I think, that the discretion has led to the abuse. Third, you've got
to strengthen what we call the post - employment lobbying law. Jim
Watt should not have been able under the law to have left the cabinet
and within half a year go to one of his former cabinet colleagues and
pick up $300,000 for saying, "Sam, I need some units". We've got
legislation pending that will do that, which is to put at least some
cooling - off period between the time you sit as someone's co -
worker at the President's elbow and the time that you're trying to



schmooze him to make big bucks for a programmatic change.
SAWYER

Mr Keene, I was listening to Secretary Kempr and he seems not to be
very kind to the idea of consultants stepping in and influencing how
these programs are awarded. Should consultants simply be banned from
their discussions?

MR KEENE
Well, I think it's hard to make a hard and fast rule, because
consultants in some instances do playa valuable role in providing
communication. I mean, lobbyists and people of this sort provide a
valuable service in this city, and it's hard to just say, no, they
shouldn't be involved. But there should be strict guidelines. Much of
what Barney says is right, and the fact is that the focus on the
problem of housing, Jack Kemp going to HUD, these kinds of things,
and after this - these revelations are over, Congress and this
administration have an opportunity, because of public concern, to
perhaps come up with some programs that will work if they get
together.

MR KEENE

SAWYER
Well, now, that's an interesting point -

MR KEENE
So I think some good can come out of this.

SAWYER
- let me pick up on what you actually said earlier, Mr Keene. You
said the problem is endemic in the way these programs are handled.

MR KEENE
That's correct.

SAWYER
And Secretary Kemp has said the same thing. Congressman, do you see
it the same way, that maybe we1ve got to change the way we go at this
problem?

REP FRANK
Well, we've talked about changes, reducing the discretion and doing
some other things. But there's always going to be a tension, in any
human endeavor, between the thing working well and the abuse. It's
just in HUD that it became pathological, because nobody cared about
doing it right.

You know - you know -
SAWYER

Gentlemen, forgive me, but at that point I'm going to have to leave
it. We've run right out of time. David Keene, Barney Frank, thank you
both very much for talking with me. That is our report for tonight.
I'm Forrest Sawyer in New York. For all of us here at ABC News, good
night.
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FORREST SAWYER
(VO) The Department of Housing and Urban Development. Its goal: to
help America's poor. The charge: that under the Reagan
administration, it offered a major opportunity for well - heeled
Republicans to help themselves. (on camera) Good evening. I'm Forrest
Sawyer, and this is Nightline. (VO) Influence - peddling, theft,
fraud ~ some of the charges leveled in what's been called a scandal
that seems to have no end. Just how bad was the mess at HUD?

MARILYN HARRELL, REAL ESTATE AGENT
Allow me to state for the record that I do, regardless of where my
life takes me from here, intend to repay in full all monies taken.

SAWYER
That's our story tonight.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. SUbstituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from New York, Forrest Sawyer.

SAWYER
Samuel Pierce was so quiet during the eight years he headed the
Department of Housing and Urban Development that President Reagan ran
into him once and thought he was a visiting mayor. Quiet he may have
been, but it turns out Pierce, during those years, was blithely -
some critics say blindly - running an agency thick with waste, fraud
and influence ~ peddling. Millions of dollars intended to help the
poor were stolen. And HUD's management team never seemed to notice.
Nobody even knows how much is missing. And influence ~ peddling? Well
- connected Republicans could make hundreds of thousands of dollars
with just a few persuasive phone calls to the right HUD officials.
The agency was a honey pot, said one Democratic congressman. One of
our guests tonight, a Republican, called it "sort of the last place
where you can legally steal money in the government". How could so
much be taken from taxpayers and the poor for so long? And how do you
stop it? We begin our search for answers with correspondent JOHN
MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) HUD was the brainchild of Lyndon JOHNson and Democrats in
Congress, who thought, 20 years ago, they had found a way to answer
some troubling questions.

PRES LYNDON B JOHNSON
(Sept. 9, 1968) Can America guarantee every family a decent and
attractive home? Can this great nation of ours renew its urban areas?

MARTIN
(VO) The agency was supposed to help America's less - affluent
citizens find adequate housing. One program, called moderate
rehabilitation, was aimed at renovating older buildings. (on camera)
But public housing programs were unpopular with the Reagan
administration. The spirit of Reaganism was to take the government
out of the public housing business. Congress fought off attempts to
dismantle HUD but, staffed by loyal Republicans, HUD managed to scale
back anyway. Developers found themselves fighting over scarce funds,
so they hired influential consultants to help them win contracts. The
most influential were former Reagan administration officials, many of
them one - time enemies of public assistance. (VOl Former interior
secretary James Watt picked up a telephone, called somebody at HUD
and earned $300,000 from his clients.
REP TOM LANTOS, CHAIRMAN, HOUSE EMPLOYMENT & HOUSING SUBCOMMITTEE

(June 9) You tried to kill it. You couldn't kill it, you milked it.
JAMES WATT, FORMER SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR

(June 9) If I were a Democrat, I would say that Jim Watt engaged in
influence - peddling.

CONGRESSMAN
And if you were an objective Republican, would you also believe that
that was so?

MR WATT
No. No. I would say, "There's a skilled, talented man who used his



credibility to accomplish an objective".
MARTIN

(Va) In Seabrook, New Jersey, these low - income apartments got HUD
funding even though local officials didn't want it. One of President
Bush's chief national political strategists wanted it for his
clients. And the strategist, Paul Manafort of Black, Manafort, Stone
and Kelly, bought into the deal himself. Today, he stands with his
partners at the receiving end of $31 million in subsidies.

PAUL MANA FORT , CAMPAIGN CONSULTANT
(June 20) Well, I will stipulate for the purposes of today that yeah,
you could characterize this as influence - peddling.

CONGRESSMAN
Thank you.

MARTIN
(VO) If political fat - cats benefit from HUD's programs, you might
ask who loses. In Island Park, New York, airline cargo worker Richard
Rodriguez and his family have been waiting 10 years for a HUD -
subsidized home. Rodriguez coached Little League baseball, served as
an auxiliary policeman, even as acting police chief. He wrote letters
and called, visited the village hall almost daily. But the homes went
to friends and families of town officials and a HUD administrator.
The Rodriguez family, two adults and three children, still sleep in a
single bedroom.

RICHARD RODRIGUEZ, AIR CARGO HANDLER
I know that my dream is gone, and my family's the one that SUffering.
Not just me, other families. And there's a lot of people in Island
Park that deserve them houses more than the people that are there
now. Every time I pass by and I see one of the houses, I see one of
the people, you know, cutting their grass, it just devastated me. It
just killed me.

MARTIN
(va) One HUD house even went to the cousin of Alfonse D'Amato, at the
time a county supervisor running for US senator. Today, D1Amato says
he didn't know about the deal. He defends HUD help for his cousin,
who qualified for it, he says, but D'Amato denounces what happened to
Rodriguez and what happened at HUD.

SEN ALFONSE D'AMATO, (R), NEW YORK
If Richard Rodriguez, who I know - and I know him to be a fine young
man - was discriminated against, it was wrong. And I certainly didnlt
have any knowledge of that. Now, I'm as outraged with the scandal -
and it is a scandal - of the influence - peddling that has taken
place. That is absolutely unconscionable.

MARTIN
(va) But beyond the political favoritism, HUD suffered another
illness: mismanagement. The Reagan administration effort to privatize
operations led it to hire hundreds of outsiders to handle real estate
transactions. The number of foreclosures rose, and it sold off many
of the houses. Today, at least 11 private contract agents are under
investigation for embezzling funds. One of the most interesting is
Marilyn Harrell. She told Congress she diverted perhaps $5 million to
charity when HUD failed to notice it was missing. She's now called
"Robin HUD".

MARILYN HARRELL, REAL ESTATE AGENT
I did not feel personally, from what I had seen both in my real
estate experience and other areas, that HUD was really doing very
much to help the poor. And nationwide, just in the last year, 81,000
people were put on the street. That's not helping the poor; that's
helping the lenders.

MARTIN
(VO) How did HUD get into this mess? Congressional investigators are
looking at the secretary of HUD, Samuel Pierce, who presided for
eight years. But two of Pierce's deputies say they faced pressure
from Pierce's executive assistant, Deborah Gore Dean.

JOSEPH DEBARTOLOMETS, FORMER HUD EXECUTIVE
(June 13) I was told to sign those documents, and I did. And I was
directed to do so. That's one of the ones I had - the package that I
indicated that -

REP LANTOS
Who directed you to sign them?

MR DEBARTOLOMETS
Deborah Dean.

MARTIN
(VO) But despite accusations that Dean ran programs in Pierce's name,
Dean was not the prime target of this voluminous internal HUD report
examining the scandal. Instead, says Thomas Demery, he was singled
out unfairly, even though he tried to change a process which included
little documentation and a lot of closed - door decisions.

THOMAS DEMERY, FORMER ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF HUD
I'm the guy that tried to reform this program, I'm not the guy that



MARTIN
tried to perpetrate it.

Did Jim Watt ever call you?
MR DE~IERY

No.
MARTIN

Paul Manafort?
MR DEMERY

No.
MARTIN

None of the people mentioned so far -
MR DEMERY

No.
MARTIN

- ever made calls to you and said, "1 really need thisl I want this".
MR DEMERY

No. I think the testimony that has gone forth is clear on that point.
MARTIN

(VO) Secretary Pierce insisted he didn't make the decisions, but he
also said he didn't authorize anybody else to make them.

SAMUEL PIERCE, FORMER SECRETARY OF HUD
(May 25) I did not give Ms Dean any permission to say that I wanted
certain programs. If I wanted some programs or I wanted anything, I'd
talk to Demery and the staff - the people myself, if I - directly.

MARTIN
(VO) Deborah Dean is a wealthy Republican who admitted to The Wall
Street Journal that HUD gave political favors to Republicans. But
that was before she was called to testify by Congress.

DEBORAH GORE DEAN, FORMER HUD EMPLOYEE
(June 13) I have accepted the advice of my counsel to decline,
respectfully, to answer any questions posed by the subcommittee at
this time, on the basis of the rights guaranteed to me by the Fifth
Amendment to the Constitution of the United States.

MARTIN
(VO) Dean's mother was a companion of convicted former attorney
general JOHN Mitchell. As a consultant, he got $75,000 for helping on
a HUD application. Other prominent Republicans got fees. Former
senator Edward Brooke, and Robert Weinberger, the nephew of former
defense secretary Caspar Weinberger. Secretary Pierce claims Dean
kept him largely in the dark about HUD operations. One leading critic
of HUD, Democrat Charles Schumer, admits that fellow members of
Congress often pressure HUD to help developers and projects, but only
in their own district, he says, which he defends as a legitimate use
of political muscle. Schumer has introduced a bill to clean up the
mess, he says.

REP CHARLES SCHUMER, (D), NEW YORK
Number one, I think HUD has to be cleaned out. There are just too
many people in that agency who don't give a damn about cities and
poor people, and simply care about being there for their own sake.
Number two, we do need to toughen up the internal auditing and other
kinds of mechanisms at HUD.

MARTIN
(VO) The agency's current secretary, Jack Kemp, says he has already
begun to clean it up. At least seven staff members have been put on
administrative leave while they are investigated. What are Kemp's
instructions when HUD officials get calls from political consultants
favored by the White House?

JACK KEMP, SECRETARY OF HUD
They know if there's political influence, their reputation and their
job is on the line. If people corne in to HUD or make phone calls to
HUD where there is a developer involved with a project, they have to
go through the IG first, not last.

MARTIN
For the moment, nobody is sure just how high the losses will go, but
the HUD scandal promises to take another kind of toll: the loss of
faith of people that the government will help the poor and homeless
rather than the rich and the powerful. This is JOHN MARTIN for
Nightline in Washington.

SAWYER
When we come back, we're going to be joined by a Congressman who is
involved in the current House investigations of the HUD scandal,
Barney Frank of Massachusetts. And by David Keene, a Republican
political consultant.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
One point we need to note. We did invite former HUD secretary Samuel
Pierce and the current secretary, Jack Kemp, and their top aides to
appear live on tonight's broadcast. They declined. Two congressional
subcommittees are presently conducting investigations of the HUD



scandal. One is part of the House Banking Committee. The other is
from the House Committee on Government Operations. Congressman Barney
Frank of Massachusetts is a member of both, and he's with us now in
our Washington bureau. David Keene is a veteran Washington political
consultant who is chairman of the American Conservative Union. He
also joins us from Washington. Mr Keene, I should point out that that
quote that I mentioned at the beginning of the broadcast, that HUD is
sort of the last place where you can legally steal money, actually
came from you. And let me give you an even harsher assessment from
some Democratic critics. The Reagan administration, they say, was
very stingy with the poor. They slashed their programs. And then they
added insult to injury, taking a large portion of what little was
left and stuffing into the pockets of Republican cronies. Now, as we
look at the mess at HUD, is that a fair assessment?

DAVID KEENE, REPUBLICAN POLITICAL CONSULTANT
I think it's a fair assessment except in one particular, and that is
that the problems at HUD didn't start during the Reagan
administration. It is true that you had fewer dollars and therefore a
greater incentive on the part of developers to find consultants who
could, in essence, wire things for them, but this had been going on
and it was known in Washington that it had been going on in previous
administrations all the way back to the founding of the agency.

SAWYER
Well, I've heard that, but it's also being said that things had
deteriorated rather badly in the 1980s, so that it was widely known
on the street that if you picked up the phone and you were a
consultant, you could make a lot of money, and that you yourself
heard that kind of thing.

MR KEENE
Well, that's true. I've said that, and it was true - it was true even
before 1980. It's been true for a long time now. I don't know whether
things are worse now than they were then, which really isn't the
point. The point is that you've got a program over there that's set
up in such a way that it's easy for people who are connected to
manipulate that program and results in the misallocation of funds.
Funds are also misallocated, as Congressman Schumer mentioned in your
earlier segment, in that a lot of members of Congress put pressure on
to get things funded in their districts, which mayor may not be
meritorious. The fact is -

SAWYER
Congressman Frank, I think it is kind of the point, because there is
a real question here. Is it built in to the system that we're going
to have this kind of graft and corruption, or was it that these
people were not handling the program in the way that they should?

REP BARNEY FRANK, 101, MASSACHUSETTS
B, all of the above. There's a certain amount of problem inherent in
a discretionary system. It was much worse under the Reagan
administration in HUD, worse than it was before at HUD, worse than it
was of the departments. For this reason: what you always have in
government, or usually have, is a kind of a tug - of - war. You have
people who are administering a program who believe in that program,
who are committed to it, and they're trying to run in it in a kind of
programmatic way, the way Jack Kemp says he wants it run. On the
other hand, given our democratic system, private campaign financing,
you have people trying to pull them off - center. The problem - the
reason it got so much worse at HUD under the Reagan years is that we
had a one - sided tug - of - war. With Sam Pierce and Deborah Dean in
charge, and with some of the others - a combination of very right -
wing ideologues and people who just didn't care - you didn't have
that core of people resisting. So I agree, there's always going to be
that problem. We're a society of imperfect people and with our
political system there are always going to be pressures. In this
case, though, they were pulled off.

SAWYER
All right. Well, Congress is allover this right now. But if, as you
just heard Mr Keene say, that the word was on the street that you
could make some money if you were a Republican consultant here, you
could make a lot of money. Now, if it's on the street, how come
Congress didn't hear about it and how come somebody wasn't doing
something about it back then?

REP FRANK
Well, we don't hang around in the street. I mean, we're all in our
offices working. It's one thing to hear rumors, Forrest. It's another
to be able to prove them and establish them. Frankly, with Democratic
control of Congress, I think many of us - and this is probably not
the popular conception, but I think it's true of Republicans with a
Democratic administration and vice versa - people don't want to
appear to be partisan. I don't think people jump to find these kinds
of things. And I also have to say that it's a little worse than what



SAWYER
Well, maybe that's a little disingenuous - excuse me, maybe that's a
disingenuous answer. You can't -

REP FRANK
- oh, not at all.

SAWYER
- you can't pursue rumors. Was it possibly that -

REP FRANK
No, I didn't say you couldn't pursue rumors. Wait a minute -

SAWYER
- the Reagan administration -

REP FRANK
- I didn't say you couldn't pursue rumors. I said you have to make
sure you can establish them before you go pUblic with them. You don't
get into the rumor mongering business.

MR KEENE
If I can say - if I can add something here, I think that one of the
things that's happened which has resulted in the attention that's now
being focused is that we have an increased public focus on the
problem of affordable housing that we didn't have a decade ago.

REP FRANK
Agreed.

MR KEENE
HUD was a backwater. It was a backwater in previous administrations.
It was a place where politicians went. It was a place where on the
street you knew you could fix these things, and the spotlight was,
frankly, never really on the agency.

REP FRANK
Well, David, I agree with much of that, but I do -

MR KEENE
It's on it now. And it should be on it. It may be worse now; I'm not
arguing that it is or it isn't, but it needs to be cleaned up and I
think that instead of being too concerned about the fact that it
wasn't investigated earlier, we ought to be concerned about the fact
that it is being investigated now and that something ought to be done
about it.

SAWYER
That's exactly where we're going to pursue the conversation when we
corne back. Just exactly what should be done about this terrible mess
that we've got at HUD? WeIll talk to the two gentlemen about that
when our discussion continues in just one moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
We are talking with Democratic Congressman of Massachusetts Barney
Frank and with Republican political consultant David Keene. The
subject is the scandal at the Department of Housing and Urban
Development. Congressman Frank, before you can begin to figure out
what to do about this, you have to discern just how deep the problem
is. It appears - and we keep hearing revelations every day - as a
matter of fact, I picked up tomorrow's New York Times, on the front
page the headline reads, "Black Republican Received $50,000 to Help
Project". Here's another story on the inside. It says that half or
almost half of the projects that received awards for 21 months should
never have received them. Do we keep hearing these things every day
for months to come?

REP FRANK
Unfortunately, we seem to. I have to say that the degree of rot in
that department, for the reasons we talked about earlier, were a lot
worse than we had anticipated. I haven't seen anything that bad. And
of course, what happens is that once you begin to look at these
things, you give heart to other people. What happens is that the
process actually has a kind of a good momentum to it. Other people
who have maybe for some time felt, "Well, gee, these things are
lousy, but there's nothing I can do about it," now say, "Well, wait a
minute, there is someplace I can take it". So the subcommittee -

SAWYER
Well, how deep - how deep do you think this thing is going to run?

REP FRANK
I can't make a prediction. I can say that we had an administration
here at HUD which was peculiarly unhappy with the programs they were
running. So it doesn't surprise me that we are seeing a lot of
programs in trouble. I think what you are going to see is this. Where
there was a lot of administrative discretion in the program, you're
going to see a pattern of abuse. Other programs where there was less
discretion, where, for example, a community development block grant
program's put out a lot of money but under a fairly strict formula, I
don't think you're going to see much abuse.

MR KEENE



MR KEENE

I think Barney's just exactly right about that. The problem you had
in the Section 8 program, particularly with decreased funding, is
that you had, in many instances, eight or nine -

SAWYER
Could I just mention that -

- I'm sorry.
SAWYER

- could I mention the Section B program is the moderate
rehabilitation program, it gave money to people to rehabilitate low -
income housing.

MR KEENE
Where most of the so - called influence - peddling was taking place,
you had maybe a dozen projects going after money that was sufficient
for one. And everybody was looking for an edge, and they were looking
for consultants, and it was discretionary. And it became a situation
in which the decisions couldn't be questioned on a legal basis
because they were all relatively meritorious or equal to each other.
And the result was that you had people going in there giving the
developers that edge and collecting big fees for it.

REP FRANK
But David, let me add, they made it worse. They made it worse. There
were -

MR KEENE
There were some where there were scams.

REP FRANK
- when Pierce took over, when Pierce took over there were some rules
in there called fair share rules that were supposed to govern the
general distribution, and HUD decided that they were abolished by an
oral opinion of the general counsel, which that general counsel now
denies he ever gave. So they gave themselves more discretion.

SAWYER
All right. Well, let's - we've only got a little bit of time here, so
let's move forward to how we can begin to address this. Mr Keene,
first and quickly, what do you think we ought to do to try to fix
this kind of thing?

MR KEENE
Well, I think that to the extent that you're going to have federal
housing programs, you're going to have to devise some way, if you
have limited dollars, to lessen the amount of discretion, so that you
can have objective guidelines on which decisions can be made. If you
don't have those, if there is discretion, there's going to be some
kind of favoritism shown, whether we call it political with a big P,
or whether it's somebody's friend or a good old boy network, or
whatever. So I think if you're going to have those programs, you're
going to have to eliminate or find objective ways to make most of the
decisions. And I think that's the challenge that Jack Kemp has over
there, is how to one, devise new programs that aren't subject to
this, and two, put in guidelines that at least, if they can't
eliminate the discretion, can at the very least minimize it and set
objective standards. The fact is that there are objective standards -

SAWYER
Congressman, I want to give you - forgive me, I'm not trying to
interrupt you -

MR KEENE
- yeah, I understand.

SAWYER
- I've only got just so little time here, and Congressman, I'm going
to give you your shot at the answer to what can be done when we come
back in just one moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Congressman Frank, we've just got a couple of minutes left, so I'm
going to ask you to help me by giving me as brief an answer as you
can. Where do you think the solutions lie to the problems of HUD?

REP FRANK
First, you put people in there who believe in the programs. Jack Kemp
is an enormous improvement over Sam Pierce, although a vacancy would
have been an enormous improvement over Sam Pierce. Secondly, you do
try and limit the discretion, as David points out. Although he
doesn't do this kind of HUD work himself at all, he does understand,
I think, that the discretion has led to the abuse. Third, you've got
to strengthen what we call the post - employment lobbying law. Jim
Watt should not have been able under the law to have left the cabinet
and within half a year go to one of his former cabinet colleagues and
pick up $300,000 for saying, "Sam, I need some units". We've got
legislation pending that will do that, which is to put at least some
cooling - off period between the time you sit as someonels co -
worker at the President's elbow and the time that you're trying to



schmooze him to make big bucks for a programmatic change.
SAWYER

Mr Keene, I was listening to Secretary Kemp, and he seems not to be
very kind to the idea of consultants stepping in and influencing how
these programs are awarded. Should consultants simply be banned from
their discussions?

MR KEENE
Well, I think it's hard to make a hard and fast rule, because
consultants in some instances do playa valuable role in providing
communication. I mean, lobbyists and people of this sort provide a
valuable service in this city, and it's hard to just say, no, they
shouldn't be involved. But there should be strict guidelines. Much of
what Barney says is right, and the fact is that the focus on the
problem of housing, Jack Kemp going to HUD, these kinds of things,
and after this - these revelations are over, Congress and this
administration have an opportunity, because of public concern, to
perhaps corne up with some programs that will work if they get
together.

SAWYER
well, now, that's an interesting point -

MR KEENE
So I think some good can corne out of this.

SAWYER
- let me pick up on what you actually said earlier, Mr Keene. You
said the problem is endemic in the way these programs are handled.

MR KEENE
That's correct.

SAWYER
And Secretary Kemp has said the same thing. Congressman, do you see
it the same way, that maybe we've got to change the way we go at this
problem?

REP FRANK
Well, we've talked about changes, reducing the discretion and doing
some other things. But there's always going to be a tension, in any
human endeavor, between the thing working well and the abuse. It's
just in HUD that it became pathological, because nobody cared about
doing it right.

MR KEENE
You know - you know -

SAWYER
Gentlemen, forgive me, but at that point I'm going to have to leave
it. We've run right out of time. David Keene, Barney Frank, thank you
both very much for talking with me. That is our report for tonight.
I'm Forrest Sawyer in New York. For all of us here at ABC News, good
night.
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SAM DONALDSON
Another Supreme Court ruling today took aim at the tricky and
emotional issue of fatherhood, specifically, who should be judged
the legal father when the mother's husband and the child's
biological father are not the same man. JOHN MARTIN reports the
Court's decision.

JOHN MARTIN
(VICTORIA-MICHAEL PHOTO) There is no question that seven year old
Victoria's biological father is Michael Hirschensohn, a
businessman, who had an affair with Victoria's mother,
Carole Dearing. (DEARING) At the time, Carole Dearing was married
to Gerald Dearing and still is. Hirschensohn went to court to prove
his paternity, which could have led to visitation rights and
custody. But the court refused to allow him to introduce blood
tests which would have proved he is the father. (GRAPHICS)
California law, like that in many states, upholds the ancient
presumption that whoever is the husband of the mother is the father
of the child. Today the Supreme Court of the United States
affirmed that presumption for the first time while upholding a
father's right to a hearing, which Justice Stevens said Hirschensohn
had already had.

MICHEAL HIRSCHENSOHN
Well the decision today I guess itls the closest any father has
gotten. It's not great satisfaction to me.

JOHN MARTIN
But children's rights advocates said they are heartened that five
Justices said a hearing should take place.

DAVID LEVY
That, there's a mistake as to the facts to think that he's had his
day in court. He hasn't, but by the fact that five Justices say
he's entitled to a day in court, we're heartened that this can help
children and fathers across the land.

JOHN MARTIN
(SD) The Court applied an 18th century social doctrine to 20th
century family life and said the family is paramount, but it also
left room, for the first time, for courts to hear the pleas of
fathers and their children. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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FORREST SAWYER
(VO) China's economic opening to the west: what will it look like in
the aftermath of this? (on camera) Good evening. I'm Forrest Sawyer,
and this is Nightline. (VO} Tourism down to nearly nothing. Foreign
businesses faced by mounting uncertainty. And the US reportedly
considering further economic sanctions. Will China's political
turmoil be followed by economic disaster? That's our story tonight.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from New York, Forrest Sawyer.

SAWYER
For 10 years, the west has had a love affair with China. Deng
Xiaoping announced his plans to modernize the country back in 1979,
and American businesses have been pouring dollars in ever since. US
companies have $3.5 billion invested in China already. Your Nike and
Reebok sneakers, your Bill Blass and Ralph Lauren clothes, even your
neighbor's Chrysler Jeep, may all have been made in China. But in
these past 10 days, everything has changed. Overnight, China has
returned to being a police state, and many investors are ready to
take their billions and run. Could the new political repression lead
to grave economic problems? Once again tonight, we begin our report
with correspondent JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) China's repression, the murder of students, the roundup of their
followers and supporters, threatens to become China's ruin. The
reason is that it threatens a vast economy already in trouble. The
early signs are obvious: China's top tourist attraction, empty of
foreigners; the center of Beijing occupied by military and security
units. In one of the year's busiest months for tourists, 11,500
canceled visits, leaving seven out of every 10 hotel rooms empty.

ANTHONY ZAMORA, SHERATON GREAT WALL HOTEL MANAGER
We've had a cancellation of most of our tours for June and July, and
now we are assessing the situation for August.

MARTIN
(VO) Last year, China took in $2.2 billjon from tourism, but the
total from foreign business investments was more than 10 times, that
much, $26.7 billion. China's biggest trading partners are Hong Kong,
the United States and Japan. But decisions on what to do about
investments in China are now under review around the world.

LARRY NIKSCH, CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE
If the investment climate turns decidedly sour, the effects on
China's economy could be quite severe.

MARTIN
(VO) In Shanghai, the fear of foreigners withdrawing investments
could lead to turmoil, so the authorities are resorting to propaganda
to reassure the people,

MARK LITKE, ABC NEWS
Television, as part of the local propaganda effort, is constantly
showing scenes of factories operating, department stores full,
showing foreign companies that arenft leaving, like the Japanese,
Mitsubishi Company, for one, trying to create an impression of life
returning to normal, Shanghai - style,

MARTIN
(VO) Further south, in Canton, the big electronics trade fair this
year is a flop. Foreigners stayed away, leading to the fear that
political repression in the north will pay disastrous economic
dividends in the south. That is a recurring fear among China's most
prosperous and independent provinces.

NORA SUN, COMMERCIAL CONSUL TO THE US IN CANTON
Monies that were on the brink of coming in are held up. Projects that
are all signed and ready to go, the foreign experts are held up.
Meetings have been canceled, seminars have been canceled, exhibitions
have been canceled. Businesses are being impacted and money corning in
is being affected by what is happening in Beijing.



MARTIN
(VO) The turmoil has been building for nearly a year, due to the
growing restrictions imposed from Beijing by the ruling politburo,
which began last fall to move this man, Li Peng, into a position of
power, The moves were a step back from the liberalization fostered by
Deng Xiaoping, who still says he wants economic reforms to continue.

ANTHONY KANE, ASIA SOCIETY
Deng has also said that no one was killed in Tiananrnen Square. I
mean, it's clear that the Chinese leadership would like Americans and
other foreigners to keep investing,

MARTIN
(VO) To regain political control, Deng allied himself with the same
aging hard - liners he helped ease out of power two years ago. Now
that they have turned back the clock politically, they seem ready to
do the same economically, that is, put the planning back in the hands
of the central government. For the south, new controls could provoke
new defiance.

MR NIKSCH
The leaders of those provinces and the enterprise managers will
attempt to skirt them, will attempt to avoid them, make end runs
around them, keep the effects of these to a minimum. They are not
going to easily abandon the golden goose, so to speak.

MR KANE
So now, it has the potential for erupting into civil war.

MARTIN
(VO) But some American companies are convinced the situation will
stabilize.

DAVID ANTEBI, CONCORD CAMERA CORPORATION
It's the new business people who are fleeing China, or those who are
about to invest who got frightened away. Anyone who's been dealing
with China for several years, we know that it1s really been a
relatively safe place.

MR NIKSCH
I don't think I would pullout, but I don't think I would be putting
a lot more money in to that area, or probably any other area in
China, unless you get a clear signal from the central authorities in
Beijing that you are, in essence, a favored foreign business
enterprise.

MARTIN
(VO) At least three months ago, Beijing reportedly listed a dozen
categories of business that will no longer be favored. Among them:
consumer electronics assembly, autos and motorcycles, shopping
centers, refrigerators, watches, washing machines, calculators,
tobacco and alcohol for domestic consumption. Analysts see this as
Beijing's attempt to reassert authority over local officials. But
some outsiders are convinced that free market economics will prevail.
Dow Chemical said today it is going ahead. "Under no circumstances do
we condone the tragedy," said Dow's general manager for Asia. "But we
believe there are still a lot of beds! mattresses, pillows and other
products of the chemical processes that will still be needed we
are here to serve that demand". (on camera) In the 10 years since
Beijing began modernizing its economy, more than 10,000 joint
ventures have been formed with about $12 billion from investors in 40
countries. For the time being, most will postpone new investment.
Some will bring their staffs home. But few companies will leave
China, so unless the United States imposes sanctions on investments,
there is little likelihood in the short run that Beijing will pay a
price for the massacre in Tiananmen Square. This is JOHN MARTIN for
Nightline in Washington.

SAWYER
And when we corne back, we1re going to be joined by two Americans who
are well - versed in the intricacies of doing business in China.
Richard Holbrooke, managing director of Shearson Lehman Hutton, he's
in charge of the firm's joint ventures in China; and Jamie Horsley,
an attorney who has helped foreign firms do business with China since
1981.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Richard Holbrooke, who is in our New York studios, was assistant
secretary of state for East Asian and Pacific affairs during the
Carter administration. He has worked closely with China and US
relations for many years. He is currently managing director of
Shears on Lehman Hutton, the New York brokerage and investment banking
firm. I misspoke just a moment ago in calling him director of the
company's joint ventures in China. He is not, but he does work very
closely with his colleagues all through Asia. Jamie Horsley, who is
in our Hong Kong bureau, is managing partner of the law firm Paul
Weiss Rifkind Wharton and Garrison. She opened the firm's Beijing
branch in 1981. She is now based in Hong Kong and makes frequent



trips to China to assist clients who do business with the Chinese. Mr
Holbrooke

l
if I could begin with you, I suppose, really, it's part of

your expertise to assess what's going on in China and to determine
how the business climate is. After all that's happened there, just
how bad is it, in your estimation?

RICHARD HOLBROOKE, SHEARSQN LEHMAN HUTTON
There's been an enormous setback to US / China trade, as JOHN MARTIN
accurately reported. The degree of the damage remains to be seen. It
depends, really, on which scenario China follows. In this case,
business will follow politics. We're in a repressive phase right now
in China. If repression is followed by reform, perhaps in the not -
too - distant future business can also return to normal. But if
repression now is the beginning of a long Stalinist night, I don't
see how US / Chinese business relations can continue to grow.

SAWYER
Well, look at the people who are around Deng Xiaoping right now.
They're the conservatives, the people who have been very concerned
about a fast move toward capitalism. Does this raise questions in
your mind about whether they're serious about economic reform?

MR HOLBROOKE
I think the evidence on what's going on, on the economic side, is
still mixed. Tian Xi Jiyun, who was not mentioned so far, one of the
leading reformers closely allied with Zhao Ziyang, is a vice premier.
He has been out in public on behalf of the government, saying they're
continuing economic reform. Other economic reformers are still
visible. It is not clear to me, Forrest, which faction will win the
battle over economic policy, but JOHN MARTIN'S absolutely right. In
order to regain political control, Deng had to turn to the same old
men, some are even older than him, who had opposed his economic
liberalization. So I want to stress one thing. The struggle over the
economic policies of China has only begun, and I believe that the
political power struggle is not yet fully resolved. On those two
issues will depend the future of the issue we're discussing tonight.

SAWYER
Ms Horsley, you're there in Hong Kong and you take the temperature of
the business climate in China quite regularly. What do you think?

JAMIE HORSLEY, BUSINESS ATTORNEY
I think the desire of most business people is to try to go back into
China. They have a substantial investment, both in terms of money,
time spent over years of establishing contacts, and a lot of them
have operations on the spot that are up and going, representative
offices or joint ventures. And most of them have withdrawn their
people now, but they're looking to go back as soon as possible. Some
are even returning this week, with an expectation that the political
situation will be unstable for some time and taking sort of a let's
wait and see attitude, but let's carryon to the extent that we can.

SAWYER
Well, now -

MS HORSLEY
A lot of these people -

SAWYER
there are about 3,000 people, some say, who were actually killed

there at Tiananmen Square. They're rounding up dissidents right now,
it is a repressive regime, it is a police state. Does it raise in
your mind a question of the ethics or the morality of doing business
with a regime like this?

MS HORSLEY
I think it definitely does, and people involved in China at all
levels are heartsick over what's happened, and feel a great
repugnance at what the regime is doing. On the other hand, a lot of
them differentiate between the regime or the few people within the
government that are responsible for this and the people that they
deal with on a day - to - day basis, either in negotiations or in
operations. As some people have said to me, "Our partners aren't the
ones that ordered the massacre. They aren't the ones that were
pulling the trigger on those people in the square". And so while
there's a great conflict on a personal level, a lot of them want to
go back in. You know, people have friends in China. They have homes
in China. They have an emotional stake. And a lot of them would like
to remain involved to the extent that they can, with the idea perhaps
continued involvement and foreign investment in China will help bring
China back on the road that it was on before all this horrible
situation took place.

SAWYER
You know, in a way, Mr HolbrookeJ that argument sounds very much like
the argument that we hear about South Africa. Economic sanctions or
pulling out of a country like that will actually hurt the people. It
won't hurt the government and therefore they'll be ineffective.

MR HOLBROOKE



Well, I want to reinforce what was just said. The Chinese who we have
all worked with, in the joint ventures, in trade, were virtually
unanimously what are now being called, for want of a more
sophisticated term, the liberals, the moderates, the progressives,
the reformers. If those people are not purged - and that's a very big
if and that's a critical if - but if those people Ms Horsley has just
mentioned remain in place, then for American businesses not to do
business with them would only further weaken them, would only further
isolate them.

SAWYER
You know, I don't understand exactly why you feel that those people
might still be in power. It looks to me like the conservatives are
very much in control.

MR HOLBROOKE
No, no - she was talking about the managers at the joint venture
levels in the provinces, the mid - level bureaucrats. We don't know
what has happened to them yet. We don't know what has happened in the
special economic zones, in the provincial capitals. Nobody yet has a
full report. We don't know how deep this purge is going to go. On
those issues, still undetermined, will rest the future of Sino -
American trade, and on those issues will rest the future of the
overall relationship.

SAWYER
All right, let's pause there and when we come back, let's have a look
at what the future of the relationship between the United States and
China actually will be, and what the future of China itself may be.
All that in just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Continuing our conversation now with Richard Holbrooke and with Jamie
Horsley. Ms Horsley, I look behind you and I see quite a glittering
landscape, it is Hong Kong, and there are those who say it is the
very citadel of capitalism, but it's going to be turned over to China
and become part of their control by 1997. I suspect that all of these
events have caused tremendous worries to the people there, haven't
they?

MS HORSLEY
Yes. Hong Kong is in a very volatile state right now. The reaction
has been disbelief, anger, horror and fear. The lines outside the
embassies are even longer than they used to be, with people seeking
visas outside of China. And you all know that the Hong Kong people
have increased the pressure on the British government to revise their
policy against giving them a right of the vote in England. The great
sense of belonging, being a Chinese, on the one hand, and a great
abhorrence of the regime that is about to take control of Hong Kong,
on the other.

SAWYER
Mr Holbrooke, in the break I heard you say that you feel there's
going to be a tremendous crisis there. What do you think is going to
happen?

MR HOLBROOKE
I would agree with what Ms Horsley just said. The Hong Kong exodus,
which had been running about 40,000 a year, is going to increase
dramatically. It's going to create a special problem for Mrs
Thatcher. I think Vancouver will continue to see a tremendous influx
of Hong Kong Chinese which, I might add, is to the benefit of
Vancouver. That's a vibrant, industrious group of people. But for
Hong Kong, the future looks very shaky indeed. In some ways, it's
even more uncertain than the interior, the mainland.

SAWYER
And in which direction is this likely to go at this point? We really
simply can't measure it, is what you're saying.

MR HOLBROOKE
Again, Forrest, and you're asking the right questions. The fact that
we don't have answers shouldn't surprise you. I might add
parenthetically that no China expert in the world predicted the
events of the last six weeks, and therefore what anyone says now
isn't worth much, but within that context, I think that what happens
in Hong Kong depends on how deep and how protracted and how
repressive the purges that have just started are.

SAWYER
Ms Horsley, you know, you deal with business people who go into China
all the time. If I were one of those business people, and I were
going there to stay for a long time, and my family were going to come
along with me, I would think once and twice and three and four times
before I took that assignment.

MS HORSLEY
Well. I think that's right. The people going back now are not going
back with their families yet. I think most joint venture personnel



are still outside of the country, waiting to see what happens. I
think it'll take some actions on the part of the Chinese government,
a withdrawal of the military presence in the cities and an end to the
current sweep to pick up people off the streets, an end to the order
that they can summarily execute rioters and counterrevolutionaries on
sight. And from the American point of view, I think a resolution of
the situation with Fang Lizhi, you know, a lot of Americans are
concerned with the rising tide of anti - Americanism, and it may
sound a bit paranoid, but some are even concerned that there may be a
hostage situation, like in Iran, created, or perhaps a few
businesspeople who speak Chinese and are very familiar with China
being accused of being spies and taken into custody to be used as
bargaining chips in this negotiation.

MR HOLBROOKE
Forrest -

SAWYER
Let me just mention first - and Richard, I'll give you a chance there
- Fang Lizhi is that dissident who, with his wife, has sought refuge
at the F~erican embassy in Beijing. The United States has offered him
that refuge. The Chinese have issued a warrant for his arrest and
have sealed the borders so that he wouldn't leave, and there the
matter stands. Go ahead.

MR HOLBROOKE
I'd just say two things. On Fang Lizhi, that is a crisis within a
crisis. If it cannot be solved, if it escalates, everything else will
deteriorate. On US I China trade, over the last 10 to 12 years trade
has risen from well under $1 billion a year to over $14 billion two -
way this year. They're now our 16th largest trading partner, as your
piece by JOHN MARTIN indicated. That growth, and this is the point I
want to stress and it's the difference between China and South
Africa, that growth was always tied directly to growing political
liberalization. The tragedy for China and for Sino - American
relations is the difficulty of that growth even resuming, let alone
continuing, unless political reform is resumed.

SAWYER
All right. I've just got a few seconds, so give me a short answer
here, Mr Holbrooke. There are those people, for instance, AFL - CIa
president Lane Kirkland, who say, "Just get the businesses out of
there, don't do anything with this regime, until democratic reforms
are made. You cannot do business with people who are essentially
thugs". Now, why is that a bad position?

MR HOLBROOKE
With all due respect to Lane Kirkland and that position, which has an
intellectual coherence to it, I feel that doing business with the
moderates in China gives them a window on the west and strengthens
them in the long run. I know it's a difficult argument, but on a
narrow judgment I would stick with that position.

SAWYER
Richard Holbrooke, Jamie Horsley, thank you both for talking with us
tonight. We are going to turn now and move to Beijing. We want to
talk in just a moment with our ABC News correspondent, Jackie Judd,
is there, and we will see what developments have taken place inside
the country.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Virtually every night we say that the Chinese government does not
permit us to transmit television pictures via satellite from China,
and so joining us by telephone from Beijing is our ABC News
correspondent Jackie Judd. She has just attended a briefing at the US
Embassy. Jackie, can you tell us what you've heard?

JACKIE JUDD, ABC NEWS
(via telephone) Forrest, for the first time since the June 3rd
massacre, the visa office at the US consulate was open, and at the
height of it there were about 300 people gathered outside. Most of
them were students, some had been there since before dawn. One
official from the visa office came out and publicly indicated, at
least, that the rules involving visa applications requests would not
be bent because of the turmoil here. She also said that the Chinese
government has not suggested additional restrictions on these
students. And there was also no indications that these students would
be blocked once they were at the airport. The only hint that she did
give that maybe the rules would be bent just a little bit, that this
group might be treated differently, is we asked the question would
the process speed up for these kids. It usually takes from 24 hours
to five days. She hinted perhaps that would change, maybe it would be
done sooner.

SAWYER
Is there a suggestion behind that hint that perhaps they would want
to leave the country, and leave the country permanently?



JUDD
Well, she emphasized that these students have to meet certain
criteria, which include - they have to have been accepted at a US
university; they need permission from the Chinese government to
leave; and they also need to present some kind of guarantee that at
the end of their studies they will return home. That is what is being
said for public consumption. Frankly, Forrest, as in so much of this
story, we don't know what1s being said behind the gates of the
consulate to these students.

SAWYER
There are those 21 "most wanted" people, they are students that were
there in Tiananmen Square, the organizers, and they have had their
pictures plastered allover television. This doesn't really help them
very much. what do we hear about them?

JUDD
The only thing we hear about them is what Chinese TV chooses to tell
us, and again this morning on Chinese TV we saw what amounted to the
"most wanted" posters of these students. We saw their pictures, and
below that was information about where they had studied, what they
had studied, what they look like, some particulars about their
personality that would help people spot them and then turn them in,
things like one having a sharp chin, another spoke with a coarse
voice, that kind of thing. But certainly these students would not
appear in such a public forum as outside of the US consulate. The
kids who were showing up today are people who had already been
accepted at US universities and didn't take any kind of very public
role in the demonstrations.

SAWYER
Just a few seconds left here, Jackie. You have spoken to some of the
students who have been outside the embassy there applying for visas.
Is there any sense among them that they're afraid to apply because
they might be marked then by the government as potential
troublemakers?

JUDD
Absolutely, Forrest. There is so much anxiety among these students
about so many things, about whether they would get the visa, whether
there would be trouble later for them, and whether it would cause
them trouble to talk to western journalists as they were waiting for
the visa. Forrest, this is their golden opportunity to expand their
horizons, if you want to put it that way. They're afraid it won't
happen. They're also afraid that they could be punished for trying to
make it happen.

SAWYER
ABC News correspondent Jackie Judd reporting once again from Beijing.
Thank you, Jackie. That's our report for tonight. I'm Forrest Sawyer
in New York. For all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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JOHN MARTIN,

FORREST SAWYER
(VO) The US tells China the whole world saw what happened in
Tiananmen Square.

CORRESPONDENT, VOICE OF AMERICA
The Beijing police have issued a wanted circular for the country's
best - known dissident, Fang Lizhi.

SAWYER
(VO) The US embassy in Beijing continues to give safe haven to a
leading Chinese dissident. The Voice of America is attacked by the
Chinese media for spreading what they call "lies and rumors". Our
focus tonight: mounting evidence that US - Chinese relations are
sliding downhill fast.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from New York, Forrest Sawyer.

SA;lYER
While the Chinese government goes about its steady work of crushing
the democracy movement and rounding up its leaders and supporters,
the authorities have found a new target: the United States. The Voice
of America has been attacked for quote, "helping to fuel the
counterrevolutionary rebellion". Western reporters have been
threatened and harassed by officials. And now there is the problem of
a single man who may spark a diplomatic crisis. The US Embassy in
Beijing has granted refuge to China's most prominent dissident, Fang
Lizhi, and his family. The Chinese government has begun calling him
the man behind the rebellion, and they want to arrest him, but the US
refuses to give him up. For now it's a standoff, and there is no easy
solution in sight. Tonight on Nightline, the growing diplomatic
struggle over China's future. We begin with correspondent JOHN
MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) China is undergoing a reign of repression and revisionism. It is
being carried out for the central government by the police and the
press. On television, for as much as six hours a day, frightened
citizens are pictured as criminals, tracked down and arrested and now
anxious to recant their denunciations of the government. ABC's Jim
Laurie calls it "terror by television".

JIM LAURIE, ABC NEWS
They use an old technique of torture here which has been displayed on
television. They call it the jet plane, when you force someone's head
down and his arms handcuffed back, in sort of an airwing position.
All of these techniques are right out of the Cultural Revolution, the
19608 _

MARTIN
(VO) They are also elements right out of the darkest days of the Cold
War. In Hungary in 1956, Soviet troops and tanks crushed an uprising
of workers and students. Josef Cardinal Mindzenty took refuge in the
US embassy. For 15 years, he lived in a small apartment on the top
floor. He emerged in 1971 and left the country. Now it is this man,
Fang Lizhi, an astrophysicist and educator, whose critiques of
Chinese Communism have enraged Deng Xiaoping. Denied a seat at dinner
with George Bush in China in February, Fang has turned to America for
help from almost certain arrest. A warrant has been issued for Fang
and his wife. They are accused of leading the student uprising. But
his real sin has been his harsh appraisals of the Communist
leadership, beginning with Mao Zedong. In an article just this year,
Fang argued that China's party leaders had still not endorsed the
United Nations principles of human rights, including free speech and
free inquiry by scholars. That the leaders still cling to Mao's rigid
political standards. That Chinese illiteracy is still as high as it
was 40 years ago, when the party took power. Today, as guards took up
positions outside the US embassy in Beijing, the struggle
intensified. In Washington, ABC's JOHN McWethy watched at the State
Department as more consultations took place about Fang.



-------------------- ----- --------

MARTIN

JOHN MCWETHY, ABC NEWS
(Monday afternoon! Washington, DC, Tuesday morning, Beijing) Late
this afternoon, the Chinese ambassador to Washington, Han XUI met
here in the State Department with Secretary of State Baker. It's the
third meeting that Han Xu has had here in the State Department in the
last three days. All of the meetings have been about the Chinese
dissident, Fang Lizhi. In private, American officials are saying it
may be necessary for Fang to stay in the US embassy for a very long
time. The US is not going to give him up, despite the pressure the
Chinese government is exerting upon the OS.

MARTIN
{VOl Tonight, the pressure increased. In Beijing, the government
ordered China's borders sealed to prevent the escape of Fang and his
wife. Throughout China, as arrests continued, the west was starting
to respond in a way that will threaten Deng Xiaoping's opening to the
outside world. In Canton, where China has relied on entrepreneurs and
a big trade fair to attract western investment, ABC's Dennis Troute
visited a big electronics show and discovered that Westerners are
boycotting it out of fearl and one official told Troute privately
that's not all.

DENNIS TROUTE, ABC NEWS
This official told me that seminars had been canceled, meetings had
been canceled, that money on the brink of coming in now had stopped.

MARTIN
(VO) In Washington, meanwhile, the Bush administration continued
today to say it will not apply more sanctions at this stage of the
crisis. In the Senate, it found an ally.

SEN JOHN CHAFEE, (R), RHODE ISLAND
(Monday afternoon, Washington, DC, Tuesday morning, Beijing) Now, I
am opposed to any sanctions. I think the President's exactly right in
keeping our ambassador there, keeping lines of communication open.

MARTIN
{VOl But in Ottawa, the Canadian government decided to recall its
ambassador.

JOE CLARKI EXTERNAL AFFAIRS MINISTER
(Canadian TV) I'm examining the idea of trying to bring together a
group of people who have reason to be called experts in China to
consider, during the time that the ambassador is home, actions that
Canada might take that would have effect.

MARTIN
(VO) But the Chinese do not appear to be listening. They are shutting
out reality the way they once shut out foreigners, televising
repeated revisions of what happened that night in Tiananmen Square,
insisting only soldiers were killed and wounded, only students
committed violence, and suggesting that loyal Chinese turn in their
neighbors if they oppose the revolution.

SEN GEORGE MITCHELL, MAJORITY LEADER
We have, of course, seen Communist governments engage in the revision
of history many times in the past. Rarely have we seen the revision
occur almost contemporaneous with the event itself.

MARTIN
(VO) This weekend in China, the authorities used pirated satellite
transmissions of videotapes to terrorize their own citizens. Taking
this ABC News interview off a satellite feed, China TV urged its
viewers to find this man, who blamed troops for many deaths in the
square. Then it said he had been found, and was recanting his own
account of the massacre, an electronic recantation that is part of a
war now to discredit foreign broadcasters and reformers at the same
time.

KYLE GIBSON, ABC NEWS
We don't quite know what to do about it. We feel that if we're not
careful, we can become a tool of the roundup, particularly when we
see past interviews rebroadcast as wanted posters by the government.

MARTIN
(VO) To protect sources and innocent witnesses, some broadcasters are
covering or silhouetting the few people left who will talk. The grip
on public speech and even private discussion seems almost complete
tonight, and in Washington there is a hint that the final steps may
lie just ahead to complete China's giant step back from democratic
reform.

MCWETHY
From an American intelligence source comes word that various members
of the Central Committee, China's Central Committee, have been
secretly moved into Beijing over the course of the last four or five
days. It is not clear if China has yet held a Central Committee
meeting, but that would be key in formalizing the new leadership with
Li Peng as the official head, with Deng Xiaoping in his position as
sort of backstage puppeteer.



When that happens, China will have formally completed yet another
step back from the perils of a free society, a society its aging
leaders want to encourage in the economic realm, but desperately fear
in the arena of political and social debate. This is JOHN MARTIN for
Nightline in Washington.

SAWYER
In just a few minutes, we're going to go live to the Chinese capital
to talk with ABC News people who are there on the scene. But first,
when we come back, we're going to be joined by a leading China expert
who is recently back from Beijing.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Orville Schell is a longtime China watcher. He is the author of a
number of books on China. He has known dissident Fang Lizhi for
several years. Mr Schell returned from his latest trip to Beijing
just before the army moved into Tiananmen Square I and he joins us
from our San Francisco bureau. Mr Schell, Fang Lizhi has been
criticizing the Chinese government for several years now, but never
before has he gotten the center stage in this way. Who is he, that he
would so draw the Chinese wrath?

ORVILLE SCHELL, CHINA OBSERVER / AUTHOR
WeIll he's an extraordinary man, one of the few people I've met in
China who has no proclivity or tendency to censor himself. What he
thinks he says, and he is a man for whom rationalism is very
important, he's an eminent scientistl and he thinks rationally. And
this means that he says things which are not part of the current
"correct" line, and he has tended to antagonize the leadership for a
number of years now, since early '86, when he became a kind of an
animating force for the student movements which we saw sweeping the
country in December of that year.

SAWYER
Well, that's a critical point. The Chinese government is saying that
actually he is behind the student rebellion, that he's the force who
began all of this, and therefore he is the greatest
counterrevolutionary. Is that true?

MR SCHELL
Well, I think in a certain way he is an animating spirit. To say that
he is the hand in the glove behind the student demonstrations of this
past month is absurd. But I think what the government is trying to do
is, on the one handl find a pretext for the demonstrations, as if to
say this was a giant manipulation by someone. And on the other hand,
I think by focusing on Fang, who has taken refuge now in the American
embassy, they are trying to stoke up the old fires of anti -
foreignism, xenophobia, which never lie very deep beneath the surface
of Chinese society. And both tactics, I think, are an attempt to
distract people, to divert people from the magnitude of the horror
that took place last weekend, or the weekend before.

SAWYER
Well, now, the US government has been very keen on saying that he has
gotten temporary refuge there. The borders have been sealed by the
Chinese government so that he doesn't escape. Does it appear that he
wants to leave the countrYI or does he want to stay there?

MR SCHELL
Well, I think he would leave if he could, but on the other hand, you
know, like Sakharov, I mean, hets deeply patriotic, he deeply
believes in the democracy movement in China, and I think would not
leave to run from it, but would leave to really organize against the
government if he got out of China.

SAWYER
Well, Mr Bush has been moving very cautiously in his dealings with
China, but now he has got what is very much a hot potato. Fang Lizhi
is there somewhere around the US embassy. He has been given refuge,
along with his family. And the Chinese government says that they want
him, and they want him very badly. What can Mr Bush do about this?

MR SCHELL
Well, I think we've run into the dead endl which was almost
inevitable. And I think President Bush has been very cautious, but I
think from here on in there really is nothing to be saved, because I
think sooner or later we as Americans and the American government are
going to be branded like Fang as the hand in the glove. I think we
just simply have to stand by Fang at this point and stand by those
students who did demonstrate for democracy. I don't think there's any
way at this point to buy the government off, to keep relations
normalized. I think we're headed for a real crash.

SAWYER
Well, what do you mean when you say stand by them? 00 you suggest
that he take further action than he has, economic sanctions?

MR SCHELL
I think it would behoove him at this point, and perhaps earlier, to



make more explicit statements of support for the students and to in a
way personally suggest Deng Xiaoping's responsibility for what has
happened. Because what I fear is that if he doesn't do this, he will
not only end up alienating the present government, but end up
alienating China's future generation of leaders for whom the
Tiananmen Square nightmare was their - will be their seminal
experience.

SAWYER
But you know how Mr Bush likes to work. He likes to work behind
closed doors, and do as much as he possibly can diplomatically and
let the loud voices be carried on by somebody else. He will say that
that really just doesn't help matters.

MR SCHELL
Well, sometimes it does and sometimes it doesn't. I mean, one looks
at, you know, aid to the Contras. That certainly is not working
behind closed doors. And landing Marines in Grenada. There are many
ways to work, and I think we have to play with a full deck of cards,
and you know, take extreme measures when they're needed, and go
cautiously when that is needed. And I think we're at a point now
where the writing is pretty much on the wall. We may have some real,
really horrible incident at the embassy, and I think it may be
unavoidable, and I think the President ought to state clearly where
the United States stands on these issues, and I think it should be on
the side of the students and Fang.

SAWYER
Let me see if I understand you. You say there may be a horrible
incident. Do you think that the Chinese government might violate the
sanctity of the embassy and go in and get Fang Lizhi?

MR SCHELL
I think it's conceivable. This happened during the Cultural
Revolution, when the British embassy was burned to the ground by Red
Guards. 1'm not predicting this. But I was not predicting the
massacre in Tiananrnen Square either, and I think we all sound extreme
at one moment and then we, a day or two later, we sound extremely
moderate in our most extreme predictions. So I think almost anything
is possible. This regime, I think, senses that it's on its way down,
ultimately, and that its only salvation will be through repression.

SAWYER
Well, that raises a number of questions. Let's pause there, and when
we come back, let's go to Beijing, see what the situation looks like
when we talk with ABC News people who are right there on the scene.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
I should tell you now, as we have on so many of these ABC News
broadcasts, that satellite transmissions are not being permitted from
China to the United States by the Chinese government, and so we are
hooked up by telephone from Beijing with ABC News correspondent Jim
Laurie and our Nightline producer, Kyle Gibson. Jim, if I could start
with you, you heard what Orville Schell said about the diplomatic war
that's raging around Fang Lizhi. You've been moving in and around
there. How is it on the ground in that area?

JIM LAURIE, ABC NEWS
(via telephone) Forrest, the Chinese are gradually turning up the
heat regarding Fang Lizhi and his wife, Li Shuxian. Radio Beijing
went on the air this morning calling for a nationwide border alert,
reporting that all border posts, airports, railway stations have
increased security. I might add, though, that it is not all for Fang
Lizhi, certainly, that there are a number of dissidents,
intellectuals who may be trying to leave the country, and the
government is concerned about that. On television we have seen this
continual ritual of repression, it's very depressing to watch, but we
should also point out that the people that they highlight on
television are largely workers, people who are in the forefront of
the democratic movement, but there are many other people, many other
students, many other intellectuals, who have been interrogated, who
are being rounded up, who are not publicized on Chinese television.
It's done very quietly and in a much more sinister fashion throughout
the country for many people, Forrest.

SAWYER
You have been there before and you have been there through much of
this crisis, Jim. Do you find that the people are very much unwilling
to talk to you at this point?

LAURIE
Yes, I meant I would compare it to la, 11 years ago when I first
started covering China, when people were extremely cautious, wouldn't
say anything. In the last couple of years we have seen Chinese be so
outspoken, willing to talk to foreigners about everything. Now the
repressive tactics, the television terror campaign, does seem to be
working. People shy away from contacts with foreigners. They're still



very friendly in the streets. You can go into markets and talk to
people, but, you know, one - one incident yesterday happened to one
of us here. Went into the market, tried to talk about Tiananmen
Square and the incident there, and this person put his hand over his
heart and he said, "In here I know what happened in Tiananmen
Square". And then he put his hand over his mouth and he said, "But I
will never say what happened".

SAWYER
If you have been watching these Nightline broadcasts over the past
couple of weeks, you know that our Nightline producer, Kyle Gibson,
starts out her morning by hopping on her bicycle and riding around
the city, not the safest thing to do, but you can certainly learn a
lot that way. Kyle, you went out for a ride today. What did you see?

KYLE GIBSON, ABC NEWS
(via telephone) Forrest, for the first time I was able to ride my
bike in Tianarrmen Square, just 75 yards from the Monument of Heroes.
That's the monument where the students were encamped until just a
week ago. And what I saw was rather haunting. There are no more
troops, really, in the square. There's no more tanks, just a few
armored personnel carriers at the north end. But around the base of
the monument, where a few weeks ago there was a lush - lush green
bushes encircling the monument, today those bushes are completely
charred. They're burned up. And the base of the monument, much of it
is charred as well. It's a rather haunting sight. Tourists, I might
add, Chinese tourists riding their bicycles, seemed as interested as
I and circled around Tiananmen right along with me. I might add also,
Forrest, that we stopped outside the foreigners' compound on the way
there - the foreigners' compound, which was surrounded by troops last
Wednesday, and what we saw were bullet holes, far more bullet holes
than I expected. One balcony alone, high up, on perhaps the 14th
floor, I counted 18 bullet holes in just one balcony. Large panes of
glass riddled with bullet holes as well. The city itself, other than
that, looks like a huge, giant eraser rubbed out what we were seeing
last week. Little broken glass, very few charred vehicles. It's as if
someone took a giant eraser and just rubbed it all out.

SAWYER
Mr Schell, you were talking about how you believe that this
government at this point might not be in power for a very long time,
but if you listen to what Kyle is saying, if you listen to what Jim
is saying, they appear, on the surface at least, to be very much in
control of Beijing.

MR SCHELL
Well, I think in the short run they will be in control. But I think
where the rub is going to come is in - towards fall and winter, when
the economy begins to break down, when there conceivably could be
grave food shortages in the cities, where the party's ability to
really control the country will be extremely important in terms of
delivering goods and services. And I think if this - if they fail to
do so, we may see a whole new kind of protest, a kind of a lumpen
proletariat taking to the streets with very concrete, practical
grievances such as shortages of food, shortages of coal, shortages of
gasoline, electricity, things of that nature. And that conceivably
could trigger off another round, albeit a rather different one.

SAWYER
Conceivably, but that's somewhere down the road. Do you not hold with
the conventional wisdom that this pro - democracy movement has had
its back broken?

MR SCHELL
Yes, I think it has, but I think there's a residual element which
will remain for a very long time, namely that sense which everybody
who participated in it now has of a kind of a liberation, not the
liberation of the Communist Party, but hat sense of liberation, of
having been able to think the unthinkable, say the unthinkable and do
what you want.

SAWYER
Let's come back in just a moment and have a look at what China's
future might be, have a look at just how much in control this
government might actually be, when we come back in just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Let's continue our discussion now with China analyst Orville Schell
and our ABC News correspondent Jim Laurie. Jim, you have been
watching what's going on there. Is it becoming clear who is in charge
in the government?

LAURIE
Well, it certainly is clear that the hard - liners for now are in
charge. One man who is increasing in prominence in the television
news broadcast each evening is Qiao Shit who was a member of the
original standing committee of the politburo and may well emerge as



the new party general secretary here. He's also a man that in the
past has a long record of leadership in the public security area,
which obviously is very important right now.

SAWYER
Mr Schell, I know this is a lot like reading tea leaves and it1s
really making some educated guesses, but do you have a sense that
this is a unified government at this point?

MR SCHELL
I don't think the government is particularly unified, and I think,
moreover, where the real disunity is, is between the government and
its people. I think that basic bond has been broken. This isn't a
revolution where you have, you know, one class represented by a
government against another. It's really a situation in which,
curiously, you have a government against the people, and one has to
wonder how long such a highly unstable situation can endures even
with the army on the side of the current leadership.

SAWYER
Do you hold with that, Jim?

LAURIE
Well, obviously, it's almost impossible to say what is going on
inside the Chinese leadership. It is such a closed circle. We have so
little information. We do know that those people that were aligned to
Zhao Ziyang are among the missing. Hu Qili, one of his allies, is
also gone. But we see people, for example, like Wan Li who, when he
was in Washington a few weeks ago, was considered to be a moderate,
we see that he has reappeared on the side of the hard - liners. So it
is at this stage, I would say, a bit difficult to read.

SAWYER
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LAURIE
Well, I have the feeling today - and of course my feelings seem to
change every day - that the Chinese may well just let us sit here and
get very bored because we can't get very much information. Nobody
will talk to us, the government won't talk to us. And they may well
say, well, these journalists are not causing that much trouble, and
we'll let them stay.

SAWYER
All right. Thank you very much, Jim Lauries Orville Schell and Kyle
Gibson. That's our report for tonight. I'm Forrest Sawyer in New
York. And for all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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JAMES LAURIE, ABC NEWS
China's senior leader emerged at the Great Hall of the People,
confirming that he approved the military action of last weekend.

DAVID ROSE, ITN
Arrests are mounting allover China. Chinese television carried these
grim pictures tonight, clearly intended as a warning.

JACKIE JUDD, ABC NEWS
People in the neighborhood now chase away foreign visitors. They
don't dare criticize, or speak out.

MORTON DEAN
(VO) And the US embassy warns American journalists this could be the
most dangerous period yet. We'll talk live with the US ambassador in
Beijing, James Lilley.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from New York, Morton Dean.

DEAN
Good evening. It's now Saturday in China, an anniversary. It's been
exactly one week since the troops began to move and the blood began
to flow in Beijing. Saturday in China, another day of fear,
uncertainty and repression. Who's in charge became clearer, and what
that means became clearer, much clearer, as some pro - democracy
supporters were rounded up, handcuffed and taken away. Still, there
are more questions than answers in China. We'll be asking some of
those questions and seeking some of those answers tonight. Let's
begin by turning to JOHN MARTIN, who will guide us through the past
24 hours in China, and take us to a number of places outside China,
where supporters of the pro - democracy movement demonstrated.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) Beijing has fallen under the iron hand of its government. The
city belongs now to thousands of troops and plainclothes security
agents. They move about, watching, listening, taking people away.
Friday in Beijing, the American embassy warned ABC News employees.

KYLE GIBSON, ABC NEWS
(Friday morning, Washington, DC, Friday evening, Beijing) I was told
that tonight was going to be particularly dangerous, that none of us
should consider going outside. The official who spoke to me used the
word "ominous" when he described the situation.

MARTIN
(VO) Overnight, and into Friday morning, there were a series of
arrests in as many as four or five cities. Watching China TV, ABCls
Jim Laurie spotted something.

JIM LAURIE, ABC NEWS
In most cases they're highlighting the arrests of workers or others
who have supported the student movement. They've not actually talked
about the arrest of any students. You must realize that even in this
sort of environment in China today, the student still occupies a
somewhat exalted, somewhat elitist place in society.

MARTIN
(VO) So ordinary people grew fearful on the street.

ALISA JOYCE, ABC NEWS
People who managed to talk to us quietly said there's plainclothes
policemen everywhere. They're afraid that once we leave, the
policemen will come to them. And it's a very real fear.

MARTIN
(VO) A British reporter, David Rose, talked to students and then
found himself the target of police.

DAVID ROSE, ITN
(Beijing) Some students are still amazingly defiant, but they are
well aware they're being watched.

CHINESE STUDENT
What we face is government troops, and we have no guns, so we have -
we want revenge, but with no use. The patrolman is coming here, so
you must as soon as possible, go away.



MARTIN
(VO) But they weren't fast enough.

ROSE
We ourselves were arrested. Three secret policemen held us for over
an hour. They questioned us, asking repeatedly why we were filming
when it was forbidden by martial law. Eventually they did release us,
but only after confiscating our equipment, worth over 30,000 pounds,
and we lost the cassette containing the report.

MARTIN
(VO) At Beijing University, ABC cameraman Jim Fitzgerald was waved
off by security guards and told to stop shooting. He didn't but he
said the pressure is growing.

JIM FITZGERALD, ABC NEWS
The idea is not to stay in one place too long, because there are so
many people now that are informing on everyone else. We were calling
them "the thought police" yesterday.

MARTIN
(VO) In Washington, the Bush administration was calling the shooting
of civilians "murder," but asked about the arrests, the State
Department seemed restrained.

MARGARET TUTWILER, STATE DEPARTMENT SPOKESMAN
(Friday, Midday, Washington DC I Saturday Morning, Beijing) If it is
true, it is another very disturbing infringement on human rights, it
is a step backwards, and rounding up students will not extinguish the
appeal and need for democratic reform.

MARTIN
(VO) In New York, at midday, about 10,000 Chinese and Chinese -

Americans walked in a driving rain to protest the massacre in Beijing
less than a week ago. At a printing shop, workers finished building a
new goddess of liberty, created to replace the one smashed down by
troops in Tiananrnen Square. The statue seemed a fragile symbol of
Chinese democracy, but marchers insisted they are keeping alive their
hopes for reforms in China.

OEMONSTRATOR
I corne here to protest. Also I come here for the freedom for the
Chinese people, all the men in China.

MARTIN
(VO) There were other demonstrations around the country. In Columbus,
Ohio. In Chicago. In New Haven. In Los Angeles. But despite the
outpouring of protest in America, the reformers' last hopes for
victory faded Friday night in Beijing. The man behind the massacre,
Deng Xiaoping, appeared on television for the first time in more than
two weeks. ABC's Todd Carrel was watching and, like hundreds of
millions of Chinese viewers, he got the message.

TODD CARREL, ABC NEWS
What the nation saw on television with the appearance of Deng and
these other hard - liners is a clear indication that this country is
run by very tough conservatives, with the army standing right behind
them for the moment.

MARTIN
(VO) In Washington, intelligence analysts told ABC's JOHN McWethy
they noticed something unusual in the picture: a man named Wan Li.

JOHN MCWETHY, ABC NEWS
He's the one who visited the United States about two weeks ago, and
who expressed great support for the students and the movement and the
demonstrations. However, Wan Li is now pictured in the same picture
with Deng Xiaoping and Li Pengo Whether or not that means he is a
willing supplicant or whether he is there against his will, who
knows?

MARTIN
(VO) As the day wore on in Beijing, fear seemed to tighten around
everyone in the streets. But there were surprises. ABC's Jackie Judd
watched four truckloads of armed troops arrive in a neighborhood.

JACKIE JUOD, ABC NEWS
Everybody was still very, very still until it became clear why the
soldiers had come, and the reason was to deliver sacks of flour. When
the soldiers got back on their trucks, they waved goodbye, the people
on the streets applauded. But I want to mention that this was not a
totally benign gesture or a totally benign scene, because the
soldiers stood patrol on the street the entire time, again with those
rifles at the ready or strung across their chests.

MARTIN
(VO) At the American embassy, meanwhile, Marine guards continue
protecting the staff and a dissident Chinese leader whose presence is
causing irritation at high levels. Chinese officials held a second
meeting with Ambassador James Lilley to complain of Fang Lizhi's
presence inside. But despite the pressure in Beijing to conform, to
shut up, the spirit of dissent was still alive today elsewhere in
China. Thousands of students paraded past the city hall in Shanghai,
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China's largest city. They rallied to remember the dead.
MARK LITKE, ABC NEWS

It was a very moving service, with wreaths and black arm bands, but
it also turned into a very dramatic and defiant attack on the
government. Speakers called the Chinese government fascist's, and
they called on the workers to join a general strike.

MARTIN
(VO) Correspondent Litke said the spirit of democracy is not dead in
Shanghai, but noticed signs that that may change.

LITKE
One ominous development in the last 24 to 48 hours, the mayor of
Shanghai has ordered factories all around this large industrial city
to supply workers for special "public security teams" or public
militia, and they're told they must help the police defend socialism.

MARTIN
So the regime in China is still insisting tonight that it is
protecting the revolution, and that the reformers really aren't
reformers after all, but counterrevolutionaries. Forty years ago, the
Communists took power in Beijing and threw out a corrupt government.
Now they face the same accusation of corruption, and must feel - if
they read history - the chill of wondering whether they have turned
against their own ideals. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline in
Washington.

DEAN
In a moment, we'll talk with the US ambassador in Beijing, and later
we'll get the latest news from ABC news personnel on the scene there.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

DEAN
As you probably know by now, the Chinese government will no longer
allow us to transmit television pictures via satellite from China,
but with us now via telephone from Beijing is the US ambassador to
China, James Lilley. Ambassador Lilley was appointed by President
Bush earlier this year. He was born in China, and lived there until
he was 12 years old. Jonathan Pollack, who joins us from Los Angeles,
is head of political affairs for the Rand Corporation, a California -
based research organization that focuses on international questions.
Mr Pollack is a specialist on strategic and political issues related
to China. Gentlemen, thank you for joining us. Ambassador Lilley, I'd
like to begin with you first, if I could. It's Saturday afternoon for
you. What's the big news there today? What's the headline?

JAMES LILLEY, US AMBASSADOR TO CHINA
(via telephone) The headline today was the meeting last night with
the leading senior members of the party and the military officers.
This has been the biggest item in the news today.

DEAN
And what does Mr Deng's reappearance mean to the country, to the
United States, to the pro - democracy movement, do you think?

AMB LILLEY
I think the message that they're trying to convey in this broadcast
is that there is a unified leadership at the top, that Deng supported
this all along, and that the military are with the civilian
leadership of the party, and that the government is unified at the
top. I think this is the symbolism of the meeting.

DEAN
Ambassador Lilley, we saw some pictures of arrests. I wonder if you
could tell us who is being arrested, how many arrests have there
been? Are any Americans being arrested?

AMB LILLEY
No, as far as we know no Americans have been arrested, no Americans
have been killed. Only one American has been slightly injured. As for
the number of Chinese arrested, it's almost impossible to say. We
have reports, not yet confirmed, that students, workers, have been
picked up, and several dissidents and people like this. (crosstalk)

DEAN
Do you know what's going to happen to them? I'm sorry, Ambassador, I
broke in there, but I wanted to ask you, do you have any idea of
what's going to happen to those people who are being arrested?

AMB LILLEY
Well, all we can do is to look back at the historic pattern.
Recently, dissidents have been treated with greater flexibility, if
you start with '79 to now, but that could be reversed very easily.
The feeling is very tense and antagonistic, and it seems to me that
probably some form of retribution will be taken. Given the past track
record, it looks like that is a distinct possibility. We certainly
hope that it isn't.

DEAN
Ambassador Lilley, has the US ~ have you reestablished contact with
the Chinese government at all? Has Mr Deng returned President Bush's
phone call as yet?



AMB LILLEY
Well, actuallYI as far as I understand, President Bush did not make a
phone call. He went to the Chinese embassy and asked them if he could
put a call through, and they - my indication is that they said if you
have any messages, we can pass them to him.

DEAN
Okay. And has contact been reestablished, and have the messages
actually been passed on, do you think? Are you talking to high -
level Chinese officials?

AMB LILLEY
Yes, I've seen them almost every day. I saw them the last time 4:30
yesterday afternoon for a fairly extended conversation. I saw them
the day before that, and I saw them almost every day.

DEAN
Ambassador Lilley, I want to bring in Jonathan Pollack now from Los
Angeles. Mr Pollack, as we mentioned, is with the Rand Corporation,
and is an expert in Asian affairs. Mr Pollack, what's your feeling
about the reemergence of Mr Deng? Is he the man of the present as
well as the man of the future?

JONATHAN POLLACK, RAND CORPORATION
Well, he's certainly the man of the moment. I think that this
confirms the judgments of a lot of people that Deng has been
masterminding this from the first. He deemed it stable and normal
enough now that he could resurface and demonstrate his mastery of the
present political situation.

DEAN
We've been hearing a lot about civil war and the potential for civil
war. What about that? What's your feeling about that, and then I want
to ask Ambassador Lilley the same question - Mr Pollack?

MR POLLACK
My own judgment is that the possibilities of civil war were greatly
exaggerated from the first. The reports were very limited and
circumstantial. There was never credible evidence that units were
massing for any kind of an assault on Beijing. Given those
circumstances and given the dominance of Deng and Yang atop the
political system, and atop the military command in control, it was a
question of time before they were really able to impose their will
fully.

DEAN
Ambassador Lilley in Beijing, what do you think about that? Is the
potential there for civil war or not?

AMB LILLEY
No, I agree with Jonathan Pollack that reports of civil war were
exaggerated. But I do think you have an interesting phenomenon taking
place. The ripple effect of what happened in Beijing on 3 June is
beginning to go out into the provinces, and you're hearing - the
effect now has moved from Peking to other places like Shanghai,
northwest China, Xiangdeng, Fukien, Hunan, places like this are
beginning to have the ripple effect of what's happening in Beijing.
There are still about 250,000 to 300,000 troops ringing Beijing. So
somebody is feeling somewhat uncomfortable about the situation here.
That is not a normal situation. So I would say that people are
working very hard to stabilize things, and the way you stabilize
things is with a show of force.

DEAN
Ambassador Lilley, we'll try to get back to you a bit later on, also
with you, Mr Pollack, and when we corne back, we'll be talking with
ABC News correspondent Jackie Judd and with Nightline's Kyle Gibson
in Beijing, for an update on today's events in China.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

DEAN
We'll get back to Ambassador Lilley in Beijing in just a moment or
two, but with us now via telephone from Beijing are ABC News
correspondent Jackie Judd and Nightline producer Kyle Gibson. Kyle, I
understand that you've taken the risk once again and made your
appointed rounds. What did you see in Beijing today?

KYLE GIBSON, ABC NEWS
(via telephone) Well, today was particularly interesting, Mort. I was
able to park my bike and ride on a public bus through Tiananmen
Square, which is the only way to get through Tiananrnen Square right
now, unless you're military. What I saw was a pristine square. What
we're seeing on these state - run television, but there's plenty of
military in it. I saw about 120 tanks, 50 APCs and about 200 trucks.
I might add, Mort, that just around the square, near the Forbidden
City, we saw scores of bullet holes in the buildings, waist - high.
The bullet holes were close together. I tracked the trajectory of one
of them, went through the glass panes of a sign and then straight
through the window of a house. We saw blood on the pavement and the
archway of one of the Forbidden City archways was riddled with



enormous bullet holes.
DEAN

Kyle, are the people mingling with the troops, and are the troops
mingling with the people?

GIBSON
That's what's most striking today, Mort. The people are out. They're
shopping - the most I've seen in a week. The department stores are
open and the soldiers are integrated, they're simply patrolling in
and amongst the people.

DEAN
Jackie Judd, you've been keeping track of Fmericans in China. Are
they still there, and are they still planning to leave?

JACKIE JUDD, ABC NEWS
(via telephone) Yes, of course there are still some here, Mort. And
now there are efforts beyond Beijing to get some of them out. The
embassy sent a few buses this morning to the port city of Tianjin and
is taking out about 145 people, including 50 Americans. They're
bringing them here to Beijing to go to the airport. Apparently, there
were no seats on planes out of that city. A lot of the Americans, by
the way, are oil rig workers. And then we've been told that there's a
special flight arranged for tomorrow in Wuhan, in central China. Some
Americans will be on that flight, including some FUlbright
professors. They're going to be going to Hong Kong. And the embassy
says that in Beijing they believe all Americans who want to go have
now gone, but it's obvious that the situation is different in other
cities, and as Ambassador Lilley suggested a few minutes ago, the
tension we feel in Beijing is spreading to other provinces.

DEAN
Jackie and Kyle, let's bring in the ambassador once again, at the US
embassy in Beijing. Ambassador, how many Americans are left in China,
and do you wish they would all go home?

AMB LILLEY
Well, we think there's about - there's less than 1,500 now, from an
estimate of 8,800 earlier. A lot of these people left on their own.
We probably got out around 700, 800 who wanted to go. Now, what may
happen now is people will begin to change their minds and want to go,
so we have to be alert to get them out if they want to go.

DEAN
Are the Americans - I'm sorry - are the Americans in danger at all?
Do you fear for their welfare?

AMB LILLEY
Our judgment is that this is not a good time to be in China. That's
what our travel advisory said. We believe that it's time to leave
and, until the situation stabilizes, we don't know where it's going
to break out again. Our apartments were machine - gunned the other
day. Correspondents have been hauled in and given some rough
treatment. There are troops all around the diplomatic compound. There
was a very strict warning given out last night, saying that vehicles
would be - could be searched. And people were told to avoid going out
at night, and if they - it's escalated, you see. So it really is not
a good time to be here. I mean, I think that we have to keep in place
certain mechanisms to keep the relationship going, but certainly
Americans should try to get out.

DEAN
Ambassador, if you'll stay by your phone, we'll be back to you in
just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

DEAN
Let's continue our discussion now with ~~assador James Lilley in
Beijing. Ambassador, we know that the pro - democracy students are
friendly toward the United States. We know some of the military
leaders are expressing dissatisfaction with the United States. Do you
sense any kind of a growing anti - American mood among the people of
China?

AMB LILLEY
No, I don't. I will tell you, one of the most exhilarating
experiences I've had in China is driving down the street in my
American car, with flag flying, and having people - big smiles on
their face - corne up to me and say, "Ding how," "You're good". And I
just - it just makes the hair stand up on my arms, to see this
happen. I think there are, perhaps, from indications of
demonstrations and some press commentary, there are some contrived
attempts to create some anti - Americanism. My sense is the more you
try to create it, perhaps the more popular you've become.

DEAN
How deep does the ill will toward America and Americans go in the
armed forces, do you think? I think government radio or television
said today or yesterday that the pro - democracy "thugs" were being
supported by the United States and Hong Kong.



AM:B LILLEY

AMB LILLEY
I saw that, and I think that's inevitable. When in doubt, go after
the foreigner. When you want to divert attention, go after the
foreigner. We had nothing to do with those people in Tiananmen
Square, and they weren't "ruffians/" either. But this is a free - we
are a free country, we say what we think. The President says what he
thinks. And I think it's very important that we keep saying that. And
if that's going to rub somebody wrong, so be it.

DEAN
And what about the question as to how deep the feeling against the
United States goes in the military?

AMB LILLEY
We had a good military relationship with the Chinese. I was just down
in Shanghai, welcoming our three ships in there last month. That was
a very warm experience. I think there are a number of people in the
PLA who have seen the professionalism of our army. No political
taint. The decency of our officers is very good. Defense attache
office we have here under General Jack Leide. These people impress
people. To deal with them is a pleasure. (crosstalk)

DEAN
Ambassador?

Yes?
DEAN

Ambassador, I hate to interrupt, but I want to thank you. Ambassador
James Lilley, speaking with us tonight from Beijing. I want to thank
Jonathan Pollack, Kyle Gibson and, of course, Jackie Judd. That's it
for Nightline tonight. I'm Morton Dean for Ted Koppel in New York.
Have a good night and a good weekend.
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JOHN MARTIN,

PRES GEORGE BUSH
(Tonight) There's events over there that - doesn't matter who's in
charge, we condemn, and there's a relationship over there that is
fundamentally important to the United States that I want to see
preserved.

JIM LAURIE, ABC NEWS
(Va) For the first time since the weekend massacres, the hard - line
premier, Li Peng, appeared on Chinese television, meeting troops. He
raised his arm in salute. He praised the army for a job well done.

CHRIS ANTONIACCI, ABC NEWS
(VO) It's hard to conduct our business day to day, or even hour to
hour.

BRIAN BARRON, BBC CORRESPONDENT
(BBC) We were filming civilians beside a burned - out tank. Suddenly,
we were attacked by half a dozen policemen. Each of them had a
loaded, cocked pistol. First they smashed half our equipment, then
they forced us at gunpoint to kneel in the road, and threatened us
and cursed us for two tense minutes.

GARY SHEPARD, ABC NEWS
(Va) Many of those leaving are outraged at what they say is the
dismal job the US embassy is doing assisting American citizens.

TED KOPPEL
(Va) And there are indications from Beijing that mass arrests of
student activists may be about to begin.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
Maybe the President was being just a little disingenuous at his news
conference. He was, after all, once the director of the CIA, and
perhaps old habits die hard. Let people think that you know a lot
less than you really do. On the other hand, when pressed about the
extent of his knowledge concerning who's in and who's out in China,
President Bush seemed to convey a sense of genuine frustration.

PRES BUSH
(Tonight) I simply cannot tell you with authority who is calling the
shots there today. And I'm trying to say you don!t know. And he
doesn't know. She doesn't know. And nobody knows, outside. And that's
the way the Chinese system works. So for us to read every day some
new name out there, it just isn't right. And I don't want to
misrepresent this to the American people. But what I do know is that
there's events over there that - doesn!t matter who's in charge, we
condemn.

KOPPEL
Once again, it's been that kind of day. And once again we've asked
correspondent JOHN MARTIN to weave the tapestry of the day's events
together.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(Va) The signals are still mixed about who is running China. But
ABC's Gary Shepard got a sense this morning of tighter control and
order.

GARY SHEPARD, ABC NEWS
(Thursday afternoon, Beijing) (VO) We noticed a much greater presence
of armed soldiers at major intersections and along important roads,
compared with the way it was only 24 hours earlier. The atmosphere
around the city was much more relaxed, a noticeable easing of the
high tensions of yesterday.

MARK NELSON, ABC NEWS
(Thursday afternoon, Washington, DC, Friday morning, Beijing) (Va)
When I say the city is quiet, there's troops everywhere. The Central
Chinese Television broadcasts show troops marching with brooms.
They're now sterilizing the city. They definitely have control of the
city, there's no doubt about it, and I think the people are feeling a
great deal of fear.

MARTIN



(VO) Reporters searching for opinions found fear and evasion, and
almost no defiance. ABC's Chris Antoniacci.

CHRIS ANTONIACCI, ABC NEWS
What it seemed, although none of the civilians actually put it this
way, is more than anything else, the people of Beijing just want
their lives to return to normal. They want their streets cleaned,
they want those tanks to go away, and they're willing to look for
anyone's help, including the military, to get that.

MARTIN
(VOl Reporting is harder. A British broadcasting team who defied
martial law to take pictures found themselves under attack.

BRIAN BARRON, BBC CORRESPONDENT
(BBC) We were filming civilians beside a burned - out tank. Suddenly,
we were attacked by half a dozen policemen. Each of them had a
loaded, cocked pistol. First they smashed half our equipment, then
they forced us at gunpoint to kneel in the road, and threatened us
and cursed us for two tense minutes.

MARTIN
(VO) ABC producer Antoniacci struggled near Tiananmen Square.

ANTONIACCI
I was trying to stay in the middle of a large crowd so I wouldn't be
noticed, because the army had already said there were no pictures
allowed. And suddenly somebody grabbed my shoulder and spun me
around, facing away from the street, and it was a couple of Beijing
police officers who had shouted at me in Chinese for a couple of
minutes and then led me away from the street.

MARTIN
(VO) Antoniacci was sent on his way, and the rhythm of Beijing seemed
set: law and order, no pictures, no demonstrations, back to work. Or
leave.

JIM LAURIE, ABC NEWS
(VOl The new martial law orders demanded that all students and labor
union leaders in two illegal organizations turn themselves in
immediately, or they would face severe punishment and would face
arrest. It's a sad day, really, for those of us who had met any of
these brave student leaders. They have now gone into hiding, on the
run, trying to get out of the city.

MARTIN
{VOl That was the appraisal from Beijing. In Washington this morning,
ABC's JOHN McWethy picked up hints of a new US assessment.

JOHN MCWETHY, ABC NEWS
(Thursday morning, Washington, DC, Thursday evening, Beijing) Today,
for the first time, we are seeing pictures again of some of the
leadership. Li Peng appears to be emerging as the top man at this
moment. Things are quieter on the streets of Beijing, and things are
quieter in the outlying provinces at this point, which indicates to
US intelligence people that the more hard - line leadership is
consolidating its power.

MARTIN
(VO) But at mid - afternoon in Washington, Secretary of State James
Baker told the National Press Club he still doesn't know who is
running China.

JAMES BAKER, SECRETARY OF STATE
I think it's too soon, and the situation is too clouded now for us to
answer that definitively. The Chinese themselves at this point in
time are not shedding a lot of light on this, which I think is
another indication of the fact that there is a power struggle going
on in China.

MARTIN
(VO) At midday, in the Pentagon, a spokesman said the Bush
administration decision to suspend military cooperation with China
was being put into effect.

FRED HOFFMAN, DEFENSE DEPARTMENT SPOKESMAN
Government has been notified of the President's decision regarding
suspension of government - to - government sales of US military items
to the People's Republic of China.

MARTIN
(VO) In New York, at the Grumman plant in Bethpage, on Long Island,
about 40 Chinese technicians were denied entry, their badges taken
away in a meeting yesterday, leaving them upset and confused. In New
York City, students were preparing for a mass rally tomorrow,
creating placards for a march at which they planned to parade with
the new "goddess of liberty".

CHINESE STUDENT
We want the Chinese people to know we are very proud of - and we want
- also, we want people in the world to support the Chinese people,
because we the people should win in this case.

MARTIN
(VO) The first of three flights chartered to Beijing by the State



Department landed in Tokyo, bringing out American students,
diplomatic dependents, tourists and businessmen.

AMERICAN BUSINESSMAN
(Tokyo, Thursday afternoon) We went ahead and worked Sunday, and
about 20 percent of our workers showed up, and that was the case
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. But after that, you could just see on
the people's faces and in their eyes that there was just - they
couldn't understand what had happened, or why it had happened.

MARTIN
(VO) Back in Beijing, meanwhile, Americans struggling to get out
complained of embassy foul - ups, of bureaucratic snags in getting
help or even in getting in touch with loved ones at critical moments.

TERESE JAMES, AMERICAN EVACUEE
I called down to the consulate, because the situation was so bad in
Beijing, to try to get a message to him, and they hung up on me
because it was lunchtime.

JAMES LILLEY, US AMBASSADOR
I wish those complainants would corne to me. I get all sorts of
indications of unhappy people who had this experience or that. When I
try to track it down, it always seems to disappear.

MARTIN
(VO) But in Los Angeles, the mother of a student stranded in Shanghai
claimed her call to a Washington number broadcast by the State
Department for relatives got nowhere.

RITA HOLLAND, MOTHER OF STUDENT
Nothing happened. I don't see what it did. You know, I don't
understand the purpose of it. I wasn't contacted any further, nor did
they seem to do any more than to record a call.

MARTIN
(VO) Secretary Baker was asked if the embassy had acted too slowly to
assist Americans.

SEC BAKER
No, I really don't think so. I think, frankly, that we were right on
the mark, if I might suggest so, and I've seen some comment to the
contrary, but we have had a working group monitoring this situation
since the 19th of May, on a 24 - hour basis. We have been following
it very, very closely. I have been following it personally very
closely for the past week.

MARTIN
(VO) On Capitol Hill, meanwhile, a conservative senator, Jesse Helms,
demanded action. He introduced a bill that calls for democratic
reform or, failing that, an end to almost all trade and development
contacts with China.

SEN JESSE HELMS, (R), NORTH CAROLINA
(Thursday afternoon, Washington, DC, Friday morning, Beijing) Now,
the question has been raised as to whether these sanctions would hurt
the Chinese people. But that is hardly the question, when unarmed
Chinese people are being gunned down in the streets of their own
cities. Which hurts more, to be gunned down in the street, or to be
denied high - technology arms exports, useful mainly to the
illegitimate Communist regime?

SEN STEPHEN SOLARZ, (D), NEW YORK
It seems that it took Deng Xiaoping to bring Jesse Helms and me
together, but having done so, I think it is indicative of the broad
base of support in the Congress for a strong and firm American
response to the massive repression which is now underway in China.

MARTIN
(Va) Tonight, at his news conference, the President reaffirmed that
he will not cut off all non - military relations with China, and he
complained that, like so many Chinese, he too had been unable to
reach the leadership in China. (Thursday evening, Washington, DC,
Friday morning, Beijing)

REPORTER
I'm wondering, since you know some of the Chinese leaders personally,
why you don't pick up the phone and talk to them?

PRES BUSH
I tried today. Isn't that a coincidence, that yOU'd ask that
question?

REPORTER
And what did you learn?

PRES BUSH
The line was busy. I couldn't get through.

MARTIN
(VO) So, as reporters ran to file their stories, they had learned
that the President of the free world was just as stymied as the
ordinary caller. What was the news?

TERENCE HUNT, ASSOCIATED PRESS
I think the news was the president's determination to pursue good
relations with China, his reluctance to fix the blame on anybody for



the massacre in Beijing, but at the same time, under pressure he said
that he thought that it would be extraordinarily difficult for the
United States to have relations with any of the leaders who are
identified as being responsible for the bloodshed.

MARTIN
(VO) So what was left for the Chinese who want freedom? Perhaps only

memories. At Beijing University tonight, ABC's Kyle Gibson found
empty hallways and dormitories, a deserted campus where the
democratic spirit once appeared.

KYLE GIBSON, ABC NEWS
Oddly enough, at eight o'clock we came upon the one place on Beijing
University campus where people continued to congregate, and that was
Democracy Triangle.

MARTIN
(VO) She found more than 60 people there, she said, all ready to take
up the struggle.

GIBSON
What they said was that the democracy movement needed now a new
leader.

MARTIN
(VO) And their weapons?

GIBSON
The only tool available right now to fight the military guns were
slogans. And then they acknowledged to me that the slogans were
impotent.

KOPPEL
Joining us in a moment, ABC News personnel on the scene in Beijing,
and later, a China scholar who has been closely monitoring events
there.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Once again, I should remind you, we cannot get satellite
transmissions out of Beijing, and so we are forced to use the
telephone. Joining us now, via telephone from Beijing, three of my
ABC colleagues, Jim Laurie, Kyle Gibson, Mark Nelson. Jim Laurie,
let's begin with you. Take the temperature for us of the people on
the street. It's changed over the last week, hasn't it?

JIM LAURIE, ABC NEWS
Yes, Ted. I mean, there is more normalcy on the surface here; the
shooting has stopped in the streets. But the reign of terror
continues. The martial law government is enforcing its harsh new
regulations. Arrests, we are told, have begun across the country.
There's an atmosphere of fear in the streets. Militarily, there has
been a troop rotation in the past 36 hours or so, and we understand
that most of the hated 27th Army, responsible for most of the
killings over the weekend, are out or on their way out. The 38th and
39th army troops, less tainted by the slaughter, are in place and are
moving around. Trucks of troops in various - at various
intersections. And at the same time, the plainclothes policemen are
much more in evidence, the people tell us. The so - called "biyung
ejingsha", who are much dreaded in this country, are moving about,
and everybody in the streets seems to be concerned about harassment
or arrest.

KOPPEL
Kyle Gibsont you and I have spoken before over the past few nights.
You have a tendency to hop on your bike and go riding around the
streets of Beijing, accompanied by an interpreter, and for the most
part, you've always been able to find people who were willing to talk
to you. Has that changed?

KYLE GIBSON, ABC NEWS
It certainly has, Ted. This morning, in fact, we thought we had to
abandon our bicycles for the safety of automobiles. And my
translator, Lisa Joyce, and I found a whole new paranoia. We found
people literally running away from us, whispering "Be careful" as
they got out of the way, and saying that plainclothes police were
watching us. The irony is that at the same time many of these people
seem to be befriending the soldiers. Jackie Judd, who's still out
there, has communicated on the two - way that allover town, trucks
of armed soldiers are going in the neighborhoods and they're carrying
sacks of flour. And the people are greeting the soldiers with soft
drinks and chatting with them. So it's an entirely, entirely
different atmosphere and relationship with the people for us, and for
the soldiers, I think.

KOPPEL
Mark Nelson, you have had much of the responsibility of coordinating
all of our troops over there, producers, camerapeople,
correspondents. It must at this point almost become an exercise in
total frustration. How are you pulling information together, and at
what risk to the personnel?



MARK NELSON, ABC NEWS
Well, I think the story changes daily, Ted, maybe even more than
daily. It changes - it seems to change every half - day. And you
simply have to be able to roll with the punches. Obviously, the most
important thing is the safety of the staff. It's a dangerous story;
we all know that, you all know that. And it's no place for daring
behavior. I think ODe rule of thumb that I live by and I think they -
all the staff here lives by, is that it's one of minority rules. If,
for instance, you encounter a dangerous situation in the street, and
you - one person says no, then it's no for all. It's not a democracy
where a majority rules. Editorially, it's a story of rumors. You
chase down literally every rumor, and it's very difficult to get
confirmation because the government has been out of sight and for the
most part, western diplomats have been very reluctant to talk to us.

KOPPEL
We have to grasp at straws here, and Jim Laurie, a more perceptive
man than I, commented to me this evening that he noticed when he saw
the picture of Li Peng on the Chinese television, Li Peng was once
again wearing not the western style suit, but the old Mao suit, and a
couple of others who were not just in shirt - sleeves but who had
jackets were also dressed that way. You read anything into that at
all?

LAURIE
Well, this, Ted, is often the case when Chinese leaders have to deal
with tough issues and make tough announcements. Li Peng also was
wearing a Mao suit when he announced martial law. He was wearing a
Mao suit when he sat down three weeks ago with 20 or so students in a
rather angry confrontation in the Great Hall. They put on the suit
and tie when things are more relaxed, and they revert to their
conservative attire in times of trouble.

KOPPEL
Very quickly, Jim, I know you were out of the room just for a few
minutes before when we were on the phone, tracking down yet another
one of those rumors. Again, the rumor surfaced that Deng Xiaoping
might be dead. What do you hear?

LAURIE
Well, all we know is just that. There are rumors. Again, a few days
ago the government denied them. There is simply no way of knowing for
sure.

KOPPEL
All right. Well, you have my admiration, all of you, for the way that
you have been and continue to cover this story. Thank you very much.
When we come back, we'll be joined by China scholar Michael Oksenberg
of the University of Michigan.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Joining us now in our Washington bureau is Professor Michael
Oksenberg, a political science professor affiliated with the Center
for Chinese Studies at the University of Michigan. I found it almost
incredible when the President said tonight at his news conference
that he had called, picked up the phone, and nobody was there. no
one's answering, no one's responding. I mean, I'm smiling, you're
smiling, but it's - is it insulting, or is it just a reflection of
how chaotic things still are in China?

PROF MICHAEL OKSENBERG, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
And also of the reluctance of who perhaps should answer the phone to
speak to the president of the United States. We mustn't discount that
possibility, either.

KOPPEL
Well, I mean, you don't just blow off the president of the United
States, although they clearly have. My question is why?

PROF OK$ENBERG
Well, I think that there is a certain amount of still - uncertainty
at the top levels as to what to say, how to explain what has just
transpired, how to cope and deal with it. I think the President was
correct, too, that there's a lot at the top that we ourselves don't
know, but as I say, I think the Chinese are trying to sort it out
themselves, too. It's been an amazing couple of weeks. I suspect that
they're about as bewildered by it as we are.

KOPPEL
Michael, I don't want to do too much reading of chicken entrails
here, but the rotation of troops, the dreaded 27th Army has
apparently been taken out of the center of Beijing and now they've
brought in a couple of other armies that are, you know, that are
wearing the velvet glove, bringing in flour to the people and - what
do you read into that? That we're moving in a new phase, or that one
faction has gained ascendency Over another?

PROF OKSENBERG
Well, I do think it appears that the hard - liners are achieving a



position of domination. We don't see people associated with reform.
The reports from Beijing suggest a populace that is perhaps becoming
sullen, docile, but no longer eager for protest. And we see an army
that has indeed managed, at this point and perhaps temporarily, to
somehow patch up its difference, pull itself together. I think what
we're beginning to witness is really the imposition of a much greater
control upon the populace and now the big question is, how far will
the purge go? Is China once again entering a very long night of
widespread purge, recriminations, removal of many of the reformers
from their positions? And we're just going to have to wait and see
how far this is going to go.

KOPPEL
It really does look from here and from the reports of our colleagues
over in China as though the stearn has gone out of whatever revolution
there was.

PROF OKSENBERG
Well, I think even that is too early to say. I think that our
ambassador, a very capable man, Jim Lilley, indicates there's still a
lot that's not known. We don't know much about what's going on in the
rest of the country at this time, although it would appear that
there's not massive turmoil, that that's being managed. We have to
remember though, Ted, that in my mind, over the past 48 hours, the
single most significant development has been the exodus of foreigners
from China. This isn't the first time that that's occurred in modern
Chinese history, as you know. At the Boxer Rebellion at the turn of
the century, in the 1920s when the Japanese came in, when the
Communists came to power, then the Russians left in the early '60s.
Periodically China has proven to be a place not hospitable to
foreigners. That, to me, is the tragedy of the past 48 hours. Once
the foreigners have left, it sometimes takes a while before they can
be enticed to go back. And the question before us now is what are the
circumstances it'll take for the foreigners to go back to China, how
long will it be? And I think that's what President Bush was trying to
address this evening.

KOPPEL
Professor Michael Oksenberg, thank you. Appropriate, I suppose, to
end on questions rather than answers, because we really don't have
the answers yet -

PROF OKS ENBERG
Right.

KOPPEL
- but perceptive questions. Thank you very much. I'll be back in a
moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
ABC News will keep you up to date on the crisis in China as
developments warrant, with full reports on "World News This Morning"
and "Good Morning America," and of course, "World News Tonight".
That's our report for tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. For all
of us at ABC News, good night.
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JOHN MARTIN,

JIM LAURIE, ABC NEWS
Eye witnesses said that outside one hotel, the soldiers opened fire
on bystanders watching and taunting the troops. Seven reported
killed.

LYNN JONES, ABC NEWS
Foreigners are pouring out of the city as fast as they can.

1ST AMERICAN, DEPARTING CHINA
Civil disorder could happen at any time.

2ND AMERICAN
I don't want to see any more of the army, and I'm glad to be getting
out, because otherwise, I don't know when we're going to leave.

TED KOPPEL
(VO) Foreigners are fleeing Beijing, trying to escape the chaos, as
uncertainty over their safety mounts and the crisis deepens.

3RD AMERICAN
The whole place has gone crazy. But in spite of it all, I mean, the
people are just so brave and the students are so beautiful and so
honorable. Why the government wants to kill them - their future - I
don't understand.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
We are, a close friend observed the other day, like the blind men
examining an elephant by touch, describing parts of the whole - the
trunk, the tail, a leg, a side - but not comprehending the entirety
of the beast. And so, to a certain degree, it must be with China. We
speak of factions within the government as though we had access to
them. In fact, no one has seen the leadership, any of them, for days.
We described the movement of troops, and there, truly, national
intelligence agencies with their satellite photographs, are able to
track the larger picture, but even there we don't know why the armies
are moving, we don't know who is giving the orders. What we can and
do describe are pieces in a mosaic, which we place next to one
another in the hope of achieving some kind of random order. Once
again, during the course of this day, we have debriefed
correspondents, producers and camerapeople, and tried to profile the
course of events in and relating to China. Here's correspondent JOHN
MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) It has been four days since the massacre in Tiananmen Square,
but the pall of death and violence still floats across China.
Overnight in Shanghai, somebody set the Beijing - Shanghai Express on
fire, after it ran over protesting students. Today, the burned - out
cars symbolized smoldering emotions.

MARK LITKE, ABC NEWS
(Thursday morning, Shanghai) The mood here is very subdued, and
people are increasingly apprehensive. This is the fifth day of the
student blockades at major intersections in the heart of Shanghai.

MARTIN
(VO) In Hong Kong, across a border that will dissolve in 1997 when
the British crown colony reverts to Chinese control, the anger of
protest spilled over.

KEN KASHIWAHARA, ABC NEWS
(Wednesday morning, Hong Kong) A pro - democracy demonstration became
violent. Some protesters began throwing rocks and bottles, and they
set a van on fire.

MARTIN
(VO) And in Beijing this afternoon, a team from ABC News found the
fear of further bloodshed hanging over the foreign diplomatic
compound. There had been gunshots fired into apartments, narrowly
missing the children of an American security official.

JIM LAURIE, ABC NEWS
Chinese soldiers were in combat positions all around the area. The
army said a sniper had shot one of its soldiers, and they were



determined to find their man. Finally, after nearly two hours, they
pushed through the gates a young Chinese man. He was yelling that he
was not Chinese, but from Hong Kong, yet he was dragged away anyway.

LYNN JONES, ABC NEWS
(Wednesday afternoon, Beijing} At the British embassy, the ambassador
told me that he had lodged a strong protest with the Chinese
government, and had moved all the British out of the compound after
two bullets came through the curtains of one of his diplomats.

MARK NELSON, ABC NEWS
They opened the gates, and I would say the entire compound rushed
out. The place was vacant in virtually no time.

JONES
Foreigners are pouring out of the city as fast as they can. I saw
cars and buses today with foreign flags, and trucks with luggage
racing all through the streets in this area. The whole scene had a
very unreal feeling to me, like movies we've all seen of people
trying to get out of cities or countries just before a war, only this
isn't a movie, it's real, and I'm here.

MARTIN
(VO) Cameraman Philip Decaux found himself at the Beijing Airport.

PHILIP DECAUX, ABC NEWS
And there was a bit of a pandemonium because the Chinese attendants
would refuse any credit cards, and some people didn't have any cash
with them.

MARTIN
(VO) But the tide was flowing. In Washington, at the midday briefing
in the State Department, the spokeswoman made it official.

MARGARET TUTWILER, STATE DEPARTMENT SPOKESPERSON
The secretary of state and our ambassador are strongly urging all
American citizens to leave China, and our embassy and consular
offices are assisting all Americans in leaving China to the best of
our personnel's ability.

MARTIN
(va) Elsewhere in the city, however, sources were giving ABC
correspondents a series of differing assessments.

BRIT HUME, ABC NEWS
(Wednesday afternoon, Washington, DC, Thursday morning, Beijing, The
White House) Despite the warnings the State Department was putting
out today to US citizens to get out of China, and despite the help it
was providing to do that, my sources here at the White House all day
were saying they were skeptical, that the administration is
skeptical, of reports of a breakdown in the central control in the
Chinese government. Indeed, the administration sources I spoke to
said they continue to assume that Deng Xiaoping and / or his allies
are still in charge in China.

JOHN MCWETHY, ABC NEWS
(Wednesday afternoon, Washington, DC, The State Department) There is
still very little word on what is happening with the leadership. Thus
far the Chinese government has made a number of very cryptic
announcements and as far as the US government is concerned, they
still don't know who1s running the place.

BOB ZELNICK, ABC NEWS
(Wednesday afternoon, Washington, DC, The Pentagon) A senior
intelligence official warned me to back away from reports that Qiao
Shi had been elevated to a post of high political leadership in
Beijing. Clearly, he was the man in charge and responsible for law
and order, but that's all intelligence could say at this time.

JOHN SCALI, ABC NEWS
(Wednesday afternoon, Washington, DC) American intelligence does have
what it believes to be reliable evidence that the reformers and the
hard - liners are in informal contact, and what they're talking about
is whether they can avert the hostilities that seem imminent, and
indeed, whether they can work out a compromise.

MARTIN
(VO) At the same time, both the Chinese and United States governments
were waging a war of communications and propaganda. At the Voice of
America in Washington, announcers have been beaming 11 hours of news
a day to China, telling perhaps 100 to 300 million listeners what
callers and correspondents say is going on in their country. To
amplify the impact, VOA tonight videotaped the radio broadcasts, and
sent them aloft by satellite to reach satellite dishes inside China.

RICHARD CARLSON, VOICE OF AMERICA DIRECTOR
This has never been done before, it's going to about 2,000 dishes in
the PRe, most of which are controlled by the military.

MARTIN
(VO} In China tonight, the government broadcast its own version of
events, including what it said happened in Tianarrmen Square.

KYLE GIBSON, ABC NEWS
(Tuesday morning, Washington DC, Wednesday evening, Beijing) The



broadcast said that the square had been cleared and that not a single
person was killed. It said there was no confrontation between the
students and troops.

MARTIN
(Va) In the skirmish over facts and images, Chinese troops,
apparently looking for foreign cameramen, entered the Beijing Hotel
late in the afternoon. Cameraman Jim Fitzgerald saw them corning.

JIM FITZGERALD, ABC NEWS
We noticed that there were more troops down in front. There were
approximately 200 troops, armed troops, in a group, some of them
sitting on Changan Avenue facing east, and they had guards posted
with rifles in hand around them.

MARTIN
{Val Fitzgerald packed his gear, hiding camera parts in a garment
bag.

FITZGERALD
We walked downstairs, and went out the front door of the Beijing
Hotel.

GIBSON
And as I looked down the alley, I saw that 50 to 100 troops were
actually entering the hotel at that very moment. They were going
through the back door.

FITZGERALD
And the troops were sitting out there on the avenue, just in front of
us. And there were two rickshaw - type pedicabs, I think they're
called, and there were two men there with these vehicles, and we got
in them. We were on our way to go to the van. As we were going down,
we passed about 200 more soldiers that were on the sidewalk there,
and they looked our way, we looked their way. Nobody said anything.
We just kept going.

MARTIN
(Va) So they made it out, part of the gathering group of foreigners
moving and hoping to avoid confrontation. Many are going horne, but
one, reached in Beijing, seemed to sum up the strange melancholy many
feel as they are about to leave.

MITCH PRESNICK, AMERICAN STUDENT
Well, I feel, in a way, like I'm deserting them. And I feel it's a
little bit unfair not - not in any real sense, but just in the fact
that I'm an American and I get to leave, but my friends and the
people that I know here will - I mean, no matter what happens,
they're here, they have to stay and endure whatever may come about.

MARTIN
(VO) In New York today, Chinese students began building a new
"Goddess of Democracy" to replace the one smashed by troops when they
took over the square. Like their fragile democracy, this goddess is
still being formed, still taking shape.

"BILLY", CHINESE ARTIST
They have nothing to do with art, but it's a purely political weapon.
Just like the Communist Party used to teach us, art should be a
strong political weapon.

MARTIN
SO both sides are using political weapons, skirmishing with issues
and images tonight in the final hours of what may prove to be a mass
exodus of foreigners from China. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline in
Washington.

KOPPEL
When we come back, we'll get live reports on what's happening right
now in Beijing and Shanghai from ABC News personnel on the scene. And
later in this broadcast we'll talk with Pei Minxin, an activist
leader among Chinese students attending schools in this country.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
At this time it's still impossible for news organizations to get live
pictures out of Beijing, so joining us now by telephone from the
Chinese capital are Kyle Gibson and Todd Carrel. Kyle, I know that
you have been venturing out on the streets in probably the most
useful way that you can, by bicycle. What have you found in your most
recent venture?

KYLE GIBSON, ABC NEWS
(via telephone) Well, I got back about 15 minutes ago, Ted, and it's
a gorgeous sunny day here. It seemS that the mood changes just about
every 12 hours. We approached a corner where we found a small crowd
of people and they were circled around a post where they were
studying the bullet holes in the post. On the post was a flyer from
the students of Beijing University, and it was addressing the
citizens of Beijing regarding the incident in Tiananrnen Square. And
it said to them that the people must have victory, the people must
win. We asked the people circled around this post what they thought
about it, and strangely enough, they were resigned to the army, I



have to say. One woman said, "If they come, weIll run," and another
woman said, "But it's not worth it, they have guns". And someone else
said, "It's no use to be angry, we're under the authority of a gun
and there's no use fighting any more".

KOPPEL
Todd Carrel -

GIBSON
So it's a different mood today, a little bit more fearful, lId say,
but in a more resigned mood, really.

KOPPEL
- Todd Carrel, you - let me just talk to Todd for one moment. You
have the enormous advantage over most of us in that you speak very
good Chinese. I know you've also been out on the streets recently. In
your conversations with people, do you find the same resignation that
Kyle found?

TODD CARREL, ABC NEWS
(via telephone) I found some resignation, Ted, and a lot of anger. A
lot of the people are denying strenuously that they are "ruffians,"
as the TV has been saying, and counterrevolutionaries, and they want
to fight their government. Some people were screaming at me that the
government is a fascist government, and if they only had weapons,
they'd fight back. But most of them are resigned. They're out buying
food, and they say IIWe have to stay in our homes because it's simply
too dangerous to stay on the streets for too long a time". They're
afraid of the troops.

KOPPEL
What about the commerce of Beijing these days? Are the stores open? I
understand that there are food stalls open, but are people going to
work at all? Is the subway functioning? Are the buses functioning?

CARREL
Well, the buses certainly are not functioning. The traffic in the
center of the city, to the north of the Forbidden City, was almost
entirely bicycles, a few trucks going through. Private vendors are
running stands, selling vegetables at very inflated prices today.
Most of the stores are closed.

KOPPEL
Now, our colleague Mark Litke is many hundreds of miles to the south
of you, in Shanghai. Shanghai, in this drama, has seemed to be a
couple of weeks behind Beijing, but where are things today? Do they
still seem to be moving toward some sense of military crackdown, or
have things quieted down again, Mark?

MARK LITKE, ABC NEWS
(via telephone) Ted, things have quieted down quite a bit.
Ironically, as we speak, there are dozens of Americans at the airport
right now, preparing to board a special flight to evacuate the city.
Many of them are saying they don't want to leave, but they're afraid
it's the best thing to do at the moment. But the city itself is so
calm and so returning to normal that if you were set down in the
middle of Shanghai right now, you'd find it difficult to believe that
there was chaos elsewhere in China. Many of the student barricades
have been moved aside. There's definitely a cooling of emotions here,
and a sense that confrontations are not imminent. It may be that
here, as in Beijing, people are just resigned to the events that have
taken place and are waiting to see how they're played out in the
capital.

KOPPEL
NOw, Mark, the students were mounting, or talking about mounting, a
boycott of some kind. Have they given up on that?

LITKE
Well, part of the problem is that last week they called for a major
boycott of universities. It has been so successful, virtually all the
universities are closed down, and people have returned home. So it's
very difficult for them to now mount mass movement, a mass group, in
the streets. Also, interestingly, there's been almost a total absence
of police in the streets, and no sightings of military. The
authorities seem to be acting very carefully, doing nothing
provocative or confrontational that might exacerbate the situation.

KOPPEL
All right. Mark, Todd, Kyle, if you'd be good enough to stand by,
when we return, we'll be joined by Pei Minxin, a Chinese student
leader in this country who's been staying in touch with friends on
the scene in China as events continue to unfold.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Pei Minxin is a graduate student at Harvard University and an
activist leader among Chinese students here in the United States.
Since the present crisis began, he has stayed in constant contact
with other activist leaders in China. He's been a guest on our
broadcast over the past two nights. Pei Minxin joins us now from our



Boston bureau. Help me describe the elephant, would you? Can you put
some of the pieces together? What do you sense is going on? What is
happening?

PEl MINXIN, STUDENT ACTIVIST
Before I say that, I think there are too many rumors flying around.
The one to which I made reference to, about minority troops two
nights ago, turned out to be false, but today there1s one thing which
might help us to decipher this present situation. I heard from a
source which talked to the son of a very senior party official. That
source said that the reported military dissension we have been
talking about or hearing about is a charade which the government
engineered in order to deceive people, in order to let people know
that perhaps the government is not stable and so that the people
would lower down their guns. There is a pattern that emerged in the
past two weeks. Remember, two weeks ago we heard about the imminent
fall of Prime Minister Li Peng, because the generals were writing
letters denouncing military - denouncing martial law. But the next
day it was not Li Peng but Zhao Ziyang who fell. And again, a week
ago, before the massacre on Saturday, on Friday there was this
displaying of such ineptitude of crackdown, military troops were
brought in but were stopped by the people. And there was such
euphoria at the time. But the next day, the government, the fascist
regime struck back and caught the people by surprise.

KOPPEL
Therefore you now feel ~

MR PEl
Yes.

KOPPEL
- I mean, I don't quite understand what the purpose is.

MR PEr
Okay -

KOPPEL
If - let me - let me just ask the question. If Deng Xiaoping, Li Peng
are still in complete control -

MR PEl
~ yes.

KOPPEL
- why do they need to play games? They could, if they wanted to,
sweep all the foreigners out of China, close China down effectively,
and do whatever they want. Why go through the charade?

MR PEl
Okay. This time, my source said, they do this in order to frighten
the foreigners away. I guess if they gave orders shutting the entire
country down, that will inevitably have enormous consequences in
terms of the economy. And I suspect this regime still doesn't want to
cut off foreign support, especially when the country is in such dire
economic difficulty. So it wants to do it in a very subtle way, it
wants to create panic, terror, and the foreigners would leave on
their own, so the government would not be blamed for it. And that
troop movement today suggests that. That the 10,000 troops that are
firing all their way toward the east doesn't make much military
sense. The way they behaved doesn't indicate they were in a state of
panic, they were on their way to do battle, but rather the way they
were behaving indicated that they were trying to create maximum
terror, aimed particularly at the foreign residents in Beijing, so
that they would leave en masse and perhaps by that time they will
shut down telecommunications with the outside world.

KOPPEL
Now, maybe I'm missing some of the subtlety here, because it doesn't
make any sense to me at all. If I'm trying to maintain economic
contacts with the outside world, if I'm trying to convince foreign
businessmen that they can still do business with China, I don't see
how I help my cause by giving the impression of anarchy and chaos and
a government that can't control what its people are doing.

MR PEr
Again, the kind of anarchy and chaos we have been hearing and seeing
about mostly comes from western reporters. And r guess that they do
this partly to try to get the western journalists out, and my source
said tell the American journalists, "Stay there, hang on tough". So I
- again, you have to decipher this, and I say the government wants
this - also, the way it does it might indicate that the government,
in itself, is divided upon how do you kick out the foreigners without
suffering horrendous economic losses?

KOPPEL
All right. Pei Minxin, thank you very much. We'll continue our
discussion in just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Before we continue our discussion now with Todd Carrel and Kyle



KOPPEL
Todd, I thank you very much. Kyle Gibson, thank you. Mark Litke, in
Shanghai. To all of you, many thanks. ABC News will keep you up to
date on this story through the night, as developments warrant, with
full reports on "World News This Morning" and "Good Morning Plmerica".
That's our report for tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. For all
of us here at ABC News, good night.

Gibson in Beijing, you should know that the first United Airlines
charter has just taken off from Beijing with 277 Americans aboard.
It's going to be landing in Shanghai to pick up some other Americans,
and then they will be brought out of China. Todd Carrel, are
businessmen also leaving? Is anyone, other than journalists and the
sort of hard - core diplomats, is anyone else staying behind?

CARREL
Ted! I don't really know. From everything I've seen, it seems a lot
of businessmen are going. There are some sort of diehard tourist
types I've run into around the hotels. There are very few foreigners
I've seen on the streets at all, and that's what it looks like to me.

KOPPEL
You1ve been our resident correspondent there in China for some time.
You heard what Pei Minxin had to say. Is this the way that the
Chinese try to convince foreigners to leave, by creating this sort of
sense of chaos and danger?

CARREL
Well, I don't really think so. I don't see this at all as aimed at
foreigners. The foreigners are just a casualty in a struggle to run
this country. I think, obviously, it is fair to say that this country
is chaotic. The government is mounting its own campaign, sort of a
campaign of fiction and fabrication, to say it has enemies who are
counterrevolutionaries in the party who must be purged, and to scare
other people that if they oppose this government they will be seen as
"bandits," and they will be arrested. The people are totally
disenchanted with this government, not because it's Communist, but
because their leaders have shot the people. This, to them, is
absolutely unforgivable. And at the same time we have people in the
military who clearly disagree on strategy. They may be making private
back - door deals for all we know right now, to save the capital, but
it seems like there is great dissent among different military
leaders. And of course, the total picture is not at all clear right
now.
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JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA

PETER JENNINGS
We think our final report tonight will strike a sympathetic note in
anyone who's ever had to fix up an old house, or maybe a
semisympathetic note. After all, most of us don't get the kind of
help that a President does. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(WH) This is the White House we see almost every night on the news:
solid, familiar, but not entirely white, (PAINT CU) Some paint has
been stripped away, some is peeling. This old house has earned its
place in history. (DRAWINGS) George Washington watched it being
built in 1792. The first tenant, JOHN Adams, moved in eight years
later. The British tried to destroy it with fire in 1814.

TOM RUDDER
(SCORCHMARKS) I think it's pretty thrilling to see the scorchmarks
from the fire and also just to realize that this is the first time
it's been down to the bare stone since 1797.

JOHN MARTIN
(CONSTRUCTION) That's because the White House is in the middle of
the longest restoration in its history. The paint had become so
thick - 30 coats - that it couldn't take any more layers, For nine
years, workers have been struggling to get it all off, scraping,
burning finally spraying chemicals to strip it away.

GARY WALTERS
What you've got on that wall is the whole history of the American
paint industry on one wall.

JOHN MARTIN
(CARVING CUS) What they found underneath were glorious stone
carvings of oak leaves and horses above the front doorway.

GARY WALTERS
The people that have corne and looked at this said there's no better
stone carving in the United States.

JOHN MARTIN
(MACHINE) To find a new paint, the National Bureau of Standards
used a weatherizing machine to bombard test strips with simulated
sunlight. What they chose was a durable mixture of standard house
paint. (PAINTING) In recent weeks, painters have been meticulously
putting on primer and the first coat. The new shade is called
whisper white. At the same time, workmen have been pulling out
cracked stones discovered around 18 of the 27 windows on the north
face. (STONE HOLES) Into these gaps will go stones that are a gift
from taxpayers long ago. In a forest at the edge of Washington,
there are 30,000 slabs of sandstone and granite. The sandstone was
quarried 200 years ago and first adorned the Capitol. (STONES) And
in 1992, after 12 years, using tons of historic stone, 750 gallons
of paint and 2.6 million dollars, the White House will be strong and
white again. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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TED KOPPEL, WASHINGTON, DC USA

MARGARET TUTWILER, STATE DEPARTMENT SPOKESPERSON
The secretary of state, after consulting with our ambassador in
Beijing, last night decided to encourage American citizens in the
Beijing area to depart China.

AMERICAN TOURIST, DEPARTED CHINA
We had our rooms on the main street, and seeing a group of people
walking down the street shooting their firearms in the air, we - a
tourist just has no reason to be here whatsoever.

ANTHONY WITTE, STUDENT
You're damn right I was frightened. I was sitting in my dorm room
telling - hearing reports hourly that there were a hundred tanks
coming to bomb the university.

CHRIS ANTONIACCI, ABC NEWS
We noticed that the People's Liberation Army soldiers put a banner on
the side of one of their trucks, the virtual translation is ~ and it
was aimed at journalists - "if you shoot us, we'll shoot you".

TED KOPPEL
(VO) And US officials say that satellite photographs show as many as
350,000 Chinese troops now massed around Beijing.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
There is movement in Beijing. It is shortly after noon, Wednesday,
Beijing time, and there has been a massive movement of troops. What
is still unclear is who is pulling the strings, giving the orders,
and to what end? But first we want to bring you up to date on
precisely what is happening. One of our cameramen, Jim Fitzgerald, is
in a position overlooking Tiananmen Square. Jim is in walkie - talkie
contact with Nightline producer Kyle Gibson at another location in
Beijing. Kyle, if you can hear me, I'd like you to funnel my
questions to Jim and begin, if you would, by having him tell us, in
as much detail as he can, what he saw.

KYLE GIBSON, ABC NEWS
The IFB is down, the IFB is down.

KOPPEL
All right, Kyle, if you can hear me, I heard you say that the IFB is
down, but you have been in touch with Jim for the past half - hour or
so. Do what you've been doing so brilliantly for the past few days,
and pass on not only what you've been seeing but also what Jim has
been seeing.

GIBSON
You mean on the walkie - talkie?

KOPPEL
Kyle, if you can hear me?

JIM FITZGERALD, ABC NEWS
This is Fitzgerald. I copy.

GIBSON
Put you through the phone and through -

KOPPEL
Go ahead - all right. We're going to get all of that hooked up in
just a minute or two, but first I want to show you something else.
We'll be going back live to Beijing later in this broadcast, but this
has been a day in which a great many things relating to events in
China have happened. As we did last night, we've pulled together a
composite of the day's events. Our reporter, JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) AS the day began across the world's time zones, everyone was
struggling to see into the soul of China. Inside Beijing, the day
started quietly. ABCls Kyle Gibson described it.

GIBSON
(Tuesday 7 am Beijing, Monday 6 pm EDT) At 7:00 am this morning a
light rain was falling over Beijing. We found that the streets were
quiet and tense at the same time. We saw vegetable stands where
people were rather frantically hoarding food. Just about everyone I
asked this morning said that they were afraid. Most of them didn't



---------------_._------------

seem to quite know what was happening.
MARTIN

(VO) Later, she and correspondent Jackie Judd heard what sounded like
the beginning of battle.

JACKIE JUDD
(Tuesday 4 pm Beijing, Tuesday 3 am EDT) At about four o'clock
yesterday afternoon, off to the west I heard a series of what I
believed to be artillery fire, boom, boom, boom for about 20 seconds.
And then I saw a large column of black smoke, and we thought then,
well, maybe it1s begun. We had heard talk that that's where some of
the rival factions may be gathering. We went down there, and what we
found, that column of black smoke actually turned out to be a burning
bus set on fire by protesters. We have yet to confirm what was the
source of the artillery fire.

JIM LAURIE
People on the street, as went out today, told us they heard lots of
firing, lots of shooting here and there. The longest sustained round
of shooting in the western area of the city lasted about 20 minutes,
we were told, but we could not determine exactly who was shooting at
who.

MARTIN
(VO) Still, there were no reports of pitched battles. As the day wore
on, the outside world tried to affect what it feared was going on
inside China. In Tunisia, where he is on a state visit, French
president Mitterrand and his foreign minister announced a freeze on
diplomatic relations with China. In Great Britain, there were
complaints in the House of Commons that the Thatcher government
wasn't doing enough.

PADDY ASHDOWN, MP, DEMOCRATS LEADER
Our muted response immediately following the massacre in Peking will
be regarded by many - will be regarded by many as a matter of shame.

MARTIN
(VO) In Washington, as the Senate met this morning, there was also
talk of the need for concerted action.

SEN GEORGE MITCHELL, MAJORITY LEADER
(Tuesday 9:40 am EDT) The President should immediately begin
consultation with our major allies to determine collectively whether
additional sanctions are necessary.

SEN BOB DOLE
The American people have seen and heard what has happened in Beijing
these past days, and the American people will not long tolerate quote
"business as usual" with a regime that mows down its own citizens in
the streets of its capital.

MARTIN
(VO) At the same time, the United States decided to warn its citizens
of danger.

JOHN MCWETHY
(Tuesday 1 pm EDT) The State Department announced today that they
want Americans living in Beijing to consider seriously getting out of
China. It is Beijing in particular that the US government is
concerned about.

MARTIN
(VO) In Beijing, American journalists were getting calls from the
American embassy.

MARK NELSON
The spokesperson at the embassy had read to me a statement urging
Americans to leave the city, and leave it immediately. Based on this,
I got the staff together, had a general meeting, and I explained to
them what was going on. I explained to them the notices. And I told
them that ABC feels very strongly that if a staff member or a part -
time hire or anyone would like to leave, that is their choice, we
respect it and they should do it.

MARTIN
(VO) Inside Beijing all day, journalists watched and braced for an
expected battle between army units, but none were reported. In
Shanghai, meanwhile, there was no report of anger.

MARK LITKE
(Wednesday 2:15 am Shanghai, Tuesday 1:15 pm EDT) It's strangely calm
tonight, although thousands of students and workers are still manning
barricades allover the central part of Shanghai.

MARTIN
{VOl In Washington, at the Pentagon, ABC's Bob Zelnick was able to
find out which Chinese units were involved.

BOB ZELNICK
(Tuesday 1:45 pm EDT) I was told that an airborne army from the Wuhan
area had been brought in to the capital city, and also that another
army had been brought in from Manchuria. Now, against this you had
the 38th Army, which was the one from Beijing, made up largely of
Beijing residents, that had refused to execute the martial law



commands against the students.
MARTIN

{VOl Zelnick reported other army units supporting reform were moving
in. At the State Department, JOHN McWethy found surprisingly detailed
intelligence descriptions of the 27th Army.

MCWETHY
An army that is supposedly made up entirely of peasants, 60 percent
of which are illiterate; an army that was kept in isolation 10 days
before it moved into the square to do the shooting; an army that
apparently fired upon its own ambulances as they were trying to come
in and treat the casualties. These are all the kind of details which
we are getting, but which no one can prove at this point.

MARTIN
(VO) Nor would anyone say who is in charge in China. At the State
Department, the spokeswoman, Margaret Tutwiler, was asked whether the
United States knows who is in charge.

MS TUTWILER
(Tuesday 1:05 pm EDT) I'd refer you back to what the President said.
It's something that he would not speculate on, and I'm not going to,
today, either.

MARTIN
(VO) What the White House knew reached Brit Hwme a few minutes later.

BRIT HUME
In an informal chat with presidential press secretary Marlin
Fitzwater early this afternoon, a couple of things emerged. One is,
he said that the administration is unable to get through or to even
locate the senior Chinese leaders, many of whom the President knows
very well personally, because they've all apparently left Beijing and
have taken up quarters somewhere outside out of town, and nobody
knows where they are, whether they're together or what. And the
second thing he mentioned is, that Fang Lizhi, the Chinese dissident
leader who was invited by the President to dinner in Beijing, a White
House dinner held in Beijing during the President's visit there in
February and never made it because he was waylaid by the Chinese
police, is now - has sought protection and gotten it, as of
yesterday, in the US embassy in Beijing.

MARTIN
(VO) That embassy compound in the foreign mission sector of Beijing
was under pressure, as JOHN McWethy told Peter Jennings a few moments
later.

MCWETHY
(Tuesday 1:30 pm EDT) There have been reports that some of those
compounds which happened to be near where the American diplomatic
compound is located have made it clear that if anybody sticks a
camera out of the window, out of the American diplomatic compound,
they can be shot.

MARTIN
(VO) There were reports of new leaders emerging in the Communist
Party hierarchy.

PETER JENNINGS
Tonight there is hint of what may be happening, but only a hint.
Radio Beijing has suggested that a man named Qiao Shi has replaced
Zhao Zayong as the head of the Communist Party.

MARTIN
(VO) But one question, unanswered from the streets of Beijing to the
briefing rooms of Washington, is what has become of Deng Xiaoping?
There are reports that he is dead, that he is suffering from cancer.
The State Department and the White House had no word of his fate.

JOHN SCALI
Despite all of the rumors about cancer and other problems that he is
supposed to have, American intelligence believes that he is alive and
that he has moved from the leadership compound in Tiananmen Square to
a military installation on the western outskirts of the city.

MARTIN
{VOl By working his intelligence community sources, ABels senior
diplomatic correspondent, JOHN Scali, picked up hints that the CIA
believes reports of Deng's illness are a ruse. If reformers
ultimately win, said Scali, that would give Deng the ability to deny
he was in command during the massacre. Meanwhile, across the country
in San Francisco, some of the first Americans to leave Beijing for
horne told of terror and tears.

ANTHONY WITTE, STUDENT
You're damned right I was frightened. I was sitting in my dorm room
telling ~ hearing reports hourly that there were a hundred tanks
coming to bomb the university.

JENNIFER MACFARLANE, TEACHER
One of my students came back and left a note on one of my colleague's
doors, and it said, "Two of my best friends have died. Please go back
and tell the world".



Yes, I read you, Ted.

MARTIN
(VO) For Chinese citizens in America, it was another day of
demonstrating their solidarity with fallen students and workers, It
was a time, as well, of anxiety about their own future. This
afternoon, at the Justice Department, ABels Walter Rodgers learned
that the US government was acting to ease their fears.

WALTER RODGERS
At a little past five this evening, the attorney general directed the
Immigration and Naturalization Service to extend for one year the
visas of all citizens of the People's Republic of China now in the
United States. This applies to about 73,000 Chinese students and a
quarter - million businesspeople and visitors.

MARTIN
(VO) Late today, the House debated how to force the Chinese
authorities to avoid bloodshed and respect human rights.

REP STEPHEN SOLARZ, (D), NEW YORK
But if it should become necessary, temporarily recalling our
ambassador would send a very strong signal of the deep dismay with
which we view the course of events now unfolding in China.

MARTIN
(VO) But the Chinese paid no attention. "We are not afraid," said a
spokesman, "no matter what methods they use to interfere in our
internal affairs. Meanwhile, by early Wednesday morning, Beijing
time, there was still no evidence of skirmishes between armed forces.

JUDD
(Wednesday 6:30 am Beijing, Tuesday 7:30 pm EDT) It's 6:30 in the
morning. I've just taken a look out of the hotel, It's quiet enough
to hear the birds chirping. There are a few people walking around,
bicycling, presumably to work. Through my binoculars I took a look at
that vast expanse of Beijing. It seemed quiet; I did not see any
columns of smoke coming from buses or from tear gas canisters or
anything like that, It feels at the moment like a very tranquil
morning.

MARTIN
(VQ) Tonight in Washington, the Senate approved a resolution on
China, as ABC's Jim Wooten watched from the gallery.

JAMES WOOTEN
A little after seven o'clock, the Senate, as expected, passed that
resolution, which commends the President for what he's done so far on
China, and urges him to do more. It also asks him to begin
consultations with Congress on his China decisions. It passed, 100 to
zero.

MARTIN
For the moment, there is an uneasy feeling that a decisive battle is
shaping up, and that in the coming hours or perhaps days, without a
change in direction, there will be more bloodshed. This is JOHN
MARTIN for Nightline in Washington.

KOPPEL
Between that last report that you heard from Jackie Judd, which was
just about five or six hours ago, and the present moment, which is
quarter to one in the afternoon in Beijing, there has indeed been
activity. Thousands, perhaps even tens of - well, more than 10,000
troops may have been removed from the center of Beijing. They have
been moved out in a northerly and easterly direction. We'll be
talking with our correspondents in Beijing about that, and what the
troop movement may mean, when we come back. Welll be going live to
some of our people on the scene in Beijing, and we'll also talk with
two Americans who just got back to the United States from Beijing
today, one of them a teacher who says that many of her students were
killed.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
I hope you can understand just how very fragile a communications
setup we have, not just with our correspondents in Beijing, but they
in turn with some of the people who have a vantage point over some of
the scenes that have been taking place during this morning, that is,
Wednesday morning Beijing time. It is now, as I told you a moment
ago, about quarter to two in the afternoon Beijing time. One of our
cameramen, Jim Fitzgerald, with whom we tried to get in contact just
a few moments ago, I think we have now established contact. Jim, can
you hear me? Jim Fitzgerald?

JIM FITZGERALD, ABC NEWS

KOPPEL
All right. If you'd be good enough, Jim, just to give us as detailed
a description as you can of that troop movement that took place this
morning, Beijing time.

FITZGERALD
There's been quite a bit of activity this morning in and around



Go ahead, Jackie.

Tiananmen Square. At approximately 9:30 am, about 50 troop transport
trucks left the square and headed east on Changan Boulevard, and then
followed by approximately 500 armed soldiers, a column of armed
soldiers who were heading east also down Changan, who were chanting
and singing, who were then followed by approximately 200 more troop
transport trucks. And they came out of the south side of the square
and headed east on Changan. And then following that, at approximately
11 am, there was one tank, followed by two armored personnel
carriers, and then following that, approximately 11:45, we had about
1,500 - we think some of them were soldiers - but this group was -
some were in the army green uniforms, some had white shirts and green
trousers. Both of those groups were armed. There was a third part of
this 1,500 group that were in civilian clothing and they appeared to
be unarmed.

KOPPEL
Jim, to what degree is Tiananmen Square now unprotected, or
unoccupied by the military? Did they leave anyone behind, or are all
the troops that were in Tianarumen Square, have they all now been
removed?

FITZGERALD
It's hard to say whether or not all the troops have been removed.
Most of the tanks are still there. They are parked on the north side
of the square. There are sentries or soldiers that are in sentry -
like positions in the square, spaced in a grid - like pattern, and
there are also some soldiers also in a sentry - like pose on the east
side of the square, facing down Chang an Avenue from the square.

KOPPEL
We have seen some wire service reports, Jim, that the soldiers - at
least, after they left Tiananmen - were firing their weapons, mostly
in the air, but there have been a couple of wire service reports
which have suggested that as they passed the diplomatic compound,
some of the soldiers actually fired at the buildings. I have no way
of knowing whether you could see any of that or whether you have
heard any of that, and if you haven't, just tell me what else you can
add to what you've already told us and then we'll move on to our
colleagues who are in another location.

FITZGERALD
Ted, we did hear some of the firing. They had already passed my
vantage point here. We heard the firing, but we could not see the
troops at that time. The only other thing that I might add is that
there are very few civilians on the streets at the blockade points
where they had been in the past few days. There are still some,
possibly 100 to 200 of them, and they're scattered, and a lot of them
are on bicycles. And they move back and forth, up the ~ from one
barricade to the other, and then they scatter if there's any troop
movement. And it's those - that area is - it's fairly quiet there.

KOPPEL
All right. Jim Fitzgerald, thank you very much. I should point out to
our audience that we have been looking at freeze - frames that have
been fed over the telephone of some of the videotape that Jim
Fitzgerald has been shooting. We have three of our other colleagues
standing by, as I said, at another location in Beijing. Kyle Gibson,
Jackie Judd, Jim Laurie, whichever one of you can add the most to
what Jim Fitzgerald has been telling us, please do. Any idea of where
the troops have gone or, for that matter, why?

JACKIE JUDD, ABC NEWS
Ted, this is Jackie Judd. We know that -

KYLE GIBSON, ABC NEWS

JUDD
- (crosstalk) north and were joined by some tanks. We're not quite
sure where they headed from there. The last sighting we had of the
troops, they were about three to four miles west of Tiananmen Square.

KOPPEL
Let me just you interrupt you, folks. Let me - let me - Jackie, let
me interrupt you for one second. You are off mike. I don't know who
has the telephone, but you don't at the moment, so Kyle, I think I
could hear your voice a moment ago. Either give your phone to Jackie
or if you would, pick up.

GIBSON
Well, Ted, I'll start and then I'll let Jackie pick up. We were about
to leave our hotel at 10 o'clock this morning, that's the hotel just
east of the Beijing Hotel, the Palace Hotel, and at 10:10 am we heard
a lot of gunfire. This was just after Jim Fitzgerald had notified us
of the troop movements. After that, we left the hotel and were able
to make our way east and northeast to the Great Wall Sheraton, and we
did see a lot of troops posted at intersections, blocking
intersections. It was not possible for us to see these troops that
had left Tiananmen, where they were going, and I think maybe someone



else on the call has been able to establish where they were going.
I'm not sure. I'd heard that they went on past the diplomatic
compound, and that no gunfire has been heard beyond there yet, but
I'm not sure that anyone knows exactly where they're going.

KOPPEL
All right. Jim Laurie, can you hear me?

JIM LAURIE, ABC NEWS
Yes I can, Ted.

KOPPEL
Do you have any idea - I'm - I've - we've simply been looking at a
map, and I'm not asking you to draw any unwarranted conclusions, but
the airport, for example, lies in an easterly direction from the
city. Is it possible they could have been heading out there?

LAURIE
I think, Ted, we simply cannot say. I mean, they were heading east
out of the city from Changan Boulevard, from Tianarumen Square. There
have been reports of other military units on the outskirts of the
city. I think it's just simply too early to say. There's not enough
information.

KOPPEL
All right. Let me just read you something that's coming over one of
the wire services now. "Hard - line premier Li Peng and two other
conservative leaders reappeared Wednesday in state media broadcasts,
an indication that they control the troops and armor massed in the
embattled capitalll

• You want to draw any conclusions from that?
LAORIE

Ted, I am not aware of those reports. I am aware of some other
reports that are coming in from the state media. For the last 24
hours they have been engaged in an active propaganda campaign. It's
the first time since the killings on the weekend that the media has
taken an active role. For example, the Chinese government foreign
ministry spokesman was on the air this morning, issuing a statement
expressing the government's dissatisfaction with President Bush's
comments regarding China. According to the Chinese government, the
actions that Mr Bush has taken were, quote, "unwise and
shortsighted," and the government here hoped that "in the long term,
relations will return to normal and the US would take a long - term
perspective". At the same time, they have been repeatedly
broadcasting video on television here which portrays the students and
so - called "ruffians and hooligans in the streets" as the ones
responsible for the military reprisals over the weekend. (crosstalk)

KOPPEL
All right. Jim, I have to cut you a little bit short there. Jim,
forgive me for interrupting. I have to cut you a little bit short.
We'll be coming back to you and also to Mark Litke, who is standing
by in Shanghai, but when we return, we'll be talking with two
Americans who've just arrived back in the United States from Beijing
today.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

REPORTER

JENNIFER MACFARLANE, TEACHER
One of my students carne back and left a note on one of my colleague's
doors, and it said, "Two of my best friends have died. Please go back
and tell the world".

How were they killed?
MS MACFARLANE

They were shot by troops.
KOPPEL

Jennifer MacFarlane, the woman you've just seen and heard, has been a
teacher at Beijing's Teachers University for three years. She
returned to the United States from Beijing just this afternoon, joins
us now live in our San Francisco bureau. Also with us from San
Francisco, another American just back from Beijing, Anthony Witte. Is
it "Wit" or "Witty"?

ANTHONY WITTE, STUDENT
It's "Wit".

KOPPEL
"Wit". A senior from the University of California at Berkeley who was
spending his senior year at Beijing University. It has clearly been a
very traumatic few days for you, and I wonder if you can - if you can
just sort of draw a word picture for us of what these past couple of
days have been like, and what the last few hours in Beijing were
like. Either ODe of you, whoever wants to begin.

MR WITTE
Well, the city itself is just - is just confusion. It's just chaos
right now. It's a state of anarchy. All of my Chinese friends have
come to visit me, before they left, and just were shocked, disbelief
about what this government had been doing. An American asked me, on
the plane home, was this an inevitable result, and the answer is no.



MS MACFARLANE

The government had almost drawn this to a conclusion by just - by not
doing anything, by being apathetic. And then all of a sudden they
just turned around and beg~n a massacre. a murder against unarmed
students. They used tanks and bullets that explode on impact. They're
murdering their citizens and this is in no way inevitable, It was
their choice.

KOPPEL
Jennifer MacFarlane, did you leave because the US embassy suggested
to you that you leave. or did you leave because you just felt it was
getting much too dangerous, on your own?

MS MACFARLANE
Well, the US embassy, at the time that I left, had not yet stated
that it was unsafe for Americans_ They were moving Americans out of
universities into hotels. However, I must add that the embassy was
very slow in its reaction. Most of the other foreign students from
other countries had already been moved out. I realize there are many
Americans in Beijing, but the Japanese had already been moved out and
there are more of them than there are of us, so we were left
terrified. The embassy did not try to contact us; we had to contact
them, which was, of course, frightening, as you can guess. As you
just heard him say, Beijing is in a state of total chaos and we had
no idea what's going on. The Chinese media has been very censored, so
we didn't have any idea. And so - and I decided that it was time to
leave, it was - it was chaotic, and it didn't look like it was going
to get better.

KOPPEL
It must have been - you must have had very mixed feelings. You've
obviously developed close friends over the time that you've been in
China.

Of course.
KOPPEL

As frightened as you must have been, how frightened were some of the
Chinese students?

MS MACFARLANE
Oh, I can't tell you how terrified those students are. When I went
over on campus the night before - that I left, there were groups of
15, 16 students sitting in a room, terrified, huddled on beds, trying
to listen to the BBC to get some news, because the Chinese media was
giving them nothing. They had no idea. They thought the troops were
going to corne into the university and slaughter them in their beds,

KOPPEL
And - do you believe that?

MS MACFARLANE
I'm - I don't know. It's impossible to know what to believe. I mean,
there are rumors rife in Beijing right now, and I think that no one
knows what's going on, including the government. And I think Li Peng
said foreigners don't know what's going on, they're just going to
have to wait and see, And I think in this statement he's very
correct.

KOPPEL
Anthony Witte, some closing observations from you. You think that
this thing can still pull back from the brink of a major
confrontation, I mean of soldiers fighting soldiers?

MR WITTE
I think it's past that point right now. The Chinese I talked to are
just in disbelief. They are shocked at the government's reactions and
they know that they have the support of some of the troops, some of
the troops from Beijing, because their brothers, their sisters, their
families are living there, are going to school there. But the one
thing that really just impressed me the most was them telling me that
from now on, from this day forward, they will never be able to trust
the government again. These people, these Chinese people, are so
proud, and they love their country so much. But they had never wanted
to overthrow the government or to overthrow the Communist Party or
socialism. All they wanted was to have the freedom to choose their
leaders, to live with freedom of the press. Some of the basic rights
that we have as Americans. And that's why I really feel for them.

KOPPEL
Jennifer MacFarlane - just one more quick question to you. Do you
have any idea how your students were killed?

MS MACFARLANE
Well, my students in particular decided to go down to the square
after they first had reports. What would happen is they would relay
messages from downtown back to my school via bicyclers. And when the
first shooting started, there was a group of students who got
together at the university to go down, of graduate students who were
my students, and they marched down the street with banners. And they
just arrived at Changyang at the wrong time, and ran into a bullet



onslaught. And I heard that most of them were killed.
KOPPEL

They were shot?
MS MACFARLANE

Yeah, they were shot. By the army troops. Unarmed.
KOPPEL

Well, I know - they were unarmed, of course.
MS MACFARLANE

My students. Yes.
MR WITTE

Mr Koppel?
KOPPEL

Yes, go ahead.
MR WITTE

If I may, I met a Chinese person on the plane who had been in Beijing
doing research during this time, and asked me if I could just tell
the American public. He had lost two friends. I asked him what can I
tell the public, and he said, "Just please, do not forget this
incident, do not forget this incident. And whatever you do, give no
support, politically or financially, to the Chinese government.

KOPPEL
I don't know about the second part, but I cannot imagine anyone
forgetting what's been happening over this past weekend, and after
you've been back here for a little while, you'll see what an enormous
story and what kind of coverage it's been getting here in the United
States. But for adding to that coverage, I thank you both very much
indeed. I want to point out that in a moment we'll be joined by Liu
Binyan, who is a former investigative journalist for the Chinese
Communist Party paper, The People's Daily. He's currently at Harvard
University. He'll be joining us from Boston in just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

LID BINYAN, WRITER / DISSIDENT
(Nightline, May 22) (through interpreter) The downfall of Li Peng
will probably take place within the next 10 hours, or two or three
days. It's inevitable. The victory of the people is in sight.

KOPPEL
That was Liu Binyan, a former investigative journalist for the
Chinese Communist Party paper, The People's Daily, when he appeared
on Nightline two weeks ago. Mr Liu is currently at Harvard
University. He joins us tonight from our Boston bureau. Also joining
us from Boston, Pei Minxin, a Harvard graduate student who was
involved in yesterday's Chinese student demonstrations in Washington
and was with us on Nightline last night. Mr Liu, it's in one sense
terribly unfair to do to a fellow journalist when you make a
prediction that turns out to be wrong. But how could you have been so
wrong, do you think?

MR LIU
(through interpreter) At that time, I was not the only one who
thought so. Many Chinese in China, overseas, based on the common -
sense judgment - as far as Deng Xiaoping is concerned - the best plan
is to discard Li Peng and make some concessions to the students. But
we have never thought that Deng Xiaoping and his group had lost their
senses and adopted what we thought was the worst option, such as
unleashing the army to slaughter the people. It was completely beyond
our expectations. If they have lost their senses the first time, then
now they have completely lost their humanity. So it is very hard to
pass any judgment on this type of people.

KOPPEL
Let me ask Mr Pei Minxin, I know you are constantly in touch with
friends, family, colleagues in China. I don't know if you've had a
chance to talk to anyone since the movement of the 27th Army, the
troops that have just moved out of the center of Beijing during the
past few hours. Do you have any direct word, first of all, and if
not, do you have any ideas? You know Beijing a lot better than we do.
They've been moving north, they've been moving east. What could be
behind that, do you think?

PEl MINXIN, STUDENT ACTIVIST
Well, first of all, we have been trying to dial Beijing, but each
time we got busy signals. And I think if the troops alone are moving,
toward Beijing, it presents a very complex issue, because their tanks
are not with them. If they've got to fight other units, I think their
tanks have got to follow them, if not lead them, and so I really
don't know how to predict.

KOPPEL
And our cameraman at the top of the broadcast specifically made the
point, as I think you are correctly noting now, that the tanks have
been left behind. So you're saying they're not going to engage
another unit. Why would they be heading - why would they be heading
out at all? I mean, is this just a rotation, do you think?



KOPPEL
All right. Mark Litke, I thank you very much, as I thank all of my
colleagues and our other guests. ABC News will, of course, keep you
up to date on this story through the night, as developments warrant,
with full reports on "World News This Morning" and "Good Morning
America". That's our report for tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in
Washington. For all of us here at ABC News, good night.

MR PEl
Maybe they've got words about - I'm guessing now - possible air
attack. We heard that the chief of air force has now defected from
the current regime and chosen the reformer side, and perhaps they
want to spread their infantry thin, to avoid perhaps a concentrated
air attack. I don't know.

KOPPEL
Mr Liu, do you have any theories on what may be happening now, on why
the movement out of the center?

MR LlU
(through interpreter) It seems quite clear that there is a
confrontation between two armies in peking. As far as we know, it
seems that most of the army stand on the side of the people and are
opposed to the oppression by the 27th Army of the people. I think the
sentiment among the soldiers usually reflect that of the people. I
think similar situations will probably arise in other regions of
China.

KOPPEL
Let me just interrupt this conversation to go directly to Beijing
again, where my colleague Jim Laurie is standing by. And Jim, I
understand you have some new information. Would you fill us in?

LAURIE
Yes, Ted. Both Jackie and I have information. First of all, from the
us embassy. They have now announced that the 185 dependents at the US
embassy are being asked to leave the country. They will leave later
this week as a safety precaution. In addition, Ted, we should correct
one small point earlier in our program. We were talking about the
possible reappearance of Premier Li Peng on television here. He has
not reappeared. In fact, none of the key leaders have reappeared on
television. They have not been seen. He was simply cited by Radio
Beijing as having met yesterday with a committee on production. At
the same time, Qiao Shi, who is a Central Committee politburo member,
was also quoted on Radio Beijing as saying that held received
instructions from the Supreme Court to continue the policy of quote,
tocalming the turmoil". I should add here politically Qiao Shi, it is
said, might be the next general secretary of the Communist Party.
Now, Jackie has some late information regarding troop movements,
which continue around the city in a very haphazard way. Jackie?

JUDD
We have word that recently 50 troops, armed and looking scared,
looking back over their shoulder, ran down the road in a diplomatic
section of town, east of Tiananmen Square They ran past the US
ambassador's resident, rather. They didn't shoot, they simply ran and
they looked scared. Elsewhere in the city, we're told that 15 troop
trucks are heading at a high speed toward the airport. Other troops
already are stationed on that airport road. We're also told that the
scene at the airport itself is madness, that there are thousands of
people there, many foreigners of course, who are trying to get out
any way they can. Ted, once again, we can tell you the what, what is
happening at the moment. Unfortunately, I can't explain the why
behind it.

KOPPEL
All right. In the few seconds that we have left, I'd like to go to
our colleague Mark Litke, who's standing by in Shanghai. Mark, you've
got less than a minute. Just bring us up to date on what's happening
in China's largest city.

MARK LITKE, ABC NEWS
Well, the barricades, the bus barricades at the intersections the
students are holding continue, Ted. Allover the central part of the
city, the fourth day in a row, and we're hearing now reliable figures
that it's having a serious impact on the economy. Absenteeism in
business is up to 40 percent, we understand. Still, very curious, no
sign of the military at all, and very light police presence on the
streets.
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TED KOPPEL
(VO) Disaster at sea: a gun turret explosion on the battleship Iowa.
The toll: 47 sailors killed. A young sailor seen in this exclusive
videotape telling his story just hours after the event. Then,
suggestions that murder with a homosexual backdrop was behind the
tragedy. But what if none of that was true? (on camera) Good evening.
I'm Ted Koppel, and this is Nightline.

ELLIS RUBIN, KENDALL TRUITT'S ATTORNEY
Anyone who makes a public accusation against this man, of
homosexuality, insurance greed or murder - suicide pact is going to
be called to answer in a court of law.

KOPPEL
(VOl How did those stories surface? That's our story tonight.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
Understand first of all what is meant by the term "raw intelligence".
It is, quite simply, unconfirmed information, gossip, rumors,
anonymous tips. Until a few years ago, raw intelligence was very
closely held by civilian and military police agencies in this
country. But President Reagan ordered a far wider distribution of raw
intelligence than had ever been allowed previously. That means, for
example, that when NIS, the Naval Investigative Service, looks into
an unconfirmed piece of gossip concerning a possible homosexual
relationship between two sailors on the USS Iowa, that information
passes through the hands of perhaps hundreds of people. The story is
leaked, together with the information, that one of the sailors died
in that gun turret explosion aboard the Iowa and further information
that the other sailor is the beneficiary of a $100,000 life insurance
policy on the dead sailor, and before you know it, intentionally or
otherwise, the us Navy has focused much of the attention surrounding
the explosion on the Iowa on one gunner's mate, third class, whose
reputation has just been thoroughly trashed. Here's JOHN MARTIN with
the rest of the story.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) He is 21, just married, not given to letting his emotions run
away with him. Today, with his wife and lawyer, Kendall Truitt
reviewed a videotape for ABC News, a shipboard history he made just
20 hours after the Iowa explosion.

KENDALL TRUITT, USS IOWA SURVIVOR
(ABC News exclusive) (April 20) I looked over at JOHN ... I said JOHN
and that's when I said JOHN _.. that didn't sound right. He goes and
he was looking at me and had fear in his eyes, and he said, "I think
something I s wrong".

MARTIN
(VO) As he told a shipboard interviewer that day what he knew, Truitt
must have thought perhaps the worst was behind him. He had survived
the explosion, standing in the bottom of the turret where his
shipmates died. Yet now, his lawyer was choosing portions of the
interview which he would permit ABC News to broadcast.

MR TRUITT
I started to think about what happened. I was starting to feel pretty
bad and I said, well, I really better keep busy or I'm going to - I'm
going to fall apart.

MARTIN
(VO) When the Iowa returned to horne port, Kendall Truitt was asked to
meet reporters and give some of his same eyewitness accounts.

MR TRUITT
(April 24) I lost a lot of friends. I knew - Petty Officer Milahy and
myself are the only two gunners' mates out of 25 that are left in
that division, so I lost 23 friends right there, and I knew a lot of
the guys in the - a lot of the other guys that weren't in my
division. I'm still getting over that now.

MARTIN



(VO) But since then, Truitt himself has become the subject of intense
suspicion. For two weeks, from newspapers and television, the
investigation of the Iowa explosion has sounded like a chapter from
Dashiell Hammett. Mysterious hints of a homosexual liaison, talk of
an insurance murder, tales of Navy investigators scouring letters and
hotel records. The picture that emerged was that investigators
believed a suicide or murder had claimed the lives of at least 46
innocent shipmates.

1ST CORRESPONDENT, NBC NEWS
(May 24) The entire investigative effort today is focused on two men,
24 - year - old gunner's mate Clayton Hartwig, who died in turret
two, and 21 - year - old gunner's mate Kendall Truitt, who was one of
the survivors. The Navy sources said there was a !'special
relationship" between the two men that had gone sour six months
earlier.

2ND CORRESPONDENT, NBC NEWS
(tonight) After two weeks, the script is changing. Now that the
investigation is focused on suicide, gunner's mate Kendall Truitt,
who sources say had a "special relationship" with Hartwig, may no
longer be a suspect in the Iowa deaths. But investigators are
convinced that Truitt knew his friend was unstable. Two Iowa sailors
have stated that right after the explosion, they heard Truitt say of
Hartwig, quote, "I can't believe he actually did it".

MARTIN
(VO) Truitt denies he said that, and in five news conferences in
three cities, and numerous television appearances, he has been trying
to clear his name. At his side, a retired Navy commander turned
criminal defense lawyer, threatening to sue anyone who calls his
client culpable.

ELLIS RUBIN, KENDALL TRUITT'S ATTORNEY
Anybody who continues making that charge is put on notice here and
now - let the word emanate from Miami, Florida - anyone who makes a
public accusation against this man, of homosexuality, insurance greed
or murder - suicide pact, is going to be called to answer in a court
of law.

MARTIN
(VO) But no one seems to have known what was true on May 19th. That's
when Virginia newspapers reported that one of the dead sailors had
named a surviving sailor as the beneficiary of his life insurance
policy. At first, the stories named no names, but then they did. Both
local and national newspapers reported investigators were looking at
the two men's relationships. The dead man's sister publicly
challenged the idea of giving the money to the survivor, Ken Truitt.

KATHY KUBICINA, CLAYTON HARTWIG'S SISTER
("Larry King Live", CNN) Because I knew that my brother and Ken no
longer had the relationship that they had at the point where my
brother did sign him to this policy.

MARTIN
(VO) Kathy Kubicina told reporters that Navy investigators were
studying a possible connection to the explosion. Based on fact or
not, the investigators' questions were becoming the substance of
reports, and Kendall Truitt and his wife found themselves hounded.

MR RUBIN
Is your husband a homosexual?

MRS KENDALL TRUITT
No, he is not.

MR RUBIN
Has he shown any tendencies?

MRS TRUITT
No, none at all.

MR RUBIN
How long have you known him?

MRS TRUITT
A year and two months.

MR RUBIN
And you're married?

MRS TRUITT
Yes, sir, we are.

MR RUBIN
Is he a good lover?

MRS TRUITT
Oh, yes.

:MARTIN
(VO) wasn't this going too far? Wasn't the press out of line? A
leading journalist and educator insisted the search had a legitimate
purpose.

SANFORD UNGER, AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
I believe that the media have a very central role to play in helping
figure out what's happened in a situation like this, and if I were a



member of any of those 40 - some families, whether it's a feeding
frenzy or undue competition to get a story or whatever, I'd want to
know what happened. Wouldn't you? I'd sure want the media to help me
find out what really happened.

MARTIN
(Va) What Truitt's lawyer believes really happened was sheer
accident, and he asked a reporter to broadcast Truitt's own
assessment in the hours following the blast.

MR TRUITT
In my opinion, I think they - I think the explosion took place when
they were ramming the powder, perhaps. They could have rammed into
the back of the projectile.

MARTIN
{VOl Attorney Rubin and his client point to powder that was unstable,
drug use aboard ship and inexperienced crewmen as possible causes.
But investigators quoted tonight by CBS and NBC said Truitt's dead
friend was possibly suicidal, and that they are looking for evidence
that Hartwig bought a timing device that he might have used to
detonate the powder inside the turret. (on camera) Even to this late
hour, the mystery of the Iowa explosion remains just that. The Navy
says it hasn't finished its examination of this event, and cannot say
whether one of the deadliest shipboard explosions in peacetime was an
accident or a crime. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline in Washington.

KOPPEL
When we come back, we'll be joined live by Gunner's Mate Kendall
Truitt, by his attorney, Ellis Rubin, and by Kathy Kubicina, the
sister of Gunner's Mate Clayton Michael Hartwig, who was killed in
the Iowa explosion.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
We asked repeatedly, but the Navy has refused to send a
representative to take part in tonight's discussion. With us now live
in our Washington bureau is Navy Gunner's Mate Third Class Kendall
Truitt who, as you've just heard, has been the target of a Navy
criminal investigation into the disaster. With Mr Truitt is his
attorney, Ellis Rubin. And joining us from our affiliate WEWS in
Cleveland is Kathy Kubicina, whose brother, Clayton Michael Hartwig,
has also been a target of the Navy's criminal investigation, although
he was killed in the explosion. Somewhere along the line, Ms
Kubicina, someone gave Navy intelligence the idea that young Ken
Truitt may have been behind your brother's death. Did any of those
allusions, any of those suggestions, corne from you?

KATHY KUBICINA, CLAYTON HARTWIG'S SISTER
Absolutely not.

KOPPEL
Where do you think they go the idea?

MS KUBICINA
I really don't have any idea. I went on record right from the start
stating that I never believed Ken nor my brother were guilty of
anything.

KOPPEL
Now, as you know - and I don't know if you saw either of the reports
on CBS or NBC this evening - but now, as you know, there are
suggestions that your brother not only engaged in suicide but that he
had talked about it beforehand, that he went out and bought that
little timer at Radio Shack, and may have planted that behind one of
the charges. Obviously, there's no way you can say for sure, but
wasn't your brother a very depressed young man at times?

MS KUBICINA
I don't believe that I gave these investigators that impression. I
didn't notice it if he was.

KOPPEL
You are the one, though, are you not, who began by writing letters to
different congresspersons and newspapers around the country, raising
questions about the $100,000 insurance policy? I mean, is it possible
that you got this all started, is what I'm driving at?

MS KUBICINA
I think it's possible. I thought so at first. But when I was first
approached by the NIS agents, they told me that they had already
begun this investigation before the letters that I wrote were
received by any of the individuals.

KOPPEL
Ken Truitt, how and why do you think you went from being the hero
that you were treated as immediately after the explosion, to being
the goat?

KENDALL TRUITT, USS IOWA SURVIVOR
I think that maybe when they found out about the policies that they
were trying to make something of nothing.

KOPPEL



KOPPEL

Any particular reason?
MR TRUITT

Not that I can think of.
KOPPEL

Has anyone cross - examined you? Have any of the Naval intelligence
agents come to your or the investigation agents, come to you and
asked you for your version of the story? Have your in fact, been
interviewed by them?

MR TRUITT
NIS has investigated me. They spent about six hours one day
interrogating me, and they ended up searching my locker and also my
home.

And?
MR TRUITT

And they found nothing, and I answered all their questions.
KOPPEL

Mr Rubin, on the one hand, do you think it's just someone who maybe
got a hold of some of this raw intelligence who has leaked it to us
in the media, or do you think there is some kind of a deliberate
campaign by NIS, by the Navy, to want to divert attention from the
investigation?

ELLIS RUBIN, KENDALL TRUITT1S ATTORNEY
I think that either possibility exists. We won1t know until somebody
comes forth. But I think that the result is disastrous for justice
and for due process. I think that the news media, wanting to find out
what happened in this tragedy, did all it could to use its secret
sources that every newsman has within the government. And what
theylve done is, they have created a monster here. I would like to
cross - examine these two new sources that they claim can show that
there was a suicidal tendency on behalf of Hartwig. You know, the
greatest lie detector ever invented by the mind of roan is cross -
examination by an attorney. When the Navy leaks information to the
effect that a $15 timing device caused an explosion on a super
battleship, the USS Iowa, killing 47 men, that is so ridiculous that
it defies description.

KOPPEL
Why? Why -

MR RUBIN
They have no -

KOPPEL
- wait, wait, wait, why is that so - I mean, you make it sound as
though a match that costs, you know, one - tenth of a penny, couldn't
do great damage under certain circumstances. What's the difference,
whether it's a $15 item or a $1,500 item?

MR RUBIN
Well, I went down into the turret of the Wisconsin, which is a sister
ship to the Iowa. I saw the cramped conditions. I saw the exactly
what the men were doing and what they were faced with. There's a
report tonight by one of the networks -

KOPPEL

KOPPEL

Two of the networks.
MR RUBIN

- well, one of them is reporting that there were words spoken by a
member of the gun crew over the intercom to the effect that, "We have
a problem here, we have a problem here". That's from an unidentified
source. I have an identified source, JOHN Milahy, who was a gunner's
mate second, who was in that turret, and he swears to me that they've
left off the second half of what he overheard on the intercom, along
with -

Which was?
MR RUBIN

- "We have a problem here," "tell them that we can't begin. Tell them
that we are going to begin". Now, that indicates -

KOPPEL
Well, wait - wait - I'll tell you what, we are running into time
trouble here, and I want to give you a chance to explain this fully,
and it doesn't sound quite right right yet, But we'll come right back
to you. We have to take a break. We'll continue in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK I

KOPPEL
We're back with Attorney Ellis Rubin. Mr Rubin, I got a little bit
lost there at the end. You were giving us two parts of -

MR RUBIN
Yes, let me clarify.

KOPPEL
- go ahead.

MR RUBIN



All right. Let me clarify, because I wrote down what he said, or what
he overheard on the intercom.

KOPPEL
This is a gunner's mate second class who was there?

MR RUBIN
Right, JOHN Milahy. "We have a problem in here. We're not ready yet".
And he was yelling to the officer who was in the turret, "tell them
we're not ready yet". What happened was that there are three guns in
that turret, the left, the center and the right. The left and the
right were already loaded, waiting for the center. The center was
slow, because it was a new crew. They hadn't fired in about two
months. There were some men who were new to the crew and were not
qualified, we think. So when they were urging the center gun to hurry
up, because the admiral is on board, he's watching, the captain wants
you to perform, that's when the call came over the intercom, "We have
a problem here", And the other sentence, again, "Tell them we're not
ready yet".

KOPPEL
Now, you said something in passing, and I wanted to let you finish
before I stopped you, all right?

MR RUBIN
Sure.

KOPPEL
You said something in passing that I am going to stop you on now. You
said the crew wasn't fully trained. That wasn't the precise phrase
you used -

MR RUBIN
Yes.

KOPPEL
- but you gave -

MR RUBIN
Qualified.

KOPPEL
- the impression. They weren't qualified.

MR RUBIN
Qualified. That's right.

KOPPEL
Thatls a very serious charge to make.

MR RUBIN
Yes, it is. and I -

KOPPEL
How do you know?

MR RUBIN
- well, because I know. You see, I've talked to men on the Iowa. I
wasn't allowed to go aboard the Iowa, though I requested, but the men
who saw me on the dock came down off the Iowa and they told me what
they knew and what had happened. (crosstalk)

KOPPEL
And what did they - what did they tell you that led you to believe
that the gun crew in number two turret wasn't qualified?

MR RUBIN
The rammer man, a very critical situation, was new to this particular
crew. I believe that the combination of the unstable gunpowder, which
had been stored on a barge in a river for five months with the
temperature averaging 90 degrees outside, 25 degrees warmer -

KOPPEL
Now again, you're saying unstable gunpowder as though that had been
determined. It hasn't been determined, you're just charging it was
unstable.

MR RUBIN
Turret number one had a misfire the same day. I don't know whether
that's come out or not. There was a load of gunpowder that exploded
in a Kentucky arsenal, just without any reason at all. This was -

KOPPEL
From the same general supply of gunpowder that the Iowa was using?

MR RUBIN
- I don't know if it's the same as the Iowa was using.

KOPPEL
Well, it makes a difference, doesn't it?

MR RUBIN
Yes, it does. But this gunpowder was over 30 years old, it was stored
in heat against Navy regulations, no temperatures were kept, it was
unstable. We have experts who are prepared to testify that under
these conditions it does become highly volatile, unstable. Then you
have a gun crew that is new to the job, then you have a rammer man
who's new, who is behind, everybody's urging them to rush. And
everybody is warned, lookit, you can slam that projectile into the
gun as fast as you want, but when you push the bags of gunpowder.
you've got to go slow because if it creates friction and if it starts



a spark, or you hit against the projectile too hard, you can have a
premature explosion. We believe that this is what happened. We allege

KOPPEL
But you'll never be able to prove that or disprove that, will you?

MR RUBIN
No, but they cannot prove suicide or murder, either. That's why this
is raw investigative material that should have never been released to
the pUblic. What are they doing now? The Navy is following the
script. I predicted Tuesday -

KOPPEL
Let me just -

MR RUBIN
- that they would clear my client and start on Mr Hartwig. Now
they're blaming this or they're attempting to blame this explosion on
a poor dead sailor who can't respond. That's terrible.

KOPPEL
- indeed they are, and Kendall Truitt, you were quoted today as
having said, not a precise quote, but something like, "he actually
went and did it". What does that mean?

MR TRUITT
I don't remember saying that, and if I did, it was taken completely
out of context. Of course, I wasn't speaking of Hartwig. I don't
remember ever saying that.

KOPPEL
Well, I mean, it was presented in the context of your talking about
Hartwig, and of Hartwig having said before that if you had to go, an
explosion on ship would be kind of a painless way to go.

MR RUBIN
Ted, isn't it true that the man who said -

MR TRUITT
I don't ever -

KOPPEL
Well, hold on - hold on just a second, Mr Rubin, would you let Mr
Truitt answer that question?

MR RUBIN
I'm sorry.

MR TRUITT
- I don't ever remember hearing him talking about anything about
that.

KOPPEL
You never heard - you never heard Hartwig talk about -

MR TRUITT
I never heard anything like that.

KOPPEL
- never heard him talk about suicide, never expressing great
depression, wanting to kill himself.

MR TRUITT
He had never talked about blowing up the ship or anything.

KOPPEL
All right. We've got to take a break. We'll continue our conversation
in just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Continuing our conversation now with Kendall Truitt. Mr Truitt, I
want to go back to that question of whether Mr Hartwig ever talked
about suicide. Did he ever, to you?

MR TRUITT
He had mentioned something to the effect that he was a little down,
but it was over a year and a half ago.

KOPPEL
Well, you say, over - you know, "a little down," let's - he - he
talked about suicide at one point, didn't he?

MR TRUITT
He had at one point, but it wasn't very serious. I didn't believe
him, I don't think.

KOPPEL
Well, I - do you have a lot of friends who talk about suicide? Have
you ever known anyone else to talk about suicide?

MR TRUITT
I think we all talk about suicide at least once in our life, and at a
time that divisions were razzing him about how close friends we were,
and when he did talk about it, he was saying that, you know, it was
getting pretty hard on him and he really wished they'd stop talking
about him. And the way he described, you know, killing himself, would
have been just simply walk off the ship.

KOPPEL
Did he never talk about an explosion, how that would be such a
painless way, I mean, a relatively painless way of going?



MR TRUITT
He never talked about an explosion.

KOPPEL
Ms Kubicina, Mr Truitt was lucky, he found himself a good, tough,
aggressive lawyer who forced the Navy to back off. What are you going
to do?

MS KUBICINA
I felt that - I really didn't think a lawyer was necessary, but it
seems now that since things are really heating up, I have sought
legal counsel.

KOPPEL
And what do you - I mean - legal counsel in order to do what?

MS KUBIC INA
Well, I don't exactly know at this point. I know that I've been told
it's not illegal to slander a corpse, and basically what I'm trying
to do is just defend my brother's honor, my brother's reputation. To
me he was my brother, he wasn't a corpse, despite what the media has
made of all this. I'm just going to go on defending him.

KOPPEL
Let me just, since we have the benefit of Mr Rubin's presence here,
Mr Rubin, is there anything that you think Ms Kubicina would be able
to do?

MR RUBIN
Yes, she should get herself an attorney who can deal with the media.
There's too many of us around. I happen to have been forced into that
situation over the years. I think there's a new course that's going
to spring up in law schools called "electronic advocacy," and I think
that there has to be somebody to stand between the media and innocent
people who get caught up in a public controversy.

KOPPEL
I've got to stop you at this point. I'm afraid we're out of time. But
certainly you have shown how to begin doing that. And I thank all of
you for joining us this evening. That's our report for tonight. I'm
Ted Koppel in Washington. For all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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PETER JENNINGS
It has been a relatively quiet day on the streets of Panama. It's
been a very hectic day for many Americans there. Some of the
Embassy staff and their families were preparing to leave. (SOLDIERS)
And the first of the additional troops which left the United States
under President Bush's orders began arriving in Panama late this
afternoon. A spokesman for the Noriega government denounced the
troop movement as an attempt to intimidate Panama. Opposition
leaders say the sending of American troops was provoked by General
Noriega. Part of the President's plan to deal with Panama has been
to encourage other Latin American countries to increase their
pressure on General Noriega to leave. ABCls JOHN MARTIN is in
Costa Rica.

JOHN MARTIN
(ARIAS) Oscar Arias of Costa Rica is one of Latin America's most
respected leaders, the winner of the Noble Peace Prize. Today he
said the Noriega regime should be shunned by its neighbors.

PRESIDENT OSCAR ARIAS SANCHEZ
I don't think that it is easy for a government to survive in Latin
America if this government hasn't got the support of the vast
majority of the Latin American countries.

JOHN MARTIN
(OAS MEETING) Arias is working with Venezuela's President
Carlos Andres Peres and nearly a dozen other Latin nations to
pressure Panama diplomatically within the Organization of American
States. It was prodding by fellow Latins through the OAS that led
Nicaraguan dictator Anastasio Samoza to step down ten years ago, an
event Arias wants repeated.

PRESIDENT OSCAR ARIAS SANCHEZ
Because we cannot tolerate what has just happened in Panama.

JOHN MARTIN
(MARTIN-ARIAS) Arias has spoken by telephone with President Bush
and received a letter from Jimmy Carter, urging concerted action.
(MEETING) Today, 13 Latin nations, representing 90 percent of the
region's popUlation, agreed to a meeting of OAS foreign ministers
next week in Washington. They want to condemn Noriega's election
fraud, but also to affirm the 1977 Panama Canal Treaty, thereby
reassuring the Panamanian people. The isolation of Panama has
already begun. Costa Rica is not sending its ambassador back to
Panama. Mexico and other Latin nations have recalled their
representatives and others are expected to follow suit.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, San Jose, Costa Rica.
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally here this evening, a worm's eye view of Washington. We all
know that millions of tourists descend on the nation's Capital every
year. And armed with their guide books and their maps, they set out
to discover the city's highlights. Now in the true tradition of the
worm, there is a "lowlight" tour as well and ABC's JOHN MARTIN has
been on it.

JOHN MARTIN
(DC SCENES) It's spring in Washington. The city is filled with
tourists walking the Mall, searching the monuments for history.

MAN
(BUS TOUR) Welcome on board the Scandal Tour's bus. I'm your host
today, George Herbert Walker Bush.

JOHN MARTIN
Well, an actor anyway. One of several leading a tour of people and
places and topics most guides only whisper about.

GUIDE
He kept a prostitute as a mistress and was charged three times with
embezzlement.

JOHN MARTIN
For 20 dollars apiece they get an hour and fifteen minute excursion,
complete with mock Secret Service protection. It's a tour of
Washington's sinful past conducted by a troupe of actors who call
themselves the Gross National Product. It's a trip down a memory
lane of scandals, some old, some as new as the headlines.

TOUR GUIDE
Coming up right here on our right, ladies and gentlemen, the old
executive office building where Fawn Hall and Oliver North used to
shred, in the very basement. You can wave to them right now.

JOHN MARTIN
At the Tidal Basin, the guides point to the spot where Congressman
Wilbur Mills was caught drunk in public with a striptease dancer. At
the Capitol, they mention JOHN and Rita Jenrette, the Congressman
and his wife who claim they made love on the front steps.
(SCOTUS BLDG) At the Supreme Court, an actor plays judge
Douglas Ginsburg who withdrew his nomination to the Court when it
was revealed he had smoked marijuana.

TOUR GUIDE
Where you think we got the term "highest court in the land".

JOHN MARTIN
At the Watergate Hotel, where White House burglars were caught in
1972, an actor plays G. Gordon Liddy, who says he knows secrets
about the scandal.

ACTOR
I'd love to go on, love to tell you more. But if I did, I'd have to
kill you.

JOHN MARTIN
Then, on to a small townhouse near the Capital.

GUIDE
(HOUSE) Up here in the alley, is where Donna Rice sneakily made her
backdoor debut. Ladies and gentlemen here we have Gary Hartis
townhouse.

JOHN MARTIN
From one tour a week, GNP now runs up to four tours a day on
weekends. On weeknights, it sells its buses to convention groups.

ELIZABETH BECHTEL I TOURIST CONSULTANT
I'm having a conference in about three weeks. I'm going to bring my
meat and poultry packers on the tour. They're coming from allover
the United States.

JOHN MARTIN
Coming from allover to a city that seems at times to live by
mudslinging. So perhaps it was only a matter of time until it
became just part of the tour. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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TED KOPPEL
(VO) A long - awaited jury verdict is in. Former White House aide
Oliver North guilty on three of 12 counts: aiding and abetting in
lying to Congress; falsifying and destroying documents; and accepting
an illegal gift of a horne security system. But North was acquitted on
other similar charges, and tonight we'll examine that contradiction,
and we'll explore how new evidence at the trial raises questions
about the roles of Presidents Reagan and Bush.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
For 12 days, the jury in the trial of Oliver North bickered and
argued and prayed and tried to reach a fair conclusion. In just a
minute or so, I'll be talking with one of those jurors, to get a
sense of just how the verdict was reached. What happened in the North
trial is that neither defense nor prosecution got all of what it
wanted, but each side got something. Colonel North's attorney,
Brendan Sullivan, called today's verdict "a disappointment," but his
client, Ollie North, smiled broadly after the verdict was read and
appeared elated. The prosecution, which seemed disappointed by the
jury's rejection of nine out of the 12 counts against north,
Prosecutor JOHN Keker said, "The principle that no man is above the
law has been vindicated". Meanwhile, the case of Ollie North, far
from being over, simply moves into its next phase. But first, today's
verdict: guilty on three counts, not guilty on nine others. Earl
Williams, who joins us now in Washington, was one of the jurors who
rendered that decision today. I hope we're going to be able to talk
to him right now; we may be having some sound problems. Mr Williams,
can you hear me?

EARL WILLIAMS, JUROR
I can hear you.

KOPPEL
All right. Very good. Tell me a little bit about the mood in that
jury room, and how it was over the period of days. Can you kind of
take us from the beginning to the end? Did the mood get a lot tenser?
A lot easier? Did you get to be friends? How did it evolve?

MR WILLIAMS
Well, the mood was like a bunch of strangers coming together, then
they became friendly and warmer as the trial progressed. And then we
had a, you know, controversial - and disagreements, like in any other
discussion. But as the trial progressed along, we began to get more
togetherness and more and more friendly - like.

KOPPEL
Did you - and this was a terribly, terribly complicated trial, and
even some of our legal correspondents, from whom we'll be hearing a
little bit later, had trouble following some parts of it. Did you
have trouble following any parts of it? Did the other jurors have
trouble with it?

MR WILLIAMS
We did, we did.

KOPPEL
What was most troublesome to you? What did you have the most trouble
understanding, or the most trouble - I mean, where did you have the
most trouble deciding whether or not Colonel North was guilty or not
guilty?

MR WILLIAMS
Well, one thing we had trouble in deciding was about his guilt was -
we had so many documents to go around and go through, and it looked
like they were coming from so many different directions, because it
looked like one document would sort of dispute the other, and we had
to get together and realize what we were doing, and try to fit the
documents together because we had, over 400 documents to work with,
400 documents, and what we did, we broke them down and took each
count at a time.



KOPPEL
Was the jury together from beginning to end, or was there
disagreement? I mean, was one part of the jury pushing for acquittal
and the other part pushing for conviction?

MR WILLIAMS
Well, it was touch - and - go at different spots. We agreed most of
the time, but like any other time or any other situation, there will
always be a difference of agreement, and we tried to work it out. But
our most progressive movement was prayer. When we got in doubt
sometimes, weld get together and hold hands, we'd pray and we'd come
back and try it again. And this worked on for about two or three
weeks, up until - as late as today we got a little split in our way,
and we couldn1t just get it together. And one of the members of the
jury, Mr Caswell, he got us all together and said just an insplring
prayer, and this prayer, this brought the people together and they
sat down again, and then one person would say, "You know, I think I
was wrong. You know, I think I could go along with the program a
little bit better". And that's how we come to get together on the
last three counts.

KOPPEL
What did you ~ I mean, when you came to those last three counts, I
assume the last three counts were the ones you found him guilty on -
was there ever a time when you thought he might be acquitted on all
12 counts? Did it look -

MR WILLIAMS
Well, no.

KOPPEL
- did it look that way at some point?

MR WILLIAMS
No, I didn't think he'd be acquitted on all 12 points, because there
were some factors there that - where he didn't exactly tell the
truth, and when you say you - when you admit to a guilt you can't
just very well say this man is innocent, as he has owned up to his
guilt.

KOPPEL
All right. Mr Williams, I wonder if you'd be good enough to stand by?
We'll be coming back to you a little bit later in the program.

MR WILLIAMS
Sure.

KOPPEL
Thank you very much for coming in. Still to come, we'll examine the
charges against Colonel North, those on which he was convicted and
those which have now been dismissed, and we'll be talking with JOHN
Nields, who was chief House counsel during the Iran I Contra hearing.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Before we discuss today's verdict, we asked correspondent JOHN MARTIN
to give us some background on the trial and how Colonel North came to
be in court in the first place.

JOHN MARTIN
Were it not for this man, standing under guard in a Nicaraguan jungle
two and a half years ago, there might not have been this man,
summoned before Congress and then entering and standing in a United
States courtroom for the last 12 weeks. In this Central American
courtroom, Eugene Hasenfus, a former CIA employee, was ultimately
convicted of supplying lethal weapons to the Contras trying to
overthrow the Nicaraguan government. He was sent to prison and
released after barely a month. His capture revealed a network of
secret United States assistance to the Contras, assistance prohibited
by votes in Congress for two years, but delivered anyway by a
determined president and his men. Today, in a North American
courtroom, one of those men, Oliver North, who helped send Hasenfus
into action, was acquitted of most of the charges against him.

EARL WILLIAMS, NORTH TRIAL JUROR
He was a lieutenant colonel, he was in the service, and naturally, he
had orders, you know. And who gave the orders, that's not for me to
saYt I mean, you know. But definitely he had to follow - he was
following orders. He was following orders and therefore if he's
following orders, he had to bestowed.

JOHN NIELDS, FORMER IRAN / CONTRA COUNSEL
North's defense was that all of his acts, or almost all of them, were
authorized by higher - ups, and the responsibility for them lay
elsewhere, and it seems to me that the jury has accepted that in some
measure, but they are unwilling to exonerate North completely.

MARTIN
(VO} The jurors convicted North of three charges, two of them
involving obstruction, trying to keep Congress from finding out much
of what it wanted to know by faking Chronologies, destroying
documents and knowing it was illegal. And the third count, accepting



an illegal gift, a $13,000 security fence.
INTERVIEWER

What was it that made you think he was guilty in those three cases?
MR WILLIAMS

Well, the facts, what was read in the documents, you know,
SEN ORRIN HATCH, (R), SENATE IRAN / CONTRA COMMITTEE

The jury, because of all the hype on this thing, probably felt it had
to find some convictions, so they picked the three least serious
charges, and found conviction on those charges.

MARTIN
(VO) Why the contradictions; not guilty of obstructing, guilty of
aiding and abetting?

JAMES HAMILTON, FORMER WATERGATE COUNSEL
The jury may have found that he was an active participant in the
preparation of that chronology. On the other hand, he was acquitted
for aiding and abetting false statements to Congress in connection
with letters written by McFarlane. The jury may well have believed
that McFarlane was the principal author of those letters, and
therefore North should not be held guilty for them.

MARTIN
(VO) In the courtroom, North appeared elated at the verdict. In
public, later, he remained sober.

LT COL OLIVER NORTH
As a Marine, I was taught to fight and fight hard for as long as it
takes to prevail. We will continue this battle and with the support
and prayers of the American people, we will be fully vindicated.

MARTIN
(VO) Already, North has overcome the most serious charges against
him. Conspiracy counts for allegedly diverting Iran arms sale money
to the Contras were dropped for reasons of security. The jury, after
hearing 50 witnesses in 11 weeks and deliberating 64 hours, acquitted
him of lying to Congress even though he admitted it to Congress.

LT COL MR NORTH
(July 8, 1987) I will tell you right now, Counsel, and all the
members here gathered, that I misled the Congress.

MARTIN
(VO) Acquitted him of converting government funds to personal use.
Acquitted him of four counts of making false statements to Congress.
Acquitted him of lying about raising funds for the Contras, giving
them military advice. Acquitted him of two counts of misleading
Attorney General Meese. Acquitted him of setting up a tax - exempt
foundation to raise money for the Contras. But the trial has raised
new questions about North's superiors.

PRES GEORGE BUSH
But the allegation that's been made on me was that I went to Honduras
and talked to President Suaso about some quid pro quo. I can now
state declaratively, without any fear of contradiction, that there
wasn't.

MARTIN
(VO) In California today, Mr Reagan's aides prohibited sound
recordings to be made, and said he would have no comment, due to
ongoing legal matters. (on camera) Despite today's verdict, Congress
is not ready to let this matter drop. At least two committees have
signified they intend to find out why these documents never reached
them. (VO) Tonight, an admirer dropped flowers at the horne of Oliver
North, a symbol of the national sympathy his trial has evoked. Others
condemned the verdict as too lenient. Still, as he returned home in
darkness tonight, Oliver North was a convicted felon, facing hundreds
of thousands of dollars in fines, the loss of his Marine pension and
the possibility of prison. All this, nearly three years after Eugene

MARTIN
(VO) These documents, released at the trial but not seen by the
Iran/Contra committee, suggest both Mr Reagan and Mr Bush were "in
the loop" of planning for exchanging aid to Honduras for Honduran aid
to the Contras, a so - called quid pro quo.

PRES BUSH
The word of the president of the United States, George Bush, is,
there was no quid pro quo. The records of the meeting demonstrate
that there was no quid pro quo.

PETER KORNBLUH, NATIONAL SECURITY ARCHIVE
The issue is really not as it has been framed, whether George Bush
sat down with the president of Honduras and said, "I give you this
much aid, you help the Contras". The issue is whether the
documentation shows that George Bush was aware that the United States
was going to other countries to circumvent congressional law.

REP LEE HAMILTON, (D), CHAIRMAN, HOUSE IRAN / CONTRA COMMITTEE
I think the President - President Reagan, and then - Vice President
Bush still have some explaining to do with regard to their
activities.



Hasenfus was shot from the sky over Nicaragua, and the scandal that
has consumed the country began to unravel. This is JOHN MARTIN for
Nightline in Washington.

KOPPEL
When we come back, weIll be joined by the chief legal correspondent
for National Public Radio, Nina Totenberg, by JOHN Nields! House
Counsel to the Iran / Contra Committee, and ABC News law
correspondent Tim O'Brien.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Joining us now from our Washington studio, three people who've been
following this story since it unfolded more than two years ago. Nina
Totenberg is the chief legal correspondent for National Public Radio.
JOHN Nields was Chief House Counsel to the Congressional Iran I
Contra Committee! and is currently a Washington attorney. And law
correspondent Tim O'Brien, who has covered the trial for ABC News.
JOHN Nields, let me begin with you, and let me begin with the second
half of JOHN MARTIN'S report, which referred to some of the questions
that still remain about the complicity in all of this of President
Reagan and President Bush. Your views, now that the trial is over.

JOHN NIELDS, FORMER COUNSEL, HOUSE IRAN I CONTRA COMMITTEE
Well, I guess the first thing I want to say is that the major issue
that I see, frankly, remaining has to do with the reasons why the
documents that have just recently surfaced had not been given to the
Congress. It seems clear that they were asked for; it seems clear
that they weren't produced, even though they should have been
produced. And the question is whether that was by mistake or on
purpose.

KOPPEL
Just identify the documents for us, would you?

MR NIELDS
Well, these are the documents which relate to what has now been
referred to as this quid pro quo arrangement with the government of
Honduras! pursuant to which we speeded up economic and military aid
to Honduras in return for their helping the Contras.

KOPPEL
And what you're saying is, during the Iran I Contra hearings, those
documents were not available! even though you had - you couldn't have
asked for them specifically, because you didn't know they existed,
right?

MR NIELDS
NO, but we asked -

KOPPEL
Go ahead, JOHN.

MR NIELDS
- we asked for them in a broad and quite clear request for all
documents relating to support for the Contras, and the White House
agreed to produce such documents. And these, it appears, were not
produced.

KOPPEL
Now, you heard what President Bush said today. I mean, he could not
have been more explicit, and indeed, he put his word of honor as
president on the line and said there was no liQuid pro quo"; he must
have said it four or five times.

MR NIELDS
That's absolutely true, and based on the documents I have seen, I
don't believe there's evidence to contradict him. And that's one of
the reasons that I say that I believe the major issue that remains is
why weren't the documents produced? I regard the substance of the
documents as of frankly secondary importance.

KOPPEL
All right. Tim O'Brien, any thoughts on not only those documents, but
the suggestion - not just the suggestion, I mean it was more or less
said straight out during the trial, that Ollie North did some of the
things he did because he had been authorized to do so by the
President.

TIM O'BRIEN
Well, a couple of very important points in the judge's instructions
to the jury. That would not be a defense, according to Judge Gerhard
Gesell, unless Oliver North had direct instructions from the
President to do a given thing in a given way! and North said he never
had that degree of authority. That defense failed. There have been
documents introduced in this trial that tend to suggest that George
Bush may have known or should have known about a quid pro quo
arrangement, but never any smoking gun.

KOPPEL
Now, Nina Totenberg, pick up on the first point that Tim made, having
to do with Judge Gesell's instructions to the jurors and then perhaps
we will go to Earl Williams to ask why those instructions do not



appear to have been followed by the jury. Can you sort of put a
parentheses around that for me?

NINA TOTENBERG, NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO
Well, if you look at this verdict and you parse it out, you would see
that Oliver North was found guilty on one each of the kinds of
charges, one obstruction of Congress charge, one destruction of
documents charge and one, for want of a better expression, personal
perfidy charge - in this case it was accepting an illegal gratuity.
And my inference from that is that the jury didn't want to pile on,
but they felt he'd done something wrong, that he knew it was wrong,
and therefore they found him guilty of those things. And I think we
have to look ahead and have to note that there are a number of people
yet to be tried, including the former national security adviser, JOHN
Poindexter, and it'll be interesting to see how this guilty verdict
affects his case, whether there is a trial including the conspiracy
counts, and whether he tries to negotiate a plea bargain, a
settlement.

KOPPEL
Mr Williams, we have a unique opportunity here that we haven't had
for the past 12 days. We've been speculating a lot about what you
folks have been doing behind closed doors. Was it, as Nina Totenberg
just suggested, a case of taking one from column A, one from column
B, one from column C, and not wanting to pile on?

MR WILLIAMS
Well, somewhat like that, I'd say. Yeah.

KOPPEL
I mean, you really - you just felt there was something, what, in your
gut, that said, "We don't want to go too far, I mean, we kind of like
this guy?" I don't want to put words in your mouth.

MR WILLIAMS
Well, it wasn't in fact saying we liked this guy, but we felt
sometimes that he was just pushed a little too far there by himself,
and we dealt most on his intent, and that's what most of the thing
was based around.

KOPPEL
So - I mean, is it accurate to say - I just want to be sure I
understand you - is it accurate to say that you just kind of picked
one of each of the charges against him because you didn't want, you
didn't want to push too hard?

MR WILLIAMS
It wasn't the fact of pushing hard, it was - well, say, just what we
felt, really. And I don't think we pushed too hard. I don't think
there's such a thing as pushing too hard.

KOPPEL
No, I mean, you get what I'm saying. You heard what Ms Totenberg said

MR WILLIAMS
Yeah.

KOPPEL
- that you sort of picked one of each category. Is that right?

MR WILLIAMS
Well, we didn't pick one of each category, because we worked each
category one at a time, instead of just bunching them all together.

KOPPEL
Okay. We're going to take a break, and we'll continue our
conversation with all of our guests when we come back.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
And we're back once again with our guests. Tim O'Brien, the subject
of holdouts on the jury. I know you and Mr Williams were just
discussing that briefly. Fill us in a little bit, will you?

O'BRIEN
Well, he was telling us that there were a couple of jurors who were
more difficult than others in that they were more inclined to acquit
than to convict, but they came around.

KOPPEL
Mr Williams, what did it take to bring them around? How long - I
mean, was it a matter of reasoning? Was it a matter of just sort of,
as you said before, praying together and seeking inspiration?

MR WILLIAMS
It was just a good strong prayer, a good strong soul - stirring
prayer that one of the members - one of the jurors just got together
and delivered, and it just seemed like it just brought things
together and brought us together, made us think more about what we
were doing, and the lady said, "Well, I think I should go along with
the program because I think you are right". And that's the way it
went throughout the whole trial, that we always raised together,
because our theme of the whole trial was to do the thing right, and
to see that Oliver North got a fair trial.



,------- . -------------------------------

KOPPEL
Mr Nields, now that it's allover, and as you look at the result, is
it a - I mean, it's not a clear - cut victory for anybody, is it?

MR NIELDS
Well, it's awfully hard to comment on a jury verdict when one of the
jurors is here who can actually tell us what it all means, but the
way I interpret the verdict, the jury held the prosecution to a very
high standard, which is appropriate, and convicted him of three
counts, three felonies, as to which were peculiarly difficult for
North to defend against and one of which was, I think, particularly
egregious. And I think three felony convictions at the end of this is
a fairly significant statement by the jury that dishonesty in
government is, in this instance, criminal.

KOPPEL
Nina, I know there is no way, I mean, just as there is no way of
reading a jury while they're out, there's no way of reading a judge
while he is considering what his verdict is, but the question that is
clearly on many people's minds right now is, is it likely that Oliver
North is going to go to jail?

MS TOTENBERG
Boy, Ted, you like to put me out there on a limb, don't you? I really
don't know. Judge Gesell is not known as an easy sentencer, and he is
not known for tolerating white - collar crime. And this is a peculiar
type of white - collar crime. It's dishonesty in government. I would
be surprised if it's a heavy jail sentence. I guess I might be
surprised if it's no jail sentence, but not completely surprised.

KOPPEL
Tim, just in the few seconds that we have left, give us some idea of
scheduling from here on in. The verdict comes down in mid - June?

O'BRIEN
The sentencing will be -

KOPPEL
The sentencing, I'm sorry.

O'BRIEN
- June 23rd, we understand. Whatever the sentence is, and I agree
with Nina, if there is a prison term it would be slight, but the
appeals will be far longer than any prison term.

KOPPEL
And the appeals process?

O'BRIEN
First to the DC - the US Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia, three judges, then en bane, all nine judges on that court.
And then to the Supreme Court. And there are some questions here the
Supreme Court may well be interested in reviewing. It could stretch
out for years.

KOPPEL
All right. I'm very grateful to all of you for coming in,
particularly you, Mr Williams.

MR WILLIAMS
Thank you.

KOPPEL
It's been a long, long trial for you, I know. and this has been a
particularly long day. It was very good of you, of all of you, to
join us. Thank you so much. That's our report for tonight. I'm Ted
Koppel in Washington. For all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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Content: [WISCONSIN USA]
[AL GORE TRAVEL POOL]

16:09:44 bars
16:09:56 black
16:10:59 bars
16:20:58 ws of river boat
.. pan to those on landing
.. push in on boat
16:21:23 ws and pullout
16:21:44 ws and push in on gore
16:21:49 ws cutaway of al and tipper gore and joe lieberman
aboard boat .. they wave .. riverboat sails
16:22:05 ws cutaway of riverboat .. pan
16:22:11 ws cutaway supporters yell 'GO AL GO' .. cut
16:22:21 ms cutaway and pan of supporters with signs .. cut
16:22:28 ws and pan of those on landing includes cops .. pan
16:22:41 ws cutaway/cuts of riverboat sailing away (also near
bridge) .. cut
16:23:02 ms cutaway photographers
16:23:08 black
16:23:23 rerack
16:23:41 ws from back see joe and al wave then they turn .. push
in
16:23:53 ms al tipper joe and hadassah lieberman wave .. pull
out and push in gore: i loved it i had a good time .. joe: best
ive ever heard at ocnventio an unvbiased repsnse
16:24:22 ** ms of 4 shot of liebermans and gores wave .. pull
otu see flag and push in
16:24:43 ms cutaway al gore and joe lieberman .. pans (hear
cheers from crowd)
16:25:04 ews of crowd on landing .. push out even more
16:25:23 ms cutaway of al gore tipper gore and joe lieberman
16:25:30 black
16:26:05 ws cutaway of riverboat moving along mississipi river
.. pan and push in
16:26:24 ws riverboat
16:26:29 ms people aboard 3 levels of the boat .. push in
16:26:41 ms joe and hadassah lieberman al and tipper gore
pull down to water then up then out
16:27:02 ws .. pullout then push in
16:27:16 ws cutaway of riverboat .. (boat draped in red white
and blue)

people on landing and aboard clap
(song 'rolling on a river' plays)



16:27:37
level ..
16:27:58
level of
16:28:14
16:28:26
16:28:47
says stop
16:28:56
16:29:33
16:29:53
push in
16:30:35
push in
16:30:51 ms banner on boat 'setting course for america's future'
.. pullout
16:31:08 ws cutaway gores and liebermans on 2nd level at far end
of boat .. pullout
16:31:40 ews from back as riverboat makes way along river .. cut
16:31:54 ms cutaway small boat with passengers
16:32:10 ms cutaway of boat with words: 'bush wack al bore'
16:32:42 ews of riverboat from behind .. another boat in far
distance .. riverboat moves farther away
16:33:13 ews of boat from behind .. cut
16:33:34 ms cutaway of people aboard tiny boat .. cut
16:33:43 ews of riverboat in distance .. push in little
16:34:20 **ms of riverboat sailing (shot from behind) (see
water and steam .. words on boat: 'mark twain I I setting course
for america's future') .. pullout
16:35:41 ms cutaway of miss. waters moving then pan to boat
16:35:58 ms of blue sky with clouds .. cut
16:36:13 ms cutaway man in life vest stands on small boat near
front of riverboat .. cut
16:36:44 ms cutaway back of riverboat .. pullout
16:36:54 ws riverboat and another boat make way along miss.
push in (see 'mark twain' on boat and american flag) .. pullout
16:37:42 ews cutaway back of riverboat .. cut
16:37:54 ms cutaway of riverboat .. pullout
16:38:11 ws cutaway riverboat (a smaller boat in distance)
push in
16:38:33 black
16:38:36 ms of boat .. pan of people on 2nd deck (low angle)
16:38:53 ms inside riverboat (many wear life jackets) .. cut
16:39:15 ms cutaway riverboat crew men .. pull back
16:39:24 ws people in vests (from bckl .. push in as they move
16:39:40 ws cutaway .. people in chairs .. claps .. push in
16:39:50 ms joe lieberman and gore glad hand aboard
16:39:59 ms cutaway gore glad hands
16:40:10 black
16:40:24 rerack
16:41:01 ms gore and lieberman sit with others for discussion
aboard riverboat (river in background) .. man talks about drugs
16:41:24 gore: i agree .. as (pharmaceutical) industry have
highest profits .. profits are good .. push in
16:41:39 industry says we need high profits because that is what
fuels research to find new medicines new breakthroughs .. has
ring of truth .. push in
16:42:01 ms gore: a lot of breakthroughs now being financed by
tax payers at national inst. of health .. being handed over to
companies
16:42:18 secondly alot of big drug companies .. shifting more of
money into advertising and promotion .. pullout
16:42:34 ws lieberman and gore and others .. push in and pan
16:42:44 ws cutaway people play on banks of miss. pull back to
boat
16:43:01 ms cutaway gore lieberman and others .. gore: ever
prescribed Claritin .. common .. push in
16:43:20 ms gore: only made (claritin) and sold by one company

ws cutaway al gore and joe lieberman aboard second
they wave .. pans
ws shaky shot of liebermans

riverboat
ws cutaway boat .. push in
ws of gores and liebermans ., push in
ews cutaway of riverboat .. push in (hear press guy
waving)
**ws cutaway gores and liebermans wave ., pullout
ews cutaway as boat sails .. push in
**ws cutaway of gores and liebermans .. pullout then

and gores waving on 2nd

ews cutaway as riverboat sails along miss. river



.. patent period about to expire .. have monopoly
16:43:40 but then after enough years when gotten lot of reward
.. let it go and let others compete .. now spending so much money
to advertise ., to promote claritin .. than coca-cola spend ..
more than budweiser busch spends ., these figures .. courtesy of
wall steet journal
16:44:18 using political influence to push congress to .. extend
patent period .. to keep competition out people.. have to
continue pay high prices
16:44:40 stop this kind if chicanery .. recognize when spending
far more money on advertising than research .. (takes away what
saying about need for high profits) .. pullout
16:45:07 ws cutaway (a nun talks) .. push in
16:45:24 cu cutaway as she talks about uninsured / underinsured
.. pullout and pan to side .. then pull back and pan back to nun
.. pull up to flag then down
16:46:34 ws of people aboard deck .. push in
16:46:43 ms lieberman and gore listen .. push in on other boat
behind .. pans .. pull back
16:47:39 ws lieberman: sister that's beautiful story __ admire
mercy .. term compassionate conservatism (laughs) .. you're plain
compassionate ..
16:48:06 lieberman: fact is for great civilized nation _.
enjoyed extraordinary economic time .. have to put .. on course
to provide health for everyone of our citizens ._ have to find
it unacceptable that's where we are now .. not going to come in
big leap .. with good leadership come quicker. _
16:48:50 ms lieberman: taken steps last few years. _ kennedy put
in .. CHIPS program .. al and i committed _. only ones to commit
to achieving point extending health care coverage to every child
.. then go after taking in everybody .. you are filling in gap
16:49:26 lieberman: but lot of people are not living in presence
.. of people with heart .. and as big as yours .. they go
ultimately uncared for .. pan to gore
16:49:48 gore: tipper and hadassah made certain joe and i put
sun screen on .. as joe said .. john (mccain) .. in our prayers
(offers sun screen to people there) .. pullout to 2-shot of
lieberman and gore .. push in on gore
16:50:29 gore: we have 44 million americans with no health .. 11
milion are children .. move step by step to universal health care
16:50:48 one reason is 65 years ago when franklin roosevelt ..
pulled national health out of new deal package .. embarked on
path .. (percent of americans with no health) _. complex
16: 51: 18 pol tically and practically .. (some do have health)
find lot of seniors who do have coverage .. say mine is helping
.. be careful don't harm people getting coverage now
16:51:51 first steps .. are prescription drug benefit for those
on medicare if choose to participate
16:52:05 by year 2004 (every child insured) .. 25% tax credit
for small business employers on top of deduction get .. to move
.. toward general acceptance that employers should offer health
insurance
16:52:51 long term care incentive .. new elements for mental
health parity .. etc. these are first steps but yes move to
universal health care .. pullout
16:53:14 ms 2 shot of lieberman and gore .. pull back
16:53:22 ws cutaway man speaks about examples about someone
eligible for CHIPs but unable to get dental ._ push in
16:54:05 ms lieberman and gore .. push in
16:54:10 ms lieberman .. pan to gore.
16:54:19 ms gore .. pullout to 2-shot pan to green mountains
and helicopter in air .. pull back
16:54:53 ws cutaway gore and others .. gore: (our plan)
provdes money from surplus in 3 categories .. we give $250
billion over next 10 years for prescription drug benefit ..
extend lifetime of medicare trust fund .. push in
16:55:29 ms gore: when president clinton and i took office trust
fund (was supposed) to go bankrupt next year .. we extended it



16:55:47 third cateogry of money proposing to put into medicare
.. address problem you're talking about.
16:56:02 balanced budget law cut way too (much) into .. home
health agencies .. rural hospitals .. nursing homes .. we want to
put $40 billion .. in .. proposing to give considerably more
flexibility .. program for states to provide reimbursement for
home based services ..
16:56:49 lot of times you have people sent to nursing homes when
don't want .. or need to go .. but only way for families to get
reimbursements .. consult with sarah bianci (sp) .. pullout
16:57:25 ws cutaway lady talks & says her child has multiple
disabilities .. push in
16:58:25 cu cutaway mother of disabled child says she applauds
their desire for doctors to make decisions
16:58:46 ms cutaway boats .. pull back to riverboat .. pan to
2-shot of gore lieberman
16:59:27 ms cutaway small boat _. pull back
16:59:35 ws cutaway gore: how many times told story .. miracles
happen .. push in
16:59:49 ms gore: doctors prepare parents for worse sometimes ..
glad i don't have to make that decision .. so much love .. push
in
17:00:11 ms gore: this sheet has another column .. opponents put
no money in home-based care medicare life-based extension or
prescription drug benefit for seniors .. honorable men .. wer'e
not going to attack them peronsally even though complex
subjects .. we have .. to rise .
17:01:01 by wrestling with details about what right policies
are .. so to make experience about more than soundbites an
damages .. let's deal with specifics.. pan
17:01:37 ms cutaway african american man talks about school
pullout to another boat pull back
17:02:19 ws cutaway gore and lieberman .. gore says: i did
school days (visit schools) in past .. push in
17:02:31 ms gore: school nurse has circuit to ride with lot of
schools (to look after) .. medications given by secretaries and
administrative offices .. lot do good job
17:02:59 it's shame have these perks for HMOs making coverage
decisions .. secretaries giving care (laughs .. pull back to see
lieberman) .. tempted to say we should put school nurses in every
schools .. looking at budsget .. find ways to expand (budget)
17:03:45 better cooperative relationships with community .. push
in
17:03:54 ms cutaway lieberman .. pullout
17:04:03 ws cutaway female social worker
17:04:34 black
17:04:45 ms gore: if play cards right .. find .. much more
targeted therapies cures that take advantage of coded information
genes use not having blunderbust approach as many therapies
are today
17:05:23 we need to put money in research now .. want to thank
all of you .. hope agree been substantive discussion
17:05:58 ms cutaway gore greets people
17:06:01 ms people on land with gore signs .. pullout .. cut
17:06:13 ws cutaway riverboat's already docked
17:06:20 ms cutaway gore and tipper are followed by hadassah and
joe lieberman
17:06:36 ws gore and liebermans from back .. pan
17:06:58 ws cutaway large group of supporters behind fence wait
to greet .. cut
17:07:13 ms lieberman glad hands (thanks people for coming)
gore behind ..
17:07:57 ms cutaway
17:08:18 ws cutaway
17:08:39 ms cutaway
17:08:41 hash
17:10:35 chris lehane a gore staffer says: republicans focused on
attack attack attack

gore glad hands ..
press and security
gore works crowd

pull up
.. cut



17:10:48 black
17:12:00 hash
17:15:27 ws and push in
17:15:34 ms of gores and liebermans waveing ... push in
17:15:43 ms gore says: i loved it had good time .. lieberman
says: best i've ever heard at convention unbiased response ..
(all 4 joined in shot .. wave .. pullout .. gore walks to side)
17:16:20 ms cutaway gore and lieberman wave .. cheers .. (shaky
pans to water)
17:16:40 ws of swarm of people yelling in support along banks
push in (man yells something about kick his ass)
17:16:55 black
17:17:11 ws joe lieberman and al gore having discussion about
health aboard riverboat .. push in (womane talks about daughter
not expected to live and she's now 17) .. push in
17:17:50 ms cutaway mother speaks .. concerned about her having
adequate .. community based .. health care .. applaud efforts to
have health care professionals make decision .. pan
17:18:19 ws cutaway 2 other boats in water .. pull back
17:18:28 ws lieberman gore and others .. pull back to others
push in
17:18:57 ms lieberman gore .. pan to another boat following in
water .. pan
17:19:10 ws gore: how many times heard story about moms and dad
being told (kids can't make it) .. doctors sometimes prepare
parents for worse .. right thing to do .. push in
17:19:34 ms gore: so many miracles that come from love an
devotion .. god bless you .. this sheet has another column on it
.. our opponents plan does not put any new money into home based
health are (laughs) .. medicare life extension or prescription
drug
17:20:14 they are honorable men running for right reason we're
not going to attack them personally ever in this campaign .. even
though complex subjects .. we as people have to rise to change
17:20:39 by wrestling with details .. judgments about what right
policies are ._ in order to make experience .. about more than
soundbites and images .. let's deal with specifics
17:21:03 i don't believe that i believe we can .. pull back
17:21:16 ms cutaway african american man concerned about school
nurses who are cut out .. pan to waters
17:21:42 ws cutaway another boat in water .. pull back
17:21:54 ms gore: do more in Fall (school days) what found ..
push in
17:22:05 ms gore: school nurse has circuit to ride with lot of
different schools .. comes to schools (infrequently)
medications given by secretaries in administrative office
of them do good job .. shame have perks for HMOs (laughs)
out .
17:22:50 ms lieberman and gore .. gore: you know i'm tempted to
say .. put school nurse in every school (but budget priorities
may not allow) .. CHIPs Programs .. better cooperative
relationships __ cut
17:23:29 ms cutaway lieberman .. pullout
17:23:53 ws cutaway female social worker .. says losing partners
in health care .. pull up and out to scenery
17:24:22 ws cutaway and pan to people on boat .. pan
17:24:55 ms cutaway small boat in water. _ pUllout and back
17:25:18 ws cutaway lady continues .. push in
17:25:47 ms gore and lieberman (lieberman says tell us more then
gore talks and looks at note) .. pan
17:26:24 cu cutaway man talks about vulnerable residents .. pan
and push in
17:26:55 ms gore asks woman if got
and she replies no and all laugh ..
17:27:19 gore: but let's just take
(questions) ..pan
17:27:32 cu lady says: want to applaud plan .. taking care of my
mother .. no way she'd survive with income she gets .. and staff

lot
pull

into social work to get rich
gore: getting to landing soon
couple more quick ones



take collections for buying prescription drugs .. pullout
17:28:23 ms gore: i want joe to comment on this .. baby boom
generation .. (large) .. life expectancy has increased ..
tipper's mother lives with us and we have round the clock medical
care .. and my mother prefers her own home but we have round
clock care .. push in on gore
17:29:08 ms gore: this is not simple subject .. we've got to
balance 3 elements .. making care affordable .. insuring quality
.. andhaving access to care geographically and financially

holding down cost increases
17:29:46 we all understand why (cost so high) .. benefits but
come at expense of quality .. affordability of care .. got to
find better way .. pan to lieberman
17:30:14 ms lieberman: i've been using same pendulum metaphor
(laughs) .. when we talked about real practical medical coverage
for prescription drugs .. not just affect seniors .. but for
children of seniors (see gore) ._ heartbreaking stories ..
push in
17:30:57 lieberman talking: .. to economize .. second thing
story about working to save money .. extraordinary goodness out
in country .. govt. can never do it all __
17:31:29 community make it happen .. one (thing) really govt.
should do .. cut
17:31:46 ms gore: special need to
17:31:50 rerack
17:32:04 black
17:32:10 bars
17:40:06 rerack
17:43:41 bars
17:49:56 rerack
17:50:01 ms cutaway chris lehane (gore's staffer is interviewed)
.. timing of announcement (news leak of grand jury investigation
of monica lewinsky matter against president bill clinton) raises
questions .. given fact news occurred month ago .. and didn't
happen till vice president giving speech .. gore and lieberman
focused on future ._ let republcians focus on past
17:50:36 ms cutaway difficult to comment on ongoing legal matter
.. fact came out yesterday raises serious questions .. ongoing
for month now ..al gore going to focus on people .. future .. he
outlined his agenda
17:51:06 i think american people want to hear candidates talk
about family future .. republicans are one play hand book
attack attack attack
17:51:24 black
17:51:38 rerack
17:51:41 ms cutaway .. lehane: timing
17:51:49 rerack
17:51:51 ms cutaway gore .. cut
17:51:55 ms cutaway chris lehane: .. timing of announcement
raises question .. given fact occurred more than month ago ..
17:52:18 american people want to hear what these peoep going to
do let republicans focus on past
17:52:32 well it's difficult to comment on ongoing legal matter
.. fact came out yesterday .. (occured month ago) .. fact just
came out yesterday
17:52:51 he (al gore in DNC speech) offered his agenda to
helping working families .. what focus on
17:53:00 i think american people want to hear candidates talk
about familes and future .. republicans are one play hand book
attack attack attack
17:53:19 black
17:53:41 bars
18:01:48 ws cutaway of river and fence .. no people or audio
18:04:59 black
18:16:00 shots of crew and reporter doing standup along river (scheduled
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PETER JENNINGS
Now the continued fuss about fusion and what those scientists at the
University of Utah have or have not discovered. The reason everyone
gets so excited about the prospect of low temperature fusion is that
if you can really create it in a jar, the world would have a
limitless supply of clean, cheap energy. That is, if you can do it.
Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(NEWSREEL) Remember the Zeta machine announced in 1958 by the
British?

ANNOUNCER
(NEWREEL) They predict man may someday be able to take limitless
power from the sea.

JOHN MARTIN
This wasn't the first the world gushed about fusion, but it was
wrong. Argentine President Juan Peron was wrong in 1951, when he
declared German-trained Ronald Richter held the secret of fusion
power. He didn't. (PANEL) The project flopped, the scientist went
to jail. And now the nation's top physicists are declaring somebody
else wrong. In Baltimore this morning, a panel of them voted eight
to one against when asked if they thought chemists Stanley Pons and
MARTIN Fleischmann had in fact created the heat of fusion in a jar.

MOSHE GAI / YALE U.
Our results exclude without any doubt the Pons and Fleischmann
results.

JOHN MARTIN
Despite these negative results, the idea of cold fusion keeps coming
back. Leading one researcher here to quote a rhyme.

STEVEN JONES / BRIGHAM YOUNG U
Last night upon the stair, I saw a man who wasn't there. He wasn't
there again today. Oh, how I wish he'd go away.

JOHN MARTIN
Pons and Fleischmann worked in secrecy today preparing for a meeting
of fellow chemists next week in Los Angeles, where they are
expected to answer their critics among the physicists. As for
today, the judgment is going against them. Still the physicists
here could not put away the nagging possibility that the Utah
chemists are on to something.

JAMES KRUMHANSF
And if you look at large insights in science, you will find that
they are built on a garden of these little plants that, and you can
never tell quite how they're going to come out.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) So we are all watching and hoping and not knowing absolutely
how it will come out. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.

PETER JENNINGS
But stay tuned.
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PETER JENNINGS, NEW YORK, NY USA
JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA

PETER JENNINGS
A document introduced at the North trial yesterday is raising new
questions about President Bush's role in the Iran-Contra affair. As
we reported last night, the summary of confidential government
papers suggest that Mr. Bush, as Vice President, may have been
more involved than he has disclosed so far in the back door effort to
help the Contras. More from ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

REPORTER
Mr. President, were you surprised by the document that came out
implicating you with the Hondurans in the North trial?

PRESIDENT BUSH
(TO CRISTIANI) Is she speaking to you?

JOHN MARTIN
All day long the question was
President of Honduras in 1985
assistance if Honduras helped
banned by Congress?

PRESIDENT BUSH
Look I'm not going to comment on any aspect of the North trial while
it's in progress. All the material that was introduced yesterday
that you're referring to has been available to the independent
counsel and the Iran-Contra committee and has been reviewed for, by
them for any special significance.

MARK BELNICK
I can say with a high degree of confidence that we simply never
received evidence like that.

JOHN MARTIN
For that matter, neither did the Tower commission know, according to
one of its three members.

EDMUND MUSKIE
We certainly did not know on the basis of any documents available to
us what the purpose was and what the details were.

JOHN MARTIN
(GRAPHICS) The questions raised in this court document are
important because if Bush knowingly offered American aid as an
inducement for Honduran aid to the Contras, it would have violated
existing US law. (DOCUMENTS) In these notes of a National Security
planning group meeting nine months earlier it is clear Bush knew
such a quid pro quo would have been illegal, or in his words, "a
problem", (SU) What these documents don't say and what Mr. Bush
is not now willing to discuss is whether he actively sought help for
the Contras in exchange for American aid. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
washington.

(LAUGHTER)

the same. Did George Bush
that his country would get
the Contras at a time when

tell the
US
US aid was
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FORREST SAWYER
(VO) Billionaire Michael Milken: Is he the Dr Jekyll of the financial
world.

AWARD CEREMONY
(March 16, 1989) This man, whose greatest thrill is showing human
potential, is the Michael Milken. Mike?

SAWYER
(VO) Or the Mr Hyde?

VICKI FRANKOVICH, PRESIDENT, TWA FLIGHT ATTENDANTS UNION
He puts up other people's money, and the employees are suffering.

SPENCER TRACY
("Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, II MGM!UAj (As Mr Hyde) Can this be evil? Ha ,
ha, hal

SAWYER
Good evening. I'm Forrest Sawyer, and this is Nightline. (VO) We'll
take you behind the scenes of the Milken indictment, the largest
criminal action ever taken against a Wall Street figure. Among our
guests, Rudolph Giuliani, the former US attorney who started the
drive to put Milken behind bars.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from New York, Forrest Sawyer.

SAWYER
Ask Michael Milken's supporters to describe him, and you get a
picture of Jimmy Stewart in the film, It's a Wonderful Life, a simple
savings and loan president fighting the establishment and using
borrowed money to help the little guy make his way. Ask his critics,
and you get a financial wizard who opened a Pandora's box and
released a storm of corporate greed that's threatening the very
structure of American industry. Either way, Michael Milken has now
been indicted in the biggest criminal case in Wall Street's history.
The government claims he's run a racket that's cheated clients and
stockholders alike. And if convicted, Milken could have to give up
Sl.8 billion in assets, and serve years in prison. Tonight, the case
of Michael Milken, the man who transformed the way America does
business. And we begin with ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

MICHAEL MILKEN
What is America? America is not buildings, and America is not
factories, and companies are not machines. It's people.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) This is Michael Milken not as accused criminal, but as champion
of the workers. Last year, Milken and his firm, Drexel Burnham
Lambert, helped 635 workers buyout their employer and form Omak Wood
Products, Incorporated, in remote Washington State. As he has done
for hundreds of companies in need of money to expand, Milken helped
the workers sell $50 million in high - risk junk bonds to finance the
purchase. Without the employee buyout plan, the mill workers feared
the future loss of their jobs.

FRANK CARPENTER, UNION PRESIDENT
It means that we have job security from now on. We have the plant
here, we will be running it.

ARNIE EBENSON, OMAK WOOD PRODUCTS, INC
That means our kids get to go to college, and I get to maybe retire
early.

VICKI FRANKOVICH, PRESIDENT, TWA FLIGHT ATTENDANTS UNION
We will view Michael Milken as the creator of a horror for us, the
person who gave life to an idea that allowed someone like Carl Icahn
to corne in and cause us to suffer.

MARTIN
(VO) Far from the champion of the working man, Michael Milken is the
root calise of workers' suffering, according to union flight
attendants for Trans World Airlines. Milken's so - called creation!
junk bonds, enabled corporate raider Carl Icahn to take over TWA.
Then, Icahn demanded a 44 percent pay cut from the flight attendants.

,



As a result, they went on strike, convinced that Icahn was using them
to payoff his junk bond debts. Before the strike was settled, TWA
hired thousands of new attendants at lower wages. Five thousand of
the strikers won only the right to be rehired as jobs open up. To
make ends meet while they wait, thousands of TWA attendants like
Jacke Ringbloom were forced to take as many as three jobs.

JACKE RINGBLOOM, TWA FLIGHT ATTENDANT
I consider myself almost lucky, compared to some. A few have
committed suicide, there's been many bankruptcies.

MARTIN
(VO) During the strike, the union went so far as to picket Milken's
home in Encino, California.

MS FRANKOVICH
We were trying to bring to the public attention the terrible effects
of this kind of junk bond financing.

MARTIN
So the junk bond, thanks to Michael Milken, has helped and hurt
thousands of American workers. Of course, the junk bond is just
another name for a risky loan. The companies offering them aren't
doing well enough financially to be considered a safe risk by most
lenders. So as a last resort, they promise to pay a higher rate of
interest to reward investors who take a higher risk in buying their
junk bonds. They're called junk because they are risky, but until
Michael Milken came along, the financial community here on Wall
Street failed to recognize something important: the risk for most
companies is exaggerated.

JAMES GRANT, EDITOR, "GRANT INTEREST RATE OBSERVER"
His idea was basically that in companies scorned by the financial
establishment would be good credits, that is, would repay their
debts.

MARTIN
(VO) Milken's timing was perfect. The country was entering a long
period of prosperity. The stock market reached all ~ time highs. In
the last 10 years, the sale of junk bonds has expanded from almost
nothing to a $179 billion market, and Milken was right about the
risk. Despite fears, almost no one has lost money on junk bonds. In
fact, of all the junk bonds issued in the last 10 years, on average,
fewer than two percent per year have failed. Like TWA1s union flight
attendants, the small town of Bartlesville, Oklahoma is not impressed
with the success of junk bonds. Bartlesville is the headquarters for
Phillips Petroleum, which spent hundreds of millions of dollars
fighting off two separate takeover attempts by corporate raiders T.
Boone Pickens and Carl Icahn three years ago. Both Pickens and Icahn
were confident of junk bond financing if the deal went through. Eight
thousand Phillips employees lost their jobs as a result. The
community of Bartlesville was caught in the crossfire.
(1984 )

1ST PHILLIPS EMPLOYEE
We're in a war. We're going to fight to save the company.

2ND PHILLIPS EMPLOYEE
Everyone has panicked. Anyone who has anything to do with Phillips
right now, their life is just in turmoil.

BARRY HUDSON, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, WESTAR BANK
In a short period of time you have had imposed on a community a
turnaround that's just - I don't know where else you would have it,
unless we'd had a tornado or a flood or something like it. We've had
a plague.

MARTIN
(VO) Bartlesville is coming back now, but still fears another
takeover attempt of Phillips by yet another raider armed with junk
bond commitments and looking for short - term profits.

MR HUDSON
The sword of Damocles hangs over our head to this day, and until the
country turns and looks long - view, we will be an endangered
species.

MARTIN
(VO) Some of the biggest corporate takeovers of the 19805 have been
financed by junk bonds. In the last 10 years, over a thousand junk
bond issues have been offered by almost as many companies. Critics
fear that encouraging so many companies to go so deeply into debt by
issuing junk bonds will prove disastrous in the next recession.

MR GRANT
If you can't pay your debts, if you're a regular homeowner, somebody
comes and takes your house. And if you're a company and you can't pay
your debts, your creditors come and take your company. And when they
do that, they tend to sell it off or otherwise to fire people and to
throw the whole thing into turmoil.

MARTIN
(VO) The controversy and fears over junk bonds have failed to stop



them. In fact, corporate takeovers are accelerating, with the help of
junk bond financing. Millions have been made by the raiders
themselves, the investors who speculated on them, and the man who
first exploited the junk bond and, until recentlYr financed the
lion's share of them. By the end of last yearr Michael Milken was
worth an estimated $1 billion.

SAWYER
A little later, we'll be talking with a close friend of Michael
Milkenr publisher Ralph Ingersoll. And with former US attorney
Rudolph Giuliani, who began the governmentts case against Milken. But
first, when we corne back, how one man's Wall Street success story
turned sour. JOHN MARTIN continues his report.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Michael Milken was very well paid for the work he did. He received
$294 million in compensation from Drexel in 1986, $550 million in
1987; this, according to the indictment returned against him. But it
was just around this time that his troubles began. JOHN MARTIN
continues the story.

ACTOR
(TV commercial) In 1983, over 16 percent of the population of
Vidalia, Louisiana were unemployed.

MARTIN
(VO) Two years ago, Drexel began advertising the virtue of junk bonds
in a series of television commercials that were also aimed at
polishing the image of the firm.

ACTOR
(TV commercial) Drexel Burnham. Financing America's future.

MARTIN
(VO) The reputations of Drexel and the head of its high - yield bond
department, Michael Mi1ken, had been tarnished by the controversy
over corporate takeovers and the growing insider trading scandal on
Wall Street. The public's confidence in Drexel and Milken was being
undermined. The reason: this man, Ivan Boesky, who had pleaded guilty
to illegal insider trading and was paying a $100 million fine. Boesky
was reported talking to prosecutors of secret illegal arrangements
with Michael Milken and others at Drexel. So this commercial was part
of Drexel's answer, but some of the facts were fudged.

ACTOR
(TV commercial) At the time, most investment bankers never heard of
the town of Vidalia, let alone want to invest in it. So the plans for
the hydroelectric plant were left unresolved. And the unemployed of
Vidalia, Louisiana were left - unemployed.

MARTIN
(VO) For one thing, this isn't Vidalia, Louisiana, it's a town in

Arkansas. For another, the commercial claimed Drexel had helped
reduce unemployment by 20 percent, a claim disputed by the state. So
Drexel was having problems polishing its image, and so was Milken.

MR GRANT
Milken was once the Greta Garbo of finance; he wanted only to be left
alone. And now he takes kids to ball games and wears funny hats. And
I can only relate this not so much to a spontaneous outpouring of
altruism, but rather to the cold breath of the legal system on his
neck.

MARTIN
(VO) Last September, the Securities and Exchange Commission filed a
complaint against Milken and Drexel, among others. The commission
accused them of insider trading. In one example, said the SEC, Milken
was given confidential information concerning the planned merger of
Lorimar Incorporated and Telepictures Corporation. Both companies
sought Milken's advice about the deal. Armed with inside information
about the coming merger, the SEC alleges, Drexel purchased Lorimar
stock at $30 per share. After the merger was made public, Lorimar
stock jumped to nearly $34 per share. As a result, Drexel made $1.23
million. According to the SEC, Drexel did so by illegally trading
Lorimar stock with non ~ public inside information. The SEC also
accused Drexel and Milken of manipulating stock prices, of concealing
their ownership of stocks, of fraud and numerous other violations of
the securities laws. Last December, in an agreement with the Justice
Department, Drexel said it would deny Milken his compensation for
last year, a sum estimated to be as much as $200 million, and dismiss
him as an employee. His lawyers called the move "punishment without
trialr" and "sentence before verdict". Yesterday, a grand jury
indicted Milken on 98 counts of alleged criminal behavior:
racketeering, conspiracy, insider trading, securities fraud, mail and
wire fraud, even preparing a false tax return.

BENITO ROMANO, OS ATTORNEY
This indictment, ladies and gentlemen, is the result of the most
intensive criminal investigation, securities fraud investigation,



ever undertaken by the federal government.
MARTIN

(VO) The indictment comes as no surprise to many people who felt
victimized by Milken and Drexel. The employees of Phillips Petroleum.

GLENN COX, PRESIDENT, PHILLIPS PETROLEUM
They felt strongly, they had that gut feel, that something rotten was
going on, and they couldn't put their finger on it. And I think today
we're starting to see that, a lot of signs that indicate that things
were not right. Too many people were involved in transactions of this
type that were not within the law, playing by the rules.

MARTIN
(VO) Guilty or not! Milken's legal problems will keep him occupied
for many months, if not years to come. Will this affect the
marketplace of junk bonds he dominated for five years?

EDWARD ALTMAN, PROFESSOR, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
I think the junk bond market is a legitimate financial mechanism for
raising funds and will survive not only any problems with
indictments, Drexel and Michael Milken and some of the other
employees, but also to major recessions that might corne about in the
future.

MR GRANT
Well, it's been said that society can survive anything except
prosperity, and Wall Street is demonstrating that right now. Wall
Street has become an absolute pit of immorality in the junk bond era.

MARTIN
(VO) Beyond that, there is a final question. Is Michael Milken the
savior of America's struggling companies, or the scourge of its
struggling workers?

MS RINGBLOOM
It affects the little people, you know, the people that are making it
all run and making it all work. I don't think they really care about
what happens to the little people. They just want their profits.

LLOYD GROOMES, OMAK WOOD PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED
I can only judge him by what has occurred to us, and we found him a
compassionate, people - orientated person.

MS FRANKOVICH
Michael Milken is the creator of the idea, a brilliant! brilliant
man. Brilliant creations. Carl Icahn is a brilliant man. Brilliant
financial man. But the devastation for the people is nonetheless
real.

MR EBEN SON
I don't know what he did wrong, but I know that he really helped us
out, and I think that's one of the superest things that there is.

MARTIN
Ultimately, the courts will decide whether Michael Milken became the
most powerful and innovative player on Wall Street by his brilliance
or by illegal means. But it will take history to decide whether the
remarkable financial mechanism he helped exploit will revolutionize
the way companies grow and expand or lead to disaster the next time
the economic cycle turns inevitably downward once again. This is JOHN
MARTIN for Nightline in New York.

SAWYER
And when we corne back! we're going to be joined by Rudolph Giuliani,
who initiated the case against Milken, and by one of Milken's
staunchest defender, newspaper publisher Ralph Ingersoll.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Rudolph Giuliani, who joins us in our New York studios, was OS
attorney for the Southern District of New York from 1983 until this
past January. During that time! he established a reputation for his
aggressive pursuit of white ~ collar crime. Ralph Ingersoll is the
chairman and chief executive officer of Ingersoll PUblications. His
firm was a Drexel client. It sold high - yield bonds to raise
capital. And Mr Ingersoll is a close friend and supporter of Michael
Milken. Mr Giuliani, very briefly and in a way that I can understand,
give me a sense of what the government is accusing Milken of doing.

RUDOLPH GIULIANI, FORMER US ATTORNEY
The charges, and they're charges, allegations, are that he engaged in
a pattern of criminal activity over a lengthy period of time that
involved manipUlation of stock! trading on inside information, other
forms of security fraud, false recording and concealment of stock,
and aided and abetted tax evasion.

SAWYER
We're looking at 98 counts, and we just heard one comment in JOHN
MARTIN'S report that Wall Street has become Itapit of immorality". Is
it fair to say that because of the strength of this indictment, the
government believes that Milken is a kingpin in this kind of work?

MR GIULIANI
I wouldn't use a characterization like that. There's no question from
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the allegations that he's charged with very serious systemic crime.
That's what a racketeering indictment is all about, a pattern of
racketeering rather than just individual crimes. And I have to
emphasize that these are allegations. He's presumed innocent and
there has to be a trial to determine the validity of it.

SAWYER
How about it, Mr Ingersoll? A criminal?

RALPH INGERSOLL, PUBLISHER I MILKEN FRIEND
Mr Milken? Not at all. Not at all.

SAWYER
You see what the government is charging him with. They're saying not
that he started junk bonds, not that he was trading in this sort of
thing, but that there was a pattern in which he was defrauding his
clients, not telling them some of the things that he was - that were
going on, that he was defrauding stockholders.

MR INGERSOLL
Well -

SAWYER
Yes, sir?

MR INGERSOLL
- well, we'll have - we've had two and a half years of leaks to the
press and innuendo on that subject. We'll now have an opportunity to
find out in court what actually the government is trying to say.

SAWYER
That's one of the sharpest complaints that you've heard from the
Milken side, Mr Giuliani, that there have been leaks, that there have
been a systematic kind of destruction of his character before he's
gone to trial.

MR GIULIANI
Well, that's unfortunate. There shouldn't be leaks, and they should
not have happened. Mr Milken and Drexel, on the other hand, have
engaged in about $100 million worth of advertising, some of which, as
your report has shown, was false advertising, to try to defend him.
So this is not as if we have some poor little indigent who was picked
on. I mean, this is going to be a pretty fair fight between a very
well - represented government and a very well - financed and very
well - represented defendant. So weIll see what happens in court.

SAWYER
But Mr Ingersoll, I've seen some of your comments, and the sense that
I get is that you feel that he is being picked on, because one of the
comments was that this isn't a trial for criminal cases, this is a
politically charged trial.

MR INGERSOLL
Well, yes, I think it is. I think, Forrest, that it's plain that Mr
Giuliani himself, once, in an interview, drew a line between the
civil rights of individual Americans and the need for society to be
protected from crime. And it seems to me that at a time when, on the
one hand, we have rampant drug - related street crime, there1s never
been a time when society's been more exposed, on the other hand we
have the government squandering tens of millions of dollars of
taxpayers' money on a case which Chris Wells in Business Week, Rick
Gladstone at the Associated Press and dozens of others, experienced
reporters, have gone allover the country looking for victims. They
haven1t got one victim in this case, but we've got hundreds of
policemen dying in the streets and children being damaged by drugs. I
mean, the priorities are so upside down. I don't understand it,

SAWYER
Mr Giuliani?

MR GIULIANI
Well, that's just an absurd statement. First of all, if you're
looking for the financial validity for this case, if you cannot
convince wealthy, powerful people to obey the laws that apply to
them, you're never in a million years going to convince disadvantaged
people that they have to obey the laws that apply to them. The rules
for Mr Milken are the same as the rules for drug dealers, and the
mere fact that we have serious violent crime problems, about which
the United States government does a lot, doesn't mean that Mr Milken
allegedly can get away with violating serious laws. Also, if there's
any worry on Mr Ingersoll's part about the - about how this is going
to be paid for, the settlement with Drexel alone more than
compensates for all of the costs of investigating this, plus a lot
more. You have to convince people in Wall Street, in the business
community, that the rules apply to them. Just because they're
powerful, and just because they make billions of dollars, they don't
stand above the rules. And if you need to find victims, all you have
to do is look back on your report, and we found an awful lot of
victims of this alleged conduct. And I emphasize alleged, because Mr
Milken and the others are entitled to a fair trial in which they're
presumed innocent. But the allegations are valid ones, and the claim



that this is political is just absurd. Mr Milken isn't above the law,
and neither is anyone else.

SAWYER
Mr Ingersoll, you look like you're itching to say something.

MR INGERSOLL
Well, I mean, I think it's quite extraordinary that Mr Giuliani could
characterize what I said as absurd. It's very clear that for two and
a half years Mr Milken's civil rights have been turned upside down.
This is reminiscent of nothing more or less than the McCarthy era,
where they brought reckless charges against private citizens; RICO,
they're threatening Milken and the firm, really extorted the
settlement from the firm as far as I can see. Never brought it to
trial. It'll be very interesting, finally, to get Mr Giuliani off his
soapbox and get this thing into a courtroom.

SAWYER
Gentlemen, let's just pause right there. We'll corne back in just a
moment. We'll also take another look at the Milken case when we
continue our discussion in just one moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Continuing our discussion now with Rudolph Giuliani and with Ralph
Ingersoll. Mr Giuliani, you heard how strong Mr Ingersoll was in his
comments. If you take a look at tomorrow morning's New York Times,
you're going to see an ad which says, "Mike Milken, we believe in
you," which was signed by Mr Ingersoll and by 87 other business
leaders. Does that suggest to you that a lot of America's business
community thinks you're on a witch - hunt?

MR GIULIANI
No, I don't think that's the case at all. An awful lot of people made
a great deal of money with Mr Milken, and they feel loyalty to him.
No one is suggesting they don't have a right to do that. But the
government had every right and every obligation to bring this case
forward. It's done so, and now it has to proceed to prove its charges
in court.

SAWYER
What you're saying, Mr Ingersoll, is that they're doing it unfairly,
I think.

MR INGERSOLL
I think they're doing it very unfairly. You asked me here tonight to
speak to my relationship with Michael and what I know about the man.
I know Michael Milken to be a gentle and civilized man, a man who has
created hundreds of thousands of jobs in the United States and a man
who has made a market where small - and medium - sized businesses can
get fixed ~ rate long - term capital. I take that to be in the public
interest. And I'm delighted, finally, for the government to have to
go to court and try to prove to a jury of ordinary folk what this
nonsense is all about.

SAWYER
Mr Giuliani, do you think this thing is actually going to find its
way to court, or is there a plea bargain that could happen at this
point?

MR GIULIANI
That's something that I can't comment on, and at this point have no
knowledge of. I believe the case is going to go to court, and I think
we'll see what happens in court. And there's - Mr Milken has gotten
every benefit and every right that an American citizen is entitled
to, and he's very well - represented.

SAWYER
Well, gentlemen, it will be one of the most extraordinary trials, if
it makes it that far. We will certainly be watching. Rudolph Giuliani
and Ralph Ingersoll, thank you both for joining us tonight. And that
is our report for tonight. I'm Forrest Sawyer in New York. And for
all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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PETER JENNINGS
Wall Street's king of the junk bonds was indicted today on charges
of taking part in a billion dollar racketeering conspiracy. The
indictments of Michael Milken and his brother Lowell had been
expected for a long time. They stem from the insider trading
scandal on Wall Street, Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(MILKEN) In a 110 page indictment, Milken was accused of 98 counts
of criminal behavior, including racketeering, conspiracy, insider
trading, mail and wire fraud, even false tax return preparation.
(GRAPHICS) If convicted of all the charges, Milken and two
codefendants could be sentenced to prison for 755 years, face more
than 36 million dollars in fines and forfeit nearly two billion
dollars in assets. (TRADERS) On Wall Street, Milken has earned a
reputation as a brilliant deal maker by his use of so-called junk
bonds. These bonds are essentially risky loans for which investors
receive higher rates of interest. (BOESKY) Federal investigators
say they have evidence Milken conspired with this man, Wall Street
trader Ivan Boesky, to use inside information in some of the deals,
gaining perhaps hundreds of millions of dollars in illegal profits
this way. (SU) Milken's employer, Drexel Burnham Lambert, has
already agreed to plead guilty to fraud, pay 650 million dollars,
fire Milken and to deny him as much as 200 million dollars in
compensation. For his part, Milken says he's done nothing wrong,
And despite his impending indictment he remains popular on Wall
Street where he has helped make many new fortunes. (DINNER) At
this recent dinner in New York, he got two standing ovations,
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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TED KOPPEL
The Mayor of Washington, DC told reporters today that while the city
is suffering with a record murder rate it is not really random
violence. The victims and killers, according to Mayor
Marion Barry, are drug abusers and Washington is still safe for
tourists. Still. a near doubling of the murder rate this year has
local and federal officials in an uproar over how to stop the
bloodshed. Here's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
Over the last three days only one new murder in Washington and that
one apparently not involving drugs, A breathing spell for a city
awash in the rumors of a federal takeover of the war on drugs.

REPORTER
(NEWSCAST) The city's police department is soon expected to receive
mil itary aid ...

REPORTER
(NEWSCAST) The National Guard is preparing to take a roll ...

JOHN MARTIN
So many false rumors have surfaced that the man George Bush put in
charge has had to reassure local officials.

WILLIAM BENNETT
This is not an attempt to take over Washington, DC, an attempt to do
away with home rule or anything of that sort, We want to get in, be
of some help and then get out.

JOHN MARTIN
But this is Washington and Congress takes more than a passing
interest. (HOUSE FLOOR) Today it was Parris of Virginia,

CONGRESSMAN STAN PARRIS
Immediately after the Easter recess I will introduce a piece of
legislation that would provide for the appointment of a national
capital safety director.

JOHN MARTIN
(BARRY) But Washington Mayor Marion Barry said the situation was too
complex for outsiders to master.

MAYOR MARION BARRY
If I thought the federalization of the police department would solve
this problem I'd be the first in line to salute it.

JOHN MARTIN
(GRAPHICS) What police say they need is practical help: computer
terminals in squad cars for quick identification of suspects, more
dispatchers, more officers in the field, more prosecutors and judges
in court to process cases quickly. And, say police union officials,
a district law against loitering.

GARY HANKINS
In the District of Columbia there is no loitering statute. We
literally have to stand by and watch crowds of 50, 75, 100 dealers
operating on public space. We can take two or three out in a tour
of duty, there's still 70, 80 out there.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) So with Congress looking over its shoulder, the new federal
drug policy office has its work cut out for it, And unless it can
get on top of the struggle here, it may not be able to win the
struggle across the country. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally here this evening, a glimpse of some very unusual women.
This is International Women's Day and while it is obviously fitting
to celebrate all women, we have time for a fairly narrow focus_
However, thanks to the photographer Brian Lanker, what we have here
are some very sharp images of black women in America who have helped
to change the country_ The photographs make up a touring exhibition
which is currently in Washington. JOHN MARTIN has been to take a
look at it.

JOHN MARTIN
(CORCORAN GALLERY) Sixty-five thousand people have visited the
Corcoran in just 22 days. They seem haunted and delighted.

ELIZABETH EVANS
There's a lot of great black women and a lot of them are still living
and I just feel really good about it.

JOHN MARTIN
(EXHIBITION PHOTOS THROUGHOUT) Good about singers
Leontyne Price and Marian Anderson, Pulitzer prize novelists
Toni Morrison and Alice Walker, political figures Barbara Jordan
and Shirley Chisholm. They see Alexa Canady, the first black woman
neurosurgeon; Norma Sklarek, the first licensed black woman
architect, she designed the US Embassy in Tokyo; they see
Sharia Cadoria, the first black woman Army general outside nursing.
She leads the military police. (LANKER PHOTO SESSION) The
photographer, Brian Lanker, won the pulitzer prize in 1974 and has
spent 22 years as a photojournalist. For this project he spent two
years finding, photographing and interviewing his subjects,
Unita Blackwell, the first black woman mayor in Mississippi,
recalled Klansmen burning a cross on her lawn.

UNITA BLACKWELL
When they set the cross, you hit the floor, because the shooting is
next.

JOHN MARTIN
(PHOTOS) For some portraits, it was a race against time. Teacher
Septima Clark fought illiteracy by setting up citizenship schools
throughout the South.

BRIAN LANKER
I interviewed her in a nursing home and she passed away not long
after that. She just embodied dignity.

JOHN MARTIN
(PHOTOS) Rosa Parks ignited the civil rights movement by refusing
to give up her seat on an Alabama bus. But many are unsung and
unknown yet unwaivering in their struggle for equality.

BRIAN LANKER
I wanted youngsters to be able to go to that exhibit and look around
and say, yeah that's somebody I'd like to be.

JOHN MARTIN
For whites, the show is a powerful reminder of prejudice. It
provokes astonishing honesty. What do you think whites can get from
the exhibit?

RALPH STAVING
That it's stupid to hate black people.

JOHN MARTIN
Somehow, says photographer Lanker, these talented and tenacious
black women have managed not to hate back but to struggle forward.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.

PETER JENNINGS
International Women's Day.
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally here this evening a ceremony marking two centuries of
continuity. We began tonight with the debate in the Senate over the
Tower nomination, By contrast with that acrimony there was also
some unusual harmony on Capitol Hill today as both houses met to
celebrate that 2QOth anniversary of the first session of Congress.
Here I s JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(CAPITOL HILL CELEBRATION) They gathered in New York 200 years ago
Saturday actually but today in Washington with music and costumes and
speech, Congress celebrated. They unveiled stamps to commemorate
both Houses. Coins to tell of their exploits. It was an institution
patting itself on the back. And then it heard historian
David McCullough remind the members of their full legacy.

DAVID MCCULLOUGH
Individuals come and go. Terms overlap. The stage is constantly
crowded. The talk and the rumpus go on and on and there is such a
lot of humbug and so much that has been so overwhelmingly boring.

JOHN MARTIN
But Congress was not, he said ...

DAVID MCCULLOUGH
The unbroken parade of clowns and thieves and posturing windbags so
often portrayed. (VARIOUS PAINTINGS AND OLD PHOTOS) It was
Congress, after all, that provided the Homestead Act, ended
slavery, ended child labor, built the railroads, built the
Panama Canal. It was Congress that payed for Lewis and Clark and
for our own travels to the moon. It was Congress that changed the
course of history with Lend Lease and the Marshall Plan, that
created social security, TVA, the GI Bill, the Voting Rights Act,
and the incomparable Library of Congress.

JOHN MARTIN
(SINGING) Then it was over. Quietly, the troops coming to take the
colors from the portrait of the first President at the side of the
House chamber, (COLOR GUARD) A moment of silence and off they
moved. After 200 years, through 11,220 men and women members.
Through scandal and triumph, the Congress was moving slowly into its
third century. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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TED KOPPEL
(VO) The District of Columbia: seat of government, home to the
President, the Congress, the Supreme Court. But now, the nation's
capital is becoming a murder capital as well. (on camera) Good
evening. I'm Ted Koppel, and this is Nightline. (VO) Three hundred
and seventy - two murders last year. 92 murders so far this year. And
no sign it's going to get better. That's our story tonight.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
The year is only 60 days old. During that time there have now been 92
homicides here in the District of Columbia. The 92nd occurred this
evening. Last year, 60 to 80 percent of the murders in the nation's
capital were listed as "drug - related". This is a city which has one
of the toughest gun ~ control laws in the nation, a city which has
4,000 of its own police and a total of 14,000 federal law enforcement
officers - FBI agents, Capital police, Secret Service. park police,
drug enforcement agents, Supreme Court police, Library of Congress
police. Of course, the homicides here in DC don't happen at the
Library of Congress, or at the Supreme Court, or at the US Senate, or
the White House, or at the embassies, which are guarded by the
uniformed branch of the Secret Service. The murders, almost all of
them, are committed in the black ghettos of Washington, which are
like a combat zone, as alien to most white Washingtonians as Beirut
or San Salvador. Here's JOHN MARTIN.

1ST RESIDENT
I just pray constantly for all the children. I do. God has to help
them, because they're trying to destroy themselves.

PARAMEDIC, DRIVING AMBULANCE
We've got an approximately 33 - year - old black male. He's been shot
three times, that's shot three times,

2ND RESIDENT
It's like living in a war zone. You hear gunfire every night. We're
scared.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) The saying in Washington these days is that DC doesn't stand for
District of Columbia, but for Dodge City.

MARION BARRY, MAYOR OF WASHINGTON
All of us are appalled, we are agonizing about it, we don't like the
fact that we had 372 murders last year.

MARTIN
(VO) It's as if the White House and the Capitol were positioned on
the streets of the old West, These dots are where the fatal gunfights
took place in the last year, most of them related to the sale of
drugs. Unlike Dodge City, many of them involved only a single gun in
the hands of an assassin, often a drug merchant trying to claim
territory. It's gotten so worrisome that some of the district's daily
workers have been complaining to the country.

REP DOUG BEREUTER, (R), NEBRASKA
(February 22) Mr Speaker, the state of affairs in our nation's
capital city is a national disgrace. It's an international
embarrassment, and dishonors the name of the first president, George
Washington.

MARTIN
(VO) Even the district's best - known resident has expressed
exasperation.

PRES GEORGE BUSH
(February 21) Certainly, in Washington, we have a responsibility -
it's a federal city, and a lot of the funds come - obviously corne
from the federal government ~ but there isn't any easy answer to
that.

MARTIN
(VO) Ninety - two people have been murdered in Washington since the
first of the year. That's 38 more than the same time a year ago, a



year in which murderers killed 372 people, the all ~ time high.
Washington is now the murder capital of America, and possibly the
drug capital, too. The district has about 625,000 residents. Every
year it arrests about 21 drug suspects for every thousand residents.
In New York the number is only 12 per thousand. In Los Angeles it is
10 per thousand. Many suspects are from Washington's black school -
age population.

CALVIN LOCKRIDGE, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA BOARD OF EDUCATION
We have to say that the school system has failed in many instances,
especially when you have a 55 percent dropout rate, and that is
happening in the junior high school. And those individuals are not
moving into the world of work or into college.

MARTIN
(VO) Mr Lockridge and others also blame the collapse of families, the
failure of churches and the ethics of the white business community,
which young blacks want to emulate. Instead of making $4.00 an hour
at McDonald's, they say, they can make $4,000 a week selling drugs.
What many blacks see in Washington is something tourists never
notice: two cities - poor black sections and affluent white enclaves.
This is where the majority of whites live, with relatively fewer of
the murders. And here is where most blacks live, with most of the
murders.

JUAN WILLIAMS, liTHE WASHINGTON POST MAGAZINE"
Basically when we talk about who's dying in these drug shoots, we're
talking about young people, we're talking about young black people,
we're talking about guys in their late teens, early 20s.

MARTIN
(VO) Juan Williams covers urban affairs for The Washington Post
Magazine.

MR WILLIAMS
They can see people have the fancy cars, have nice clothes. They can
see the Kennedy Center. You can see fantastic things like Redskins
football that they can't get into. And they want it. And they want it
fast. And they're going to get it somehow. And I think that it sort
of breeds a level of desperation, "I'll do whatever the hell I have
to do to make it". And the fastest way out right now is drugs.

MARTIN
(VO) The fact that the murder capital of the country is also the
political capital suggests how little power the federal government
has exerted so far. But that may change. Some local politicians are
asking for federal military help.

HR CRAWFORD, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
The National Guard could bring in persons or
and patrol those areas where we know they're
insist that they turn in those guns.

MARTIN
(VO) The city has declared a crime emergency. It is planning to shift
450 officers from the wealthier districts where crime is low to the
tougher sections, where murders are high. As part of the shift, the
police chief is expected to move some officers from desk jobs to
street patrols one day a week. Ironically, say critics, the city is
reversing its policies. In recent years, police budgets and resources
have been cut back, from a high of 5,100 officers in 1968 to barely
4,000 now. The police chief says the city needs at least 700 more
officers. The mayor says there isn't enough money to hire them. At
the same time, the mayor's personal life has been part of the
problem. Critics say he sets a bad example. A personal friend, Karen
JOHNson, was convicted of selling drugs. Recently, the mayor went to
a downtown hotel to visit a suspected drug user. He said he did not
know the man was a suspect or a drug user. Mayor Barry has denied he
uses drugs, but recently one of the mayor's most bitter critics, the
publisher of a business magazine, raised the issue in a startling
way.

BILL REGARDIE, "REGARDIE' S MAGAZ INE"
(WJLA) I'm convinced he's a drug addict.

INTERVIEWER

CITY COUNCIL
military police in
heavily fortified,

Jeeps
and

How?
MR REGARDIE

I did cocaine, as most of the people that I knew did until a few
years ago. Having done the drug, you recognize the symptoms.

MAYOR BARRY
I don't like drug dealers. They're the scourge of the earth. And I
think it starts with one's self being drug - free, as I am.

MARTIN
(VO) Barry also insists he is not a bad example for the city's young
people.

MAYOR BARRY
They have a lot of respect for me. Everywhere I gal even the young
drug dealers - when I'm out walking - they come up to me and say, "Mr



Mayor, I'm glad you're cleaning up this place, glad you're cleaning
up this area". I say, "If you stop selling dope, we could do it
better" .

MARTIN
(VO) Washington is trying to do it better: devout Muslims patrolling
unsafe areas, residents planning a march by 10,000 people in April,
the City Council trying to curfew teenagers, the mayor trying to keep
more suspects in jail before trial and send them away longer after
conviction if they deal in drugs and use firearms. A city council
member, Nadine Winter, was reportedly warned not to push too hard
against the drug merchants, but the mayor says the community can't
hang back in fear.

MAYOR BARRY
The danger should not be the terror, it should be the will power to
go and stand up to these thugs and get them out of our neighborhoods.

MARTIN
Where will it end? A university study group accurately predicted last
year's record number of homicides. Based on a new study, it says more
than 600 men, women and children will be murdered here this year.
This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline, in Washington.

KOPPEL
When we come back, we'll talk with DC City Council member Nadine
Winter, who represents one of the worst crime - infested areas in the
district. And we'll be talking with DC assistant chief of police
Isaac Fulwood.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Nadine Winter, who joins us now in our Washington bureau, is a
Democratic DC City Council member for the Sixth Ward, which includes
the neighborhood known as Capitol Hill. Last November, she introduced
anti - drug legislation which, among other things, would include
declaring a state of emergency in the District of Columbia and
deploying the National Guard to aid in law enforcement. Also with us
in Washington is one of the city'S top law enforcement officials,
assistant police chief Isaac Fulwood. Chief Fulwood is in charge of
day ~ to - day field operations, and spends much of his time
coordinating anti - crime efforts on the streets of this city. Ms
Winter, with an easy commuting distance of where we are here this
evening, are two of the richest counties in this country, Fairfax
County, Virginia and Montgomery County, Maryland, both predominantly
white counties. If, in either one of those counties, you had the
number of homicides piling up week after week, month after month,
what do you think would be happening?

NADINE WINTER, WASHINGTON, DC COUNCIL MEMBER
Well, I can't answer that. But I want to answer first that I was not
threatened by any drug dealers, and l've been out in the community
more than 40 years. And if I had been threatened, I still would not
have pulled back.

KOPPEL
Okay, but you know the - let's get back to my question, because you
know the thrust of what I'm saying. What 1'm suggesting is that
perhaps a lot is not being done precisely because we are dealing with
black neighborhoods and not white neighborhoods.

MS WINTER
Well, I have to kind of agree with you. First thing, the drugs are
not grown in Washington, DC, and the gall of someone to stand up on
the floor of Congress and say what the district is not doing, I think
the federal government has an obligation to give support to the
District of Columbia. If this were happening, yes, in Virginia or
Montgomery County, they would have gotten help before today. We wait
till we get 92 homicides, and now things are look ~ seems to be that
we are going to get some help from the National Guard. But this is a
long time corning.

KOPPEL
What kind of help - when you were talking about getting help from the
National Guard, what kind of help are you talking about? Are you
suggesting also that we put the National Guard into Jeeps, or
actually patrolling the streets of Washington, DC?

MS WINTER
I don't think it would be necessary if we had started in time. I
believe that with the extra technology, the helicopters, to use some
of the trained personnel, and to give us a plan. I have chatted with
the mayor on several occasions, and I'm not sure what the chief is
going to say this evening, but the mayor has told me repeatedly - as
late as yesterday - yesterday - he does not have a plan of operation
here in the District of Columbia. You can't fight a war without a
plan.

KOPPEL
Chief, you got a plan?

----------------------~-~j



ISAAC FULWOODr WASHINGTON, DC ASSISTANT POLICE CHIEF
Well, we have a plan to attempt to address the problem of the open ~
air drug markets and the violence that is occurring in the city of
Washington, DC But first let me say something about the National
Guard. I don't think that deploying the National Guard in the city of
Washington, DC will solve the problem of substance abuse or the
violence on the streets of Washington, DC We must remember the
National Guard people are just ordinary citizens. What we need is
trained police officers. We need a coordinated approach by the local
government and the federal government to attack the problem.

KOPPEL
Well, you've got 4,000 trained police officers. Your boss, the chief
of police. says he needs more. The mayor says you can't afford more.

CHIEF FULWOOD
Well, the chief has said that we need an increase in resources, which
I support. Early on in the program you mentioned the fact that there
are so many federal law enforcement officers in the city. Well, there
are a lot of federal law enforcement officers in the city, but their
primary responsibility is to the federal government, and to deal with
federal - type problemsr as opposed to the local problems that we
have in the city. washington, DC, in factr is two cities. It's a city
that's a federal citYr and it's also a local city. We have not
heretofore gotten the kind of support from the federal government
that we need. I am pleased that the attorney genera! is going to hire
30 us attorneys for the local prosecutor's office here, to help
prosecute these crimes of violence. We will not solve the problem
purely through a police action. As you know, the mayor has directed
that we re - deploy our personnel. We're re - deploying some 400
people on to the streets, which will begin on March 5th to address
the problem.

KOPPEL
You're talking about desk people who are being moved out onto the
streets?

CHIEF FULWOOD
Primarily desk people that are being moved on the street.

MS WINTER

KOPPEL

And they are resisting.
CHIEF FULWOOD

Persons who are recruit officers, and also the use of our special
operation division, which is now deployed in the Sixth and Seventh
police districts. But what I think we have to do is, we've got to
marshal community resources to fight the war.

KOPPEL
Let me just - before we go on that point, Chief Fulwoodr Ms Winter,
what did you mean, they're resisting?

MS WINTER
You know, you have police officers who have been sitting behind the
desk, about 50 of them have approached me in the past, said they
would quit before they had to go back out on the street. I did pass a
bill -

Because? Because why?
MS WINTER

- because this little soft desk job is very different from being out
patrolling the streets here in Washington, DC, and all of us know it.
But let me go beyond that. We have passed a bill to bring back some
of the retired police officers; I think that's going to help. But
Ted, I think we're talking about something very different. We're just
talking about law enforcement. The mayor needs a comprehensive plan
to fight this war. And he does not have it. Therefore, I don't expect
the citizens to come out to patrol the streets, and all of the things
they are asking us to do, without a plan, what you're going to do
with those persons who are already hooked on drugs - you know, just a
total plan. And we do not have it. Therefore I'm getting disgusted.

KOPPEL
We've got to take a break. We'll be back with both of you in just a
moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Continuing our conversation now with Nadine Winter and Isaac Fulwood.
Chief Fulwood, yesterday the City Council passed a plan for a curfew
for youngsters under the age of 18. I guess the mayor has another
nine days to decide whether or not he ought to sign it. If he asks
for your advice, what do you tell him?

CHIEF FULWOOD
Wellr at this point we are going to suggest to him very strongly that
as the law is presently constituted it will not address the issue
that the council is attempting to address. The idea of a curfew is an
appropriate idea. We need to do something to gain control of our



young people. We don't believe that the present bill will achieve
that purpose.

KOPPEL
Because?

CHIEF FULWOOD
Well, two things. Number one, the way that the law is written, I'm
not sure that it will pass constitutional muster. It does have some
language in there that gives us some concern. What it would do is put
the police department in the position of primarily being baby -
sitters. When we pick a kid up for a curfew violation, the law talks
about holding him until six otclock in the morning if his parents
don't show. In most of the cases that we pick kids up, their parents
are not going to show. So at that point we will have a kid we have to
warehouse until six o'clock in the morning, and it's unclear as to
whether the person is arrested or not. They use the term "detained".

MS WINTER
The executive department spends most of its time talking about what
they can't do. They have the largest group of lawyers in the United
States, I imagine, in the office of the corporation counsel. Seems to
me what they want, they should draft it, send it to the council.
Until yesterday we had not gotten one piece of legislation or
recommended any legislation to a legislative body since I have been
on this council to deal with this problem. And I just think it's just
unconscionable to have three branches of government, and we don't
have the cooperation that we should have to fight this war.

KOPPEL
Let me just ask you - let me ask you both something. I mean, there
are - I don't know whether these supermarkets exist all around the
country! but we have a giant chain, we have a Safeway chain and in my
research this evening I found out that we have three times as many in
the District of Columbia, three times as many open - air drug markets
as we have Safeways and giant supermarkets put together.

MS WINTER
Absolutely.

KOPPEL
Now, it would just seem to me, Chief Fulwood, from the innocence and
the safety of my little seat here, if you know where they are, why
can't you clean them up?

CHIEF FULWOOD
Well, number one, Ted, I think - as you understand - over the last
two years we put together a program called Operation Clean Sweep.
We've arrested over 46,000 people. We are arresting more people per
thousand than any other city in the United States. But it has not
dried up the open - air drug market. One of the major problems that
we face is, in this city, people have an insatiable appetite for the
drug crack, and cocaine. And until we can reduce the demand side,
we're going to be in this battle for the long term. My point is that
we cannot legislate our way out of this crisis. It does take the
three branches of government to sit down, to talk about this thing
and to corne out with one solid plan for how we're going to deal with
the problem of drugs. You can't - the police cannot be the agency of
a first response to the crisis.

MS WINTER

KOPPEL

Right.
CHIEF FULWOOD

It takes enforcement, and it takes demand reduction. It takes
treatment.

MS WINTER
That's right.

CHIEF FULWOOD
We need beds. I mean, we need all of those kinds of things, and all
of them require funding.

MS WINTER
We get together and eat breakfast; we get together and eat lunch. I
keep asking for the same thing. The chief is absolutely correct. For
those persons who would like to get into a drug treatment center,
there is no space. We have to corne together and develop a plan to
fight this war on drugs comprehensibly. And that's what I'm looking
for. We need the leadership of the mayor of this city. He is elected
as the chief executive officer, and until he comes together with the
legislative branch and the judiciary branch, I think we're going to
be a lost cause.

You know, we have only -
MS WINTER

Because we are going to do that, Ted - I just want you to know that.
KOPPEL

- I hope and pray so. We are down to our last couple of minutes.
We're going to be taking a break in a second. I want you both to



address for me, if you would - Chief Fulwood, if you would go first -
I still don't understand - who is doing the killing? How are so many
of our young people being killed on a - almost on a daily basis here?
That's the question. lId like to hear both of your answers when we
come back. We have to continue our conversation in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK I

KOPPEL
We're back. During the break I learned, Chief Fulwood, there have
been two more shootings in the district while we've been on the air.
Your - some of your officers are responding to a shooting at a night
club, literally occurred just a few moments ago. who is killing whom
here? What is - I mean, what is happening? Who's doing the shooting?

CHIEF FULWOOD
The average age of the persons that are being murdered in the
District of Columbia is 29.3 years. The persons who are being
arrested tend to be in the same age category. They tend to be persons
that are from one - head of household families, they tend to be
persons that have dropped out of school, they tend to be
underemployed, and they tend to be involved in drug wars. What is
happening is most of the murders that are occurring are between
persons who are fighting for turf and fighting over that large drug
market that exists in the nation's capital. The mayor is spending 40
percent of his time now working on this problem of substance abuse,
meeting with community organizations, meeting with the police
department, to try to address the problem. It's not going to go away.
We've got to develop a long - term approach.

KOPPEL
It keeps getting worse. Ms Winter, just a few closing thoughts from
you.

MS WINTER
I think he has expressed my feeling. And he says it's a long - term
approach. You have short - term plan, but you have to have some
strategy to even attempt to reduce the number of homicides in the
District of Columbia.

KOPPEL
Do you have two or three points, Ms Winter, that you -

MS WINTER

CHIEF FULWOOD

Yes, I do -
KOPPEL

- that you can tick off? We've only got about a minute left.
MS WINTER

- I have a loitering bill that's coming up, and I think that will get
people off the street. I think we have a tough handgun law that weIll
be introducing on Tuesday.

KOPPEL
You've got a tough - you've got a tough handgun law.

MS WINTER
- I think that the definition of handgun - the bill the mayor sent
over to us this week, I think, is what we need, a strong detention -

KOPPEL
you on that one point, and we'll waste the last
wish we could spend more time on it. In terms of
Maryland, this whole area -

MS WINTER
- these are the Uzis we're talking about, 9 millimeters.

KOPPEL
- well, but you've got the toughest gun law in the region.

CHIEF FULWOOD

let me just stop
seconds on it. I
area - Virginia,

But
few
the

But Ted -
MS WINTER

Sixty percent of the guns, I understand, are bought from Virginia, I
believe.

That's correct.
MS WINTER

so, you know, again, to have a tough gun law -
KOPPEL

Go ahead, Chief, just a few seconds left.
CHIEF FULWOOD

To have a tough gun law in Washington DC is like a fly in the ocean,
when all the other states don't have tough gun laws.

MS WINTER
That's right.

CHIEF FULWOOD
The President of the United States has said that he's not for
increasing the registration or the penalties involved with banning
handguns. And banning these guns that people use to kill people with.
We've got to have nationwide gun control.

MS WINTER



That's right.
KOPPEL

Folks, we are out of time. I promise you, we are going to be
addressing this subject in a major way in the very near future. That
is our report for tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. For all of
us here at ABC News, good night.
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PETER JENNINGS
One other finding from our ABC News-Washington Post poll. By
nearly a two to one margin people believe that JOHN Tower is
getting fair treatment in the Senate. All the same, as ABC's
JOHN MARTIN reports tonight, the struggle over Tower involves
political power and turf as well as principle.

JOHN MARTIN
(TOWER) The struggle over JOHN Tower was reflected in the nation's
top newspapers today. (NEWSPAPERS) The New York Times urged
Tower's rejection. After hearing Senator Nunn's criticism of
Tower's drinking, the Wall Street Journal raised questions about
Nunn, reprinting a newspaper account of a 1964 car accident in which
Nuno admitted today he had been drinking. (NUNN) He denied he ran
away but admitted it was a mistake.

SENATOR SAM NUNN
I learned my lesson.

JOHN MARTIN
The Journal said the point is not ethics but power.

ROBERT BARTLEY / WALL ST JOURNAL
All of this posturing about wine, women and ethics is total
hypocracy. The Democratic senators want to cripple the President by
denying him the right to pick his own team.

JOHN MARTIN
But it isn't an unrestricted right.

SENATOR SAM NUNN
I think we have a duty under the Constitution to make sure that we
perform our advise and consent role responsibly.

JOHN MARTIN
The Constitution gives the Senate the responsibility of advise and
consent. (PORTRAITS) Between 1834 and 1959, only eight nominees to
the Cabinet were rejected outright. None of them were the
President's first term first choices. The Senate's power to reject
has become the stuff of fiction. (MOVIE SCENE) A southern Senator
blocking the nomination of a liberal to the Cabinet.

SENATOR LEE SMITH / PETER LAWFORD
("ADVISE AND CONSENT" MOVIE SCENE) Does the senior senator from
South Carolina think he knows more than the President about what or
who is needed in these perilous times in the office of Secretary of
State?

JOHN MARTIN
A President refusing to budge.

ACTOR / CHARLES LAUGHTON
(MOVIE SCENE) Tell your readers the President hasn't changed his
mind about his nominee one fraction of an inch.

PRESIDENT BUSH
I am totally committed and haven't wavered one iota nor do I plan to.

JOHN MARTIN
But the President's persistence may weaken him.

JEFF FISHEL / AMERICAN U.
From a political viewpoint it is really approaching a disaster.
Those kinds of disasters can frequently lead to other problems on
down the line.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) The balance of power continually shifts, but for the moment on
the Tower nomination, it appears to rest on Capitol Hill.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.

PETER JENNINGS
More to come.
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TED KOPPEL
Does a state have a constitutional duty to protect children from
abusive parents? The Supreme Court today said no. The high court
ruled that public officials may not be sued even when alleged gross
negligence on their part results in a tragedy. More from ABC's
JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(PHOTO) Joshua DeShaney is mentally retarded today due to repeated
beatings by his father, beatings the social services agency in his
Wisconsin county knew about from visits by a caseworker.

DONALD SULLIVAN I ATTORNEY
She would document the signs of abuse. She would document the
cigarette burns on the kid's face that she saw and she'd write it
down in her little clerk book and make a file out of it and put it
back on the shelf. In this country that's not right.

JOHN MARTIN
(FATHER) Ultimately the agency turned in Joshua's father as a child
abuser, but not before Joshua was beaten into a coma which left him
retarded. (ABUSED JOSHUA PHOTO) Joshua and his mother sued the
county, but today the Supreme Court ruled that since Joshua was not
in the county's custody when he was injured, the county was not
liable for damages. (SCOTUS BLDG) Chief Justice William Rehnquist
said the case was undeniably tragic. (PHOTO/GRAPHICS) But he said
while the state may have been aware of the dangers, it played no
part in their creation. In dissent, Justice Harry Blackmun
wrote, "Poor Joshua, it is a sad commentary upon American life and
constitutional principles". (SU) Joshua could still sue under
state law for 50,000 dollars. But his lawyer says that would cover
barely a year of professional treatment and care. And Joshua, he
says, is expected to live 50 more years. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.
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[AL GORE TRAVEL POOL]
Democratic presidential nominee, vice president al gore and his
running mate senator joseph lieberman hit the campaign trial on a
riverboat tour of the Mississippi River. They started in
LaCrosse, Wise. with scheduled stops in Genoa and later this
evening Harpers Ferry, Wise.

16:09:44 bars
16:09:56 black
16:10:59 bars
16:20:58 ws of river boat
.. pan to those on landing
.. push in on boat
16:21:23 ws and pullout
16:21:44 ws and push in on gore
16:21:49 ws cutaway of al and tipper gore and joe lieberman
aboard boat .. they wave .. riverboat sails
16:22:05 ws cutaway of riverboat .. pan
16:22:11 ws cutaway supporters yell 'GO AL GO' .. cut
16:22:21 ms cutaway and pan of supporters with signs .. cut
16:22:28 ws and pan of those on landing includes cops .. pan
16:22:41 ws cutaway/cuts of riverboat sailing away (also near
bridge) .. cut
16:23:02 ms cutaway photographers
16:23:08 black
16:23:23 rerack
16:23:41 ws from back see joe and al wave then they turn .. push
in
16:23:53 ms al tipper joe and hadassah lieberman wave .. pull
out and push in gore: i loved it i had a good time .. joe: best
ive ever heard at ocnventio an unvbiased repsnse
16:24:22 ** ms of 4 shot of liebermans and gores wave .. pull
otu see flag and push in
16:24:43 ms cutaway al gore and joe lieberman .. pans (hear
cheers from crowd)
16:25:04 ews of crowd on landing .. push out even more
16:25:23 ms cutaway of al gore tipper gore and joe lieberman
16:25:30 black
16:26:05 ws cutaway of riverboat moving along mississipi river
.. pan and push in
16:26:24 ws riverboat
16:26:29 ms people aboard 3 levels of the boat .. push in

people on landing and aboard clap
(song 'rolling on a river' plays)



16:26:41 ms
pull down to
16:27:02 ws
16:27:16 ws
and blue)
16:27:37
level ..
16:27:58
level of
16:28:14
16:28:26
16:28:47
says stop
16:28:56
16:29:33
16:29:53
push in
16:30:35
push in
16:30:51 ms banner on boat 'setting course for america's future'
.. pullout
16:31:08 ws cutaway gores and liebermans on 2nd level at far end
of boat .. pullout
16:31:40 ews from back as riverboat makes way along river .. cut
16:31:54 ms cutaway small boat with passengers
16:32:10 ms cutaway of boat with words: 'bush wack al bore'
16:32:42 ews of riverboat from behind .. another boat in far
distance .. riverboat moves farther away
16:33:13 ews of boat from behind .. cut
16:33:34 ms cutaway of people aboard tiny boat .. cut
16:33:43 ews of riverboat in distance .. push in little
16:34:20 **ms of riverboat sailing (shot from behind) (see
water and steam .. words on boat: 'mark twain' 'setting course
for america's future') .. pullout
16:35:41 ms cutaway of miss. waters moving then pan to boat
16:35:58 ms of blue sky with clouds .. cut
16:36:13 ms cutaway man in life vest stands on small boat near
front of riverboat .. cut
16:36:44 ms cutaway back of riverboat .. pullout
16:36:54 ws riverboat and another boat make way along miss.
push in (see 'mark twain' on boat and american flag) .. pullout
16:37:42 ews cutaway back of riverboat .. cut
16:37:54 ms cutaway of riverboat .. pullout
16:38:11 ws cutaway riverboat (a smaller boat in distance)
push in
16:38:33 black
16:38:36 ms of boat .. pan of people on 2nd deck (low angle)
16:38:53 ms inside riverboat (many wear life jackets) .. cut
16:39:15 ms cutaway riverboat crew men .. pull back
16:39:24 ws people in vests (from bck) .. push in as they move
16:39:40 ws cutaway .. people in chairs .. claps .. push in
16:39:50 ms joe lieberman and gore glad hand aboard
16:39:59 ms cutaway gore glad hands
16:40:10 black
16:40:24 rerack
16:41:01 ms gore and lieberman sit with others for discussion
aboard riverboat (river in background) .. man talks about drugs
16:41:24 gore: i agree .. as (pharmaceutical) industry have
highest profits .. profits are good .. push in
16:41:39 industry says we need high profits because that is what
fuels research to find new medicines new breakthroughs .. has
ring of truth .. push in
16:42:01 ms gore: a lot of breakthroughs now being financed by
tax payers at national inst. of health .. being handed over to
companies
16:42:18 secondly alot of
money into advertising and
16:42:34 ws lieberman and

joe and hadassah lieberman
water then up then out
.. pullout then push in
cutaway of riverboat .. (boat

al and tipper gore ..

draped in red white

ws cutaway al gore and joe
they wave .. pans
ws shaky shot of liebermans

riverboat
ws cutaway boat .. push in
ws of gores and liebermans .. push in
ews cutaway of riverboat .. push in (hear
waving)
**ws cutaway gores and liebermans wave
ews cutaway as boat sails .. push in
**ws cutaway of gores and liebermans

lieberman aboard second
and gores waving on 2nd

press guy
pullout

pullout then
ews cutaway as riverboat sails along miss. river

big drug companies .. shifting
promotion .. pullout
gore and others .. push in and

more of
pan



r 16:42:44 ws cutaway people play on banks of miss. pull back to
boat
16:43:01 ms cutaway gore lieberman and others .. gore: ever
prescribed Claritin .. common .. push in
16:43:20 ms gore: only made (claritin) and sold by one company
.. patent period about to expire .. have monopoly
16:43:40 but then after enough years when gotten lot of reward
.. let it go and let others compete .. now spending so much money
to advertise .. to promote claritin .. than coca-cola spend ..
more than budweiser busch spends .. these figures .. courtesy of
wall steet journal
16:44:18 using political influence to push congress to .. extend
patent period .. to keep competition out people .. have to
continue pay high prices
16:44:40 stop this kind if chicanery .. recognize when spending
far more money on advertising than research .. (takes away what
saying about need for high profits) .. pullout
16:45:07 ws cutaway (a nun talks) .. push in
16:45:24 cu cutaway as she talks about uninsured / underinsured
.. pullout and pan to side .. then pull back and pan back to nun
.. pull up to flag then down
16:46:34 ws of people aboard deck .. push in
16:46:43 ms lieberman and gore listen .. push in on other boat
behind .. pans .. pull back
16:47:39 ws lieberman: sister that's beautiful story .. admire
mercy .. term compassionate conservatism (laughs) .. you're plain
compassionate ..
16:48:06 lieberman: fact is for great civilized nation ..
enjoyed extraordinary economic time .. have to put .. on course
to provide health for everyone of our citizens .. have to find
it unacceptable that's where we are now .. not going to corne in
big leap .. with good leadership corne quicker ..
16:48:50 ms lieberman: taken steps last few years .. kennedy put
in .. CHIPS program .. al and i committed .. only ones to commit
to achieving point extending health care coverage to every child
.. then go after taking in everybody .. you are filling in gap
16:49:26 lieberman: but lot of people are not living in presence
.. of people with heart .. and as big as yours .. they go
ultimately uncared for .. pan to gore
16:49:48 gore: tipper and hadassah made certain joe and i put
sun screen on .. as joe said .. john (mccain) .. in our prayers
(offers sun screen to people there) .. pullout to 2-shot of
lieberman and gore .. push in on gore
16:50:29 gore: we have 44 million americans with no health .. 11
milion are children .. move step by step to universal health care
16:50:48 one reason is 65 years ago when franklin roosevelt ..
pulled national health out of new deal package .. embarked on
path .. (percent of americans with no health) .. complex
16:51:18 poltically and practically .. (some do have health)
find lot of seniors who do have coverage .. say mine is helping
.. be careful don't harm people getting coverage now
16:51:51 first steps .. are prescription drug benefit for those
on medicare if choose to participate
16:52:05 by year 2004 (every child insured) .. 25% tax credit
for small business employers on top of deduction get .. to move
.. toward general acceptance that employers should offer health
insurance
16:52:51 long term care incentive .. new elements for mental
health parity .. etc. these are first steps but yes move to
universal health care .. pullout
16:53:14 ms 2 shot of lieberman and gore .. pull back
16:53:22 ws cutaway man speaks about examples about someone
eligible for CHIPs but unable to get dental .. push in
16:54:05 ms lieberman and gore .. push in
16:54:10 ms lieberman .. pan to gore.
16:54:19 ms gore .. pullout to 2-shot pan to green mountains
and helicopter in air .. pull back
16:54:53 ws cutaway gore and others .. gore: (our plan)



provdes money from surplus in 3 categories ., we give $250
billion over next 10 years for prescription drug benefit ..
extend lifetime of medicare trust fund .. push in
16:55:29 ms gore: when president clinton and i took office trust
fund (was supposed) to go bankrupt next year .. we extended it
16:55:47 third cateogry of money proposing to put into medicare
.. address problem you're talking about .
16:56:02 balanced budget law cut way too (much) into .. home
health agencies ., rural hospitals .. nursing homes .. we want to
put $40 billion .. in .. proposing to give considerably more
flexibility .. program for states to provide reimbursement for
home based services ..
16:56:49 lot of times you have people sent to nursing homes when
don't want .. or need to go .. but only way for families to get
reimbursements .. consult with sarah bianci (sp) .. pullout
16:57:25 ws cutaway lady talks & says her child has multiple
disabilities .. push in
16:58:25 cu cutaway mother of disabled child says she applauds
their desire for doctors to make decisions
16:58:46 ms cutaway boats .. pUll back to riverboat .. pan to
2-shot of gore lieberman
16:59:27 ms cutaway small boat .. pull back
16:59:35 ws cutaway gore: how many times told story .. miracles
happen .. push in
16:59:49 ms gore: doctors prepare parents for worse sometimes ..
glad i don't have to make that decision .. so much love .. push
in
17:00:11 ms gore: this sheet has another column .. opponents put
no money in home-based care medicare life-based extension or
prescription drug benefit for seniors .. honorable men .. wer'e
not going to attack them peronsally even though complex
subjects .. we have .. to rise .
17:01:01 by wrestling with details about what right policies
are .. so to make experience about more than soundbites an
damages .. let's deal with specifics .. pan
17:01:37 ms cutaway african american man talks about school
pullout to another boat pull back
17:02:19 ws cutaway gore and lieberman .. gore says: i did
school days (visit schools) in past .. push in
17:02:31 ms gore: school nurse has circuit to ride with lot of
schools (to look after) .. medications given by secretaries and
administrative offices .. lot do good job
17:02:59 it's shame have these perks for HMOs making coverage
decisions .. secretaries giving care (laughs .. pull back to see
lieberman) .. tempted to say we should put school nurses in every
schools .. looking at budsget .. find ways to expand (budget)
17:03:45 better cooperative relationships with community .. push
in
17:03:54 ms cutaway lieberman .. pullout
17:04:03 ws cutaway female social worker
17:04:34 black
17:04:45 ms gore: if play cards right .. find .. much more
targeted therapies cures that take advantage of coded information
genes use not having blunderbust approach as many therapies
are today
17:05:23 we need to put money in research now .. want to thank
all of you .. hope agree been substantive discussion
17:05:58 ms cutaway gore greets people
17:06:01 ms people on land with gore signs .. pullout .. cut
17:06:13 ws cutaway riverboat's already docked
17:06:20 ms cutaway gore and tipper are followed by hadassah and
joe lieberman
17:06:36 ws gore and liebermans from back .. pan
17:06:58 ws cutaway large group of supporters behind fence wait
to greet .. cut
17:07:13 ms lieberman glad hands (thanks people for coming)
gore behind ..
17:07:57 ms cutaway gore glad hands .. pull up



17:08:18 ws cutaway press and security .. cut
17:08:39 ms cutaway gore works crowd
17:08:41 hash
17:10:35 chris lehane a gore staffer says: republicans focused on
attack attack attack
17:10:48 black
17:12:00 hash
17:15:27 ws and push in
17:15:34 ms of gores and liebermans waveing ... push in
17:15:43 ms gore says: i loved it had good time .. lieberman
says: best i've ever heard at convention unbiased response ..
(all 4 joined in shot .. wave .. pullout .. gore walks to side)
17:16:20 ms cutaway gore and lieberman wave .. cheers .. (shaky
pans to water)
17:16:40 ws of swarm of people yelling in support along banks
push in (man yells something about kick his ass)
17:16:55 black
17:17:11 ws joe lieberman and al gore having discussion about
health aboard riverboat .. push in (womane talks about daughter
not expected to live and she's now 17) .. push in
17:17:50 ms cutaway mother speaks .. concerned about her having
adequate .. community based .. health care .. applaud efforts to
have health care professionals make decision .. pan
17:18:19 ws cutaway 2 other boats in water .. pull back
17:18:28 ws lieberman gore and others .. pull back to others
push in
17:18:57 ms lieberman gore .. pan to another boat following in
water .. pan
17:19:10 ws gore: how many times heard story about moms and dad
being told (kids can't make it) .. doctors sometimes prepare
parents for worse .. right thing to do .. push in
17:19:34 ms gore: so many miracles that come from love an
devotion .. god bless you .. this sheet has another column on it
.. our opponents plan does not put any new money into home based
health are (laughs) .. medicare life extension or prescription
drug
17:20:14 they are honorable men running for right reason we're
not going to attack them personally ever in this campaign .. even
though complex subjects .. we as people have to rise to change
17:20:39 by wrestling with details .. judgments about what right
policies are .. in order to make experience .. about more than
soundbites and images .. let's deal with specifics
17:21:03 i don't believe that i believe we can .. pull back
17:21:16 ms cutaway african american man concerned about school
nurses who are cut out .. pan to waters
17:21:42 ws cutaway another boat in water .. pull back
17:21:54 ms gore: do more in Fall (school days) what found ..
push in
17:22:05 ms gore: school nurse has circuit to ride with lot of
different schools .. comes to schools (infrequently)
medications given by secretaries in administrative office
of them do good job .. shame have perks for HMOs (laughs)
out
17:22:50 ms lieberman and gore .. gore: you know i'm tempted to
say .. put school nurse in every school (but budget priorities
may not allow) .. CHIPs Programs .. better cooperative
relationships .. cut
17:23:29 ms cutaway lieberman .. pullout
17:23:53 ws cutaway female social worker .. says losing partners
in health care .. pull up and out to scenery
17:24:22 ws cutaway and pan to people on boat .. pan
17:24:55 ms cutaway small boat in water .. pullout and back
17:25:18 ws cutaway lady continues .. push in
17:25:47 ms gore and lieberman (lieberman says tell us more then
gore talks and looks at note) .. pan
17:26:24 cu cutaway man talks about vulnerable residents .. pan
and push in
17:26:55 ms gore asks woman if got into social work to get rich

lot
pull
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and she replies no and all laugh .. gore: getting to landing soon
17:27:19 gore: but let's just take couple more quick ones
(questions) ..pan
17:27:32 cu lady says: want to applaud plan .. taking care of my
mother .. no way she'd survive with income she gets .. and staff
take collections for buying prescription drugs .. pullout
17:28:23 ms gore: i want joe to comment on this .. baby boom
generation .. (large) .. life expectancy has increased ..
tipper's mother lives with us and we have round the clock medical
care .. and my mother prefers her own home but we have round
clock care .. push in on gore
17:29:08 ms gore: this is not simple subject .. we've got to
balance 3 elements .. making care affordable .. insuring quality
.. andhaving access to care geographically and financially
holding down cost increases
17:29:46 we all understand why (cost so high) .. benefits but
come at expense of quality .. affordability of care .. got to
find better way .. pan to lieberman
17:30:14 ms lieberman: i've been using same pendulum metaphor
(laughs) .. when we talked about real practical medical coverage
for prescription drugs .. not just affect seniors .. but for
children of seniors (see gore) .. heartbreaking stories ..
push in
17:30:57 lieberman talking: .. to economize .. second thing ..
story about working to save money .. extraordinary goodness out
in country .. govt. can never do it all ..
17:31:29 community make it happen .. one (thing) really govt.
should do .. cut
17:31:46 ms gore: special need to
17:31:50 rerack
17:32:04 black
17:32:10 bars
17:40:06 rerack
17:43:41 bars
17:49:56 rerack
17:50:01 ms cutaway chris lehane (gore's staffer is interviewed)
.. timing of announcement (news leak of grand jury investigation
of monica lewinsky matter against president bill clinton) raises
questions .. given fact news occurred month ago .. and didn't
happen till vice president giving speech .. gore and lieberman
focused on future .. let republcians focus on past
17:50:36 ms cutaway difficult to comment on ongoing legal matter
.. fact came out yesterday raises serious questions .. ongoing
for month now ..al gore going to focus on people .. future .. he
outlined his agenda
17:51:06 i think american people want to hear candidates talk
about family future .. republicans are one play hand book
attack attack attack
17:51:24 black
17:51:38 rerack
17:51:41 ms cutaway .. lehane: timing
17:51:49 rerack
17:51:51 ms cutaway gore .. cut
17:51:55 ms cutaway chris lehane: .. timing of announcement
raises question .. given fact occurred more than month ago ..
17:52:18 american people want to hear what these peoep going to
do let republicans focus on past
17:52:32 well it's difficult to comment on ongoing legal matter
.. fact came out yesterday .. (occured month ago) .. fact just
came out yesterday
17:52:51 he (al gore in DNC speech) offered his agenda to
helping working families .. what focus on
17:53:00 i think american people want to hear candidates talk
about familes and future .. republicans are one play hand book
attack attack attack
17:53:19 black
17:53:41 bars
18:01:48 ws cutaway of river and fence .. no people or audio



18:04:59 black
18:16:00 shots of crew and reporter doing standup along river (scheduled



16:09:44 bars
16:09:56 black
16:10:59 bars
16:20:58 ws of river boat
.. pan to those on landing
.. push in on boat
16:21:23 ws and pullout
16:21:44 ws and push in on gore
16:21:49 ws cutaway of al and tipper gore and joe lieberman
aboard boat .. they wave .. riverboat sails
16:22:05 ws cutaway of riverboat .. pan
16:22:11 ws cutaway supporters yell 'GO AL GO' .. cut
16:22:21 ms cutaway and pan of supporters with signs .. cut
16:22:28 ws and pan of those on landing includes cops .. pan
16:22:41 ws cutaway/cuts of riverboat sailing away (also near
bridge) .. cut
16:23:02 ms cutaway photographers
16:23:08 black
16:23:23 rerack
16:23:41 ws from back see joe and al wave then they turn. _ push
in
16:23:53 ms al tipper joe and hadassah lieberman wave .. pull
out and push in gore: i loved it i had a good time .. joe: best
ive ever heard at ocnventio an unvbiased repsnse
16:24:22 ** ms of 4 shot of liebermans and gores wave .. pull
otu see flag and push in
16:24:43 ms cutaway al gore and joe lieberman .. pans (hear
cheers from crowd)
16:25:04 ews of crowd on landing .. push out even more
16:25:23 ms cutaway of al gore tipper gore and joe lieberman
16:25:30 black
16:26:05 ws cutaway of riverboat moving along mississipi river
.. pan and push in
16:26:24 ws riverboat
16:26:29 ms people aboard 3 levels of the boat .. push in

people on landing and aboard clap
(song 'rolling on a river' plays)
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16:26:41 ms
pull down to
16:27:02 ws
16:27:16 ws
and blue)
16:27:37
level ..
16:27:58
level of
16:28:14
16:28:26
16:28:47
says stop
16:28:56
16:29:33
16:29:53
push in
16:30:35
push in
16:30:51 ms banner on boat 'setting course for america's future'
.. pullout
16:31:08 ws cutaway gores and liebermans on 2nd level at far end
of boat .. pullout
16:31:40 ews from back as riverboat makes way along river .. cut
16:31:54 ms cutaway small boat with passengers
16:32:10 ms cutaway of boat with words: 'bush wack al bore'
16:32:42 ews of riverboat from behind .. another boat in far
distance .. riverboat moves farther away
16:33:13 ews of boat from behind .. cut
16:33:34 ms cutaway of people aboard tiny boat .. cut
16:33:43 ews of riverboat in distance .. push in little
16:34:20 **ms of riverboat sailing (shot from behind) (see
water and steam .. words on boat: 'mark twain' lsetting course
for america's future') .. pullout
16:35:41 ms cutaway of miss. waters moving then pan to boat
16:35:58 ms of blue sky with clouds .. cut
16:36:13 ms cutaway man in life vest stands on small boat near
front of riverboat .. cut
16:36:44 ms cutaway back of riverboat .. pullout
16:36:54 ws riverboat and another boat make way along miss.
push in (see 'mark twain' on boat and american flag) .. pullout
16:37:42 ews cutaway back of riverboat .. cut
16:37:54 ms cutaway of riverboat .. pullout
16:38:11 ws cutaway riverboat (a smaller boat in distance)
push in
16:38:33 black
16:38:36 ms of boat .. pan of people on 2nd deck (low angle)
16:38:53 ms inside riverboat (many wear life jackets) .. cut
16:39:15 ms cutaway riverboat crew men .. pull back
16:39:24 ws people in vests (from bck) .. push in as they move
16:39:40 ws cutaway .. people in chairs .. claps .. push in
16:39:50 ms joe lieberman and gore glad hand aboard
16:39:59 ms cutaway gore glad hands
16:40:10 black
16:40:24 rerack
16:41:01 ms gore and lieberman sit with others for discussion
aboard riverboat (river in background) .. man talks about drugs
16:41:24 gore: i agree .. as (pharmaceutical) industry have
highest profits .. profits are good .. push in
16:41:39 industry says we need high profits because that is what
fuels research to find new medicines new breakthroughs .. has
ring of truth .. push in
16:42:01 ms gore: a lot of breakthroughs now being financed by
tax payers at national inst. of health .. being handed over to
companies
16:42:18 secondly alot of
money into advertising and
16:42:34 ws lieberman and

joe and hadassah lieberman al and tipper gore ..
water then up then out
.. pullout then push in
cutaway of riverboat .. (boat draped in red white

ws cutaway al gore and joe
they wave .. pans
ws shaky shot of liebermans

riverboat
ws cutaway boat .. push in
ws of gores and liebermans .. push in
ews cutaway of riverboat .. push in (hear press guy
waving)
**ws cutaway gores and liebermans wave .. pullout
ews cutaway as boat sails .. push in
**ws cutaway of gores and liebermans .. pullout then

lieberman aboard second

and gores waving on 2nd

ews cutaway as riverboat sails along miss. river

big drug companies .. shifting
promotion .. pullout
gore and others .. push in and

more of

pan



16:42:44 ws cutaway people play on banks of miss. pull back to
boat
16:43:01 ms cutaway gore lieberman and others .. gore: ever
prescribed Claritin .. common .. push in
16:43:20 ms gore: only made (claritin) and sold by one company
.. patent period about to expire .. have monopoly
16:43:40 but then after enough years when gotten lot of reward
.. let it go and let others compete .. nOw spending so much money
to advertise .. to promote claritin .. than coca-cola spend .
more than budweiser busch spends .. these figures .. courtesy of
wall steet journal
16:44:18 using political influence to push congress to .. extend
patent period .. to keep competition out people .. have to
continue pay high prices
16:44:40 stop this kind if chicanery .. recognize when spending
far more money on advertising than research .. (takes away what
saying about need for high profits) .. pullout
16:45:07 ws cutaway (a nun talks) .. push in
16:45:24 cu cutaway as she talks about uninsured / underinsured
.. pullout and pan to side .. then pull back and pan back to nun
.. pull up to flag then down
16:46:34 ws of people aboard deck .. push in
16:46:43 ms lieberman and gore listen .. push in on other boat
behind .. pans .. pull back
16:47:39 ws lieberman: sister that's beautiful story .. admire
mercy .. term compassionate conservatism (laughs) .. you're plain
compassionate ..
16:48:06 lieberman: fact is for great civilized nation ..
enjoyed extraordinary economic time .. have to put .. on course
to provide health for everyone of our citizens .. have to find
it unacceptable that's where we are now .. not going to come in
big leap .. with good leadership come quicker ..
16:48:50 ms lieberman: taken steps last few years .. kennedy put
in .. CHIPS program .. al and i committed .. only ones to commit
to achieving point extending health care coverage to every child
.. then go after taking in everybody .. you are filling in gap
16:49:26 lieberman: but lot of people are not living in presence
.. of people with heart .. and as big as yours .. they go
ultimately uncared for .. pan to gore
16:49:48 gore: tipper and hadassah made certain joe and i put
sun screen on .. as joe said .. john (mccain) .. in our prayers
(offers sun screen to people there) .. pullout to 2-shot of
lieberman and gore .. push in on gore
16:50:29 gore: we have 44 million americans with no health .. 11
milion are children .. move step by step to universal health care
16:50:48 one reason is 65 years ago when franklin roosevelt ..
pulled national health out of new deal package .. embarked on
path .. (percent of americans with no health) .. complex
16:51:18 poltically and practically .. (some do have health)
find lot of seniors who do have coverage .. say mine is helping
.. be careful don't harm people getting coverage now
16:51:51 first steps .. are prescription drug benefit for those
on medicare if choose to participate
16:52:05 by year 2004 (every child insured) .. 25% tax credit
for small business employers on top of deduction get .. to move
.. toward general acceptance that employers should offer health
insurance
16:52:51 long term care incentive .. new elements for mental
health parity .. etc. these are first steps but yes move to
universal health care .. pullout
16:53:14 ms 2 shot of lieberman and gore .. pull back
16:53:22 ws cutaway man speaks about examples about someone
eligible for CHIPs but unable to get dental .. push in
16:54:05 ms lieberman and gore .. push in
16:54:10 ms lieberman ., pan to gore.
16:54:19 ros gore .. pullout to 2-shot pan to green mountains
and helicopter in air .. pull back
16:54:53 ws cutaway gore and others .. gore: (our plan)



provdes money from surplus in 3 categories .. we give $250
billion over next 10 years for prescription drug benefit ..
extend lifetime of medicare trust fund .. push in
16:55:29 ms gore: when president clinton and i took office trust
fund (was supposed) to go bankrupt next year .. we extended it
16:55:47 third cateogry of money proposing to put into medicare
.. address problem you're talking about .
16:56:02 balanced budget law cut way too (much) into .. home
health agencies ., rural hospitals .. nursing homes .. we want to
put $40 billion .. in .. proposing to give considerably more
flexibility .. program for states to provide reimbursement for
home based services ..
16:56:49 lot of times you have people sent to nursing homes when
don't want .. or need to go .. but only way for families to get
reimbursements .. consult with sarah bianci (sp) .. pullout
16:57:25 ws cutaway lady talks & says her child has multiple
disabilities .. push in
16:58:25 cu cutaway mother of disabled child says she applauds
their desire for doctors to make decisions
16:58:46 ms cutaway boats .. pull back to riverboat .. pan to
2-shot of gore lieberman
16:59:27 ms cutaway small boat .. pull back
16:59:35 ws cutaway gore: how many times told story .. miracles
happen .. push in
16:59:49 ms gore: doctors prepare parents for worse sometimes ..
glad i don't have to make that decision .. so much love .. push
in
17:00:11 ms gore: this sheet has another column .. opponents put
no money in home-based care medicare life-based extension or
prescription drug benefit for seniors .. honorable men .. wer'e
not going to attack them peronsally even though complex
subjects .. we have .. to rise .
17:01:01 by wrestling with details about what right policies
are .. so to make experience about more than soundbites an
damages .. let's deal with specifics.. pan
17:01:37 ms cutaway african american man talks about school
pullout to another boat pull back
17:02:19 ws cutaway gore and lieberman .. gore says: i did
school days (visit schools) in past .. push in
17:02:31 ms gore: school nurse has circuit to ride with lot of
schools (to look after) .. medications given by secretaries and
administrative offices .. lot do good job
17:02:59 it's shame have these perks for HMOs making coverage
decisions .. secretaries giving care (laughs .. pull back to see
lieberman) .. tempted to say we should put school nurses in every
schools .. looking at budsget .. find ways to expand (budget)
17:03:45 better cooperative relationships with community .. push
in
17:03:54 ms cutaway lieberman .. pullout
17:04:03 ws cutaway female social worker
17:04:34 black
17:04:45 ms gore: if play cards right .. find .. much more
targeted therapies cures that take advantage of coded information
genes use not having blunderbust approach as many therapies
are today
17:05:23 we need to put money in research now .. want to thank
all of you .. hope agree been substantive discussion
17:05:58 ms cutaway gore greets people
17:06:01 ms people on land with gore signs .. pullout .. cut
17:06:13 ws cutaway riverboat's already docked
17:06:20 ms cutaway gore and tipper are followed by hadassah and
joe lieberman
17:06:36 ws gore and liebermans from back .. pan
17:06:58 ws cutaway large group of supporters behind fence wait
to greet .. cut
17:07:13 ms lieberman glad hands (thanks people for coming)
gore behind ..
17:07:57 ms cutaway gore glad hands .. pull up



17:08:18 ws cutaway press and security
17:08:39 ms cutaway gore works crowd
17:08:41 hash
17:10:35 chris lehane a gore staffer says: republicans focused on
attack attack attack
17:10:48 black
17:12:00 hash
17:15:27 ws and push in
17:15:34 ms of gores and liebermans waveing ... push in
17:15:43 ms gore says: i loved it had good time .. lieberman
says: best i've ever heard at convention unbiased response ..
(all 4 joined in shot .. wave .. pullout .. gore walks to side)
17:16:20 ms cutaway gore and lieberman wave .. cheers. (shaky
pans to water)
17:16:40 ws of swarm of people yelling in support along banks
push in (man yells something about kick his ass)
17:16:55 black
17:17:11 ws joe lieberman and al gore having discussion about
health aboard riverboat .. push in (womane talks about daughter
not expected to live and she's now 17) .. push in
17:17:50 ms cutaway mother speaks .. concerned about her having
adequate .. community based .. health care .. applaud efforts to
have health care professionals make decision .. pan
17:18:19 ws cutaway 2 other boats in water .. pull back
17:18:28 ws lieberman gore and others .. pull back to others
push in
17:18:57 ms lieberman gore .. pan to another boat following in
water .. pan
17:19:10 ws gore: how many times heard story about moms and dad
being told (kids can't make it) .. doctors sometimes prepare
parents for worse .. right thing to do .. push in
17:19:34 ms gore: so many miracles that come from love an
devotion .. god bless you .. this sheet has another column on it
.. our opponents plan does not put any new money into home based
health are (laughs) .. medicare life extension or prescription
drug
17:20:14 they are honorable men running for right reason we're
not going to attack them personally ever in this campaign .. even
though complex subjects .. we as people have to rise to change
17:20:39 by wrestling with details .. judgments about what right
policies are .. in order to make experience .. about more than
soundbites and images .. let's deal with specifics
17:21:03 i don't believe that i believe we can .. pull back
17:21:16 ms cutaway african american man concerned about school
nurses who are cut out .. pan to waters
17:21:42 ws cutaway another boat in water .. pull back
17:21:54 ms gore: do more in Fall (school days) what found ..
push in
17:22:05 ms gore: school nurse has circuit to ride with lot of
different schools .. comes to schools (infrequently)
medications given by secretaries in administrative office
of them do good job .. shame have perks for HMOs (laughs)
out
17:22:50 ms lieberman and gore .. gore: you know i'm tempted to
say .. put school nurse in every school (but budget priorities
may not allow) .. CHIPs Programs .. better cooperative
relationships .. cut
17:23:29 ms cutaway lieberman .. pullout
17:23:53 ws cutaway female social worker .. says losing partners
in health care .. pull up and out to scenery
17:24:22 ws cutaway and pan to people on boat .. pan
17:24:55 ms cutaway small boat in water .. pullout and back
17:25:18 ws cutaway lady continues .. push in
17:25:47 ms gore and lieberman (lieberman says tell us more then
gore talks and looks at note) .. pan
17:26:24 cu cutaway man talks about vulnerable residents .. pan
and push in
17:26:55 ms gore asks woman if got into social work to get rich

cut

lot
pull



and she replies no and all laugh .. gore: getting to landing soon
17:27:19 gore: but let's just take couple more quick ones
(questions) ..pan
17:27:32 cu lady says: want to applaud plan .. taking care of my
mother .. no way she'd survive with income she gets .. and staff
take collections for buying prescription drugs .. pullout
17:28:23 ms gore: i want joe to comment on this .. baby boom
generation .. (large) .. life expectancy has increased ..
tipper's mother lives with us and we have round the clock medical
care .. and my mother prefers her own home but we have round
clock care .. push in on gore
17:29:08 ms gore: this is not simple subject .. we've got to
balance 3 elements .. making care affordable .. insuring quality
.. andhaving access to care geographically and financially
holding down cost increases
17:29:46 we all understand why (cost so high) .. benefits but
come at expense of quality .. affordability of care .. got to
find better way .. pan to lieberman
17:30:14 ms lieberman: i've been using same pendulum metaphor
(laughs) .. when we talked about real practical medical coverage
for prescription drugs .. not just affect seniors .. but for
children of seniors (see gore) .. heartbreaking stories ..
push in
17:30:57 lieberman talking: .. to economize .. second thing ..
story about working to save money .. extraordinary goodness out
in country .. govt. can never do it all ..
17:31:29 community make it happen .. one (thing) really govt.
should do .. cut
17:31:46 ms gore: special need to
17:31:50 rerack
17:32:04 black
17:32:10 bars
17:40:06 rerack
17:43:41 bars
17:49:56 rerack
17:50:01 ms cutaway chris lehane (gore's staffer is interviewed)
.. timing of announcement (news leak of grand jury investigation
of monica lewinsky matter against president bill clinton) raises
questions .. given fact news occurred month ago .. and didn't
happen till vice president giving speech .. gore and lieberman
focused on future .. let republcians focus on past
17:50:36 ms cutaway difficult to comment on ongoing legal matter
.. fact came out yesterday raises serious questions .. ongoing
for month now ..al gore going to focus on people ., future .. he
outlined his agenda
17:51:06 i think american people want to hear candidates talk
about family future .. republicans are one play hand book
attack attack attack
17:51:24 black
17:51:38 rerack
17:51:41 ms cutaway .. lehane: timing
17:51:49 rerack
17:51:51 ms cutaway gore .. cut
17:51:55 ms cutaway chris lehane: .. timing of announcement
raises question .. given fact occurred more than month ago ..
17:52:18 american people want to hear what these peoep going to
do let republicans focus on past
17:52:32 well it's difficult to comment on ongoing legal matter
.. fact came out yesterday .. (occured month ago) .. fact just
came out yesterday
17:52:51 he (al gore in DNC speech) offered his agenda to
helping working families .. what focus on
17:53:00 i think american people want to hear candidates talk
about familes and future .. republicans are one play hand book
attack attack attack
17:53:19 black
17:53:41 bars
18:01:48 ws cutaway of river and fence .. no people or audio



18:04:59 black
18:16:00 shots of crew and reporter doing standup along river (scheduled
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TEO KOPPEL, WASHINGTON, DC USA
JOHN MARTIN, NEW YORK, NY USA

TED KOPPEL
You've probably heard about it, seen it discussed, perhaps even read
about it, but if you're inclined to actually read the book itself,
you may be in trouble. Denounced as blasphemous, Salman Rushdie's
novel "Satanic Verses" may have become one of the best known books
in the world, but also one of the hardest to find. As JOHN MARTIN
reports, fear of reprisal has gripped the pUblishing and book selling
world.

JOHN MARTIN
(BOOKS) In the United States now the book is being removed from
the shelves of more than 2,000 stores, shops and supermarkets.
(STORES) First Waldenbooks, then this afternoon Barnes and Noble,
which owns the B. Dalton chain, pulled the books. The distributor
said it was to protect employees and patrons. A decision denounced
by criticJOHN Leonard, who is reviewing th

JOHN LEONARD
We're all for free speech, we're all for entertaining dissent except
when it interferes with our business: that's too much of a hassle,
close it down; let the shopping malls go dark. It's disgraceful.

JOHN MARTIN
(PICKETS) In New York today, at viking, which published the
American edition, only five pickets showed up to denounce the novel,
but Viking gave its employees the day off hoping the controversy
will blow over. (NAVASKY) At the Nation magazine, editor
Victor Navasky has thrown out a projected issue in favor of
discussing the book. He condemned the removal of books by
publishing houses.

VICTOR NAVASKY
It seems to me it!s an act of institutionalized hysteria that is
very dangerous for our culture.

JOHN MARTIN
But the hysteria seemed to be spreading in the West. In Canada
today, the government said it was halting new imports of the book
until it can decide whether !'Satanic Verses'! qualifies as hate
literature under Canadian law. In Italy, publishers say they will
go ahead with printing and selling the book. The same in Denmark,
Finland and Norway. But in France the publisher has suspended
sales. The book will not be available in Germany, Austria, and
Switzerland. The same in Greece and Turkey. All pUblishers said
they fear reprisals. (DAHL) Meanwhile children's book author
Roald Dahl was quoted today as saying the book should be destroyed
to save lives. A sentiment denounced by writers and publishers in
the United States.

ROGER STRAUS
I think it's a terrible special situation. If it!s anything, it is,
it goes along the lines of hijacking.

JOHN MARTIN
Three centuries ago the poet Milton wrote, "Whoever kills a man
kills a reasonable creature, God's image. But whoever destroys a
book kills reason itself". Three centuries later, the
Ayatollah Khomeini has decided to do both and in the process has
managed to frighten much of the Western world. JOHN MARTIN,
ABC News, New York.
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TED KOPPEL, WASHINGTON, DC USA
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TED KOPPEL
The savings and loan crisis is on the American Agenda tonight. Two
weeks ago when President Bush outlined his plan to rescue the
Sand L industry he spoke of unconscionable risk taking by some
Sand L operators who were, in effect, gambling with federally
insured money. And Mr. Bush spoke of the inadequacy of their
regulation. Tonight we have the results of an ABC News
investigation into one savings and loan, an institution with a
powerful owner and powerful friends in washington. Here's
JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
Two years ago in San Francisco examiners from the Federal Horne Loan
Bank found what they described as a ticking time bomb. (BANK)
Lincoln Savings and Loan of California is unsafe, the examiners
reported, teetering on the brink of financial difficulty.
(DOCUMENTS) Internal documents about Lincoln. obtained by
ABC News, show federal regulators were worried about what they saw
as Lincoln's high risk investments. (RESORT) Two examples:
construction of a 250 million dollar resort outside Phoenix which
hotel experts fear has little chance of returning a profit; and,
with the Ivan Boesky organization, a 100 million dollar junk bond
investment on Wall Street. (BOESKY) The examiners also uncovered
evidence of improper bookkeeping and possible fraud, what
investigators call file stuffing or falsifying records. (OFFICE)
The Securities and Exchange Commission and the Justice Department
have been investigating these matters, but no charges have been
brought. In taking on Lincoln, the federal examiners were facing a
powerful adversary. Charles Keating, chairman of American
Continental which owns Lincoln. (KEATING) He strongly disagreed
with the regulators' findings.

CHARLES KEATING
They didn't have the facts straight. They had a bias.

JOHN MARTIN
When the regulators challenged Keating, warfare erupted. (GRAY)
Keating took aim at Edwin Gray, then chairman of the Federal Horne
Loan Bank Board. When Gray and the Board refused to back down, Gray
says Keating offered him a job, which he declined.

EDWIN GRAY
It was to hire me out of being their regulator. This was the quick
easy way to get rid of Ed Gray.

JOHN MARTIN
Then the federal examiners were summoned from San Francisco for an
extraordinary meeting with five United States senators. Each
senator had gotten large campaign donations from Keating, his family
and their associates. (PHOTOS) Alan Cranston of California,
JOHN McCain and Dennis Deconcini of Arizona, JOHN Glenn of
Ohio and Donald Riegel of Michigan. In all, more than a quarter
million dollars in four years. According to bank board notes of the
meeting, the senators were blunt. (SKETCHES) Senator Glenn: "You
should charge Lincoln or get off their backs".

CHARLES KEATING
That's my opinion of what senators are there for, to be available in
the event of government abuse.

JOHN MARTIN
But looking back, Senator McCain expressed concern.

SENATOR JOHN MCCAIN
I do not know of another constituent who got five senators clearly
and the appearance there is very, very disturbing to a lot of people.

JOHN MARTIN
Senator Riegel returned the campaign money when a newspaper reported
its existence.

SENATOR DONALD RIEGEL
I was very sensitive to the fact that there could be the appearance
of a conflict here.



JOHN MARTIN
Henry Gonzalez chairs the House Banking Committee now investigating
the Lincoln affair.

CONGRESSMAN HENRY GONZALEZ
It is most undesirable to have the political branch improperly
attempting to influence the regulatory or the administrative
functions which they themselves set up.

JOHN MARTIN
But despite the pressure, the San Francisco regulators refused to
budge and recommended Lincoln be taken over by the government. The
professional staff in Washington reviewed the case and agreed that
Lincoln was operating in an unsafe and unsound manner. But their
superiors, the political appointees on the bank board, then took an
unprecedented step: they removed authority to regulate Lincoln from
the San Francisco bank and moved it to Washington. The chairman
says it was to settle a dispute between his examiners and Lincoln1s
accountants.

M. DANNY WALL I FHLBB
How do you do that when you've got clearly diverging views and
clearly diverging sets of documentation is to have another look at
it.

JOHN MARTIN
But Chairman Gonzalez says the bank board has been compromised.

CONGRESSMAN HENRY GONZALEZ
That the regulator, the policeman on the beat unfortunately entered
into an incestuous relationship with the industry they were supposed
to be regulating.

JOHN MARTIN
(BANK) Keating acquired Lincoln at a time of deregulation but now
says he is a victim of overregulation and wants out of the industry.

CHARLES KEATING
I think that it would be difficult for us to exist in the current
environment and that hopefully we'll be able to dispose of Lincoln.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Lincoln remains open and so far it hasn't cost the taxpayers a
dime. But federal regulators, stymied by political meddling, are
still concerned about its high risk investments. Its assets are now
five billion dollars, five times what they were when Keating bought
it. So Uncle Sam and the taxpayers have a lot more riding on
Lincoln's performance. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, New York.
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PETER JENNINGS, NEW YORK, NY USA
JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA

PETER JENNINGS
Whatever happens next in the Tower case, official Washington will
hang on every word and manufacture many more which will simply add
to the political tension. And without appearing to be too cynical,
bearing in mind that many people are turned off by this spectacle,
much of official Washington loves it. This next report from
JOHN MARTIN is about how the Tower business maintains such a head of
steam.

JOHN MARTIN
For more than seven weeks the corridors of Washington have been
filled with stories about him. (TOWER FTG) Does he drink too much?
Does he chase women? What about his nasty temper? Is he tied

too closely to the defense industry? Did he get illegal campaign
money from defense contractors? (TV ANCHORMEN) All of this
information has been endlessly kicked around by the newspapers and
the networks.

JOHN CHANCELLOR I NBC NEWS
(TV REPORT) Tower has two problems: his reputation as a
hard-drinking tomcat and his gun for hire relationship with big
defense contractors.

JOHN MARTIN
(VARIOUS FTG) It's been chewed over at lunch and dinner in the
restaurants and bars of Capitol Hill. Some of it overheard in the
same places Tower himself has patronized over the years. Much of it
comes from people who won't be specific on the record.

SENATE AIDE
You know, I just don't feel comfortable sharing some of the things
I've heard because I don't know the man and I don't feel comfortable
repeating gossip_

FORMER SENATE AIDE
Gossip is always good. I mean politics is made up of gossip_ It
just keeps the people interested.

JOHN MARTIN
After all the gossip, what finally brought Tower's personal conduct
into the spotlight was this man: Paul Weyrich, a political
consultant active in the religious right wing of the Republican
party. (WEYRICH) He testified on the record that he saw Tower
drunk, and although married, with women who were not his wife.

PAUL WEYRICH
(HEARING) I encountered it frequently enough to the point where it
made an impression.

JOHN MARTIN
(GRAPHICS) Then came a flood of allegations. Some resurfacing after
many years; some new, from former colleagues, from FBI reports, State
and Defense Department investigators, from journalists and private
citizens, (SU) Some of the information is being circulated here on
Capitol Hill by at least three United States senators -- two of
them Republicans -- by staff members from the House and the Senate,
by journalists and even by a former member of the intelligence
community. (LILLA TOWER PHOTO) Tower's second marriage to this
woman, Lilla Tower, ended in a bitter divorce. She has told
journalists she was interviewed at length by the FBI about her
former husband and alleged he committed numerous indiscretions.

CHUCK CONCONI I WASHINGTON POST
What happens in any of these cases is people make enemies. It's the
person who wants to stick a knife in someone's back that will call
you.

JOHN MARTIN
Many people in Washington want to stick knives in JOHN Tower's
back, because as a powerful senator and committee chairman over the
years, he earned a reputation and gained enemies for being mean and
arrogant. (TOWER FTG) So insiders are following these revelations
with a sense of pleasure and fascination.

EDWARD ROLLINS I POLITICAL CONSULTANT



This is a town that likes to watch the power game. There's a whole
lot of people who sit around this community and watch people come and
rise and watch them fall and enjoy them falling to a certain extent.

JOHN MARTIN
It's entirely possible that in the end there will be enough facts to
bring down JOHN Tower. (SU) But in the meantime, what is
happening to him is a pUblic trial by ordeal and he is suffering
from the surge of fact, gossip and intrigue in a city that feasts
upon the details of power. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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ACTOR, "OLIVER TWIST"
("Oliver," Columbia Pictures) Please, sir, I want some more.

FORREST SAWYER
(VO) That's how it works for the average person, but when a pay raise
for Congress is the issue, it's a totally different story. And that's
our story tonight. {on camera) Good evening. I'm Forrest Sawyer, and
this is Nightline. (VO) The public's against it, the President's for
it, and Congress seems to be afraid to say it wants it. Should there
be a congressional pay raise, and why?

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Night1ine. SUbstituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from New York, Forrest Sawyer.

SAWYER
It was to have been Capitol Hill's equivalent of the Stealth bomber,
a way for Congress to give itself a 51 percent pay raise without ever
being seen on the public's radar. The Senate would vote down a
proposed pay hike, then the House would just let it pass without a
vote. And bingo! The raise would automatically go into effect and
there would be no one to blame. But it all went wrong. Public outrage
has forced an on - the - record vote in the House, and suddenly the
proposal's supporters are disappearing. The leading proponents of the
pay raise in the House and Senater people usually eager to offer
their opinions on this broadcast, have all declined to appear
tonight. An almost certain pay raise is now almost certainly dead.
ABC's JOHN MARTIN has more on the winter storm that blew through
Congress.

JOHN MARTIN
(Va) You could hear it corning today on the floor of the House, the
beginning of the end of a pay raise for Congress, the courts and the
senior civil service.

REP BARBARA BOXER, (D), CALIFORNIA
I'm going to watch who you are, and I'm going to go tell your
constituents if you take that pay raise, whether it's 10 percent, 20
percent or 30 percent.

CONGRESSMAN
Let's remember that we are representatives of the people, and letts
do what they are demanding, let's block the pay raise today.

MARTIN
(Va) It had been building for weeks, radio stations picking up
discontent and urging voters to send in thousands of tea bags, a new
American tea party protest. Then the mailgrams, incited by organized
taxpayer groups. As the pressure mounted, what had been a plan to let
a commission choose higher salaries without a congressional vote
began to sag under the weight of indignation.

BOB GRANT, WABC, NEW YORK
The people now really realize what's been going on, and they don't
like it.

RAO IO CALLER
As far as I'm concerned, they're overpaid. And as far as getting more
money to bring in more qualified people, that's a bunch of crap.

MARTIN
(Va) This weekend, at a legislative conference at a lush resort in
West Virginia, the furor caught up with Democratic leader Jim Wright
of Texas. He had already backed down, and now was offering a
compromise. Once it went into effect, members would vote on whether
to drop the pay increase from 51 percent to 30 percent. So instead of
salaries going up from $89,500 a year to $135,000, they would be just
over $116,000.

REP JIM WRIGHT, SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE
I cannot guarantee that we'll be seen or judged in the right light.
Perhaps I can help us to act in the right light, with dignity and
honor and self - respect.

MARTIN
(VO) But the respect and dignity were long gone. At a congressional



dinner earlier in the week, the pay raise was a joke.
REP DONALD PAYNE, (D), NEW JERSEY

But as a new member of Congress, there are still some things I need
to learn about Washington. For instance, I found out that by not
voting, you get paid more.

MARTIN
(VO) The country seemed convinced that Congress was wallowing in
luxury, that its members were earning more than $130,000 a year in
salary and the fees that special interests pay them. Many do earn
that much, and more, but many don't. Senator Sam Nunn is a
millionaire, but his fellow Democrat from Georgia, Wyche Fowler, is
not. He lives here at home with his parents in Atlanta, and in this
seedy row house in Washington when he works in the capital. Four
congressmen share this tiny row house to save money. The wife of a
congressman, Janice Berman, says Hollywood producers are interested
in a series she is writing which portrays four fictional congressmen
struggling to make ends meet.

JANICE BERMAN, CONGRESSMAN'S WIFE
No, they're not paupers, but they're - they're professionals. It's
embarrassing as professionals - you wouldn't see doctors or attorneys
living this way, that you know, they're taking horne food from
receptions because they can save 20 bucks because the money's going
home to their families.

MARTIN
(VO) Congressman Michael Parker couldn't believe it when he moved his
family here Christmas Eve from Mississippi. He squeezed his wife and
three children into a small apartment with one bathroom. Rent: $1,100
a month. Advice to others thinking of running for Congress?

ROSEMARY PARKER, CONGRESSMAN'S WIFE
Well, they better not worry about the money, because it takes more
than a paycheck to make this job good.

MARTIN
(VO) Even so, some opponents of the pay raise say times are not that
tough.

SEN GORDON HUMPHREY, (R), NEW HAMPSHIRE
(CBS) I don't know of a single member in the 10 years I've been there
who has left because he couldn't make it on his congressional salary.

MARTIN
(VO) But there was more to it, The commission wanted to raise
salaries for 600 federal judges and 2,500 senior executives. Some
10,000 other government managers were to get better pay, and in time,
about 19,000 staff members in Congress would find their pay rising to
keep step with the members they worked for.

REP VIC FAZIO, (D), CALIFORNIA
We're not looking for pity. We simply want people to understand that
we don't live in an elevated status here. We don't have limousines,
we don't have great big houses, In many cases, we're not the kind of
people whom perhaps they think epitomize life in Washington.

MARTIN
(VO) In fact, congressional pay has not kept pace with inflation.
Twenty years ago, members earned $42,500 a year. To keep up with
inflation, they would be earning about $140,000 now. But they're not.
They earn $50,000 a year less. Still, how does that compare with
other Americans? With the pay raise, Congress would have gotten a 218
percent increase over 20 years. But teachers have gotten 224 percent
in that time. And doctors' salaries have gone up 217 percent. The
median income for college males has advanced only 170 percent in that
time, so Congress would be doing better. (on camera) In the end, what
killed this pay raise was the perception of privilege, of generous
pensions, of vast amounts of campaign funds now available to certain
members for their private use, of glamour and power at a time of vast
deficits for the federal government, and stagnation for ordinary
citizens. The final moments, undoubtedly, will corne tomorrow in a
vote on the House floor. Without this pay raise, some members of
Congress will continue to struggle financially. The wealthiest will
notice almost no difference. And for the people, there will be a
remarkable victory, with a surge of power from one end of the country
to another. This is JOHN MARTIN in Washington for Nightline.

SAWYER
When we come back, we will be joined by consumer advocate Ralph
Nader, who has fielded a major campaign against the congressional pay
raise, and by a supporter of the pay increase, former Republican
congressman William Carney of New York.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Since mid - December, when the report recommending that 51 percent
pay raise for members of Congress was first released, consumer
advocate Ralph Nader has been a leading figure in the fight against
the pay increase. He is with uS now in our Washington bureau. Also in



Washington, former Republican congressman William Carney of New York,
who represented eastern Long Island in Congress from 1979 to 1987,
During much of that time, he lived with his sister when he was in
Washington, in order to save money. Mr Nader, if I could begin with
you, it would appear - if all the vote - counting that we've been
seeing going on today is correct - that your campaign will have come
out on top and this pay raise will likely be dead after the vote
tomorrow. But there will be no pay raise at all, not 51 percent, not
10 percent. Some people say that's unfair. And those speakers' fees,
from special interest groups to members of Congress - which would
have been banned under this proposal - will go on with no end in
sight. If you've gained something, have you lost something as well?

RALPH NADER, CONSUMER ADVOCATE
No, because there will be a momentum from the tide of public protest
against the Reagan salary proposal to reform the speaker fee
situation, reform - we hope - the political campaign situation, and
the extraordinary pension cost increase, as well as other ethical
dilemmas confronting Congress. But I think the important gain that
will occur, we hope, tomorrow - and we hope that President Bush will
sign this resolution before midnight tomorrow night - is that the
American people think that $89,500 a year - after a 48 percent
increase since 1981 - plus benefits and many other perks, is a
sufficient and decent standard of living. I think people also think
the performance of these high officials hasn't been exactly sterling,
what with major government deficits, critical program cutbacks, a lot
of waste, fraud and scandal, and they're telling the American people
they need a 51 percent increase - not only a double standard, but
more than a touch of hypocrisy. And finally, the real objection for
the base protest is that President Reagan's proposal, a $45,000 - a -
year increase, a 51 percent increase, was sent to Congress under a
scheme hatched by Senator Ted Stevens from Alaska and the Congress
and President Reagan three years ago, whereby if both houses don't
vote the pay raise down in 30 days, it becomes law. That is an
irresponsible evasion of Congressional responsibility. I think people
send their members to Congress to vote in order to hold them
accountable. And I think this tidal wave of protest is a surge of
self - confidence, a great victory for the people out there, and boy,
do they need a great victory in Washington.

SAWYER
All right, sir. Thank you. When you think about it, Mr Carney, you
look at some of the polls, it's hard to argue that the American
people seem to have been opposed to the idea of a 51 percent pay
increase. Eighty - two percent of the American public, according to
one poll I was looking at, say that it's just not a good idea. And
they want to see it turned down. Was it a bad idea?

WILLIAM CARNEY, FORMER CONGRESSMAN
Well, I think it was not a bad idea. The way it took place was a bad
idea. I think it's unfortunate that we spend so much time debating
the issue of congressional pay raises and pay raises for judges and
senior executives in our federal government. I think what we should
so is set a pay scale, and tie that pay scale into cost - of - living
adjustments, like we do for Social Security, for military retirement,
etc. The American people, unfortunately, have been subjected to this
debate since September. It's been on the front pages of every
newspaper, it's been on the television, the network news, almost on a
daily basis. We're not spending our time on the important issues of
the day. Members of Congress are not spending their time on important
issues of the day. But I also believe that the American people have
somewhat of a misconception of what it is like to be a member of
Congress. Indeed, I stayed with my sister for four years, until I
could accumulate a little bit to put a payment down on a small
apartment that I lived in out in Virginia. You have to maintain two
homes. If you're in a tight congressional district, one that is
contested every two years, you have to be back in your district
Saturdays and Sundays, working and being responsive to your
constituency. You work in that job as a congressman seven days a
week, at least 12 hours a day. And frankly, I think members of
Congress are underpaid.

SAWYER
Mr Nader, he's saying be fair, look, we've got to keep two houses
here, we've got a family to raise, we've got an education to take
care of. Why can't we have a raise just like the rest of the people
have a raise in the country?

MR NADER
Well, most people didn't get a $14,500 raise 23 months ago, Most
people haven't gotten a 48 percent raise since 1981. Most people
haven't kept up with inflation. Going back to even 1900, if you want
to compare congressional pay, you don't want to pick the 1969 year,
that's the highest year pay they've ever had, with an extraordinary



,

increase that year. And I think let's look at the two houses. They're
not required to have two houses. They're required to have a home,
obviously, where their family is, and they can have an apartment for
their second home. They get a $3,000 - a - year housing deduction to
help in that direction. I really find it difficult to understand why
so many members of Congress who live very adequately on $89,500 a
year plus benefits don't speak out, don't come on programs and
explain that they can make it on that kind of salary. There's a lot
of intimidation in Congress. One congressman today, Forrest, told me
as he walked in to protest the pay grant, said, "Wait until you see
the retaliation on us, the dissenters". There's a lot of penalty and
internal sanction muzzling members of Congress, which is why no one
of the dissenters came on this evening.

SAWYER
How about it, Mr Carney?

MR CARNEY
I think I served eight years in Congress. I was never muzzled or
mugged or anything by a colleague on a pay raise. I dealt with the
issue before. I would think that there1s no one here this evening
because the issue of the pay raise is done. There will not be a pay
raise. As many members have said, they1d rather be a congressman than
be a congressman with a greater pay raise. The American public
obviously looks at this issue as an important issue, and indeed,
maybe it is, but it's unfortunate that we're focusing our time and
our energy on the pay raise issue and not the issues of the day, not
foreign policy, not taking the deficit and not the issue of perhaps
raising taxes or whatever. We should be debating this, not the pay
raise. And if we're ever to get away from this protracted debate on
the pay raise, we should change the way it1s done. And that is, we
should set it at a decent rate and, frankly, I think $135,000 is a
decent rate. My -

SAWYER
Mr Carney, you raise a good point. Has the prestige of the Congress
been affected by the debate that's gone on here?

MR CARNEY
Absolutely.

SAWYER
Will Congress be able to continue to govern? We're going to have a
look at that. We're also going to have a look at, in just a moment,
at the Democratic leadership -

MR CARNEY
I think -

SAWYER
- I'll let you get your word in in just one moment, sir. When we come
back we'll also be joined by ABC News special correspondent Cokie
Roberts, who has covered Congress for the past 10 years.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Cokie Roberts, who is with us in our Washington bureau, is
congressional correspondent for National Public Radio, as well as a
special correspondent for ABC News. Since she first started covering
Congress in 1979, the lawmakers have given themselves six raises, but
during that time there has never been a fight over congressional pay
raises like this one. Cokie, what Mr Carney says, that he was very
concerned about, is that so much attention has been paid to this
discussion that we're not paying attention to matters of cornmon
concern. Now, certainly we have seen a tremendous fight over this,
and certainly they have lost some prestige, when you have supporters
running for cover, refusing to even talk about it. How much damage
has been done?

COKIE ROBERTS
Oh, I think that it probably has damaged the Congress in terms of the
public perception of Congress, but it's pretty hard to do that. The
pUblic perception of Congress is low as it is, and it always has
been. It's nothing new in this country to have people beating up on
the Congress. It's a very interesting thing; people don1t like the
Congress, but like their own individual congressmen. And that's the
part that1s a little bit odd here, because you do have people so
afraid to vote for this pay raise while at the same time, they are
being reelected at a 99 percent incumbency return rate. So you would
think that people are safe enough in their seats at this point that
they would feel like they were secure enough to vote themselves a pay
raise and also bring pay raises for these other people who they keep
saying need them, the jUdges and the executive branch officials. But
clearly it is much, much too hot an issue, and as Congressman Carney
said, as several sitting members of Congress have said, they'd prefer
to keep their jobs than to keep it at a higher rate of pay, and they
think to vote for a pay raise is to lose their jobs.

SAWYER



Cokie, there are some congressional watchers who are saying that
there is one very big loser in all of this, and this is House Speaker
Jim Wright, who they believe may have mishandled all of this and
might have lost some of his leadership ability. What about it?

ROBERTS
Well, you can hear people on both sides of that issue. There are
clearly some people very upset with Speaker Wright because the plan
was there from the beginning, and it was set with the leaders of both
houses of Congress, both political parties, and both administrations
- the Reagan and Bush administrations - that this raise would go
through without a vote in the House of Representatives. The heat just
got too intense, and Speaker Wright was feeling that the rest of that
group was not really keeping their part of the bargain, that
President Bush endorsed it, but lukewarmly, that the Republican
leaders of both the House and Senate had walked away from it even
though they weren't making great speeches against it. And then the
Democratic leader of the Senate, the new Democratic leader, George
Mitchell, voted against the pay raise in the Senate, and Speaker
Wright just started to feel that all the heat was coming on him, so
he sent out this questionnaire to members of Congress asking them how
they felt. He didn't consult anybody about doing that, and there are
some members who really do feel that at that moment, he abandoned the
strategy and they couldn't hold it together after that. There are
others who say, "Look, nobody can stand up to that kind of heat".
Republican Henry Hyde of Illinois today said he was being - Wright
was being demonized as the enemy of the good, the pure and true, and
that nobody can stand up to that.

SAWYER
We have just a couple of minutes left, gentlemen. Let me ask you for
some short answers to this. Mr Nader, you led the fight against this.
Is it time to separate the issue of congressional pay raises from pay
raises for federal judges and for those top senior civil servants
like senior scientists, who have had some difficulty being attracted
to government pay? I see you shaking your head.

MR NADER
No, I don't think so. I think, first of all, our Congress should
stand up, as it did for 170 years, vote these salary increases for
the three branches up or down in a recorded vote, and for members of
Congress, have their salaries go into effect only after the next
election, as James Madison recommended. I think secondly -

MR CARNEY
I think it's -

MR NADER
I think, secondly, that for those people who don't go into
government, they don't go into government because of lousy pay. They
go into government because of bad government. Bad government doesn't
allow them to do proper research and development, issue safety
standards, enforce the law -

SAWYER
Mr Nader, just a few seconds, let me let Mr Carney answer.

MR CARNEY
- well, if you want to talk about research and development, we pride
ourselves about our national laboratories. They call it the crown
jewel of America. Ironically, our national laboratories do not have
federal employees in them. Why? Because we can't pay them enough.
They're tied into the federal pay scale of a congressman. What do we
do? We contract them out. We contract them so that scientists can
come and work and get paid more than a congressman can.

ROBERTS
Forrest -

MR CARNEY
We don't have the federal employees. To me, that's shameful.
Yesterday, Sandy Lyle got $108,000 to come in second place in a golf
tournament. A girl last year graduating out of UVA law school was
offered $75,000 to start a job on the West Coast.

SAWYER
I have your point, Mr Carney. I don't mean to cut you off, but let me
let Cokie have an answer there.

ROBERTS
- it's really one of those things where asking the question "Should
they be disconnected?" is not the point, because the Congress does
know that if they're not tied to executive and judicial salaries,
they will never get a raise, and so they will never disconnect
themselves. It's in their hands, and they will make sure that the
three of them move in tandem so that they do get some raises
somewhere along the line, as they have.

MR CARNEY
Cokie, you make a great point. They will never get a raise. It's
unfortunate that's the only vote that the American public understands



or knows how his or her congressman has voted on. (crosstalk)
SAWYER

Let me interrupt for just one moment, if I could, Mr Carney. Let's
just pause. WeIll be right back. If this vote is going to make the
pay raise issue dead, where does it go from here? We'll look at that
when we come back in just one moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Continuing our discussion now with Ralph Nader, William Carney and
Cokie Roberts. I know each of you wants to make a final comment. I
have less than 60 seconds, so please help me out. Mr Nader, are you
ever going to let Congress have a pay raise without a fight?

MR NADER
I think Congress should stand up and vote and let the people decide.
To many people, this salary increase represents not only the
pompousness and arrogance of Washington officialdom, but their own
powerlessness if they don't prevail. The people have prevailed in
this instance. It's wise for President Bush to sign that law and to
get on to other things confronting the American people.

SAWYER
Mr Carney?

MR CARNEY
It's easy to stand back and throw rocks. The only thing I can say to
the American people is you get what you pay for, and tomorrow, if the
pay raise is turned down, the American people will have lost.

SAWYER
And that raises the question, Cokie, which I guess you can address
better than any of us, since you have covered Congress for so long,
where does it go from here? If the pay raise is dead at this point,
what happens?

ROBERTS
The pay raise, I think, is quite dead. And I think what happens is
that those speaking fees, those outside incomes, will remain intact.
As one Republican leader said today, "We might not know how to give
ourselves a raise, but we know how to prevent ourselves from getting
a pay cut". So it's all - the way it is is the way it remains.

SAWYER
All right. Lady and gentlemen, we thank you very much for joining us
tonight, and we appreciate the discussion. And that is our report for
tonight. I'm Forrest Sawyer. For all of us here at ABC News, good
night.
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PETER JENNINGS
A little history about those salaries. They have been allover the
place. Congress has actually approved increases of 50 and 60 and
even 80 percent in one case. That was in 1955. Actually it's also
cut its salary on some occasions perhaps to improve its public image.
ABC's JOHN MARTIN has been taking a look at this Congress and he
finds there are people there who actually need the money.

JOHN MARTIN
(LIMO) This limousine may symbolize life in Washington for many
Americans, but this man is a British Cabinet minister, not an
American congressman. Except for top leaders nobody gets limousines.
They do get free travel to their districts and they do get a tiny
tax deduction for living away from home. (SKYLINE) But by law
they've got to live in two places and the one here in Washington can
cost an arm and a leg. (HOUSE) Two congressional families shown
this house were aghast at the price, 895,000 dollars.

PAT DIXSON
One said you have to be kidding, it can't be that much money. And
they have felt that on their salaries that they couldn't begin to
afford a house that's 895.

CONGRESSMAN MICHAEL PARKER
Well, the housing is outrageous. I would not have believed some of
the problems that you have here.

JOHN MARTIN
Michael Parker was just elected in November. He opposes the pay
raise in spite of the fact that he moved his wife and three children
into this 1,100 dollar a month apartment in Virginia with a single
bath for five people.

ADRIAN PARKER
Our house back home wasn't that big, I never thought, but it's
bigger than this.

JOHN MARTIN
In this tiny row house near the Capitol, four congressmen from
New York, Illinois, and California all live together to save money.
Janice Berman, the wife of a congressman, has used their plight to
interest Hollywood in a television comedy about life in Congress.
Funny, she says, but sad.

JANICE BERMAN
Very sad for grown men that are 40 years old that are supposed to be
so powerful to end up having to live together in a really crummy
house.

JOHN MARTIN
Unlike members of the House, most senators are millionaires, but not
Wyche Fowler of Georgia. (FOWLER) In Atlanta, the senator lives in
this home with his parents. In Washington, he lives in this seedy
row house near the Capitol. (ARMEY) A few representatives even
wind up sleeping in their offices, like Richard Armey of Texas. (SU)
Even so, despite their hardships, most members will almost
certainly vote against a pay raise tomorrow. They will remember
this man, Daniel Webster, the great congressional orator who voted
for a modest pay increase in 1816 and lost his seat the very next
election. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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ANNOUNCER
(July 7, 1987) From ABC, this is World
Jennings.

News Tonight with Peter

PETER JENNINGS, ABC NEWS
Good evening. When Colonel North began today ...

SAM DONALDSON, ABC NEWS
Colonel North's testimony ...

1ST CORRESPONDENT
North pointed the finger at attorney ...

2ND CORRESPONDENT
North said there was a lot of documents shredded

COLONEL OLIVER L NORTH
Your criticizing how well I did my shredding ...

SEN DANIEL K INOUYE (D) HAWAII
The business before us is very serious.

TED KOPPEL
(Va) Do you think it's possible to find a jury that hasn't paid any
attention to what you've just seen? (on camera) Good evening. I'm Ted
Koppel, and this is Nightline.

LAURENCE TRIBE, HARVARD LAW SCHOOL
They are trying to insist on jurors who are not only unbiased, but
who were apparently unconscious throughout the summer of those
hearings.

KOPPEL
(Va) First, the issue was national security. Now it's national
notoriety. But the question raised is the same. Can justice be done
in the case of the United States of America versus Oliver L North?

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
Article Six in the Bill of Rights promises the accused in a criminal
prosecution "an impartial jury". Fair enough, right? You don't want
someone sitting in judgment on your guilt or innocence if they've
made up their mind before the trial even gets underway. But in this
age of mass media, some cases, some accused get so much attention and
so much coverage that it's all but impossible to find potential
jurors who haven't heard something about the case. That's bad enough.
But in the case of Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North, the congressional
committees before which he testified heard him admit publicly many of
the charges of which he now stands accused. But North's defense
attorneys take the position that anyone who saw or read anything
about the colonel's appearance before the Iran / Contra committees
should not be allowed to serve on the jury. For the most part, the
presiding judge has gone along with that request. To put it bluntly,
this means that most of the people qualified to sit on the jury are
qualified in large measure because of massive indifference, if not
ignorance, because they neither listened to the radio, or watched
television news, or read newspapers or magazines. Here's more from
JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VOl Oliver North went to court this morning amid a swirl of
questions about whether he or the government can get a fair trial.
The issue is whether the jury should be chosen for what it does not
know about this case. The jurors are being selected from a pool of
residents of the District of Columbia. Their town is the seat of
government, and the center of the Iran / Contra scandal: the sale of
weapons to Iran, the ransom attempt for American hostages, the
diversion of funds to the Contras. At the height of the controversy,
with North testifying on Capitol Hill, the town and the country went
wild. Networks interrupted programs. Entrepreneurs sold buttons and
T-shirts. People got Ollie North haircuts, and the newspapers filled
their columns with his admissions that he lied to Congress, accepted
a security system from a private source, cashed travelers' checks for
personal use and on and on. At the time, North's counsel pleaded for



special understanding.
BRENDAN SULLIVAN, NORTH'S ATTORNEY

(July 7, 1987) We are simply requesting that you understand the needs
of this particular citizen. This is the most extraordinary
proceeding, I think, Mr Chairman, in our 200 years. As a defense
lawyer, I have never been in a position where a client is forced to
testify about all matters which are the subject of a pending
indictment.

MARTIN
Sullivan's point was that, in order to get a fair trial laterl his
client would need to find a jury that had not heard his admissions of
guilt to Congress, and would judge only the facts as presented in
court. The dilemma would be to find jurors who hact not heard his
testimony to Congress, but Oliver North is not the first defendant to
face that dilemma. (VO) During the Watergate scandal, at least four
witnesses who told what they knew to Congress under immunity were
later prosecuted. JOHN Dean and Jeb Magruder plead guilty and did not
stand trial. Gordon Strachan, a White House aide, testified under
immunity, but prosecutors decided they could not successfully try him
without the information he revealed to Congress, and so they dropped
the charges. A fourth man, convicted Watergate burglar Bernard
Barker, also testified before Congress under immunity, but when he
talked of having committed another political burglary, he was still
tried on that charge, even though he had testified to Congress under
a grant of immunity. The judge in that case was Gerhard Gesell, the
same judge who is conducting North's trial. James Hamilton was
assistant chief counsel of the Watergate committee. He says North's
testimony to Congress was vital, and will not prevent him from
getting a fair trial.

JAMES HAMILTON, WASHINGTON ATTORNEY
I don't think Congress has bollixed the trial. It has the duty to
tell the American people and other members of Congress about
shortcomings, corruption, wrongdoing in the government. And that's
what it did during the Iran I Contra proceedings, just like it did
during the Watergate proceedings.

BRUCE FEIN, WASHINGTON ATTORNEY
I think the Congress did, so to speak, screw up, and it was a knowing
screw - up. They were alerted in advance by many attorneys, including
myself, of the difficulties in conducting a prosecution against Mr
North if he had testified under a grant of immunity to all of the
world.

MARTIN
(VO) Whether Congress is to be blamed or praised, Judge Gesell must
now try to find citizens who don't know much about the case, or
haven't made up their minds. North's attorneys have argued that
virtually no one can fairly hear the case, even if they merely saw
North on television during his testimony two summers ago before a
joint Congressional committee. TodaYI one member of that committee, a
lawyer, disagreed.

CONGRESSMAN
No defendant is entitled to a purely ignorant audience or potential
jury, but rather an impartial one. So I think what the task is to try
and find those individuals who do not have knowledge about the
allegations surrounding Colonel North.

MARTIN
(VO) One of the first prospects, a department store clerk, was
dismissed when she admitted she had seen North's image on a bank of
television screens where she worked, and also heard that he had
shredded documents. Today, after questioning by the judge and
attorneys, a former Army sergeant who had a top - secret clearance
was added to the pool of potential jurors. So was a Pentagon mail
clerk. Both said they had only passing awareness of North and the
case. That is likely to be the key to Gesell's approach. In an
opinion earlier in the case, he wrote that "North treat(s) this as if
even the tiniest exposure (of his testimony) to a witness or a grand
juror constituted exposure to an incurable disease. Such is clearly
not the case," Gesell wrote. "Exposure to a fleeting snippet means
nothing". Even so, this morning Judge Gesell worried out loud that
the jurors may have already been compromised by a television report
last night by ABC News. In the story, law correspondent Tim O'Brien
reported some of North's incriminating statements to Congress, and
pointed out:

TIM O'BRIEN, ABC NEWS
(Last night) If you paid close attention to this report, you, too,
are now ineligible to be a juror. Tim O'Brien, ABC News, at the
courthouse in Washington.

MARTIN
(VO) From the bench, Gesell questioned whether O'Brien's report was a
"a deliberate effort to obstruct jury selection". ABC News president



or knows how his or her congressman has voted on. (crosstalk)
SAWYER

Let me interrupt for just one moment, if I could, Mr Carney. Let's
just pause. Welll be right back. If this vote is going to make the
pay raise issue dead, where does it go from here? We'll look at that
when we come back in just one moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

SAWYER
Continuing our discussion now with Ralph Nader, William Carney and
Cokie Roberts. I know each of you wants to make a final comment. I
have less than 60 seconds, so please help me out. Mr Nader, are you
ever going to let Congress have a pay raise without a fight?

MR NADER
I think Congress should stand up and vote and let the people decide.
To many people, this salary increase represents not only the
pompousness and arrogance of Washington officialdom, but their own
powerlessness if they don't prevail. The people have prevailed in
this instance. It's wise for President Bush to sign that law and to
get on to other things confronting the ~~erican people.

SAWYER
Mr Carney?

MR CARNEY
It's easy to stand back and throw rocks. The only thing I can say to
the American people is you get what you pay for, and tomorrow, if the
pay raise is turned down, the American people will have lost.

SAWYER
And that raises the question, Cokie, which I guess you can address
better than any of us, since you have covered Congress for so long,
where does it go from here? If the pay raise is dead at this point,
what happens?

ROBERTS
The pay raise, I think, is quite dead. And I think what happens is
that those speaking fees, those outside incomes, will remain intact.
As one Republican leader said today, "We might not know how to give
ourselves a raise, but we know how to prevent ourselves from getting
a pay cut". So it's all - the way it is is the way it remains.

SAWYER
All right. Lady and gentlemen, we thank you very much for joining us
tonight, and we appreciate the discussion. And that is our report for
tonight. I'm Forrest Sawyer. For all of us here at ABC News, good
night.
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PETER JENNINGS
A little history about those salaries. They have been allover the
place. Congress has actually approved increases of 50 and 60 and
even 80 percent in one case. That was in 1955. Actually it's also
cut its salary on some occasions perhaps to improve its public image.
ABC's JOHN MARTIN has been taking a look at this Congress and he
finds there are people there who actually need the money.

JOHN MARTIN
(LIMO) This limousine may symbolize life in Washington for many
Americans, but this man is a British Cabinet minister, not an
American congressman. Except for top leaders nobody gets limousines.
They do get free travel to their districts and they do get a tiny
tax deduction for living away from home. (SKYLINE) But by law
they've got to live in two places and the one here in Washington can
cost an arm and a leg. (HOUSE) Two congressional families shown
this house were aghast at the price, 895,000 dollars.

PAT DIXSON
One said you have to be kidding, it can't be that much money. And
they have felt that on their salaries that they couldn't begin to
afford a house that's 895.

CONGRESSMAN MICHAEL PARKER
Well, the housing is outrageous. I would not have believed some of
the problems that you have here.

JOHN MARTIN
Michael Parker was just elected in November. He opposes the pay
raise in spite of the fact that he moved his wife and three children
into this 1,100 dollar a month apartment in Virginia with a single
bath for five people.

ADRIAN PARKER
Our house back home wasn't that big, I never thought, but it's
bigger than this.

JOHN MARTIN
In this tiny row house near the Capitol, four congressmen from
New York, Illinois, and California all live together to save money.
Janice Berman, the wife of a congressman, has used their plight to
interest Hollywood in a television comedy about life in Congress.
Funny, she says, but sad.

JANICE BERMAN
Very sad for grown men that are 40 years old that are supposed to be
so powerful to end up having to live together in a really crummy
house.

JOHN MARTIN
Unlike members of the House, most senators are millionaires, but not
Wyche Fowler of Georgia. (FOWLER) In Atlanta, the senator lives in
this horne with his parents. In Washington, he lives in this seedy
row house near the Capitol. (ARMEY) A few representatives even
wind up sleeping in their offices, like Richard Armey of Texas. (SU)
Even so, despite their hardships, most members will almost
certainly vote against a pay raise tomorrow. They will remember
this man, Daniel Webster, the great congressional orator who voted
for a modest pay increase in 1816 and lost his seat the very next
election. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.



Roone Arledge defended the report, saying it contained information
already known publicly that cannot be erased. He said, "The public's
right to be informed need not conflict with the fair administration
of justice". (on camera) Tomorrow, the jury selection continues, and
the legal skirmishing resumes. Until his case is resolved, either by
a jury or by a judge who declares that no jury can be found to try
him, Oliver North will remain trapped in a criminal justice system
that is struggling to be fair both to him and to his country. This is
JOHN MARTIN for Nightline in Washington.

KOPPEL
When we come back, we'll talk about the problems in choosing a jury
for Oliver North with three highly experienced trial lawyers: Arthur
Liman, who was chief counsel for the Senate Iran / Contra committee;
former Watergate Prosecutor Richard Ben - veniste; and Joseph
diGenova, former US attorney for the District of Columbia.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
As chief counsel to the Senate Iran I Contra committee, Arthur Liman
became something of a TV figure in his own right during the Iran /
Contra hearings last year. Mr Liman is a partner in a New York law
firm specializing in white collar crime, and joins us tonight in our
New York studios. Former Watergate prosecutor Richard Ben - Veniste
also served as assistant US attorney for the Southern District of New
York and is now in private practice here in Washington. He is with us
in our Washington bureau. Also with us in Washington, Joseph
diGenova, who was US attorney for the District of Columbia from
December 1983 to March of 1988. Among the more notable prosecutions
he handled were the Jonathan Pollard spy case and the trial of JOHN
Hinckley, who shot and wounded President Reagan. Joe, talk to me
about this notion of getting a jury that is, on the one hand,
impartial but, on the other hand, wise enough and well - enough
informed that it can handle a case that is clearly going to be as
complex as the Colonel North case.

JOSEPH DIGENOVA, FORMER US ATTORNEY
Well, Ted, at first glance there appears to be a conflict between
those two immediate goals, that is, to find people who are totally
ignorant of something as significant as this and yet should have
inherent interest, if they're going to be good jurors and be able to
analyze complex issues, you would think they would be informed and
would want to know things like this. And so there's immediately the
question, how can they be able to handle these issues if they didn't
care enough to listen to some of the most important news this country
has faced since Watergate?

KOPPEL
Well, not only listened - I mean, again, let me make the point. You
couldn't pick up a newspaper, you couldn't pick up a magazine -

MR DIGENOVA
Well, that's correct.

KOPPEL
- you couldn't turn on the radio.

MR DIGENOVA
Correct.

KOPPEL
You couldn't turn on the television. I mean, you almost had to
isolate yourself deliberately not to be aware of what was going on.

MR DIGENOVA
That's correct. But let me make - let me note one thing. During the
Watergate cases, where the publicity, I would say, was just about as
great as this, remember that there were some defendants who were
acquitted in those trials, not withstanding all of the publicity, and
notwithstanding the fact that they, too, had to be as ignorant of all
of those facts as Judge Gesell is requiring these jurors be.

KOPPEL
All right. Richard Ben - Veniste, it seems to me that in the
Watergate case, first of all, you had a number of figures. Some of
them were primary figures, some of them were secondary figures. In
the Iran / Contra case, I don't think anyone cast a longer shadow
than Oliver North.

RICHARD BEN - VENISTE, FORMER WATERGATE PROSECUTOR
Well, I think that's true. Perhaps a distinction should be noted
right at the outset. We have two separate problems here in the Oliver
North case. One is the traditional problem of pretrial publicity,
which is enormous and which was enormous in Watergate. And in that
situation a juror can have contact with the information, but has to
be able to put aside any opinion he might have formed. But here we
have the overlay of immunized testimony, which is something much
different. Oliver North was compelled to give up his First Amendment
freedom, his Fifth Amendment freedom against self - incrimination.
And as a result of that, nothing that he said can be used against him



directly or indirectly, so that what we have here is an attempt to
insulate the prosecution of Oliver North from any contact with the
immunized testimony, which is something much different in nature than
simply prejudicial pretrial publicity.

KOPPEL
All right. NOw, Arthur Liman, do me a favor. Richard explained that
very well, but I'd like you to explain it in somewhat greater detail.
Here we have a situation where a man was forced to do something that
normally, under our legal system, you cannot be forced to do, and
that is testify against your own self - interest. Because he was
given a quid pro quo, he was given something in exchange. Explain
what that was, will you?

ARTHUR LIMAN, SENATE IRAN / CONTRA COMMITTEE COUNSEL
Well, he was given what is known as use immunity. He was given a
protection against the testimony that he gave being used against him.
And I should say that, at the beginning of the program, there was a
suggestion that he admitted to crimes. I think that's wrong. He
admitted to facts, but crimes are quite a different matter.

KOPPEL
Well, you are a very cautious man, and you said a suggestion. Since I
was the one doing the suggesting, I assure you, no suggestion of a
crime. I simply said that he admitted to some of the charges which
have now been brought against him.

MR LlMAN
Well, he really didn't admit to the charges. He admitted to facts,
and the charges involve issues of criminal intent and matters like
that, which a jury will have to pass on and which we were very, very
careful not to prejudge,

KOPPEL
But now explain, how can he be brought up now on some of the same
issues which both you and Richard Ben - Veniste have now said he was
immunized against during the hearings? How does that work?

MR LlMAN
Well, the process that was followed was that Oliver North's testimony
was deferred until near the very end of our hearings. At that time
the independent counsel had been conducting its investigation for
some five or six months. He had developed his evidence independently.
He had filed his evidence with the court. And therefore the
independent counsel is required to proceed without using any of the
evidence or leads from the evidence that came from Oliver North's
mouth,

KOPPEL
I'll tell you what, I'd like to pick up on that same point in just a
moment, because I think it's a key point to this discussion, and then
we'll get back to the jury also. We'll continue our discussion in a
moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
With us again now are Arthur Liman, Richard Ben - Veniste and Joe
diGenova. Arthur, you were just talking about the information that
had to be collected by the independent counsel, Judge Walsh, prior to
Oliver North's testimony before the House and Senate committees on
Iran I Contra.

MR LIMAN
It had to be salted away, and we also wanted to take Oliver North's
testimony privately, but his attorney objected. He wanted the
immunity bath, so to speak, of having the testimony pUblicly
broadcast and that now has created the issues.

KOPPEL
So what was he talking about, because we saw Brendan Sullivan very
carefully laying the groundwork there in the piece that JOHN MARTIN
did setting up this discussion -

MR LIMAN
Well, we would have -

KOPPEL
- in which he was saying, "Fellows, you know, how am I ever going to
defend my client if you're forcing him to talk about all these
subjects?"

MR LIMAN
- we would have preferred to have taken his testimony privately and
then only to have used very small portions of his testimony publicly,
if we used anything at all. It didn't work out that way because Mr
Sullivan insisted on his right not to have the testimony taken
privately. But if you put that aside, I'm a great believer in what I
think of as the miracle of the jury system. And we've seen this,
we've - Mr diGenova saw it in the Hinckley case. A man who tried to
kill the president of the United States. You take 12 jurors, they've
been exposed to publicity, they've been exposed to all sorts of
information, but they get into that jury room, the court instructs



them that they're supposed to decide the case on the basis of the
evidence and on principles of law, and time after time, we've had
juries come in and make fair decisions and render acquittals in cases
where the public and the press have convicted.

KOPPEL
You want to know something? I don't have as much trouble with that -
and let me go to Joe diGenova for a moment. You didn't require,
though, did you, or the defense attorney in that case didn't require,
that none of the jurors had ever heard of the case or seen any of the
news coverage? Was that a part of that case?

MR DIGENOVA
No, that was not required, Ted, that was correct, because in that
case they were asked the usual questions about pretrial publicity.
Have you heard anything about the case? Yes, we did. Would you still
be able to render a fair and impartial verdict? The answer was yes,
However, in this case -

KOPPEL
Exactly.

MR DIGENOVA
- in this case, as Richard pointed out, we had the overlay of the
immunized testimony given by Mr North in pUblic, and if any of the
jurors have heard any of that testimony, the jUdge quite properly has
ruled that they may not sit in this case,

KOPPEL
And so -

MR DIGENOVA
And so that really complicates the jury selection process.

KOPPEL
I would think it complicates it enormously, But the question then is
- again, we're talking about qualifications here - the word
qualification almost seems like a misnomer, because to be qualified
here you have to be - I want to be very careful about the phrase that
I use here, but you have to be absolutely indifferent to what was
going on in the summer of 1987 here in the city of which these people
are residents.

MR DIGENOVA
I think that's true, and I think the system is now, through its
processes, looking for benign indifference. Literally benign
indifference.

KOPPEL
Richard, since what the Sixth Amendment calls for is an impartial
jury, not a jury that isn't aware of what's going on, why - explain
to me again, why is it so essential that they could not have seen any
of the coverage, picked up a newspaper?

MR BEN - VENISTE
Well, actually, they could have seen the coverage, Ted. Judge Gesell
has adopted the defense request to be more encompassing in excluding
jurors than he might be, according to what the law dictates. The law
simply says that if somebody is exposed to pretrial publicity, he has
to be able to form an opinion based on the evidence in the courtroom,
and put whatever he had learned previously out of his mind by way of
opinion. In terms, however, of the immunized testimony, similarly,
one would have to be able to put what one has learned out of one's
mind. That's a lot more difficult than putting an opinion out of
one's mind, Thatfs more like putting the toothpaste back in the tube,
and I think that's why Judge Gesell has adopted a more stringent
test.

KOPPEL
Arthur, hang in for just a moment. We'll come back to you right after
our break. We'll continue our discussion in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Arthur Liman, I want you and the rest of our audience to take a look
at that sign - you see it? ABC News, Washington, That sign is over my
head every night when I begin this broadcast, and every night when I
begin this broadcast. an announcer says, "And now from Washington,
here's Ted Koppel", I can't tell you - now, that's - people have seen
that sign and heard that introduction thousands of times, literally.
I would guesstimate that about 70 percent of the people who watch
this show corne up to me and say, "Gee, I thought you did the show out
of New York". I make that point only to suggest what I think some of
you have been suggesting, and I'd like to get your reaction to it,
and that is, it is possible for television to be reporting things day
after day, the newspapers to be reporting things day after day after
day, and for people to be sort of immune to it, not to pay attention
to it,

MR LIMAN
I agree 100 percent, 1 think that the Constitutional requirement is
fulfilled if people can say that whatever exposure they had, they can



put out of their minds. And I do believe that juries, when they give
those commitments, take them seriously in criminal cases. But I have
found that even during the height of the hearings, when I and the
senators were on television, weld walk down the street, there was a
rather high and surprising degree of nonrecognition. Many people
recognized us, but many people didn't. The ratings of television at
the time show that not everybody was watching this. Many people,
including very intelligent people, looked upon it as political or as
a matter that they just werenlt interested in, they were tired of,
they were cynical about, and so I think that they will be able to get
a jury that will be able to decide this on the basis of the evidence,
that won't be contaminated by the hearings, and I think that it was
absolutely essential that those hearings take place, because the
classification problems that this trial has run into shows that if
those hearings had not occurred, the public would never have had the
kind of full picture that it now has of the Iran! Contra affair.

KOPPEL
Joe diGenova, we only have a few seconds left. Your thoughts. Is it
possible to get a good jury?

MR DIGENOVA
I think it is possible to get a good jury, and I think very
definitely what Arthur says is true, that many people simply turn off
when these things get to a certain point, and they turn back to the
regular things in life that have absolutely nothing to do with these
highly charged issues.

KOPPEL
Richard?

MR BEN - VENISTE
In Watergate there were a number of people who complained about
missing their soap operas. I think they have the same jury here in
this case. They will get a jury and I think they will get a fair
trial.

KOPPEL
Gentlemen, you're a delight. Thank you very much for joining us this
evening. I appreciate your being with us. Tomorrow on World News
Tonight with Peter Jennings, an "American Agenda" report on the Head
Start program. If everyone believes it works, why is it available to
only one out of five eligible children? Thatls our report for
tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. For all of us here at ABC
News, good night.
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PETER JENNINGS
Well, we've a second report about Oliver North tonight. This is
going to be an expensive trial. His lawyers are not defending him
for nothing and North himself, as we all know, has a passion for his
cause as well as his case. And so hers been traveling around the
country on both counts, spreading the word as he sees it and having
people pay for it. Here's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(VARIOUS NORTH FTG) In recent months Oliver North has spoken
in more than 100 cities, campaigning for Republican friends, standing
in front of American flags, and most of all raising money for his
legal defense at more than 20,000 dollars per speech.

OLIVER NORTH
You see I believe that Communism can only work in two places: in
heaven where they don't need it and in hell where they've already
got it.

JOHN MARTIN
North has been telling his listeners that what he did in the
White House was not criminal but courageous.

OLIVER NORTH
It is often difficult to stand up for what one believes in. This
country cannot afford not to stand up for what we believe in.

JOHN MARTIN
(STANDING OVATION) His supporters may stand up for his beliefs but
the causes Oliver North fought for have fallen on hard times.
(CONTRAS) In Nicaragua, the Contras he secretly supplied from
inside the White House have been crippled without American military
aid and are no longer a threat to the government in Managua.
(HOSTAGE PHOTOS) Eight of the hostages he tried to free with an
arms sale to Iran remain in captivity. North's own battle for
freedom is reaching a climax in the trial. A conservative petition
drive gathered about three million signatures for a presidential
pardon, but it didn't work.

OLIVER NORTH
Churchill said never give in. I believe that by holding fast
tothose ideals I too will prevail even

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Now after months of struggle in the court of public opinion,
Oliver North begins a new struggle in a court of law.
JOHN MARTINr ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally from here this evening, who is minding the store? Ever since
George Bush formally became President we've been watching, on your
behalf, the transition process in the Cabinet. The process by which
the new Cabinet secretaries explain themselves to the Senate and the
outgoing Cabinet officers look for other work. And suddenly one of
us wondered aloud so who's running the government? Here's ABC's
JOHN MARTIN .

.JOHN MARTIN
(DORSEY) Do you know this man? He runs the Department of Housing
and Urban Development. He runs it for the next eight or nine days,
that is, until Jack Kemp is confirmed by the Senate. Is this sort of
like king for a day?

J. MICHAEL DORSEY
(LAUGHTER) In a sense, or a king for a week and a half.

JOHN MARTIN
HUD is one of eight departments of the federal government in the
same momentary predicament. People you never heard of -- political
appointees -- are running the show. (TUTTLE) At the Commerce
Department, Donna Tuttle is in charge. (NEWMAN) At Health and
Human Services, Donald Newman is on top_ (WHITFIELD) At the
Labor Department, it is Dennis Whitfield. (TAFT) At the
Pentagon, it's a familiar name, William Howard Taft, but it was
his great-grandfather who was President 80 years ago. All these men
and women have been at the edge of power as deputies and assistants
for years. Now they're entitled to all the things that go with
power, but they don't seem to want them. Michael Dorsey turned
down a limousine.

J. MICHAEL DORSEY
Well, I've just had this job for two days now and I'm used to
driving in in the morning and riding the subway home at night and I
think I'll just continue it for the rest of the week.

DONALD NEWMAN
Yesterday I had a security man walk with me_ Today I asked him not
to do that because it's unnecessary.

JOHN MARTIN
The feeling here is not so much of life on hold, but government on
automatic. A small core of anonymous deputies touching the levers
of power, guiding things, but not showing off about it. What happens
if there is a crisis?

DENNIS WHITFIELD
I guess I'll have a tough decision to make.

JOHN MARTIN
Despite their easy familiarity with power, some of these deputies
are more than mildly interested in the future. Would you like to do
the top job?

DONNA TUTTLE
Some day. Some day.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) For most of them, this is a last hurrah. Like the
administration they served, they're leaving. But for a brief quiet
moment, they've been left in the boss' seat and they feel pretty
comfortable about it. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
If the steps of the Capitol are as George Bush described them --
democracy's front porch -- it was certainly the porch to be on. And
about 200,000 people showed up. ABC's JOHN MARTIN was there.

JOHN MARTIN
(CROWDS) They swarmed onto the subways this morning, tens
of thousands of ordinary people just hopin

PETER DURANTE
Anything within 600 yards would be okay for me.

JOHN MARTIN
As they streamed out of the ground and headed for the Capitol, they
talked of hope. Katherine Thorpe of Virginia, a retired mental
health worker with her daughter and son-in-law.

KATHERINE THORPE
I like what he seems to stand for, you know, even though I'm a
Democrat.

JOHN MARTIN
Military men and women joined the march. To get to the inaugural,
thousands passed through a metal detector and a search, women in
furs, medal of honor winners. Tom Kelly of Boston won his in
Vietnam.

TOM KELLY
I think we're out there trying to make sure this happens every four
years and when it does, peacefully, then we feel pretty good about
it.

JOHN MARTIN
Charles David won his medal at Guadalcanal. What is an inaugural?

CHARLES DAVID
Really, sort of a new beginning to an old story every four years.

JOHN MARTIN
The eighth grade from Avery County, North Carolina came as a class
project to learn. They could barely see the ceremony and listened
to the speech by radio. They liked it. (RADIO)

MICHELLE WARREN
Well, I just, he made me realize, you know, what a wonderful country
we live in.

JOHN MARTIN
By the time President Bush began to review the parade, the wind was
rising and the temperature falling, but not the spirit.

JORGE GARCIA
This is a great day for the, not only for the United States but for
the whole world because we have a chance to see democracy in action.

JOHN MARTIN
(FIRE) Even when a hot dog truck caught fire, most eyes were on the
floats, including one that carried the kind of plane the President
flew in World War II. (FLOATS) In the stands, a man who helped
rescue Lieutenant George Bush when he was shot down.

WILLIAM KOHLER
It's great to be here and to share in all this.
I'd ever be able to.

JOHN MARTIN
{BUSHES) It was a day for dreams and a light step and a feeling of
new breezes for an old republic. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.

PETER JENNINGS
Not bad for a man that doesn't like to dance apparently.

I never dreamed that
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PETER JENNINGS
Probably don't really need to tell you that the inauguration of a
new President is one part serious business and about nine parts
celebration. There is that big parade tomorrow, for example. We
hope you'll join us, It's always fun and there are the parties. Not
everybody gets to go. Here's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
The party is in full swing. (DINNER) Dinners for the wealthy.
(CONCERT) Concerts for the common man and woman. (LIMO) Streets
lined with limousines. (HOTEL) Hotels sold out to the rich and
anonymous. (DANCE PRACTICE) Ordinary Washingtonians aren't
exactly dancing in the streets. But some are practicing inside for
tomorrow night's inaugural balls.

MAUREEN POL$BY
Somehow the fox-trot strikes me as the Republican dance and I'm not
quite sure why.

REPORTER
How is your fox-trot?

MAUREEN POLSBY
Excellent. I'm a Democrat however.

JOHN MARTIN
(REHEARSAL) At a convention center, professional dancers are
practicing a number for a big inaugural show, a thousand performers
on stage, televised live tonight. And Nell Carter, in case you
can't hear her, is telling people the joint is jumping.
(CARTER SINGING) The final preparations are almost complete.
(FLOAT} By cover of night a replica of the President~elect's
fighter bomber fromWorld War II has been moved into pas And at the
Capitol, workers have hoisted the bulletproof glass into place for
the swearing in and inaugural address. (FIREWORKS) By the time
it's over! we will have spent more than 30 million dollars, most of
it from private corporations. (DINNER) That raises inevitable
questions of whether special interests are buying favors. But in the
swirl of soirees, these questions get lost. (WH AT NIGHT) By
tomorrow night, the new tenant should be settled inside the
White House after the most festive and costly inaugural in American
history. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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SANDER VANOCUR, NEW YORK, NY USA

SANDER VANOCUR
Welcome to Business World. 11m Sander Vanocur and here's what's on
this week's agenda. (VO) The US and Japan work out details for a new
fighter plane, but despite claims that the US will get new
technologies, is this another case of the US falling on its own
sword? From Washington, this week's Business World guest, Chairman of
the Senate Panel on Defense Technology, Jeff Bingaman. Also this
week, David takes Goliath to court. Arizona's Go-Video challenges the
Japanese electronics industry for the right to build a two - deck
VCR. And ice cream, you scream, at Penn State, everyone screams for
ice cream, a short course that attracts the cream of the crop.

ANNOUNCER
From ABC News, this is Business World with Sander Vanocur, Stephen
Aug and Gordon Williams. Now from New York, here Sander Vanocur.

VANOCUR
The United States and Japan this past week worked out the details of
an agreement for the joint development of a new jet fighter. The
fighter, called the FSX, is based on General Dynamics' F-16. But as
ABC News correspondent JOHN MARTIN reports, while the deal's
proponents say the US will get new technology, others claim this
fighter will be Japan's first weapon in a battle to dominate the
aerospace industry.

JOHN MARTIN
(VO) When the first experimental FSX jet fighter flies sometime in
1993, it will b a hybrid of American and Japanese technology, based
on this plane, the F-16, built by General Dynamics. The Pentagon
supports the deal as a way to improve Japanese defenses with American
technology.

JIM AUER, FORMER PENTAGON OFFICIAL
The most important thing is that Japan is an ally of the United
States. Out in the Western Pacific, the US and Japan are standing
shoulder to shoulder, vis a vis still a very important Soviet
military threat.

MARTIN
(VO) The F~16 cost more than $5 billion to develop in the United
States. But General Dynamics reportedly stands to gain only about
$440 million for its fees and production of a prototype. In all, the
Japanese are spending about $8 billion to develop and produce as many
as 130 new planes. For the same amount of money, points out former
commerce official Clyde Prestowitz, the Japanese could have bought
three times the number of planes from the United States.

CLYDE PRESTOWITZ, FORMER ASSISTANT COMMERCE SECRETARY
They could bear much more of the defense load without spending any
more dollars. And our industrial base would get 20 times as much for
its maintenance and support. Now that would be the best deal for the
United States.

MARTIN
(VO) But the Japanese claim they need a new generation of aircraft
and that the F-16 is not the answer. Two years ago, then Secretary of
Defense Caspar Weinberger reportedly asked the Japanese to accept one
of three existing American planes, the F-15, the F-IB or the F-16.
Tokyo refused, and what worries some commercial and congressional
experts is the possibility that Japan will take the military
technology of the F-16 and turn it to commercial use.

YOSHIO KARITA, JAPANESE MISSION DEPUTY CHIEF
Well, I cannot speculate for the long future. But I think that it
will be a long time before Japanese industry will develop commercial
airplane. Currently we know of no such plan.

MARTIN
For those Americans who are fearful that the Japanese may enter this
field and attempt to compete with America in commercial aviation,
what would you say to them at this point?

MR KARITA
I think don't worry.

MARTIN



(VO) But industry analysts are worried. This private American
consulting report concludes the Japanese have adopted a national
policy aimed at establishing a world class aerospace industry. The
author says American companies must band together and fight or face a
loss of dominance.

JOHN R HARBISON, BOOZ ALLEN & HAMILTON
Aerospace is so important to us in terms of the size of the business
and importance it is in terms of exports, that if we don't do that
we're going to have to go invent another industry. And I don't
particularly think we want to do that.

MARTIN
(VO) American aerospace firms exported $23.5 billion of products in
1987, almost a tenth of all the products sold abroad by United States
companies. If the Japanese enter the market and successfully
challenge the Americans and Europeans, the US trade deficit could
grow still larger. and the jobs of American workers could be
jeopardized in still another vital field. Congressional experts on
the Senate staff say the Arms Export Control Act, which ordinarily
allows Congress to block a sale of important technology, does not
apply to Japan because it is such a close ally. As a result, some
critics are concerned that the deal will pass from Reagan to Bush
administrations without sufficient scrutiny to correct its imbalance.

SEN JEFF BINGAMAN, (0) NEW MEXICO
It depends entirely on the incoming administration. If the newly
elected President or the Secretary of Commerce, or one of his key
appointees, feels that this is an issue that needs rethinking, then I
think it'll be held up. But clearly the new administration could do
that, and I hope they do.

MARTIN
But the hour is late, and without intervention by the Bush
Administration, say its critics, a vast technology will pass into the
hands of an international competitor for less return than the United
States could have gotten, and at a grater peril to its international
trade position than it needed to accept. Sandy?

VANOCUR
Thanks, JOHN. And in a minute, one man who's very concerned about the
FSX deal, and other technology transfers, this week's Business World
guest, Senator Jeff Bingaman.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

VANOCUR
This week's Business World guest chairs the Senate Arms Services
Subcommittee on Defense, Industry and Technology. In that capacity,
he's backed legislation which calls for the Departments of Energy and
Defense to submit annual plans to Congress for keeping and developing
our 20 most critical technologies so the US military won't become
dependent on foreign suppliers. Senator Jeff Bingaman of New Mexico
joins us from our studios in Washington. Senator, is this deal in the
national interest?

SEN BINGAMAN
Well, I really doubt that it is. Based on what I've seen, it involves
a major transfer of our own technology to the Japanese, and in return
we get a right to participate in development to a certain extent, I
think up to 40 percent. But we have no right to participate in
production of this new aircraft. I really don't know that we're
getting anything like the value in return that we're transferring to
the Japanese in this deal.

VANOCUR
As a member of Congress then, not believing it's in the national
interest, do you have any power, or is this strictly in the purview
of Treasury and Commerce? And what could Congress do?

SEN BINGAMAN
Well, I think as a formal matter, Congress doesn't have much
capability to deal with it. I mean, theoretically, of course, we
could pass a law prohibiting it in the next 20 or 30 days, but that's
a very difficult thing to do. I think it's very possible that we
could urge and may well urge that the new administration, the new
Secretary of Commerce in particular, and the Trade Representative,
look very hard at this and try to reconsider it before we go ahead
with it. I think that's where the real decision - making lies.

VANOCUR
As the Japanese Constitution appears to prohibit the export of arms
to other countries, isn't this in the long run. this deal, aimed
ultimately at Boeing and our aerospace industry itself?

SEN BINGAMAN
Well, I think it very much is. I think it's clearly a major step
toward the Japanese developing world class aerospace industry, and I
think that's clearly what's intended, and I think long term it's
short sighted. It's another example of where we have allowed military
considerations to completely outweigh the economic impact, or



economic considerations down the road.
VANOCUR

Isn't this an example of the way we do business and the way they do
business? They have a consortium; government and the private sector
work close together. But this is a decision that Defense decides, a
decision that Commerce may decide, State may not be involved in it.
Don't we have to change the way we do business?

SEN BINGAMAN
Well, we clearly do. I think that this is a classic example of where
a couple of agencies of the Federal Government - in this case Defense
and State - made a decision that they felt was in the best interest
from their perspective. The Department of Commerce has been excluded
from this decision. And the Trade Representative, of course, has not
had any involvement. We put language in the Defense Authorization
Bill this last year directing that the Department of Defense, before
it entered into any kinds of memorandums of understanding, actually
work with the Department of Commerce and be sure that they're in
agreement, so that the economic considerations can be given some
priority.

VANOCUR
Put this in a larger context. Here they're building this plane where
they're going to make the money. At three times the cost of what it
would cost us. Here's a country that spends one percent of its gross
national product on defense. We spend one percent of a far greater
gross national product on defense, and part of that defense defends
the sea lanes in the Middle East for Japanese oil. We spend $150
billion a year protecting our NATO allies. Aren't we getting the
short end of the stick? Aren't we going to bankrupt ourself?

SEN BINGAMAN
Well, I don't think there's any question that we're carrying a
disproportionately large part of this burden of cornmon defense. I
think what you earlier said, I think you meant to indicate that we
spend 6.5 percent of our gross national product, they spend one
percent of theirs. Of course, ours is substantially higher figure to
start with, so there's no question we're carrying more than our fair
share. And I think that under those circumstances really, defense
related materials, defense related products, such as aircraft, are
one of the few areas where we still maintain a surplus with Japan and
with most of our trading partners. And I think with this kind of
action, the day will come when we have very great difficulty
maintaining a surplus on those items.

VANOCUR
I came to Washington 28 years ago, right at the time President
Eisenhower warned about the military industrial complex. Twenty -
eight years I've watched Congress do very little about the military
industrial complex. Isn't it time now that the Senate and the House
take some measure of responsibility for neglect in this area?

SEN BINGAMAN
Well, I think that there will undoubtedly be some efforts in Congress
to ensure that defense considerations and defense decision making
does not override everything else in the next few years. But I really
do think we have to also recognize that this trade problem has grown
and grown, and we cannot go year after year with a 55 to 60 billion
dollar trade deficit with Japan and a trade deficit of major
proportions with most of our other allies as well.

VANOCUR
Thank you very much, senator, thanks for joining us here on Business
World.

SEN BINGAMAN
Thank you.

VANOCOR
When we return, a look at another aspect of technology trade with
Japan, or why the US is playing in the electronics market against a
stacked deck.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

VANOCUR
According to a survey by Japan's external traae organization known as
JETRO, roughly half of all the Japanese firms with subsidiaries in
the US and Europe, are currently involved in some kind of litigation.
Several of them are involved in just one case, one concerned with
attempts by an American firm to build a better mouse trap,
electronically speaking. (VO) At the Consumer Electronics Show in Las
Vegas this past week, it was easy enough to find Japanese or Korean
made videocassette recorders. But not an American made VCR in the
bunch. Well, not quite. There was a prototype of a two - deck VCR
from Go-Video of Scottsdale, Arizona. But you're not going to find
Go-Video's VCR-2 in the stores anytime soon. That's because the firm
says it's been unable to get any Japanese or Korean manufacturer to
build it, or to sell to Go-Video the patented components so that it



can make the machines.
R TERREN DUNLAP, CEO, GO-VIDEO

We're suing the Japanese electronics manufacturers for antitrust
violations because they have formed a cartel which is preventing us
from getting our patented dual deck videocassette recorder to the
marketplace.

VANOCUR
(VO) The company has already settled with some of those originally
named in the billion and a half dollar lawsuit, but not with Japanese
manufacturers Sony, JVC, Matsushita, NEC, Sanyo and Sharp. Or with
Korean makers Samsung and Daewoo.

DEAN DULAVEY, ATTORNEY AT LAW
Sony hasn't made dual decks for a number of reasons. I may not know
all of them, but the gist of it is that they didn't think that there
was a market for it.

VANOCUR
(VO) Sony and other manufacturers were also worried that they'd be
party to charges of copyright violations if people dub movies on
videocassettes. But Go-Video has settled with the Motion Picture
Association on an anti - pirating device. Why couldn't Go-Video build
it's own VCRs? Because Sony and JVC hold the key patents, which
Dunlap claims they won't sellar license to a US firm. But he thought
at one time he was close to a deal with NEC.

MR DUNLAP
The next thing we read in the newspaper that this voluntary restraint
agreement had been reached, and no dual deck VCRs were going to be
manufactured, so that deal disappeared.

ROBERT PRINGLE, ATTORNEY FOR NEC
NEC was quite willing to negotiate with Go-Video, did negotiate with
Go-Video, was ready to manufacture in 1985 a dual deck VCR for Go-
Video, and Go~Video said, "No, your terms are unacceptable to us".

VANOCUR
(VO) While the Go-Video trial is set for June and the company still
doesn't manufacture anything, the stock has still been a high flyer.
Why? Well, consider this. The week before this New York Times article
appeared, the stock traded as low as 8 - 5/8. The day after the
article, as high as 14 - 3/4. The week before this article, it was as
low as $7 a share. The day after the article, $12,75. And even with
no product, Go-Videa's CEO was able to make as much as a million
dollars just by selling one - seventh of his stock.

MR DUNLAP
I think we're going to get a dual deck VCR to the marketplace in 1989
because the defendants and some non - defendant manufacturers
recognize that the dual deck VCR is inevitable.

VANOCUR
(VO) Even if Go-Video does get to build a machine that's designed and
patented, still unresolved a broader issue: the ability of foreign
companies to get us patent protection, then refuse to license those
patents to US firms or build their products here.

REP JOHN RHODES, (R) ARIZONA
If we grant a patent to somebody for the purpose of allowing them to
lock the technology up, or to lock our people out of the market,
welre working against ourselves. That makes no sense.

VANOCUR
When we come back, a look at one American industry that's getting
back on track.

ANNOUNCER
Here's a Business World tax tip. For the past two years, you've
needed a social security number for any child over five years old.
But because of a tax law change, beginning with the 1989 tax year,
you'll need a social security number for any child two years old or
older.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

VANOCUR
Wall Street this week will be expecting a settlement in the
government case against Drexel Burnham. There's speculation the
company will have to find a new Chairman to satisfy the SEC Last week
former Senator Howard Baker turned down the offer to become Drexel's
Chairman, and reportedly it's been offered to former SEC Chairman
JOHN Shad. Still unsettled, what's ahead for junk bond king Michael
Milken. Though his name may be familiar to viewers of this program, a
recent unscientific survey by the Los Angeles Times finds that's not
the case in his hometown of Encino, California. Nine percent thought
he was mayor of Encino, which doesn't have a mayor; eight percent
thought he was Mike Tyson's lawyer, and three percent thought he
invented the FAX machine. Turning to the week on Wall Street, at
Friday's closing bell, the Dow Jones Industrials were up almost 32
points for the week. Last week our panel of stock market experts from
around the country predicted an up week. For the week ahead, our



panel was split. Panelist Lou Holland, a Chicago - based money
manager is concerned about the federal funds rate, now above nine
percent, and says that could spell trouble ahead.

LOUIS HOLLAND, INVESTMENT ADVISOR
I think there is better than a 50/50 chance that we'll see some sort
of increase in the discount rate over the next quarter or so. And
certainly I think that also would encompass some sort of increase in
the prime rate. So I think if short term rates continue to go up, I
think it's quite clear that the economy is going to slow down. And
the question is if in fact the Feds tighten too much, will in fact
that force the economy into a recession?

VANOCUR
While the rise in interest rates could derail the ongoing economic
expansion, as Gordon Williams reports in this week's Shop Talk,
there's one industry that's just now getting back on track.

GORDON WILLIAMS
Sandy, the rundown state of Americats rail cars has kicked off the
surge of orders for new cars. (VO) My sources say that should mean a
turnaround for the handful of companies that survived the worst years
rail car makers have ever seen. The railroads began the eighties with
lots of cars, but without the profits to buy more. Rail car
production plunged from 96,000 in 1979 to 6,000 in 1983. And the
stock of rail cars is down from 1.7 million in 1980 to 1.3 million
now. But the booming economy has railroads hauling record amounts of
freight, and already there have been spot shortages of cars. Now
railroad profits are strong enough to buy new cars. Car orders
doubled last year and should climb 25 percent this year, with fewer
companies to share the wealth. There are six car makers now, from 23
a decade ago, and two dominate the business. Trinity Industries
became number one by buying up rivals, including former industry
giant Pullman Standard. Number two, Thrall was a small car maker that
grew big. How long will the good times roll? Dean Witter's Richard
Rossi sees the rail car industry in the early stages of a prolonged
and pronounced recovery. (on camera) That's Shop Talk for this week.
11m Gordon Williams.

VANOCUR
In just a minute, an intense course of study for some students turns
into a pretty sweet treat.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

VANOCUR
And finally this week, a story about an industry where you pay a
premium for good taste. Where liquid assets are worthless, and frozen
assets are everything. (VO) At a season of the year when Jingle Bells
are more common than the bells of an ice cream truck, Penn State
University offers an 8 - day course in ice cream making. The reason's
simple. Winter is the slow season in the ice cream business. The
course attracts 150 students, who pay $350 to attend lectures and lab
session by both university professors and industry specialists. Penn
State has been offering the ice cream short course since 1892.
Initially the course was for local dairy farmers, but as its
reputation grew, so did its draw. Today attracting employees of major
ice cream producers and suppliers, as well as independent Mom and Pop
type entrepreneurs.

LISA STEPHEY, GERMANTOWN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
I don't come out of a Food Science background, or a Dairy Science
background. So in my job, which is in the sales and marketing
department, it's important for me to have a good working knowledge of
what our products do in ice cream, and basically how the mix is
processed.

VANOCUR
(VO) What ice cream does in general is sell. Nine hundred and thirty
million gallons in 1987, or 15 quarts per person. Despite the
popularity of other low fat alternatives, manufacturers last year
made over $7 billion in sales. Penn State's course covers both the
business and manufacturing end of making ice cream. And, of course,
the question of taste, which is often in the taste buds of the
consumer.

DR ARUN KILARA, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF FOOD SCIENCES
We have not yet developed this into a complete science, and we can't
say with confidence, Here is a formula, take it and do this and
you'll get beautiful ice cream". We have tried that. The results have
not been desirable, however.

VANOCUR
(VO) In this taste testing class, students learn to be ice cream
connoisseurs, training their palates to identify flavoring, texture
and composition of various blends.

JEAN PIERRE AVIT, LADY LIBERTY ICE CREAM
Everybody has a different recipe, and I think it's very nice to know
what the next guy is doing, because everybody is doing the same



,-----------------------------

thing, but the reason is different.
VANOCOR

(VO) Traditionalists who predate Baskin Robbins' 31 flavors may
appreciate there's still a course in vanilla, still the top selling
ice cream, with 30 to 35 percent of all ice cream sales. What you
might not realize is vanilla may be the toughest flavor to get right.

VANOCOR
That's it for this week. Whatever business you're inl we hope the
week ahead is a prosperous one. I'm Sander vanocur. On behalf of
everyone here at Business World, thanks for being with us.
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PETER JENNINGS
(CRASH SCENE) Overseas there's been another accident in
West Germany involving a NATO aircraft. A British bomber suddenly
strayed into a formation of eight German fighters flying above the
small town of Wiemoor this morning and collided with two of the
German jets. (WRECKAGE) The two man British crew was killed. One
of the German pilots was injured. Several houses on the outskirts
of Wiemoor were damaged. The United States and Japan are going to
build a new jet fighter for the Japanese air force. In order to
build the plane, the US and Japan are going to share technology and
that is not without controversy. In Washington, ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(JETS IN FLIGHT) This is the F-16, America's high technology jet
fighter produced by General Dynamics. The Japanese don't want to
buy the F-16. (GRAPHICS) Instead, under the deal signed in Tokyo,
General Dynamics and Mitsubishi will develop a new fighter called
the FSX. {JET STILL) General Dynamics will get hundreds of
millions of dollars for its role, and in exchange, the Japanese will
get the technology developed by General Dynamics for the F-16.
(JETS) That has business and congressional experts in the
United States worried. Clyde Prestowitz is a former Commerce
Department counselor who warns the deal will virtually hand the
Japanese five billion dollars in American technology.

CLYDE PRESTOWITZ
We are transferring, essentially, that technology to Japan in return
for what has been calculated at maximum about 440 million dollars to
the US. Now that just doesn't sound like a very good deal.

SENATOR JEFF BINGAMAN
We're giving up a great deal more than we're receiving and I think
we're damaging our ability to compete and maintain our leadership in
the whole aerospace industry.

JOHN MARTIN
(JAPANESE FACTORY) This recent industrial study concludes the
Japanese have decided to seek a major share of the world market in
commercial aviation production, which United States manufacturers
still dominate. The Americans fear that the fighter technology the
Japanese will gain can be used to build superior airliners. Even
so, a former Defense official who helped negotiate the deal says it
helps national security and the economy.

JAMES AUER
A lot of money comes here, a lot of technology comes here and Japan
comes out with a capable aircraft. I think everybody wins.

JOHN MARTIN
(FACTORY) The technology Auer talks about involves special composite
wing materials, but some American aviation experts say there is
little the Japanese can teach the US about that. (SU) The Arms
Export Control Act ordinarily allows Congress to block a deal, but
it doesn1t apply to Japan, a close ally. So if there's any effort
to delay the deal it would have to corne from the new Bush
Administration. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally from Washington this evening, as President Reagan prepares
to leave office, some images of history here in the nation's capital,
50 years of history seen through the eyes of one individual. By
looking at his work tonight we are reminded how many talented menand
women dedicate their careers to history captured in the eye of the
camera. Here's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(TAKING PICTURES) George Tames has been taking photographs of
politicians for half a century. In an age when politicians are
often wary of camera crews and camera angles, George Tames is their
friend.

GEORGE TAMES / PHOTOGRAPHER
You've got to like people and I like politicians. I've always have.

JOHN MARTIN
George Tames has captured on film the images of every President from
Roosevelt to Reagan and literally thousands of the men and women who
have grasped for and held the reins of power in Washington.

HUGE SIDEY
He understood them, rascals and all, and he just got along with them
and so he got pictures that a lot of other people didn't get.

GEORGE TAMES
The word that you got around town was that you could talk about any
subject in the presence of George Tames and it would never be
repeated. I had a great deal of trust with the official Washington.
I have never deliberately gone out to make a picture to make
somebody look foolish.

JOHN MARTIN
As a result, he enjoys the company and confidence of some of the
country's most powerful figures and their families.
(CAMERA SHUTTER SNAPPING) He has captured a series of telltale
moments. {VARIOUS PHOTOS) Lyndon JOHNson overwhelming a senator
for his vote; Harry Truman and Franklin Roosevelt eating in the
Rose Garden, in shirtsleeves; visitors staring up at Lincoln's
Memorial; and perhaps his most famous photograph, JOHN Kennedy,
leaning over his desk in the Oval Office. "The Loneliest Job in the
World", he calls it.

GEORGE TAMES
And I'd like to be remembered as the fellow who made that picture of
Kennedy to show the awful weight of the office.

JOHN MARTIN
(BUSH PHOTOS) So with a new President taking office after a
campaign in which half the people didn't vote and many who did
complained about the choice of candidates, Tames is a throwback to
an earlier time, a man who declares his fondness for what
politicians can mean for their country.

GEORGE TAMES
I feel good vibes when I'm around these people because I know that
politicians are not the worst animal that was ever created on the
face of the earth, because without politicians there wouldn't be any
government. There wouldn1t be anything.

JOHN MARTIN
And without George Tames' photos of the people in power, much of
what they did and how they looked in private might never have been
seen in public. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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CONGRESSPERSON
Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole
truth, so help you God?

truth and nothing but the

LT COL OLIVER NORTH
I do.

TED KOPPEL
(VO) Colonel Oliver North.

LT COL NORTH
Throughout my entire tenure at the National Security Council, I
assumed that the President was aware of what I was doing, and had,
through my superiors, approved it.

KOPPEL
(VO) Is what he knows protecting him from facing the full weight of
justice for what he did. (on camera) Good evening. 1'm Ted Koppel,
and this is Nightline. (VO) Our story tonight: balancing national
security and justice. Our guests: the Attorney General of the United
States, Richard Thornburgh, and the two Iran I Contra committee
counsels, JOHN Nields and Arthur Liman.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
So here is how it works, in theory. Independent counsel Lawrence
Walsh, unbeholden to the executive branch of government, with a staff
and budget of his own, decides after appropriate investigation to
prosecute Ollie North and a number of other figures from the Iran I
Contra affair. North's defense lawyer - demonstrating yet again, as
he once reminded a joint congressional committee, that he is not a
potted plant - defense counsel Brendan Sullivan lets it be known that
he will require thousands of pages of classified material to be
released by the government so that Colonel North receives "an
appropriate defense". Such documents might (a), exonerate Colonel
North, but they might also {b}, implicate very high - ranking
officials in the Reagan administration and (c), their release could
jeopardize national security. We will probably never know about
points (a) and (b), because the third point - national security - has
been invoked as the reason that the documents should not be released.
And so today, independent counsel Walsh asked that the two major
charges against Colonel North be dropped. Here's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) Nine months ago, a grand jury accused Oliver North and three
other men of conspiracy and theft of government property. An
indictment said some $10 million from selling American missiles to
Iran wound up mostly in Swiss bank accounts. The case promised a
glimpse inside the world of covert operations gone criminal, but
today the special prosecutor, Lawrence Walsh, asked the judge to
dismiss the two most important charges. The motion set off a ripple
of suspicion and disappointment.

ARTHUR KROPP, PEOPLE FOR THE AMERICAN WAY
By hook or by crook, this administration is determined to reward
Oliver North for his Iran / Contra activities, so in effect, they
gave him a pocket pardon.

SCOTT ARMSTRONG, NATIONAL SECURITY ARCHIVE
It's the kind of constitutional arrogance we haven't seen since
Richard Nixon.

MARTIN
(VO) Among the charges remaining are obstruction of justice and
concealing and destroying documents. North had no immediate comment
today, but his co - defendants were relieved, thinking they, too,
will not have to face conspiracy or theft charges. One defense lawyer
called it a time for champagne. One defendant said he hopes the end
is near.

RICHARD SECORD, ACCUSED CONSPIRATOR
I feel good about it, and I think it's long overdue. I think it
demonstrates once again that, in our democracy, it's okay to



criticize executive political decisions, but one shouldn't try to
criminalize them.

MARTIN
{VOl North's lawyer, Brendan Sullivan, called it an outrage that the
charges have been in place so long. In the end, prosecutor Walsh
found himself caught between three legal barriers. In court, during
pretrial hearings, they began to close in on him, Oliver North's
legal team insisting he needed to reveal numerous national secrets in
order to fairly defend himself; the Justice Department, acting for
President Reagan, insisting that the information was "too vital" to
be revealed without heavy censorship; and the judge, Gerhard Gesell,
ordering that the classified information not be heavily censored.
Ultimately, that mean walsh was forced to accept the Reagan
administration's judgment of what could be presented in court.

PRES RONALD REAGAN
(Dec. 1, 1988) The things we're blocking are the things that duty
requires we block. These are things that are national security
secrets.

REPORTER
Is this a back - door way to block a trial?

PRES REAGAN
No. This is something that, from the very beginning, we knew we would
have to do.

REPORTER
Would you be at all upset if this prevented the prosecution of Oliver
North?

PRES REAGAN
The law must take its course.

RICHARD THORNBURGH, ATTORNEY GENERAL
(Today) We obviously agree with Judge Walsh that this action should
go a long way toward reducing the risk that classified national
security information might be compromised by a pUblic trial.

MR ARMSTRONG
You obviously can't reveal the name of a US intelligence agent who
might be in danger. On the other hand, what's being eliminated here
are words like "Honduras," "Saudi Arabia," "Israel," and for this
reason the public isn't going to get an answer to the ultimate
question? That seems absurd.

REV JERRY FALWELL
(TV Co~nercial) I'm asking you to join a national petition drive to
pardon Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North.

MARTIN
(VO) But to North's supporters, who have been mailing millions of
signatures to the White House on petitions for a pardon, what is
absurd is his continued criminal liability.

SEN ORRIN HATCH, (R), UTAH
When you add it all up, it's ridiculous for it to go on any longer,
and I think the President ought to bite the bullet, he ought to
pardon North, and let the country go on from here.

MARTIN
(VO) But why can't the trial proceed with careful deletions, cautious
testimony, a painful but important search for the truth? Since 1980,
the government has had a law to prevent defendants from misusing
national security as an argument. It is called the Classified
Information Procedures Act. Among those tried under it were a series
of suspected spies, even a former CIA agent. One man who helped get
the law passed said tonight he is somewhat mystified about why it
hasn't worked in this case.

STANSFIELD TURNER, FORMER CIA DIRECTOR
I think if there had been a will here today, they would have found a
way to get enough information into the court to proceed with these
two charges that have been dropped, and yet not prejudice Colonel
North's rights of defense.

MARTIN
That could still happen, if Judge Gesell were to deny the motion for
dismissal and call on the government for more efforts. If not, the
most serious government scandal since Watergate will end in
uncertainty and recrimination instead of what a trial is supposed to
provide, a finding of the facts. In Washington, this is JOHN MARTIN
for Nightline.

KOPPEL
When we come back, we'll be joined by the attorney general of the
United States, Richard Thornburgh, by the chief counsels to the House
and Senate Iran I Contra committees, JOHN Nields and Arthur Liman,
and by an expert on constitutional law, Professor Walter Dellinger of
Duke University.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Richard Thornburgh, who's with us in our Washington bureau, was



appointed by Ronald Reagan late last year to succeed Edwin Meese as
attorney general. He is the former governor of Pennsylvania and also
served in the Justice Department during the Ford administration. Also
with us in Washington, JOHN Nields, who was chief counsel of the
House Iran / Contra investigating committee. His counterpart in our
New York studios, Arthur Liman, who was chief counsel to the Senate
Iran! Contra committee. And joining us from our affiliate WVUE in
New Orleans, Walter Dellinger, a specialist on constitutional law at
Duke University who has studied the question of balancing national
security and justice. What happened today seems, on the surface, to
be very good news for Oliver North, but I suppose it can also be
construed as being very good news for the Reagan administration.
Would you clarify, Professor?

PROF WALTER DELLINGER, DUKE UNIVERSITY
Well, it certainly is good news for the administration, in the sense
that the central charges against Col North which were dropped are
charges with respect to which the President would perhaps have had to
testify and in which his own actions would have been implicated.

KOPPEL
And therefore, what are we to conclude? Has justice been served here?

PROF DELLINGER
Well, it's hard to tell. I would not want to question the good faith
of the administrative officials who made this decision, but I think
there are three causes of concern about it. Here they were
essentially balancing the need for secrecy against the importance of
going ahead on these charges, and there were three reasons, I think,
to be concerned, even if we assume they acted in good faith, as I do.
First of all, these decisions are made by an administration whose
president has already said that he believes that no wrongdoing
occurred. Well, if you're balancing the need for secrecy against the
importance of going ahead with these trials, and if the President
himself thinks no wrongdoing has occurred, well then, surely it's not
worth revealing even the most trivial secret. Secondly, certainly
this administration has much to gain by not going ahead with this
trial. And thirdly, I think we've seen historically, Mr Koppel, that
the intelligence community has consistently overemphasized the need
for secrecy. We saw that in the Pentagon Papers case, in which the
government, under the Nixon administration, told the Supreme Court
that serious national harm would occur if the Pentagon Papers were
published by The New York Times and The Washington Post. Those papers
were published, and no harm occurred.

KOPPEL
General Thornburgh, how serious might the damage have been to the US
national interest, from your point of view - and you are familiar
with the documents that were requested? How serious would the damage
have been if those documents had been revealed, and could not that
damage have been alleviated simply by conducting this part of the
trial in camera, in other words, in secret?

RICHARD THORNBURGH, US ATTORNEY GENERAL
Well, let me say first, Ted, that we ought to understand what
happened here. Judge Walsh made a decision, and it was his decision,
based on a review of all of the documents that were involved and his
consultation with the intelligence community that there would,
indeed, be a potential for compromise of sensitive national security
matters. When he told me about this yesterday, in what I think he
aptly described as a serious meeting held at the Department of
Justice, telling me of his intent to seek the dismissal, I wanted to
be satisfied from the people in the Department of Justice who had
worked with Judge Walsh in examining these documents - and from Judge
Walsh himself - of two matters. First, that there was indeed a
factual basis in every case for the assertions by the intelligence
community that the use of any particular document would compromise
vital national security matters. And the answer to that was yes,
there was such a factual basis. Secondly - and I think this is most
important - was my inquiry to the independent counsel, to Judge
Walsh, was he satisfied that he had been offered every opportunity by
the intelligence community, by the Department of Justice, Department
of State, National Security Council, all the people who had worked on
the interagency group that examined these documents, had he been
given full access, had he been able to follow every line of inquiry
and, most importantly, had a good faith attempt been made to resolve
the problems inherent in cases of this kind, recognized by the
Congress in the 1980 legislation.

KOPPEL
Let me jump over to Mr Liman for a moment. Mr Liman, is this not an
instance where the very administration, the very executive branch
that might itself be - or that is itself in some respects under
suspicion for having participated - is making the decision not to
release the information that might implicate them?



ARTHUR LIMAN, SENATE IRAN I CONTRA COMMITTEE COUNSEL
Well, that of course, Ted, is true, but let me say - to paraphrase
Mark Twain about his own obituary, that the reports of his death are
premature ~ I don't believe that the decision by the independent
counsel to seek to dismiss these two counts in any way signals the
demise of his case. The remaining charges - and I believe there are
about 12 of them - are substantial and serious. I believe the
independent counsel will be able to prove under those charges
virtually the same facts that he intended to prove on his conspiracy
theory, and I believe that the issue of criminal accountability in
the Iran / Contra affair will remain. So I don't see his action as
being one of such epic proportions. Our committee, at least the ex -
prosecutors on the Senate committee, all recommended to Judge Walsh
over a year and a half ago that he streamline any case he brought to
avoid the kinds of problems that hers encountered.

KOPPEL
Mr Nields, as you know, Brendan Sullivan, Col North's counsel, has
subpoenaed both President Reagan and President - elect Bush. Having
now dropped these two key elements of the case, do you think those
subpoenas will still stand, and will still be valid, and will the
questions about the possible implication of people from the President
on down still be raised in those parts of the case that remain?

JOHN NIELDS, IRAN I CONTRA HOUSE COUNSEL
I think they are less likely to be raised, and I think there is a
greater probability that the judge will conclude that neither
President Reagan nor future President Bush will have relevant
testimony to give on the other counts.

MR LIMAN
I disagree with that, Ted.

MR NIELDS
But the point I'd like to - I don't know that that's true, and it may
well be that that issue will remain, but I think their testimony is
of diminished importance. But I'd like -

KOPPEL
All right. Let us - Mr Nields, I'll tell you what. Let me just take a
quick break. We've gone kind of long on this segment. I promise you
we'll come back to you, and we will take up that issue with all of
our four guests when we continue in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Back once again with our guests. Mr Nields, you were just making the
point that you think it is now less likely that either the President
or the President - elect will be subpoenaed, and you wanted to make
another point.

MR NIELDS
Yes. I wanted to say that I think that this dismissal may well be a
blessing in disguise for Judge Walsh. With the conspiracy count in
the case, I believe it - the case would have been tried on Oliver
North's turf. Conspiracy count is a somewhat unusual charge. It
centers around the accusation that North was involved in supporting
an illegal war in Nicaragua. And with that charge in the case, I
think it would have dominated the trial, and it would have set up
North's defense, which is that he was saving lives, saving the world
from Communism, and that in that kind of a situation, heroic efforts
- and maybe efforts that bend the law - are appropriate. With that
out of the trial, what you have left is garden - variety criminal
charges that people allover this country face frequently when they
commit them and get caught, and lying to Congress, lying to the
attorney general, shredding documents, altering government records
and so on, I don't think that that case will be tried on the same
turf that Oliver North got to -

KOPPEL
Let me, if I may, propose for all of your consideration something
else. I don't think that the great issue at stake here, as far as
many people in the American public are concerned, is whether or not
Oliver North is convicted and sent to jailor fined, but the question
that everyone was dancing around for weeks and weeks during the Iran
I Contra hearings, and that is, whether the President himself knew
what was going on, authorized what was going on and whether indeed
other senior members of this administration did the same. It now
seems to me - and I'd be interested in hearing your reaction, Mr
Liman - that that is less likely to be addressed in this trial than
ever before.

MR LIMAN
Well, Ted, I believe that the record on what the President knew is
fixed. People may not accept it, and they may not believe it, but we
held hearings, poindexter testified, North testified. They're not
going to change their testimony at trial. The President has stated
his position. He's not going to change it. And I believe that itrs a



myth that this trial was going to fill out the record. The record is
there. Indeed, the indictment just confirms what happened at the
hearings.

KOPPEL
A myth it may be, Mr Lirnan, but General Thornburgh, let me suggest to
you that somehow there is still going to be that feeling that trails
on here, that if only all those documents had been made available, it
could have been proved one way or the other.

MR THORNBURGH
Let me just make a couple of observations, Ted. I think it's
important to recognize what the forum is that we're talking about
here. We had the Scowcroft board that looked at the management
shortcomings within the National Security Council and in the White
House, first. We had the congressional hearings, which dealt with
policy matters. In a criminal trial, the determination of the guilt
or innocence of particular individuals with respect to particular
offenses is the only question at hand. It's not a broad, far -
reaching investigation. Itrs a very discrete, precise one. And I
think it's important to recognize that, contrary to some of the
assertions that have been made today, that this is not a case where
somebody is trying to stonewall someone, or that information is being
denied capriciously. This decision was made by Judge Walsh after the
most careful scrutiny and the best advice that he could get, his
determination being that there was a risk, in his words, of
compromising vital national security information if this case were to
go to trial. It will go to trial on the remaining dozen counts which,
as Mr Nields pointed out, are serious criminal offenses. And I think

KOPPEL
And indeed, if I may point out, Judge Gesell has not yet ruled on
whether or not he accepts what Judge Walsh has done.

MR LlMAN
Ted -

KOPPEL
I mean, Judge Gesell could theoretically still decide that he wants
to go ahead even on those two counts, couldn't he?

MR LIMAN
Ted - yes, Ted, that's so, but I might say that JOHN Nields and I and
our staffs read these hundreds of thousands of documents. Some of
them indeed are sensitive, but one thing I can assure you is that
they do not bear on what you recognized was the critical issue of
whether the President knew of the diversion. That is not what these
documents are about.

KOPPEL
All right. Let me take a break right here. Professor Dellinger, welll
give you a chance to respond to what we've been listening to over the
last few minutes when we continue in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Continuing our conversation now with Professor Walter Dellinger of
Duke. Professor Dellinger, you've heard Mr Liman say a moment ago
that he's read all the documents, as has Mr Nields. That question of
the President's alleged culpability was not addressed in any of those
documents. You've heard Mr Nields say that he actually thinks that
the case against Col North is going to be easier to prosecute now
without those two central issues. What do you say?

PROF DELLINGER
Well, I think that is certainly correct. It is very inappropriate to
suggest, as Senator Orrin Hatch did at the beginning of your show,
that the President should now pardon Col North on the remaining
charges. Those remaining charges are very serious criminal offenses,
including lying to the attorney general of the United States and
obstructing a presidential inquiry. And it would be wholly
inappropriate to terminate those charges without proceeding to trial.

KOPPEL
Attorney General Thornburgh, perhaps it would be most appropriate now
for you to kind of summarize where you think this leaves the country
as a whole. You know there has been a considerable appetite on the
part of some people to just see the whole prosecution against Ollie
North dismissed, an appetite on the part of others who are skeptical
to say, "This finally will be the means by which everything comes to
light". Today's events leave us where?

MR THORNBURGH
Well, Judge Walsh has clearly made a professional jUdgment that he
transmitted to me, and transmitted to the court, that he feels that
the dropping of these two counts is going to playa productive role
in the trial of the case because it will no longer involve the risk
of compromise of what he's convinced are important and sensitive
national security matters. I think it was a sound decision. The case



will go forward on the other serious counts, and the matter will be
resolved as it should be under our system, before a judge and a jury.

KOPPEL
If the President came to you, as his chief legal officer of the land,
and raised the issue of a pardon, what does the attorney general say
to the notion of a pardon?

MR THORNBURGH
First of all, I don't think the attorney general discusses advice to
his client. It would be inappropriate for me to indicate it. But let
me say one thing about the pardon. The pardon is not a legal
question. It is a question that the President has to address based on
his own discretion, and his own inclination. And 1'm sure if that
question comes to this President, he will ponder it long and hard.

KOPPEL
General Thornburgh, thank you. Mr Nields, Mr Liman and Professor
Dellinger, it's good of all of you to join us. Thank you very much,
indeed. Tomorrow, something a little bit different, a very special
Nightline. Two musical giants - BE King and Wynton Marsalis - and
their musical skills join us for a celebration of the blues. It's a
broadcast I hope you won't miss. That's our report for tonight. 1'm
Ted Koppel in Washington. For all of us here at ABC News, good night.


